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 1                        PA 2018-IV-MV2
   
 2     COMPREHENSIVE PLAN AMENDMENT (8800 RICHMOND HIGHWAY)
   
 3          To consider proposed revisions to the
   
 4  Comprehensive Plan for Fairfax County, VA, in accordance
   
 5  with the Code of Virginia, Title 15.2, Chapter 22. Plan
   
 6  Amendment 2018-IV-MV2 concerns approximately eight acres
   
 7  generally located at 8800 Richmond Highway (Tax map
   
 8  parcels 109-2 ((1)) 18C, 19 and 20) in the Mount Vernon
   
 9  Supervisor District.  The area is planned for private
   
10  open space.  The amendment will consider residential use
   
11  at a density up to 8 dwelling units per acre and the
   
12  ability to achieve parcel consolidation and demonstrate
   
13  that circumstances merit disturbance to the Environmental
   
14  Quality Corridor (EQC); and that mitigation/compensation
   
15  measures are provided to result in a net environmental
   
16  benefit to the parcels and net benefits to most, if not
   
17  all, the purposes of the EQC policy that are applicable
   
18  to the proposed disturbances.
   
19          Recommendations relating to the transportation
   
20  network may also be modified.  PA 2018-IV-MV2 is
   
21  concurrently under review with Rezoning and Final
   
22  Development Plan application RZ/FDP 2016-MV-018 and
   
23  Special Exception application SE 2016-MV-016.
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 1                           ATTENDEES
 2  PRESENT: 
 3        Peter F. Murphy, Chairman, Springfield District
 4        John A. Carter, Hunter Mill District
 5        James R. Hart, Commissioner At-Large, Vice Chairman
 6        Timothy J. Sargeant, Commissioner At-Large,
 7            Parliamentarian
 8        Ellen J. Hurley, Braddock District
 9        John C. Ulfelder, Dranesville District
10        James T. Migliaccio, Lee District, Secretary
11        Julie M. Strandlie, Mason District
12        Walter C. Clarke, Mount Vernon District
13        Phillip A. Niedzielski-Eichner, Providence District
14        Donte Tanner, Sully District
15        Mary D. Cortina, Commissioner At-Large
16 
17  ABSENT: 
18        None
19 
20 
21 
22 
23 
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 1                     P R O C E E D I N G S
 2                 CHAIRMAN MURPHY: The third public hearing
 3  is a Plan Amendment in the Mt. Vernon District.  It is PA
 4  2018-IV-MV2, Comprehensive Plan Amendment 8800 Richmond


 5  Highway.
 6                 This is known as a major audience
 7  rotation, I think.  Okay, are we ready?  All right.
 8                 MS. GARCIA: Yes.  Thank you for your
 9  patience.
10                 CHAIRMAN MURPHY: Ms. Garcia, could we
11  have a Staff Report, please.
12                 MS. GARCIA: Yes.  Good evening, Mr.
13  Chairman and Planning Commissioners.
14                 I am Jennifer Garcia with the Department
15  of Planning and Zoning, Planning Division.  I'm joined by
16  Marianne Gardner and Clara Johnson, also with the
17  Planning Division.
18                 Behind us are a number of staff available
19  to address questions and provide additional information
20  and I wanted to take a moment to introduce everybody
21  here.  We've got Charles Smith; Noel Kaplan -- Charles is
22  with Stormwater Planning, Noel is with our -- is an
23  Environmental Planner in the Planning Division -- Denise
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 1  James; Mary Ann Welton, also with the Environmental
 2  Planning Branch; Fred Selden, Director of Planning and
 3  Zoning; A.J. -- I'm sorry, A.J. Hamidi with Fairfax
 4  County Department of Transportation; Bob Pikora, also
 5  with the Department of Transportation; Chris Ruck,
 6  Stormwater Planning; Joanne Fiebe, Office of Community
 7  Revitalization; William Dunn is with the Virginia
 8  Department of Transportation and he's the project manager
 9  for the Richmond Highway widening project.
10                 So I think that is everybody.  Thank you
11  for your patience.
12                 CHAIRMAN MURPHY: We are almost
13  outnumbered up here, but you have all of your folks here.
14  And I thank you very much for coming.
15                 MS. GARCIA: On March 6th, 2018, the Board
16  of Supervisors authorized Plan Amendment 2018-IV-MV2 for
17  an, approximately, eight-acre area located at 8800
18  Richmond Highway which is bounded by Richmond Highway to


19  the south, the Sacramento Center Shopping Center and
20  townhomes to the east, and Dogue Creek and Pole Road Park
21  to the West.
22                 Tax Map Parcel is 109-2((2))19 and 20 are
23  located in the suburban neighborhood area adjacent to the
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 1  Woodlawn CBC within the Richmond Highway Corridor.  Tax
 2  Map Parcel 109-2((2))18C is located in the MV8 Woodlawn
 3  Community Planning Sector, Mt. Vernon Planning District
 4  and is non-exempt from the 2016 Proffer Reform
 5  legislation.
 6                 The Board's authorization requested that
 7  Staff consider residential use at a density up to eight
 8  dwelling units per acre.  In addition to considering the
 9  residential use, the authorization requested that Staff
10  evaluate full parcel consolidation, the ability for
11  development to conform with policy plan guidance on
12  environmental quality corridors and the ability for
13  development to be consistent with the VDOT Richmond
14  Highway Corridor Improvements Project.
15                 The subject area is three parcels
16  currently planned for private open space.  The land to
17  the west and directly across from the subject area on the
18  other side of Richmond Highway is also planned for
19  private open space.
20                 To the east of the subject area is the
21  Woodlawn CBC which was recently replanned as part of an,
22  approximately, two-and-a-half year major corridor-wide
23  planning effort known as "Embark Richmond Highway," which
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 1  was adopted by the Board in March of this year.
 2                 The Woodlawn CBC is envisioned as a mixed-
 3  use village and tourist hub and is recommended to
 4  showcase innovative environmental features as
 5  redevelopment occurs.
 6                 For example, an ecological spine concept
 7  proposes transforming decorated streams and waterways by
 8  daylighting them, restoring their environmental functions
 9  and adding passive recreation opportunities that support
10  revitalization goals.
11                 The Village of Mt. Vernon townhome
12  community, also located east of the subject area, is
13  planned for residential use at 16 to 20 dwelling units
14  per acre.  A portion of the eastern edge of this
15  development is in the Dogue Creek RPA and EQC.  This
16  residential development was subject to an approved
17  rezoning application that predated the EQC policy that
18  was adopted by the Board in 1975.
19                 Parcel 20 is developed with a welding
20  operation and associated structures which until recently
21  was one of many light industrial uses that are located on
22  both Parcels 20 and 19 and were established beginning in
23  the 1960s.
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 1                 The other uses included a storage yard for
 2  vehicles, trailers, tires and construction equipment,
 3  vehicle repair and landscaping services.  A majority of
 4  the uses were in violation of zoning ordinance provisions
 5  and the violations were addressed by removing the
 6  structures and the storage yard.
 7                 Prior to the site's history of industrial
 8  uses, Parcel 20 was approved for, and developed as, an
 9  outdoor amusement center which predated the Chesapeake
10  Bay Preservation Ordinance and the county's environmental
11  policies.  The previous uses account for this additional
12  impervious area that you see on this image.
13                 Three related applications are under
14  review concurrently with this plan amendment.  RZ/FDP
15  2016-MV-018 requests rezoning the property to allow for
16  the development of 43 townhomes.
17                 Special Exception Application SE 2016-MV-
18  016 requests filling in the floodplain for residential
19  use.  And an exception application pursuant to the
20  Chesapeake Bay Preservation Ordinance, which is Chapter
21  118 of the Fairfax County Code, is also requested to
22  allow disturbance to an RPA.  These applications would be
23  reviewed at the same public hearing.
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 1                 The entire subject area is a Resource
 2  Protection Area and the Environmental Quality Corridor is
 3  coterminous with the RPA.
 4                 RPAs are delineated in accordance with the
 5  Chesapeake Bay Preservation Ordinance and are corridors
 6  of environmentally sensitive land located alongside or
 7  near shorelines, streams, rivers and waterways.  There
 8  are regulatory requirements when it comes to land
 9  disturbance in an RPA.
10                 EQCs are identified and recommended for
11  protection and restoration through the EQC policy in the
12  Comprehensive Plan.
13                 The preservation of EQCs is longstanding,
14  board-adopted policy and typically achieved through the
15  development review process, acquisition of parkland and
16  the donation of easements.
17                 Lastly, the subject area is also almost
18  entirely within the 100-year floodplain of Dogue Creek
19  and a FEMA high-risk flood area.
20                 Overall, the proposed amendment presents
21  considerable concerns when evaluated within the context
22  of the elements expressed in the Board's authorization,
23  as well as other considerations.
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 1                 The subject area is able to achieve full
 2  parcel consolidation of the, approximately, eight-acre
 3  area.  In terms of revitalization, staff recognizes that
 4  the history of uses and appearance of the property may
 5  generate interest in accommodating redevelopment.
 6                 Where appropriate in the Richmond Highway
 7  Corridor and in other revitalization areas in the county,
 8  Staff supports the redevelopment of uses to advance
 9  revitalization goals.  In fact, one of the primary
10  purposes of Embark Richmond Highway was to provide new
11  guidance that incentivizes revitalization by recommending
12  a significant amount of redevelopment.
13                 On this site, the inability to meet many
14  adopted countywide policies outweighs the potential
15  revitalization benefits.
16                 Furthermore, in Staff's view, creating new
17  residential lots in a floodplain is not a suitable means
18  to meet the revitalization goals.
19                 As for policy planning guidance for EQCs,
20  all of the stated purposes of EQCs are applicable to this
21  site which are habitat quality, connectivity, stream
22  buffering, stream protection and pollution-reduction
23  capabilities.
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 1                 The Board's policy sets a very high bar
 2  for introducing disturbances to EQCs as they are vitally
 3  important to public health and are necessary to protect
 4  and manage ecological resources.
 5                 As such, there is not the presence of such
 6  an extraordinary circumstance which warrants replanning
 7  land that is entirely EQC for residential use of up to
 8  eight dwelling units per acre.
 9                 This is closely related to Staff's concern
10  about the potential for precedent with countywide
11  implications.
12                 Unless there is a clear demonstration that
13  the circumstances warranting consideration of this
14  amendment are truly extraordinary and not something that
15  could be routinely applied elsewhere in the county, the
16  approval of this amendment could have the effect of
17  generating increased development pressure for land use
18  activities that propose disturbances to EQCs.
19                 The policy plan recommends that new
20  residential lots within flood impact hazard areas be
21  prohibited.
22                 With regard to Dogue Creek and on and near
23  the subject property, the potential for accumulated
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 1  sediment to be released with additional disturbance is an
 2  issue for the environment and for VDOT's project and is
 3  just one of several concerns with regard to the unstable
 4  condition of the stream channel.
 5                 Additional discussions about this and the
 6  erosion of the stream bank near Richmond Highway and
 7  other impacts of development are needed to assess whether
 8  development could occur in a way that is consistent with
 9  VDOT's project.
10                 With all of these considerations in mind,
11  Staff does not recommend Plan Amendment 2018-IV-MV2.
12  Thank you.
13                 CHAIRMAN MURPHY: Thank you very much.
14                 Are there any questions?  Mr. Hart, Ms.
15  Cortina.
16                 COMMISSIONER HART: No questions at this
17  time.  So we'll hear from the community.
18                 And if I could thank the Staff for their
19  report discussed here.  Ms. Gardner and Ms. Johnson and
20  her team, appreciate their presentation and really
21  appreciate the Mt. Vernon community coming out to this
22  part of the county tonight and seeing them here.  So --
23                 CHAIRMAN MURPHY: We'll see if there are
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 1  questions for Staff and then we'll bring down Mr. Viani.
 2  Okay?
 3                 COMMISSIONER HART: Yes, sir.
 4                 CHAIRMAN MURPHY: Ms. Cortina, do you have


 5  questions?  Mr. Hart?  It doesn't -- flip a coin.
 6                 COMMISSIONER HART: She can go first.
 7                 COMMISSIONER CORTINA: Okay, I'll start.
 8                 So what are the boundaries -- this is a
 9  question for Staff -- for the eco-spine component of
10  Embark, does it include this -- does it go as far as
11  this, just to refresh my memory?
12                 MS. GARCIA: Sure.  So the eco-spine
13  concept is located within the Woodlawn CBC; however, the
14  idea of daylighting the streams and bringing ecological
15  benefits back is part of the overall corridor-wide
16  guidance and part of the subject area is within the
17  corridor.
18                 So, overall, there's this idea of
19  highlighting ecology for the corridor as part of Embark.
20                 COMMISSIONER CORTINA: So at the end of
21  the Embark presentation, which was one or two o'clock in
22  the morning, I seem to recall that this was a situation
23  where we have this idea, this vision that the community
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 1  bought off on that this was part of the revitalization,
 2  was incorporating the environmental qualities of this
 3  area, which up to this point have really been -- I've
 4  been by this site before and it is absolutely, you know,
 5  undistinguishable as some sort of a benefit ecologically
 6  when you just are driving past on Richmond Highway.
 7                 And my concern was at that time that the
 8  very first application that we get not squeeze out the
 9  environmental component of it, that that was really
10  something that was key to Embark.
11                 And so I was very disappointed to see the
12  very first application, right after the community
13  supported Embark vision, do exactly that.
14                 And so I was curious.  Just right off from
15  a vision standpoint, is it your conclusion that this is
16  not in keeping with the Embark vision?
17                 MS. GARCIA: Correct.  We definitely put
18  in a lot of effort and time and the community really did,
19  as you've mentioned, support this idea of bringing
20  forward the environmental features that previously had
21  been impacted as a way to not only improve the
22  environment, but show that we think revitalization in
23  this area should be something that's unique to the
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 1  corridor in a way that is not typically -- was not
 2  something that was done in the past.
 3                 So it was a way not only to improve the
 4  environment, but to also say that there's a high standard
 5  for revitalization, that we expect to see these amenities
 6  brought forward through the daylighting of streams and
 7  providing the passive recreation opportunities.
 8                 COMMISSIONER CORTINA: Well, thank you.
 9  And, you know, it's hard for any one particular landowner
10  to bear that burden for the entire corridor.
11                 And so in that light, I'd also like to
12  ask, you know, what, by right, in this particular
13  property as it is now is allowed on this property?
14                 MS. GARCIA: So -- and I can pull up the
15  map of the -- that might -- so Parcel 20, the parcel
16  right along Richmond Highway, is zoned C8, Parcels 19 and
17  18C are zoned R2 currently.
18                 MS. GARDNER: I'm Marianne Gardner.  I'd
19  just like to add.  But all three parcels are encumbered
20  by a Resource Protection Area and there would need to be
21  a special review to see what could happen there.
22                 Usually, in circumstances such as these,
23  an exception is sought and development can occur in areas
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 1  that have been previously disturbed.
 2                 So that's what would happen to determine
 3  what had happened on this property without additional
 4  comprehensive plan or zoning changes.
 5                 COMMISSIONER CORTINA: So at this point
 6  you don't exactly know for sure like what would be
 7  allowed and what's not allowed on the property?
 8                 MS. GARDNER: We know that, obviously, the
 9  front parcel which is zoned for commercial uses could be
10  developed that way and then the R2 property would be
11  suitable for residential use under the current rezoning.
12                 However, we've done some very initial
13  looks to see what the extent of the impervious surface is
14  and the way that that was determined was by looking at
15  where the amusement park was in the past and what area
16  seemed to have been most disturbed and I believe that
17  that was an area of a few acres.
18                 So -- but because at this point the
19  county's Ches-Bay maps show that the entire area is
20  encompassed by the RPA, there would need to be additional
21  review to see precisely the amount of development that
22  could occur in those areas.
23                 MR. KAPLAN: If I may, Noel Kaplan,
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 1  Department of Planning and Zoning.  One clarification on
 2  the Chesapeake Bay ordinance.
 3                 With respect to allowed uses in the
 4  Resource Protection Area, the ordinance does allow
 5  redevelopment and that is based on impervious cover.
 6                 And so as long as the use is not
 7  increasing the amount of impervious cover on the site and
 8  not encroaching further into pervious parts of the RPA
 9  closer to the stream in this case, that would be an
10  allowed use.
11                 They would still need to provide a water
12  quality impact assessment that documents the conditions
13  on the site and demonstrates that they are minimizing
14  adverse water quality impacts, but it is something that
15  is allowed by the ordinance.
16                 I think one of the major constraints on
17  the property may be the floodplain itself and that are
18  floodplain regulations that limit the extent of fill that
19  can be provided.  And if that limit is exceeded, there
20  would need to be consideration of a special exception for
21  that fill.
22                 But in terms of the Bay ordinance, given
23  that there is quite an extensive amount of impervious
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 1  cover out there now, I don't see that as a real
 2  impediment to by-right development.
 3                 COMMISSIONER CORTINA: Okay.  Let's just
 4  start off with, so in terms of the floodplain itself and
 5  the proposal to fill in the floodplain, I mean, you know,
 6  multiple levels, the concern there is that -- by Staff is
 7  that it would set a precedent for other areas that up to
 8  now have been, you know, out of limits and by opening
 9  this up here, this is not just a one-off situation.  This
10  is potentially the beginning of a lot of this type of
11  proposal elsewhere in the county.  Can you elaborate on
12  that?
13                 MR. KAPLAN: Again, Noel Kaplan.  I think
14  our concern is that there may be some other degraded
15  areas in the county, degraded properties within
16  Environmental Quality Corridors that may be similarly
17  situated to this one.
18                 We haven't done a comprehensive survey of
19  the county, but I think a number of people on Staff can
20  reel off a couple of examples that they would be
21  concerned about.
22                 And it harks back to the guidance in the
23  policy plan on disturbances to Environmental Quality
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 1  Corridors.  And there are really two tests that need to
 2  be considered if the disturbance does not fall under one
 3  of those prescribed uses that the plan recognizes, and
 4  that would be the case here.
 5                 One is that these should only be
 6  considered in extraordinary circumstances.  And when this
 7  language was adopted ten years ago now, that term was not
 8  defined and I think that was purposeful to recognize that
 9  each site needs to be considered on its own merits and
10  what might be considered extraordinary.
11                 But our concern is that that suggest is
12  not something that could be broadly replicable elsewhere
13  in the county and we're not convinced that that case has
14  been made here.
15                 The second concern is net environmental
16  benefits overall and to individual components of the EQC
17  policy.  But it is our concern about whether this truly
18  rises to an extraordinary circumstance that causes us to
19  raise this concern.
20                 COMMISSIONER CORTINA: Okay.  And then
21  just one final question on the property itself.
22                 So there's mention in the Staff Report
23  that the stream was rerouted, and I was having some
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 1  difficulty understanding when that was rerouted or how
 2  or, you know, what the plans were to correct that.  I
 3  think there was something in there about VDOT.
 4                 So that just left a lot of questions that
 5  I couldn't tell from the Staff Report.  If you could
 6  elaborate.
 7                 MR. KAPLAN: We have lots of questions
 8  about this, as well.
 9                 The stream, we believe, flowed in a
10  straight north-south path prior to the 1955 approval of a
11  couple of uses on these properties.
12                 There was an amusement park on Parcel 20
13  and a private recreation facility on 19 and 18C, as well
14  as some of the properties to the west.
15                 At some point between then and I would
16  guess in the early '70s, there were some modifications
17  made to the stream flow that blocked off at least a
18  portion of that north-south flow and diverted much of the
19  flow of Dogue Creek to the west.  And so you have this C-
20  shape type of flow pattern that goes around in that area.
21                 The concern is that that has created some
22  instability and some erosion, particularly along those
23  bends and that is not something that VDOT wants to see
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 1  perpetuated as it proceeds with this project.  But we're
 2  still having discussions with them about possible
 3  solutions.
 4                 We have talked to the Applicant about this
 5  and they wish to join the county Staff and VDOT to try to
 6  figure out if there are some comprehensive solutions that
 7  can be identified, but it's still very much a question
 8  about what the ultimate resolution of this issue would
 9  be.
10                 And you can see on your screens that C-
11  shape flow pattern of Dogue Creek.
12                 MR. SMITH: Charles Smith with Stormwater
13  Planning Division.
14                 In addition, in June, county Staff visited
15  and site and determined that there is base flow of the
16  stream routed through the old pond.  So it actually is
17  carrying the base flow of the creek.  So it's a perennial
18  water body, which is not reflected, I don't believe, in
19  the application.
20                 The proposal is to cut that off.  So
21  that's a significant concern, also.  That also would
22  force the flow permanently to that western channel which
23  is unstable.
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 1                 It is causing erosion against the existing
 2  VDOT right-of-way, does not align with the current
 3  culvert and does not align with the downstream receiving
 4  channel, which is south of the Richmond Highway cross-
 5  section.
 6                 So we have significant concerns about
 7  that.  We don't believe that the current application
 8  addresses the stream condition at all.
 9                 And we have -- along with VDOT and others,
10  we would like to, you know, definitely address the stream
11  flow, give it the proper channel alignment and stable
12  alignment and ultimately have to address it with the
13  redevelopment of the road section by VDOT.
14                 CHAIRMAN MURPHY: Okay, Mr. Hart.
15                 COMMISSIONER HART: Thank you, Mr.
16  Chairman.
17                 I had a number of questions.  And I want
18  to say at the outset that I was somewhat familiar with
19  this property, anyway.  It was at the BZA for a long time
20  and I'm kind of familiar with how it was then.
21                 And my impression is it had sort have been
22  -- it's been cleaned up somewhat since the way we left
23  it, but that there were a lot of things going on that
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 1  shouldn't have been and that the activity on the site or
 2  the areas of activity were not -- did not correspond to
 3  the defined areas on the lot lines, or things like that,
 4  that there were things going on in places in this
 5  property that shouldn't have been.
 6                 What I wondered was, other than my general
 7  sense that it's better than it was, is the current state
 8  of affairs more or less cleaned up and, other than this
 9  instability with the rerouted segment of the stream
10  channel, is there any current problem with what's present
11  or what's going on?
12                 MR. KAPLAN: We don't think so.  There was
13  concern about soil and groundwater contamination.  There
14  was a review of that issue by a consultant of the
15  property owner, along with the Department of
16  Environmental Quality.  They identified some petroleum
17  contamination in the groundwater likely related to some
18  surface spillage that had occurred over time.
19                 But after doing a number of borings and
20  tests of the groundwater, DEQ concluded that the levels
21  of contamination that were identified did not rise to a
22  level of creating any health or environmental problems.
23  And so they closed their case.
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 1                 In walking the site, there was no real
 2  evidence of point source-type pollutant generation.  I
 3  didn't see that.  I don't know if anybody else did who
 4  was with us.  So we don't think that there's a real
 5  concern about a clear source of contamination.
 6                 There is a lot of impervious cover and
 7  gravel on the site and that's what we have, and a couple
 8  of structures.
 9                 COMMISSIONER HART: Okay.  I had some
10  concern -- and some of that, I think, has been addressed
11  a little bit tonight -- in that we were getting all of
12  these letters of support and I'm thinking support for
13  what.  I mean, we haven't read it yet.  I mean, nothing
14  had been put on paper, as far as I know.  I mean, we
15  didn't have any language, no text, no nothing.  And we've
16  got a handout now which says Planning Commission
17  Alternative whatever.
18                 Has Staff had a chance to review that
19  paragraph?
20                 MS. GARCIA: No.  We just received it this
21  evening, so we have not had an opportunity to look at it.
22                 COMMISSIONER HART: Is there any earlier
23  iteration?  Is there some other competing version or this
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 1  is all we've got right now, this paragraph?
 2                 MS. GARDNER: Yes.  We had drafted some
 3  text for consideration with some other conditions that we
 4  felt reflected the need to improve and protect the
 5  environmental features of the site, but I think the
 6  choice was made not to distribute that.
 7                 COMMISSIONER HART: Okay.  I missed it if
 8  we got it written.  Okay.
 9                 I wanted to come back to a couple of
10  things.  It seemed to me from a baseline perspective that
11  we have a countywide policy and in my layman's
12  understanding of it, basically, no new residential in the
13  floodplain.  I mean, it was pretty simple and basic.
14                 We don't have exceptions for
15  revitalization areas.  We don't have an exception for
16  Route 1.  We're not going to do it.
17                 And maybe there are situations where we
18  have existing lots where we have -- I think there's a
19  category of SE for fill in a floodplain or building in a
20  floodplain or maybe you're rebuilding a house in New
21  Alexandria and it's got to be higher and there's a kind
22  of SP where, I think, if you're going near the
23  floodplain, but not in it, or something, and we've had
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 1  some of those, too.
 2                 But I couldn't think of an example where
 3  we either had a plan amendment or a rezoning that
 4  resulted in a new subdivision with lots in an existing
 5  floodplain.
 6                 And maybe that's happened and maybe it's
 7  happened sparingly, but has that happened before?  Have
 8  we replanned a floodplain to put townhouses or something
 9  in it or have we approved new residential lots in an
10  existing floodplain since that policy was adopted?
11                 MS. GARDNER: According to our research,
12  we have not.
13                 COMMISSIONER HART: Okay.
14                 Mr. Kaplan pointed out, I think, that it
15  wasn't clear what extraordinary circumstances were or
16  what the definition of that was, and one of the things, I
17  think, we would want to look to would be past examples
18  and we don't have them.
19                 But what was a similar policy in my mind
20  is we kind of don't put roads through environmentally
21  sensitive -- or maybe "kind of" is wrong.  We don't put
22  new roads through sensitive areas unless there's some
23  exceptional circumstance.  And we have done that.  We've
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 1  done it at least twice, I think.
 2                 And one of the times I remembered was the
 3  one with -- it was sort of a Hoover Dam and it was a
 4  government office thing/site that had to be secured and
 5  you couldn't get into it and the only way into it was
 6  sort of over where the stream was, but there was a quid
 7  pro quo and there was very extensive stream restoration
 8  that was downhill from it.
 9                 And we did a site visit and some of that
10  stuff was put in -- I can't remember if it was in the
11  development conditions of a special exception or there
12  was a plan amendment to do it.  But somehow we got there.
13                 And what I thought was if there was going
14  to be text that was punching through any of this dealing
15  with any encroachment, that there would be some pretty
16  robust tradeoffs and there would have to be some very
17  extensive resolution of the existing stream mass or
18  something like that.
19                 I'm jumping around with this, but what I'm
20  looking for is is there any objective guidance anywhere
21  for under what circumstances we would consider doing this
22  or in exchange for what?
23                 If we don't have any examples, have we got
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 1  any guidance -- and I guess I was going to ask about
 2  EQAC, too, but has anybody tried to articulate under what
 3  circumstances we would hypothetically say, even though we
 4  don't do this, we might do it if A, B and C, and you did
 5  these other things in exchange for that?
 6                 And if you're following me --
 7                 MR. KAPLAN: Yeah.
 8                 COMMISSIONER HART: -- how do we know
 9  what's exceptional?  How do we know when this is
10  appropriate if we're not supposed to do it at all?
11                 MR. KAPLAN: I think there are really two
12  aspects of the question.
13                 I think one speaks to the history of the
14  policy on disturbances, the EQCs.  The case that you are
15  referencing is the Aerospace application --
16                 COMMISSIONER HART: Aerospace, exactly.
17                 MR. KAPLAN: -- which actually predated
18  that policy and was the impetus behind the policy.
19                 That case was approved, I believe, in 2009
20  and it proposed the filling-in of two headwater stream
21  channels in exchange for a more comprehensive stream
22  restoration project downstream with the details all
23  worked out during the zoning process and there were very
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 1  specific proffers that spoke to that.
 2                 After the Board of Supervisors approved
 3  that, Staff had recommended denial because we didn't feel
 4  the policy language at that time allowed us as Staff to
 5  make that kind of decision.
 6                 The Board directed the Planning Commission
 7  to take a look at the EQC policy to determine if there
 8  could be some way of incorporating more flexibility to
 9  consider that sort of thing.
10                 The Board spent -- the Planning
11  Commission's Environment Committee spent about a year on
12  that issue and ultimately came up the language that was
13  adopted, the extraordinary circumstances, and the like.
14  Again, there was a recognition that these cases are going
15  to be so different in their character.  And I think
16  experience has borne that out that it really didn't make
17  sense to define that further.  It would have to be a
18  case-by-case determination.
19                 We've had two examples of applications
20  that went through the zoning process under that guidance.
21  The first was Circle Towers which came in about a year
22  after that policy was adopted in 2010, I believe.  And
23  that issue spoke to a new point of access that would have
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 1  had to have crossed the EQC.
 2                 You are correct that the EQC policy does
 3  have a provision that supports necessary infrastructure
 4  crossings of EQCs where necessary.  And so if a buildable
 5  part of a site can only be accessed by crossing an EQC,
 6  we will accommodate that and we have.
 7                 This was a case, though, where there were
 8  currently a couple of entrances, one on Lee Highway, one
 9  on Route 50/Arlington Boulevard, and we questioned
10  whether that was a necessary crossing.
11                 And so the EQC disturbances policy was
12  invoked.  There was quite a bit of give-and-take with the
13  applicant.  They developed a package of improvements to
14  the stream valley, the stream channel, some wetland pools
15  and agreed to build that crossing as a bridge over the
16  stream instead of culverting it.
17                 Ultimately, that was approved.  It was
18  never pursued.  For whatever economic reason, that didn't
19  happen.
20                 The second application was a vulcan quarry
21  and Fairfax Water set of applications from about three
22  years ago where in order to expand the quarry to provide
23  for future water supply, they needed to remove a stream
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 1  that was in that area.
 2                 There was an extensive negotiation on the
 3  development condition and several years'-worth of back-
 4  and-forth on an EQC compensation plan that was just
 5  recently approved for that.
 6                 Those are the two examples and they're
 7  quite different from each other.  And it kind of
 8  highlights how we really can't anticipate what might be
 9  extraordinary.
10                 And the second part of that question, I
11  believe, deals with what criteria would we want to come
12  up with to identify what sorts of restoration efforts we
13  might want to proceed with.
14                 You had mentioned that all you have in
15  front of you was a draft motion, but what we have in
16  front of us at Staff and what is really driving this plan
17  amendment proposal is a very specific zoning application
18  for 43 townhouses.
19                 We have a development plan; we have a
20  layout; we've had a number of meetings with the Applicant
21  on this.  And during the course of our discussions with
22  the Applicant, it became clear to us that if we were to
23  have developed a bullet-point list of things that we'd
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 1  like to see as far as restoration mitigation type of --
 2  and footprint type of recommendations, that this project
 3  wouldn't be able to meet that.
 4                 And so why would we then be forwarding
 5  this and the Comprehensive Plan if it was setting
 6  ourselves up for failure down the line when the zoning
 7  came through.  We chose to simply recommend against the
 8  amendment.
 9                 COMMISSIONER HART: My next question was
10  kind of dealing with that same dilemma.
11                 We don't have, or if we have, I haven't
12  seen it, whatever this layout is for the 43 townhouses,
13  but I thought there might be degrees of permissible
14  encroachment and that those criteria might be different
15  depending on what you're doing.
16                 If you were going five feet into
17  something, maybe it's not a big deal.  If you're going a
18  hundred feet into something, it's a much bigger problem.
19                 And I did not understand with 43
20  townhouses and this floodplain -- well, let me back up to
21  the floodplain line.  Is there a disagreement as to the
22  location of the floodplain line or is this what it is,
23  what we've got on figure 2?
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 1                 It's a very -- it seems like what's not in
 2  the floodplain is just a small corner of the site up by
 3  the road.
 4                 MR. KAPLAN: What you have in figure 2 is
 5  really a generalization.  There's been a more detailed
 6  floodplain study provided by the Applicant.  Our land
 7  development services staff has reviewed and approved
 8  that.  There are still --
 9                 COMMISSIONER HART: Is it different from
10  figure 2?
11                 MR. KAPLAN: It is slightly different.
12  There is sort of an island outside the floodplain in that
13  area shown in the southwest corner.  There's also an area
14  more central to the site that has been determined to be
15  outside of the floodplain.
16                 That -- I would note that we've recently
17  -- very recently received some guidance from VDOT raising
18  some questions about that, so we need to sort through
19  that with VDOT.  But --
20                 COMMISSIONER HART: That's kind of my next
21  question, too.
22                 But what I thought was that there's some
23  imprecision as to that and if the changes to the bridge
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 1  change it further, which I mean, it seems to me that's
 2  plausible.
 3                 If the bridge were redesigned and rebuilt
 4  in some way and then the floodplain line changed again,
 5  that might improve the chances of something happening on
 6  this property or not.  But do we have any of that
 7  information?
 8                 MR. KAPLAN: We don't, no.
 9                 COMMISSIONER HART: I cut you off about
10  VDOT.
11                 MR. KAPLAN: That's okay.
12                 COMMISSIONER HART: But do we know what
13  would happen if the bridge happened?
14                 MR. KAPLAN: We don't.  We really don't
15  know if that -- if the removal of the culvert and
16  replacement of it with a bridge that allows the full 100-
17  year flow to go underneath it, we don't know what effect
18  that will have on the boundaries of the floodplain.  We
19  can only speculate.
20                 COMMISSIONER HART: Okay.  The assignment


21  from the Board, I guess, was to evaluate residential and
22  eight to the acre.  And I thought maybe they asked the
23  wrong question.
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 1                 Had Staff evaluated -- and I assume that
 2  has to be townhouses.  Is there any other potential
 3  redevelopment use for the property that a plan amendment
 4  might address that might be more vertical than townhouses
 5  with a smaller footprint and, again, more in the area
 6  that's out of the floodplain or out of the floodplain as
 7  revised, something like that?
 8                 Is that beyond the scope of what Staff was
 9  tasked to do with this amendment or are we stuck with
10  it's townhouses or nothing?
11                 MS. GARDNER: Commissioner Hart, when we
12  were considering the question and coming up with those
13  conditions related to the environment that we thought
14  would be appropriate that Noel was referencing that we
15  knew would sort of -- would doom this redevelopment plan
16  and stopped, we did talk about that a different type of
17  residential structure may be two-over-two could work if
18  it stayed closer to the area that's impervious, and then
19  we could ask for these additional qualities or additional
20  improvements to be made to the stream.
21                 But, again, because the plan amendment was
22  so tied to the rezoning that had been approved --
23                 COMMISSIONER HART: Okay.
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 1                 MS. GARDNER: -- we stopped.  Not
 2  approved.  I meant submitted.  Sorry.
 3                 COMMISSIONER HART: Again, I have not seen
 4  any drawing, but how much of an encroachment is it with
 5  43 townhouses, is it half the site?  I mean, what
 6  happens?
 7                 MS. GARCIA: Can you see that?  It's --
 8                 COMMISSIONER HART: Okay.
 9                 MS. GARCIA: This is -- I don't even know
10  if this is the latest.  There may have been a more recent
11  submission.
12                 But it's my understanding that the layout
13  hasn't -- the proposed layout hasn't changed too much --
14                 COMMISSIONER HART: Okay.
15                 MS. GARCIA: -- since the rezoning
16  application has been submitted.
17                 And this -- the orange -- it may be a
18  little hard to see -- is their floodplain delineation.
19  This gets to Noel's point about, you know, how our map
20  had just the corner outside of the floodplain.
21                 It's hard to see the parcel boundaries,
22  too, to see the extent of the additional --
23                 COMMISSIONER HART: No, I think that
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 1  answers my question.  I had some idea.
 2                 One more question and then I'll be quiet.
 3  Has there been any suggestion by the Board or by Staff
 4  that the current floodplain policy needs to be amended or
 5  reevaluated to allow redevelopment of eyesores, or
 6  something like that, where we would have lesser standards
 7  because of sort of economic or beautification kind of
 8  issues trumping environmental policy, something like
 9  that?
10                 Is there any suggestion that we're too
11  rigid on protecting the environment and that we ought to
12  relax that and, you know, go into a floodplain if it gets
13  rid of some eyesore, something like that?
14                 MS. GARDNER: We've not specifically.  We
15  recognized in our analysis that this is -- although it's
16  outside of a community business center, a portion of this
17  is in the Richmond Highway Corridor and, as such, is a
18  revitalization area.
19                 And so we did take that into account that
20  that's an important aspect, but we felt that the existing
21  policy trumped it.
22                 And the concern was, I think -- or
23  speaking for myself, I think a concern would be that if
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 1  we weakened the floodplain policy to encourage
 2  redevelopment of properties that had not been well-
 3  maintained, that that could have an unintended
 4  consequence.
 5                 COMMISSIONER HART: People would be
 6  encouraged to let it go and then to say is my property is
 7  so bad --
 8                 MS. GARDNER: Yes.
 9                 COMMISSIONER HART: Okay, all right.  All
10  right, thank you.
11                 CHAIRMAN MURPHY: Okay, Mr. Ulfelder, Mr.
12  Sargeant, Mr. Tanner, and Mr. Niedzielski-Eichner.
13                 COMMISSIONER ULFELDER: Thank you, Mr.
14  Chairman.
15                 I want to thank my -- the two previous
16  Commissioners for asking most of the questions that I had
17  been thinking about and prepared, but I just have a
18  couple.
19                 I did look at the -- what is called the
20  Belle Haven, Dogue Creek and Four Mile Run Watershed
21  Management Plan and there are a number of proposed
22  projects up and down Dogue Creek, including one on --
23  just on the south side of Richmond Highway here.
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 1                 And I guess my question is how come there
 2  was no project that came forward as part of that
 3  watershed review and development of the management plan
 4  for the -- for this north side, for the area here,
 5  particularly in light of the change in the creek over
 6  time?
 7                 MR. SMITH::  I apologize.  I don't recall
 8  all of the projects in that particular area.
 9                 I am very familiar with the south part.
10  We walked it recently, actually, and we have -- there's
11  another project we're going to reconsider for the near
12  future.
13                 We also, as reevaluating for this project,
14  would like to try to combine potentially the VDOT's
15  project with doing work downstream.
16                 The upstream component has -- is wetland.
17  Almost the entire area has wetlands, through Pole Road
18  Park and then onto the private property.
19                 I think our current philosophy is that
20  maintaining the wetland pools and the full extent of the
21  existing wetlands is very critical for providing
22  ecosystem services to include flood mitigation
23  approaching that Route 1 intersection.  So I can't tell
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 1  you that right off the bat.  Maybe Noel's will come up
 2  right now.
 3                 COMMISSIONER ULFELDER: Well, one of the


 4  questions would be if you did additional mitigation on
 5  the north side, on the side that this property is located
 6  on, would it make it -- mean that the VDOT project and
 7  the bridge and the removal of the culvert, that it would
 8  improve that project?
 9                 I mean, that it would assist that in terms
10  of handling the 100-year flood better if the north side
11  is restored, for example, to a -- what I would call an
12  environment -- you know, restore it so that it functions
13  properly within the EQC.
14                 MR. SMITH: First of all, I'm looking at
15  the watershed plan now and there is a project shown on
16  the north side.  It's DC 9208 which is identified as a
17  stream restoration project.  There is not a fact sheet
18  for that one.  I think it was not considered in the first
19  ten-year timeframe, but there was something recognized
20  there.
21                 In regard to the bridge, I think the
22  bridge opens up a lot of possibilities for that stream in
23  terms of its function, and there does need to be careful
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 1  consideration of what happens north of the bridge as it
 2  affects what might happen south of the bridge.  I think
 3  that's absolutely spot-on.
 4                 COMMISSIONER ULFELDER: So currently it's
 5  listed as, quote, "private open space."  And the way your
 6  report read -- and this is before we had language for
 7  possible change in the Comprehensive Plan language for
 8  the particular site -- the idea was to leave it in the
 9  current state until there's an opportunity to restore it,
10  basically, or restore a good portion of it so that it
11  functions the way it's supposed to function.
12                 I mean, what kind of -- what would that
13  look like?  What kind of project would that involve?
14                 MR. SMITH: Well, there are a couple parts
15  to it.
16                 I think the first thing that we would like
17  to see from the water quality perspective is preservation
18  of the wetland footprints on the north side; in addition,
19  a restored channel that honors more closely a stable
20  alignment through the current and future VDOT road
21  sections lining up with the channel to the south.
22                 When VDOT does open up that road section,
23  it will pass more water during a flood event.  So there's
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 1  -- we want -- we need to better understand how that
 2  corridor is going to handle the increased flows and so
 3  we'll probably look at the -- and we have walked that
 4  downstream portion to make sure that's stable.
 5                 From a vegetative perspective, buffering
 6  the wetlands and the streams is a pretty critical item.
 7  It provides a lot of ecosystem services and improves
 8  water quality significantly.  It also helps slow down
 9  flooding -- you know, the actual flood waters.
10                 So we see a hundred-foot buffer, generally
11  speaking, around perennial water bodies as being the
12  preferred outcome.  And the more the better, usually,
13  especially in these large bottom land habitats like you
14  see all across Fairfax County within the preserved stream
15  quarters.
16                 COMMISSIONER ULFELDER: So, in a way, if
17  that was done, it would become more like a community
18  amenity in a way in terms of the -- in how it would look
19  and how it would operate within the eco-spine and the
20  Dogue Creek watershed?
21                 MR. SMITH: I think that's -- when we're
22  talking about the ecological spine concept, that's
23  exactly what we're talking about, is that you preserve
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 1  appropriate uses within the RPA or stream alignment, but
 2  that you do restore ecological function.
 3                 And for this particular piece of land, if
 4  you look at it, it's almost a contiguous set of bottom
 5  land wetlands going from north of Telegraph Road down
 6  through Huntley Meadows, Jackson Abbott and through Pole
 7  Road Park to Route 1.  And then the downstream parcels,
 8  many of them are vacant.
 9                 So the ecological function throughout that
10  corridor is pretty contiguous so that restoration of that
11  would be in line with those existing preserved areas and
12  also, as you said, an amenity for the public.
13                 COMMISSIONER ULFELDER: Okay, thank you.


14                 CHAIRMAN MURPHY: Mr. Sargeant.
15                 COMMISSIONER SARGEANT: Thank you, Mr.


16  Chairman.
17                 And I know this will come out during
18  further testimony, but I'd like to clarify how close
19  would the proposed townhouses be to the floodplain?
20                 MR. KAPLAN: Well, the houses would be
21  constructed within the current floodplain.  They'd be
22  elevated above it.  There would be significant fill.
23  Perhaps Mr. Viani can address that, but I think we've
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 1  been focusing more on the overall width of the restored
 2  buffer area and what that would look like and that would
 3  be variable.
 4                 As currently proposed, we think they're
 5  going to be some changes based on discussions on the
 6  drainage issues in the stream locations.
 7                 But as currently proposed, there's a
 8  fairly significant width right close to the Route 1
 9  crossing where the stream kinds of bows out to the west.
10                 But within a portion of the development
11  project, as you move farther north within that project
12  area, as currently proposed, the width of the wooded
13  buffer would be, perhaps, as narrow as 25 to 30 feet in
14  one place.
15                 COMMISSIONER SARGEANT: Okay.  Do we have


16  any timeframe, any time estimate regarding VDOT's
17  widening project and the proposed bridge, when that might
18  take place, occur, provide mitigation of the stream
19  issues?  Any estimate at this point?
20                 MR. DUNN: William Dunn, Virginia
21  Department of Transportation.
22                 Our current estimated or anticipated
23  construction schedule is for the Richmond Highway project
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 1  to begin in 2023 and end, approximately, in 2025/2026.
 2  So that's our current anticipated schedule.
 3                 COMMISSIONER SARGEANT: Does that
 4  timeframe include the proposed bridge?
 5                 MR. DUNN: Yes.  The bridge is within the
 6  project from Jeff Todd Way to Napper Road.  That's
 7  correct.
 8                 COMMISSIONER SARGEANT: And that would


 9  include mitigation issues related to the water flow?
10                 MR. DUNN: It would depending on what the
11  conditions are when we go to construction and depending
12  on what proceeds, yes.
13                 COMMISSIONER SARGEANT: Okay.  I'm going


14  to go back to Commissioner Hart's comments regarding the
15  Board's motion and the issue of evaluate, and I think
16  that's what's causing some of the challenges here.
17                 The evaluation called for, among other
18  things, making sure this is consistent with VDOT's
19  proposed widening, as I understand it, and mitigation,
20  compensation measures resulting in net environmental
21  benefits; is that correct?
22                 Is that -- I'm wondering how we got to
23  evaluate and if that's -- if that adds to where we would
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 1  normally see some plan text or something because it
 2  sounds like the assignment was to evaluate versus
 3  actually draft text.  Am I wrong?
 4                 MS. GARDNER: We -- yes.  We were asked to
 5  evaluate the proposed bill vis-a-vis the VDOT widening of
 6  Richmond Highway and we have many questions still about
 7  that because the project hasn't advanced to the level
 8  where we feel that we could reach a conclusion.
 9                 The reason we did not provide plan text
10  for this plan amendment is that we were so concerned that
11  this project does not rise to the level of an
12  extraordinary circumstance that we declined, which is
13  very unusual to provide to text, but that we didn't
14  because we were unable to support the proposal.
15                 COMMISSIONER SARGEANT: I want to briefly


16  touch on the issue of extraordinary and the, you know,
17  review that this does not fit under that extraordinary
18  category.
19                 I'm wondering, though, as we move forward
20  with a lot of revitalization, such as Route 1, if we're
21  not going to have similar scenarios such as the one we're
22  considering this evening where some compromises will be
23  made further and are not necessarily extraordinary.
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 1                 So a couple of questions within that.
 2  Does Staff, in your professional opinion, anticipate some
 3  of those scenarios going forward where they may be
 4  exceptional, but they're not extraordinary?
 5                 And by exceptional, I mean it has the
 6  issues related to revitalization; it has the issues
 7  related to the redevelopment within those revitalization
 8  areas; and, you know, also encompassing floodplain and
 9  other issues.
10                 Do we see a different category emerging as
11  we get more into the detail of many of these
12  revitalization initiatives across the county or will
13  extraordinary remain the standard for the day?
14                 I know -- and it's a tough call.  I mean,
15  it's left purposely without, you know, this is it and
16  final because you need the flexibility.  But I'm
17  wondering if extraordinary will always apply.
18                 MS. GARDNER: We will have to look at it
19  when the time comes, but I will say that in the Richmond
20  Highway Corridor we really focused our redevelopment
21  options in the CBCs.  That was for a number of reasons.
22  They make the most sense.
23                 They're also mostly paved over.  They're
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 1  big shopping centers with parking lots and that's the
 2  areas where we talked about creating the ecological
 3  spines by daylighting streams where we could.
 4                 So in that instance, I think that the
 5  circumstance is very different than what we're seeing
 6  with this property where disturbance has occurred, but
 7  it's a far different situation than what we're looking at
 8  with a shopping center and a parking lot.
 9                 We also in the Comprehensive Plan
10  addressed the idea of providing incentives that would
11  help bring along the creation of these environmental
12  corridors so creating mixed use and more intense
13  development.
14                 This area, right now, is outside the CBC
15  and, notwithstanding the fact that we were limited to
16  eight dwelling units an acre, it would be very hard to, I
17  think, compare the two because it is relatively
18  undeveloped.
19                 So I don't think that -- I'm sure we will
20  be faced with similar challenges, but I hope that because
21  of the text we have and the difference in existing
22  conditions that we will not find ourselves in the same
23  situation as we do with the subject area.
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 1                 COMMISSIONER SARGEANT: Okay, thank you.


 2                 CHAIRMAN MURPHY: Mr. Tanner, Mr.
 3  Niedzielski-Eichner and then, perhaps, the public hearing
 4  -- oh, Mr. Viani will make a statement.
 5                 COMMISSIONER TANNER: All right, thank
 6  you, Mr. Chairman.
 7                 Most of my questions were just asked, so I
 8  only have a couple of clarifying points.
 9                 So you're saying you're okay with the
10  residential -- or the option for residential, but just
11  not with the current plan that's been proposed?   Did I
12  understand that correctly?
13                 MS. GARDNER: No, we are not because the
14  Comprehensive Plan says, first, to -- actually, it's very
15  strong language.  It says to prohibit the creation of
16  residential lots within the floodplain.
17                 And the way this approach would rectify
18  that is by filling in the floodplain and that creates a
19  whole other reft of concerns.
20                 COMMISSIONER TANNER: Okay.  And one other


21  question.
22                 I believe that there was someone from OCR
23  who was here.  Sorry, I heard OCR mentioned during the
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 1  entourage in the introduction.  So I was just curious
 2  about OCR's opinion of this current plan.
 3                 MS. FIEBE: Hi, I'm Joanne Fiebe with the
 4  Office of Community Revitalization.
 5                 From our office's standpoint, we are -- we
 6  do support the concept of redevelopment in this area
 7  because we believe that, in general, the current uses on
 8  the site are not consistent with the Embark
 9  Revitalization Plan goals.
10                 So from a purely market and revitalization
11  standpoint, we think that redevelopment of the site could
12  have mutual benefits for a community standpoint and an
13  environmental standpoint.
14                 COMMISSIONER TANNER: All right, thank
15  you.
16                 CHAIRMAN MURPHY: Mr. Niedzielski-Eichner.


17                 COMMISSIONER NIEDZIELSKI-EICHNER: Thank
18  you, Mr. Chairman.
19                 This is a very, very challenging
20  application and I'm really torn, to be candid with you.
21  I haven't heard from the Applicant yet and I haven't
22  heard, of course, from the public.
23                 But let me ask this question.  Has this
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 1  site already been engineered?  In other words, is the
 2  floodplain a result of historical conditions or is the
 3  floodplain a situation as a result of its current state
 4  that was engineered, that it was -- there was a -- it was
 5  landfilled.  It was -- we had a culvert that was put in
 6  kind of sideways and threw underneath and consequently
 7  had to have some impact on water flow.
 8                 We have a significant amount of impervious
 9  surface on this site that has to have an impact on the
10  RPC -- or, I mean, I'm sorry, the EQC and the RPA.
11                 So we have existing conditions that are
12  detrimental to our environmental goals as we've stated
13  them and, yet, we, all of a sudden, say those things that
14  were engineered and we've historically accepted are
15  somehow going to be a barrier to the future use of the
16  site because, frankly, I can't see a use of the site that
17  is anything other than a repair or return to previous
18  state that would be acceptable under our regulations.
19                 MS. GARDNER: If I could start with the
20  second, and then I'll ask for help with the first part of
21  the question.
22                 We did discuss other -- in the course=-=
23  although the Embark study did not look at the suburban
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 1  neighborhood areas and so didn't consider this property,
 2  we have talked about opportunities for other types of
 3  development, as Joanne alluded to.
 4                 There's a small part where we knew from
 5  the beginning that is outside the floodplain and there is
 6  some area of disturbance that could be developed.  We
 7  thought that given the warning of the Comprehensive Plan
 8  not to develop residential use in the floodplain and the
 9  ensuing problems, that some sort of commercial use might
10  be appropriate in that corner.  I'll call it the north
11  corner of the site closest to Richmond Highway.
12                 But there was -- the concern seemed to be
13  that there was no market for that and that the site has
14  been neglected for many, many years.  And so that's why
15  townhouses, I think, created such excitement to the
16  community because here was a chance to clean up the site.
17                 But we do think that there may be other
18  opportunities for development, maybe not as extensive as
19  what's being proposed.
20                 COMMISSIONER NIEDZIELSKI-EICHNER: So if I


21  could just follow up, it's the residential aspect of this
22  that is --
23                 MS. GARDNER: I think it --
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 1                 COMMISSIONER NIEDZIELSKI-EICHNER: I mean,
 2  I understand what the ordinance requires or specifies,
 3  that it has to be extraordinary circumstances to have a
 4  residential development in a floodplain and I can value
 5  and appreciate that.
 6                 But is that the thing that stands in the
 7  way of Staff support for doing something at this site?
 8  Is it the residential barrier because it's in our
 9  ordinance or do you think residential has a unique impact
10  -- potentially, a unique impact on the EQC and RPA and
11  the wetlands?
12                 MS. GARDNER: Residential development is
13  going to mean that there needs to be fill in the
14  floodplain.  I mean, the houses have to be --
15                 COMMISSIONER NIEDZIELSKI-EICHNER: Which
16  has already been filled in.  I mean, it's significantly
17  filled in as a consequence of past practices.
18                 MS. GARDNER: Well, it would have to be
19  outside the 100-Year flood elevations.
20                 COMMISSIONER NIEDZIELSKI-EICHNER: And --
21                 MS. GARDNER: Well -- and --
22                 COMMISSIONER NIEDZIELSKI-EICHNER: Would
23  the imperviousness of the -- would the site be more
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 1  pervious as a consequence of residential or more
 2  impervious as a consequential?
 3                 MS. GARDNER: Well, that depends on the
 4  development that's proposed.
 5                 And I think the problem with townhouses is
 6  it's the extent of the fill in the floodplain that's also
 7  problematic.
 8                 We do want to try to arrive at a solution
 9  that will provide an opportunity to improve the stream,
10  but not at this -- not at the cost that's being provided.
11                 COMMISSIONER NIEDZIELSKI-EICHNER: Okay.
12  And --
13                 MS. GARDNER: As far as your first
14  question --
15                 COMMISSIONER NIEDZIELSKI-EICHNER: Yeah.
16  I wanted to ask you to get to that, this matter of the
17  existing conditions and the fact that those existing
18  conditions were -- that they're engineering conditions.
19  Do we take that into account as we think about our, you
20  know, protection of the EQC and RPA?
21                 MR. KAPLAN: There are really a couple of
22  components to that.  With respect to the floodplain
23  boundaries, I would anticipate that the boundaries are
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 1  cited from a couple of things.
 2                 First, there's about 7,000 acres of
 3  watershed upstream of here and so there's a lot of volume
 4  of water coming through here on this eight-point-some-
 5  odd-acre site that most of the water is coming from
 6  offsite from upstream.
 7                 There has been some fill on the site and
 8  then, certainly, that has affected the elevations on the
 9  site and that has affected where the floodplain lines
10  are.
11                 If you look at the Applicant's study, you
12  can see a little kind of high point in the middle.  I'm
13  certain that has resulted from the extent of fill that
14  has occurred over time.  It's not a natural terrain.
15                 That being said, the majority of that site
16  remains in the floodplain and still provides floodplain
17  storage during the 100-year event.  Filling it in will
18  further constrict the extent of that.
19                 The second component, I think, to build on
20  what Marianne was saying, is that the nature of the use
21  or the type of use, I think, is one issue.  Another issue
22  is the extent of the footprint on the site: the layout,
23  the potential for restoration of that engineered, or
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 1  whatever you want to call it, disturbed area to a more
 2  natural ecological corridor.
 3                 One of the concerns about residential at
 4  five to eight units per acre on this site is the extent
 5  of the footprint that would entail and whether we would
 6  really have an opportunity to get the kind of ecological
 7  restoration we'd like to see here.  We don't think we
 8  will.
 9                 COMMISSIONER NIEDZIELSKI-EICHNER: All


10  right, well, I appreciate that.
11                 And, Mr. Chairman, I appreciate the
12  opportunity to raise these questions, but I am of the
13  position that we can in our desire to protect water
14  quality and our stream, valleys, and so on, that we have
15  circumstances that are historically driven; that we also
16  have a responsibility to private homeowners -- no,
17  private property owners to try to figure out how there's
18  a mitigation strategy that can help them achieve, you
19  know, some value for their property at the same time as
20  successfully allows us to build the kind of streams and
21  water resource capabilities that we desire, particularly
22  in this location.
23                 And then, finally, we have this bridge
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 1  sitting out there that's going to have to -- that's going
 2  to affect the floodplain in some significant way.
 3                 And I would hope that in the concept of
 4  mitigation and thinking of strategies to help the
 5  property owner, but also achieve our goals, that we're
 6  taking the full context into account.  Thanks.
 7                 CHAIRMAN MURPHY: Thank you very much.
 8  Mr. Viani.
 9                 MR. VIANI: Mr. Chairman, Members of the
10  Board, I'm Mark Viani on behalf Bean, Kinney and Korman,
11  and Stanley Martin, who is the proposed developer of this
12  site.
13                 I guess I wanted to start off by, first of
14  all, thanking all of you all for your time and thanking
15  Staff for all of your time.  This has been a lot of work.
16                 And we're not -- maybe we're not seeing
17  eye to eye on everything, but it's been a good working
18  relationship and I think we -- working together this
19  thing can be -- there's a solution here.
20                 This is not a situation where the
21  environment is going to trump over economic development
22  and sound land planning or sound land planning and
23  economic development is going to trump over environment.
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 1                 This, like many of the properties on
 2  Richmond Highway, the solution and the way forward is
 3  they're going to have work together or there's going to
 4  have to be solutions there.
 5                 Remember, this is the oldest area of the
 6  county, the earliest developed area of the county when we
 7  operated with properties and land patterns that we just
 8  don't do anymore and when we had -- when we were not as
 9  sensitive to the way we operate things today.
10                 If you were to go ahead, and as I have
11  done, look at the county's plans all the way down
12  Richmond Highway where you will see a lot of existing
13  buildings in floodplains, a lot of existing shopping
14  centers in floodplains, Chesapeake Bay and the like and
15  that is not counting, as Marianne correctly pointed out.
16 
17                 When we talked about the Embark plan, one
18  of the key things of the Embark plan was daylighting
19  these streams.  Okay, there's a lot of these things,
20  particularly when you get to Hybla Valley.  They don't
21  even show up there because they're just channeled.  They
22  don't even show on there.
23                 So this is going to be an issue we
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 1  confront time and time again.
 2                 I want to just take a second to kind of,
 3  you know, you've talked with the Staff -- to kind of
 4  orient you -- you've seen where the site is.  We are on
 5  the southern half of Richmond Highway.  This is a very
 6  well-known site.  It's probably the worst site on
 7  Richmond Highway or one of a couple of things.
 8                 I was very involved in the Embark plan, a
 9  lot of us were.  We wanted to see if we actually get this
10  site into the Embark plan, but, you know, and as Marianne
11  and her team -- you need just to do it for the CBCs.  You
12  need to move forward, so we understand that.
13                 I want to talk a little bit about the
14  properties right around it.  You have immediately to the
15  north, you see that kind of horseshoe-shaped building
16  right there, that's the Sacramento Shopping Center.
17                 When we first started looking at this
18  site, one of the things we thought about, well, maybe
19  there's a way to kind of jointly develop the two sites,
20  all right.  And the problem with the Sacramento Shopping
21  Center, which is a Woodlawn CBC, is it's subject to a lot
22  of long-term leases there.  So the property is not going
23  to be developed anytime soon.  And you'll have their
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 1  attorney here to talk about that fact.
 2                 If you look at the center beyond where we
 3  are on the plan there, you'll see Pole Road Park.  Most
 4  of Pole Road Park was actually donated by the property
 5  owner's family over time, so that was actually all of
 6  their traditional property.
 7                 And when we look at the history of the
 8  property, that's kind of where there was a train track
 9  and there was an amusement park and there was camp
10  grounds and stuff.  That's where a lot of that was.
11                 But, you know, I guess when I'm hearing
12  tonight's discussion, one of the threshold things I want
13  to point out tonight is this is a Board item requesting
14  consideration of a Comprehensive Plan Amendment.
15                 I think a lot of the discussion we've
16  heard tonight has been really focused on the minute
17  details of what would a rezoning look like, what would a
18  special exception look like, what would an RPA exception
19  look like.  And those are in process.  They're on the
20  way.
21                 You know, there's a reason, you now -- and
22  if I could walk through this, you'll see there's a lot of
23  things -- hopefully, I can fill in some details here in
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 1  this discussion.
 2                 But this was just a discussion, a
 3  Comprehensive Plan Amendment to see if there was a way to
 4  take the existing comprehensive plan, which -- and we'll
 5  talk about the range of uses there -- provide another
 6  option for this particular historic problem site for
 7  there to be solutions that could be considered.
 8                 Those solutions would have to succeed on
 9  their own merits.  We can approve a comprehensive plan
10  and the following plan could get turned down or the
11  following plan could be changed different like that.
12                 This is not -- approval of the
13  comprehensive plan is not an approval.  Nothing comes out
14  of there other than change the language.  You know, we
15  would still have to go through its merits.  So I hope we
16  keep that in mind as we walk through this thing.
17                 This is -- here's the site.  Immediately
18  to the west of us and the southwest of us is a property
19  called the IMP Building.  And if you look a little closer
20  here right where the red dot, that's the property.
21  Commissioner Hart, you asked about the condition of the
22  current property.  I know you were involved with the BZA.
23  You'll see pictures later on the property is completely
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 1  cleaned up.  This is the current image that shows on GIS.
 2  What you've seen out there is the building.  That's the
 3  welding shop that's still currently authorized.  The
 4  vehicles are all gone.  The fencing is still there.  But
 5  the property is basically just vacant, all right.
 6                 Immediately to the south of -- kind of
 7  immediately to our southwest is, you know, the area we're
 8  talking about where Dogue Creek comes through and there's
 9  two elements to Dogue Creek.  There's this kind of -- we
10  talked about the C pattern that goes around and then goes
11  underneath where the culvert is.  And then there is this
12  sort of culvert, pond, another culvert and that aligns
13  directly with where the culvert is.
14                 We have photos and we have some evidence
15  from about 1954 when that was done.  And if you look at
16  some of the aerials from the early '50s, where the C line
17  is, it looks like that might have been where part of the
18  creek was.  And putting in the culverts, that was done
19  around -- that was done at the same time and part of the
20  same project as the main culvert that's in there.  So why
21  that happened, we don't know.  But that all seems to kind
22  of taken place in the mid '50s about the same time as the
23  park was created, all right.
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 1                 So let's talk a little bit about, you
 2  know, the comp. plan recommendation.  It was for the
 3  Board asking for consideration as a development option on
 4  this site for all three of these properties for whether
 5  density at eight units per acre -- and we deliberately
 6  chose that density -- eight units per acre to provide
 7  necessary flexibility was -- could be sufficient enough
 8  to provide enough of an economic boost to allow cleanup
 9  of the property.
10                 And we'll get into the details on the
11  property cleanup, but it's pretty robust.  There's a lot
12  going on here.
13                 Could we do it with full parcel
14  consideration?  That was important, because if you look
15  up in last picture here -- I'm going to go back up -- and
16  you'll see in the historic aerials, this disturbance was
17  not only Parcel 20, which is their front parcel, this is
18  Parcel 19.
19                 And then it was -- and if you'll notice,
20  Parcel 18-C, Parcel 18-C has a square bottom and then it
21  starts proceeding into a triangle.  The disturbance went
22  all the way up to where the square bottom was and a
23  little bit into that northern part of the triangle.  You
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 1  know, it was pretty extensive.
 2                 So in order to make something work and in
 3  order to start cleaning up those areas, you had to have
 4  something that was parcel consideration, all right.
 5                 And then you have to have something that
 6  was -- it is an EQC.  The EQC was created many years -- a
 7  couple decades after this property first started being
 8  used.
 9                 It's going to be -- involve changes to the
10  physical situations there, so  could it be consistent
11  with the EQC.  And I want to get into that a little bit
12  later here and explain why we think this actually is
13  consistent with the EQC.
14                 But that was the charge.  Could we add
15  language in, would that density be appropriate, that
16  density with those kinds of limitations that any
17  application coming in here would have
18  I'll go for this density, but I've got to pay attention
19  to these environmental considerations, I've got to pay
20  attention to making sure I'm okay by the VDOT widening
21  and making sure I'm consolidating all of the properties.
22                 We do those -- you find that language in
23  the comprehensive plan frequently, all right.  That
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 1  doesn't mean that each of those languages feed on each
 2  other and deny the ability to put it into the comp. plan.
 3  It means just this is what we think is the appropriate
 4  amount of density.  And, by the way, these are the local
 5  considerations you're going to have to respond to.  And
 6  that was the charge, I believe, with the Comprehensive
 7  Plan Amendment.
 8                 You've heard from Staff and you've heard
 9  from the Staff Report.  My presentation will be talking
10  about a couple of clarifications.  I want to, (a), review
11  existing adverse conditions, (b), talk about the impact
12  of the VDOT Richmond Highway widening, (c), talk about
13  what the proposal here is that's coming forward in the
14  follow-on rezoning -- now, hopefully, I can answer a lot
15  of your questions there -- that's proposing a
16  redevelopment and a cleanup of the site.
17                 And the next one would be the purpose of
18  the Comprehensive Plan Amendment.  We're going to talk
19  about -- there's a couple of disparities within the comp.
20  plan recommendations about what the proper use of this
21  property should be.  And that's one of the utilities of
22  such an amendment like this, it's to provide site-
23  specific clear amendment for the entirety of the parcel.
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 1                 Another point I want to point out is the
 2  cleanup and remediation of this site.  It's already a
 3  disturbed site in the EQC.  There is no new disturbance.
 4  This is a remediation and a cleanup of the site which is
 5  permitted in the EQC.
 6                 I want to talk about, you know, what we've
 7  used as the standard for this extraordinary standard for
 8  disturbances and review some of the cases so you have
 9  some reference.
10                 We believe that what's going on here
11  certainly qualifies, you know, to fit under the EQC.
12                 CHAIRMAN MURPHY: Mr. Viani, you have some


13  time constraints on this presentation, so please --
14                 MR. VIANI: We'll be very quick.
15                 CHAIRMAN MURPHY: I'll remind you --
16                 MR. VIANI: And then we'll also get to the
17  point we're not proposing new laws in the EQC.
18                 CHAIRMAN MURPHY: I will remind you of
19  that.  Okay?
20                 MR. VIANI: I will, sir.  Thank you.
21                 Background here, we have the three
22  parcels.  You have -- the parcel front is the blue shade.
23  That's Parcel 20.  That's zoned C-2.  If you see the
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 1  bottom third of that, that's being taken for the Richmond
 2  Highway widening.  The other two parcels, they're R-2
 3  zoned.  That's Parcel 19 and Parcel 18-C, okay.
 4                 I'll abbreviate my report.  This is just
 5  kind of some history on the property.  This is pictures
 6  of when it was an amusement park.  And this is some of
 7  the history of the property in terms of from the '60s on.
 8  It was public uses.
 9                 There is fill on the property from prior
10  VDOT projects.  There's fill on the property from the
11  Fairfax County Department of Transportation projects,
12  rubble, construction, things like that.
13                 Private uses on there have included the
14  welding shop, which is current, and then the litany of
15  other uses that you see here and which were discussed by
16  Staff.
17                 And you see -- if you look at the aerials
18  from the '60s on, you see this kind condition and
19  activity going on there.
20                 That's the -- well, that's not the
21  existing conditions, but that's the most recent aerial.
22  Like I said, it's been cleaned up.
23                 This shows the extent of imperviousness on
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 1  the site.  This is basic compacted gravel, macadam,
 2  pavement, rubble, you name it, about 3.9 acres of this
 3  8.14 site.  A little under 50 percent of the site is
 4  impervious.
 5                 This is the current circumstances right
 6  now of the site.  As you can see, it's been cleaned up.
 7  This photo was taken from the perspective if you were at
 8  Parcel 19 and you're looking northeast towards the
 9  Sacramento Center and kind of off to the side you see
10  part of Parcel 18-C.
11                 That's looking from Parcel 18-C looking up
12  northwest to Dogue Creek.  You can see there's Dogue
13  Creek and then you just get right up to where the
14  disturbed area is.  There's not much of a buffer at all
15  there.
16                 Some of the other conditions you'll see on
17  there is there was the train that you saw in the pictures
18  earlier.  There's a lot of train track laying around.
19  There's a lot of -- you know, if you walk around by the
20  creek, there's a lot of macadam and pavement sticking out
21  from the side of the dirt and stuff, some of it falling
22  into the creek, stuff like that.  There's just a lot of
23  issues with the site, a lot of debris.
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 1                 Some of the questions were what happens
 2  when it's heavily flooded.  This is a perfect example.
 3  We had -- on June 3rd, we had near biblical rains come
 4  down here.  The area flooded.  Dogue Creek went very
 5  heavy.
 6                 This is a picture that I took of the water
 7  just underneath the culvert.  And then you just walk a
 8  few feet over here.  That's a picture of the land itself
 9  right there.
10                 It's pretty apparent that if the water
11  were to continue to rise, what it eventually really is
12  going to do is actually just overtop Richmond Highway and
13  go over Richmond Highway into the creek there.  It was
14  not really going to flow into there, notwithstanding the
15  fact this is still part of the EQC and the floodplain.
16                 Quickly, VDOT -- as we talked about
17  before, VDOT is looking to propose to come forth with a
18  bride.  It's to be a 300-foot multi-span bridge.  It's
19  going to eliminate the culvert.  That should alleviate.
20  And then VDOT will end up having to do the H&H study,
21  hydraulic study to figure out how they're going to do the
22  crushing, but that will alleviate these turns and the
23  bends there.
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 1                 I would point out that our project does
 2  not depend on that.  Everything north or west of Richmond
 3  Highway, I think, would probably be benefitted by that
 4  because that's kind of the bottleneck, that little
 5  culvert there.  And by alleviating that, it would
 6  probably help the floodplain there.
 7                 VDOT will redesign the crossing of Dogue
 8  Creek.  We'll remove the narrow culvert.  And as I talked
 9  about before -- let's go to the next slide -- this is
10  from the April 14th -- April 4th presentation at VDOT.
11  What you're looking at here is a birds-eye view of what
12  the bridge would look like.  You see the Sacramento
13  Center there on the side.  A little below it you see our
14  -- the property here.
15                 And then you have two bridges and the two
16  bridges are about 11 to 13 feet off the ground.  There's
17  clearance underneath there.  They're using a piered
18  structure and, you know, if you were to go further south,
19  the creek would flow unfettered underneath there.  You
20  know, but VDOT is going to have to further refine that.
21  That's a closeup view of what the site looks like
22  assuming we were to continue in the same interest.
23                 This, I think, is what you were looking
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 1  for.  All right, what we have proposed -- and if you look
 2  at the Staff Report -- this has gone through several
 3  iterations already.  If you look at the Staff Report, it
 4  talks about 64 units, 58 units, 34 -- 43 units.  Right
 5  now, we're at proposing 43.
 6                 Part of what we're using for the 43 units
 7  is 43 upscale single-family attached homes.  All right,
 8  we're trying to hit a certain metric financially to make
 9  the environmental cleanup that I'm going to talk about
10  which is robust work.
11                 We have looked at two-over-twos.  One of
12  the problem with two-over-twos at one point was it blew
13  up the parking, you know, and that kind of worked against
14  us in terms of the impervious surface areas.  We've
15  looked at smaller single -- smaller townhouses.
16                 And so for every time we starting
17  commenting back and pulling back further, where we're
18  trying to find some way to put additional remedies there,
19  it hits the budget, so you try to keep metric.  That is
20  the current proposal right now.
21                 So let me talk a little bit about that.
22  You see the Sacramento Center is off to the right and
23  there you have 43 upscale townhouses.  What we're
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 1  proposing to do with this is we'll be reducing the
 2  imperviousness by about 48 percent.
 3                 We're going to be planning and installing
 4  a buffer along where you have the creek and we'll be
 5  removing invasive species and the like.
 6                 The property right now has no stormwater
 7  management controls.  We're looking to put in both
 8  quantity control and then, notwithstanding the fact that
 9  we're reducing by a significant amount of portions the
10  impervious area, we're also proposing quality controls,
11  as well.  So we're kind of going above and beyond there.
12                 We are providing a lookout area in the
13  corner for the public.  You can access it right there to
14  see the park.  We are proposing to take the remainder of
15  that park and donate it to the Park Authority.  The Park
16  Authority has indicated its willingness to accept that
17  property.
18                 This is also going to require us to pull
19  up a significant amount of impervious surface area and
20  some bad soils, okay.  That's where a lot of it is
21  driving this, okay.  So we're going to propose to pull
22  that soils out, put clean fill in, all right, and then
23  when we get to a point where you kind of outline where
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 1  the residential part is, take that clean fill, raise it
 2  above the floodplain, all right, and then continue
 3  raising it.  So you're putting new townhomes on that
 4  clean fill, all right.
 5                 One of the questions that I think we've
 6  heard before is, you know, how close will you be -- how
 7  is that going to impact things, the rest of the water.
 8  We've got a county-approved floodplain study showing that
 9  this, the way we've designed it, will not impact the
10  water surface elevation for that floodplain.  So we are
11  not going to be impacting -- even if the VDOT project
12  doesn't come through, we don't impact the floodplain, you
13  know, in our area, okay.
14                 The other thing is just the lowest house
15  on this property would be four-and-a-feet above flood
16  stage, all right.  The county standard is 18 inches above
17  flood stage.  So these houses will do very well.  They'll
18  actually be situated higher than most of the nearby
19  communities.
20                 Again, here's kind of a summary of some of
21  the benefits.  Under the current draft, these are going
22  to follow -- later on, as we further refine these things,
23  as a rezoning application comes through and the SEs, and
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 1  everything, we're looking at a 46-percent reduction in
 2  impervious area, 48 percent in phosphorus generation,
 3  providing a minimum 50-foot buffer area between the
 4  units, not the lots, but the units and the water
 5  features, a substantial planting of grasses and native
 6  species, removing invasives, as I talked about before,
 7  stormwater management controls, all the homes will be
 8  built outside of the floodplain, donating the existing
 9  land, and the resulting condition is you'd have about 62
10  percent of the site be open space and preserved.
11                 This is a graphic showing the current
12  alignment.  Remember that we talked about where you see
13  the red-shaded area?  That's the impervious area.  This
14  is how we would reduce it, and so it would be about a 46-
15  percent reduction in imperviousness taking it from down
16  about 3.9 acres of imperviousness down to 2.1 acres of
17  imperviousness with stormwater management controls,
18  quantity and quality, and that you don't have right now.
19  And that's after you pull out all of the bad soils, and
20  everything like that.
21                 The existing comprehensive plan
22  recommendations, one of the reasons we're asking for this
23  is it would provide clear guidance for the site.
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 1                 We've talked about the Richmond Highway
 2  Corridor Plan has a recommendation for Parcels 20 and 19
 3  to be open space.  That's true.  The Mt. Vernon Woodlawn
 4  District -- Woodmont District -- Woodlawn District Plan
 5  talks, in general, about empty parcels between Sacramento
 6  Drive and what is now Jeff Todd Way being aggregated
 7  together and developed in consolidation, along with the
 8  properties on Richmond Highway, at a density of 16 to 20
 9  units per acre, you know, but that would have to be
10  something that keeps the floodplain in its natural state,
11  uses intelligent design to work with the natural
12  features, provides outstanding architectural and site
13  design.
14                 You know, we might be able to find
15  something like that, but no one -- there's a lot of folks
16  that looked at the site.  No one has said this can make
17  -- we can make the budget with the environmental
18  remediation we have here.  This provides a unifying
19  mechanism that's clear between 19, 20 and 18-C.
20                 All right, the EQC.  First of all, I guess
21  there's a couple of things I want to respond.
22                 All right, it's important to remember this
23  property currently does not function as an EQC.  It's
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 1  neither environmental, there's no quality on it and it
 2  doesn't provide as a corridor.
 3                 If you look at the purpose of the EQC, it
 4  doesn't function that way.  And it's important to
 5  remember that one of the parts of the EQC policy are is
 6  it allows modification of the boundaries for properties
 7  that don't achieve the boundaries --
 8                 CHAIRMAN MURPHY: Are we rounding third,
 9  Mr. Viani?
10                 MR. VIANI: Pardon me.
11                 CHAIRMAN MURPHY: Are we rounding third?
12                 MR. VIANI: We are coming at third.  I'm
13  sliding at home.
14                 CHAIRMAN MURPHY: Slide quickly, please.
15                 MR. VIANI: All right.  The other thing
16  would be just that there is a litany of, you know, uses
17  that are permitted in the EQC, remediation, replanting
18  invasives, and all the stuff like that, things we are
19  proposing, this should be seen as a cleanup of the EQC,
20  not as a disturbance.
21                 If you look at the disturbance policy for
22  the EQC, extraordinary, out of ordinary.  The purposes
23  we've talking about this, is we've looked at three kinds
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 1  of things that are extraordinary, the aerospace thing.
 2  The aerospace project dealt with 40 acres, 21 of which is
 3  EQC, and they wanted to provide a bridge between the two
 4  areas, and for new buildings, some security and some
 5  internal site circulation.  That was new intrusions into
 6  the EQC, not prior disturbed and that got passed.  That
 7  was the genesis of -- we've talked about, for the
 8  extraordinary circumstances project.
 9                 CHAIRMAN MURPHY: Thank you very much.
10  This might be my stupid question of the evening.  Are
11  there any questions?  Mr. Sargeant and then Mr. Hart.
12                 COMMISSIONER SARGEANT: Thank you, Mr.


13  Chairman.  Just a couple of questions.
14                 Do you have -- and I'm sure that it won't
15  be apples to apples, but with engineering staff, do you
16  have any examples for future consideration of similar
17  scenarios like this that you can show us?
18                 MR. VIANI: We do.  And it's a case, Hybla
19  Valley Properties, LLC, which is a property when you get
20  behind the Hybla Valley Shopping Center.  It was a 61-
21  acre tract that had a lot of environmental challenges.
22  It was approved in 2000 and what it did was allow
23  residential development.  It did involve pulling back the
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 1  floodplain to permit a limited amount of townhouses out
 2  of the floodplain, you know, for townhouse development,
 3  but it actually allowed one lot to be partially in the
 4  floodplain.  But it also -- part of the mechanism
 5  allowing all of that was the fact that you were donating
 6  30 acres to what is now Huntley Meadows Park.
 7                 So you had, you know, a change to the EQC,
 8  a change to the floodplain, you had new residential
 9  development, but you had offsetting mechanisms.  And
10  that's the purpose of rezoning, not the comp. plan.  The
11  purpose of rezoning is to work through these issues.  So
12  that's one example, I would say.
13                 Also, I would note that, you know, with
14  the other examples, you know, Circle Towers was just a
15  driveway through a new EQC.
16                 All of the disturbance examples for EQC
17  have been intrusions into new virgin land, not dealing
18  with circumstances where you have existing historically
19  disturbed land.
20                 And so -- but, never the less, the
21  standard has been is there a clear and net environmental
22  benefit and we believe with what we've talked about here,
23  even under that standard, we would be a clear and net
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 1  environmental benefit.
 2                 COMMISSIONER SARGEANT: Another question.


 3  How do you account for VDOT's plan?  That's kind of a
 4  missing gap in terms of the overall strategy for the --
 5                 MR. VIANI: If VDOT doesn't do anything,
 6  we're still good to go.  Our project -- we're okay by the
 7  floodplain to show that we can do what we need to do and
 8  be out of the floodplain and not impact people north of
 9  the floodplain.
10                 We don't impact people south of the
11  floodplain.  People south of Richmond Highway are
12  impacted by the changes to what's going to happen with
13  that culvert.
14                 You know, we look forward to working with
15  VDOT.  We think it's a really good program and we think
16  it's going to be healthy for the environment.
17                 We suspect, also, once you release that
18  kind of little bottleneck with the culvert, you know,
19  it's going to have a corresponding impact with a lot of
20  the floodplain where, you know, you see it, you know,
21  extending in the perimeters, notwithstanding the EQC and
22  the floodplain extend to the Sacramento Shopping Center.
23  As  Staff noted in some of the townhouses there, they
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 1  could provide an additional safety valve.
 2                 COMMISSIONER SARGEANT: Do you anticipate


 3  timing of VDOT's efforts and your Applicant's efforts
 4  regarding the stream bed?
 5                 MR. VIANI: We would love to do that.  I
 6  mean, this is a project that would have to go to rezoning
 7  and a site plan, and stuff like that.  We have previously
 8  reached out to VDOT and they have been doing their study.
 9                 We have had a meeting with Staff on this
10  thing and we agreed that the best way to do all of this
11  is work together and to find a way.
12                 If VDOT is going to be changing Dogue
13  Creek, anyway, as they come through, then that may
14  address some of the needs and then maybe some of the spin
15  for environmental cleanup can be better allocated
16  somewhere else.
17                 But, again, you kind of get -- as I talked
18  about, you know, it has be one win helps another win,
19  environment and plan planning.
20                 COMMISSIONER SARGEANT: To date -- and
21  this is not the cutoff -- but have there been any
22  discussions about the property remaining as private open
23  space or a sale of that property to remain private open
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 1  space?
 2                 MR. VIANI: There have been no --
 3                 COMMISSIONER SARGEANT: Any offers?
 4                 MR. VIANI: No one has made any offers to
 5  just buy it and keep it in private open space.
 6                 You know, right now, the property
 7  continues to sit secure, but it just basically erodes
 8  away and it contributes to the deleterious effect of
 9  Dogue Creek because there's no buffer, there's no
10  stormwater management.
11                 So even if you were to donate it, you'd
12  still have the burden of actually having to clean this
13  thing.  You've got to remove all of this impervious area,
14  you've got to put a robust buffering in there.  You still
15  have to make sure that coordinates with what's going on
16  with VDOT.
17                 You know, the question is who does that?
18  You know, is that something that -- is there a public
19  entity out there or is there a non-profit or a rich
20  uncle?  Probably not, you know.  There's been a lot of
21  folks that have looked at this site, you know.  And,
22  right now, Stanley Martin is looking to stay there.
23                 COMMISSIONER SARGEANT: Okay, thank you.
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 1                 CHAIRMAN MURPHY: Mr. Clarke, then Mr.
 2  Hart and Ms. Cortina.
 3                 COMMISSIONER CLARKE: Thank you, Mr.
 4  Chairman.
 5                 Mr. Viani, you mentioned the Hybla Valley,
 6  LLC project.  Would you consider that a successful
 7  project and have the homeowners there experienced any
 8  environmental flooding issues or anything?
 9                 MR. VIANI: I know a lot of folks.  My
10  daughter's soccer team is over there.  You know, it's one
11  of the nicer, newer projects there.  It was done in the
12  early-mid 2000s.
13                 Everybody there seems to really like it.
14  It's a really nice project.  And they love the fact,
15  frankly, they're close to the amenities, but they're also
16  right next to Huntley Meadows Park.  It's a real nice
17  site.
18                 COMMISSIONER CLARKE: Thank you, sir.
19                 CHAIRMAN MURPHY: Mr. Hart, Ms. Cortina
20  and Ms. Hurley.
21                 COMMISSIONER HART: Thank you.
22                 Mr. Viani, if I understood your argument
23  and I think one of your slides said you have no new lots
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 1  or no new residential in the floodplain.
 2                 Is your argument that by filling in
 3  several acres of floodplain with several feet of fill and
 4  then building on top of that platform of fill, you're not
 5  in the floodplain for the purposes of what the policy
 6  prohibits now?
 7                 MR. VIANI: Right.  That is exactly it.
 8  And you're talking about taking a --
 9                 COMMISSIONER HART: If that's your
10  argument, can anybody with a worthless floodplain
11  throughout the county propose to fill it in, put
12  townhouses in it and say, well, we're out of the
13  floodplain because we've filled it in?
14                 MR. VIANI: Actually, we do -- there's
15  LOMRs and CLOMRs, conditional letters of map revision and
16  final letters of map revision.  There's a lot of examples
17  where people do that for singled-off lots.
18                 There's examples where we've done that in
19  the past.  We do that for commercial projects.
20                 COMMISSIONER HART: So that's a yes.
21                 MR. VIANI: Yes.  And we do that for
22  commercial projects.  They all impact the waters and the
23  streams.  And I'm happy to provide you with those
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 1  examples, sir.
 2                 COMMISSIONER HART: Okay.  Do you have any


 3  examples where the board of supervisors has replanned
 4  existing floodplain for a new development of townhouses
 5  that would be raised up several feet on fill?
 6                 MR. VIANI: I think if you were to look at
 7  the Hybla Valley Properties, LLC, there is language in
 8  there in the environmental analysis that talks about we
 9  don't want to extend the floodplain up to where these
10  lots are because we don't need it, so let's keep the lots
11  the way they are.  And that, it seems to indicate that
12  they declined not to -- there's no example from there.
13  It's a 2001 status report -- Staff Report.
14                 But, you know, it looks -- when you read
15  that, and having read a copy, there is language where
16  they're declining to extend the floodplain up to where
17  the lots are because they don't want to have the
18  situation where they have lots in the floodplain.
19                 That fact, notwithstanding, there is one
20  lot that's kept in the floodplain.  But I think that's --
21  I agree with the Staff, that's a one-off.  But there is a
22  bank of houses north of Lindberg Lane in that development
23  where it says we decline to extend the floodplain
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 1  further.  We don't want to get ourselves in a situation
 2  where the floodplain is in lots.
 3                 COMMISSIONER HART: I'll ask Staff about
 4  that offline, but, I guess, what I'm asking is subsequent
 5  to the Board's adoption of the policy where we said, no,
 6  no more, no more new residential in the floodplain,
 7  whether we -- it's a matter of semantics to say, well,
 8  we're not in the floodplain because we filled it in, and
 9  I don't understand that, but I think you need a special
10  exception to do that.
11                 I don't think there's any examples where
12  the Board has busted the policy --
13                 MR. VIANI: You're correct.
14                 COMMISSIONER HART: -- and that's what I'm
15  asking you.
16                 MR. VIANI: You're correct, sir.  I can't
17  find --
18                 COMMISSIONER HART: This would be the
19  first time.
20                 MR. VIANI: We can't find an example of
21  that.  Where we do find an example, if you look at both
22  the Circle Towers case and there are plenty other cases
23  where you're impacting floodplain, you're filling in.
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 1                 COMMISSIONER HART: With roads and we --
 2                 MR. VIANI: Right.
 3                 COMMISSIONER HART: -- tried to figure out
 4  what's extraordinary for that.
 5                 MR. VIANI: Right.
 6                 COMMISSIONER HART: If we allow it on
 7  Route 1 in an eyesore kind of site, a problem site,
 8  what's to stop anyone else throughout the county from
 9  coming in with a situation and say this property is just
10  as pathetic.  Please let us clean it up.  We'll
11  incentivize the redevelopment.  Let us build in the
12  floodplain.  How is this different?
13                 MR. VIANI: I think every case has to
14  stand on its own merits.  And I understand that that
15  sounds like it may be a dodge, but the reality is is I
16  don't think you're going to find many, if any, cases that
17  meet this kind of circumstance.
18                 You know, the problem is the EQC -- if you
19  say the extraordinary circumstance is the reservoir and
20  the quarry, then there's a whole range of uses for which
21  there's no solution available.
22                 If you look at the Circle Towers case,
23  it's we just would like to have an extra driveway right
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 1  through, you know.  And that qualified an extraordinary
 2  circumstance.
 3                 Each case has to stand on its own merits.
 4  You know, we're not here because we just -- this is the
 5  first thing we chose.  We looked at a whole bunch of --
 6                 COMMISSIONER HART: Well, the quarry and
 7  the reservoir is benefitting hundreds of thousands of
 8  people.
 9                 MR. VIANI: Right.
10                 COMMISSIONER HART: I mean, that's -- I
11  mean, I think that is extraordinary.
12                 MR. VIANI: And I think that that was
13  absolutely the right decision, all right.
14                 And then I look at the Circle Tower case
15  and I say that was -- I have 660 units.  I want to bump
16  up another 121.  I want to add 18,000 square feet of more
17  retail and 30,000 more or office and wouldn't it be nice
18  to have a third point of access.  And that met the
19  standard for extraordinary.
20                 You know, if you look at the word
21  "extraordinary," is it out of the extra ordinary, out of
22  the ordinary?  You know, this is -- and maybe it's not
23  defined, what the standard is, but I think if you look at
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 1  what happened when we took this thing through the
 2  communities, you know, we had a massive turnout of HOAs
 3  in the area.
 4                 The community sees this as extraordinary.
 5  This is one of the worst, if not the worst, property on
 6  Richmond highway.  There really isn't a lot -- isn't a
 7  parallel to this, at least one that's in the streams and
 8  the floodplain.  There are a couple of parallels to this
 9  that are a little bit north.
10                 COMMISSIONER HART: All right, I think
11  you've answered my question.  Thank you.
12                 CHAIRMAN MURPHY: Ms. Cortina and then Ms.


13  Hurley.
14                 COMMISSIONER CORTINA: Thank you, Mr.
15  Chairman.
16                 So in terms of the sequencing, you've said
17  that we should only look at the very first part and not
18  subsequent, that each part stands on its own and will
19  have to meet the criteria.
20                 But in order to answer the first question,
21  which is what could be redeveloped, rezoned and at what
22  density, you have to look downstream, if you pardon the
23  pun, to see, you know, well, what would the situation be.
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 1                 So when it comes to granting an RPA
 2  exception, there are required findings that are required
 3  by law to say that it -- for example, criteria number
 4  one, that it's the minimum necessary to afford relief.
 5                 Now, once we've done our rezoning, then
 6  you own something.  And in order to provide this minimum
 7  necessary to afford relief, then we have to consider this
 8  thing that you already own which is the newly rezoned at
 9  a higher density and say, well, no, we can't permit that.
10  And, in effect, it creates a situation that you are
11  taking away from what has been granted.
12                 And so I don't understand why we would put
13  ourselves in that position when the Staff has said this
14  extent is too much for this property.  Why we, as a
15  Board, would rezone it to something higher and then be in
16  the position in step two or three of an exception to say,
17  well, no, that's too high.
18                 So I have a problem with that.  I mean,
19  you have to be able to think forward.  So I don't think
20  it's going to meet the criteria for the minimum necessary
21  to afford relief.
22                 And then the other criteria, as well, is
23  the circumstances and conditions that are self-created
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 1  and self-imposed.
 2                 Currently, with the current owners owning
 3  this, they've owned it for a very long time and in its
 4  current configuration, they have options that they can
 5  do, you know, the C part of the property and they can do
 6  R-2, and that's what they're allowed to do.
 7                 When we rezone and grant them the
 8  opportunity to do more and then we say, well, we'll
 9  permit this configuration which is too extensive on the
10  property, the reason it's a problem is because it is
11  self-created at that point.  You have chosen to extend
12  the property and extend the footprint.
13                 And if you would choose another option in
14  the early phases, then we can begin to see a vision that
15  comes to a compromise.  But you're asking us to look at
16  the very beginning and grant all kinds of additional
17  opportunities without -- you know, looking, as I've said
18  before, without the opportunity to actually make
19  something that is a good compromise because, as it is
20  right now, I would not be in favor of this amendment at
21  all in its current situation.
22                 MR. VIANI: May I respond?
23                 COMMISSIONER CORTINA: Yes.
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 1                 MR. VIANI: All right, all valid points.
 2  I guess what I'm saying is the issue before the Board
 3  right now is whether or not to permit -- within the range
 4  of possibilities permit a project that someone is going
 5  to have to propose and come forward and meet on its own
 6  merits.  And that's what the Comprehensive Plan Amendment
 7  allows.  It's just allowing the opportunity for the
 8  consideration of that discussion.
 9                 You're very right.  You may approve this
10  Comprehensive Plan Amendment that now allows a project to
11  be considered at a range of up to eight units per acre
12  provided it meets all of these other considerations, you
13  know, and then someone comes along and says I've got just
14  that thing and they start filing it and they go forward
15  with their RPA exception, they go forward with their
16  special exception for filling in and they go for the
17  rezoning.
18                 And halfway through that, either, (a),
19  they strike a deal that works with Staff and, hopefully,
20  gets approved or, "(b), you know, the Staff says we don't
21  like it for this reason, or we don't like it for this
22  reason or the Planning Commission says we don't like it
23  or the Board says we don't like it for this reason and
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 1  that applicant fails on its own.
 2                 And the only thing that's changed is
 3  you've now allowed within the toolbox of solutions for
 4  this site this as one option for people to consider.  You
 5  know, that's what we see.
 6                 CHAIRMAN MURPHY: Ms. Hurley.
 7                 COMMISSIONER HURLEY: Thank you, Mr.
 8  Chairman.
 9                 As you noted, the Board has tasked the
10  Staff and us on the Planning Commission to evaluate this.
11  I have a short question on the evaluation.
12                 Last Monday it rained a great deal.  I
13  think it was like 2.6 inches in less than an hour just up
14  the street over there at the airport.
15                 How much -- what did this property look
16  like after that?  You said on June 3rd, it was kind of
17  wet.  What happens there when it really, really rains?
18                 MR. VIANI: I can tell you nothing
19  happened there.  I was -- I live about a mile from this
20  property.  I was actually home waiting for any flow.  And
21  I kept hearing from people in my office that, you know,
22  Arlington was getting nailed and we could see that there
23  was no rain flow down there.
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 1                 Without a doubt, I mean, the June 3rd flow
 2  -- rain was pivotal and I've got a lot more photos of
 3  that.  But, you know, I assume if we had another
 4  subsequent very heavy rain, it would perform about the
 5  way the June 3rd flowed, or if it was even worse, at some
 6  point it's going to exceed what was going on on June 3rd.
 7                 And, again, I'm not an engineer.  I'm just
 8  going out the door.  But you can see in that picture, it
 9  was just an inch below that culvert.  And what would it
10  have done?  It would have continued to back up, back up
11  and the roadway itself starts acting as the dam.
12                 All right, it's going to back up that and
13  it's going to start creeping a little bit into our
14  property.  But the next thing it will do it's just going
15  to overtop Richmond Highway and flow the way it
16  historically has flowed down Dogue Creek.
17                 COMMISSIONER HURLEY: Thank you.
18                 CHAIRMAN MURPHY: Mr. Ulfelder, and then
19  we're going to take a little break and then get back to
20  the public hearing.
21                 COMMISSIONER ULFELDER: Mr. Viani, I'm
22  curious.  Knowing that this plan amendment or plan
23  evaluation raised a number of questions and concerns and
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 1  issues, particularly about the environmental impact of
 2  the Board Matter listing eight houses per acre, why
 3  wouldn't it make sense to wait until we went through this
 4  process -- this evaluation process and considered all of
 5  the issues, the environmental issues before we get into
 6  an actual rezoning and special exception process?
 7                 MR. VIANI: I'm trying -- I'm sorry.  I'm
 8  being dense, sir.  Why did this project come after the
 9  Embark we're planning or --
10                 COMMISSIONER ULFELDER: I thought it would


11  have made sense --
12                 MR. VIANI: Right.
13                 COMMISSIONER ULFELDER: -- based on all of


14  the thorns that this plan -- proposed plan amendment or
15  plan evaluation has, all the stickers on it, that it
16  would have made more sense to wait a bit, although I
17  understand that the rezoning application can help inform
18  Staff in connection with the evaluation.
19                 It's just -- it's curious to me that we're
20  going down the road with a plan amendment that does raise
21  all of these concerns and issues and I think that a lot
22  of them were obvious and apparent from the very
23  beginning.  And I think, perhaps, that's why the Board
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 1  Matter was worded the way that it was worded.
 2                 And it seems to me that the cart is coming
 3  up alongside the horse and I think that that's a concern.
 4                 MR. VIANI: I think that's a fair comment.
 5  I think we filed that because we basically looked at the
 6  language in the Woodlawn Plan at 16 to 20 units per acre.
 7  You know, we also saw the comment with Staff -- you know,
 8  that Staff pointed out about 19 and 20 being open space.
 9                 If you read the language in the Woodlawn
10  language, it says 16 to 20 units bigger, then
11  consolidated with, you know, the properties fronting on
12  Richmond Highway.
13                 That's the way we thought we were going to
14  bargain.  As we got further and further into this and we
15  had more discussions with Staff, you know, we could see
16  their point and saying the solution was let's just go for
17  something that kind of clearly ties all three of the
18  parcels together, recognizes the changes that are
19  happening, both with VDOT, you know, and the
20  considerations for the EQC and do something that's kind
21  of specifically targeted for this property.
22                 My preference would, frankly, have been do
23  the rezoning and the other things all together with the
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 1  Comp. Plan Amendment, but that was not the way it works.
 2  So here we are.
 3                 COMMISSIONER ULFELDER: Let me ask a
 4  question of Staff, Mr. Chairman.
 5                 Is this a site that could be utilized by
 6  other developers for mitigation in connection with
 7  projects that they may have where they need to do
 8  mitigation in connection with their impacts of their
 9  proposed development?
10                 MR. KAPLAN: I don't know the answer to
11  that.
12                 COMMISSIONER ULFELDER: Okay.
13                 CHAIRMAN MURPHY: Okay, thank you very
14  much.  We'll have a ten-minute recess.
15                 MR. VIANI: Thank you.
16                 (Whereupon, a recess was taken.)
17                 CHAIRMAN MURPHY: Okay, we're back.  We
18  are beginning the public hearing on PA-2018-IV-MV2,
19  Comprehensive Plan Amendment 8800 Richmond Highway.
20                 This is a public hearing.  We have 11
21  listed speakers after which anyone who wishes to address
22  this application may do so with a three-minute time
23  limit.
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 1                 Let me go through our procedures.  If you
 2  represent a homeowners association or a civic
 3  association, you have ten minutes; if you are speaking on
 4  your own behalf, you have five minutes.
 5                 We'd ask you to please respect red.  When
 6  the red light comes on on the podium, we'd ask you to
 7  please conclude your testimony.
 8                 You're allowed to address the Commission
 9  one time unless called back to the podium by a member of
10  the Commission exercising his or her prerogative.
11                 And even though your name is called before
12  you testify, would you please identify yourself with your
13  full name and address for the record.
14                 I'm going to call several names.  I'd like
15  you to move down front.  It will expedite the process.
16  Judith Harbeck, John Thillmann, Karen Pohorylo and Peter
17  Sitnik.  Is anyone still here?  Okay.  Judith.
18                 MS. HARBECK: Ready for me.
19                 CHAIRMAN MURPHY: Okay, that's fine.
20                 And, also, if you have written testimony
21  you'd like to submit, please do so by submitting it to
22  Jacob sitting on my far right, your far left.
23                 Please, go ahead.
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 1                 MS. HARBECK: Good evening.  I am Judy
 2  Harbeck speaking to you tonight on behalf of the Mt.
 3  Vernon Council of Citizens' Associations.  You've been
 4  provided with our resolution in support of the Applicant
 5  and some additional supporting material.
 6                 This resolution was the joint product of
 7  our planning and zoning committee and our environment and
 8  recreation committee.
 9                 The MVCCA has a long record of active
10  involvement in creating, amending and respecting the
11  Comprehensive Plan.  At the same time, we recognize the
12  Comprehensive Plan as advisory and a creation of the
13  people to be changed when needs change.
14                 Our community is, indeed, in the midst of
15  great changes as revitalization Embark and widening of
16  Richmond Highway changed the face of the district.
17                 Similarly, MVCCA has a long record of
18  support for efforts to improve, clean up and protect the
19  environment.  Still, we recognize there will always be
20  some tension between human needs and the natural world
21  and some need to find a balance between those.
22                 We've heard several presentations by Staff
23  on this property which we call 8800 and we know they've
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 1  devoted many hours of work to the project.  And while we
 2  respect their efforts, we strongly disagree with the
 3  Staff Report which denies support, we believe, based on
 4  an unduly inflexible and legalistic approach to this very
 5  unique property and unique situation and a failure to
 6  consider the project as a whole with effects on
 7  revitalization efforts, on environmental improvement and
 8  an overall community well-being.
 9                 We hope you will exercise your judgment
10  and discretion and look at the project as a totality and
11  come to a different conclusion from Staff.
12                 The comp. plan suggests 8800 should
13  continue as privately owned open space, but that has
14  never been, unless, perhaps, one considers a parking lot
15  with slab businesses as privately owned open space.
16                 And in community-specific areas of the
17  comp. plan, it was listed as desirable for residential
18  development as moderate density.
19                 The Richmond Highway Corridor has a high
20  concentration of subsidized and low-income housing.  We
21  desperately need new commercially-viable, higher-level
22  housing as a balance and to encourage redevelopment and
23  revitalization.  The comp. plan should not be an obstacle
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 1  to community efforts and, in fact, it encourages
 2  flexibility in revitalization areas.
 3                 As you've heard from several people,
 4  dating back at least 60 years, 8800 has been home to a
 5  variety of commercial enterprises.  For a long time, it
 6  was the site of the Penda (ph) House Trailer Sales,
 7  Rental and Storage, which is what I mostly remember it
 8  as.
 9                 A dilapidated welding shop, which
10  apparently used to be the amusement court -- the
11  amusement park's food court, and an old trailer are still
12  there.
13                 It's hard to get a full picture of the
14  property, though, from words on a page.  I personally
15  have lived near the property for 37 years and for all of
16  that time it has been an embarrassment, a blight and an
17  environmental disaster in every sense of the word.
18                 The Staff Report shows a relatively small
19  area of disturbance.  I have recently walked the property
20  and at least, in layman's terms, except for a few fairly
21  pristine acres at the very tip of the map triangle, the
22  entire project is disturbed, including areas shown as an
23  RPA, an EQC and/or a floodplain.
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 1                 What is not actually macadam is earth
 2  packed like concrete where only invasive weeds struggled
 3  to grow.  Chunks of actual concrete litter the property
 4  along with metal pieces, the remains of prior buildings
 5  and commercial activity and other refuse which washes
 6  into Dogue Creek in heavy rain.
 7                 The banks of Dogue Creek are eroded and
 8  support mostly only scrub invasives.  There are virtually
 9  no trees except at the very edges of the property to
10  block or absorb stormwater.
11                 The RPA currently does little, if
12  anything, to protect the creek because of the degradation
13  and disturbance.  It is anything but pristine.
14                 Similarly, the area along the creek tidal
15  and EQC certainly does not function as one.  The poor
16  quality of the bank area and the tight culvert under
17  Route 1 does not permit passage by animals or humans, but
18  does serve as a bottleneck choking the creek and causing
19  water to spread out and collect sediment and debris.
20                 The expected new Route 1 bridge, whatever
21  the final design, will remove this culvert and will be
22  higher and wider thus improving chances for a functional
23  EQC assuming there are repairs to the banks and surfaces
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 1  at 8800.
 2                 The practical size of the true floodplain
 3  and any actual chance of flooding should also be reduced,
 4  although the property, even as it is, did not flood in
 5  this spring's historic rains.
 6                 The fact that the RPA and current
 7  floodplain are involved is not something that MVCCA takes
 8  lightly.  In Mt. Vernon, we know about flooding.  We've
 9  looked very closely at projects requiring or proposing
10  substantial fill or encroachment into a functioning RPA;
11  however, many of our homes are actually in a floodplain
12  or an RPA, including mine, so we know that while the
13  designation is important, these precise delineations are
14  not written in stone.
15                 In this case, given the small numbers of
16  proposed residences which could be affected by the
17  current floodplain and the likelihood that the floodplain
18  will shrink and the resulting extremely low risk that any
19  flooding will actually occur, we are reassured.
20                 This is also not a case where a pristine
21  RPA will be affected.  The RPA at 8800 is as degraded and
22  disturbed as the rest of the property.
23                 Factors that we consider equally
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 1  important, but we believe are not given adequate
 2  attention in the Staff Report, include the environmental
 3  improvements which would be made by the developer.  These
 4  will reduce impervious surface, remove old macadam, as
 5  well as compacted soil, debris and invasives and restore
 6  substantial footage up to 50 to 75 feet of the RPA by
 7  planting native trees and vegetation.  Landscaping around
 8  the high-end townhouses planned also will be an
 9  environmental positive.
10                 The pristine triangle will be preserved
11  for community and, perhaps, public use and the EQC may
12  actually function as such with an improved RPA.  We
13  believe the plans for 8800 thus represent a clear net
14  environmental gain.
15                 Moreover, 8800 occupies a critical
16  location in county and community efforts to revitalize
17  the Route 1 Corridor.  It sits at the gateway to Mt.
18  Vernon, Woodlawn, Mason Neck, the Army Museum and many
19  other community and tourist attractions and it is next to
20  the Woodlawn CBC.
21                 What happens at 8800 and how the property
22  is perceived by the public and future developers can be a
23  positive or it can continue to be a detriment to the
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 1  redevelopment and the environment that it is now.
 2                 Thus, it's important to consider the
 3  likely outcomes if the plan is not amended and this
 4  project of high-end townhouses is stymied.
 5                 Much as we might like to see the land
 6  restored to be a natural space or a park is the height of
 7  wishful thinking to think that could happen.  No better
 8  purchaser has appeared in the many years 8800 has been on
 9  the market.  The county has declined to purchase it and
10  at one time, at least, refused even to accept the few
11  pristine acres in the triangle.
12                 In any event, the county has no funds to
13  purchase the property or to make improvements, just as
14  nothing has been done to the 17 or so acres of pristine
15  forest the owners previously donated on the other side of
16  Dogue Creek.
17                 The family which has owned the land for at
18  least 60 years and been part of our community is honest
19  about the fact that they do not have the resources to
20  simply hold the land and pay taxes without income from
21  the property.  The narrow front portion zoned C-8 would
22  have to be put to commercial use, again, and given the
23  site size as further narrowed by the new bridge, the
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 1  businesses which might be interested are limited and not
 2  likely to enhance the environment, the view scape or
 3  revitalization efforts.  Such development would be by
 4  right without any community control or input on the
 5  number and type of establishments.
 6                 And I assume even though part of it is
 7  zoned R-2, that could not be utilized either.  Based on
 8  the strict construction of the floodplain, no houses
 9  could be built there at all.  So we're relegated to this
10  little strip of C-8 for the owners.
11                 Environmentally, the degraded condition of
12  the land, the RPA, the EQC and the creek itself would
13  continue.  Neither the property owner, nor any
14  businesses, would have any obligation to make any of the
15  improvements the developer will make.
16                 Staff's inflexibility may result from the
17  fear of a flood -- no pun intended -- of like
18  applications.  We believe this fear is unfounded and not
19  a valid reason for failing to give due weight to unique
20  factors in this case and exercising the flexibility
21  called for in the comp. plan itself to judge the
22  application solely on its merits.
23                 This is a unique case or an extraordinary
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 1  case, or however you want to describe it.  This is an
 2  environmentally and commercially distressed property in a
 3  revitalization area seeking to be redeveloped in
 4  environmentally positive and commercially feasible ways
 5  with the support of surrounding communities.
 6                 In some ways, it's kind of a layer cake of
 7  regulation and policy overlays which are -- some of which
 8  are superficially contradictory.  You've got the
 9  Comprehensive Plan, the EQC, the RPA, the floodplain, the
10  Route 1 VDOT plans, Embark, CBCs, all these things.
11                 We ask the Planning Commission to cut
12  through these layers to the essence of the project.  It
13  will improve existing environmental problems.  It will
14  improve stormwater management and restore function to
15  RPAs and EQCs.  It is consistent with revitalization
16  efforts and will provide stimulus to other redevelopment
17  efforts.  It will be a positive addition and enhancement
18  to surrounding communities.
19                 Your approval would also demonstrate that
20  the county truly promotes revitalization, redevelopment
21  and the environment by exercising appropriate flexibility
22  according to the facts of the case striking a sensible
23  balance between human and natural world needs so that
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 1  both are met to the greatest possible extent.
 2                 Don't let the perfect be the enemy of the
 3  good.  We urge you to approve the application.  Thank
 4  you.
 5                 CHAIRMAN MURPHY: Right on the mark even
 6  with a few ad-libs.  Thank you very much.
 7                 MS. HARBECK: Thank you.
 8                 COMMISSIONER HART: Mr. Chairman --
 9                 CHAIRMAN MURPHY: Yes.
10                 COMMISSIONER HART: -- may I ask Ms.
11  Harbeck a couple questions?
12                 CHAIRMAN MURPHY: Ms. Harbeck?
13                 MS. HARBECK: Sure.
14                 COMMISSIONER HART: First, is Mt. Vernon
15  Council's June 27 resolution still operative?
16                 MS. HARBECK: Yes.
17                 COMMISSIONER HART: As I read that
18  resolution, and particularly bullets A, B and C, you were
19  suggesting you didn't like the wording of the Board
20  resolution that there should be more concentrated density
21  and flexible design with residential units not located in
22  the floodplain, there should be a wider buffer and the
23  buffer area should be increased, and some other things.
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 1  I didn't hear any of that tonight.
 2                 MS. HARBECK: Well --
 3                 COMMISSIONER HART: Was that superceded by


 4  something else?
 5                 MS. HARBECK: No.  There are things that
 6  we want to see done to the property.  We're not
 7  necessarily saying that we won't have additional
 8  suggestions for the developer as things proceed.
 9                 But, right now, we're really only talking
10  about the plan amendment.
11                 COMMISSIONER HART: Well, that's what I --
12  that's my question.
13                 You're the first -- and I'm not trying to
14  pick on you -- but we've gotten a number of letters in
15  support and all week long I've been thinking in support
16  of what.
17                 We don't have any text or we've got a
18  paragraph tonight, but I don't think -- I mean, it
19  doesn't sound like this -- that any of those things in
20  your bullets are incorporated directly into the paragraph
21  that we saw tonight.
22                 It also doesn't sound like you all had any
23  plan text either at the time that you voted.  Am I
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 1  missing something?
 2                 MS. HARBECK: Well, our vote was to
 3  support the application that had been passed, the PA,
 4  whatever.
 5                 COMMISSIONER HART: The rezoning
 6  application, rather than the plan amendment?
 7                 MS. HARBECK: No, the plan amendment.  I
 8  don't have the number in front of me right now or I don't
 9  have it memorized, the PA 14 MV, whatever it is.
10                 COMMISSIONER HART: Right, we have that --
11                 MS. HARBECK: That was what --
12                 COMMISSIONER HART: -- ma'am, and we --
13                 MS. HARBECK: Yes.
14                 COMMISSIONER HART: The Staff Report
15  doesn't have one word of plan text.  Staff's
16  recommendation was don't do it and we don't have -- we
17  didn't have until tonight a paragraph that would replace
18  or add to what's in the text now.
19                 I'm just trying to confirm for myself you
20  didn't have it either?
21                 MS. HARBECK: Well, we didn't have it.  I
22  don't -- I'm not sure what paragraph you're speaking of.
23                 COMMISSIONER HART: Not typed up.
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 1                 MS. HARBECK: But our point was that we
 2  wanted the Comprehensive Plan to reflect that this
 3  property and the couple of other properties that are
 4  included in the Woodlawn area there would be appropriate
 5  for residential development at the eight units per acre,
 6  where, right now, it says it's planned to be privately
 7  owned open space, which basically means somebody has to
 8  buy it or donate it because --
 9                 COMMISSIONER HART: Don't you still want
10  some text that would reflect, for example, the bullets
11  that you've got in your resolution?
12                 MS. HARBECK: Well, I think a lot of those
13  are later.
14                 The Staff's Report, we think -- I should
15  have said this in my thing, I guess -- it went so much
16  into the environmental reasons for why to change the --
17  and the presentations that we had from the Staff, which
18  were many and detailed and telegraphed to us, that the
19  Staff intended to deny support for the application which
20  is probably why you started getting letters of support,
21  because it was known in our community the outcome of the
22  Staff Report, if not the actual language.
23                 So what we were trying to do was simply
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 1  list the things that we would like to see in any eventual
 2  project.
 3                 COMMISSIONER HART: You're not backing
 4  away from these.  You would still -- if texts were ever
 5  written, you would like these things to go into the text?
 6                 MS. HARBECK: Are you talking about the
 7  text of the Plan Amendment?
 8                 COMMISSIONER HART: Yes, ma'am.
 9                 MS. HARBECK: Well, someone else may need
10  to speak more specifically to that because I'm the co-
11  chair of the association.
12                 I'm here to talk about our resolution, but
13  I'm not quite -- I admit that I'm not quite sure what you
14  mean about we should have had language.
15                 I thought the language was that the area
16  would be appropriate for residential development to an
17  extent of eight dwellings per acre and that at some later
18  date when we're actually --
19                 COMMISSIONER HART: Yeah, it would have to


20  say a lot more.
21                 MS. HARBECK: -- talking about the project
22  for the special exception to zoning, then we would get
23  into all of these other things that needed to be included
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 1  like specific restoration things and all of the rest of
 2  that.
 3                 Now, it may be a matter of I'm not
 4  understanding your question or the process.  It could be
 5  either one.
 6                 COMMISSIONER HART: All right, thank you.
 7                 CHAIRMAN MURPHY: Okay, Mr. Migliaccio.
 8                 COMMISSIONER MIGLIACCIO: Just on that
 9  point.
10                 I'm getting the feeling from the community
11  and all of the letters that we've gotten in tonight and
12  your testimony, Mr. Hart is correct.  Normally, we have
13  language that we vote on and I don't think the council
14  was privy to the language because we just got it tonight.
15                 But in concept, you want something done
16  here.  Everyone wants something done on this property.
17  And you're willing to take a look at residential, up to
18  eight units -- dwelling units per acre?
19                 MS. HARBECK: Yes.
20                 COMMISSIONER MIGLIACCIO: And then all of


21  the other caveats that were in your letter, you want to
22  work that into it where appropriate?
23                 MS. HARBECK: That would be the things
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 1  that we would want to work further with the developer and
 2  Staff and -- as we proceed through the process and as the
 3  project becomes more clear because, you know, right now,
 4  it's a little bit of a moving object.  You know, it goes
 5  from there are changes not on a daily basis, but
 6  frequently.
 7                 So a lot of those things it's just sort of
 8  us trying to telegraph to the developer and to the Staff
 9  --
10                 COMMISSIONER MIGLIACCIO: It's a little
11  murky right now.
12                 MS. HARBECK: -- that these are some
13  things we want to see.
14                 COMMISSIONER MIGLIACCIO: Okay, because


15  some of it may be appropriate for comp. plan language and
16  some of it may be appropriate during a rezoning.  So
17  we'll have to see as this moves forward.  Thank you.
18                 MS. HARBECK: Are you saying that you
19  would like us to provide you with comp. plan language?
20                 COMMISSIONER MIGLIACCIO: No.
21                 MS. HARBECK: Okay.
22                 COMMISSIONER MIGLIACCIO: We have
23  comprehensive plan language, but I don't think it's
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 1  what's going to be the end result.  We may have things
 2  tucked into it and some of it may be what you put in your
 3  letter from the Mt. Vernon Council.
 4                 MS. HARBECK: Well, may I ask you what is
 5  this paragraph that you have gotten?  Who was that from?
 6  You say you have a --
 7                 COMMISSIONER MIGLIACCIO: I think your
 8  Planning Commissioner may be able to speak to that.
 9                 COMMISSIONER SARGEANT: We received -- if


10  I could interrupt, Mr. Chairman.
11                 We received some suggested draft text for
12  amendment tonight from Mr. Viani.  Absent what we did not
13  have in the plan -- in the Staff Report, and that got to
14  some of the questions about the assignment by the Board
15  to evaluate a plan amendment versus actually looking at a
16  plan text.
17                 MS. HARBECK: Oh, okay.
18                 COMMISSIONER SARGEANT: So that brought, I


19  think -- and correct me if I'm wrong, gentlemen --
20  Commissioner Hart to the point of looking at the Mt.
21  Vernon Council resolution which includes some additional
22  points beyond support for the general application that
23  include, you know, A, B, C, D, you know, and motions that
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 1  say a plan amendment should consider more concentrated
 2  density and flexible design that could result in the
 3  residential units not being located in the floodplain
 4  while maintaining economic viability of the project.
 5                 So there's a little confusion as to what
 6  it is specifically the Mt. Vernon Council was requesting
 7  or recommending.
 8                 MS. HARBECK: Well, we want -- you know, I
 9  think it's fair to say that what we want, first of all,
10  is the -- maybe the appropriate word is "striking"
11  language.  I don't know.
12                 But to say this should be -- continue as
13  privately owned open space is absurd.  I mean, I don't
14  know how it got in there in the first place and why we --
15  maybe we missed the boat not acting on it at some point,
16  although we have on many occasions in the past asked for
17  that to be changed and to have it been made appropriate
18  for residential use.
19                 So, initially, that is what we wanted.  I
20  think, as I said, the rest of these things -- you know,
21  we are environmentally sensitive.  We're concerned about
22  it.  We -- you know, we value Dogue Creek and we value
23  the idea of restoring a lot of these environmental things
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 1  that have gone by the road that people didn't think about
 2  in the '50s or the '60s or the '70s.  We're in favor of
 3  that.
 4                 And so we just wanted to telegraph, I
 5  think, as I said, to everyone concerned that we are not
 6  necessarily giving a blanket approval to this project or
 7  any project, because there's a lot of things and
 8  questions that we have and things we want to see
 9  eventually.
10                 But at the moment, we need to have that
11  plan amendment thing taken out and have something in
12  there that let's us go one step further into the project
13  and the process.
14                 As Mr. Viani said, I guess, we can see
15  from this project that it probably would be totally
16  unwieldy to try to do the plan amendment, zoning and the
17  special exception all at once.  So we can see that would
18  be very unwieldy, but -- so it is a step-by-step process.
19  Today, it's the plan amendment.  Later, we'll have
20  another resolution, I'm sure, that we'll pick apart the
21  next Staff Report or project, you know, or maybe approve
22  it.
23                 CHAIRMAN MURPHY: I think you mean
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 1  articulate; right?
 2                 MS. HARBECK: Sorry, what?
 3                 CHAIRMAN MURPHY: Okay.  Thank you very
 4  much.  John Thillmann, Karen Pohorylo, Peter Sitnik,
 5  Elizabeth Martin.  Pohorylo?  I'm sorry.  I'm murdering
 6  your name.
 7                 MR. THILLMANN: Mr. Chairman and Members
 8  of the Commission, my name is John Thillmann.
 9                 CHAIRMAN MURPHY: Okay, I --
10                 MR. THILLMANN: Pohorylo.
11                 CHAIRMAN MURPHY: Pohorylo, okay.
12                 MR. THILLMANN: Mr. Chairman and Members
13  of the Commission, my name is John Thillmann and as a
14  former member of this Planning Commission, it is a
15  pleasure and privilege for me to be here in front of you
16  this evening.  And I'm speaking in support of a plan
17  amendment for up to eight units to the acre on this site.
18                 I spent the better part of the last 15
19  years working for revitalization or redevelopment of the
20  older and needy areas of Fairfax County.  As a member of
21  the Southeast Fairfax Development Corporation for 12
22  years, as vice president, as a member of the Fairfax
23  County Economic Advisory Commission chaired by John
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 1  Foust, as the chair of the Seven Corners Land Use
 2  Transportation Task Force focusing on revitalization in
 3  the Seven Corners area, so I'm really surprised and
 4  shocked that the DPZ staff blithely ignored the
 5  revitalization/redevelopment language in the comp. plan
 6  as they discuss the Comp. Plan Amendment on this site.
 7  And I'm glad to see that Joanne Fiebe earlier spoke as
 8  member of the revitalization/redevelopment staff
 9  indicating support of a Comp. Plan Amendment for
10  development of this site.
11                 Okay, well, that's not why I'm here to
12  speak.  I'm here to speak because -- and this pains me
13  because I've been on the Staff side of this for 40 years.
14  This is the first time I've broken ranks with the Staff,
15  and I feel passionate about why I'm breaking ranks with
16  the Staff tonight.
17                 I'm a consultant to the property owners in
18  Landmark Atlantic because this Staff Report almost
19  completely focused on environmental issues.  I'll also
20  focus my comments on that issue.
21                 First, I'd like to establish my background
22  and establish my standing for my remarks.
23                 In the 1970s, I was the Chief of
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 1  Environment and Technical Services in the Planning
 2  Office.  My staff and I developed the county policies for
 3  environment and we included the EQC concept in the
 4  system.  We designed the EQC system.
 5                 I left Fairfax County for the EPA and the
 6  Board of Supervisors appointed me to the Fairfax County
 7  Environmental Quality Advisory Commission.  I served two
 8  terms on that commission as vice chairman and chairman.
 9                 Thereafter, the Board of Supervisors
10  appointed me to the Planning Commission where my day job
11  was at the USEPA headquarters in Washington, D.C. where I
12  served with John Ulfelder who was on the administrator
13  staff and I was on the deputy administrator staff.
14                 My job there was chief of program planning
15  in the Office of Policy Planning and Evaluation with a
16  major focus on surface- and groundwater-related project
17  and issues.  I was actually loaned to the Office of Water
18  for almost a year to work on national groundwater policy
19  and also surface water contamination.
20                 CHAIRMAN MURPHY: Excuse me.  We can --
21  John.
22                 MR. THILLMANN: There I played a strong
23  part in the Office of Water --
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 1                 CHAIRMAN MURPHY: We'll stipulate to your
 2  credentials.  If we could get to the point now because
 3  you only have five minutes and we want to hear what you
 4  have to say about the plan amendment.
 5                 MR. THILLMANN: What?
 6                 CHAIRMAN MURPHY: Okay, five minutes.
 7                 MR. THILLMANN: Yeah, yeah.
 8                 CHAIRMAN MURPHY: Okay.  So --
 9                 MR. THILLMANN  Yeah, I'm getting there.
10  I'm getting there.
11                 CHAIRMAN MURPHY: Okay, all right.
12                 MR. THILLMANN: Now, do I get my time back
13  that you just --
14                 CHAIRMAN MURPHY: Yes, I'll give you three
15  more seconds.
16                 MR. THILLMANN: Come on, Peter.  I need
17  those 14 seconds.
18                 There I played a strong role in the Office
19  of Water, including working on the first estuarine
20  project at the Chesapeake Bay Program and it was a
21  successful program, worked with Virginia and Governor
22  Baliles invited me to the signing ceremony at Fort
23  Monroe.  So I get what goes on in the RPA and I get what
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 1  goes on in Chesapeake Bay.
 2                 After that, Governor Wilder appointed me
 3  to the Chesapeake Bay Science Advisory Board for two
 4  terms where I worked with all of the scientists in the
 5  Bay and my focus was urbanization and I worked on acid
 6  deposition to the Bay program.
 7                 So in that role I spent time working on
 8  land use and urbanization issues and the STAC had never
 9  focused on those before.
10                 In graduate school, I did my master's
11  thesis on nonpoint sources of water pollution in a two-
12  way program, and I got that interest from working with
13  Tom Grizzard on the Occoquan policy in Fairfax County
14  which designed and developed the first VNPs in Fairfax
15  County, which are now statewide, and I assisted in that
16  effort.  So I get environmental stuff; I get EQCs; I get
17  RPAs.
18                 And that said, with my background, let me
19  say the site designations and EQC and an RPA over the
20  entire site is chimera.  It is the same as Alice in
21  Wonderland listening to the Mad Hatter call a mushroom a
22  golden crown.  Calling something what it is and it's not,
23  doesn't make it so.
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 1                 The property is developed, has been for 53
 2  years and it should be evaluated in light of that
 3  condition.  As such, the proposal by the Applicant is
 4  better viewed as site remediation, rather than
 5  disturbance.
 6                 The property has an operating business and
 7  they have no plans to return site to private open space.
 8  The Staff has admitted privately there are no funds to
 9  condemn the property and turn it into open space.
10                 Absent private solution, the result will
11  be a status quo and continuation of nonpoint source water
12  pollution.
13                 The owner has paid the commercial tax rate
14  on this property for 53 years, so what is the incentive
15  to now give it up as private open space?  There isn't
16  any.
17                 Furthermore, the owner has no eleemosynary
18  incentive to relinquish an operating business.  This then
19  leaves us only with a private solution to the issues
20  identified and which is the subject of this plan
21  amendment.
22                 The designated EQC currently functions as
23  a nonpoint source of water pollution, not as an
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 1  environmental factor and has never been a functioning EQC
 2  or later on never been a functioning RPA.  In my world,
 3  environmental cleanup delayed is environmental cleanup
 4  denied.
 5                 And as this instance, the Staff is
 6  blithely recommending that it not be cleaned up at all,
 7  leave it like it is.  That's what I heard at various
 8  meetings.  However, this shows the unreality of the DPC
 9  environmental staff.  And one of them proposed a hotel
10  parking lot be placed on the C-8 portion of the site,
11  even showing a layout.
12                 Now, this is in light of the fact that
13  they don't want any more imperviousness.  And it's an EQC
14  and it's an RPA and it's a floodplain.  Really, what
15  nonsense.
16                 The private solution, this proposal has no
17  floodplain impacts.  Portions of the site are now out of
18  the floodplain and engineering studies prove it.
19                 CHAIRMAN MURPHY: Okay.
20                 MR. THILLMANN: This project --
21                 CHAIRMAN MURPHY: That's more than 14
22  seconds.
23                 MR. THILLMANN: Just three more things.
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 1  This project protects the portion of the site that is in
 2  wetlands.
 3                 We will restore the Corps of Engineers
 4  wetlands portion of the site.  We protect and enhance
 5  habitat quality.  It provides connectivity with a real
 6  functioning EQC.  The proposal provides stream buffering
 7  and a minimum of 50 feet vegetative buffer.
 8                 The site is a classic nonpoint source of
 9  water pollution and needs to be fixed.  There's a 46- and
10  48-percent reduction of imperviousness and stormwater.
11                 And I know, Peter, you're driving -- I'm
12  driving you crazy.
13                 CHAIRMAN MURPHY: Thank you.  You are.
14                 MR. THILLMANN: In conclusion --
15                 CHAIRMAN MURPHY: I'll stipulate to that,
16  too.
17                 MR. THILLMANN: In conclusion, the project
18  will be transformative for better land uses and creates a
19  stronger neighborhood in this part of the Richmond
20  Highway Corridor, is the embodiment of what
21  redevelopment, revitalization and restoration is all
22  about.  It is transformative.
23                 The community has spoken with an MVCCA
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 1  resolution.  The project is environmentally sound
 2  restorative in an area in need of it.
 3                 I strongly support the Comp. Plan
 4  Amendment to eight units to the acre on this site for
 5  townhomes and also ask that you support the plan
 6  amendment.  Thank you very much.  Now, I'll be quiet.
 7                 CHAIRMAN MURPHY: Karen, your turn.  This
 8  is an example of how not to testify before the Planning
 9  Commission from a former Planning Commissioner.
10                 (General laughter.)
11                 MS. POHORYLO: Well, Mr. Chairman, we're
12  good because my resume is much shorter.
13                 CHAIRMAN MURPHY: Go ahead.  Just tell me
14  how to pronounce your name.
15                 MS. POHORYLO: Yes.  For the record, my
16  name is Karen Pohorylo and I will spell that.  It's P-O-
17  H-O-R-Y-L-O.  And I am president of the Engleside Civil
18  Association, which is, approximately, less than a half a
19  mile -- less than a quarter of a mile away from 8800.
20                 So good evening, Mr. Chairman and Planning
21  Commissioners.  Thank you for this opportunity to speak
22  on behalf of Engleside Civic Association in support of
23  this crucial plan amendment for the southwest side of
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 1  Richmond Highway.
 2                 I already gave you my name and that I am
 3  currently the President of Engleside Civic Association,
 4  which includes the Woodlawn, Gillingham, Timothy Park and
 5  Rosemont communities.  We are comprised of,
 6  approximately, 175 homes and counting.
 7                 I am also the assistant to the Mt. Vernon
 8  Council of Citizens' Association that I'll refer to as
 9  the MVCCA Planning and Zoning Committee.
10                 Formerly, I have served on the Southeast
11  Fairfax Development Corporation, I'll refer to as the
12  SFDC, and Fairfax Federation.  I was also the MVCCA
13  Planning and Zoning Chair and I also served on a
14  subcommittee within the MVCCA to change its bylaws and
15  create a policy and procedural manual.
16                 My passion for my community, the Mt.
17  Vernon District, and the revitalization of Richmond
18  Highway runs deep.  My home in the Engleside community
19  was built by my grandfather in 1939 when Richmond Highway
20  was a gravel road and my street, Highland Lane, was a
21  dirt road and the current Wells Fargo Bank and the
22  Woodlawn Shopping Center was a farm.  I was born and
23  raised in this home and inherited it after the passing of
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 1  my grandmother in 1994.
 2                 So as I saw over the years, I witnessed
 3  the deterioration of Richmond Highway and felt the
 4  uncontrollable need to become involved first becoming
 5  president of my civic association and joining the MVCCA
 6  and eventually becoming the secretary of the SFDC board,
 7  among others.
 8                 As I moved along, it was clear to me my
 9  interest was in land use and the revitalization of
10  Richmond Highway.  I gained an immense amount of
11  knowledge on bad development, good development, great
12  development and also no development.
13                 I kept my community involved and informed
14  as projects started happening mostly on the northern end
15  and the same question kept coming up again and again, at
16  which time I had no answer to: When are we going to see
17  quality development on the south end, particularly the
18  southwest end?
19                 I am honored today to stand before this
20  Commission on behalf of Engleside armed with supporting
21  letters from the surrounding communities of 8800m as is
22  Engleside, as I had said earlier less than a half a mile
23  away, to say status quo is not good enough anymore on the
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 1  southwest end of Richmond Highway, and revitalization
 2  needs to start now on this section of Richmond Highway.
 3                 This plan amendment being considered
 4  tonight started back in 2014 when I was actually the
 5  Chair of the MVCCA Planning and Zoning Committee.  A
 6  resolution was written and approved by the MVCCA general
 7  counsel to add a, quote, "residential option," unquote,
 8  to the plan language for the subunits A-1, A-2, A-3 and
 9  suburban neighborhood parcels 1 and 3, which include the
10  property at 8800 Richmond Highway.
11                 Followed by the resolution, two letters
12  from the MVCCA were written to Staff to follow up on this
13  resolution.  It was stated by Staff at the time to wait
14  until a development proposal came along as they were very
15  busy with other projects at the time.  And in the
16  fairness for Staff, I believe this is when the Embark
17  process was beginning.
18                 On October 8th, 2014, Supervisor Hyland
19  did a Board Matter to authorize this plan amendment based
20  on two land studies done by the Urban Land Institute in
21  2012 and Virginia Tech in 2010 that examined the Woodlawn
22  CBC and recommended mixed-use development, community-
23  serving retail and residential uses.
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 1                 Then on March 6th, 2018, Supervisor Storck
 2  did a Board Matter at which time there was a development
 3  proposal, the current one we are hearing this evening for
 4  8800, asking Staff for concurrent processing of the plan
 5  amendment PA 2018-IV-MV2 and rezoning RZ 2016-MV-018, as


 6  consistent with Board policy in revitalization districts
 7  and to be done so in an expedited manner.
 8                 Another resolution, as you heard from our
 9  co-chair, was written from the co-chair of the MVCCA,
10  Judy Harbeck, last month, yet again, supporting this
11  Comp. Plan Amendment, and, yet, here we are today.
12                 The vision of my community was to be
13  proactive before a development proposal was put forth,
14  instead of reactive.
15                 Before I go further, I want to say that in
16  my first year as the MVCCA Planning and Zoning Chair,
17  Staff was more than helpful offering guidance and
18  explanations when I needed them.
19                 They were also a huge part of the MVCCA
20  Charrettes that were held in 2009, which consisted of
21  hundreds of residents of the Mt. Vernon District and came
22  up with a large amount of comp. plan amendments with the
23  assistance of Staff on site.  I would like to thank them
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 1  for all of their help and time.
 2                 And it was here that I learned the
 3  comprehensive plan is simply a guide and can be changed
 4  and should be changed at anytime by the citizens as need
 5  be as times change.
 6                 Having said that, my community believes
 7  that the Staff is out of touch with the citizens
 8  regarding this plan amendment and certainly so with the
 9  property, with what the property is and looks like at
10  8800 Richmond Highway.  Just because something is written
11  does not make it so.
12                 I was very disheartened after reading the
13  Staff Report.  It was almost entirely about the
14  environmental issues on the 8800 property which I felt
15  needed to be done with the special exception and the
16  rezoning required for this proposal.
17                 While this is a hearing on a plan
18  amendment, not just for this site, but others as stated,
19  because of the Staff Report and the interest of
20  everyone's time this evening, it would be beneficial for
21  my community that I just touch on some of the net
22  environmental benefits proposed by the developer.  And
23  some of the people that already spoke stole my thunder on
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 1  this, so I'll go over it very quickly.
 2                 Restoration of the wetlands: Stormwater
 3  management facilities not currently present on the site,
 4  a vegetative buffer between the units and water features
 5  which require substantial plantings of grasses and native
 6  species and removal of invasive species, this is what an
 7  RPA is supposed to be that the site currently does not
 8  have.
 9                 Dedication of land to the park authority:
10  17 acres has already been dedicated years ago.  There is
11  much more, but this is a plan amendment hearing and I am
12  confident this will be touched on again by other experts
13  here tonight, as it already has, in reply to the Staff
14  Report.
15                 Furthermore, the Staff Report is missing
16  any reference to Supervisor Hyland's Board Matter in
17  2014.  It is also missing reference to the comprehensive
18  plan MVA-Woodlawn Community Planning Sector, Area 4, page


19  107, Paragraph 1 which reads: "With the exception of
20  those properties, fronting on Richmond Highway remaining
21  vacant lots in the area between Sacramento Drive and Old
22  Mill Road are planned for residential use of 16 to 20
23  dwelling units per acre.
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 1                 "Substantial consolidations of parcels
 2  within the area is encouraged and should include
 3  properties fronting on Richmond Highway to achieve a plan
 4  development."
 5                 In addition, this area is a county-
 6  designated revitalization area.  And I was also happy to
 7  see representation from the Office of Community
 8  Revitalization here this evening, but when I wrote my
 9  testimony, that was not the case.
10                 It was disturbing to me that the Staff
11  Report did not contain any comments from the Office of
12  Community Revitalization nor reference.
13                 These three misses are of great concern to
14  myself, my community and the surrounding communities of
15  the 8800 property.
16                 In conclusion, I would like to quote
17  Supervisor Hyland from the 2014 Board Matter: "The
18  Woodlawn CBC is the new crossroads where history meets
19  opportunities."
20                 My community could not agree more.  8800
21  is a new opportunity and the proposed development is a
22  great development and it combines much needed
23  environmental mitigation with market rate townhomes that
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 1  is so desperately needed in the southwest area of
 2  Richmond Highway.
 3                 We see this project as transformative to
 4  the area and will be the start of the revitalization of
 5  the Woodlawn CBC.
 6                 Let's get this long-awaited and supported
 7  Comp. Plan Amendment done so we can just move forward.
 8                 Thank you, Mr. Chairman and Commissioners,
 9  for your time and attention.
10                 CHAIRMAN MURPHY: Thank you very much.
11                 Peter Sitnik, Elizabeth Martin.  Is
12  Elizabeth Martin here?  Okay, thank you.
13                 MR. SITNIK: Excuse me, I'm slow-moving.
14                 CHAIRMAN MURPHY: That's okay.
15                 MR. SITNIK: Good evening, Chairman
16  Murphy, Members of the Planning Commission.  My name is
17  Peter Sitnik.  I am a 66-year resident of Fairfax County
18  and I live and own a home at 4909 Godfrey Avenue in
19  Alexandria, Virginia.
20                 I thank Chairman Murphy and thank the
21  Commissioners for giving me this opportunity to tell you
22  why I support this simple plan amendment.
23                 My home is less than one mile from 8800
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 1  Richmond Highway, the subject of this simple plan
 2  amendment, and I and my two siblings also own 8800
 3  Richmond Highway.
 4                 In the early -- a little history.  In the
 5  early 1950s, my parents acquired about 35 acres of land
 6  that included the approximate eight acres which we now
 7  refer to as 8800 Richmond Highway.
 8                 These eight acres are comprised of three
 9  smaller parcels, as you have heard tonight.
10                 The first Fairfax County approved business
11  that my parents had on the original 35 acres -- and
12  frankly, extended over nearly all of the 35 acres -- was
13  the Fairfax County's first amusement park.  It featured,
14  among other, all of the normal rides and attractions and
15  popcorn, and such, a real steam locomotive, a coal car
16  with a tender, six open-sided passenger cars and a mile
17  of track and two Dogue Creek crossings, all right.
18                 From that time on, there was always at
19  least one business in operation on this site.  My dad
20  died in October 1987, but before he died, he started the
21  process of donating 17 acres of land to Fairfax County,
22  which you've heard in part.
23                 My mother, though, had to finish that job.
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 1  She gave that land to Fairfax.  It's a park and you know
 2  that.
 3                 After my mother's death, my two siblings
 4  and I inherited the property in August of 2010.  We three
 5  siblings continue to manage the property just as my
 6  parents had and, like them, we strive to improve this
 7  depressed property or sell it.
 8                 At this time with your help, and that of
 9  all of our neighbors that have testified, we hope that we
10  can not only improve it, but also sell it at the same
11  time.
12                 The property is in a revitalization area.
13  But the county staff really doesn't talk about it much,
14  but even though OCR -- I'm so glad they testified here
15  tonight -- they didn't mention it in their report.
16                 I believe that this is a game changer for
17  this part of the county.  It will fix the site, the
18  surrounding parcels.  The whole Woodlawn area will
19  benefit.
20                 As is -- of course, you've heard this
21  before.  The property has no stormwater management and we
22  don't have to put it there.  It would be nice, but,
23  frankly, our problem is we can't do that.   The
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 1  stormwater management runoff and pollution controls was
 2  left out of Fairfax County's Staff Report, as you already
 3  know.
 4                 Now, community support for this amendment
 5  and townhome development is very strong.  As a matter of
 6  fact, when the county Staff presented the report to the
 7  Mt. Vernon Council of Citizens' Association, it was a
 8  planning and zoning and transportation meeting combined,
 9  and some others that were with us, also, they were asked
10  if the county felt that the present conditions were
11  better than having it developed.
12                 All right, Marianne Gardner said, "Yes, we
13  do," and I believe their environmental -- I don't
14  remember his name -- but said the same thing.
15                 And one of the citizens in this room --
16  well, actually, the whole room kind of exploded and
17  challenged that statement.
18                 When asked, also, if any -- Marianne at
19  the time if she had stepped her foot on this property
20  ever, the answer was no.  All right, the room was
21  shocked, quite frankly.  Until you walk this property,
22  you can't really understand it.
23                 The Staff Report also does not say that
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 1  there shouldn't be development.  You've heard maybe a
 2  hotel, maybe this.  Well, they want anything else but
 3  this project.
 4                 Well, this is the only buyer that this
 5  family in 60-some years has ever had that spent the time
 6  and money to get this far into the process and where the
 7  developer agrees to clean it up and make it better.
 8                 This property has been going through the
 9  Fairfax County Comprehensive Plan Amendment and Land Use
10  Application now for four years.  Developments and
11  revitalization areas are supposed to be expedited.  Staff
12  has not seen fit to expedite, nor have they really given
13  credit for the environmental improvements that the
14  developer is willing to do.
15                 The 1984 Comprehensive Plan designated all
16  eight acres one hundred percent as private open space.
17  Research has shown that while some portions of the land
18  elsewhere in Fairfax County has been designated open
19  space, Richmond Highway is the only land ever completely
20  designated private open space.  In essence, this is a
21  taking of our property.
22                 The developer is offering to donate three
23  of the eight acres to the Fairfax County Park as open
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 1  space.  During the previous mentioned meeting, one of our
 2  citizens asked if Fairfax County was interested in buying
 3  it and their answer was no, not interested.  And if we
 4  were, we don't have the money.
 5                 So I'm trying to hurry up.  This townhouse
 6  development would undue the taking and allow us through
 7  the developer to clean up the site and to sell it.  And,
 8  frankly, all you have in front of you tonight is the
 9  simple plan amendment.
10                 We deeply thank all of our neighbors for
11  the solid support and urge you and the Planning
12  Commission to approve this simple plan amendment tonight.
13                 And thank you for your time and
14  consideration.  I'd be happy to answer any questions.
15                 CHAIRMAN MURPHY: Mr. Migliaccio.
16                 COMMISSIONER MIGLIACCIO: Thank you, Mr.


17  Chairman.
18                 This property that you own has been
19  described by Mr. Viani and others as, essentially, an
20  environmental disaster and is a blight in the community.
21  Everyone wants it taken care of.
22                 MR. SITNIK: Yes.
23                 COMMISSIONER MIGLIACCIO: In your
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 1  testimony, written testimony, you state that you strive
 2  to improve the depressed condition and you have.
 3                 What have you done on site to improve
 4  Dogue Creek and the environmental disaster that's on site
 5  now?
 6                 MR. SITNIK: Quite frankly, there's not
 7  much we can do in the present condition.  Our family
 8  doesn't really have the financial resources to really
 9  improve it.
10                 We did have some income coming in through
11  rentals on the site which had sustained us through the
12  years, but never -- the profit margin and all, we were
13  always so tight that we didn't have money to reinvest.
14  We would like to have, but we didn't have it.
15                 And now, frankly, we did an appeal with
16  the -- and we lost our appeal and now we have absolutely
17  no income, so it's tough.  But we would love to -- we see
18  this as -- with this redevelopment as a chance to really
19  do what we want to do.
20                 Mom and Dad wanted it cleaned up and we
21  definitely do, and the community, too.
22                 COMMISSIONER MIGLIACCIO: Okay, thank you.


23                 CHAIRMAN MURPHY: Thank you very much.
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 1  Mr. Clarke.
 2                 MR. SITNIK: Thank you.
 3                 CHAIRMAN MURPHY: Yes.
 4                 COMMISSIONER CLARKE: Thank you, Mr.
 5  Sitnik, for your testimony tonight and great to see you
 6  tonight and hope your leg feel better.
 7                 MR. SITNIK: Thank you, sir.
 8                 COMMISSIONER CLARKE: And I want to
 9  apologize for all of the negative comments about your
10  property that you hear and I know you're getting tired of
11  that.
12                 MR. SITNIK: Unfortunately, they're
13  justified.
14                 (General laughter.)
15                 COMMISSIONER CLARKE: You indicated that
16  your family donated X-amount of acres to the Park
17  Authority, to the county?
18                 MR. SITNIK: Roughly, 17 acres.
19                 COMMISSIONER CLARKE: And what has been


20  done with that property that was donated to the county?
21                 MR. SITNIK: It's been named a park, but
22  beyond that, I have never seen, you know, walkways or
23  anything done with it.
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 1                 COMMISSIONER CLARKE: No trails or
 2  anything like that?
 3                 MR. SITNIK: No.  But it is -- other than,
 4  excuse me, the homeless folks that trash it nowadays, it
 5  is pristine, so it's wonderful.
 6                 And there's, roughly, three more acres of
 7  this eight that we're talking about as basically
 8  pristine.  And I know the developer has offered to donate
 9  that, also.  So --
10                 COMMISSIONER CLARKE: You would donate it,


11  okay.  All right, thank you, sir.
12                 MR. SITNIK: Thank you.
13                 CHAIRMAN MURPHY: Thank you very much.
14  Oh, yes, Ms. Hurley.  I'm sorry.
15                 COMMISSIONER HURLEY: A quick question for


16  Staff.
17                 Has the Park Authority expressed interest
18  in accepting the additional three acres or not?  I've
19  heard both, I think.
20                 MS. GARCIA: That offer is part of the
21  rezoning application and I'm not aware of the current
22  status of it --
23                 COMMISSIONER GARCIA: Either way, okay.
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 1                 MS. GARDNER: -- the Park Authority's
 2  acceptance.
 3                 COMMISSIONER HURLEY: Thank you.
 4                 CHAIRMAN MURPHY: Thank you very much.
 5                 MR. SITNIK: Thank you.  And thank you all
 6  very much.
 7                 CHAIRMAN MURPHY: Elizabeth Martin.  And
 8  the next listed speaker is Earl Flanagan and I know he
 9  was not able to make it tonight, but I have a feeling
10  he's watching on TV.  I can feel him right through the TV
11  set right here in front of me.
12                 MR. CAPORALETTI: I think they have
13  someone who might be reading his testimony.
14                 CHAIRMAN MURPHY: And followed by Gerry
15  Hyland and I don't think Gerry is here either.  He's
16  here?
17                 MR. CAPORALETTI: No.  There's someone to
18  read his testimony.
19                 CHAIRMAN MURPHY: I got it.  Okay, thank
20  you.  Yes, ma'am.
21                 MS. MARTIN: Hi.
22                 CHAIRMAN MURPHY: Hi.
23                 MS. MARTIN: Thank you for the opportunity
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 1  to speak.  I'm Betsy Martin and my address is 8707
 2  Stockton Parkway.  I'm in the Mt. Vernon District and I'm
 3  president of the Friends of Little Hunting Creek.
 4                 And I'm here to oppose the plan amendment
 5  because it is inconsistent with the comp. policy plan,
 6  policy guidance and the Embark Plan Amendment and it
 7  would set a bad precedent for development in riparian
 8  land elsewhere in the county.
 9                 In March, the Board of Supervisors
10  directed Staff to evaluate the amendment's conformance
11  with policy plan guidance about disturbances to
12  Environmental Quality Corridors.  The comp. plan says EQC
13  disturbances should only be considered in extraordinary
14  circumstances, as several speakers have been discussing.
15                 So what extraordinary circumstance
16  justifies 43 townhomes in the Dogue Creek EQC and
17  floodplain?  There really is none.
18                 The concerns of neighbors who want this
19  former junkyard to become a community asset are
20  legitimate.  The desires of the owner and developer to
21  profit are understandable.  And all of us want to see the
22  corridor revitalized.
23                 However, none of these are extraordinary
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 1  circumstances that justify taking the singular action of
 2  putting 43 homes in the floodplain.
 3                 Since the adoption of the extraordinary
 4  circumstance standard by the Board of Supervisors, only
 5  twice has the guidance been applied and an EQC
 6  disturbance approved.
 7                 One was the Vulcan Quarry Expansion,
 8  which, as you heard, was truly extraordinary, and the
 9  other was this access road through an EQC that was
10  approved only after the applicant explored all
11  alternatives, created a wetland area, restored habitat
12  and reduced impact by building a bridge over, instead of
13  a road on top of, the environmentally-sensitive area.
14  These two cases set a high bar and this application
15  doesn't clear them.
16                 The comp. plan also says disturbances to
17  the EQC should be approved only where mitigation
18  compensation measures are provided that will result in a
19  clear and substantial net environmental benefit that
20  applies to most, if not all, of the EQC purposes.
21                 So let's examine each purpose and see how
22  this development stacks up.
23                 The first purpose is conservation of open
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 1  space.  The developer has proposed to donate three acres
 2  to the Park Authority, but the entire eight acres is
 3  currently planned for open space.  There's no net benefit
 4  from a comp. plan amendment allowing a residential
 5  option.
 6                 Second is protection of wildlife habitat
 7  and protection of biodiversity of species.  I saw birds
 8  and wildlife in their tracks when I walked the site a few
 9  years ago.  I know of no inventory of wildlife species or
10  whether any are endangered or protected.  But townhomes
11  provide habitat for humans, not for wildlife, so there's
12  not a net benefit there.
13                 Third is protection of riparian corridors.
14  The developer has proposed to restore 50 feet of buffer.
15  Why not the full hundred feet protected under the
16  Chesapeake Bay Protection Ordinance?  This project would
17  encroach on four acres of resource protection area.  When
18  asked whether it would be better to do the buffer
19  restoration the developers propose or leave the site
20  alone, the county's foremost stream restoration expert
21  said leave it alone.  There's no net benefit there.
22                 Fourth, protection of water quality.  The
23  developers say they will reduce impervious surface and
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 1  add modern stormwater controls which benefit water
 2  quality; however, adding 41,000 cubic feet of fill and
 3  permanently losing two acres of floodplain function harms
 4  water quality, so it's not a clear benefit.
 5                 Fifth, aesthetic values.  There's no doubt
 6  neighbors would much rather live near townhomes than a
 7  welding shop and former junkyard.  It's unfortunate that
 8  options for preserving this as open space, as the comp.
 9  plan recommends, have never been explored.
10                 The Embark Plan envisions 40,000 new
11  residents in the corridor and it says that 38 additional
12  acres of parks will be needed to serve them.  This is
13  exactly the sort of site that should be preserved and
14  restored as open space, one of the ecological spines
15  envisioned in the Embark Plan.
16                 Sixth, the control of flooding and
17  erosion.  In the past, owners moved the stream channel to
18  the west and blocked flows through the north-south main
19  channel.  The created channel has an abrupt 90-degree
20  turn that erodes the stream bank and threatens the road
21  bed of Route 1.
22                 The developer has proposed to keep this
23  created channel, remove rubble fill from it and eliminate
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 1  flows through the main channel.  This may make the stream
 2  even more unstable, move a lot of sediment downstream and
 3  cause upstream erosion of the channel according to the
 4  Staff Report.
 5                 Increase stream velocities and erosion
 6  during large storms would threaten Richmond Highway and
 7  the new bridge.  Adding 41,000 cubic feet of fill on the
 8  eastern side of the site will exacerbate these problems.
 9  So there certainly seems to be no net benefit there.
10                 Seventh, continuity of non-motorized
11  access between parklands, residential communities,
12  employment and commercial centers in transit areas.
13  Access from Richmond Highway to parkland northwest of the
14  site would be blocked by this development, so it's hard
15  to see a net benefit there.
16                 Thus, there is no net substantial
17  environmental benefit to most, if not all, of the EQC
18  purposes.  Most would be harmed.  The developer's so-
19  called restoration doesn't restore anything to its prior
20  healthier state.  It's a band-aid.  It would make past
21  environmental damage permanent and preclude true
22  restoration of the site.
23                 The developers don't propose to restore
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 1  the stream itself which is needed to truly return the
 2  site to an environmentally healthy condition.
 3                 Please don't ignore the comp. plan's
 4  guidance about disturbances in the EQCs which was
 5  emphasized in the motion directing Staff to evaluate the
 6  amendment.  If approved, this amendment will set a
 7  precedent that will undermine environmental protections
 8  far beyond this particular site.
 9                 Some proponents of the amendment suggest
10  that this is a brown site which can be developed without
11  setting a precedent for development of other green sites.
12  But many, perhaps most riparian areas in Fairfax County
13  are damaged.  Parks we now think of as natural and
14  national treasures were once industrial.  Dyke Marsh was
15  a gravel quarry.  Huntley Meadows was a testing ground
16  for asphalt road surfacing and then a radar station.
17  According to Staff, approval of residents on this site
18  would set a precedent for development in floodplains in
19  similar situations all over the county.
20                 I serve as an appointed member of the
21  Chesapeake Bay Exception Review Committee which reviews
22  certain requests, not this one, to disturb or build
23  within Resource Protection Areas.  Under the C-Bay
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 1  Ordinance, one of the criteria that must be met to
 2  approve an exception is that granting the exception will
 3  not confer upon the applicant any special privileges that
 4  are denied to other property owners who are similarly
 5  situated.
 6                 That implies that granting an exception
 7  opens the door to requests from other property owners who
 8  are similarly situated, as would also approving this plan
 9  amendment.
10                 So I hope you say no to this application
11  for a plan amendment.  If you do, the owners may
12  reconsider their options and explore preserving the land
13  as open space taking advantage of Virginia's very
14  generous incentives for land preservation or, perhaps,
15  the county can be persuaded to contribute to purchase and
16  restore the property and truly improve water quality,
17  reduce flood risk and create a community amenity for
18  passive recreation.
19                 There are reasons why this land was
20  planned for open space.  Development should not be the
21  default option for what to do on an environmentally
22  sensitive and compromised site such as this.
23                 Options for preserving this property as
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 1  open space should be explored before this plan amendment
 2  is considered.  There are great possibilities here, but
 3  the Planning Commission endorsing this plan amendment is
 4  not a way to reach them.  Thank you very much.
 5                 CHAIRMAN MURPHY: Thank you.  If someone
 6  is reading Earl Flanagan's statement, please come on
 7  down.
 8                 MS. TODD: Good evening.  As you can tell,
 9  I'm not Earl Flanagan.  My name is Becky Todd.  I've
10  known Earl for a very long time.  I'm also a resident of
11  the Mt. Vernon area and he asked me to read his statement
12  for him.
13                 CHAIRMAN MURPHY: Thank you very much.
14                 MS. TODD: Thank you, Chairman Murphy and
15  the fellow Commissioners.  My name is Earl Flanagan.  I
16  live at 3317 Waterside Lane, Alexandria, Virginia 22309.
17                 I recommend the Planning Commission
18  approve the PA 2018-MV-MV2.  I have been a resident of
19  the Mt. Vernon District for 45 years during which time I
20  have seen many desirable Richmond Highway developments
21  die during the nearby depression land uses, including
22  eyesores such as those on the lots before you tonight
23  about a simple plan amendment.
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 1                 The plan amendment is simply to add
 2  residential uses up to the density of five to eight per
 3  acre in addition to only current planned use as open
 4  space.
 5                 There are no buyers for the present
 6  planned use and, therefore, in essence, the current plan
 7  text amounts to be taken.
 8                 But mainly, I am particularly stunned and
 9  concerned because the Staff Report completely neglects to
10  call you Commissioners' attention to the revitalization
11  policies and the policy plan and primarily objectives 1
12  and 3 which state:
13                 Objective 1: Fairfax County should
14  establish or extend community reinvestment programs into
15  its older commercial uses and their adjacent
16  neighborhoods which have experienced or are on the verge
17  of experiencing economic or infrastructure decline; and
18  Objective 3, Policy A: Promote private sector investments
19  by providing more flexibility with certain zoning
20  regulations for areas that are within the commercial
21  revitalization districts identified in the Fairfax County
22  Zoning Ordinances.
23                 Many districts with the revitalization
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 1  district in Fairfax County have used such flexibility
 2  authorized by the Board of Supervisors to support the
 3  elimination of similar eyesores in their districts.
 4                 I know I have recommended such projects in
 5  the Richmond Highway Corridor previously with Commission
 6  unanimous support.
 7                 In this spirit, therefore, I join in
 8  Supervisor Hyland, Supervisor Storck and their
 9  constituents, since 2014, the Southeast Fairfax
10  Development Corporation, the Mt. Vernon -- MVCCA and the
11  Environmental Committee and adjacent homeowners civic
12  association's request that the Commission approve this
13  simple plan use amendment text to PA 2018-MV-MV2, how
14  that planned residential use will not be used before the
15  Commission this evening.
16                 CHAIRMAN MURPHY: Thank you very much.
17                 MS. TODD: Thank you.
18                 CHAIRMAN MURPHY: Are you reading Gerry's,


19  too?
20                 MS. TODD: Yes.  I have Gerry's as well.
21  Do you want me to --
22                 CHAIRMAN MURPHY: Sure, go ahead.
23                 MS. TODD: Okay,
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 1                 CHAIRMAN MURPHY: And we appreciate all of
 2  the abbreviations at this time of night you can use.
 3                 MS. TODD: Thank you.  Gerry's has a
 4  couple of jokes in it, just to forewarn you ahead of
 5  time.
 6                 CHAIRMAN MURPHY: That's why I want you to


 7  read it.
 8                 MS. TODD: Good evening, Chairman.  As we
 9  say back home, "How ya?"
10                 CHAIRMAN MURPHY: How are ya?
11                 MS. TODD: How are ya?  One could say that
12  supervisors never die, a grave situation.  They keep
13  coming back like an old penny.  How many cents does that
14  make?  Regrettably, I have not changed, which all of you
15  all know.
16                 Coming straight to the point, I continue
17  to support a change in the comprehensive plan to permit a
18  residential option for 8800 Richmond Highway, a proposal
19  which has most unanimous support with all of the
20  representative organizations and Mt. Vernon and most
21  importantly our current supervisor, Dan Storck,
22  representing the people of Mt. Vernon.
23                 I am well-aware of the environmental
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 1  constraints and challenges on this property if it were to
 2  be developed residentially; however, I am confident that
 3  any development proposal would be unencumbered with
 4  significant and sufficient conditions so to minimize and
 5  protect this sensitive site.
 6                 The members of this Commission are aware
 7  of the cataclysmic changes now that are being proposed
 8  for the long overlooked Route 1 corridor and the once-in-
 9  a-lifetime opportunity to do the right thing and make
10  this total redevelopment a reality.
11                 Most important, the Woodlawn area is one
12  of the major linchpins to our success in redoing this
13  older part of Fairfax County.
14                 Enough said.  To thank you for your
15  continued commitment to serve as the keepers of our
16  future and for your unselfish dedication to making
17  Fairfax County an even better place to live.
18                 CHAIRMAN MURPHY: Okay, thank you very
19  much.  And thank Gerry.  Appreciate you doing that.  And
20  I'm glad that Gerry stayed up later than Jeopardy to
21  watch our show tonight, maybe.
22                 Katherine Ward, Alan Rowsome, Paul Siegel.
23                 MS. WARD: Good evening, Mr. Chairman and
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 1  Commissioners.  I'm Katherine Ward.  I live at Gladstone
 2  Place in the Mt. Vernon District and I'm here
 3  representing my community at the request of its board.
 4  That's the Wellington Civic Association.  We are a
 5  community of, approximately, 490 residents a majority of
 6  which are on the Potomac River.
 7                 We take environmental issues seriously and
 8  value development that improves not only environmental
 9  conditions, but economic and visual conditions in our
10  area, as well as Richmond Highway Corridor.
11                 We have representatives on the Mt. Vernon
12  Council's many committees and they have participated and
13  watched this project for over four years.  We supported
14  it in 2014 when Supervisor Hyland recommended residential
15  as an option be put into the comprehensive plan at that
16  time and we supported the resolution again in June of
17  this year.
18                 Furthermore, our citizens have been on
19  this site.  They've seen the conditions.  They've seen
20  Dogue Creek and how it can be improved.
21                 Now, I'm going to do a little bit of
22  history, but I'm going to keep it short because everybody
23  else, as they say, has stolen our thunder.
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 1                 During the 2009 area plan review process,
 2  as someone has already said, Marianne Gardner and her
 3  staff were instrumental in educating the community
 4  members in my community because we participated in that
 5  nomination process along with the Mt. Vernon Council.  We
 6  learned an awful lot.
 7                 Number one:  Quality residential is the
 8  leader to get quality resident -- excuse me, restaurants
 9  and other retail sites, as well as businesses.  It's not
10  the other way around.  If you don't have the quality
11  residential, you don't get the other.
12                 Number five:  You've got the stormwater
13  issue, what people have already talked about, and I had
14  two or three others, but I won't waste your time with
15  them.
16                 Mt. Vernon Council made a nomination
17  during the 2009 Area Plan Review that said -- matter of
18  fact, Ms. Betsy Martin was the lead on that little
19  nomination -- if they try to do anything on the older
20  sites, you have to fix stormwater.  You have to do some
21  environmental improvements, any kind of development.
22  Well, the key to that is "development."  If it doesn't
23  happen, you don't get the environmental improvements.
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 1                 The Woodlawn CBC and the surrounding
 2  suburban neighborhoods are the gateway to the community's
 3  and the county's most historic locations: Woodlawn
 4  Plantation, Pohick Church, Grist Mill and Distillery that
 5  was owned by George Washington, the Mt. Vernon Estate and
 6  the old Quaker Meeting House, not to mention the new Army
 7  Museum and Fort Belvoir.
 8                 The current gateway conditions are
 9  horrible, loaded with derelict properties, fast food
10  joints, car repair shops and abandoned buildings.  And
11  I'd like to just show you a couple of quick pictures.
12  That's the current site that we're talking about, 8800.
13  This is a car repair shop that's just a few blocks up the
14  street.
15                 This is an abandoned nursery and it had
16  some sort of a furniture store in it for a while, but it
17  stays abandoned.  Again, it's just a few blocks up the
18  street.
19                 And then we have lots of cashing places --
20  check cashing places, tobacco shops, fast food
21  restaurants.
22                 The Staff talks about -- thank you, ma'am.
23  That's it.
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 1                 The Staff talks about some other kind of
 2  development and they're suggesting C-8 type of
 3  development.  We don't need any more of those strip
 4  malls.  We don't need any more of the fast food
 5  restaurants on this part of Richmond Highway.
 6                 And then talking about building in a
 7  floodplain, there's a massive home that was built at 1225
 8  Belle Haven Road.  It's in the 100-year floodplain.  They
 9  built that house up -- there was nothing there before.
10  They built it up 15 feet and that has been recent and it
11  got approved in a special exception.
12                 There's also next door to it a veterinary
13  hospital, also in the floodplain, got a special
14  exception.  And that's all been within the last ten
15  years.
16                 It was already mentioned at the meeting
17  that we had with county Staff that some questions were
18  asked by citizens and there were at least 65-70 people in
19  that room and they were shocked when Staff said let it
20  stay like it is.
21                 Revitalization should be a team sport
22  where citizens, staff, elected officials and developers
23  work together to make things great happen.
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 1                 We believe that without developing this
 2  site and having the plan amendment done that you're
 3  denying the opportunity for the citizens to have a
 4  disastrous site cleaned up, denying the opportunity for
 5  the citizens to have a revitalization kicked off and
 6  started and we're also denying the citizens and the
 7  county to have an opportunity to have beautification at
 8  the gateway of our historic sites.
 9                 Approval of this plan will permit private
10  sector money to clean it up and that's what we all need,
11  because you've heard from the owner, they don't have the
12  money to do it.
13                 The Park Authority, I have heard, is
14  willing to take the other three acres, but they don't
15  have money to take it all and eventually clean it up.
16                 So with that being said, the Wellington
17  Civic Association, 490-some members would like to
18  encourage you to approve this comprehensive plan that
19  allows for residential, five to eight per acre.  Thank
20  you very much.
21                 CHAIRMAN MURPHY: Thank you very much.
22  Alan Rowsome, Paul Siegel, Becky Todd.  Becky, are you
23  coming back to speak on your own?  Okay, good.  Thank
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 1  you.
 2                 MR. ROWSOME: Good evening.  My name is
 3  Alan Rowsome.  I'm the Executive Director of the Northern
 4  Virginia Conservation Trust based in Annandale and I rise
 5  in opposition to the plan amendment.
 6                 For the last 24 years, NVCT has been
 7  Fairfax County's partner land trust during which time
 8  we've conserved 38 properties with conservation easements
 9  and own three parcels in the county.  Together, these
10  conserved lands total 630 acres ranging from Great Falls
11  to Lorton and Centreville to Mt. Vernon.
12                 Of these 41 sites, the Trust has protected
13  in the county more than half contained designated
14  Resource Protection Areas.  These RPA properties help
15  Fairfax County meet its Chesapeake Bay Ordinance goals
16  and they ensure the tree canopy is kept intact in these
17  stream corridors, providing valuable wildlife habitat and
18  helping protect against flooding.
19                 The Trust has protected ten historic sites
20  to date in Fairfax County including historic homes and
21  culturally valuable land areas.  The Trust-protected
22  areas include three county parks and natural areas and a
23  natural area preserve, as well as a newly added river
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 1  front piece of Pohick Bay Regional Park.
 2                 NVCT's founder, Rich Bliss, was a former
 3  member of the Fairfax County Park Authority in the early
 4  1990s and he recognized the need for the county to have
 5  an active land trust working to protect parks and open
 6  space in our region, a vision that we remain passionate
 7  about today as we work towards creating livable and
 8  healthy communities in our area.
 9                 We focus on protecting land with natural
10  character so that our communities have clean water,
11  places to be outdoors and recreate, thriving wildlife
12  populations and mature tree canopy that combats the urban
13  heat-island effect and provides immeasurable mental and
14  spiritual benefits.
15                 We believe that we are helping make
16  Fairfax County a better place to work, live and raise a
17  family in, as well as supporting higher property values
18  that come from sensible development, well-planned
19  communities and protecting open space whenever possible.
20                 We are successful in our work because of
21  our partnerships with the county, the Park Authority,
22  numerous conservation and environmental organizations and
23  like-minded residents who care about their neighborhoods
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 1  and our shared community.
 2                 We work very hard to support the county's
 3  comprehensive plan goals for land conservation, which are
 4  laudable goals that take discipline and foresight to
 5  achieve.
 6                 NVCT has a keen interest in the landscapes
 7  and the watershed in and around this proposed plan
 8  amendment, as we hold conservation easements in a fee
 9  title property along Little Hunting Creek and have just
10  recently helped protect one of the last two remaining
11  private in-holdings in Pohick Bay.
12                 This region of Fairfax County is rich in
13  biological diversity, contains sensitive wetland habitat
14  and is critical to the long-term health of the Potomac
15  River and the Chesapeake Bay watershed.
16                 Despite that, the area in question is
17  distinctly underserved when it comes to park and open
18  space resources, something that we hope the Commission
19  will affirm and defend in this case.
20                 As has been said before in testimony
21  previous to mine, it should be an extremely high bar to
22  reach before the Commission considers an Environmental
23  Quality Corridor disturbance.  Anything short of a true
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 1  extraordinary circumstance should not be granted as the
 2  precedent it would set would undermine EQC goals and
 3  erode away the benefits of the corridor designation.
 4                 The county is, indeed, spending millions
 5  of dollars already to mitigate for environmental
 6  degradation, restore streams, and protect riparian areas.
 7  Why would we want to add this site to that list in the
 8  coming years?
 9                 As the Staff Report says quite well, "New
10  residential development that significantly encroaches
11  into a floodplain and EQC and would require filling in a
12  floodplain is contrary to long-established county policy
13  and newly-adopted plan recommendations for the Richmond
14  Highway Corridor," close quote.
15                 It also cannot be underestimated how
16  damaging it would be to EQC goals for other landowners or
17  developers around the county to see that the proposed
18  disturbances to the corridors are now being green-
19  lighted.
20                 The development pressure such a move would
21  create would add additional pressure on you to hear and
22  approve more sensitive projects.
23                 NVCT appreciates that the developer
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 1  proposes to donate three acres to the Park Authority,
 2  restore 50 feet of buffer and reduce impervious surface
 3  while adding modern stormwater controls, but none of
 4  these proposals is sufficient.
 5                 The Chesapeake Bay Preservation Ordinance
 6  calls for a hundred feet of buffer with the developer
 7  proposing to encroach on four acres of Resource
 8  Protection Area.
 9                 This property is planned for as open
10  space, so donating three acres of it is still a
11  significant net loss of potential conservation value,
12  especially when you take into account the stress and
13  likely degradation of that land when adjacent to the
14  construction site and then the development of the home
15  site.
16                 Finally, adding significant fill and
17  developing two acres of the floodplain will absolutely
18  harm water quality likely outweighing any addition of
19  modern stormwater controls.  Ultimately, an artificial
20  solution is unlikely to bear better results.
21                 We urge, instead, that the landowner and
22  developer work with an organization like ours to chart
23  out a different sustainable future for this property that
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 1  benefits the entire area, one that will likely involve
 2  restoration.
 3                 Conserving part or all of this property
 4  could potentially bring significant tax benefits to the
 5  landowner through land preservation tax credits at the
 6  state and federal level and these credits are saleable on
 7  an open market if the landowner doesn't need them
 8  himself.  NVCT would be pleased to assist in that effort
 9  if the stakeholders involved are interested.
10                 Conservation easements are very flexible
11  tools in which the entire property could be looked at for
12  its unique values and a plan put together that makes the
13  most sense for it over the long term.
14                 In addition, donations of land to an
15  organization like ours represent a charitable gift which
16  could also be beneficial, not only for the sake of the
17  land, but also for the financial benefit of the
18  landowner.
19                 None of these potential avenues have been
20  explored as of yet and we'd urge such a scoping before
21  the Commission moves forward should you support the
22  amendment.
23                 There are so few places in this region of
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 1  Fairfax County of this size that have not been developed
 2  and are worthy of consideration as conservation or open
 3  space sites.
 4                 At a certain point, we hope the Commission
 5  and the county, overall, see that in order to achieve
 6  their comprehensive plan goals and park needs, that tough
 7  decisions must be made.
 8                 This is one of those times because waiting
 9  until next time takes yet more opportunities off the
10  table to make good on what the county says it wants to
11  achieve and what the residents of the county certainly
12  want.
13                 A vision for conservation on a site like
14  this might take creativity and a long-term vision to see
15  through, but the benefits of doing so in this case far
16  outweigh the benefits of, yet, another high-density
17  housing development.
18                 In addition, the landowner could still
19  achieve financial gain in conserving the property making
20  this a potential win-win for all parties involved.
21                 As such, we hope the Commission looks at
22  the preponderance of the evidence proposed here this
23  evening and votes against the approval of the plan
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 1  amendment.
 2                 The Northern Virginia Conservation Trust
 3  appreciates this opportunity to provide our views before
 4  the Commission.  And I'd be happy to answer any questions
 5  you might have.
 6                 CHAIRMAN MURPHY: Thank you very much.
 7  Mr. Migliaccio.
 8                 COMMISSIONER MIGLIACCIO: Thank you, Mr.


 9  Chairman.
10                 Thank you for your testimony.  Have you
11  reached out or have you had any interaction with the
12  owner of the property?
13                 MR. ROWSOME: No, we have not as yet.
14                 COMMISSIONER MIGLIACCIO: You're coming to


15  the table now?
16                 MR. ROWSOME: Neither they have reached
17  out to us or us to them.  Neither has happened.
18                 COMMISSIONER MIGLIACCIO: Okay.  So
19  they've been going through this process for a while and
20  --
21                 MR. ROWSOME: Right.  No, they have.  And
22  we work in a ten-county area in which --
23                 COMMISSIONER MIGLIACCIO: But you live in
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 1  Annandale.
 2                 MR. ROWSOME: -- we try to identify lands
 3  that are valuable for us to protect wherever we can.
 4  This is one that has come on our radar over the past few
 5  months, but it was not previously.
 6                 We have one staff -- two staff that are
 7  working in the entire Fairfax County region, so it's easy
 8  to miss some of these opportunities.
 9                 But we were a part of, and attended, the
10  MVCCA event, you know, planning work several months ago.
11                 COMMISSIONER MIGLIACCIO: Okay.  And
12  several months ago you didn't reach out to the owner to
13  try to --
14                 MR. ROWSOME: They were there that evening
15  and we attempted to chat, but it didn't work out.
16                 COMMISSIONER MIGLIACCIO: Okay, thank you.


17                 CHAIRMAN MURPHY: Mr. Niedzielski-Eichner.


18 
19                 COMMISSIONER NIEDZIELSKI-EICHNER: Thank


20  you.
21                 NVCT has a great reputation as an
22  organization that works effectively with the private
23  sector to find solutions that are beneficial to achieve
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 1  your goals for the environment and the private sector
 2  has, you know, received some return on their property,
 3  and so on.
 4                 So in this instance, what I understand to
 5  be an issue -- a significant issue is it's not just the
 6  land itself, but the cleanup of the land and the return
 7  of the land to a state that, you know, I think from an
 8  environmental standpoint, everybody would value.
 9                 So what this proposal has done is built in
10  the cost of that cleanup into their cost model so that --
11  and they make the case that they not only will do that,
12  but will also reduce impervious surface, reduce
13  phosphorus downstream.
14                 And so what is the opportunity then to --
15  in your experience working with private owners like this,
16  to come up with solutions that are helpful to both?
17                 MR. ROWSOME: Right.  Well, we think in
18  this case -- and we've worked in instances like these
19  before -- that either a donation of the property or a
20  conservation easement is the best case scenario.
21                 We have partners, grant possibilities and
22  other ways to work on a cleanup of this site.  I think
23  the more that you look at potential opportunities for
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 1  open space in urban areas such as what we're looking at,
 2  you've got to be creative about what those solutions are.
 3                 Most of these properties are going to have
 4  needs.  They're going to need cleanup efforts.  We're the
 5  type of an organization that has the partners that are
 6  able to come together to look at that and do it.
 7                 You need the time to be able to pull it
 8  together.  You need the right, I think, you know,
 9  alliance of and sort of aligning of the stars.
10                 But the reality is, I think, on a property
11  such as this, you would have the opportunity to not only
12  support some of the landowner's goals to be financially
13  incentivized through the process, but to leave the
14  property in the hands of the county and NVCT that know
15  how to clean up a property such as this, can do it as
16  cheaply as possible and probably end up with a benefit in
17  terms of park and open space that is worthy of the entire
18  property.  But it's going to take time.
19                 It would have to be something there would
20  be a vision for and it wouldn't happen overnight.
21                 COMMISSIONER NIEDZIELSKI-EICHNER: Okay,
22  thank you.
23                 CHAIRMAN MURPHY: Thank you very much.
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 1                 COMMISSIONER HART: Chairman.
 2                 CHAIRMAN MURPHY: Yes, Mr. Hart.
 3                 COMMISSIONER HART: Thank you.
 4                 Mr. Rowsome, let me also commend your
 5  organization for the fine things that you do.
 6                 Sometimes a public hearing brings together
 7  a lot of conflicting people at the same moment, but I
 8  would hope that with that convergence of opinions, that
 9  tonight might be an opportunity, at least, to exchange
10  contact information.
11                 If the decision is deferred, maybe there's
12  an opportunity to pursue the discussion that hasn't
13  really gotten off the ground to this point.
14                 MR. ROWSOME: Okay.
15                 COMMISSIONER HART: And I think everybody


16  is hoping for some sort of compromise or win-win
17  situation that doesn't necessarily pit competing
18  objectives against each other.
19                 We want to protect the environment.  We
20  want to revitalize eyesore sites.  And maybe there's a
21  way to do both.
22                 MR. ROWSOME: Yeah.  I think that's
23  definitely possible.
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 1                 CHAIRMAN MURPHY: Thank you very much.
 2  Paul Siegel and Becky Todd.
 3                 MR. SIEGEL: Commissioners, my name is
 4  Paul Siegel.  I reside in Fairfax County at 8707 Stockton
 5  Parkway.
 6                 I'm here this evening to speak in
 7  opposition to the proposed amendment to the comp. plan of
 8  authorizing -- of changing the plan use from private open
 9  space to residential.
10                 I'm encouraged by the comp. plan policy
11  guidance that requires demonstration of extraordinary
12  circumstances in order to justify development in
13  Environmental Quality Corridors.
14                 The subject property is in such a
15  corridor.  It lies almost entirely in the 100-year
16  floodplain, as well as the RPA defined by the county's C-
17  Bay Ordinance.
18                 I've seen no demonstration that the
19  proposed development would rise to the level of
20  extraordinary required for disturbance in the EQC by the
21  environmental objectives of the comp. plan.
22                 There can be no question that the subject
23  properties have been degraded by their uses in recent
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 1  years, but their degradation doesn't lessen their
 2  functional importance as part of the EQC.
 3                 The preamble to the environment section of
 4  the policy plan notes that the ability to achieve
 5  environmental protection goals simply by limiting future
 6  development no longer exists.
 7                 The current scarcity of certain
 8  environmental amenities focuses current and future
 9  environmental planning efforts on the conservation of
10  remaining resources and the rehabilitation of degraded
11  environments and this is certainly one of such.
12                 I'm concerned that the proposed amendment
13  will permit filling and development within the 100-year
14  Floodplain, Dogue Creek.  While filling an area of the
15  floodplain can raise that area out of the floodplain,
16  which seems to be what the developer has in mind ,and,
17  perhaps, protect residences built upon it from flood
18  hazard risk, the practice also reduces the volume of the
19  buffer which the floodplain at this site offers in large
20  storm events.
21                 Filling in the floodplain at this site can
22  increase the flood hazard for properties downstream.  And
23  I gather that the county has already had to deal with
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 1  uncontrolled flooding downstream and I can't imagine that
 2  this project will not exacerbate that problem.
 3                 You can put that photo on.  I'm also
 4  concerned that in its current condition, the stream poses
 5  a threat to the present and prospective Richmond Highway.
 6                 If the photo is up and you can see it,
 7  I've seen the creek threatened to almost overtop the
 8  present culvert under the highway.  In flood conditions,
 9  well, that's an overstatement -- well, two
10  overstatements.
11                 It's not really overtopping the highway.
12  It's getting up to the top of the culvert.  And the three
13  days in May saw one inch per day for each of three days
14  in this vicinity.  And if you want on your nickel to ask
15  me about spatial variations in rainfall, I'd be glad to
16  talk further.
17                 The prospective VDOT high bridge will
18  remove the culvert and obviate that threat, but by
19  itself, it doesn't address the threat of erosion in the
20  road bed by the artificial and unengineered path of the
21  creek where it encounters the roadway.
22                 The details of VDOT's plans are not known
23  at this point and, surely, ought to inform discussion of
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 1  the environmental impact of this proposed plan amendment.
 2                 And, finally, I'm really greatly disturbed
 3  at the prospect that this amendment will serve as a
 4  precedent in future consideration of proposals to develop
 5  in floodplains and Environmental Quality Corridors.  I
 6  see nothing that would forestall it.
 7                 The failure of this project to reach the
 8  plan's standard of extraordinary might then be extended
 9  to all future similar projects.
10                 I urge you to reject this amendment or
11  postpone consideration pending the crucial consultation
12  with VDOT and an exploration of alternatives for
13  preservation of open space in this Environmental Quality
14  Corridor.  Thank you.  Oh, there's the picture.
15                 CHAIRMAN MURPHY: Thank you.
16                 Now by popular demand, Becky Todd.
17                 MS. TODD: Thank you, again, Mr. Chairman.
18                 CHAIRMAN MURPHY: Thank you.
19                 MS. TODD: My name is Becky Todd.  I live
20  at 9024 Patton Boulevard in Alexandria, Virginia
21  approximately 1.42 miles from the proposed plan.  Also, I
22  back up to a floodplain.  I would be down the stream from
23  this proposed area.
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 1                 I've lived in Mt. Vernon for most of my
 2  entire life.  I'm a homeowner, as well as a business
 3  owner less than a tenth of a mile away from this proposed
 4  area.  I formally own the Roy Rogers at 8860 Richmond
 5  Highway.
 6                 I have walked this plain -- this area very
 7  often.  Quite a few people have lived in this area that
 8  are not supposed to be living in this area and I have
 9  seen them, cleaned up after them and been in this area.
10  This is a definite eyesore on Route 1.
11                 This plan fits the redevelopment program
12  that Richmond Highway Corridor has been part of.  I was
13  part of the Embark Richmond Highway process.  I'm also a
14  board member of SFDC, the Southeast Fairfax Development
15  Corporation.  And I've seen this property through a lot
16  of bad times.
17                 This project would be a beacon of light of
18  redevelopment in this corridor.  Richmond Highway needs
19  development.  Embark is part of that program.  The VDOT
20  program is part of that program to bring development back
21  to the Route 1 Corridor.  We need that.  We need to have
22  people want to come back and be part of that program.
23                 I understand that people are taken aback
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 1  about the environmental constraints.  I have seen those
 2  constraints.  I have seen when the water has gone over
 3  Richmond Highway.  I back up to the floodplain in my own
 4  home, so I have seen that personally.
 5                 I can understand the environmental
 6  consequences due to this, but I can also see the
 7  environmental people doing their due diligence to make
 8  sure that this will help the environment, to clean up the
 9  program.
10                 The railroad tracks that are back there is
11  not good.  The things that are being dumped into the
12  creek has not been helping the environment at all and
13  this process will help clean that up without using any
14  taxpayer money.
15                 Also, additional three acres in addition
16  to the 17 acres that have already been donated will go to
17  the Park Authority and maybe we can start bringing back
18  the pride of Fairfax County.  Thank you so much.
19                 CHAIRMAN MURPHY: Thank you very much.
20  Appreciate what you did tonight.
21                 All right, that concludes our list of
22  speakers.  Now, this is my favorite part.  Is there
23  anyone else who would like to address this plan
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 1  amendment?  I think we have four people who signed up.
 2  Jake, do you have that list?  Three?
 3                 Phil Latasa, Flint Webb, Ellen Young and
 4  Robert Brent.  You have three minutes, sir.
 5                 MR. LATASA: Good evening.  My name is
 6  Philip Latasa speaking on behalf of the Friends of
 7  Accotink Creek.
 8                 The Friends of Accotink are speaking
 9  tonight because poor little Dogue Creek seems to be short
10  on friends.
11                 Staff has recommended against this
12  amendment citing concern about establishing a precedent.
13  The precedent that would be established is to tell
14  landowners that they can abuse and degrade protected
15  areas to the point that anything will seem like an
16  improvement and then they cash out.
17                 The Friends of Accotink Creek ask that
18  this precedent not be established and that protected
19  riparian buffers be fully respected.  Thank you.
20                 CHAIRMAN MURPHY: Well, that was under
21  three minutes.  Thank you.
22                 (General laughter.)
23                 CHAIRMAN MURPHY: Mr. Webb.  I can't make
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 1  out whether it's Flint or Clint.
 2                 MR. WEBB: Flint.  C. Flint Webb.
 3                 CHAIRMAN MURPHY: Okay, I was right the
 4  first time.
 5                 MR. WEBB: My name is C. Flint Webb.  I
 6  live in 8308 Westchester Drive in Vienna, Virginia.  The
 7  comments I have are my own and not those of any
 8  organization on which I serve.
 9                 I've learned tonight that the owner of the
10  property is a personal friend of mine and -- well, at
11  least was a personal friend of mine until tonight.  I
12  rise in support of the Staff comments and oppose -- am in
13  opposition of this plan, this proposal.
14                 I want to point out that when I reviewed
15  the proposal, what struck me was that this entire site is
16  in the 100-year floodplain.  And I want to point out that
17  the 100-year floodplain doesn't mean that it will flood
18  once every hundred years.  It means that there's a one-
19  percent chance of the property flooding in a given year.
20                 And my experience with climate change is
21  that the storm intensities will increase with time, with
22  climate change.  And what is now a 100-year floodplain
23  will soon be a 50-year floodplain.
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 1                 And what I'm concerned about there is that
 2  I wouldn't want to be responsible for a program going
 3  ahead with somebody having a 60-year mortgage when the
 4  chance is vanishingly small that they won't lose their
 5  property within the 60 years of their mortgage.  So
 6  that's one issue.
 7                 The other thing I point out is what's
 8  being proposed is the possibility of filling the property
 9  up so that the residents are not in the floodplain.
10  Well, they tried that in Houston and we know what
11  happened there.
12                 The interesting thing about the situation
13  in Houston -- and it was poor planning by the -- poor
14  zoning that really lead to the flooding in Houston last
15  year.
16                 And the interesting thing about that
17  situation is that I was chairing a committee -- a panel
18  at the annual conference of the Air and Waste Management
19  Association just a couple of weeks ago on the insurance
20  industry and how they're reacting to climate change.
21                 And the -- one of the panelists was the
22  chief underwriter for The Hartford and he said that we
23  knew that Houston was going to flood like that.  It was
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 1  built into our models.
 2                 Well, what that means is that they built
 3  into their cost structure for flood insurance in the
 4  whole Houston area the fact that they're going to have
 5  these horrendous floods because the planning boards
 6  didn't do proper planning.
 7                 So I understand that with the bridge, that
 8  it may be that the floodplain is incorrect.
 9                 CHAIRMAN MURPHY: Thank you very much.
10                 MR. WEBB: If the floodplain is incorrect,
11  then I withdraw my objections to the plan.  That's all.
12                 CHAIRMAN MURPHY: Thank you.
13                 COMMISSIONER NIEDZIELSKI-EICHNER: Mr.
14  Chairman, I just have a question.
15                 CHAIRMAN MURPHY: Yes, Mr, Niedzielski-
16  Eichner.
17                 COMMISSIONER NIEDZIELSKI-EICHNER: Yeah,
18  please, if I could.
19                 Thanks for those insights.  But I'm struck
20  by the comparison to Houston.  You made the point that
21  even though the Applicant here is looking to add soil, so
22  to take the housing above the floodplain, that's not what
23  happened in Houston.
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 1                 MR. WEBB: It was -- in some respects, it
 2  was what happened.  In some places, that is what they did
 3  in Houston.
 4                 COMMISSIONER NIEDZIELSKI-EICHNER: On a
 5  rare circumstance; right?  It's just not a fair analogy
 6  and I don't want you to get away with it.
 7                 MR. WEBB: Well, I have heard that that
 8  was one of the issues in Houston.
 9                 COMMISSIONER HART: Mr. Chairman, I'd just
10  like to go on the record that --
11                 CHAIRMAN MURPHY: Yes.
12                 COMMISSIONER HART: -- I'm also very
13  surprised by the comparison of Richmond Highway to
14  Houston.  I think there's a very distinct difference
15  there, so appreciate that, Mr. Webb.
16                 CHAIRMAN MURPHY: Thank you for coming.
17  Ellen Young, Robert Brent -- Brant.
18                 MS. YOUNG: Okay.  Mr. Chairman and
19  Commissioners, I don't have written comments for you.
20  I've been taking notes as I go.  If you would like, I can
21  type them up and send them in tomorrow if that is
22  something that you would like me to do.
23                 So my name is Ellen Young.  I live on
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 1  Belle View Boulevard and I am president of the Belle View
 2  Condominium Association in Mt. Vernon where I've lived
 3  for over 35 years.  We have a total of 979 units.
 4                 You have our letter of support in your
 5  packets; however, this is so important to the Mt. Vernon
 6  area that I wanted to come tonight and share some other
 7  things with you.
 8                 I am also a long-standing member of the
 9  Southeast Fairfax Development Corporation and you also
10  have our letter of support from the board.
11                 And I have been a member of the Mt. Vernon
12  Council for a long time, currently a board member and a
13  member of both the environmental and recreation and the
14  planning and zoning committees.  We've had many, many
15  meetings on this topic and the committees and the
16  council, as you know, supported this.
17                 So the site currently does not provide the
18  intended environmental expectations due to, you know, the
19  prior industrial and commercial uses that have been going
20  on over the last years.  If not improved now, it's going
21  to continue to decline.
22                 The proposed Stanley Martin project will
23  provide environmental improvements and an expected
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 1  economic boost that would stimulate revitalization in the
 2  area consistent with the redevelopment goals of Embark
 3  which Belle View also supported.
 4                 This project will provide many positive
 5  environmental aspects including best management practices
 6  and stormwater management where currently there are none.
 7  And some of you may be familiar, you know, with Belle
 8  View and our issues with stormwater management from a few
 9  years ago.  We are very familiar with that.  I have been
10  on this property and I will tell you that they do not
11  have the problems that we have.
12                 So I won't go into -- it's already been
13  mentioned about reducing the impervious surfaces here and
14  the water quality improvements, so I won't bore you by
15  repeating that.
16                 I would like to say that over 46 percent
17  of the entire property will remain as passive recreation
18  space as currently in this application.
19                 So -- now, we understand and it has been
20  mentioned about the water flowing in the culvert, you
21  know, where it -- it forms an eddy right now.  I've seen
22  it.  It comes down and then it just comes back because
23  the current culvert will not support it.
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 1                 So we understand that VDOT will build a
 2  new bridge.  The design, of course, has not been
 3  finalized, but it will create a greater opening for the
 4  movement of the water flow therefor reducing the RPA and
 5  the potential for flooding in the areas on and near the
 6  property's boundaries.
 7                 So I don't -- I only have three minutes?
 8                 CHAIRMAN MURPHY: Yes.
 9                 MS. YOUNG: I'm speaking for the
10  association.
11                 CHAIRMAN MURPHY: But you're not a listed
12  speaker.
13                 MS. YOUNG: Oh, okay, all right.  So I
14  would like to say -- sorry about that --
15                 CHAIRMAN MURPHY: That's okay.
16                 MS. YOUNG: -- the Staff had originally
17  suggested -- you know, they talk about environmental.
18  They had originally suggested putting a road right
19  through the wetlands, so I don't know how that would be
20  considered environmental.  We strongly oppose that and
21  our worry is that if this should become some sort of
22  parkland, I don't know how that would happen, that that
23  proposal will come back.
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 1                 So we desperately need this revitalization
 2  along the Richmond Highway, and my entire association
 3  strongly encourages you to support this plan amendment.
 4                 CHAIRMAN MURPHY: Thank you very much.
 5  Robert Brant.
 6                 MR. BRANT: Thank you.  And good evening,
 7  again, Mr. Chairman and Members of the Planning
 8  Commission.  Robert Brant with the law firm of Walsh
 9  Colucci.
10                 I'm here this evening on behalf of the
11  owner of the adjacent Sacramento Center Shopping Center
12  to request the Commission's favorable consideration of
13  this proposed plan amendment.
14                 You should have received a little bit
15  earlier this week a letter from Steve Bannister, who is
16  the managing partner of the ownership entity, CIA
17  Sacramento, LLC.
18                 Mr. Bannister was unable to be here this
19  evening, but asked that I speak on his behalf and read
20  into the record the written testimony that he gave in
21  support of this plan amendment:
22                 Dear Chairman Murphy and Members of the
23  Planning Commission, I am the managing partner of Capital
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 1  Investment Advisors, owner of the Sacramento Shopping
 2  Center.
 3                 The Sacramento Shopping Center is located
 4  immediately to the north of the property that is the
 5  subject of this proposed plan amendment.
 6                 I'm writing to ask the Planning Commission
 7  to support this proposed amendment so that the community
 8  may consider a proposal to redevelop this site with an
 9  attractive upscale residential project that will also
10  fund environmental remediation of this property.
11                 Recently, Fairfax County adopted a new
12  vision for the face of Richmond Highway through the
13  Embark replanning process.  The Sacramento Shopping
14  Center was fortunate to be included in the new vision for
15  the Woodlawn CBC.  Unfortunately, the neighboring
16  property subject to this plan amendment was not so
17  fortunate.
18                 This property reflects the past uses
19  common to this area of Richmond Highway, continues to
20  degrade the environment and has a negative impact on
21  local businesses and frustrates the community's vision
22  for the future of Richmond Highway.
23                 The proposed Comprehensive Plan Amendment
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 1  would permit the consideration of privately funded
 2  cleanup and redevelopment of this property with an
 3  attractive community that is compatible with the future
 4  of the Richmond Highway, including the Woodlawn CBC,
 5  supportive of area businesses and significant improvement
 6  on existing environmental conditions.
 7                 With that, Mr. Chairman and Members of the
 8  Planning Commission, on behalf of the owner of the
 9  Sacramento Center, I'd request your favorable
10  consideration of the plan amendment.  Thank you very
11  much.
12                 CHAIRMAN MURPHY: Okay.  You have a
13  question?
14                 ATTENDEE: Yes, I have a question.
15                 CHAIRMAN MURPHY: Hold on.
16                 ATTENDEE: I'm not sure if you'll be able
17  to answer it.
18                 MR. BRANT: Certainly.
19                 ATTENDEE: The Applicant's attorney
20  suggested that the shopping center has several extremely
21  long-term leases.  Do you know what timeframe we're
22  talking about?
23                 MR. BRANT: That is correct.  That's my
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 1  understanding, as well.  I, unfortunately, don't have the
 2  details of those leases, but I do understand that several
 3  of those tenants do have significant terms on their
 4  lease.
 5                 ATTENDEE: So those terms would have to be
 6  negotiated if they were to redevelop.  So you're not in a
 7  position to redevelop at this point?
 8                 MR. BRANT: Not at this time.
 9                 ATTENDEE: Okay, thanks.
10                 MR. BRANT: Thank you.
11                 CHAIRMAN MURPHY: Okay, thank you very
12  much.
13                 Closing comments from Staff?  Final
14  questions, comments from the Commission?
15                 MR. MIGLIACCIO: Mr. Chairman.
16                 CHAIRMAN MURPHY: Mr. Migliaccio.
17                 MR. MIGLIACCIO: Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
18                 I just want to get this on the record
19  before we go on verbatim and, hopefully, for the
20  deferral.
21                 Since I've been on the Planning
22  Commission, we've been told from Chairman Murphy and
23  others that we're the keeper of the comprehensive plan
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 1  and it's the people's plan.
 2                 And what I've seen tonight, despite some
 3  of the environmental groups coming here, that the people
 4  in the Mt. Vernon area want something done here and they
 5  want it to change their plan in their area.
 6                 And I want to support something.  I just
 7  don't know what we can get to as a Planning Commission
 8  that could be a compromise, if there is a compromise, and
 9  I don't know if one week will be enough or into the
10  August break.  I don't know.  I'll leave that up to
11  Commissioner Clarke because we'll see how it goes.
12                 But I'm hoping that we can find something,
13  a path that is a compromise that doesn't go against our
14  county or is a detriment to our county's environmental
15  policies, but allows this property owner to redevelop his
16  site in some form or fashion.
17                 And I don't know what that will be.  I
18  don't know if we can find that path, but that's what I'm
19  hoping.  Thank you.
20                 CHAIRMAN MURPHY: Anyone else?  Yes, Mr.
21  Ulfelder.
22                 COMMISSIONER ULFELDER: Thank you, Mr.
23  Chairman.
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 1                 There's been a lot of talk about the
 2  proposed plan amendment.  There is no proposed plan
 3  amendment and that is what's troubling and difficult and
 4  is making this very difficult for me.
 5                 I think Staff spoke to the fact that if
 6  they were to draft language that included the residential
 7  development option, they would have to include a number
 8  of conditions or statements involving -- that would try
 9  to address the potential environmental impacts of such
10  development and what kind of -- and how it could be done
11  or if it could be done.
12                 And, frankly, in the absence of language,
13  it's very, very difficult where all we're being asked to
14  do, in essence, is either yea or nay to the Staff's
15  conclusion that there should be no residential
16  development at all on this site of any kind or, I'm not
17  sure, maybe they're just saying that based on the Board
18  Matter that said up to eight dwelling units per acre,
19  that that is not acceptable.  But we don't know if
20  something less than that is acceptable and under what
21  conditions.
22                 So I think this is -- it's very difficult
23  to get -- to wrap our hands around it in this kind of
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 1  position.
 2                 And in addition, we've had some
 3  suggestions as to steps that could be taken other than
 4  regular commercial or residential development that might
 5  address the environmental policy issues and provide
 6  something worthwhile and something positive for this
 7  property and, perhaps, for the property owner and that --
 8  and as it was pointed out, that would take some time.
 9  And I think that's something also that may be worth
10  exploring assuming we're not -- during the deferral
11  period.  That's all.
12                 CHAIRMAN MURPHY: Mr. Hart.
13                 COMMISSIONER HART: Thank you.
14                 I concur with Commissioner Ulfelder's
15  observations.  I want to take it a step further.
16                 I'm not prepared to vote on a nonexistent
17  plan amendment.  I mean, there's been a suggestion and
18  there's a lot of clapping and cheering, but we've never
19  seen before tonight, really, a strawman or anything that
20  could be vetted line by line, word by word and critiqued
21  for what's missing.
22                 And I think if this is going forward, I
23  would like to understand, if nothing else, Staff's
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 1  response to the paragraph that we were handed out
 2  tonight, including an analysis of the kinds of elements
 3  that are missing.
 4                 And I think some of that is, perhaps, the
 5  kinds of things that are suggested in that resolution
 6  from Mt. Vernon Council, which I thought was somewhat
 7  more critical of the rezoning proposal or the geometry of
 8  it, but those types of attributes.
 9                 And the caution that I would put on that
10  exercise, Mr. Kaplan referred to the environment
11  committee's year-plus review of whatever it was we did to
12  come up with extraordinary or exceptional or unique
13  reasons why we might put a road through or access through
14  a sensitive area.
15                 That process, that vetting took quite a
16  long time and I think we -- it wasn't particularly
17  lengthy, but I think we -- I mean, the text itself wasn't
18  lengthy, but we agonized over almost every word and we
19  thought about a lot of permutations of that.
20                 I don't think this is a one-week kind of
21  thing at all.  I think to the extent we're going to -- if
22  we're really going to do something, we've got to see the
23  specifics.  I think we need to know Staff's version.
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 1  Maybe there's competing versions of this.  I mean, maybe
 2  were just -- I mean, it's hopeless and we just can't do
 3  residential in a floodplain.  But if we were going to,
 4  what would we do?
 5                 Anyway, maybe that means we get a memo
 6  from Staff.  Maybe that means there's an addendum.  But,
 7  right now, we're in a vacuum.  We don't have a specific
 8  proposal.  We have a lot of support for something that we
 9  don't really have and I think there's issues unresolved.
10  We're not close to that.
11                 So I don't mean to be dumping on Staff's
12  plate, but when this is coming back, I think we need to
13  see -- we need some analysis and some comments and food
14  for thought about what we might add and under what
15  exceptional circumstances really and why we do it this
16  way to make sure that we're not opening Pandora's box and
17  we're opening floodplains everywhere to all kinds of, you
18  know, townhouses and fill in the floodplain and things we
19  really don't want to do.
20                 I'm going on and on and it's midnight, but
21  we need to interact on that.  If we're going to make a
22  recommendation to the Board about whatever this is -- and
23  I think we're sympathetic to the community.  The
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 1  community wants to get rid of an eyesore, yes.  But if
 2  we're going to do it, we need to do it in a responsible
 3  way that's consistent with our policies in protecting the
 4  environment and we need Staff's help for that even at
 5  this late hour.
 6                 That may take more than a week, but I hope
 7  we can get that interaction.
 8                 CHAIRMAN MURPHY: Yes, Mr. Hart -- Carter,
 9  sorry.  I got it.
10                 COMMISSIONER CARTER: It's late for all of
11  us.
12                 Well, we're pretty far downstream, aren't
13  we, on this.  I wonder if we're starting at the right
14  place.  I think the Staff has done a pretty good job as
15  far as they've gone.
16                 If you started with the environmental side
17  -- before we get to the development, whether it's
18  commercial or residential or a lot of residential or a
19  little residential, what would we really do with that
20  stream?
21                 Fairfax is getting very noted for stream
22  restoration projects and if you put in a stream
23  restoration project, if you put in the bridge and all the
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 1  permutations of that, what would you be left with?  And I
 2  think I'd want to start there before I go, all right,
 3  well, let's do residential and figure out how we can make
 4  it work.
 5                 Let's figure out what we would do with the
 6  environment and how we would make that work and then not
 7  just what's left, but we would have in the back of our
 8  minds the amount of development.
 9                 I do think eight units per acres is too
10  high.  I do think that.  I think it takes up a lot of
11  space.  I think it's too close to the stream, so I think
12  that's probably going too far.
13                 But I suspect there's something you could
14  do with the environmental side just to -- we'll, go to
15  parks.  I don't know, is it an active park, is it a
16  passive park?  I'd like to know some of those questions.
17                 What would you really do with it to make
18  it work and would there be anything left before we go,
19  okay, it's going to be housing and we'll figure out how
20  to make it work.
21                 So I'm not sure what else I can add.  I
22  guess I've taken it downstream a little further, too, so,
23  hopefully --
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 1                 COMMISSIONER HART: That's fine.
 2                 CHAIRMAN MURPHY: Mr. Clarke.  Now, I've
 3  got it right.
 4                 COMMISSIONER HART: Are we ready?  Are we


 5  getting to the witching hour here?
 6                 CHAIRMAN MURPHY: Hold on.  Are there any
 7  other questions?
 8                 (No response.)
 9                 CHAIRMAN MURPHY: Okay, the public hearing


10  is closed.  Recognize Mr. Clarke.
11                 COMMISSIONER CLARKE: Thank you, Mr.
12  Chairman and my fellow Commissioners.  And I want to
13  thank the community and everyone that has come out and
14  spoken tonight.
15                 We've heard some great testimony.  And in
16  hearing my fellow Commissioners, you know, we're missing
17  the proposed text language that we would like to see and
18  have time to review it a little bit more.
19                 And with the coordination of Staff, I'd
20  like to work with them more to come up with a plan and a
21  way to move forward on this.
22                 So my motion, Mr. Chairman, would be to
23  move that the Planning Commission close the public
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 1  hearing for Plan Amendment 2018-IV-MV2 with the record
 2  remaining open until a decision date of September the
 3  13th.
 4                 CHAIRMAN MURPHY: So you're deferring
 5  decision only?
 6                 COMMISSIONER CLARKE: Yes, sir.
 7                 CHAIRMAN MURPHY: Okay.  Is there a
 8  second?
 9                 COMMISSIONER HART: Second.
10                 CHAIRMAN MURPHY: Mr. Hart seconds the
11  motion.  Is there a discussion?
12                 (No response.)
13                 CHAIRMAN MURPHY: All those in favor of
14  the motion to defer the decision only on PA 2018-IV-MV2
15  with the record remaining open for any comment to a date
16  of --
17                 COMMISSIONER CLARKE: September 13th.
18                 CHAIRMAN MURPHY: -- September 13th with
19  the record remaining open for comments say, "Aye."
20                 (Whereupon, the Ayes were stated.)
21                 CHAIRMAN MURPHY: Opposed?
22                 (No response.)
23                 CHAIRMAN MURPHY: Motion carries.
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 1                 I will echo Mr. Clarke's statements.
 2  You've been a wonderful group tonight.  The testimony, no
 3  matter what side of the issue you fall on, has been
 4  professional, well thought out and we appreciate your
 5  decorum and we appreciate your tenacity.
 6                 Please drive safely.  If there is no other
 7  business -- and thank the Staff for showing up.  A lot of
 8  folks came out.  Your presence has alone been
 9  inspirational.
10                 If there is no other business before the
11  Planning Commission, we are adjourned as of twelve
12  o'clock.
13                 (Whereupon, the Planning Commission
14  hearing concluded at 11:57 p.m.)
15                           * * * * *
16 
17 
18 
19 
20 
21 
22 
23 
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 2 
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 1                         PA 2018-IV-MV2
  


 2      COMPREHENSIVE PLAN AMENDMENT (8800 RICHMOND HIGHWAY)
  


 3           To consider proposed revisions to the
  


 4   Comprehensive Plan for Fairfax County, VA, in accordance
  


 5   with the Code of Virginia, Title 15.2, Chapter 22. Plan
  


 6   Amendment 2018-IV-MV2 concerns approximately eight acres
  


 7   generally located at 8800 Richmond Highway (Tax map
  


 8   parcels 109-2 ((1)) 18C, 19 and 20) in the Mount Vernon
  


 9   Supervisor District.  The area is planned for private
  


10   open space.  The amendment will consider residential use
  


11   at a density up to 8 dwelling units per acre and the
  


12   ability to achieve parcel consolidation and demonstrate
  


13   that circumstances merit disturbance to the Environmental
  


14   Quality Corridor (EQC); and that mitigation/compensation
  


15   measures are provided to result in a net environmental
  


16   benefit to the parcels and net benefits to most, if not
  


17   all, the purposes of the EQC policy that are applicable
  


18   to the proposed disturbances.
  


19           Recommendations relating to the transportation
  


20   network may also be modified.  PA 2018-IV-MV2 is
  


21   concurrently under review with Rezoning and Final
  


22   Development Plan application RZ/FDP 2016-MV-018 and
  


23   Special Exception application SE 2016-MV-016.
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 1                            ATTENDEES
  


 2   PRESENT:
  


 3         Peter F. Murphy, Chairman, Springfield District
  


 4         John A. Carter, Hunter Mill District
  


 5         James R. Hart, Commissioner At-Large, Vice Chairman
  


 6         Timothy J. Sargeant, Commissioner At-Large,
  


 7             Parliamentarian
  


 8         Ellen J. Hurley, Braddock District
  


 9         John C. Ulfelder, Dranesville District
  


10         James T. Migliaccio, Lee District, Secretary
  


11         Julie M. Strandlie, Mason District
  


12         Walter C. Clarke, Mount Vernon District
  


13         Phillip A. Niedzielski-Eichner, Providence District
  


14         Donte Tanner, Sully District
  


15         Mary D. Cortina, Commissioner At-Large
  


16
  


17   ABSENT:
  


18         None
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 1                      P R O C E E D I N G S
  


 2                  CHAIRMAN MURPHY:  The third public hearing
  


 3   is a Plan Amendment in the Mt. Vernon District.  It is PA
  


 4   2018-IV-MV2, Comprehensive Plan Amendment 8800 Richmond
  


 5   Highway.
  


 6                  This is known as a major audience
  


 7   rotation, I think.  Okay, are we ready?  All right.
  


 8                  MS. GARCIA:  Yes.  Thank you for your
  


 9   patience.
  


10                  CHAIRMAN MURPHY:  Ms. Garcia, could we
  


11   have a Staff Report, please.
  


12                  MS. GARCIA:  Yes.  Good evening, Mr.
  


13   Chairman and Planning Commissioners.
  


14                  I am Jennifer Garcia with the Department
  


15   of Planning and Zoning, Planning Division.  I'm joined by
  


16   Marianne Gardner and Clara Johnson, also with the
  


17   Planning Division.
  


18                  Behind us are a number of staff available
  


19   to address questions and provide additional information
  


20   and I wanted to take a moment to introduce everybody
  


21   here.  We've got Charles Smith; Noel Kaplan -- Charles is
  


22   with Stormwater Planning, Noel is with our -- is an
  


23   Environmental Planner in the Planning Division -- Denise
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 1   James; Mary Ann Welton, also with the Environmental
  


 2   Planning Branch; Fred Selden, Director of Planning and
  


 3   Zoning; A.J. -- I'm sorry, A.J. Hamidi with Fairfax
  


 4   County Department of Transportation; Bob Pikora, also
  


 5   with the Department of Transportation; Chris Ruck,
  


 6   Stormwater Planning; Joanne Fiebe, Office of Community
  


 7   Revitalization; William Dunn is with the Virginia
  


 8   Department of Transportation and he's the project manager
  


 9   for the Richmond Highway widening project.
  


10                  So I think that is everybody.  Thank you
  


11   for your patience.
  


12                  CHAIRMAN MURPHY:  We are almost
  


13   outnumbered up here, but you have all of your folks here.
  


14   And I thank you very much for coming.
  


15                  MS. GARCIA:  On March 6th, 2018, the Board
  


16   of Supervisors authorized Plan Amendment 2018-IV-MV2 for
  


17   an, approximately, eight-acre area located at 8800
  


18   Richmond Highway which is bounded by Richmond Highway to
  


19   the south, the Sacramento Center Shopping Center and
  


20   townhomes to the east, and Dogue Creek and Pole Road Park
  


21   to the West.
  


22                  Tax Map Parcel is 109-2((2))19 and 20 are
  


23   located in the suburban neighborhood area adjacent to the
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 1   Woodlawn CBC within the Richmond Highway Corridor.  Tax
  


 2   Map Parcel 109-2((2))18C is located in the MV8 Woodlawn
  


 3   Community Planning Sector, Mt. Vernon Planning District
  


 4   and is non-exempt from the 2016 Proffer Reform
  


 5   legislation.
  


 6                  The Board's authorization requested that
  


 7   Staff consider residential use at a density up to eight
  


 8   dwelling units per acre.  In addition to considering the
  


 9   residential use, the authorization requested that Staff
  


10   evaluate full parcel consolidation, the ability for
  


11   development to conform with policy plan guidance on
  


12   environmental quality corridors and the ability for
  


13   development to be consistent with the VDOT Richmond
  


14   Highway Corridor Improvements Project.
  


15                  The subject area is three parcels
  


16   currently planned for private open space.  The land to
  


17   the west and directly across from the subject area on the
  


18   other side of Richmond Highway is also planned for
  


19   private open space.
  


20                  To the east of the subject area is the
  


21   Woodlawn CBC which was recently replanned as part of an,
  


22   approximately, two-and-a-half year major corridor-wide
  


23   planning effort known as "Embark Richmond Highway," which
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 1   was adopted by the Board in March of this year.
  


 2                  The Woodlawn CBC is envisioned as a mixed-
  


 3   use village and tourist hub and is recommended to
  


 4   showcase innovative environmental features as
  


 5   redevelopment occurs.
  


 6                  For example, an ecological spine concept
  


 7   proposes transforming decorated streams and waterways by
  


 8   daylighting them, restoring their environmental functions
  


 9   and adding passive recreation opportunities that support
  


10   revitalization goals.
  


11                  The Village of Mt. Vernon townhome
  


12   community, also located east of the subject area, is
  


13   planned for residential use at 16 to 20 dwelling units
  


14   per acre.  A portion of the eastern edge of this
  


15   development is in the Dogue Creek RPA and EQC.  This
  


16   residential development was subject to an approved
  


17   rezoning application that predated the EQC policy that
  


18   was adopted by the Board in 1975.
  


19                  Parcel 20 is developed with a welding
  


20   operation and associated structures which until recently
  


21   was one of many light industrial uses that are located on
  


22   both Parcels 20 and 19 and were established beginning in
  


23   the 1960s.
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 1                  The other uses included a storage yard for
  


 2   vehicles, trailers, tires and construction equipment,
  


 3   vehicle repair and landscaping services.  A majority of
  


 4   the uses were in violation of zoning ordinance provisions
  


 5   and the violations were addressed by removing the
  


 6   structures and the storage yard.
  


 7                  Prior to the site's history of industrial
  


 8   uses, Parcel 20 was approved for, and developed as, an
  


 9   outdoor amusement center which predated the Chesapeake
  


10   Bay Preservation Ordinance and the county's environmental
  


11   policies.  The previous uses account for this additional
  


12   impervious area that you see on this image.
  


13                  Three related applications are under
  


14   review concurrently with this plan amendment.  RZ/FDP
  


15   2016-MV-018 requests rezoning the property to allow for
  


16   the development of 43 townhomes.
  


17                  Special Exception Application SE 2016-MV-
  


18   016 requests filling in the floodplain for residential
  


19   use.  And an exception application pursuant to the
  


20   Chesapeake Bay Preservation Ordinance, which is Chapter
  


21   118 of the Fairfax County Code, is also requested to
  


22   allow disturbance to an RPA.  These applications would be
  


23   reviewed at the same public hearing.
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 1                  The entire subject area is a Resource
  


 2   Protection Area and the Environmental Quality Corridor is
  


 3   coterminous with the RPA.
  


 4                  RPAs are delineated in accordance with the
  


 5   Chesapeake Bay Preservation Ordinance and are corridors
  


 6   of environmentally sensitive land located alongside or
  


 7   near shorelines, streams, rivers and waterways.  There
  


 8   are regulatory requirements when it comes to land
  


 9   disturbance in an RPA.
  


10                  EQCs are identified and recommended for
  


11   protection and restoration through the EQC policy in the
  


12   Comprehensive Plan.
  


13                  The preservation of EQCs is longstanding,
  


14   board-adopted policy and typically achieved through the
  


15   development review process, acquisition of parkland and
  


16   the donation of easements.
  


17                  Lastly, the subject area is also almost
  


18   entirely within the 100-year floodplain of Dogue Creek
  


19   and a FEMA high-risk flood area.
  


20                  Overall, the proposed amendment presents
  


21   considerable concerns when evaluated within the context
  


22   of the elements expressed in the Board's authorization,
  


23   as well as other considerations.
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 1                  The subject area is able to achieve full
  


 2   parcel consolidation of the, approximately, eight-acre
  


 3   area.  In terms of revitalization, staff recognizes that
  


 4   the history of uses and appearance of the property may
  


 5   generate interest in accommodating redevelopment.
  


 6                  Where appropriate in the Richmond Highway
  


 7   Corridor and in other revitalization areas in the county,
  


 8   Staff supports the redevelopment of uses to advance
  


 9   revitalization goals.  In fact, one of the primary
  


10   purposes of Embark Richmond Highway was to provide new
  


11   guidance that incentivizes revitalization by recommending
  


12   a significant amount of redevelopment.
  


13                  On this site, the inability to meet many
  


14   adopted countywide policies outweighs the potential
  


15   revitalization benefits.
  


16                  Furthermore, in Staff's view, creating new
  


17   residential lots in a floodplain is not a suitable means
  


18   to meet the revitalization goals.
  


19                  As for policy planning guidance for EQCs,
  


20   all of the stated purposes of EQCs are applicable to this
  


21   site which are habitat quality, connectivity, stream
  


22   buffering, stream protection and pollution-reduction
  


23   capabilities.
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 1                  The Board's policy sets a very high bar
  


 2   for introducing disturbances to EQCs as they are vitally
  


 3   important to public health and are necessary to protect
  


 4   and manage ecological resources.
  


 5                  As such, there is not the presence of such
  


 6   an extraordinary circumstance which warrants replanning
  


 7   land that is entirely EQC for residential use of up to
  


 8   eight dwelling units per acre.
  


 9                  This is closely related to Staff's concern
  


10   about the potential for precedent with countywide
  


11   implications.
  


12                  Unless there is a clear demonstration that
  


13   the circumstances warranting consideration of this
  


14   amendment are truly extraordinary and not something that
  


15   could be routinely applied elsewhere in the county, the
  


16   approval of this amendment could have the effect of
  


17   generating increased development pressure for land use
  


18   activities that propose disturbances to EQCs.
  


19                  The policy plan recommends that new
  


20   residential lots within flood impact hazard areas be
  


21   prohibited.
  


22                  With regard to Dogue Creek and on and near
  


23   the subject property, the potential for accumulated
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 1   sediment to be released with additional disturbance is an
  


 2   issue for the environment and for VDOT's project and is
  


 3   just one of several concerns with regard to the unstable
  


 4   condition of the stream channel.
  


 5                  Additional discussions about this and the
  


 6   erosion of the stream bank near Richmond Highway and
  


 7   other impacts of development are needed to assess whether
  


 8   development could occur in a way that is consistent with
  


 9   VDOT's project.
  


10                  With all of these considerations in mind,
  


11   Staff does not recommend Plan Amendment 2018-IV-MV2.
  


12   Thank you.
  


13                  CHAIRMAN MURPHY:  Thank you very much.
  


14                  Are there any questions?  Mr. Hart, Ms.
  


15   Cortina.
  


16                  COMMISSIONER HART:  No questions at this
  


17   time.  So we'll hear from the community.
  


18                  And if I could thank the Staff for their
  


19   report discussed here.  Ms. Gardner and Ms. Johnson and
  


20   her team, appreciate their presentation and really
  


21   appreciate the Mt. Vernon community coming out to this
  


22   part of the county tonight and seeing them here.  So --
  


23                  CHAIRMAN MURPHY:  We'll see if there are
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 1   questions for Staff and then we'll bring down Mr. Viani.
  


 2   Okay?
  


 3                  COMMISSIONER HART:  Yes, sir.
  


 4                  CHAIRMAN MURPHY:  Ms. Cortina, do you have
  


 5   questions?  Mr. Hart?  It doesn't -- flip a coin.
  


 6                  COMMISSIONER HART:  She can go first.
  


 7                  COMMISSIONER CORTINA:  Okay, I'll start.
  


 8                  So what are the boundaries -- this is a
  


 9   question for Staff -- for the eco-spine component of
  


10   Embark, does it include this -- does it go as far as
  


11   this, just to refresh my memory?
  


12                  MS. GARCIA:  Sure.  So the eco-spine
  


13   concept is located within the Woodlawn CBC; however, the
  


14   idea of daylighting the streams and bringing ecological
  


15   benefits back is part of the overall corridor-wide
  


16   guidance and part of the subject area is within the
  


17   corridor.
  


18                  So, overall, there's this idea of
  


19   highlighting ecology for the corridor as part of Embark.
  


20                  COMMISSIONER CORTINA:  So at the end of
  


21   the Embark presentation, which was one or two o'clock in
  


22   the morning, I seem to recall that this was a situation
  


23   where we have this idea, this vision that the community
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 1   bought off on that this was part of the revitalization,
  


 2   was incorporating the environmental qualities of this
  


 3   area, which up to this point have really been -- I've
  


 4   been by this site before and it is absolutely, you know,
  


 5   undistinguishable as some sort of a benefit ecologically
  


 6   when you just are driving past on Richmond Highway.
  


 7                  And my concern was at that time that the
  


 8   very first application that we get not squeeze out the
  


 9   environmental component of it, that that was really
  


10   something that was key to Embark.
  


11                  And so I was very disappointed to see the
  


12   very first application, right after the community
  


13   supported Embark vision, do exactly that.
  


14                  And so I was curious.  Just right off from
  


15   a vision standpoint, is it your conclusion that this is
  


16   not in keeping with the Embark vision?
  


17                  MS. GARCIA:  Correct.  We definitely put
  


18   in a lot of effort and time and the community really did,
  


19   as you've mentioned, support this idea of bringing
  


20   forward the environmental features that previously had
  


21   been impacted as a way to not only improve the
  


22   environment, but show that we think revitalization in
  


23   this area should be something that's unique to the
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 1   corridor in a way that is not typically -- was not
  


 2   something that was done in the past.
  


 3                  So it was a way not only to improve the
  


 4   environment, but to also say that there's a high standard
  


 5   for revitalization, that we expect to see these amenities
  


 6   brought forward through the daylighting of streams and
  


 7   providing the passive recreation opportunities.
  


 8                  COMMISSIONER CORTINA:  Well, thank you.
  


 9   And, you know, it's hard for any one particular landowner
  


10   to bear that burden for the entire corridor.
  


11                  And so in that light, I'd also like to
  


12   ask, you know, what, by right, in this particular
  


13   property as it is now is allowed on this property?
  


14                  MS. GARCIA:  So -- and I can pull up the
  


15   map of the -- that might -- so Parcel 20, the parcel
  


16   right along Richmond Highway, is zoned C8, Parcels 19 and
  


17   18C are zoned R2 currently.
  


18                  MS. GARDNER:  I'm Marianne Gardner.  I'd
  


19   just like to add.  But all three parcels are encumbered
  


20   by a Resource Protection Area and there would need to be
  


21   a special review to see what could happen there.
  


22                  Usually, in circumstances such as these,
  


23   an exception is sought and development can occur in areas
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 1   that have been previously disturbed.
  


 2                  So that's what would happen to determine
  


 3   what had happened on this property without additional
  


 4   comprehensive plan or zoning changes.
  


 5                  COMMISSIONER CORTINA:  So at this point
  


 6   you don't exactly know for sure like what would be
  


 7   allowed and what's not allowed on the property?
  


 8                  MS. GARDNER:  We know that, obviously, the
  


 9   front parcel which is zoned for commercial uses could be
  


10   developed that way and then the R2 property would be
  


11   suitable for residential use under the current rezoning.
  


12                  However, we've done some very initial
  


13   looks to see what the extent of the impervious surface is
  


14   and the way that that was determined was by looking at
  


15   where the amusement park was in the past and what area
  


16   seemed to have been most disturbed and I believe that
  


17   that was an area of a few acres.
  


18                  So -- but because at this point the
  


19   county's Ches-Bay maps show that the entire area is
  


20   encompassed by the RPA, there would need to be additional
  


21   review to see precisely the amount of development that
  


22   could occur in those areas.
  


23                  MR. KAPLAN:  If I may, Noel Kaplan,
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 1   Department of Planning and Zoning.  One clarification on
  


 2   the Chesapeake Bay ordinance.
  


 3                  With respect to allowed uses in the
  


 4   Resource Protection Area, the ordinance does allow
  


 5   redevelopment and that is based on impervious cover.
  


 6                  And so as long as the use is not
  


 7   increasing the amount of impervious cover on the site and
  


 8   not encroaching further into pervious parts of the RPA
  


 9   closer to the stream in this case, that would be an
  


10   allowed use.
  


11                  They would still need to provide a water
  


12   quality impact assessment that documents the conditions
  


13   on the site and demonstrates that they are minimizing
  


14   adverse water quality impacts, but it is something that
  


15   is allowed by the ordinance.
  


16                  I think one of the major constraints on
  


17   the property may be the floodplain itself and that are
  


18   floodplain regulations that limit the extent of fill that
  


19   can be provided.  And if that limit is exceeded, there
  


20   would need to be consideration of a special exception for
  


21   that fill.
  


22                  But in terms of the Bay ordinance, given
  


23   that there is quite an extensive amount of impervious
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 1   cover out there now, I don't see that as a real
  


 2   impediment to by-right development.
  


 3                  COMMISSIONER CORTINA:  Okay.  Let's just
  


 4   start off with, so in terms of the floodplain itself and
  


 5   the proposal to fill in the floodplain, I mean, you know,
  


 6   multiple levels, the concern there is that -- by Staff is
  


 7   that it would set a precedent for other areas that up to
  


 8   now have been, you know, out of limits and by opening
  


 9   this up here, this is not just a one-off situation.  This
  


10   is potentially the beginning of a lot of this type of
  


11   proposal elsewhere in the county.  Can you elaborate on
  


12   that?
  


13                  MR. KAPLAN:  Again, Noel Kaplan.  I think
  


14   our concern is that there may be some other degraded
  


15   areas in the county, degraded properties within
  


16   Environmental Quality Corridors that may be similarly
  


17   situated to this one.
  


18                  We haven't done a comprehensive survey of
  


19   the county, but I think a number of people on Staff can
  


20   reel off a couple of examples that they would be
  


21   concerned about.
  


22                  And it harks back to the guidance in the
  


23   policy plan on disturbances to Environmental Quality
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 1   Corridors.  And there are really two tests that need to
  


 2   be considered if the disturbance does not fall under one
  


 3   of those prescribed uses that the plan recognizes, and
  


 4   that would be the case here.
  


 5                  One is that these should only be
  


 6   considered in extraordinary circumstances.  And when this
  


 7   language was adopted ten years ago now, that term was not
  


 8   defined and I think that was purposeful to recognize that
  


 9   each site needs to be considered on its own merits and
  


10   what might be considered extraordinary.
  


11                  But our concern is that that suggest is
  


12   not something that could be broadly replicable elsewhere
  


13   in the county and we're not convinced that that case has
  


14   been made here.
  


15                  The second concern is net environmental
  


16   benefits overall and to individual components of the EQC
  


17   policy.  But it is our concern about whether this truly
  


18   rises to an extraordinary circumstance that causes us to
  


19   raise this concern.
  


20                  COMMISSIONER CORTINA:  Okay.  And then
  


21   just one final question on the property itself.
  


22                  So there's mention in the Staff Report
  


23   that the stream was rerouted, and I was having some
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 1   difficulty understanding when that was rerouted or how
  


 2   or, you know, what the plans were to correct that.  I
  


 3   think there was something in there about VDOT.
  


 4                  So that just left a lot of questions that
  


 5   I couldn't tell from the Staff Report.  If you could
  


 6   elaborate.
  


 7                  MR. KAPLAN:  We have lots of questions
  


 8   about this, as well.
  


 9                  The stream, we believe, flowed in a
  


10   straight north-south path prior to the 1955 approval of a
  


11   couple of uses on these properties.
  


12                  There was an amusement park on Parcel 20
  


13   and a private recreation facility on 19 and 18C, as well
  


14   as some of the properties to the west.
  


15                  At some point between then and I would
  


16   guess in the early '70s, there were some modifications
  


17   made to the stream flow that blocked off at least a
  


18   portion of that north-south flow and diverted much of the
  


19   flow of Dogue Creek to the west.  And so you have this C-
  


20   shape type of flow pattern that goes around in that area.
  


21                  The concern is that that has created some
  


22   instability and some erosion, particularly along those
  


23   bends and that is not something that VDOT wants to see
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 1   perpetuated as it proceeds with this project.  But we're
  


 2   still having discussions with them about possible
  


 3   solutions.
  


 4                  We have talked to the Applicant about this
  


 5   and they wish to join the county Staff and VDOT to try to
  


 6   figure out if there are some comprehensive solutions that
  


 7   can be identified, but it's still very much a question
  


 8   about what the ultimate resolution of this issue would
  


 9   be.
  


10                  And you can see on your screens that C-
  


11   shape flow pattern of Dogue Creek.
  


12                  MR. SMITH:  Charles Smith with Stormwater
  


13   Planning Division.
  


14                  In addition, in June, county Staff visited
  


15   and site and determined that there is base flow of the
  


16   stream routed through the old pond.  So it actually is
  


17   carrying the base flow of the creek.  So it's a perennial
  


18   water body, which is not reflected, I don't believe, in
  


19   the application.
  


20                  The proposal is to cut that off.  So
  


21   that's a significant concern, also.  That also would
  


22   force the flow permanently to that western channel which
  


23   is unstable.
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 1                  It is causing erosion against the existing
  


 2   VDOT right-of-way, does not align with the current
  


 3   culvert and does not align with the downstream receiving
  


 4   channel, which is south of the Richmond Highway cross-
  


 5   section.
  


 6                  So we have significant concerns about
  


 7   that.  We don't believe that the current application
  


 8   addresses the stream condition at all.
  


 9                  And we have -- along with VDOT and others,
  


10   we would like to, you know, definitely address the stream
  


11   flow, give it the proper channel alignment and stable
  


12   alignment and ultimately have to address it with the
  


13   redevelopment of the road section by VDOT.
  


14                  CHAIRMAN MURPHY:  Okay, Mr. Hart.
  


15                  COMMISSIONER HART:  Thank you, Mr.
  


16   Chairman.
  


17                  I had a number of questions.  And I want
  


18   to say at the outset that I was somewhat familiar with
  


19   this property, anyway.  It was at the BZA for a long time
  


20   and I'm kind of familiar with how it was then.
  


21                  And my impression is it had sort have been
  


22   -- it's been cleaned up somewhat since the way we left
  


23   it, but that there were a lot of things going on that
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 1   shouldn't have been and that the activity on the site or
  


 2   the areas of activity were not -- did not correspond to
  


 3   the defined areas on the lot lines, or things like that,
  


 4   that there were things going on in places in this
  


 5   property that shouldn't have been.
  


 6                  What I wondered was, other than my general
  


 7   sense that it's better than it was, is the current state
  


 8   of affairs more or less cleaned up and, other than this
  


 9   instability with the rerouted segment of the stream
  


10   channel, is there any current problem with what's present
  


11   or what's going on?
  


12                  MR. KAPLAN:  We don't think so.  There was
  


13   concern about soil and groundwater contamination.  There
  


14   was a review of that issue by a consultant of the
  


15   property owner, along with the Department of
  


16   Environmental Quality.  They identified some petroleum
  


17   contamination in the groundwater likely related to some
  


18   surface spillage that had occurred over time.
  


19                  But after doing a number of borings and
  


20   tests of the groundwater, DEQ concluded that the levels
  


21   of contamination that were identified did not rise to a
  


22   level of creating any health or environmental problems.
  


23   And so they closed their case.
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 1                  In walking the site, there was no real
  


 2   evidence of point source-type pollutant generation.  I
  


 3   didn't see that.  I don't know if anybody else did who
  


 4   was with us.  So we don't think that there's a real
  


 5   concern about a clear source of contamination.
  


 6                  There is a lot of impervious cover and
  


 7   gravel on the site and that's what we have, and a couple
  


 8   of structures.
  


 9                  COMMISSIONER HART:  Okay.  I had some
  


10   concern -- and some of that, I think, has been addressed
  


11   a little bit tonight -- in that we were getting all of
  


12   these letters of support and I'm thinking support for
  


13   what.  I mean, we haven't read it yet.  I mean, nothing
  


14   had been put on paper, as far as I know.  I mean, we
  


15   didn't have any language, no text, no nothing.  And we've
  


16   got a handout now which says Planning Commission
  


17   Alternative whatever.
  


18                  Has Staff had a chance to review that
  


19   paragraph?
  


20                  MS. GARCIA:  No.  We just received it this
  


21   evening, so we have not had an opportunity to look at it.
  


22                  COMMISSIONER HART:  Is there any earlier
  


23   iteration?  Is there some other competing version or this
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 1   is all we've got right now, this paragraph?
  


 2                  MS. GARDNER:  Yes.  We had drafted some
  


 3   text for consideration with some other conditions that we
  


 4   felt reflected the need to improve and protect the
  


 5   environmental features of the site, but I think the
  


 6   choice was made not to distribute that.
  


 7                  COMMISSIONER HART:  Okay.  I missed it if
  


 8   we got it written.  Okay.
  


 9                  I wanted to come back to a couple of
  


10   things.  It seemed to me from a baseline perspective that
  


11   we have a countywide policy and in my layman's
  


12   understanding of it, basically, no new residential in the
  


13   floodplain.  I mean, it was pretty simple and basic.
  


14                  We don't have exceptions for
  


15   revitalization areas.  We don't have an exception for
  


16   Route 1.  We're not going to do it.
  


17                  And maybe there are situations where we
  


18   have existing lots where we have -- I think there's a
  


19   category of SE for fill in a floodplain or building in a
  


20   floodplain or maybe you're rebuilding a house in New
  


21   Alexandria and it's got to be higher and there's a kind
  


22   of SP where, I think, if you're going near the
  


23   floodplain, but not in it, or something, and we've had
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 1   some of those, too.
  


 2                  But I couldn't think of an example where
  


 3   we either had a plan amendment or a rezoning that
  


 4   resulted in a new subdivision with lots in an existing
  


 5   floodplain.
  


 6                  And maybe that's happened and maybe it's
  


 7   happened sparingly, but has that happened before?  Have
  


 8   we replanned a floodplain to put townhouses or something
  


 9   in it or have we approved new residential lots in an
  


10   existing floodplain since that policy was adopted?
  


11                  MS. GARDNER:  According to our research,
  


12   we have not.
  


13                  COMMISSIONER HART:  Okay.
  


14                  Mr. Kaplan pointed out, I think, that it
  


15   wasn't clear what extraordinary circumstances were or
  


16   what the definition of that was, and one of the things, I
  


17   think, we would want to look to would be past examples
  


18   and we don't have them.
  


19                  But what was a similar policy in my mind
  


20   is we kind of don't put roads through environmentally
  


21   sensitive -- or maybe "kind of" is wrong.  We don't put
  


22   new roads through sensitive areas unless there's some
  


23   exceptional circumstance.  And we have done that.  We've
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 1   done it at least twice, I think.
  


 2                  And one of the times I remembered was the
  


 3   one with -- it was sort of a Hoover Dam and it was a
  


 4   government office thing/site that had to be secured and
  


 5   you couldn't get into it and the only way into it was
  


 6   sort of over where the stream was, but there was a quid
  


 7   pro quo and there was very extensive stream restoration
  


 8   that was downhill from it.
  


 9                  And we did a site visit and some of that
  


10   stuff was put in -- I can't remember if it was in the
  


11   development conditions of a special exception or there
  


12   was a plan amendment to do it.  But somehow we got there.
  


13                  And what I thought was if there was going
  


14   to be text that was punching through any of this dealing
  


15   with any encroachment, that there would be some pretty
  


16   robust tradeoffs and there would have to be some very
  


17   extensive resolution of the existing stream mass or
  


18   something like that.
  


19                  I'm jumping around with this, but what I'm
  


20   looking for is is there any objective guidance anywhere
  


21   for under what circumstances we would consider doing this
  


22   or in exchange for what?
  


23                  If we don't have any examples, have we got
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 1   any guidance -- and I guess I was going to ask about
  


 2   EQAC, too, but has anybody tried to articulate under what
  


 3   circumstances we would hypothetically say, even though we
  


 4   don't do this, we might do it if A, B and C, and you did
  


 5   these other things in exchange for that?
  


 6                  And if you're following me --
  


 7                  MR. KAPLAN:  Yeah.
  


 8                  COMMISSIONER HART:  -- how do we know
  


 9   what's exceptional?  How do we know when this is
  


10   appropriate if we're not supposed to do it at all?
  


11                  MR. KAPLAN:  I think there are really two
  


12   aspects of the question.
  


13                  I think one speaks to the history of the
  


14   policy on disturbances, the EQCs.  The case that you are
  


15   referencing is the Aerospace application --
  


16                  COMMISSIONER HART:  Aerospace, exactly.
  


17                  MR. KAPLAN:  -- which actually predated
  


18   that policy and was the impetus behind the policy.
  


19                  That case was approved, I believe, in 2009
  


20   and it proposed the filling-in of two headwater stream
  


21   channels in exchange for a more comprehensive stream
  


22   restoration project downstream with the details all
  


23   worked out during the zoning process and there were very
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 1   specific proffers that spoke to that.
  


 2                  After the Board of Supervisors approved
  


 3   that, Staff had recommended denial because we didn't feel
  


 4   the policy language at that time allowed us as Staff to
  


 5   make that kind of decision.
  


 6                  The Board directed the Planning Commission
  


 7   to take a look at the EQC policy to determine if there
  


 8   could be some way of incorporating more flexibility to
  


 9   consider that sort of thing.
  


10                  The Board spent -- the Planning
  


11   Commission's Environment Committee spent about a year on
  


12   that issue and ultimately came up the language that was
  


13   adopted, the extraordinary circumstances, and the like.
  


14   Again, there was a recognition that these cases are going
  


15   to be so different in their character.  And I think
  


16   experience has borne that out that it really didn't make
  


17   sense to define that further.  It would have to be a
  


18   case-by-case determination.
  


19                  We've had two examples of applications
  


20   that went through the zoning process under that guidance.
  


21   The first was Circle Towers which came in about a year
  


22   after that policy was adopted in 2010, I believe.  And
  


23   that issue spoke to a new point of access that would have
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 1   had to have crossed the EQC.
  


 2                  You are correct that the EQC policy does
  


 3   have a provision that supports necessary infrastructure
  


 4   crossings of EQCs where necessary.  And so if a buildable
  


 5   part of a site can only be accessed by crossing an EQC,
  


 6   we will accommodate that and we have.
  


 7                  This was a case, though, where there were
  


 8   currently a couple of entrances, one on Lee Highway, one
  


 9   on Route 50/Arlington Boulevard, and we questioned
  


10   whether that was a necessary crossing.
  


11                  And so the EQC disturbances policy was
  


12   invoked.  There was quite a bit of give-and-take with the
  


13   applicant.  They developed a package of improvements to
  


14   the stream valley, the stream channel, some wetland pools
  


15   and agreed to build that crossing as a bridge over the
  


16   stream instead of culverting it.
  


17                  Ultimately, that was approved.  It was
  


18   never pursued.  For whatever economic reason, that didn't
  


19   happen.
  


20                  The second application was a vulcan quarry
  


21   and Fairfax Water set of applications from about three
  


22   years ago where in order to expand the quarry to provide
  


23   for future water supply, they needed to remove a stream
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 1   that was in that area.
  


 2                  There was an extensive negotiation on the
  


 3   development condition and several years'-worth of back-
  


 4   and-forth on an EQC compensation plan that was just
  


 5   recently approved for that.
  


 6                  Those are the two examples and they're
  


 7   quite different from each other.  And it kind of
  


 8   highlights how we really can't anticipate what might be
  


 9   extraordinary.
  


10                  And the second part of that question, I
  


11   believe, deals with what criteria would we want to come
  


12   up with to identify what sorts of restoration efforts we
  


13   might want to proceed with.
  


14                  You had mentioned that all you have in
  


15   front of you was a draft motion, but what we have in
  


16   front of us at Staff and what is really driving this plan
  


17   amendment proposal is a very specific zoning application
  


18   for 43 townhouses.
  


19                  We have a development plan; we have a
  


20   layout; we've had a number of meetings with the Applicant
  


21   on this.  And during the course of our discussions with
  


22   the Applicant, it became clear to us that if we were to
  


23   have developed a bullet-point list of things that we'd
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 1   like to see as far as restoration mitigation type of --
  


 2   and footprint type of recommendations, that this project
  


 3   wouldn't be able to meet that.
  


 4                  And so why would we then be forwarding
  


 5   this and the Comprehensive Plan if it was setting
  


 6   ourselves up for failure down the line when the zoning
  


 7   came through.  We chose to simply recommend against the
  


 8   amendment.
  


 9                  COMMISSIONER HART:  My next question was
  


10   kind of dealing with that same dilemma.
  


11                  We don't have, or if we have, I haven't
  


12   seen it, whatever this layout is for the 43 townhouses,
  


13   but I thought there might be degrees of permissible
  


14   encroachment and that those criteria might be different
  


15   depending on what you're doing.
  


16                  If you were going five feet into
  


17   something, maybe it's not a big deal.  If you're going a
  


18   hundred feet into something, it's a much bigger problem.
  


19                  And I did not understand with 43
  


20   townhouses and this floodplain -- well, let me back up to
  


21   the floodplain line.  Is there a disagreement as to the
  


22   location of the floodplain line or is this what it is,
  


23   what we've got on figure 2?
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 1                  It's a very -- it seems like what's not in
  


 2   the floodplain is just a small corner of the site up by
  


 3   the road.
  


 4                  MR. KAPLAN:  What you have in figure 2 is
  


 5   really a generalization.  There's been a more detailed
  


 6   floodplain study provided by the Applicant.  Our land
  


 7   development services staff has reviewed and approved
  


 8   that.  There are still --
  


 9                  COMMISSIONER HART:  Is it different from
  


10   figure 2?
  


11                  MR. KAPLAN:  It is slightly different.
  


12   There is sort of an island outside the floodplain in that
  


13   area shown in the southwest corner.  There's also an area
  


14   more central to the site that has been determined to be
  


15   outside of the floodplain.
  


16                  That -- I would note that we've recently
  


17   -- very recently received some guidance from VDOT raising
  


18   some questions about that, so we need to sort through
  


19   that with VDOT.  But --
  


20                  COMMISSIONER HART:  That's kind of my next
  


21   question, too.
  


22                  But what I thought was that there's some
  


23   imprecision as to that and if the changes to the bridge
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 1   change it further, which I mean, it seems to me that's
  


 2   plausible.
  


 3                  If the bridge were redesigned and rebuilt
  


 4   in some way and then the floodplain line changed again,
  


 5   that might improve the chances of something happening on
  


 6   this property or not.  But do we have any of that
  


 7   information?
  


 8                  MR. KAPLAN:  We don't, no.
  


 9                  COMMISSIONER HART:  I cut you off about
  


10   VDOT.
  


11                  MR. KAPLAN:  That's okay.
  


12                  COMMISSIONER HART:  But do we know what
  


13   would happen if the bridge happened?
  


14                  MR. KAPLAN:  We don't.  We really don't
  


15   know if that -- if the removal of the culvert and
  


16   replacement of it with a bridge that allows the full 100-
  


17   year flow to go underneath it, we don't know what effect
  


18   that will have on the boundaries of the floodplain.  We
  


19   can only speculate.
  


20                  COMMISSIONER HART:  Okay.  The assignment
  


21   from the Board, I guess, was to evaluate residential and
  


22   eight to the acre.  And I thought maybe they asked the
  


23   wrong question.
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 1                  Had Staff evaluated -- and I assume that
  


 2   has to be townhouses.  Is there any other potential
  


 3   redevelopment use for the property that a plan amendment
  


 4   might address that might be more vertical than townhouses
  


 5   with a smaller footprint and, again, more in the area
  


 6   that's out of the floodplain or out of the floodplain as
  


 7   revised, something like that?
  


 8                  Is that beyond the scope of what Staff was
  


 9   tasked to do with this amendment or are we stuck with
  


10   it's townhouses or nothing?
  


11                  MS. GARDNER:  Commissioner Hart, when we
  


12   were considering the question and coming up with those
  


13   conditions related to the environment that we thought
  


14   would be appropriate that Noel was referencing that we
  


15   knew would sort of -- would doom this redevelopment plan
  


16   and stopped, we did talk about that a different type of
  


17   residential structure may be two-over-two could work if
  


18   it stayed closer to the area that's impervious, and then
  


19   we could ask for these additional qualities or additional
  


20   improvements to be made to the stream.
  


21                  But, again, because the plan amendment was
  


22   so tied to the rezoning that had been approved --
  


23                  COMMISSIONER HART:  Okay.
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 1                  MS. GARDNER:  -- we stopped.  Not
  


 2   approved.  I meant submitted.  Sorry.
  


 3                  COMMISSIONER HART:  Again, I have not seen
  


 4   any drawing, but how much of an encroachment is it with
  


 5   43 townhouses, is it half the site?  I mean, what
  


 6   happens?
  


 7                  MS. GARCIA:  Can you see that?  It's --
  


 8                  COMMISSIONER HART:  Okay.
  


 9                  MS. GARCIA:  This is -- I don't even know
  


10   if this is the latest.  There may have been a more recent
  


11   submission.
  


12                  But it's my understanding that the layout
  


13   hasn't -- the proposed layout hasn't changed too much --
  


14                  COMMISSIONER HART:  Okay.
  


15                  MS. GARCIA:  -- since the rezoning
  


16   application has been submitted.
  


17                  And this -- the orange -- it may be a
  


18   little hard to see -- is their floodplain delineation.
  


19   This gets to Noel's point about, you know, how our map
  


20   had just the corner outside of the floodplain.
  


21                  It's hard to see the parcel boundaries,
  


22   too, to see the extent of the additional --
  


23                  COMMISSIONER HART:  No, I think that
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 1   answers my question.  I had some idea.
  


 2                  One more question and then I'll be quiet.
  


 3   Has there been any suggestion by the Board or by Staff
  


 4   that the current floodplain policy needs to be amended or
  


 5   reevaluated to allow redevelopment of eyesores, or
  


 6   something like that, where we would have lesser standards
  


 7   because of sort of economic or beautification kind of
  


 8   issues trumping environmental policy, something like
  


 9   that?
  


10                  Is there any suggestion that we're too
  


11   rigid on protecting the environment and that we ought to
  


12   relax that and, you know, go into a floodplain if it gets
  


13   rid of some eyesore, something like that?
  


14                  MS. GARDNER:  We've not specifically.  We
  


15   recognized in our analysis that this is -- although it's
  


16   outside of a community business center, a portion of this
  


17   is in the Richmond Highway Corridor and, as such, is a
  


18   revitalization area.
  


19                  And so we did take that into account that
  


20   that's an important aspect, but we felt that the existing
  


21   policy trumped it.
  


22                  And the concern was, I think -- or
  


23   speaking for myself, I think a concern would be that if
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 1   we weakened the floodplain policy to encourage
  


 2   redevelopment of properties that had not been well-
  


 3   maintained, that that could have an unintended
  


 4   consequence.
  


 5                  COMMISSIONER HART:  People would be
  


 6   encouraged to let it go and then to say is my property is
  


 7   so bad --
  


 8                  MS. GARDNER:  Yes.
  


 9                  COMMISSIONER HART:  Okay, all right.  All
  


10   right, thank you.
  


11                  CHAIRMAN MURPHY:  Okay, Mr. Ulfelder, Mr.
  


12   Sargeant, Mr. Tanner, and Mr. Niedzielski-Eichner.
  


13                  COMMISSIONER ULFELDER:  Thank you, Mr.
  


14   Chairman.
  


15                  I want to thank my -- the two previous
  


16   Commissioners for asking most of the questions that I had
  


17   been thinking about and prepared, but I just have a
  


18   couple.
  


19                  I did look at the -- what is called the
  


20   Belle Haven, Dogue Creek and Four Mile Run Watershed
  


21   Management Plan and there are a number of proposed
  


22   projects up and down Dogue Creek, including one on --
  


23   just on the south side of Richmond Highway here.
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 1                  And I guess my question is how come there
  


 2   was no project that came forward as part of that
  


 3   watershed review and development of the management plan
  


 4   for the -- for this north side, for the area here,
  


 5   particularly in light of the change in the creek over
  


 6   time?
  


 7                  MR. SMITH::  I apologize.  I don't recall
  


 8   all of the projects in that particular area.
  


 9                  I am very familiar with the south part.
  


10   We walked it recently, actually, and we have -- there's
  


11   another project we're going to reconsider for the near
  


12   future.
  


13                  We also, as reevaluating for this project,
  


14   would like to try to combine potentially the VDOT's
  


15   project with doing work downstream.
  


16                  The upstream component has -- is wetland.
  


17   Almost the entire area has wetlands, through Pole Road
  


18   Park and then onto the private property.
  


19                  I think our current philosophy is that
  


20   maintaining the wetland pools and the full extent of the
  


21   existing wetlands is very critical for providing
  


22   ecosystem services to include flood mitigation
  


23   approaching that Route 1 intersection.  So I can't tell
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 1   you that right off the bat.  Maybe Noel's will come up
  


 2   right now.
  


 3                  COMMISSIONER ULFELDER:  Well, one of the
  


 4   questions would be if you did additional mitigation on
  


 5   the north side, on the side that this property is located
  


 6   on, would it make it -- mean that the VDOT project and
  


 7   the bridge and the removal of the culvert, that it would
  


 8   improve that project?
  


 9                  I mean, that it would assist that in terms
  


10   of handling the 100-year flood better if the north side
  


11   is restored, for example, to a -- what I would call an
  


12   environment -- you know, restore it so that it functions
  


13   properly within the EQC.
  


14                  MR. SMITH:  First of all, I'm looking at
  


15   the watershed plan now and there is a project shown on
  


16   the north side.  It's DC 9208 which is identified as a
  


17   stream restoration project.  There is not a fact sheet
  


18   for that one.  I think it was not considered in the first
  


19   ten-year timeframe, but there was something recognized
  


20   there.
  


21                  In regard to the bridge, I think the
  


22   bridge opens up a lot of possibilities for that stream in
  


23   terms of its function, and there does need to be careful
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 1   consideration of what happens north of the bridge as it
  


 2   affects what might happen south of the bridge.  I think
  


 3   that's absolutely spot-on.
  


 4                  COMMISSIONER ULFELDER:  So currently it's
  


 5   listed as, quote, "private open space."  And the way your
  


 6   report read -- and this is before we had language for
  


 7   possible change in the Comprehensive Plan language for
  


 8   the particular site -- the idea was to leave it in the
  


 9   current state until there's an opportunity to restore it,
  


10   basically, or restore a good portion of it so that it
  


11   functions the way it's supposed to function.
  


12                  I mean, what kind of -- what would that
  


13   look like?  What kind of project would that involve?
  


14                  MR. SMITH:  Well, there are a couple parts
  


15   to it.
  


16                  I think the first thing that we would like
  


17   to see from the water quality perspective is preservation
  


18   of the wetland footprints on the north side; in addition,
  


19   a restored channel that honors more closely a stable
  


20   alignment through the current and future VDOT road
  


21   sections lining up with the channel to the south.
  


22                  When VDOT does open up that road section,
  


23   it will pass more water during a flood event.  So there's
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 1   -- we want -- we need to better understand how that
  


 2   corridor is going to handle the increased flows and so
  


 3   we'll probably look at the -- and we have walked that
  


 4   downstream portion to make sure that's stable.
  


 5                  From a vegetative perspective, buffering
  


 6   the wetlands and the streams is a pretty critical item.
  


 7   It provides a lot of ecosystem services and improves
  


 8   water quality significantly.  It also helps slow down
  


 9   flooding -- you know, the actual flood waters.
  


10                  So we see a hundred-foot buffer, generally
  


11   speaking, around perennial water bodies as being the
  


12   preferred outcome.  And the more the better, usually,
  


13   especially in these large bottom land habitats like you
  


14   see all across Fairfax County within the preserved stream
  


15   quarters.
  


16                  COMMISSIONER ULFELDER:  So, in a way, if
  


17   that was done, it would become more like a community
  


18   amenity in a way in terms of the -- in how it would look
  


19   and how it would operate within the eco-spine and the
  


20   Dogue Creek watershed?
  


21                  MR. SMITH:  I think that's -- when we're
  


22   talking about the ecological spine concept, that's
  


23   exactly what we're talking about, is that you preserve
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 1   appropriate uses within the RPA or stream alignment, but
  


 2   that you do restore ecological function.
  


 3                  And for this particular piece of land, if
  


 4   you look at it, it's almost a contiguous set of bottom
  


 5   land wetlands going from north of Telegraph Road down
  


 6   through Huntley Meadows, Jackson Abbott and through Pole
  


 7   Road Park to Route 1.  And then the downstream parcels,
  


 8   many of them are vacant.
  


 9                  So the ecological function throughout that
  


10   corridor is pretty contiguous so that restoration of that
  


11   would be in line with those existing preserved areas and
  


12   also, as you said, an amenity for the public.
  


13                  COMMISSIONER ULFELDER:  Okay, thank you.
  


14                  CHAIRMAN MURPHY:  Mr. Sargeant.
  


15                  COMMISSIONER SARGEANT:  Thank you, Mr.
  


16   Chairman.
  


17                  And I know this will come out during
  


18   further testimony, but I'd like to clarify how close
  


19   would the proposed townhouses be to the floodplain?
  


20                  MR. KAPLAN:  Well, the houses would be
  


21   constructed within the current floodplain.  They'd be
  


22   elevated above it.  There would be significant fill.
  


23   Perhaps Mr. Viani can address that, but I think we've
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 1   been focusing more on the overall width of the restored
  


 2   buffer area and what that would look like and that would
  


 3   be variable.
  


 4                  As currently proposed, we think they're
  


 5   going to be some changes based on discussions on the
  


 6   drainage issues in the stream locations.
  


 7                  But as currently proposed, there's a
  


 8   fairly significant width right close to the Route 1
  


 9   crossing where the stream kinds of bows out to the west.
  


10                  But within a portion of the development
  


11   project, as you move farther north within that project
  


12   area, as currently proposed, the width of the wooded
  


13   buffer would be, perhaps, as narrow as 25 to 30 feet in
  


14   one place.
  


15                  COMMISSIONER SARGEANT:  Okay.  Do we have
  


16   any timeframe, any time estimate regarding VDOT's
  


17   widening project and the proposed bridge, when that might
  


18   take place, occur, provide mitigation of the stream
  


19   issues?  Any estimate at this point?
  


20                  MR. DUNN:  William Dunn, Virginia
  


21   Department of Transportation.
  


22                  Our current estimated or anticipated
  


23   construction schedule is for the Richmond Highway project
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 1   to begin in 2023 and end, approximately, in 2025/2026.
  


 2   So that's our current anticipated schedule.
  


 3                  COMMISSIONER SARGEANT:  Does that
  


 4   timeframe include the proposed bridge?
  


 5                  MR. DUNN:  Yes.  The bridge is within the
  


 6   project from Jeff Todd Way to Napper Road.  That's
  


 7   correct.
  


 8                  COMMISSIONER SARGEANT:  And that would
  


 9   include mitigation issues related to the water flow?
  


10                  MR. DUNN:  It would depending on what the
  


11   conditions are when we go to construction and depending
  


12   on what proceeds, yes.
  


13                  COMMISSIONER SARGEANT:  Okay.  I'm going
  


14   to go back to Commissioner Hart's comments regarding the
  


15   Board's motion and the issue of evaluate, and I think
  


16   that's what's causing some of the challenges here.
  


17                  The evaluation called for, among other
  


18   things, making sure this is consistent with VDOT's
  


19   proposed widening, as I understand it, and mitigation,
  


20   compensation measures resulting in net environmental
  


21   benefits; is that correct?
  


22                  Is that -- I'm wondering how we got to
  


23   evaluate and if that's -- if that adds to where we would
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 1   normally see some plan text or something because it
  


 2   sounds like the assignment was to evaluate versus
  


 3   actually draft text.  Am I wrong?
  


 4                  MS. GARDNER:  We -- yes.  We were asked to
  


 5   evaluate the proposed bill vis-a-vis the VDOT widening of
  


 6   Richmond Highway and we have many questions still about
  


 7   that because the project hasn't advanced to the level
  


 8   where we feel that we could reach a conclusion.
  


 9                  The reason we did not provide plan text
  


10   for this plan amendment is that we were so concerned that
  


11   this project does not rise to the level of an
  


12   extraordinary circumstance that we declined, which is
  


13   very unusual to provide to text, but that we didn't
  


14   because we were unable to support the proposal.
  


15                  COMMISSIONER SARGEANT:  I want to briefly
  


16   touch on the issue of extraordinary and the, you know,
  


17   review that this does not fit under that extraordinary
  


18   category.
  


19                  I'm wondering, though, as we move forward
  


20   with a lot of revitalization, such as Route 1, if we're
  


21   not going to have similar scenarios such as the one we're
  


22   considering this evening where some compromises will be
  


23   made further and are not necessarily extraordinary.
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 1                  So a couple of questions within that.
  


 2   Does Staff, in your professional opinion, anticipate some
  


 3   of those scenarios going forward where they may be
  


 4   exceptional, but they're not extraordinary?
  


 5                  And by exceptional, I mean it has the
  


 6   issues related to revitalization; it has the issues
  


 7   related to the redevelopment within those revitalization
  


 8   areas; and, you know, also encompassing floodplain and
  


 9   other issues.
  


10                  Do we see a different category emerging as
  


11   we get more into the detail of many of these
  


12   revitalization initiatives across the county or will
  


13   extraordinary remain the standard for the day?
  


14                  I know -- and it's a tough call.  I mean,
  


15   it's left purposely without, you know, this is it and
  


16   final because you need the flexibility.  But I'm
  


17   wondering if extraordinary will always apply.
  


18                  MS. GARDNER:  We will have to look at it
  


19   when the time comes, but I will say that in the Richmond
  


20   Highway Corridor we really focused our redevelopment
  


21   options in the CBCs.  That was for a number of reasons.
  


22   They make the most sense.
  


23                  They're also mostly paved over.  They're
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 1   big shopping centers with parking lots and that's the
  


 2   areas where we talked about creating the ecological
  


 3   spines by daylighting streams where we could.
  


 4                  So in that instance, I think that the
  


 5   circumstance is very different than what we're seeing
  


 6   with this property where disturbance has occurred, but
  


 7   it's a far different situation than what we're looking at
  


 8   with a shopping center and a parking lot.
  


 9                  We also in the Comprehensive Plan
  


10   addressed the idea of providing incentives that would
  


11   help bring along the creation of these environmental
  


12   corridors so creating mixed use and more intense
  


13   development.
  


14                  This area, right now, is outside the CBC
  


15   and, notwithstanding the fact that we were limited to
  


16   eight dwelling units an acre, it would be very hard to, I
  


17   think, compare the two because it is relatively
  


18   undeveloped.
  


19                  So I don't think that -- I'm sure we will
  


20   be faced with similar challenges, but I hope that because
  


21   of the text we have and the difference in existing
  


22   conditions that we will not find ourselves in the same
  


23   situation as we do with the subject area.
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 1                  COMMISSIONER SARGEANT:  Okay, thank you.
  


 2                  CHAIRMAN MURPHY:  Mr. Tanner, Mr.
  


 3   Niedzielski-Eichner and then, perhaps, the public hearing
  


 4   -- oh, Mr. Viani will make a statement.
  


 5                  COMMISSIONER TANNER:  All right, thank
  


 6   you, Mr. Chairman.
  


 7                  Most of my questions were just asked, so I
  


 8   only have a couple of clarifying points.
  


 9                  So you're saying you're okay with the
  


10   residential -- or the option for residential, but just
  


11   not with the current plan that's been proposed?   Did I
  


12   understand that correctly?
  


13                  MS. GARDNER:  No, we are not because the
  


14   Comprehensive Plan says, first, to -- actually, it's very
  


15   strong language.  It says to prohibit the creation of
  


16   residential lots within the floodplain.
  


17                  And the way this approach would rectify
  


18   that is by filling in the floodplain and that creates a
  


19   whole other reft of concerns.
  


20                  COMMISSIONER TANNER:  Okay.  And one other
  


21   question.
  


22                  I believe that there was someone from OCR
  


23   who was here.  Sorry, I heard OCR mentioned during the
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 1   entourage in the introduction.  So I was just curious
  


 2   about OCR's opinion of this current plan.
  


 3                  MS. FIEBE:  Hi, I'm Joanne Fiebe with the
  


 4   Office of Community Revitalization.
  


 5                  From our office's standpoint, we are -- we
  


 6   do support the concept of redevelopment in this area
  


 7   because we believe that, in general, the current uses on
  


 8   the site are not consistent with the Embark
  


 9   Revitalization Plan goals.
  


10                  So from a purely market and revitalization
  


11   standpoint, we think that redevelopment of the site could
  


12   have mutual benefits for a community standpoint and an
  


13   environmental standpoint.
  


14                  COMMISSIONER TANNER:  All right, thank
  


15   you.
  


16                  CHAIRMAN MURPHY:  Mr. Niedzielski-Eichner.
  


17                  COMMISSIONER NIEDZIELSKI-EICHNER:  Thank
  


18   you, Mr. Chairman.
  


19                  This is a very, very challenging
  


20   application and I'm really torn, to be candid with you.
  


21   I haven't heard from the Applicant yet and I haven't
  


22   heard, of course, from the public.
  


23                  But let me ask this question.  Has this
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 1   site already been engineered?  In other words, is the
  


 2   floodplain a result of historical conditions or is the
  


 3   floodplain a situation as a result of its current state
  


 4   that was engineered, that it was -- there was a -- it was
  


 5   landfilled.  It was -- we had a culvert that was put in
  


 6   kind of sideways and threw underneath and consequently
  


 7   had to have some impact on water flow.
  


 8                  We have a significant amount of impervious
  


 9   surface on this site that has to have an impact on the
  


10   RPC -- or, I mean, I'm sorry, the EQC and the RPA.
  


11                  So we have existing conditions that are
  


12   detrimental to our environmental goals as we've stated
  


13   them and, yet, we, all of a sudden, say those things that
  


14   were engineered and we've historically accepted are
  


15   somehow going to be a barrier to the future use of the
  


16   site because, frankly, I can't see a use of the site that
  


17   is anything other than a repair or return to previous
  


18   state that would be acceptable under our regulations.
  


19                  MS. GARDNER:  If I could start with the
  


20   second, and then I'll ask for help with the first part of
  


21   the question.
  


22                  We did discuss other -- in the course=-=
  


23   although the Embark study did not look at the suburban
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 1   neighborhood areas and so didn't consider this property,
  


 2   we have talked about opportunities for other types of
  


 3   development, as Joanne alluded to.
  


 4                  There's a small part where we knew from
  


 5   the beginning that is outside the floodplain and there is
  


 6   some area of disturbance that could be developed.  We
  


 7   thought that given the warning of the Comprehensive Plan
  


 8   not to develop residential use in the floodplain and the
  


 9   ensuing problems, that some sort of commercial use might
  


10   be appropriate in that corner.  I'll call it the north
  


11   corner of the site closest to Richmond Highway.
  


12                  But there was -- the concern seemed to be
  


13   that there was no market for that and that the site has
  


14   been neglected for many, many years.  And so that's why
  


15   townhouses, I think, created such excitement to the
  


16   community because here was a chance to clean up the site.
  


17                  But we do think that there may be other
  


18   opportunities for development, maybe not as extensive as
  


19   what's being proposed.
  


20                  COMMISSIONER NIEDZIELSKI-EICHNER:  So if I
  


21   could just follow up, it's the residential aspect of this
  


22   that is --
  


23                  MS. GARDNER:  I think it --
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 1                  COMMISSIONER NIEDZIELSKI-EICHNER:  I mean,
  


 2   I understand what the ordinance requires or specifies,
  


 3   that it has to be extraordinary circumstances to have a
  


 4   residential development in a floodplain and I can value
  


 5   and appreciate that.
  


 6                  But is that the thing that stands in the
  


 7   way of Staff support for doing something at this site?
  


 8   Is it the residential barrier because it's in our
  


 9   ordinance or do you think residential has a unique impact
  


10   -- potentially, a unique impact on the EQC and RPA and
  


11   the wetlands?
  


12                  MS. GARDNER:  Residential development is
  


13   going to mean that there needs to be fill in the
  


14   floodplain.  I mean, the houses have to be --
  


15                  COMMISSIONER NIEDZIELSKI-EICHNER:  Which
  


16   has already been filled in.  I mean, it's significantly
  


17   filled in as a consequence of past practices.
  


18                  MS. GARDNER:  Well, it would have to be
  


19   outside the 100-Year flood elevations.
  


20                  COMMISSIONER NIEDZIELSKI-EICHNER:  And --
  


21                  MS. GARDNER:  Well -- and --
  


22                  COMMISSIONER NIEDZIELSKI-EICHNER:  Would
  


23   the imperviousness of the -- would the site be more
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 1   pervious as a consequence of residential or more
  


 2   impervious as a consequential?
  


 3                  MS. GARDNER:  Well, that depends on the
  


 4   development that's proposed.
  


 5                  And I think the problem with townhouses is
  


 6   it's the extent of the fill in the floodplain that's also
  


 7   problematic.
  


 8                  We do want to try to arrive at a solution
  


 9   that will provide an opportunity to improve the stream,
  


10   but not at this -- not at the cost that's being provided.
  


11                  COMMISSIONER NIEDZIELSKI-EICHNER:  Okay.
  


12   And --
  


13                  MS. GARDNER:  As far as your first
  


14   question --
  


15                  COMMISSIONER NIEDZIELSKI-EICHNER:  Yeah.
  


16   I wanted to ask you to get to that, this matter of the
  


17   existing conditions and the fact that those existing
  


18   conditions were -- that they're engineering conditions.
  


19   Do we take that into account as we think about our, you
  


20   know, protection of the EQC and RPA?
  


21                  MR. KAPLAN:  There are really a couple of
  


22   components to that.  With respect to the floodplain
  


23   boundaries, I would anticipate that the boundaries are
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 1   cited from a couple of things.
  


 2                  First, there's about 7,000 acres of
  


 3   watershed upstream of here and so there's a lot of volume
  


 4   of water coming through here on this eight-point-some-
  


 5   odd-acre site that most of the water is coming from
  


 6   offsite from upstream.
  


 7                  There has been some fill on the site and
  


 8   then, certainly, that has affected the elevations on the
  


 9   site and that has affected where the floodplain lines
  


10   are.
  


11                  If you look at the Applicant's study, you
  


12   can see a little kind of high point in the middle.  I'm
  


13   certain that has resulted from the extent of fill that
  


14   has occurred over time.  It's not a natural terrain.
  


15                  That being said, the majority of that site
  


16   remains in the floodplain and still provides floodplain
  


17   storage during the 100-year event.  Filling it in will
  


18   further constrict the extent of that.
  


19                  The second component, I think, to build on
  


20   what Marianne was saying, is that the nature of the use
  


21   or the type of use, I think, is one issue.  Another issue
  


22   is the extent of the footprint on the site: the layout,
  


23   the potential for restoration of that engineered, or
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 1   whatever you want to call it, disturbed area to a more
  


 2   natural ecological corridor.
  


 3                  One of the concerns about residential at
  


 4   five to eight units per acre on this site is the extent
  


 5   of the footprint that would entail and whether we would
  


 6   really have an opportunity to get the kind of ecological
  


 7   restoration we'd like to see here.  We don't think we
  


 8   will.
  


 9                  COMMISSIONER NIEDZIELSKI-EICHNER:  All
  


10   right, well, I appreciate that.
  


11                  And, Mr. Chairman, I appreciate the
  


12   opportunity to raise these questions, but I am of the
  


13   position that we can in our desire to protect water
  


14   quality and our stream, valleys, and so on, that we have
  


15   circumstances that are historically driven; that we also
  


16   have a responsibility to private homeowners -- no,
  


17   private property owners to try to figure out how there's
  


18   a mitigation strategy that can help them achieve, you
  


19   know, some value for their property at the same time as
  


20   successfully allows us to build the kind of streams and
  


21   water resource capabilities that we desire, particularly
  


22   in this location.
  


23                  And then, finally, we have this bridge
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 1   sitting out there that's going to have to -- that's going
  


 2   to affect the floodplain in some significant way.
  


 3                  And I would hope that in the concept of
  


 4   mitigation and thinking of strategies to help the
  


 5   property owner, but also achieve our goals, that we're
  


 6   taking the full context into account.  Thanks.
  


 7                  CHAIRMAN MURPHY:  Thank you very much.
  


 8   Mr. Viani.
  


 9                  MR. VIANI:  Mr. Chairman, Members of the
  


10   Board, I'm Mark Viani on behalf Bean, Kinney and Korman,
  


11   and Stanley Martin, who is the proposed developer of this
  


12   site.
  


13                  I guess I wanted to start off by, first of
  


14   all, thanking all of you all for your time and thanking
  


15   Staff for all of your time.  This has been a lot of work.
  


16                  And we're not -- maybe we're not seeing
  


17   eye to eye on everything, but it's been a good working
  


18   relationship and I think we -- working together this
  


19   thing can be -- there's a solution here.
  


20                  This is not a situation where the
  


21   environment is going to trump over economic development
  


22   and sound land planning or sound land planning and
  


23   economic development is going to trump over environment.
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 1                  This, like many of the properties on
  


 2   Richmond Highway, the solution and the way forward is
  


 3   they're going to have work together or there's going to
  


 4   have to be solutions there.
  


 5                  Remember, this is the oldest area of the
  


 6   county, the earliest developed area of the county when we
  


 7   operated with properties and land patterns that we just
  


 8   don't do anymore and when we had -- when we were not as
  


 9   sensitive to the way we operate things today.
  


10                  If you were to go ahead, and as I have
  


11   done, look at the county's plans all the way down
  


12   Richmond Highway where you will see a lot of existing
  


13   buildings in floodplains, a lot of existing shopping
  


14   centers in floodplains, Chesapeake Bay and the like and
  


15   that is not counting, as Marianne correctly pointed out.
  


16
  


17                  When we talked about the Embark plan, one
  


18   of the key things of the Embark plan was daylighting
  


19   these streams.  Okay, there's a lot of these things,
  


20   particularly when you get to Hybla Valley.  They don't
  


21   even show up there because they're just channeled.  They
  


22   don't even show on there.
  


23                  So this is going to be an issue we
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 1   confront time and time again.
  


 2                  I want to just take a second to kind of,
  


 3   you know, you've talked with the Staff -- to kind of
  


 4   orient you -- you've seen where the site is.  We are on
  


 5   the southern half of Richmond Highway.  This is a very
  


 6   well-known site.  It's probably the worst site on
  


 7   Richmond Highway or one of a couple of things.
  


 8                  I was very involved in the Embark plan, a
  


 9   lot of us were.  We wanted to see if we actually get this
  


10   site into the Embark plan, but, you know, and as Marianne
  


11   and her team -- you need just to do it for the CBCs.  You
  


12   need to move forward, so we understand that.
  


13                  I want to talk a little bit about the
  


14   properties right around it.  You have immediately to the
  


15   north, you see that kind of horseshoe-shaped building
  


16   right there, that's the Sacramento Shopping Center.
  


17                  When we first started looking at this
  


18   site, one of the things we thought about, well, maybe
  


19   there's a way to kind of jointly develop the two sites,
  


20   all right.  And the problem with the Sacramento Shopping
  


21   Center, which is a Woodlawn CBC, is it's subject to a lot
  


22   of long-term leases there.  So the property is not going
  


23   to be developed anytime soon.  And you'll have their
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 1   attorney here to talk about that fact.
  


 2                  If you look at the center beyond where we
  


 3   are on the plan there, you'll see Pole Road Park.  Most
  


 4   of Pole Road Park was actually donated by the property
  


 5   owner's family over time, so that was actually all of
  


 6   their traditional property.
  


 7                  And when we look at the history of the
  


 8   property, that's kind of where there was a train track
  


 9   and there was an amusement park and there was camp
  


10   grounds and stuff.  That's where a lot of that was.
  


11                  But, you know, I guess when I'm hearing
  


12   tonight's discussion, one of the threshold things I want
  


13   to point out tonight is this is a Board item requesting
  


14   consideration of a Comprehensive Plan Amendment.
  


15                  I think a lot of the discussion we've
  


16   heard tonight has been really focused on the minute
  


17   details of what would a rezoning look like, what would a
  


18   special exception look like, what would an RPA exception
  


19   look like.  And those are in process.  They're on the
  


20   way.
  


21                  You know, there's a reason, you now -- and
  


22   if I could walk through this, you'll see there's a lot of
  


23   things -- hopefully, I can fill in some details here in
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 1   this discussion.
  


 2                  But this was just a discussion, a
  


 3   Comprehensive Plan Amendment to see if there was a way to
  


 4   take the existing comprehensive plan, which -- and we'll
  


 5   talk about the range of uses there -- provide another
  


 6   option for this particular historic problem site for
  


 7   there to be solutions that could be considered.
  


 8                  Those solutions would have to succeed on
  


 9   their own merits.  We can approve a comprehensive plan
  


10   and the following plan could get turned down or the
  


11   following plan could be changed different like that.
  


12                  This is not -- approval of the
  


13   comprehensive plan is not an approval.  Nothing comes out
  


14   of there other than change the language.  You know, we
  


15   would still have to go through its merits.  So I hope we
  


16   keep that in mind as we walk through this thing.
  


17                  This is -- here's the site.  Immediately
  


18   to the west of us and the southwest of us is a property
  


19   called the IMP Building.  And if you look a little closer
  


20   here right where the red dot, that's the property.
  


21   Commissioner Hart, you asked about the condition of the
  


22   current property.  I know you were involved with the BZA.
  


23   You'll see pictures later on the property is completely
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 1   cleaned up.  This is the current image that shows on GIS.
  


 2   What you've seen out there is the building.  That's the
  


 3   welding shop that's still currently authorized.  The
  


 4   vehicles are all gone.  The fencing is still there.  But
  


 5   the property is basically just vacant, all right.
  


 6                  Immediately to the south of -- kind of
  


 7   immediately to our southwest is, you know, the area we're
  


 8   talking about where Dogue Creek comes through and there's
  


 9   two elements to Dogue Creek.  There's this kind of -- we
  


10   talked about the C pattern that goes around and then goes
  


11   underneath where the culvert is.  And then there is this
  


12   sort of culvert, pond, another culvert and that aligns
  


13   directly with where the culvert is.
  


14                  We have photos and we have some evidence
  


15   from about 1954 when that was done.  And if you look at
  


16   some of the aerials from the early '50s, where the C line
  


17   is, it looks like that might have been where part of the
  


18   creek was.  And putting in the culverts, that was done
  


19   around -- that was done at the same time and part of the
  


20   same project as the main culvert that's in there.  So why
  


21   that happened, we don't know.  But that all seems to kind
  


22   of taken place in the mid '50s about the same time as the
  


23   park was created, all right.
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 1                  So let's talk a little bit about, you
  


 2   know, the comp. plan recommendation.  It was for the
  


 3   Board asking for consideration as a development option on
  


 4   this site for all three of these properties for whether
  


 5   density at eight units per acre -- and we deliberately
  


 6   chose that density -- eight units per acre to provide
  


 7   necessary flexibility was -- could be sufficient enough
  


 8   to provide enough of an economic boost to allow cleanup
  


 9   of the property.
  


10                  And we'll get into the details on the
  


11   property cleanup, but it's pretty robust.  There's a lot
  


12   going on here.
  


13                  Could we do it with full parcel
  


14   consideration?  That was important, because if you look
  


15   up in last picture here -- I'm going to go back up -- and
  


16   you'll see in the historic aerials, this disturbance was
  


17   not only Parcel 20, which is their front parcel, this is
  


18   Parcel 19.
  


19                  And then it was -- and if you'll notice,
  


20   Parcel 18-C, Parcel 18-C has a square bottom and then it
  


21   starts proceeding into a triangle.  The disturbance went
  


22   all the way up to where the square bottom was and a
  


23   little bit into that northern part of the triangle.  You
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 1   know, it was pretty extensive.
  


 2                  So in order to make something work and in
  


 3   order to start cleaning up those areas, you had to have
  


 4   something that was parcel consideration, all right.
  


 5                  And then you have to have something that
  


 6   was -- it is an EQC.  The EQC was created many years -- a
  


 7   couple decades after this property first started being
  


 8   used.
  


 9                  It's going to be -- involve changes to the
  


10   physical situations there, so  could it be consistent
  


11   with the EQC.  And I want to get into that a little bit
  


12   later here and explain why we think this actually is
  


13   consistent with the EQC.
  


14                  But that was the charge.  Could we add
  


15   language in, would that density be appropriate, that
  


16   density with those kinds of limitations that any
  


17   application coming in here would have
  


18   I'll go for this density, but I've got to pay attention
  


19   to these environmental considerations, I've got to pay
  


20   attention to making sure I'm okay by the VDOT widening
  


21   and making sure I'm consolidating all of the properties.
  


22                  We do those -- you find that language in
  


23   the comprehensive plan frequently, all right.  That
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 1   doesn't mean that each of those languages feed on each
  


 2   other and deny the ability to put it into the comp. plan.
  


 3   It means just this is what we think is the appropriate
  


 4   amount of density.  And, by the way, these are the local
  


 5   considerations you're going to have to respond to.  And
  


 6   that was the charge, I believe, with the Comprehensive
  


 7   Plan Amendment.
  


 8                  You've heard from Staff and you've heard
  


 9   from the Staff Report.  My presentation will be talking
  


10   about a couple of clarifications.  I want to, (a), review
  


11   existing adverse conditions, (b), talk about the impact
  


12   of the VDOT Richmond Highway widening, (c), talk about
  


13   what the proposal here is that's coming forward in the
  


14   follow-on rezoning -- now, hopefully, I can answer a lot
  


15   of your questions there -- that's proposing a
  


16   redevelopment and a cleanup of the site.
  


17                  And the next one would be the purpose of
  


18   the Comprehensive Plan Amendment.  We're going to talk
  


19   about -- there's a couple of disparities within the comp.
  


20   plan recommendations about what the proper use of this
  


21   property should be.  And that's one of the utilities of
  


22   such an amendment like this, it's to provide site-
  


23   specific clear amendment for the entirety of the parcel.
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 1                  Another point I want to point out is the
  


 2   cleanup and remediation of this site.  It's already a
  


 3   disturbed site in the EQC.  There is no new disturbance.
  


 4   This is a remediation and a cleanup of the site which is
  


 5   permitted in the EQC.
  


 6                  I want to talk about, you know, what we've
  


 7   used as the standard for this extraordinary standard for
  


 8   disturbances and review some of the cases so you have
  


 9   some reference.
  


10                  We believe that what's going on here
  


11   certainly qualifies, you know, to fit under the EQC.
  


12                  CHAIRMAN MURPHY:  Mr. Viani, you have some
  


13   time constraints on this presentation, so please --
  


14                  MR. VIANI:  We'll be very quick.
  


15                  CHAIRMAN MURPHY:  I'll remind you --
  


16                  MR. VIANI:  And then we'll also get to the
  


17   point we're not proposing new laws in the EQC.
  


18                  CHAIRMAN MURPHY:  I will remind you of
  


19   that.  Okay?
  


20                  MR. VIANI:  I will, sir.  Thank you.
  


21                  Background here, we have the three
  


22   parcels.  You have -- the parcel front is the blue shade.
  


23   That's Parcel 20.  That's zoned C-2.  If you see the
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 1   bottom third of that, that's being taken for the Richmond
  


 2   Highway widening.  The other two parcels, they're R-2
  


 3   zoned.  That's Parcel 19 and Parcel 18-C, okay.
  


 4                  I'll abbreviate my report.  This is just
  


 5   kind of some history on the property.  This is pictures
  


 6   of when it was an amusement park.  And this is some of
  


 7   the history of the property in terms of from the '60s on.
  


 8   It was public uses.
  


 9                  There is fill on the property from prior
  


10   VDOT projects.  There's fill on the property from the
  


11   Fairfax County Department of Transportation projects,
  


12   rubble, construction, things like that.
  


13                  Private uses on there have included the
  


14   welding shop, which is current, and then the litany of
  


15   other uses that you see here and which were discussed by
  


16   Staff.
  


17                  And you see -- if you look at the aerials
  


18   from the '60s on, you see this kind condition and
  


19   activity going on there.
  


20                  That's the -- well, that's not the
  


21   existing conditions, but that's the most recent aerial.
  


22   Like I said, it's been cleaned up.
  


23                  This shows the extent of imperviousness on
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 1   the site.  This is basic compacted gravel, macadam,
  


 2   pavement, rubble, you name it, about 3.9 acres of this
  


 3   8.14 site.  A little under 50 percent of the site is
  


 4   impervious.
  


 5                  This is the current circumstances right
  


 6   now of the site.  As you can see, it's been cleaned up.
  


 7   This photo was taken from the perspective if you were at
  


 8   Parcel 19 and you're looking northeast towards the
  


 9   Sacramento Center and kind of off to the side you see
  


10   part of Parcel 18-C.
  


11                  That's looking from Parcel 18-C looking up
  


12   northwest to Dogue Creek.  You can see there's Dogue
  


13   Creek and then you just get right up to where the
  


14   disturbed area is.  There's not much of a buffer at all
  


15   there.
  


16                  Some of the other conditions you'll see on
  


17   there is there was the train that you saw in the pictures
  


18   earlier.  There's a lot of train track laying around.
  


19   There's a lot of -- you know, if you walk around by the
  


20   creek, there's a lot of macadam and pavement sticking out
  


21   from the side of the dirt and stuff, some of it falling
  


22   into the creek, stuff like that.  There's just a lot of
  


23   issues with the site, a lot of debris.
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 1                  Some of the questions were what happens
  


 2   when it's heavily flooded.  This is a perfect example.
  


 3   We had -- on June 3rd, we had near biblical rains come
  


 4   down here.  The area flooded.  Dogue Creek went very
  


 5   heavy.
  


 6                  This is a picture that I took of the water
  


 7   just underneath the culvert.  And then you just walk a
  


 8   few feet over here.  That's a picture of the land itself
  


 9   right there.
  


10                  It's pretty apparent that if the water
  


11   were to continue to rise, what it eventually really is
  


12   going to do is actually just overtop Richmond Highway and
  


13   go over Richmond Highway into the creek there.  It was
  


14   not really going to flow into there, notwithstanding the
  


15   fact this is still part of the EQC and the floodplain.
  


16                  Quickly, VDOT -- as we talked about
  


17   before, VDOT is looking to propose to come forth with a
  


18   bride.  It's to be a 300-foot multi-span bridge.  It's
  


19   going to eliminate the culvert.  That should alleviate.
  


20   And then VDOT will end up having to do the H&H study,
  


21   hydraulic study to figure out how they're going to do the
  


22   crushing, but that will alleviate these turns and the
  


23   bends there.
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 1                  I would point out that our project does
  


 2   not depend on that.  Everything north or west of Richmond
  


 3   Highway, I think, would probably be benefitted by that
  


 4   because that's kind of the bottleneck, that little
  


 5   culvert there.  And by alleviating that, it would
  


 6   probably help the floodplain there.
  


 7                  VDOT will redesign the crossing of Dogue
  


 8   Creek.  We'll remove the narrow culvert.  And as I talked
  


 9   about before -- let's go to the next slide -- this is
  


10   from the April 14th -- April 4th presentation at VDOT.
  


11   What you're looking at here is a birds-eye view of what
  


12   the bridge would look like.  You see the Sacramento
  


13   Center there on the side.  A little below it you see our
  


14   -- the property here.
  


15                  And then you have two bridges and the two
  


16   bridges are about 11 to 13 feet off the ground.  There's
  


17   clearance underneath there.  They're using a piered
  


18   structure and, you know, if you were to go further south,
  


19   the creek would flow unfettered underneath there.  You
  


20   know, but VDOT is going to have to further refine that.
  


21   That's a closeup view of what the site looks like
  


22   assuming we were to continue in the same interest.
  


23                  This, I think, is what you were looking
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 1   for.  All right, what we have proposed -- and if you look
  


 2   at the Staff Report -- this has gone through several
  


 3   iterations already.  If you look at the Staff Report, it
  


 4   talks about 64 units, 58 units, 34 -- 43 units.  Right
  


 5   now, we're at proposing 43.
  


 6                  Part of what we're using for the 43 units
  


 7   is 43 upscale single-family attached homes.  All right,
  


 8   we're trying to hit a certain metric financially to make
  


 9   the environmental cleanup that I'm going to talk about
  


10   which is robust work.
  


11                  We have looked at two-over-twos.  One of
  


12   the problem with two-over-twos at one point was it blew
  


13   up the parking, you know, and that kind of worked against
  


14   us in terms of the impervious surface areas.  We've
  


15   looked at smaller single -- smaller townhouses.
  


16                  And so for every time we starting
  


17   commenting back and pulling back further, where we're
  


18   trying to find some way to put additional remedies there,
  


19   it hits the budget, so you try to keep metric.  That is
  


20   the current proposal right now.
  


21                  So let me talk a little bit about that.
  


22   You see the Sacramento Center is off to the right and
  


23   there you have 43 upscale townhouses.  What we're
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 1   proposing to do with this is we'll be reducing the
  


 2   imperviousness by about 48 percent.
  


 3                  We're going to be planning and installing
  


 4   a buffer along where you have the creek and we'll be
  


 5   removing invasive species and the like.
  


 6                  The property right now has no stormwater
  


 7   management controls.  We're looking to put in both
  


 8   quantity control and then, notwithstanding the fact that
  


 9   we're reducing by a significant amount of portions the
  


10   impervious area, we're also proposing quality controls,
  


11   as well.  So we're kind of going above and beyond there.
  


12                  We are providing a lookout area in the
  


13   corner for the public.  You can access it right there to
  


14   see the park.  We are proposing to take the remainder of
  


15   that park and donate it to the Park Authority.  The Park
  


16   Authority has indicated its willingness to accept that
  


17   property.
  


18                  This is also going to require us to pull
  


19   up a significant amount of impervious surface area and
  


20   some bad soils, okay.  That's where a lot of it is
  


21   driving this, okay.  So we're going to propose to pull
  


22   that soils out, put clean fill in, all right, and then
  


23   when we get to a point where you kind of outline where
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 1   the residential part is, take that clean fill, raise it
  


 2   above the floodplain, all right, and then continue
  


 3   raising it.  So you're putting new townhomes on that
  


 4   clean fill, all right.
  


 5                  One of the questions that I think we've
  


 6   heard before is, you know, how close will you be -- how
  


 7   is that going to impact things, the rest of the water.
  


 8   We've got a county-approved floodplain study showing that
  


 9   this, the way we've designed it, will not impact the
  


10   water surface elevation for that floodplain.  So we are
  


11   not going to be impacting -- even if the VDOT project
  


12   doesn't come through, we don't impact the floodplain, you
  


13   know, in our area, okay.
  


14                  The other thing is just the lowest house
  


15   on this property would be four-and-a-feet above flood
  


16   stage, all right.  The county standard is 18 inches above
  


17   flood stage.  So these houses will do very well.  They'll
  


18   actually be situated higher than most of the nearby
  


19   communities.
  


20                  Again, here's kind of a summary of some of
  


21   the benefits.  Under the current draft, these are going
  


22   to follow -- later on, as we further refine these things,
  


23   as a rezoning application comes through and the SEs, and
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 1   everything, we're looking at a 46-percent reduction in
  


 2   impervious area, 48 percent in phosphorus generation,
  


 3   providing a minimum 50-foot buffer area between the
  


 4   units, not the lots, but the units and the water
  


 5   features, a substantial planting of grasses and native
  


 6   species, removing invasives, as I talked about before,
  


 7   stormwater management controls, all the homes will be
  


 8   built outside of the floodplain, donating the existing
  


 9   land, and the resulting condition is you'd have about 62
  


10   percent of the site be open space and preserved.
  


11                  This is a graphic showing the current
  


12   alignment.  Remember that we talked about where you see
  


13   the red-shaded area?  That's the impervious area.  This
  


14   is how we would reduce it, and so it would be about a 46-
  


15   percent reduction in imperviousness taking it from down
  


16   about 3.9 acres of imperviousness down to 2.1 acres of
  


17   imperviousness with stormwater management controls,
  


18   quantity and quality, and that you don't have right now.
  


19   And that's after you pull out all of the bad soils, and
  


20   everything like that.
  


21                  The existing comprehensive plan
  


22   recommendations, one of the reasons we're asking for this
  


23   is it would provide clear guidance for the site.
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 1                  We've talked about the Richmond Highway
  


 2   Corridor Plan has a recommendation for Parcels 20 and 19
  


 3   to be open space.  That's true.  The Mt. Vernon Woodlawn
  


 4   District -- Woodmont District -- Woodlawn District Plan
  


 5   talks, in general, about empty parcels between Sacramento
  


 6   Drive and what is now Jeff Todd Way being aggregated
  


 7   together and developed in consolidation, along with the
  


 8   properties on Richmond Highway, at a density of 16 to 20
  


 9   units per acre, you know, but that would have to be
  


10   something that keeps the floodplain in its natural state,
  


11   uses intelligent design to work with the natural
  


12   features, provides outstanding architectural and site
  


13   design.
  


14                  You know, we might be able to find
  


15   something like that, but no one -- there's a lot of folks
  


16   that looked at the site.  No one has said this can make
  


17   -- we can make the budget with the environmental
  


18   remediation we have here.  This provides a unifying
  


19   mechanism that's clear between 19, 20 and 18-C.
  


20                  All right, the EQC.  First of all, I guess
  


21   there's a couple of things I want to respond.
  


22                  All right, it's important to remember this
  


23   property currently does not function as an EQC.  It's
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 1   neither environmental, there's no quality on it and it
  


 2   doesn't provide as a corridor.
  


 3                  If you look at the purpose of the EQC, it
  


 4   doesn't function that way.  And it's important to
  


 5   remember that one of the parts of the EQC policy are is
  


 6   it allows modification of the boundaries for properties
  


 7   that don't achieve the boundaries --
  


 8                  CHAIRMAN MURPHY:  Are we rounding third,
  


 9   Mr. Viani?
  


10                  MR. VIANI:  Pardon me.
  


11                  CHAIRMAN MURPHY:  Are we rounding third?
  


12                  MR. VIANI:  We are coming at third.  I'm
  


13   sliding at home.
  


14                  CHAIRMAN MURPHY:  Slide quickly, please.
  


15                  MR. VIANI:  All right.  The other thing
  


16   would be just that there is a litany of, you know, uses
  


17   that are permitted in the EQC, remediation, replanting
  


18   invasives, and all the stuff like that, things we are
  


19   proposing, this should be seen as a cleanup of the EQC,
  


20   not as a disturbance.
  


21                  If you look at the disturbance policy for
  


22   the EQC, extraordinary, out of ordinary.  The purposes
  


23   we've talking about this, is we've looked at three kinds
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 1   of things that are extraordinary, the aerospace thing.
  


 2   The aerospace project dealt with 40 acres, 21 of which is
  


 3   EQC, and they wanted to provide a bridge between the two
  


 4   areas, and for new buildings, some security and some
  


 5   internal site circulation.  That was new intrusions into
  


 6   the EQC, not prior disturbed and that got passed.  That
  


 7   was the genesis of -- we've talked about, for the
  


 8   extraordinary circumstances project.
  


 9                  CHAIRMAN MURPHY:  Thank you very much.
  


10   This might be my stupid question of the evening.  Are
  


11   there any questions?  Mr. Sargeant and then Mr. Hart.
  


12                  COMMISSIONER SARGEANT:  Thank you, Mr.
  


13   Chairman.  Just a couple of questions.
  


14                  Do you have -- and I'm sure that it won't
  


15   be apples to apples, but with engineering staff, do you
  


16   have any examples for future consideration of similar
  


17   scenarios like this that you can show us?
  


18                  MR. VIANI:  We do.  And it's a case, Hybla
  


19   Valley Properties, LLC, which is a property when you get
  


20   behind the Hybla Valley Shopping Center.  It was a 61-
  


21   acre tract that had a lot of environmental challenges.
  


22   It was approved in 2000 and what it did was allow
  


23   residential development.  It did involve pulling back the
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 1   floodplain to permit a limited amount of townhouses out
  


 2   of the floodplain, you know, for townhouse development,
  


 3   but it actually allowed one lot to be partially in the
  


 4   floodplain.  But it also -- part of the mechanism
  


 5   allowing all of that was the fact that you were donating
  


 6   30 acres to what is now Huntley Meadows Park.
  


 7                  So you had, you know, a change to the EQC,
  


 8   a change to the floodplain, you had new residential
  


 9   development, but you had offsetting mechanisms.  And
  


10   that's the purpose of rezoning, not the comp. plan.  The
  


11   purpose of rezoning is to work through these issues.  So
  


12   that's one example, I would say.
  


13                  Also, I would note that, you know, with
  


14   the other examples, you know, Circle Towers was just a
  


15   driveway through a new EQC.
  


16                  All of the disturbance examples for EQC
  


17   have been intrusions into new virgin land, not dealing
  


18   with circumstances where you have existing historically
  


19   disturbed land.
  


20                  And so -- but, never the less, the
  


21   standard has been is there a clear and net environmental
  


22   benefit and we believe with what we've talked about here,
  


23   even under that standard, we would be a clear and net
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 1   environmental benefit.
  


 2                  COMMISSIONER SARGEANT:  Another question.
  


 3   How do you account for VDOT's plan?  That's kind of a
  


 4   missing gap in terms of the overall strategy for the --
  


 5                  MR. VIANI:  If VDOT doesn't do anything,
  


 6   we're still good to go.  Our project -- we're okay by the
  


 7   floodplain to show that we can do what we need to do and
  


 8   be out of the floodplain and not impact people north of
  


 9   the floodplain.
  


10                  We don't impact people south of the
  


11   floodplain.  People south of Richmond Highway are
  


12   impacted by the changes to what's going to happen with
  


13   that culvert.
  


14                  You know, we look forward to working with
  


15   VDOT.  We think it's a really good program and we think
  


16   it's going to be healthy for the environment.
  


17                  We suspect, also, once you release that
  


18   kind of little bottleneck with the culvert, you know,
  


19   it's going to have a corresponding impact with a lot of
  


20   the floodplain where, you know, you see it, you know,
  


21   extending in the perimeters, notwithstanding the EQC and
  


22   the floodplain extend to the Sacramento Shopping Center.
  


23   As  Staff noted in some of the townhouses there, they
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 1   could provide an additional safety valve.
  


 2                  COMMISSIONER SARGEANT:  Do you anticipate
  


 3   timing of VDOT's efforts and your Applicant's efforts
  


 4   regarding the stream bed?
  


 5                  MR. VIANI:  We would love to do that.  I
  


 6   mean, this is a project that would have to go to rezoning
  


 7   and a site plan, and stuff like that.  We have previously
  


 8   reached out to VDOT and they have been doing their study.
  


 9                  We have had a meeting with Staff on this
  


10   thing and we agreed that the best way to do all of this
  


11   is work together and to find a way.
  


12                  If VDOT is going to be changing Dogue
  


13   Creek, anyway, as they come through, then that may
  


14   address some of the needs and then maybe some of the spin
  


15   for environmental cleanup can be better allocated
  


16   somewhere else.
  


17                  But, again, you kind of get -- as I talked
  


18   about, you know, it has be one win helps another win,
  


19   environment and plan planning.
  


20                  COMMISSIONER SARGEANT:  To date -- and
  


21   this is not the cutoff -- but have there been any
  


22   discussions about the property remaining as private open
  


23   space or a sale of that property to remain private open
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 1   space?
  


 2                  MR. VIANI:  There have been no --
  


 3                  COMMISSIONER SARGEANT:  Any offers?
  


 4                  MR. VIANI:  No one has made any offers to
  


 5   just buy it and keep it in private open space.
  


 6                  You know, right now, the property
  


 7   continues to sit secure, but it just basically erodes
  


 8   away and it contributes to the deleterious effect of
  


 9   Dogue Creek because there's no buffer, there's no
  


10   stormwater management.
  


11                  So even if you were to donate it, you'd
  


12   still have the burden of actually having to clean this
  


13   thing.  You've got to remove all of this impervious area,
  


14   you've got to put a robust buffering in there.  You still
  


15   have to make sure that coordinates with what's going on
  


16   with VDOT.
  


17                  You know, the question is who does that?
  


18   You know, is that something that -- is there a public
  


19   entity out there or is there a non-profit or a rich
  


20   uncle?  Probably not, you know.  There's been a lot of
  


21   folks that have looked at this site, you know.  And,
  


22   right now, Stanley Martin is looking to stay there.
  


23                  COMMISSIONER SARGEANT:  Okay, thank you.
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 1                  CHAIRMAN MURPHY:  Mr. Clarke, then Mr.
  


 2   Hart and Ms. Cortina.
  


 3                  COMMISSIONER CLARKE:  Thank you, Mr.
  


 4   Chairman.
  


 5                  Mr. Viani, you mentioned the Hybla Valley,
  


 6   LLC project.  Would you consider that a successful
  


 7   project and have the homeowners there experienced any
  


 8   environmental flooding issues or anything?
  


 9                  MR. VIANI:  I know a lot of folks.  My
  


10   daughter's soccer team is over there.  You know, it's one
  


11   of the nicer, newer projects there.  It was done in the
  


12   early-mid 2000s.
  


13                  Everybody there seems to really like it.
  


14   It's a really nice project.  And they love the fact,
  


15   frankly, they're close to the amenities, but they're also
  


16   right next to Huntley Meadows Park.  It's a real nice
  


17   site.
  


18                  COMMISSIONER CLARKE:  Thank you, sir.
  


19                  CHAIRMAN MURPHY:  Mr. Hart, Ms. Cortina
  


20   and Ms. Hurley.
  


21                  COMMISSIONER HART:  Thank you.
  


22                  Mr. Viani, if I understood your argument
  


23   and I think one of your slides said you have no new lots
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 1   or no new residential in the floodplain.
  


 2                  Is your argument that by filling in
  


 3   several acres of floodplain with several feet of fill and
  


 4   then building on top of that platform of fill, you're not
  


 5   in the floodplain for the purposes of what the policy
  


 6   prohibits now?
  


 7                  MR. VIANI:  Right.  That is exactly it.
  


 8   And you're talking about taking a --
  


 9                  COMMISSIONER HART:  If that's your
  


10   argument, can anybody with a worthless floodplain
  


11   throughout the county propose to fill it in, put
  


12   townhouses in it and say, well, we're out of the
  


13   floodplain because we've filled it in?
  


14                  MR. VIANI:  Actually, we do -- there's
  


15   LOMRs and CLOMRs, conditional letters of map revision and
  


16   final letters of map revision.  There's a lot of examples
  


17   where people do that for singled-off lots.
  


18                  There's examples where we've done that in
  


19   the past.  We do that for commercial projects.
  


20                  COMMISSIONER HART:  So that's a yes.
  


21                  MR. VIANI:  Yes.  And we do that for
  


22   commercial projects.  They all impact the waters and the
  


23   streams.  And I'm happy to provide you with those
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 1   examples, sir.
  


 2                  COMMISSIONER HART:  Okay.  Do you have any
  


 3   examples where the board of supervisors has replanned
  


 4   existing floodplain for a new development of townhouses
  


 5   that would be raised up several feet on fill?
  


 6                  MR. VIANI:  I think if you were to look at
  


 7   the Hybla Valley Properties, LLC, there is language in
  


 8   there in the environmental analysis that talks about we
  


 9   don't want to extend the floodplain up to where these
  


10   lots are because we don't need it, so let's keep the lots
  


11   the way they are.  And that, it seems to indicate that
  


12   they declined not to -- there's no example from there.
  


13   It's a 2001 status report -- Staff Report.
  


14                  But, you know, it looks -- when you read
  


15   that, and having read a copy, there is language where
  


16   they're declining to extend the floodplain up to where
  


17   the lots are because they don't want to have the
  


18   situation where they have lots in the floodplain.
  


19                  That fact, notwithstanding, there is one
  


20   lot that's kept in the floodplain.  But I think that's --
  


21   I agree with the Staff, that's a one-off.  But there is a
  


22   bank of houses north of Lindberg Lane in that development
  


23   where it says we decline to extend the floodplain
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 1   further.  We don't want to get ourselves in a situation
  


 2   where the floodplain is in lots.
  


 3                  COMMISSIONER HART:  I'll ask Staff about
  


 4   that offline, but, I guess, what I'm asking is subsequent
  


 5   to the Board's adoption of the policy where we said, no,
  


 6   no more, no more new residential in the floodplain,
  


 7   whether we -- it's a matter of semantics to say, well,
  


 8   we're not in the floodplain because we filled it in, and
  


 9   I don't understand that, but I think you need a special
  


10   exception to do that.
  


11                  I don't think there's any examples where
  


12   the Board has busted the policy --
  


13                  MR. VIANI:  You're correct.
  


14                  COMMISSIONER HART:  -- and that's what I'm
  


15   asking you.
  


16                  MR. VIANI:  You're correct, sir.  I can't
  


17   find --
  


18                  COMMISSIONER HART:  This would be the
  


19   first time.
  


20                  MR. VIANI:  We can't find an example of
  


21   that.  Where we do find an example, if you look at both
  


22   the Circle Towers case and there are plenty other cases
  


23   where you're impacting floodplain, you're filling in.
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 1                  COMMISSIONER HART:  With roads and we --
  


 2                  MR. VIANI:  Right.
  


 3                  COMMISSIONER HART:  -- tried to figure out
  


 4   what's extraordinary for that.
  


 5                  MR. VIANI:  Right.
  


 6                  COMMISSIONER HART:  If we allow it on
  


 7   Route 1 in an eyesore kind of site, a problem site,
  


 8   what's to stop anyone else throughout the county from
  


 9   coming in with a situation and say this property is just
  


10   as pathetic.  Please let us clean it up.  We'll
  


11   incentivize the redevelopment.  Let us build in the
  


12   floodplain.  How is this different?
  


13                  MR. VIANI:  I think every case has to
  


14   stand on its own merits.  And I understand that that
  


15   sounds like it may be a dodge, but the reality is is I
  


16   don't think you're going to find many, if any, cases that
  


17   meet this kind of circumstance.
  


18                  You know, the problem is the EQC -- if you
  


19   say the extraordinary circumstance is the reservoir and
  


20   the quarry, then there's a whole range of uses for which
  


21   there's no solution available.
  


22                  If you look at the Circle Towers case,
  


23   it's we just would like to have an extra driveway right
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 1   through, you know.  And that qualified an extraordinary
  


 2   circumstance.
  


 3                  Each case has to stand on its own merits.
  


 4   You know, we're not here because we just -- this is the
  


 5   first thing we chose.  We looked at a whole bunch of --
  


 6                  COMMISSIONER HART:  Well, the quarry and
  


 7   the reservoir is benefitting hundreds of thousands of
  


 8   people.
  


 9                  MR. VIANI:  Right.
  


10                  COMMISSIONER HART:  I mean, that's -- I
  


11   mean, I think that is extraordinary.
  


12                  MR. VIANI:  And I think that that was
  


13   absolutely the right decision, all right.
  


14                  And then I look at the Circle Tower case
  


15   and I say that was -- I have 660 units.  I want to bump
  


16   up another 121.  I want to add 18,000 square feet of more
  


17   retail and 30,000 more or office and wouldn't it be nice
  


18   to have a third point of access.  And that met the
  


19   standard for extraordinary.
  


20                  You know, if you look at the word
  


21   "extraordinary," is it out of the extra ordinary, out of
  


22   the ordinary?  You know, this is -- and maybe it's not
  


23   defined, what the standard is, but I think if you look at
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 1   what happened when we took this thing through the
  


 2   communities, you know, we had a massive turnout of HOAs
  


 3   in the area.
  


 4                  The community sees this as extraordinary.
  


 5   This is one of the worst, if not the worst, property on
  


 6   Richmond highway.  There really isn't a lot -- isn't a
  


 7   parallel to this, at least one that's in the streams and
  


 8   the floodplain.  There are a couple of parallels to this
  


 9   that are a little bit north.
  


10                  COMMISSIONER HART:  All right, I think
  


11   you've answered my question.  Thank you.
  


12                  CHAIRMAN MURPHY:  Ms. Cortina and then Ms.
  


13   Hurley.
  


14                  COMMISSIONER CORTINA:  Thank you, Mr.
  


15   Chairman.
  


16                  So in terms of the sequencing, you've said
  


17   that we should only look at the very first part and not
  


18   subsequent, that each part stands on its own and will
  


19   have to meet the criteria.
  


20                  But in order to answer the first question,
  


21   which is what could be redeveloped, rezoned and at what
  


22   density, you have to look downstream, if you pardon the
  


23   pun, to see, you know, well, what would the situation be.
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 1                  So when it comes to granting an RPA
  


 2   exception, there are required findings that are required
  


 3   by law to say that it -- for example, criteria number
  


 4   one, that it's the minimum necessary to afford relief.
  


 5                  Now, once we've done our rezoning, then
  


 6   you own something.  And in order to provide this minimum
  


 7   necessary to afford relief, then we have to consider this
  


 8   thing that you already own which is the newly rezoned at
  


 9   a higher density and say, well, no, we can't permit that.
  


10   And, in effect, it creates a situation that you are
  


11   taking away from what has been granted.
  


12                  And so I don't understand why we would put
  


13   ourselves in that position when the Staff has said this
  


14   extent is too much for this property.  Why we, as a
  


15   Board, would rezone it to something higher and then be in
  


16   the position in step two or three of an exception to say,
  


17   well, no, that's too high.
  


18                  So I have a problem with that.  I mean,
  


19   you have to be able to think forward.  So I don't think
  


20   it's going to meet the criteria for the minimum necessary
  


21   to afford relief.
  


22                  And then the other criteria, as well, is
  


23   the circumstances and conditions that are self-created
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 1   and self-imposed.
  


 2                  Currently, with the current owners owning
  


 3   this, they've owned it for a very long time and in its
  


 4   current configuration, they have options that they can
  


 5   do, you know, the C part of the property and they can do
  


 6   R-2, and that's what they're allowed to do.
  


 7                  When we rezone and grant them the
  


 8   opportunity to do more and then we say, well, we'll
  


 9   permit this configuration which is too extensive on the
  


10   property, the reason it's a problem is because it is
  


11   self-created at that point.  You have chosen to extend
  


12   the property and extend the footprint.
  


13                  And if you would choose another option in
  


14   the early phases, then we can begin to see a vision that
  


15   comes to a compromise.  But you're asking us to look at
  


16   the very beginning and grant all kinds of additional
  


17   opportunities without -- you know, looking, as I've said
  


18   before, without the opportunity to actually make
  


19   something that is a good compromise because, as it is
  


20   right now, I would not be in favor of this amendment at
  


21   all in its current situation.
  


22                  MR. VIANI:  May I respond?
  


23                  COMMISSIONER CORTINA:  Yes.
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 1                  MR. VIANI:  All right, all valid points.
  


 2   I guess what I'm saying is the issue before the Board
  


 3   right now is whether or not to permit -- within the range
  


 4   of possibilities permit a project that someone is going
  


 5   to have to propose and come forward and meet on its own
  


 6   merits.  And that's what the Comprehensive Plan Amendment
  


 7   allows.  It's just allowing the opportunity for the
  


 8   consideration of that discussion.
  


 9                  You're very right.  You may approve this
  


10   Comprehensive Plan Amendment that now allows a project to
  


11   be considered at a range of up to eight units per acre
  


12   provided it meets all of these other considerations, you
  


13   know, and then someone comes along and says I've got just
  


14   that thing and they start filing it and they go forward
  


15   with their RPA exception, they go forward with their
  


16   special exception for filling in and they go for the
  


17   rezoning.
  


18                  And halfway through that, either, (a),
  


19   they strike a deal that works with Staff and, hopefully,
  


20   gets approved or, "(b), you know, the Staff says we don't
  


21   like it for this reason, or we don't like it for this
  


22   reason or the Planning Commission says we don't like it
  


23   or the Board says we don't like it for this reason and
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 1   that applicant fails on its own.
  


 2                  And the only thing that's changed is
  


 3   you've now allowed within the toolbox of solutions for
  


 4   this site this as one option for people to consider.  You
  


 5   know, that's what we see.
  


 6                  CHAIRMAN MURPHY:  Ms. Hurley.
  


 7                  COMMISSIONER HURLEY:  Thank you, Mr.
  


 8   Chairman.
  


 9                  As you noted, the Board has tasked the
  


10   Staff and us on the Planning Commission to evaluate this.
  


11   I have a short question on the evaluation.
  


12                  Last Monday it rained a great deal.  I
  


13   think it was like 2.6 inches in less than an hour just up
  


14   the street over there at the airport.
  


15                  How much -- what did this property look
  


16   like after that?  You said on June 3rd, it was kind of
  


17   wet.  What happens there when it really, really rains?
  


18                  MR. VIANI:  I can tell you nothing
  


19   happened there.  I was -- I live about a mile from this
  


20   property.  I was actually home waiting for any flow.  And
  


21   I kept hearing from people in my office that, you know,
  


22   Arlington was getting nailed and we could see that there
  


23   was no rain flow down there.
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 1                  Without a doubt, I mean, the June 3rd flow
  


 2   -- rain was pivotal and I've got a lot more photos of
  


 3   that.  But, you know, I assume if we had another
  


 4   subsequent very heavy rain, it would perform about the
  


 5   way the June 3rd flowed, or if it was even worse, at some
  


 6   point it's going to exceed what was going on on June 3rd.
  


 7                  And, again, I'm not an engineer.  I'm just
  


 8   going out the door.  But you can see in that picture, it
  


 9   was just an inch below that culvert.  And what would it
  


10   have done?  It would have continued to back up, back up
  


11   and the roadway itself starts acting as the dam.
  


12                  All right, it's going to back up that and
  


13   it's going to start creeping a little bit into our
  


14   property.  But the next thing it will do it's just going
  


15   to overtop Richmond Highway and flow the way it
  


16   historically has flowed down Dogue Creek.
  


17                  COMMISSIONER HURLEY:  Thank you.
  


18                  CHAIRMAN MURPHY:  Mr. Ulfelder, and then
  


19   we're going to take a little break and then get back to
  


20   the public hearing.
  


21                  COMMISSIONER ULFELDER:  Mr. Viani, I'm
  


22   curious.  Knowing that this plan amendment or plan
  


23   evaluation raised a number of questions and concerns and
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 1   issues, particularly about the environmental impact of
  


 2   the Board Matter listing eight houses per acre, why
  


 3   wouldn't it make sense to wait until we went through this
  


 4   process -- this evaluation process and considered all of
  


 5   the issues, the environmental issues before we get into
  


 6   an actual rezoning and special exception process?
  


 7                  MR. VIANI:  I'm trying -- I'm sorry.  I'm
  


 8   being dense, sir.  Why did this project come after the
  


 9   Embark we're planning or --
  


10                  COMMISSIONER ULFELDER:  I thought it would
  


11   have made sense --
  


12                  MR. VIANI:  Right.
  


13                  COMMISSIONER ULFELDER:  -- based on all of
  


14   the thorns that this plan -- proposed plan amendment or
  


15   plan evaluation has, all the stickers on it, that it
  


16   would have made more sense to wait a bit, although I
  


17   understand that the rezoning application can help inform
  


18   Staff in connection with the evaluation.
  


19                  It's just -- it's curious to me that we're
  


20   going down the road with a plan amendment that does raise
  


21   all of these concerns and issues and I think that a lot
  


22   of them were obvious and apparent from the very
  


23   beginning.  And I think, perhaps, that's why the Board
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 1   Matter was worded the way that it was worded.
  


 2                  And it seems to me that the cart is coming
  


 3   up alongside the horse and I think that that's a concern.
  


 4                  MR. VIANI:  I think that's a fair comment.
  


 5   I think we filed that because we basically looked at the
  


 6   language in the Woodlawn Plan at 16 to 20 units per acre.
  


 7   You know, we also saw the comment with Staff -- you know,
  


 8   that Staff pointed out about 19 and 20 being open space.
  


 9                  If you read the language in the Woodlawn
  


10   language, it says 16 to 20 units bigger, then
  


11   consolidated with, you know, the properties fronting on
  


12   Richmond Highway.
  


13                  That's the way we thought we were going to
  


14   bargain.  As we got further and further into this and we
  


15   had more discussions with Staff, you know, we could see
  


16   their point and saying the solution was let's just go for
  


17   something that kind of clearly ties all three of the
  


18   parcels together, recognizes the changes that are
  


19   happening, both with VDOT, you know, and the
  


20   considerations for the EQC and do something that's kind
  


21   of specifically targeted for this property.
  


22                  My preference would, frankly, have been do
  


23   the rezoning and the other things all together with the
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 1   Comp. Plan Amendment, but that was not the way it works.
  


 2   So here we are.
  


 3                  COMMISSIONER ULFELDER:  Let me ask a
  


 4   question of Staff, Mr. Chairman.
  


 5                  Is this a site that could be utilized by
  


 6   other developers for mitigation in connection with
  


 7   projects that they may have where they need to do
  


 8   mitigation in connection with their impacts of their
  


 9   proposed development?
  


10                  MR. KAPLAN:  I don't know the answer to
  


11   that.
  


12                  COMMISSIONER ULFELDER:  Okay.
  


13                  CHAIRMAN MURPHY:  Okay, thank you very
  


14   much.  We'll have a ten-minute recess.
  


15                  MR. VIANI:  Thank you.
  


16                  (Whereupon, a recess was taken.)
  


17                  CHAIRMAN MURPHY:  Okay, we're back.  We
  


18   are beginning the public hearing on PA-2018-IV-MV2,
  


19   Comprehensive Plan Amendment 8800 Richmond Highway.
  


20                  This is a public hearing.  We have 11
  


21   listed speakers after which anyone who wishes to address
  


22   this application may do so with a three-minute time
  


23   limit.
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 1                  Let me go through our procedures.  If you
  


 2   represent a homeowners association or a civic
  


 3   association, you have ten minutes; if you are speaking on
  


 4   your own behalf, you have five minutes.
  


 5                  We'd ask you to please respect red.  When
  


 6   the red light comes on on the podium, we'd ask you to
  


 7   please conclude your testimony.
  


 8                  You're allowed to address the Commission
  


 9   one time unless called back to the podium by a member of
  


10   the Commission exercising his or her prerogative.
  


11                  And even though your name is called before
  


12   you testify, would you please identify yourself with your
  


13   full name and address for the record.
  


14                  I'm going to call several names.  I'd like
  


15   you to move down front.  It will expedite the process.
  


16   Judith Harbeck, John Thillmann, Karen Pohorylo and Peter
  


17   Sitnik.  Is anyone still here?  Okay.  Judith.
  


18                  MS. HARBECK:  Ready for me.
  


19                  CHAIRMAN MURPHY:  Okay, that's fine.
  


20                  And, also, if you have written testimony
  


21   you'd like to submit, please do so by submitting it to
  


22   Jacob sitting on my far right, your far left.
  


23                  Please, go ahead.
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 1                  MS. HARBECK:  Good evening.  I am Judy
  


 2   Harbeck speaking to you tonight on behalf of the Mt.
  


 3   Vernon Council of Citizens' Associations.  You've been
  


 4   provided with our resolution in support of the Applicant
  


 5   and some additional supporting material.
  


 6                  This resolution was the joint product of
  


 7   our planning and zoning committee and our environment and
  


 8   recreation committee.
  


 9                  The MVCCA has a long record of active
  


10   involvement in creating, amending and respecting the
  


11   Comprehensive Plan.  At the same time, we recognize the
  


12   Comprehensive Plan as advisory and a creation of the
  


13   people to be changed when needs change.
  


14                  Our community is, indeed, in the midst of
  


15   great changes as revitalization Embark and widening of
  


16   Richmond Highway changed the face of the district.
  


17                  Similarly, MVCCA has a long record of
  


18   support for efforts to improve, clean up and protect the
  


19   environment.  Still, we recognize there will always be
  


20   some tension between human needs and the natural world
  


21   and some need to find a balance between those.
  


22                  We've heard several presentations by Staff
  


23   on this property which we call 8800 and we know they've
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 1   devoted many hours of work to the project.  And while we
  


 2   respect their efforts, we strongly disagree with the
  


 3   Staff Report which denies support, we believe, based on
  


 4   an unduly inflexible and legalistic approach to this very
  


 5   unique property and unique situation and a failure to
  


 6   consider the project as a whole with effects on
  


 7   revitalization efforts, on environmental improvement and
  


 8   an overall community well-being.
  


 9                  We hope you will exercise your judgment
  


10   and discretion and look at the project as a totality and
  


11   come to a different conclusion from Staff.
  


12                  The comp. plan suggests 8800 should
  


13   continue as privately owned open space, but that has
  


14   never been, unless, perhaps, one considers a parking lot
  


15   with slab businesses as privately owned open space.
  


16                  And in community-specific areas of the
  


17   comp. plan, it was listed as desirable for residential
  


18   development as moderate density.
  


19                  The Richmond Highway Corridor has a high
  


20   concentration of subsidized and low-income housing.  We
  


21   desperately need new commercially-viable, higher-level
  


22   housing as a balance and to encourage redevelopment and
  


23   revitalization.  The comp. plan should not be an obstacle
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 1   to community efforts and, in fact, it encourages
  


 2   flexibility in revitalization areas.
  


 3                  As you've heard from several people,
  


 4   dating back at least 60 years, 8800 has been home to a
  


 5   variety of commercial enterprises.  For a long time, it
  


 6   was the site of the Penda (ph) House Trailer Sales,
  


 7   Rental and Storage, which is what I mostly remember it
  


 8   as.
  


 9                  A dilapidated welding shop, which
  


10   apparently used to be the amusement court -- the
  


11   amusement park's food court, and an old trailer are still
  


12   there.
  


13                  It's hard to get a full picture of the
  


14   property, though, from words on a page.  I personally
  


15   have lived near the property for 37 years and for all of
  


16   that time it has been an embarrassment, a blight and an
  


17   environmental disaster in every sense of the word.
  


18                  The Staff Report shows a relatively small
  


19   area of disturbance.  I have recently walked the property
  


20   and at least, in layman's terms, except for a few fairly
  


21   pristine acres at the very tip of the map triangle, the
  


22   entire project is disturbed, including areas shown as an
  


23   RPA, an EQC and/or a floodplain.
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 1                  What is not actually macadam is earth
  


 2   packed like concrete where only invasive weeds struggled
  


 3   to grow.  Chunks of actual concrete litter the property
  


 4   along with metal pieces, the remains of prior buildings
  


 5   and commercial activity and other refuse which washes
  


 6   into Dogue Creek in heavy rain.
  


 7                  The banks of Dogue Creek are eroded and
  


 8   support mostly only scrub invasives.  There are virtually
  


 9   no trees except at the very edges of the property to
  


10   block or absorb stormwater.
  


11                  The RPA currently does little, if
  


12   anything, to protect the creek because of the degradation
  


13   and disturbance.  It is anything but pristine.
  


14                  Similarly, the area along the creek tidal
  


15   and EQC certainly does not function as one.  The poor
  


16   quality of the bank area and the tight culvert under
  


17   Route 1 does not permit passage by animals or humans, but
  


18   does serve as a bottleneck choking the creek and causing
  


19   water to spread out and collect sediment and debris.
  


20                  The expected new Route 1 bridge, whatever
  


21   the final design, will remove this culvert and will be
  


22   higher and wider thus improving chances for a functional
  


23   EQC assuming there are repairs to the banks and surfaces
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 1   at 8800.
  


 2                  The practical size of the true floodplain
  


 3   and any actual chance of flooding should also be reduced,
  


 4   although the property, even as it is, did not flood in
  


 5   this spring's historic rains.
  


 6                  The fact that the RPA and current
  


 7   floodplain are involved is not something that MVCCA takes
  


 8   lightly.  In Mt. Vernon, we know about flooding.  We've
  


 9   looked very closely at projects requiring or proposing
  


10   substantial fill or encroachment into a functioning RPA;
  


11   however, many of our homes are actually in a floodplain
  


12   or an RPA, including mine, so we know that while the
  


13   designation is important, these precise delineations are
  


14   not written in stone.
  


15                  In this case, given the small numbers of
  


16   proposed residences which could be affected by the
  


17   current floodplain and the likelihood that the floodplain
  


18   will shrink and the resulting extremely low risk that any
  


19   flooding will actually occur, we are reassured.
  


20                  This is also not a case where a pristine
  


21   RPA will be affected.  The RPA at 8800 is as degraded and
  


22   disturbed as the rest of the property.
  


23                  Factors that we consider equally
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 1   important, but we believe are not given adequate
  


 2   attention in the Staff Report, include the environmental
  


 3   improvements which would be made by the developer.  These
  


 4   will reduce impervious surface, remove old macadam, as
  


 5   well as compacted soil, debris and invasives and restore
  


 6   substantial footage up to 50 to 75 feet of the RPA by
  


 7   planting native trees and vegetation.  Landscaping around
  


 8   the high-end townhouses planned also will be an
  


 9   environmental positive.
  


10                  The pristine triangle will be preserved
  


11   for community and, perhaps, public use and the EQC may
  


12   actually function as such with an improved RPA.  We
  


13   believe the plans for 8800 thus represent a clear net
  


14   environmental gain.
  


15                  Moreover, 8800 occupies a critical
  


16   location in county and community efforts to revitalize
  


17   the Route 1 Corridor.  It sits at the gateway to Mt.
  


18   Vernon, Woodlawn, Mason Neck, the Army Museum and many
  


19   other community and tourist attractions and it is next to
  


20   the Woodlawn CBC.
  


21                  What happens at 8800 and how the property
  


22   is perceived by the public and future developers can be a
  


23   positive or it can continue to be a detriment to the
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 1   redevelopment and the environment that it is now.
  


 2                  Thus, it's important to consider the
  


 3   likely outcomes if the plan is not amended and this
  


 4   project of high-end townhouses is stymied.
  


 5                  Much as we might like to see the land
  


 6   restored to be a natural space or a park is the height of
  


 7   wishful thinking to think that could happen.  No better
  


 8   purchaser has appeared in the many years 8800 has been on
  


 9   the market.  The county has declined to purchase it and
  


10   at one time, at least, refused even to accept the few
  


11   pristine acres in the triangle.
  


12                  In any event, the county has no funds to
  


13   purchase the property or to make improvements, just as
  


14   nothing has been done to the 17 or so acres of pristine
  


15   forest the owners previously donated on the other side of
  


16   Dogue Creek.
  


17                  The family which has owned the land for at
  


18   least 60 years and been part of our community is honest
  


19   about the fact that they do not have the resources to
  


20   simply hold the land and pay taxes without income from
  


21   the property.  The narrow front portion zoned C-8 would
  


22   have to be put to commercial use, again, and given the
  


23   site size as further narrowed by the new bridge, the
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 1   businesses which might be interested are limited and not
  


 2   likely to enhance the environment, the view scape or
  


 3   revitalization efforts.  Such development would be by
  


 4   right without any community control or input on the
  


 5   number and type of establishments.
  


 6                  And I assume even though part of it is
  


 7   zoned R-2, that could not be utilized either.  Based on
  


 8   the strict construction of the floodplain, no houses
  


 9   could be built there at all.  So we're relegated to this
  


10   little strip of C-8 for the owners.
  


11                  Environmentally, the degraded condition of
  


12   the land, the RPA, the EQC and the creek itself would
  


13   continue.  Neither the property owner, nor any
  


14   businesses, would have any obligation to make any of the
  


15   improvements the developer will make.
  


16                  Staff's inflexibility may result from the
  


17   fear of a flood -- no pun intended -- of like
  


18   applications.  We believe this fear is unfounded and not
  


19   a valid reason for failing to give due weight to unique
  


20   factors in this case and exercising the flexibility
  


21   called for in the comp. plan itself to judge the
  


22   application solely on its merits.
  


23                  This is a unique case or an extraordinary
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 1   case, or however you want to describe it.  This is an
  


 2   environmentally and commercially distressed property in a
  


 3   revitalization area seeking to be redeveloped in
  


 4   environmentally positive and commercially feasible ways
  


 5   with the support of surrounding communities.
  


 6                  In some ways, it's kind of a layer cake of
  


 7   regulation and policy overlays which are -- some of which
  


 8   are superficially contradictory.  You've got the
  


 9   Comprehensive Plan, the EQC, the RPA, the floodplain, the
  


10   Route 1 VDOT plans, Embark, CBCs, all these things.
  


11                  We ask the Planning Commission to cut
  


12   through these layers to the essence of the project.  It
  


13   will improve existing environmental problems.  It will
  


14   improve stormwater management and restore function to
  


15   RPAs and EQCs.  It is consistent with revitalization
  


16   efforts and will provide stimulus to other redevelopment
  


17   efforts.  It will be a positive addition and enhancement
  


18   to surrounding communities.
  


19                  Your approval would also demonstrate that
  


20   the county truly promotes revitalization, redevelopment
  


21   and the environment by exercising appropriate flexibility
  


22   according to the facts of the case striking a sensible
  


23   balance between human and natural world needs so that
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 1   both are met to the greatest possible extent.
  


 2                  Don't let the perfect be the enemy of the
  


 3   good.  We urge you to approve the application.  Thank
  


 4   you.
  


 5                  CHAIRMAN MURPHY:  Right on the mark even
  


 6   with a few ad-libs.  Thank you very much.
  


 7                  MS. HARBECK:  Thank you.
  


 8                  COMMISSIONER HART:  Mr. Chairman --
  


 9                  CHAIRMAN MURPHY:  Yes.
  


10                  COMMISSIONER HART:  -- may I ask Ms.
  


11   Harbeck a couple questions?
  


12                  CHAIRMAN MURPHY:  Ms. Harbeck?
  


13                  MS. HARBECK:  Sure.
  


14                  COMMISSIONER HART:  First, is Mt. Vernon
  


15   Council's June 27 resolution still operative?
  


16                  MS. HARBECK:  Yes.
  


17                  COMMISSIONER HART:  As I read that
  


18   resolution, and particularly bullets A, B and C, you were
  


19   suggesting you didn't like the wording of the Board
  


20   resolution that there should be more concentrated density
  


21   and flexible design with residential units not located in
  


22   the floodplain, there should be a wider buffer and the
  


23   buffer area should be increased, and some other things.
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 1   I didn't hear any of that tonight.
  


 2                  MS. HARBECK:  Well --
  


 3                  COMMISSIONER HART:  Was that superceded by
  


 4   something else?
  


 5                  MS. HARBECK:  No.  There are things that
  


 6   we want to see done to the property.  We're not
  


 7   necessarily saying that we won't have additional
  


 8   suggestions for the developer as things proceed.
  


 9                  But, right now, we're really only talking
  


10   about the plan amendment.
  


11                  COMMISSIONER HART:  Well, that's what I --
  


12   that's my question.
  


13                  You're the first -- and I'm not trying to
  


14   pick on you -- but we've gotten a number of letters in
  


15   support and all week long I've been thinking in support
  


16   of what.
  


17                  We don't have any text or we've got a
  


18   paragraph tonight, but I don't think -- I mean, it
  


19   doesn't sound like this -- that any of those things in
  


20   your bullets are incorporated directly into the paragraph
  


21   that we saw tonight.
  


22                  It also doesn't sound like you all had any
  


23   plan text either at the time that you voted.  Am I
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 1   missing something?
  


 2                  MS. HARBECK:  Well, our vote was to
  


 3   support the application that had been passed, the PA,
  


 4   whatever.
  


 5                  COMMISSIONER HART:  The rezoning
  


 6   application, rather than the plan amendment?
  


 7                  MS. HARBECK:  No, the plan amendment.  I
  


 8   don't have the number in front of me right now or I don't
  


 9   have it memorized, the PA 14 MV, whatever it is.
  


10                  COMMISSIONER HART:  Right, we have that --
  


11                  MS. HARBECK:  That was what --
  


12                  COMMISSIONER HART:  -- ma'am, and we --
  


13                  MS. HARBECK:  Yes.
  


14                  COMMISSIONER HART:  The Staff Report
  


15   doesn't have one word of plan text.  Staff's
  


16   recommendation was don't do it and we don't have -- we
  


17   didn't have until tonight a paragraph that would replace
  


18   or add to what's in the text now.
  


19                  I'm just trying to confirm for myself you
  


20   didn't have it either?
  


21                  MS. HARBECK:  Well, we didn't have it.  I
  


22   don't -- I'm not sure what paragraph you're speaking of.
  


23                  COMMISSIONER HART:  Not typed up.
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 1                  MS. HARBECK:  But our point was that we
  


 2   wanted the Comprehensive Plan to reflect that this
  


 3   property and the couple of other properties that are
  


 4   included in the Woodlawn area there would be appropriate
  


 5   for residential development at the eight units per acre,
  


 6   where, right now, it says it's planned to be privately
  


 7   owned open space, which basically means somebody has to
  


 8   buy it or donate it because --
  


 9                  COMMISSIONER HART:  Don't you still want
  


10   some text that would reflect, for example, the bullets
  


11   that you've got in your resolution?
  


12                  MS. HARBECK:  Well, I think a lot of those
  


13   are later.
  


14                  The Staff's Report, we think -- I should
  


15   have said this in my thing, I guess -- it went so much
  


16   into the environmental reasons for why to change the --
  


17   and the presentations that we had from the Staff, which
  


18   were many and detailed and telegraphed to us, that the
  


19   Staff intended to deny support for the application which
  


20   is probably why you started getting letters of support,
  


21   because it was known in our community the outcome of the
  


22   Staff Report, if not the actual language.
  


23                  So what we were trying to do was simply
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 1   list the things that we would like to see in any eventual
  


 2   project.
  


 3                  COMMISSIONER HART:  You're not backing
  


 4   away from these.  You would still -- if texts were ever
  


 5   written, you would like these things to go into the text?
  


 6                  MS. HARBECK:  Are you talking about the
  


 7   text of the Plan Amendment?
  


 8                  COMMISSIONER HART:  Yes, ma'am.
  


 9                  MS. HARBECK:  Well, someone else may need
  


10   to speak more specifically to that because I'm the co-
  


11   chair of the association.
  


12                  I'm here to talk about our resolution, but
  


13   I'm not quite -- I admit that I'm not quite sure what you
  


14   mean about we should have had language.
  


15                  I thought the language was that the area
  


16   would be appropriate for residential development to an
  


17   extent of eight dwellings per acre and that at some later
  


18   date when we're actually --
  


19                  COMMISSIONER HART:  Yeah, it would have to
  


20   say a lot more.
  


21                  MS. HARBECK:  -- talking about the project
  


22   for the special exception to zoning, then we would get
  


23   into all of these other things that needed to be included
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 1   like specific restoration things and all of the rest of
  


 2   that.
  


 3                  Now, it may be a matter of I'm not
  


 4   understanding your question or the process.  It could be
  


 5   either one.
  


 6                  COMMISSIONER HART:  All right, thank you.
  


 7                  CHAIRMAN MURPHY:  Okay, Mr. Migliaccio.
  


 8                  COMMISSIONER MIGLIACCIO:  Just on that
  


 9   point.
  


10                  I'm getting the feeling from the community
  


11   and all of the letters that we've gotten in tonight and
  


12   your testimony, Mr. Hart is correct.  Normally, we have
  


13   language that we vote on and I don't think the council
  


14   was privy to the language because we just got it tonight.
  


15                  But in concept, you want something done
  


16   here.  Everyone wants something done on this property.
  


17   And you're willing to take a look at residential, up to
  


18   eight units -- dwelling units per acre?
  


19                  MS. HARBECK:  Yes.
  


20                  COMMISSIONER MIGLIACCIO:  And then all of
  


21   the other caveats that were in your letter, you want to
  


22   work that into it where appropriate?
  


23                  MS. HARBECK:  That would be the things
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 1   that we would want to work further with the developer and
  


 2   Staff and -- as we proceed through the process and as the
  


 3   project becomes more clear because, you know, right now,
  


 4   it's a little bit of a moving object.  You know, it goes
  


 5   from there are changes not on a daily basis, but
  


 6   frequently.
  


 7                  So a lot of those things it's just sort of
  


 8   us trying to telegraph to the developer and to the Staff
  


 9   --
  


10                  COMMISSIONER MIGLIACCIO:  It's a little
  


11   murky right now.
  


12                  MS. HARBECK:  -- that these are some
  


13   things we want to see.
  


14                  COMMISSIONER MIGLIACCIO:  Okay, because
  


15   some of it may be appropriate for comp. plan language and
  


16   some of it may be appropriate during a rezoning.  So
  


17   we'll have to see as this moves forward.  Thank you.
  


18                  MS. HARBECK:  Are you saying that you
  


19   would like us to provide you with comp. plan language?
  


20                  COMMISSIONER MIGLIACCIO:  No.
  


21                  MS. HARBECK:  Okay.
  


22                  COMMISSIONER MIGLIACCIO:  We have
  


23   comprehensive plan language, but I don't think it's
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 1   what's going to be the end result.  We may have things
  


 2   tucked into it and some of it may be what you put in your
  


 3   letter from the Mt. Vernon Council.
  


 4                  MS. HARBECK:  Well, may I ask you what is
  


 5   this paragraph that you have gotten?  Who was that from?
  


 6   You say you have a --
  


 7                  COMMISSIONER MIGLIACCIO:  I think your
  


 8   Planning Commissioner may be able to speak to that.
  


 9                  COMMISSIONER SARGEANT:  We received -- if
  


10   I could interrupt, Mr. Chairman.
  


11                  We received some suggested draft text for
  


12   amendment tonight from Mr. Viani.  Absent what we did not
  


13   have in the plan -- in the Staff Report, and that got to
  


14   some of the questions about the assignment by the Board
  


15   to evaluate a plan amendment versus actually looking at a
  


16   plan text.
  


17                  MS. HARBECK:  Oh, okay.
  


18                  COMMISSIONER SARGEANT:  So that brought, I
  


19   think -- and correct me if I'm wrong, gentlemen --
  


20   Commissioner Hart to the point of looking at the Mt.
  


21   Vernon Council resolution which includes some additional
  


22   points beyond support for the general application that
  


23   include, you know, A, B, C, D, you know, and motions that
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 1   say a plan amendment should consider more concentrated
  


 2   density and flexible design that could result in the
  


 3   residential units not being located in the floodplain
  


 4   while maintaining economic viability of the project.
  


 5                  So there's a little confusion as to what
  


 6   it is specifically the Mt. Vernon Council was requesting
  


 7   or recommending.
  


 8                  MS. HARBECK:  Well, we want -- you know, I
  


 9   think it's fair to say that what we want, first of all,
  


10   is the -- maybe the appropriate word is "striking"
  


11   language.  I don't know.
  


12                  But to say this should be -- continue as
  


13   privately owned open space is absurd.  I mean, I don't
  


14   know how it got in there in the first place and why we --
  


15   maybe we missed the boat not acting on it at some point,
  


16   although we have on many occasions in the past asked for
  


17   that to be changed and to have it been made appropriate
  


18   for residential use.
  


19                  So, initially, that is what we wanted.  I
  


20   think, as I said, the rest of these things -- you know,
  


21   we are environmentally sensitive.  We're concerned about
  


22   it.  We -- you know, we value Dogue Creek and we value
  


23   the idea of restoring a lot of these environmental things
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 1   that have gone by the road that people didn't think about
  


 2   in the '50s or the '60s or the '70s.  We're in favor of
  


 3   that.
  


 4                  And so we just wanted to telegraph, I
  


 5   think, as I said, to everyone concerned that we are not
  


 6   necessarily giving a blanket approval to this project or
  


 7   any project, because there's a lot of things and
  


 8   questions that we have and things we want to see
  


 9   eventually.
  


10                  But at the moment, we need to have that
  


11   plan amendment thing taken out and have something in
  


12   there that let's us go one step further into the project
  


13   and the process.
  


14                  As Mr. Viani said, I guess, we can see
  


15   from this project that it probably would be totally
  


16   unwieldy to try to do the plan amendment, zoning and the
  


17   special exception all at once.  So we can see that would
  


18   be very unwieldy, but -- so it is a step-by-step process.
  


19   Today, it's the plan amendment.  Later, we'll have
  


20   another resolution, I'm sure, that we'll pick apart the
  


21   next Staff Report or project, you know, or maybe approve
  


22   it.
  


23                  CHAIRMAN MURPHY:  I think you mean
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 1   articulate; right?
  


 2                  MS. HARBECK:  Sorry, what?
  


 3                  CHAIRMAN MURPHY:  Okay.  Thank you very
  


 4   much.  John Thillmann, Karen Pohorylo, Peter Sitnik,
  


 5   Elizabeth Martin.  Pohorylo?  I'm sorry.  I'm murdering
  


 6   your name.
  


 7                  MR. THILLMANN:  Mr. Chairman and Members
  


 8   of the Commission, my name is John Thillmann.
  


 9                  CHAIRMAN MURPHY:  Okay, I --
  


10                  MR. THILLMANN:  Pohorylo.
  


11                  CHAIRMAN MURPHY:  Pohorylo, okay.
  


12                  MR. THILLMANN:  Mr. Chairman and Members
  


13   of the Commission, my name is John Thillmann and as a
  


14   former member of this Planning Commission, it is a
  


15   pleasure and privilege for me to be here in front of you
  


16   this evening.  And I'm speaking in support of a plan
  


17   amendment for up to eight units to the acre on this site.
  


18                  I spent the better part of the last 15
  


19   years working for revitalization or redevelopment of the
  


20   older and needy areas of Fairfax County.  As a member of
  


21   the Southeast Fairfax Development Corporation for 12
  


22   years, as vice president, as a member of the Fairfax
  


23   County Economic Advisory Commission chaired by John
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 1   Foust, as the chair of the Seven Corners Land Use
  


 2   Transportation Task Force focusing on revitalization in
  


 3   the Seven Corners area, so I'm really surprised and
  


 4   shocked that the DPZ staff blithely ignored the
  


 5   revitalization/redevelopment language in the comp. plan
  


 6   as they discuss the Comp. Plan Amendment on this site.
  


 7   And I'm glad to see that Joanne Fiebe earlier spoke as
  


 8   member of the revitalization/redevelopment staff
  


 9   indicating support of a Comp. Plan Amendment for
  


10   development of this site.
  


11                  Okay, well, that's not why I'm here to
  


12   speak.  I'm here to speak because -- and this pains me
  


13   because I've been on the Staff side of this for 40 years.
  


14   This is the first time I've broken ranks with the Staff,
  


15   and I feel passionate about why I'm breaking ranks with
  


16   the Staff tonight.
  


17                  I'm a consultant to the property owners in
  


18   Landmark Atlantic because this Staff Report almost
  


19   completely focused on environmental issues.  I'll also
  


20   focus my comments on that issue.
  


21                  First, I'd like to establish my background
  


22   and establish my standing for my remarks.
  


23                  In the 1970s, I was the Chief of
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 1   Environment and Technical Services in the Planning
  


 2   Office.  My staff and I developed the county policies for
  


 3   environment and we included the EQC concept in the
  


 4   system.  We designed the EQC system.
  


 5                  I left Fairfax County for the EPA and the
  


 6   Board of Supervisors appointed me to the Fairfax County
  


 7   Environmental Quality Advisory Commission.  I served two
  


 8   terms on that commission as vice chairman and chairman.
  


 9                  Thereafter, the Board of Supervisors
  


10   appointed me to the Planning Commission where my day job
  


11   was at the USEPA headquarters in Washington, D.C. where I
  


12   served with John Ulfelder who was on the administrator
  


13   staff and I was on the deputy administrator staff.
  


14                  My job there was chief of program planning
  


15   in the Office of Policy Planning and Evaluation with a
  


16   major focus on surface- and groundwater-related project
  


17   and issues.  I was actually loaned to the Office of Water
  


18   for almost a year to work on national groundwater policy
  


19   and also surface water contamination.
  


20                  CHAIRMAN MURPHY:  Excuse me.  We can --
  


21   John.
  


22                  MR. THILLMANN:  There I played a strong
  


23   part in the Office of Water --
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 1                  CHAIRMAN MURPHY:  We'll stipulate to your
  


 2   credentials.  If we could get to the point now because
  


 3   you only have five minutes and we want to hear what you
  


 4   have to say about the plan amendment.
  


 5                  MR. THILLMANN:  What?
  


 6                  CHAIRMAN MURPHY:  Okay, five minutes.
  


 7                  MR. THILLMANN:  Yeah, yeah.
  


 8                  CHAIRMAN MURPHY:  Okay.  So --
  


 9                  MR. THILLMANN  Yeah, I'm getting there.
  


10   I'm getting there.
  


11                  CHAIRMAN MURPHY:  Okay, all right.
  


12                  MR. THILLMANN:  Now, do I get my time back
  


13   that you just --
  


14                  CHAIRMAN MURPHY:  Yes, I'll give you three
  


15   more seconds.
  


16                  MR. THILLMANN:  Come on, Peter.  I need
  


17   those 14 seconds.
  


18                  There I played a strong role in the Office
  


19   of Water, including working on the first estuarine
  


20   project at the Chesapeake Bay Program and it was a
  


21   successful program, worked with Virginia and Governor
  


22   Baliles invited me to the signing ceremony at Fort
  


23   Monroe.  So I get what goes on in the RPA and I get what
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 1   goes on in Chesapeake Bay.
  


 2                  After that, Governor Wilder appointed me
  


 3   to the Chesapeake Bay Science Advisory Board for two
  


 4   terms where I worked with all of the scientists in the
  


 5   Bay and my focus was urbanization and I worked on acid
  


 6   deposition to the Bay program.
  


 7                  So in that role I spent time working on
  


 8   land use and urbanization issues and the STAC had never
  


 9   focused on those before.
  


10                  In graduate school, I did my master's
  


11   thesis on nonpoint sources of water pollution in a two-
  


12   way program, and I got that interest from working with
  


13   Tom Grizzard on the Occoquan policy in Fairfax County
  


14   which designed and developed the first VNPs in Fairfax
  


15   County, which are now statewide, and I assisted in that
  


16   effort.  So I get environmental stuff; I get EQCs; I get
  


17   RPAs.
  


18                  And that said, with my background, let me
  


19   say the site designations and EQC and an RPA over the
  


20   entire site is chimera.  It is the same as Alice in
  


21   Wonderland listening to the Mad Hatter call a mushroom a
  


22   golden crown.  Calling something what it is and it's not,
  


23   doesn't make it so.
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 1                  The property is developed, has been for 53
  


 2   years and it should be evaluated in light of that
  


 3   condition.  As such, the proposal by the Applicant is
  


 4   better viewed as site remediation, rather than
  


 5   disturbance.
  


 6                  The property has an operating business and
  


 7   they have no plans to return site to private open space.
  


 8   The Staff has admitted privately there are no funds to
  


 9   condemn the property and turn it into open space.
  


10                  Absent private solution, the result will
  


11   be a status quo and continuation of nonpoint source water
  


12   pollution.
  


13                  The owner has paid the commercial tax rate
  


14   on this property for 53 years, so what is the incentive
  


15   to now give it up as private open space?  There isn't
  


16   any.
  


17                  Furthermore, the owner has no eleemosynary
  


18   incentive to relinquish an operating business.  This then
  


19   leaves us only with a private solution to the issues
  


20   identified and which is the subject of this plan
  


21   amendment.
  


22                  The designated EQC currently functions as
  


23   a nonpoint source of water pollution, not as an
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 1   environmental factor and has never been a functioning EQC
  


 2   or later on never been a functioning RPA.  In my world,
  


 3   environmental cleanup delayed is environmental cleanup
  


 4   denied.
  


 5                  And as this instance, the Staff is
  


 6   blithely recommending that it not be cleaned up at all,
  


 7   leave it like it is.  That's what I heard at various
  


 8   meetings.  However, this shows the unreality of the DPC
  


 9   environmental staff.  And one of them proposed a hotel
  


10   parking lot be placed on the C-8 portion of the site,
  


11   even showing a layout.
  


12                  Now, this is in light of the fact that
  


13   they don't want any more imperviousness.  And it's an EQC
  


14   and it's an RPA and it's a floodplain.  Really, what
  


15   nonsense.
  


16                  The private solution, this proposal has no
  


17   floodplain impacts.  Portions of the site are now out of
  


18   the floodplain and engineering studies prove it.
  


19                  CHAIRMAN MURPHY:  Okay.
  


20                  MR. THILLMANN:  This project --
  


21                  CHAIRMAN MURPHY:  That's more than 14
  


22   seconds.
  


23                  MR. THILLMANN:  Just three more things.
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 1   This project protects the portion of the site that is in
  


 2   wetlands.
  


 3                  We will restore the Corps of Engineers
  


 4   wetlands portion of the site.  We protect and enhance
  


 5   habitat quality.  It provides connectivity with a real
  


 6   functioning EQC.  The proposal provides stream buffering
  


 7   and a minimum of 50 feet vegetative buffer.
  


 8                  The site is a classic nonpoint source of
  


 9   water pollution and needs to be fixed.  There's a 46- and
  


10   48-percent reduction of imperviousness and stormwater.
  


11                  And I know, Peter, you're driving -- I'm
  


12   driving you crazy.
  


13                  CHAIRMAN MURPHY:  Thank you.  You are.
  


14                  MR. THILLMANN:  In conclusion --
  


15                  CHAIRMAN MURPHY:  I'll stipulate to that,
  


16   too.
  


17                  MR. THILLMANN:  In conclusion, the project
  


18   will be transformative for better land uses and creates a
  


19   stronger neighborhood in this part of the Richmond
  


20   Highway Corridor, is the embodiment of what
  


21   redevelopment, revitalization and restoration is all
  


22   about.  It is transformative.
  


23                  The community has spoken with an MVCCA
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 1   resolution.  The project is environmentally sound
  


 2   restorative in an area in need of it.
  


 3                  I strongly support the Comp. Plan
  


 4   Amendment to eight units to the acre on this site for
  


 5   townhomes and also ask that you support the plan
  


 6   amendment.  Thank you very much.  Now, I'll be quiet.
  


 7                  CHAIRMAN MURPHY:  Karen, your turn.  This
  


 8   is an example of how not to testify before the Planning
  


 9   Commission from a former Planning Commissioner.
  


10                  (General laughter.)
  


11                  MS. POHORYLO:  Well, Mr. Chairman, we're
  


12   good because my resume is much shorter.
  


13                  CHAIRMAN MURPHY:  Go ahead.  Just tell me
  


14   how to pronounce your name.
  


15                  MS. POHORYLO:  Yes.  For the record, my
  


16   name is Karen Pohorylo and I will spell that.  It's P-O-
  


17   H-O-R-Y-L-O.  And I am president of the Engleside Civil
  


18   Association, which is, approximately, less than a half a
  


19   mile -- less than a quarter of a mile away from 8800.
  


20                  So good evening, Mr. Chairman and Planning
  


21   Commissioners.  Thank you for this opportunity to speak
  


22   on behalf of Engleside Civic Association in support of
  


23   this crucial plan amendment for the southwest side of
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 1   Richmond Highway.
  


 2                  I already gave you my name and that I am
  


 3   currently the President of Engleside Civic Association,
  


 4   which includes the Woodlawn, Gillingham, Timothy Park and
  


 5   Rosemont communities.  We are comprised of,
  


 6   approximately, 175 homes and counting.
  


 7                  I am also the assistant to the Mt. Vernon
  


 8   Council of Citizens' Association that I'll refer to as
  


 9   the MVCCA Planning and Zoning Committee.
  


10                  Formerly, I have served on the Southeast
  


11   Fairfax Development Corporation, I'll refer to as the
  


12   SFDC, and Fairfax Federation.  I was also the MVCCA
  


13   Planning and Zoning Chair and I also served on a
  


14   subcommittee within the MVCCA to change its bylaws and
  


15   create a policy and procedural manual.
  


16                  My passion for my community, the Mt.
  


17   Vernon District, and the revitalization of Richmond
  


18   Highway runs deep.  My home in the Engleside community
  


19   was built by my grandfather in 1939 when Richmond Highway
  


20   was a gravel road and my street, Highland Lane, was a
  


21   dirt road and the current Wells Fargo Bank and the
  


22   Woodlawn Shopping Center was a farm.  I was born and
  


23   raised in this home and inherited it after the passing of
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 1   my grandmother in 1994.
  


 2                  So as I saw over the years, I witnessed
  


 3   the deterioration of Richmond Highway and felt the
  


 4   uncontrollable need to become involved first becoming
  


 5   president of my civic association and joining the MVCCA
  


 6   and eventually becoming the secretary of the SFDC board,
  


 7   among others.
  


 8                  As I moved along, it was clear to me my
  


 9   interest was in land use and the revitalization of
  


10   Richmond Highway.  I gained an immense amount of
  


11   knowledge on bad development, good development, great
  


12   development and also no development.
  


13                  I kept my community involved and informed
  


14   as projects started happening mostly on the northern end
  


15   and the same question kept coming up again and again, at
  


16   which time I had no answer to: When are we going to see
  


17   quality development on the south end, particularly the
  


18   southwest end?
  


19                  I am honored today to stand before this
  


20   Commission on behalf of Engleside armed with supporting
  


21   letters from the surrounding communities of 8800m as is
  


22   Engleside, as I had said earlier less than a half a mile
  


23   away, to say status quo is not good enough anymore on the
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 1   southwest end of Richmond Highway, and revitalization
  


 2   needs to start now on this section of Richmond Highway.
  


 3                  This plan amendment being considered
  


 4   tonight started back in 2014 when I was actually the
  


 5   Chair of the MVCCA Planning and Zoning Committee.  A
  


 6   resolution was written and approved by the MVCCA general
  


 7   counsel to add a, quote, "residential option," unquote,
  


 8   to the plan language for the subunits A-1, A-2, A-3 and
  


 9   suburban neighborhood parcels 1 and 3, which include the
  


10   property at 8800 Richmond Highway.
  


11                  Followed by the resolution, two letters
  


12   from the MVCCA were written to Staff to follow up on this
  


13   resolution.  It was stated by Staff at the time to wait
  


14   until a development proposal came along as they were very
  


15   busy with other projects at the time.  And in the
  


16   fairness for Staff, I believe this is when the Embark
  


17   process was beginning.
  


18                  On October 8th, 2014, Supervisor Hyland
  


19   did a Board Matter to authorize this plan amendment based
  


20   on two land studies done by the Urban Land Institute in
  


21   2012 and Virginia Tech in 2010 that examined the Woodlawn
  


22   CBC and recommended mixed-use development, community-
  


23   serving retail and residential uses.
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 1                  Then on March 6th, 2018, Supervisor Storck
  


 2   did a Board Matter at which time there was a development
  


 3   proposal, the current one we are hearing this evening for
  


 4   8800, asking Staff for concurrent processing of the plan
  


 5   amendment PA 2018-IV-MV2 and rezoning RZ 2016-MV-018, as
  


 6   consistent with Board policy in revitalization districts
  


 7   and to be done so in an expedited manner.
  


 8                  Another resolution, as you heard from our
  


 9   co-chair, was written from the co-chair of the MVCCA,
  


10   Judy Harbeck, last month, yet again, supporting this
  


11   Comp. Plan Amendment, and, yet, here we are today.
  


12                  The vision of my community was to be
  


13   proactive before a development proposal was put forth,
  


14   instead of reactive.
  


15                  Before I go further, I want to say that in
  


16   my first year as the MVCCA Planning and Zoning Chair,
  


17   Staff was more than helpful offering guidance and
  


18   explanations when I needed them.
  


19                  They were also a huge part of the MVCCA
  


20   Charrettes that were held in 2009, which consisted of
  


21   hundreds of residents of the Mt. Vernon District and came
  


22   up with a large amount of comp. plan amendments with the
  


23   assistance of Staff on site.  I would like to thank them
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 1   for all of their help and time.
  


 2                  And it was here that I learned the
  


 3   comprehensive plan is simply a guide and can be changed
  


 4   and should be changed at anytime by the citizens as need
  


 5   be as times change.
  


 6                  Having said that, my community believes
  


 7   that the Staff is out of touch with the citizens
  


 8   regarding this plan amendment and certainly so with the
  


 9   property, with what the property is and looks like at
  


10   8800 Richmond Highway.  Just because something is written
  


11   does not make it so.
  


12                  I was very disheartened after reading the
  


13   Staff Report.  It was almost entirely about the
  


14   environmental issues on the 8800 property which I felt
  


15   needed to be done with the special exception and the
  


16   rezoning required for this proposal.
  


17                  While this is a hearing on a plan
  


18   amendment, not just for this site, but others as stated,
  


19   because of the Staff Report and the interest of
  


20   everyone's time this evening, it would be beneficial for
  


21   my community that I just touch on some of the net
  


22   environmental benefits proposed by the developer.  And
  


23   some of the people that already spoke stole my thunder on
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 1   this, so I'll go over it very quickly.
  


 2                  Restoration of the wetlands: Stormwater
  


 3   management facilities not currently present on the site,
  


 4   a vegetative buffer between the units and water features
  


 5   which require substantial plantings of grasses and native
  


 6   species and removal of invasive species, this is what an
  


 7   RPA is supposed to be that the site currently does not
  


 8   have.
  


 9                  Dedication of land to the park authority:
  


10   17 acres has already been dedicated years ago.  There is
  


11   much more, but this is a plan amendment hearing and I am
  


12   confident this will be touched on again by other experts
  


13   here tonight, as it already has, in reply to the Staff
  


14   Report.
  


15                  Furthermore, the Staff Report is missing
  


16   any reference to Supervisor Hyland's Board Matter in
  


17   2014.  It is also missing reference to the comprehensive
  


18   plan MVA-Woodlawn Community Planning Sector, Area 4, page
  


19   107, Paragraph 1 which reads: "With the exception of
  


20   those properties, fronting on Richmond Highway remaining
  


21   vacant lots in the area between Sacramento Drive and Old
  


22   Mill Road are planned for residential use of 16 to 20
  


23   dwelling units per acre.
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 1                  "Substantial consolidations of parcels
  


 2   within the area is encouraged and should include
  


 3   properties fronting on Richmond Highway to achieve a plan
  


 4   development."
  


 5                  In addition, this area is a county-
  


 6   designated revitalization area.  And I was also happy to
  


 7   see representation from the Office of Community
  


 8   Revitalization here this evening, but when I wrote my
  


 9   testimony, that was not the case.
  


10                  It was disturbing to me that the Staff
  


11   Report did not contain any comments from the Office of
  


12   Community Revitalization nor reference.
  


13                  These three misses are of great concern to
  


14   myself, my community and the surrounding communities of
  


15   the 8800 property.
  


16                  In conclusion, I would like to quote
  


17   Supervisor Hyland from the 2014 Board Matter: "The
  


18   Woodlawn CBC is the new crossroads where history meets
  


19   opportunities."
  


20                  My community could not agree more.  8800
  


21   is a new opportunity and the proposed development is a
  


22   great development and it combines much needed
  


23   environmental mitigation with market rate townhomes that
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 1   is so desperately needed in the southwest area of
  


 2   Richmond Highway.
  


 3                  We see this project as transformative to
  


 4   the area and will be the start of the revitalization of
  


 5   the Woodlawn CBC.
  


 6                  Let's get this long-awaited and supported
  


 7   Comp. Plan Amendment done so we can just move forward.
  


 8                  Thank you, Mr. Chairman and Commissioners,
  


 9   for your time and attention.
  


10                  CHAIRMAN MURPHY:  Thank you very much.
  


11                  Peter Sitnik, Elizabeth Martin.  Is
  


12   Elizabeth Martin here?  Okay, thank you.
  


13                  MR. SITNIK:  Excuse me, I'm slow-moving.
  


14                  CHAIRMAN MURPHY:  That's okay.
  


15                  MR. SITNIK:  Good evening, Chairman
  


16   Murphy, Members of the Planning Commission.  My name is
  


17   Peter Sitnik.  I am a 66-year resident of Fairfax County
  


18   and I live and own a home at 4909 Godfrey Avenue in
  


19   Alexandria, Virginia.
  


20                  I thank Chairman Murphy and thank the
  


21   Commissioners for giving me this opportunity to tell you
  


22   why I support this simple plan amendment.
  


23                  My home is less than one mile from 8800
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 1   Richmond Highway, the subject of this simple plan
  


 2   amendment, and I and my two siblings also own 8800
  


 3   Richmond Highway.
  


 4                  In the early -- a little history.  In the
  


 5   early 1950s, my parents acquired about 35 acres of land
  


 6   that included the approximate eight acres which we now
  


 7   refer to as 8800 Richmond Highway.
  


 8                  These eight acres are comprised of three
  


 9   smaller parcels, as you have heard tonight.
  


10                  The first Fairfax County approved business
  


11   that my parents had on the original 35 acres -- and
  


12   frankly, extended over nearly all of the 35 acres -- was
  


13   the Fairfax County's first amusement park.  It featured,
  


14   among other, all of the normal rides and attractions and
  


15   popcorn, and such, a real steam locomotive, a coal car
  


16   with a tender, six open-sided passenger cars and a mile
  


17   of track and two Dogue Creek crossings, all right.
  


18                  From that time on, there was always at
  


19   least one business in operation on this site.  My dad
  


20   died in October 1987, but before he died, he started the
  


21   process of donating 17 acres of land to Fairfax County,
  


22   which you've heard in part.
  


23                  My mother, though, had to finish that job.
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 1   She gave that land to Fairfax.  It's a park and you know
  


 2   that.
  


 3                  After my mother's death, my two siblings
  


 4   and I inherited the property in August of 2010.  We three
  


 5   siblings continue to manage the property just as my
  


 6   parents had and, like them, we strive to improve this
  


 7   depressed property or sell it.
  


 8                  At this time with your help, and that of
  


 9   all of our neighbors that have testified, we hope that we
  


10   can not only improve it, but also sell it at the same
  


11   time.
  


12                  The property is in a revitalization area.
  


13   But the county staff really doesn't talk about it much,
  


14   but even though OCR -- I'm so glad they testified here
  


15   tonight -- they didn't mention it in their report.
  


16                  I believe that this is a game changer for
  


17   this part of the county.  It will fix the site, the
  


18   surrounding parcels.  The whole Woodlawn area will
  


19   benefit.
  


20                  As is -- of course, you've heard this
  


21   before.  The property has no stormwater management and we
  


22   don't have to put it there.  It would be nice, but,
  


23   frankly, our problem is we can't do that.   The
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 1   stormwater management runoff and pollution controls was
  


 2   left out of Fairfax County's Staff Report, as you already
  


 3   know.
  


 4                  Now, community support for this amendment
  


 5   and townhome development is very strong.  As a matter of
  


 6   fact, when the county Staff presented the report to the
  


 7   Mt. Vernon Council of Citizens' Association, it was a
  


 8   planning and zoning and transportation meeting combined,
  


 9   and some others that were with us, also, they were asked
  


10   if the county felt that the present conditions were
  


11   better than having it developed.
  


12                  All right, Marianne Gardner said, "Yes, we
  


13   do," and I believe their environmental -- I don't
  


14   remember his name -- but said the same thing.
  


15                  And one of the citizens in this room --
  


16   well, actually, the whole room kind of exploded and
  


17   challenged that statement.
  


18                  When asked, also, if any -- Marianne at
  


19   the time if she had stepped her foot on this property
  


20   ever, the answer was no.  All right, the room was
  


21   shocked, quite frankly.  Until you walk this property,
  


22   you can't really understand it.
  


23                  The Staff Report also does not say that
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 1   there shouldn't be development.  You've heard maybe a
  


 2   hotel, maybe this.  Well, they want anything else but
  


 3   this project.
  


 4                  Well, this is the only buyer that this
  


 5   family in 60-some years has ever had that spent the time
  


 6   and money to get this far into the process and where the
  


 7   developer agrees to clean it up and make it better.
  


 8                  This property has been going through the
  


 9   Fairfax County Comprehensive Plan Amendment and Land Use
  


10   Application now for four years.  Developments and
  


11   revitalization areas are supposed to be expedited.  Staff
  


12   has not seen fit to expedite, nor have they really given
  


13   credit for the environmental improvements that the
  


14   developer is willing to do.
  


15                  The 1984 Comprehensive Plan designated all
  


16   eight acres one hundred percent as private open space.
  


17   Research has shown that while some portions of the land
  


18   elsewhere in Fairfax County has been designated open
  


19   space, Richmond Highway is the only land ever completely
  


20   designated private open space.  In essence, this is a
  


21   taking of our property.
  


22                  The developer is offering to donate three
  


23   of the eight acres to the Fairfax County Park as open
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 1   space.  During the previous mentioned meeting, one of our
  


 2   citizens asked if Fairfax County was interested in buying
  


 3   it and their answer was no, not interested.  And if we
  


 4   were, we don't have the money.
  


 5                  So I'm trying to hurry up.  This townhouse
  


 6   development would undue the taking and allow us through
  


 7   the developer to clean up the site and to sell it.  And,
  


 8   frankly, all you have in front of you tonight is the
  


 9   simple plan amendment.
  


10                  We deeply thank all of our neighbors for
  


11   the solid support and urge you and the Planning
  


12   Commission to approve this simple plan amendment tonight.
  


13                  And thank you for your time and
  


14   consideration.  I'd be happy to answer any questions.
  


15                  CHAIRMAN MURPHY:  Mr. Migliaccio.
  


16                  COMMISSIONER MIGLIACCIO:  Thank you, Mr.
  


17   Chairman.
  


18                  This property that you own has been
  


19   described by Mr. Viani and others as, essentially, an
  


20   environmental disaster and is a blight in the community.
  


21   Everyone wants it taken care of.
  


22                  MR. SITNIK:  Yes.
  


23                  COMMISSIONER MIGLIACCIO:  In your
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 1   testimony, written testimony, you state that you strive
  


 2   to improve the depressed condition and you have.
  


 3                  What have you done on site to improve
  


 4   Dogue Creek and the environmental disaster that's on site
  


 5   now?
  


 6                  MR. SITNIK:  Quite frankly, there's not
  


 7   much we can do in the present condition.  Our family
  


 8   doesn't really have the financial resources to really
  


 9   improve it.
  


10                  We did have some income coming in through
  


11   rentals on the site which had sustained us through the
  


12   years, but never -- the profit margin and all, we were
  


13   always so tight that we didn't have money to reinvest.
  


14   We would like to have, but we didn't have it.
  


15                  And now, frankly, we did an appeal with
  


16   the -- and we lost our appeal and now we have absolutely
  


17   no income, so it's tough.  But we would love to -- we see
  


18   this as -- with this redevelopment as a chance to really
  


19   do what we want to do.
  


20                  Mom and Dad wanted it cleaned up and we
  


21   definitely do, and the community, too.
  


22                  COMMISSIONER MIGLIACCIO:  Okay, thank you.
  


23                  CHAIRMAN MURPHY:  Thank you very much.
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 1   Mr. Clarke.
  


 2                  MR. SITNIK:  Thank you.
  


 3                  CHAIRMAN MURPHY:  Yes.
  


 4                  COMMISSIONER CLARKE:  Thank you, Mr.
  


 5   Sitnik, for your testimony tonight and great to see you
  


 6   tonight and hope your leg feel better.
  


 7                  MR. SITNIK:  Thank you, sir.
  


 8                  COMMISSIONER CLARKE:  And I want to
  


 9   apologize for all of the negative comments about your
  


10   property that you hear and I know you're getting tired of
  


11   that.
  


12                  MR. SITNIK:  Unfortunately, they're
  


13   justified.
  


14                  (General laughter.)
  


15                  COMMISSIONER CLARKE:  You indicated that
  


16   your family donated X-amount of acres to the Park
  


17   Authority, to the county?
  


18                  MR. SITNIK:  Roughly, 17 acres.
  


19                  COMMISSIONER CLARKE:  And what has been
  


20   done with that property that was donated to the county?
  


21                  MR. SITNIK:  It's been named a park, but
  


22   beyond that, I have never seen, you know, walkways or
  


23   anything done with it.
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 1                  COMMISSIONER CLARKE:  No trails or
  


 2   anything like that?
  


 3                  MR. SITNIK:  No.  But it is -- other than,
  


 4   excuse me, the homeless folks that trash it nowadays, it
  


 5   is pristine, so it's wonderful.
  


 6                  And there's, roughly, three more acres of
  


 7   this eight that we're talking about as basically
  


 8   pristine.  And I know the developer has offered to donate
  


 9   that, also.  So --
  


10                  COMMISSIONER CLARKE:  You would donate it,
  


11   okay.  All right, thank you, sir.
  


12                  MR. SITNIK:  Thank you.
  


13                  CHAIRMAN MURPHY:  Thank you very much.
  


14   Oh, yes, Ms. Hurley.  I'm sorry.
  


15                  COMMISSIONER HURLEY:  A quick question for
  


16   Staff.
  


17                  Has the Park Authority expressed interest
  


18   in accepting the additional three acres or not?  I've
  


19   heard both, I think.
  


20                  MS. GARCIA:  That offer is part of the
  


21   rezoning application and I'm not aware of the current
  


22   status of it --
  


23                  COMMISSIONER GARCIA:  Either way, okay.
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 1                  MS. GARDNER:  -- the Park Authority's
  


 2   acceptance.
  


 3                  COMMISSIONER HURLEY:  Thank you.
  


 4                  CHAIRMAN MURPHY:  Thank you very much.
  


 5                  MR. SITNIK:  Thank you.  And thank you all
  


 6   very much.
  


 7                  CHAIRMAN MURPHY:  Elizabeth Martin.  And
  


 8   the next listed speaker is Earl Flanagan and I know he
  


 9   was not able to make it tonight, but I have a feeling
  


10   he's watching on TV.  I can feel him right through the TV
  


11   set right here in front of me.
  


12                  MR. CAPORALETTI:  I think they have
  


13   someone who might be reading his testimony.
  


14                  CHAIRMAN MURPHY:  And followed by Gerry
  


15   Hyland and I don't think Gerry is here either.  He's
  


16   here?
  


17                  MR. CAPORALETTI:  No.  There's someone to
  


18   read his testimony.
  


19                  CHAIRMAN MURPHY:  I got it.  Okay, thank
  


20   you.  Yes, ma'am.
  


21                  MS. MARTIN:  Hi.
  


22                  CHAIRMAN MURPHY:  Hi.
  


23                  MS. MARTIN:  Thank you for the opportunity
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 1   to speak.  I'm Betsy Martin and my address is 8707
  


 2   Stockton Parkway.  I'm in the Mt. Vernon District and I'm
  


 3   president of the Friends of Little Hunting Creek.
  


 4                  And I'm here to oppose the plan amendment
  


 5   because it is inconsistent with the comp. policy plan,
  


 6   policy guidance and the Embark Plan Amendment and it
  


 7   would set a bad precedent for development in riparian
  


 8   land elsewhere in the county.
  


 9                  In March, the Board of Supervisors
  


10   directed Staff to evaluate the amendment's conformance
  


11   with policy plan guidance about disturbances to
  


12   Environmental Quality Corridors.  The comp. plan says EQC
  


13   disturbances should only be considered in extraordinary
  


14   circumstances, as several speakers have been discussing.
  


15                  So what extraordinary circumstance
  


16   justifies 43 townhomes in the Dogue Creek EQC and
  


17   floodplain?  There really is none.
  


18                  The concerns of neighbors who want this
  


19   former junkyard to become a community asset are
  


20   legitimate.  The desires of the owner and developer to
  


21   profit are understandable.  And all of us want to see the
  


22   corridor revitalized.
  


23                  However, none of these are extraordinary
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 1   circumstances that justify taking the singular action of
  


 2   putting 43 homes in the floodplain.
  


 3                  Since the adoption of the extraordinary
  


 4   circumstance standard by the Board of Supervisors, only
  


 5   twice has the guidance been applied and an EQC
  


 6   disturbance approved.
  


 7                  One was the Vulcan Quarry Expansion,
  


 8   which, as you heard, was truly extraordinary, and the
  


 9   other was this access road through an EQC that was
  


10   approved only after the applicant explored all
  


11   alternatives, created a wetland area, restored habitat
  


12   and reduced impact by building a bridge over, instead of
  


13   a road on top of, the environmentally-sensitive area.
  


14   These two cases set a high bar and this application
  


15   doesn't clear them.
  


16                  The comp. plan also says disturbances to
  


17   the EQC should be approved only where mitigation
  


18   compensation measures are provided that will result in a
  


19   clear and substantial net environmental benefit that
  


20   applies to most, if not all, of the EQC purposes.
  


21                  So let's examine each purpose and see how
  


22   this development stacks up.
  


23                  The first purpose is conservation of open
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 1   space.  The developer has proposed to donate three acres
  


 2   to the Park Authority, but the entire eight acres is
  


 3   currently planned for open space.  There's no net benefit
  


 4   from a comp. plan amendment allowing a residential
  


 5   option.
  


 6                  Second is protection of wildlife habitat
  


 7   and protection of biodiversity of species.  I saw birds
  


 8   and wildlife in their tracks when I walked the site a few
  


 9   years ago.  I know of no inventory of wildlife species or
  


10   whether any are endangered or protected.  But townhomes
  


11   provide habitat for humans, not for wildlife, so there's
  


12   not a net benefit there.
  


13                  Third is protection of riparian corridors.
  


14   The developer has proposed to restore 50 feet of buffer.
  


15   Why not the full hundred feet protected under the
  


16   Chesapeake Bay Protection Ordinance?  This project would
  


17   encroach on four acres of resource protection area.  When
  


18   asked whether it would be better to do the buffer
  


19   restoration the developers propose or leave the site
  


20   alone, the county's foremost stream restoration expert
  


21   said leave it alone.  There's no net benefit there.
  


22                  Fourth, protection of water quality.  The
  


23   developers say they will reduce impervious surface and
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 1   add modern stormwater controls which benefit water
  


 2   quality; however, adding 41,000 cubic feet of fill and
  


 3   permanently losing two acres of floodplain function harms
  


 4   water quality, so it's not a clear benefit.
  


 5                  Fifth, aesthetic values.  There's no doubt
  


 6   neighbors would much rather live near townhomes than a
  


 7   welding shop and former junkyard.  It's unfortunate that
  


 8   options for preserving this as open space, as the comp.
  


 9   plan recommends, have never been explored.
  


10                  The Embark Plan envisions 40,000 new
  


11   residents in the corridor and it says that 38 additional
  


12   acres of parks will be needed to serve them.  This is
  


13   exactly the sort of site that should be preserved and
  


14   restored as open space, one of the ecological spines
  


15   envisioned in the Embark Plan.
  


16                  Sixth, the control of flooding and
  


17   erosion.  In the past, owners moved the stream channel to
  


18   the west and blocked flows through the north-south main
  


19   channel.  The created channel has an abrupt 90-degree
  


20   turn that erodes the stream bank and threatens the road
  


21   bed of Route 1.
  


22                  The developer has proposed to keep this
  


23   created channel, remove rubble fill from it and eliminate
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 1   flows through the main channel.  This may make the stream
  


 2   even more unstable, move a lot of sediment downstream and
  


 3   cause upstream erosion of the channel according to the
  


 4   Staff Report.
  


 5                  Increase stream velocities and erosion
  


 6   during large storms would threaten Richmond Highway and
  


 7   the new bridge.  Adding 41,000 cubic feet of fill on the
  


 8   eastern side of the site will exacerbate these problems.
  


 9   So there certainly seems to be no net benefit there.
  


10                  Seventh, continuity of non-motorized
  


11   access between parklands, residential communities,
  


12   employment and commercial centers in transit areas.
  


13   Access from Richmond Highway to parkland northwest of the
  


14   site would be blocked by this development, so it's hard
  


15   to see a net benefit there.
  


16                  Thus, there is no net substantial
  


17   environmental benefit to most, if not all, of the EQC
  


18   purposes.  Most would be harmed.  The developer's so-
  


19   called restoration doesn't restore anything to its prior
  


20   healthier state.  It's a band-aid.  It would make past
  


21   environmental damage permanent and preclude true
  


22   restoration of the site.
  


23                  The developers don't propose to restore
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 1   the stream itself which is needed to truly return the
  


 2   site to an environmentally healthy condition.
  


 3                  Please don't ignore the comp. plan's
  


 4   guidance about disturbances in the EQCs which was
  


 5   emphasized in the motion directing Staff to evaluate the
  


 6   amendment.  If approved, this amendment will set a
  


 7   precedent that will undermine environmental protections
  


 8   far beyond this particular site.
  


 9                  Some proponents of the amendment suggest
  


10   that this is a brown site which can be developed without
  


11   setting a precedent for development of other green sites.
  


12   But many, perhaps most riparian areas in Fairfax County
  


13   are damaged.  Parks we now think of as natural and
  


14   national treasures were once industrial.  Dyke Marsh was
  


15   a gravel quarry.  Huntley Meadows was a testing ground
  


16   for asphalt road surfacing and then a radar station.
  


17   According to Staff, approval of residents on this site
  


18   would set a precedent for development in floodplains in
  


19   similar situations all over the county.
  


20                  I serve as an appointed member of the
  


21   Chesapeake Bay Exception Review Committee which reviews
  


22   certain requests, not this one, to disturb or build
  


23   within Resource Protection Areas.  Under the C-Bay
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 1   Ordinance, one of the criteria that must be met to
  


 2   approve an exception is that granting the exception will
  


 3   not confer upon the applicant any special privileges that
  


 4   are denied to other property owners who are similarly
  


 5   situated.
  


 6                  That implies that granting an exception
  


 7   opens the door to requests from other property owners who
  


 8   are similarly situated, as would also approving this plan
  


 9   amendment.
  


10                  So I hope you say no to this application
  


11   for a plan amendment.  If you do, the owners may
  


12   reconsider their options and explore preserving the land
  


13   as open space taking advantage of Virginia's very
  


14   generous incentives for land preservation or, perhaps,
  


15   the county can be persuaded to contribute to purchase and
  


16   restore the property and truly improve water quality,
  


17   reduce flood risk and create a community amenity for
  


18   passive recreation.
  


19                  There are reasons why this land was
  


20   planned for open space.  Development should not be the
  


21   default option for what to do on an environmentally
  


22   sensitive and compromised site such as this.
  


23                  Options for preserving this property as
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 1   open space should be explored before this plan amendment
  


 2   is considered.  There are great possibilities here, but
  


 3   the Planning Commission endorsing this plan amendment is
  


 4   not a way to reach them.  Thank you very much.
  


 5                  CHAIRMAN MURPHY:  Thank you.  If someone
  


 6   is reading Earl Flanagan's statement, please come on
  


 7   down.
  


 8                  MS. TODD:  Good evening.  As you can tell,
  


 9   I'm not Earl Flanagan.  My name is Becky Todd.  I've
  


10   known Earl for a very long time.  I'm also a resident of
  


11   the Mt. Vernon area and he asked me to read his statement
  


12   for him.
  


13                  CHAIRMAN MURPHY:  Thank you very much.
  


14                  MS. TODD:  Thank you, Chairman Murphy and
  


15   the fellow Commissioners.  My name is Earl Flanagan.  I
  


16   live at 3317 Waterside Lane, Alexandria, Virginia 22309.
  


17                  I recommend the Planning Commission
  


18   approve the PA 2018-MV-MV2.  I have been a resident of
  


19   the Mt. Vernon District for 45 years during which time I
  


20   have seen many desirable Richmond Highway developments
  


21   die during the nearby depression land uses, including
  


22   eyesores such as those on the lots before you tonight
  


23   about a simple plan amendment.
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 1                  The plan amendment is simply to add
  


 2   residential uses up to the density of five to eight per
  


 3   acre in addition to only current planned use as open
  


 4   space.
  


 5                  There are no buyers for the present
  


 6   planned use and, therefore, in essence, the current plan
  


 7   text amounts to be taken.
  


 8                  But mainly, I am particularly stunned and
  


 9   concerned because the Staff Report completely neglects to
  


10   call you Commissioners' attention to the revitalization
  


11   policies and the policy plan and primarily objectives 1
  


12   and 3 which state:
  


13                  Objective 1: Fairfax County should
  


14   establish or extend community reinvestment programs into
  


15   its older commercial uses and their adjacent
  


16   neighborhoods which have experienced or are on the verge
  


17   of experiencing economic or infrastructure decline; and
  


18   Objective 3, Policy A: Promote private sector investments
  


19   by providing more flexibility with certain zoning
  


20   regulations for areas that are within the commercial
  


21   revitalization districts identified in the Fairfax County
  


22   Zoning Ordinances.
  


23                  Many districts with the revitalization
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 1   district in Fairfax County have used such flexibility
  


 2   authorized by the Board of Supervisors to support the
  


 3   elimination of similar eyesores in their districts.
  


 4                  I know I have recommended such projects in
  


 5   the Richmond Highway Corridor previously with Commission
  


 6   unanimous support.
  


 7                  In this spirit, therefore, I join in
  


 8   Supervisor Hyland, Supervisor Storck and their
  


 9   constituents, since 2014, the Southeast Fairfax
  


10   Development Corporation, the Mt. Vernon -- MVCCA and the
  


11   Environmental Committee and adjacent homeowners civic
  


12   association's request that the Commission approve this
  


13   simple plan use amendment text to PA 2018-MV-MV2, how
  


14   that planned residential use will not be used before the
  


15   Commission this evening.
  


16                  CHAIRMAN MURPHY:  Thank you very much.
  


17                  MS. TODD:  Thank you.
  


18                  CHAIRMAN MURPHY:  Are you reading Gerry's,
  


19   too?
  


20                  MS. TODD:  Yes.  I have Gerry's as well.
  


21   Do you want me to --
  


22                  CHAIRMAN MURPHY:  Sure, go ahead.
  


23                  MS. TODD:  Okay,
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 1                  CHAIRMAN MURPHY:  And we appreciate all of
  


 2   the abbreviations at this time of night you can use.
  


 3                  MS. TODD:  Thank you.  Gerry's has a
  


 4   couple of jokes in it, just to forewarn you ahead of
  


 5   time.
  


 6                  CHAIRMAN MURPHY:  That's why I want you to
  


 7   read it.
  


 8                  MS. TODD:  Good evening, Chairman.  As we
  


 9   say back home, "How ya?"
  


10                  CHAIRMAN MURPHY:  How are ya?
  


11                  MS. TODD:  How are ya?  One could say that
  


12   supervisors never die, a grave situation.  They keep
  


13   coming back like an old penny.  How many cents does that
  


14   make?  Regrettably, I have not changed, which all of you
  


15   all know.
  


16                  Coming straight to the point, I continue
  


17   to support a change in the comprehensive plan to permit a
  


18   residential option for 8800 Richmond Highway, a proposal
  


19   which has most unanimous support with all of the
  


20   representative organizations and Mt. Vernon and most
  


21   importantly our current supervisor, Dan Storck,
  


22   representing the people of Mt. Vernon.
  


23                  I am well-aware of the environmental
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 1   constraints and challenges on this property if it were to
  


 2   be developed residentially; however, I am confident that
  


 3   any development proposal would be unencumbered with
  


 4   significant and sufficient conditions so to minimize and
  


 5   protect this sensitive site.
  


 6                  The members of this Commission are aware
  


 7   of the cataclysmic changes now that are being proposed
  


 8   for the long overlooked Route 1 corridor and the once-in-
  


 9   a-lifetime opportunity to do the right thing and make
  


10   this total redevelopment a reality.
  


11                  Most important, the Woodlawn area is one
  


12   of the major linchpins to our success in redoing this
  


13   older part of Fairfax County.
  


14                  Enough said.  To thank you for your
  


15   continued commitment to serve as the keepers of our
  


16   future and for your unselfish dedication to making
  


17   Fairfax County an even better place to live.
  


18                  CHAIRMAN MURPHY:  Okay, thank you very
  


19   much.  And thank Gerry.  Appreciate you doing that.  And
  


20   I'm glad that Gerry stayed up later than Jeopardy to
  


21   watch our show tonight, maybe.
  


22                  Katherine Ward, Alan Rowsome, Paul Siegel.
  


23                  MS. WARD:  Good evening, Mr. Chairman and
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 1   Commissioners.  I'm Katherine Ward.  I live at Gladstone
  


 2   Place in the Mt. Vernon District and I'm here
  


 3   representing my community at the request of its board.
  


 4   That's the Wellington Civic Association.  We are a
  


 5   community of, approximately, 490 residents a majority of
  


 6   which are on the Potomac River.
  


 7                  We take environmental issues seriously and
  


 8   value development that improves not only environmental
  


 9   conditions, but economic and visual conditions in our
  


10   area, as well as Richmond Highway Corridor.
  


11                  We have representatives on the Mt. Vernon
  


12   Council's many committees and they have participated and
  


13   watched this project for over four years.  We supported
  


14   it in 2014 when Supervisor Hyland recommended residential
  


15   as an option be put into the comprehensive plan at that
  


16   time and we supported the resolution again in June of
  


17   this year.
  


18                  Furthermore, our citizens have been on
  


19   this site.  They've seen the conditions.  They've seen
  


20   Dogue Creek and how it can be improved.
  


21                  Now, I'm going to do a little bit of
  


22   history, but I'm going to keep it short because everybody
  


23   else, as they say, has stolen our thunder.
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 1                  During the 2009 area plan review process,
  


 2   as someone has already said, Marianne Gardner and her
  


 3   staff were instrumental in educating the community
  


 4   members in my community because we participated in that
  


 5   nomination process along with the Mt. Vernon Council.  We
  


 6   learned an awful lot.
  


 7                  Number one:  Quality residential is the
  


 8   leader to get quality resident -- excuse me, restaurants
  


 9   and other retail sites, as well as businesses.  It's not
  


10   the other way around.  If you don't have the quality
  


11   residential, you don't get the other.
  


12                  Number five:  You've got the stormwater
  


13   issue, what people have already talked about, and I had
  


14   two or three others, but I won't waste your time with
  


15   them.
  


16                  Mt. Vernon Council made a nomination
  


17   during the 2009 Area Plan Review that said -- matter of
  


18   fact, Ms. Betsy Martin was the lead on that little
  


19   nomination -- if they try to do anything on the older
  


20   sites, you have to fix stormwater.  You have to do some
  


21   environmental improvements, any kind of development.
  


22   Well, the key to that is "development."  If it doesn't
  


23   happen, you don't get the environmental improvements.
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 1                  The Woodlawn CBC and the surrounding
  


 2   suburban neighborhoods are the gateway to the community's
  


 3   and the county's most historic locations: Woodlawn
  


 4   Plantation, Pohick Church, Grist Mill and Distillery that
  


 5   was owned by George Washington, the Mt. Vernon Estate and
  


 6   the old Quaker Meeting House, not to mention the new Army
  


 7   Museum and Fort Belvoir.
  


 8                  The current gateway conditions are
  


 9   horrible, loaded with derelict properties, fast food
  


10   joints, car repair shops and abandoned buildings.  And
  


11   I'd like to just show you a couple of quick pictures.
  


12   That's the current site that we're talking about, 8800.
  


13   This is a car repair shop that's just a few blocks up the
  


14   street.
  


15                  This is an abandoned nursery and it had
  


16   some sort of a furniture store in it for a while, but it
  


17   stays abandoned.  Again, it's just a few blocks up the
  


18   street.
  


19                  And then we have lots of cashing places --
  


20   check cashing places, tobacco shops, fast food
  


21   restaurants.
  


22                  The Staff talks about -- thank you, ma'am.
  


23   That's it.
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 1                  The Staff talks about some other kind of
  


 2   development and they're suggesting C-8 type of
  


 3   development.  We don't need any more of those strip
  


 4   malls.  We don't need any more of the fast food
  


 5   restaurants on this part of Richmond Highway.
  


 6                  And then talking about building in a
  


 7   floodplain, there's a massive home that was built at 1225
  


 8   Belle Haven Road.  It's in the 100-year floodplain.  They
  


 9   built that house up -- there was nothing there before.
  


10   They built it up 15 feet and that has been recent and it
  


11   got approved in a special exception.
  


12                  There's also next door to it a veterinary
  


13   hospital, also in the floodplain, got a special
  


14   exception.  And that's all been within the last ten
  


15   years.
  


16                  It was already mentioned at the meeting
  


17   that we had with county Staff that some questions were
  


18   asked by citizens and there were at least 65-70 people in
  


19   that room and they were shocked when Staff said let it
  


20   stay like it is.
  


21                  Revitalization should be a team sport
  


22   where citizens, staff, elected officials and developers
  


23   work together to make things great happen.
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 1                  We believe that without developing this
  


 2   site and having the plan amendment done that you're
  


 3   denying the opportunity for the citizens to have a
  


 4   disastrous site cleaned up, denying the opportunity for
  


 5   the citizens to have a revitalization kicked off and
  


 6   started and we're also denying the citizens and the
  


 7   county to have an opportunity to have beautification at
  


 8   the gateway of our historic sites.
  


 9                  Approval of this plan will permit private
  


10   sector money to clean it up and that's what we all need,
  


11   because you've heard from the owner, they don't have the
  


12   money to do it.
  


13                  The Park Authority, I have heard, is
  


14   willing to take the other three acres, but they don't
  


15   have money to take it all and eventually clean it up.
  


16                  So with that being said, the Wellington
  


17   Civic Association, 490-some members would like to
  


18   encourage you to approve this comprehensive plan that
  


19   allows for residential, five to eight per acre.  Thank
  


20   you very much.
  


21                  CHAIRMAN MURPHY:  Thank you very much.
  


22   Alan Rowsome, Paul Siegel, Becky Todd.  Becky, are you
  


23   coming back to speak on your own?  Okay, good.  Thank
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 1   you.
  


 2                  MR. ROWSOME:  Good evening.  My name is
  


 3   Alan Rowsome.  I'm the Executive Director of the Northern
  


 4   Virginia Conservation Trust based in Annandale and I rise
  


 5   in opposition to the plan amendment.
  


 6                  For the last 24 years, NVCT has been
  


 7   Fairfax County's partner land trust during which time
  


 8   we've conserved 38 properties with conservation easements
  


 9   and own three parcels in the county.  Together, these
  


10   conserved lands total 630 acres ranging from Great Falls
  


11   to Lorton and Centreville to Mt. Vernon.
  


12                  Of these 41 sites, the Trust has protected
  


13   in the county more than half contained designated
  


14   Resource Protection Areas.  These RPA properties help
  


15   Fairfax County meet its Chesapeake Bay Ordinance goals
  


16   and they ensure the tree canopy is kept intact in these
  


17   stream corridors, providing valuable wildlife habitat and
  


18   helping protect against flooding.
  


19                  The Trust has protected ten historic sites
  


20   to date in Fairfax County including historic homes and
  


21   culturally valuable land areas.  The Trust-protected
  


22   areas include three county parks and natural areas and a
  


23   natural area preserve, as well as a newly added river
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 1   front piece of Pohick Bay Regional Park.
  


 2                  NVCT's founder, Rich Bliss, was a former
  


 3   member of the Fairfax County Park Authority in the early
  


 4   1990s and he recognized the need for the county to have
  


 5   an active land trust working to protect parks and open
  


 6   space in our region, a vision that we remain passionate
  


 7   about today as we work towards creating livable and
  


 8   healthy communities in our area.
  


 9                  We focus on protecting land with natural
  


10   character so that our communities have clean water,
  


11   places to be outdoors and recreate, thriving wildlife
  


12   populations and mature tree canopy that combats the urban
  


13   heat-island effect and provides immeasurable mental and
  


14   spiritual benefits.
  


15                  We believe that we are helping make
  


16   Fairfax County a better place to work, live and raise a
  


17   family in, as well as supporting higher property values
  


18   that come from sensible development, well-planned
  


19   communities and protecting open space whenever possible.
  


20                  We are successful in our work because of
  


21   our partnerships with the county, the Park Authority,
  


22   numerous conservation and environmental organizations and
  


23   like-minded residents who care about their neighborhoods
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 1   and our shared community.
  


 2                  We work very hard to support the county's
  


 3   comprehensive plan goals for land conservation, which are
  


 4   laudable goals that take discipline and foresight to
  


 5   achieve.
  


 6                  NVCT has a keen interest in the landscapes
  


 7   and the watershed in and around this proposed plan
  


 8   amendment, as we hold conservation easements in a fee
  


 9   title property along Little Hunting Creek and have just
  


10   recently helped protect one of the last two remaining
  


11   private in-holdings in Pohick Bay.
  


12                  This region of Fairfax County is rich in
  


13   biological diversity, contains sensitive wetland habitat
  


14   and is critical to the long-term health of the Potomac
  


15   River and the Chesapeake Bay watershed.
  


16                  Despite that, the area in question is
  


17   distinctly underserved when it comes to park and open
  


18   space resources, something that we hope the Commission
  


19   will affirm and defend in this case.
  


20                  As has been said before in testimony
  


21   previous to mine, it should be an extremely high bar to
  


22   reach before the Commission considers an Environmental
  


23   Quality Corridor disturbance.  Anything short of a true
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 1   extraordinary circumstance should not be granted as the
  


 2   precedent it would set would undermine EQC goals and
  


 3   erode away the benefits of the corridor designation.
  


 4                  The county is, indeed, spending millions
  


 5   of dollars already to mitigate for environmental
  


 6   degradation, restore streams, and protect riparian areas.
  


 7   Why would we want to add this site to that list in the
  


 8   coming years?
  


 9                  As the Staff Report says quite well, "New
  


10   residential development that significantly encroaches
  


11   into a floodplain and EQC and would require filling in a
  


12   floodplain is contrary to long-established county policy
  


13   and newly-adopted plan recommendations for the Richmond
  


14   Highway Corridor," close quote.
  


15                  It also cannot be underestimated how
  


16   damaging it would be to EQC goals for other landowners or
  


17   developers around the county to see that the proposed
  


18   disturbances to the corridors are now being green-
  


19   lighted.
  


20                  The development pressure such a move would
  


21   create would add additional pressure on you to hear and
  


22   approve more sensitive projects.
  


23                  NVCT appreciates that the developer
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 1   proposes to donate three acres to the Park Authority,
  


 2   restore 50 feet of buffer and reduce impervious surface
  


 3   while adding modern stormwater controls, but none of
  


 4   these proposals is sufficient.
  


 5                  The Chesapeake Bay Preservation Ordinance
  


 6   calls for a hundred feet of buffer with the developer
  


 7   proposing to encroach on four acres of Resource
  


 8   Protection Area.
  


 9                  This property is planned for as open
  


10   space, so donating three acres of it is still a
  


11   significant net loss of potential conservation value,
  


12   especially when you take into account the stress and
  


13   likely degradation of that land when adjacent to the
  


14   construction site and then the development of the home
  


15   site.
  


16                  Finally, adding significant fill and
  


17   developing two acres of the floodplain will absolutely
  


18   harm water quality likely outweighing any addition of
  


19   modern stormwater controls.  Ultimately, an artificial
  


20   solution is unlikely to bear better results.
  


21                  We urge, instead, that the landowner and
  


22   developer work with an organization like ours to chart
  


23   out a different sustainable future for this property that
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 1   benefits the entire area, one that will likely involve
  


 2   restoration.
  


 3                  Conserving part or all of this property
  


 4   could potentially bring significant tax benefits to the
  


 5   landowner through land preservation tax credits at the
  


 6   state and federal level and these credits are saleable on
  


 7   an open market if the landowner doesn't need them
  


 8   himself.  NVCT would be pleased to assist in that effort
  


 9   if the stakeholders involved are interested.
  


10                  Conservation easements are very flexible
  


11   tools in which the entire property could be looked at for
  


12   its unique values and a plan put together that makes the
  


13   most sense for it over the long term.
  


14                  In addition, donations of land to an
  


15   organization like ours represent a charitable gift which
  


16   could also be beneficial, not only for the sake of the
  


17   land, but also for the financial benefit of the
  


18   landowner.
  


19                  None of these potential avenues have been
  


20   explored as of yet and we'd urge such a scoping before
  


21   the Commission moves forward should you support the
  


22   amendment.
  


23                  There are so few places in this region of
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 1   Fairfax County of this size that have not been developed
  


 2   and are worthy of consideration as conservation or open
  


 3   space sites.
  


 4                  At a certain point, we hope the Commission
  


 5   and the county, overall, see that in order to achieve
  


 6   their comprehensive plan goals and park needs, that tough
  


 7   decisions must be made.
  


 8                  This is one of those times because waiting
  


 9   until next time takes yet more opportunities off the
  


10   table to make good on what the county says it wants to
  


11   achieve and what the residents of the county certainly
  


12   want.
  


13                  A vision for conservation on a site like
  


14   this might take creativity and a long-term vision to see
  


15   through, but the benefits of doing so in this case far
  


16   outweigh the benefits of, yet, another high-density
  


17   housing development.
  


18                  In addition, the landowner could still
  


19   achieve financial gain in conserving the property making
  


20   this a potential win-win for all parties involved.
  


21                  As such, we hope the Commission looks at
  


22   the preponderance of the evidence proposed here this
  


23   evening and votes against the approval of the plan
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 1   amendment.
  


 2                  The Northern Virginia Conservation Trust
  


 3   appreciates this opportunity to provide our views before
  


 4   the Commission.  And I'd be happy to answer any questions
  


 5   you might have.
  


 6                  CHAIRMAN MURPHY:  Thank you very much.
  


 7   Mr. Migliaccio.
  


 8                  COMMISSIONER MIGLIACCIO:  Thank you, Mr.
  


 9   Chairman.
  


10                  Thank you for your testimony.  Have you
  


11   reached out or have you had any interaction with the
  


12   owner of the property?
  


13                  MR. ROWSOME:  No, we have not as yet.
  


14                  COMMISSIONER MIGLIACCIO:  You're coming to
  


15   the table now?
  


16                  MR. ROWSOME:  Neither they have reached
  


17   out to us or us to them.  Neither has happened.
  


18                  COMMISSIONER MIGLIACCIO:  Okay.  So
  


19   they've been going through this process for a while and
  


20   --
  


21                  MR. ROWSOME:  Right.  No, they have.  And
  


22   we work in a ten-county area in which --
  


23                  COMMISSIONER MIGLIACCIO:  But you live in
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 1   Annandale.
  


 2                  MR. ROWSOME:  -- we try to identify lands
  


 3   that are valuable for us to protect wherever we can.
  


 4   This is one that has come on our radar over the past few
  


 5   months, but it was not previously.
  


 6                  We have one staff -- two staff that are
  


 7   working in the entire Fairfax County region, so it's easy
  


 8   to miss some of these opportunities.
  


 9                  But we were a part of, and attended, the
  


10   MVCCA event, you know, planning work several months ago.
  


11                  COMMISSIONER MIGLIACCIO:  Okay.  And
  


12   several months ago you didn't reach out to the owner to
  


13   try to --
  


14                  MR. ROWSOME:  They were there that evening
  


15   and we attempted to chat, but it didn't work out.
  


16                  COMMISSIONER MIGLIACCIO:  Okay, thank you.
  


17                  CHAIRMAN MURPHY:  Mr. Niedzielski-Eichner.
  


18
  


19                  COMMISSIONER NIEDZIELSKI-EICHNER:  Thank
  


20   you.
  


21                  NVCT has a great reputation as an
  


22   organization that works effectively with the private
  


23   sector to find solutions that are beneficial to achieve
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 1   your goals for the environment and the private sector
  


 2   has, you know, received some return on their property,
  


 3   and so on.
  


 4                  So in this instance, what I understand to
  


 5   be an issue -- a significant issue is it's not just the
  


 6   land itself, but the cleanup of the land and the return
  


 7   of the land to a state that, you know, I think from an
  


 8   environmental standpoint, everybody would value.
  


 9                  So what this proposal has done is built in
  


10   the cost of that cleanup into their cost model so that --
  


11   and they make the case that they not only will do that,
  


12   but will also reduce impervious surface, reduce
  


13   phosphorus downstream.
  


14                  And so what is the opportunity then to --
  


15   in your experience working with private owners like this,
  


16   to come up with solutions that are helpful to both?
  


17                  MR. ROWSOME:  Right.  Well, we think in
  


18   this case -- and we've worked in instances like these
  


19   before -- that either a donation of the property or a
  


20   conservation easement is the best case scenario.
  


21                  We have partners, grant possibilities and
  


22   other ways to work on a cleanup of this site.  I think
  


23   the more that you look at potential opportunities for
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 1   open space in urban areas such as what we're looking at,
  


 2   you've got to be creative about what those solutions are.
  


 3                  Most of these properties are going to have
  


 4   needs.  They're going to need cleanup efforts.  We're the
  


 5   type of an organization that has the partners that are
  


 6   able to come together to look at that and do it.
  


 7                  You need the time to be able to pull it
  


 8   together.  You need the right, I think, you know,
  


 9   alliance of and sort of aligning of the stars.
  


10                  But the reality is, I think, on a property
  


11   such as this, you would have the opportunity to not only
  


12   support some of the landowner's goals to be financially
  


13   incentivized through the process, but to leave the
  


14   property in the hands of the county and NVCT that know
  


15   how to clean up a property such as this, can do it as
  


16   cheaply as possible and probably end up with a benefit in
  


17   terms of park and open space that is worthy of the entire
  


18   property.  But it's going to take time.
  


19                  It would have to be something there would
  


20   be a vision for and it wouldn't happen overnight.
  


21                  COMMISSIONER NIEDZIELSKI-EICHNER:  Okay,
  


22   thank you.
  


23                  CHAIRMAN MURPHY:  Thank you very much.
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 1                  COMMISSIONER HART:  Chairman.
  


 2                  CHAIRMAN MURPHY:  Yes, Mr. Hart.
  


 3                  COMMISSIONER HART:  Thank you.
  


 4                  Mr. Rowsome, let me also commend your
  


 5   organization for the fine things that you do.
  


 6                  Sometimes a public hearing brings together
  


 7   a lot of conflicting people at the same moment, but I
  


 8   would hope that with that convergence of opinions, that
  


 9   tonight might be an opportunity, at least, to exchange
  


10   contact information.
  


11                  If the decision is deferred, maybe there's
  


12   an opportunity to pursue the discussion that hasn't
  


13   really gotten off the ground to this point.
  


14                  MR. ROWSOME:  Okay.
  


15                  COMMISSIONER HART:  And I think everybody
  


16   is hoping for some sort of compromise or win-win
  


17   situation that doesn't necessarily pit competing
  


18   objectives against each other.
  


19                  We want to protect the environment.  We
  


20   want to revitalize eyesore sites.  And maybe there's a
  


21   way to do both.
  


22                  MR. ROWSOME:  Yeah.  I think that's
  


23   definitely possible.
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 1                  CHAIRMAN MURPHY:  Thank you very much.
  


 2   Paul Siegel and Becky Todd.
  


 3                  MR. SIEGEL:  Commissioners, my name is
  


 4   Paul Siegel.  I reside in Fairfax County at 8707 Stockton
  


 5   Parkway.
  


 6                  I'm here this evening to speak in
  


 7   opposition to the proposed amendment to the comp. plan of
  


 8   authorizing -- of changing the plan use from private open
  


 9   space to residential.
  


10                  I'm encouraged by the comp. plan policy
  


11   guidance that requires demonstration of extraordinary
  


12   circumstances in order to justify development in
  


13   Environmental Quality Corridors.
  


14                  The subject property is in such a
  


15   corridor.  It lies almost entirely in the 100-year
  


16   floodplain, as well as the RPA defined by the county's C-
  


17   Bay Ordinance.
  


18                  I've seen no demonstration that the
  


19   proposed development would rise to the level of
  


20   extraordinary required for disturbance in the EQC by the
  


21   environmental objectives of the comp. plan.
  


22                  There can be no question that the subject
  


23   properties have been degraded by their uses in recent
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 1   years, but their degradation doesn't lessen their
  


 2   functional importance as part of the EQC.
  


 3                  The preamble to the environment section of
  


 4   the policy plan notes that the ability to achieve
  


 5   environmental protection goals simply by limiting future
  


 6   development no longer exists.
  


 7                  The current scarcity of certain
  


 8   environmental amenities focuses current and future
  


 9   environmental planning efforts on the conservation of
  


10   remaining resources and the rehabilitation of degraded
  


11   environments and this is certainly one of such.
  


12                  I'm concerned that the proposed amendment
  


13   will permit filling and development within the 100-year
  


14   Floodplain, Dogue Creek.  While filling an area of the
  


15   floodplain can raise that area out of the floodplain,
  


16   which seems to be what the developer has in mind ,and,
  


17   perhaps, protect residences built upon it from flood
  


18   hazard risk, the practice also reduces the volume of the
  


19   buffer which the floodplain at this site offers in large
  


20   storm events.
  


21                  Filling in the floodplain at this site can
  


22   increase the flood hazard for properties downstream.  And
  


23   I gather that the county has already had to deal with
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 1   uncontrolled flooding downstream and I can't imagine that
  


 2   this project will not exacerbate that problem.
  


 3                  You can put that photo on.  I'm also
  


 4   concerned that in its current condition, the stream poses
  


 5   a threat to the present and prospective Richmond Highway.
  


 6                  If the photo is up and you can see it,
  


 7   I've seen the creek threatened to almost overtop the
  


 8   present culvert under the highway.  In flood conditions,
  


 9   well, that's an overstatement -- well, two
  


10   overstatements.
  


11                  It's not really overtopping the highway.
  


12   It's getting up to the top of the culvert.  And the three
  


13   days in May saw one inch per day for each of three days
  


14   in this vicinity.  And if you want on your nickel to ask
  


15   me about spatial variations in rainfall, I'd be glad to
  


16   talk further.
  


17                  The prospective VDOT high bridge will
  


18   remove the culvert and obviate that threat, but by
  


19   itself, it doesn't address the threat of erosion in the
  


20   road bed by the artificial and unengineered path of the
  


21   creek where it encounters the roadway.
  


22                  The details of VDOT's plans are not known
  


23   at this point and, surely, ought to inform discussion of
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 1   the environmental impact of this proposed plan amendment.
  


 2                  And, finally, I'm really greatly disturbed
  


 3   at the prospect that this amendment will serve as a
  


 4   precedent in future consideration of proposals to develop
  


 5   in floodplains and Environmental Quality Corridors.  I
  


 6   see nothing that would forestall it.
  


 7                  The failure of this project to reach the
  


 8   plan's standard of extraordinary might then be extended
  


 9   to all future similar projects.
  


10                  I urge you to reject this amendment or
  


11   postpone consideration pending the crucial consultation
  


12   with VDOT and an exploration of alternatives for
  


13   preservation of open space in this Environmental Quality
  


14   Corridor.  Thank you.  Oh, there's the picture.
  


15                  CHAIRMAN MURPHY:  Thank you.
  


16                  Now by popular demand, Becky Todd.
  


17                  MS. TODD:  Thank you, again, Mr. Chairman.
  


18                  CHAIRMAN MURPHY:  Thank you.
  


19                  MS. TODD:  My name is Becky Todd.  I live
  


20   at 9024 Patton Boulevard in Alexandria, Virginia
  


21   approximately 1.42 miles from the proposed plan.  Also, I
  


22   back up to a floodplain.  I would be down the stream from
  


23   this proposed area.
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 1                  I've lived in Mt. Vernon for most of my
  


 2   entire life.  I'm a homeowner, as well as a business
  


 3   owner less than a tenth of a mile away from this proposed
  


 4   area.  I formally own the Roy Rogers at 8860 Richmond
  


 5   Highway.
  


 6                  I have walked this plain -- this area very
  


 7   often.  Quite a few people have lived in this area that
  


 8   are not supposed to be living in this area and I have
  


 9   seen them, cleaned up after them and been in this area.
  


10   This is a definite eyesore on Route 1.
  


11                  This plan fits the redevelopment program
  


12   that Richmond Highway Corridor has been part of.  I was
  


13   part of the Embark Richmond Highway process.  I'm also a
  


14   board member of SFDC, the Southeast Fairfax Development
  


15   Corporation.  And I've seen this property through a lot
  


16   of bad times.
  


17                  This project would be a beacon of light of
  


18   redevelopment in this corridor.  Richmond Highway needs
  


19   development.  Embark is part of that program.  The VDOT
  


20   program is part of that program to bring development back
  


21   to the Route 1 Corridor.  We need that.  We need to have
  


22   people want to come back and be part of that program.
  


23                  I understand that people are taken aback
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 1   about the environmental constraints.  I have seen those
  


 2   constraints.  I have seen when the water has gone over
  


 3   Richmond Highway.  I back up to the floodplain in my own
  


 4   home, so I have seen that personally.
  


 5                  I can understand the environmental
  


 6   consequences due to this, but I can also see the
  


 7   environmental people doing their due diligence to make
  


 8   sure that this will help the environment, to clean up the
  


 9   program.
  


10                  The railroad tracks that are back there is
  


11   not good.  The things that are being dumped into the
  


12   creek has not been helping the environment at all and
  


13   this process will help clean that up without using any
  


14   taxpayer money.
  


15                  Also, additional three acres in addition
  


16   to the 17 acres that have already been donated will go to
  


17   the Park Authority and maybe we can start bringing back
  


18   the pride of Fairfax County.  Thank you so much.
  


19                  CHAIRMAN MURPHY:  Thank you very much.
  


20   Appreciate what you did tonight.
  


21                  All right, that concludes our list of
  


22   speakers.  Now, this is my favorite part.  Is there
  


23   anyone else who would like to address this plan
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 1   amendment?  I think we have four people who signed up.
  


 2   Jake, do you have that list?  Three?
  


 3                  Phil Latasa, Flint Webb, Ellen Young and
  


 4   Robert Brent.  You have three minutes, sir.
  


 5                  MR. LATASA:  Good evening.  My name is
  


 6   Philip Latasa speaking on behalf of the Friends of
  


 7   Accotink Creek.
  


 8                  The Friends of Accotink are speaking
  


 9   tonight because poor little Dogue Creek seems to be short
  


10   on friends.
  


11                  Staff has recommended against this
  


12   amendment citing concern about establishing a precedent.
  


13   The precedent that would be established is to tell
  


14   landowners that they can abuse and degrade protected
  


15   areas to the point that anything will seem like an
  


16   improvement and then they cash out.
  


17                  The Friends of Accotink Creek ask that
  


18   this precedent not be established and that protected
  


19   riparian buffers be fully respected.  Thank you.
  


20                  CHAIRMAN MURPHY:  Well, that was under
  


21   three minutes.  Thank you.
  


22                  (General laughter.)
  


23                  CHAIRMAN MURPHY:  Mr. Webb.  I can't make
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 1   out whether it's Flint or Clint.
  


 2                  MR. WEBB:  Flint.  C. Flint Webb.
  


 3                  CHAIRMAN MURPHY:  Okay, I was right the
  


 4   first time.
  


 5                  MR. WEBB:  My name is C. Flint Webb.  I
  


 6   live in 8308 Westchester Drive in Vienna, Virginia.  The
  


 7   comments I have are my own and not those of any
  


 8   organization on which I serve.
  


 9                  I've learned tonight that the owner of the
  


10   property is a personal friend of mine and -- well, at
  


11   least was a personal friend of mine until tonight.  I
  


12   rise in support of the Staff comments and oppose -- am in
  


13   opposition of this plan, this proposal.
  


14                  I want to point out that when I reviewed
  


15   the proposal, what struck me was that this entire site is
  


16   in the 100-year floodplain.  And I want to point out that
  


17   the 100-year floodplain doesn't mean that it will flood
  


18   once every hundred years.  It means that there's a one-
  


19   percent chance of the property flooding in a given year.
  


20                  And my experience with climate change is
  


21   that the storm intensities will increase with time, with
  


22   climate change.  And what is now a 100-year floodplain
  


23   will soon be a 50-year floodplain.
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 1                  And what I'm concerned about there is that
  


 2   I wouldn't want to be responsible for a program going
  


 3   ahead with somebody having a 60-year mortgage when the
  


 4   chance is vanishingly small that they won't lose their
  


 5   property within the 60 years of their mortgage.  So
  


 6   that's one issue.
  


 7                  The other thing I point out is what's
  


 8   being proposed is the possibility of filling the property
  


 9   up so that the residents are not in the floodplain.
  


10   Well, they tried that in Houston and we know what
  


11   happened there.
  


12                  The interesting thing about the situation
  


13   in Houston -- and it was poor planning by the -- poor
  


14   zoning that really lead to the flooding in Houston last
  


15   year.
  


16                  And the interesting thing about that
  


17   situation is that I was chairing a committee -- a panel
  


18   at the annual conference of the Air and Waste Management
  


19   Association just a couple of weeks ago on the insurance
  


20   industry and how they're reacting to climate change.
  


21                  And the -- one of the panelists was the
  


22   chief underwriter for The Hartford and he said that we
  


23   knew that Houston was going to flood like that.  It was
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 1   built into our models.
  


 2                  Well, what that means is that they built
  


 3   into their cost structure for flood insurance in the
  


 4   whole Houston area the fact that they're going to have
  


 5   these horrendous floods because the planning boards
  


 6   didn't do proper planning.
  


 7                  So I understand that with the bridge, that
  


 8   it may be that the floodplain is incorrect.
  


 9                  CHAIRMAN MURPHY:  Thank you very much.
  


10                  MR. WEBB:  If the floodplain is incorrect,
  


11   then I withdraw my objections to the plan.  That's all.
  


12                  CHAIRMAN MURPHY:  Thank you.
  


13                  COMMISSIONER NIEDZIELSKI-EICHNER:  Mr.
  


14   Chairman, I just have a question.
  


15                  CHAIRMAN MURPHY:  Yes, Mr, Niedzielski-
  


16   Eichner.
  


17                  COMMISSIONER NIEDZIELSKI-EICHNER:  Yeah,
  


18   please, if I could.
  


19                  Thanks for those insights.  But I'm struck
  


20   by the comparison to Houston.  You made the point that
  


21   even though the Applicant here is looking to add soil, so
  


22   to take the housing above the floodplain, that's not what
  


23   happened in Houston.
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 1                  MR. WEBB:  It was -- in some respects, it
  


 2   was what happened.  In some places, that is what they did
  


 3   in Houston.
  


 4                  COMMISSIONER NIEDZIELSKI-EICHNER:  On a
  


 5   rare circumstance; right?  It's just not a fair analogy
  


 6   and I don't want you to get away with it.
  


 7                  MR. WEBB:  Well, I have heard that that
  


 8   was one of the issues in Houston.
  


 9                  COMMISSIONER HART:  Mr. Chairman, I'd just
  


10   like to go on the record that --
  


11                  CHAIRMAN MURPHY:  Yes.
  


12                  COMMISSIONER HART:  -- I'm also very
  


13   surprised by the comparison of Richmond Highway to
  


14   Houston.  I think there's a very distinct difference
  


15   there, so appreciate that, Mr. Webb.
  


16                  CHAIRMAN MURPHY:  Thank you for coming.
  


17   Ellen Young, Robert Brent -- Brant.
  


18                  MS. YOUNG:  Okay.  Mr. Chairman and
  


19   Commissioners, I don't have written comments for you.
  


20   I've been taking notes as I go.  If you would like, I can
  


21   type them up and send them in tomorrow if that is
  


22   something that you would like me to do.
  


23                  So my name is Ellen Young.  I live on
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 1   Belle View Boulevard and I am president of the Belle View
  


 2   Condominium Association in Mt. Vernon where I've lived
  


 3   for over 35 years.  We have a total of 979 units.
  


 4                  You have our letter of support in your
  


 5   packets; however, this is so important to the Mt. Vernon
  


 6   area that I wanted to come tonight and share some other
  


 7   things with you.
  


 8                  I am also a long-standing member of the
  


 9   Southeast Fairfax Development Corporation and you also
  


10   have our letter of support from the board.
  


11                  And I have been a member of the Mt. Vernon
  


12   Council for a long time, currently a board member and a
  


13   member of both the environmental and recreation and the
  


14   planning and zoning committees.  We've had many, many
  


15   meetings on this topic and the committees and the
  


16   council, as you know, supported this.
  


17                  So the site currently does not provide the
  


18   intended environmental expectations due to, you know, the
  


19   prior industrial and commercial uses that have been going
  


20   on over the last years.  If not improved now, it's going
  


21   to continue to decline.
  


22                  The proposed Stanley Martin project will
  


23   provide environmental improvements and an expected
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 1   economic boost that would stimulate revitalization in the
  


 2   area consistent with the redevelopment goals of Embark
  


 3   which Belle View also supported.
  


 4                  This project will provide many positive
  


 5   environmental aspects including best management practices
  


 6   and stormwater management where currently there are none.
  


 7   And some of you may be familiar, you know, with Belle
  


 8   View and our issues with stormwater management from a few
  


 9   years ago.  We are very familiar with that.  I have been
  


10   on this property and I will tell you that they do not
  


11   have the problems that we have.
  


12                  So I won't go into -- it's already been
  


13   mentioned about reducing the impervious surfaces here and
  


14   the water quality improvements, so I won't bore you by
  


15   repeating that.
  


16                  I would like to say that over 46 percent
  


17   of the entire property will remain as passive recreation
  


18   space as currently in this application.
  


19                  So -- now, we understand and it has been
  


20   mentioned about the water flowing in the culvert, you
  


21   know, where it -- it forms an eddy right now.  I've seen
  


22   it.  It comes down and then it just comes back because
  


23   the current culvert will not support it.
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 1                  So we understand that VDOT will build a
  


 2   new bridge.  The design, of course, has not been
  


 3   finalized, but it will create a greater opening for the
  


 4   movement of the water flow therefor reducing the RPA and
  


 5   the potential for flooding in the areas on and near the
  


 6   property's boundaries.
  


 7                  So I don't -- I only have three minutes?
  


 8                  CHAIRMAN MURPHY:  Yes.
  


 9                  MS. YOUNG:  I'm speaking for the
  


10   association.
  


11                  CHAIRMAN MURPHY:  But you're not a listed
  


12   speaker.
  


13                  MS. YOUNG:  Oh, okay, all right.  So I
  


14   would like to say -- sorry about that --
  


15                  CHAIRMAN MURPHY:  That's okay.
  


16                  MS. YOUNG:  -- the Staff had originally
  


17   suggested -- you know, they talk about environmental.
  


18   They had originally suggested putting a road right
  


19   through the wetlands, so I don't know how that would be
  


20   considered environmental.  We strongly oppose that and
  


21   our worry is that if this should become some sort of
  


22   parkland, I don't know how that would happen, that that
  


23   proposal will come back.
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 1                  So we desperately need this revitalization
  


 2   along the Richmond Highway, and my entire association
  


 3   strongly encourages you to support this plan amendment.
  


 4                  CHAIRMAN MURPHY:   Thank you very much.
  


 5   Robert Brant.
  


 6                  MR. BRANT:  Thank you.  And good evening,
  


 7   again, Mr. Chairman and Members of the Planning
  


 8   Commission.  Robert Brant with the law firm of Walsh
  


 9   Colucci.
  


10                  I'm here this evening on behalf of the
  


11   owner of the adjacent Sacramento Center Shopping Center
  


12   to request the Commission's favorable consideration of
  


13   this proposed plan amendment.
  


14                  You should have received a little bit
  


15   earlier this week a letter from Steve Bannister, who is
  


16   the managing partner of the ownership entity, CIA
  


17   Sacramento, LLC.
  


18                  Mr. Bannister was unable to be here this
  


19   evening, but asked that I speak on his behalf and read
  


20   into the record the written testimony that he gave in
  


21   support of this plan amendment:
  


22                  Dear Chairman Murphy and Members of the
  


23   Planning Commission, I am the managing partner of Capital
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 1   Investment Advisors, owner of the Sacramento Shopping
  


 2   Center.
  


 3                  The Sacramento Shopping Center is located
  


 4   immediately to the north of the property that is the
  


 5   subject of this proposed plan amendment.
  


 6                  I'm writing to ask the Planning Commission
  


 7   to support this proposed amendment so that the community
  


 8   may consider a proposal to redevelop this site with an
  


 9   attractive upscale residential project that will also
  


10   fund environmental remediation of this property.
  


11                  Recently, Fairfax County adopted a new
  


12   vision for the face of Richmond Highway through the
  


13   Embark replanning process.  The Sacramento Shopping
  


14   Center was fortunate to be included in the new vision for
  


15   the Woodlawn CBC.  Unfortunately, the neighboring
  


16   property subject to this plan amendment was not so
  


17   fortunate.
  


18                  This property reflects the past uses
  


19   common to this area of Richmond Highway, continues to
  


20   degrade the environment and has a negative impact on
  


21   local businesses and frustrates the community's vision
  


22   for the future of Richmond Highway.
  


23                  The proposed Comprehensive Plan Amendment
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 1   would permit the consideration of privately funded
  


 2   cleanup and redevelopment of this property with an
  


 3   attractive community that is compatible with the future
  


 4   of the Richmond Highway, including the Woodlawn CBC,
  


 5   supportive of area businesses and significant improvement
  


 6   on existing environmental conditions.
  


 7                  With that, Mr. Chairman and Members of the
  


 8   Planning Commission, on behalf of the owner of the
  


 9   Sacramento Center, I'd request your favorable
  


10   consideration of the plan amendment.  Thank you very
  


11   much.
  


12                  CHAIRMAN MURPHY:  Okay.  You have a
  


13   question?
  


14                  ATTENDEE:  Yes, I have a question.
  


15                  CHAIRMAN MURPHY:  Hold on.
  


16                  ATTENDEE:  I'm not sure if you'll be able
  


17   to answer it.
  


18                  MR. BRANT:  Certainly.
  


19                  ATTENDEE:  The Applicant's attorney
  


20   suggested that the shopping center has several extremely
  


21   long-term leases.  Do you know what timeframe we're
  


22   talking about?
  


23                  MR. BRANT:  That is correct.  That's my
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 1   understanding, as well.  I, unfortunately, don't have the
  


 2   details of those leases, but I do understand that several
  


 3   of those tenants do have significant terms on their
  


 4   lease.
  


 5                  ATTENDEE:  So those terms would have to be
  


 6   negotiated if they were to redevelop.  So you're not in a
  


 7   position to redevelop at this point?
  


 8                  MR. BRANT:  Not at this time.
  


 9                  ATTENDEE:  Okay, thanks.
  


10                  MR. BRANT:  Thank you.
  


11                  CHAIRMAN MURPHY:  Okay, thank you very
  


12   much.
  


13                  Closing comments from Staff?  Final
  


14   questions, comments from the Commission?
  


15                  MR. MIGLIACCIO:  Mr. Chairman.
  


16                  CHAIRMAN MURPHY:  Mr. Migliaccio.
  


17                  MR. MIGLIACCIO:  Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
  


18                  I just want to get this on the record
  


19   before we go on verbatim and, hopefully, for the
  


20   deferral.
  


21                  Since I've been on the Planning
  


22   Commission, we've been told from Chairman Murphy and
  


23   others that we're the keeper of the comprehensive plan
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 1   and it's the people's plan.
  


 2                  And what I've seen tonight, despite some
  


 3   of the environmental groups coming here, that the people
  


 4   in the Mt. Vernon area want something done here and they
  


 5   want it to change their plan in their area.
  


 6                  And I want to support something.  I just
  


 7   don't know what we can get to as a Planning Commission
  


 8   that could be a compromise, if there is a compromise, and
  


 9   I don't know if one week will be enough or into the
  


10   August break.  I don't know.  I'll leave that up to
  


11   Commissioner Clarke because we'll see how it goes.
  


12                  But I'm hoping that we can find something,
  


13   a path that is a compromise that doesn't go against our
  


14   county or is a detriment to our county's environmental
  


15   policies, but allows this property owner to redevelop his
  


16   site in some form or fashion.
  


17                  And I don't know what that will be.  I
  


18   don't know if we can find that path, but that's what I'm
  


19   hoping.  Thank you.
  


20                  CHAIRMAN MURPHY:  Anyone else?  Yes, Mr.
  


21   Ulfelder.
  


22                  COMMISSIONER ULFELDER:  Thank you, Mr.
  


23   Chairman.
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 1                  There's been a lot of talk about the
  


 2   proposed plan amendment.  There is no proposed plan
  


 3   amendment and that is what's troubling and difficult and
  


 4   is making this very difficult for me.
  


 5                  I think Staff spoke to the fact that if
  


 6   they were to draft language that included the residential
  


 7   development option, they would have to include a number
  


 8   of conditions or statements involving -- that would try
  


 9   to address the potential environmental impacts of such
  


10   development and what kind of -- and how it could be done
  


11   or if it could be done.
  


12                  And, frankly, in the absence of language,
  


13   it's very, very difficult where all we're being asked to
  


14   do, in essence, is either yea or nay to the Staff's
  


15   conclusion that there should be no residential
  


16   development at all on this site of any kind or, I'm not
  


17   sure, maybe they're just saying that based on the Board
  


18   Matter that said up to eight dwelling units per acre,
  


19   that that is not acceptable.  But we don't know if
  


20   something less than that is acceptable and under what
  


21   conditions.
  


22                  So I think this is -- it's very difficult
  


23   to get -- to wrap our hands around it in this kind of
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 1   position.
  


 2                  And in addition, we've had some
  


 3   suggestions as to steps that could be taken other than
  


 4   regular commercial or residential development that might
  


 5   address the environmental policy issues and provide
  


 6   something worthwhile and something positive for this
  


 7   property and, perhaps, for the property owner and that --
  


 8   and as it was pointed out, that would take some time.
  


 9   And I think that's something also that may be worth
  


10   exploring assuming we're not -- during the deferral
  


11   period.  That's all.
  


12                  CHAIRMAN MURPHY:  Mr. Hart.
  


13                  COMMISSIONER HART:  Thank you.
  


14                  I concur with Commissioner Ulfelder's
  


15   observations.  I want to take it a step further.
  


16                  I'm not prepared to vote on a nonexistent
  


17   plan amendment.  I mean, there's been a suggestion and
  


18   there's a lot of clapping and cheering, but we've never
  


19   seen before tonight, really, a strawman or anything that
  


20   could be vetted line by line, word by word and critiqued
  


21   for what's missing.
  


22                  And I think if this is going forward, I
  


23   would like to understand, if nothing else, Staff's
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 1   response to the paragraph that we were handed out
  


 2   tonight, including an analysis of the kinds of elements
  


 3   that are missing.
  


 4                  And I think some of that is, perhaps, the
  


 5   kinds of things that are suggested in that resolution
  


 6   from Mt. Vernon Council, which I thought was somewhat
  


 7   more critical of the rezoning proposal or the geometry of
  


 8   it, but those types of attributes.
  


 9                  And the caution that I would put on that
  


10   exercise, Mr. Kaplan referred to the environment
  


11   committee's year-plus review of whatever it was we did to
  


12   come up with extraordinary or exceptional or unique
  


13   reasons why we might put a road through or access through
  


14   a sensitive area.
  


15                  That process, that vetting took quite a
  


16   long time and I think we -- it wasn't particularly
  


17   lengthy, but I think we -- I mean, the text itself wasn't
  


18   lengthy, but we agonized over almost every word and we
  


19   thought about a lot of permutations of that.
  


20                  I don't think this is a one-week kind of
  


21   thing at all.  I think to the extent we're going to -- if
  


22   we're really going to do something, we've got to see the
  


23   specifics.  I think we need to know Staff's version.
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 1   Maybe there's competing versions of this.  I mean, maybe
  


 2   were just -- I mean, it's hopeless and we just can't do
  


 3   residential in a floodplain.  But if we were going to,
  


 4   what would we do?
  


 5                  Anyway, maybe that means we get a memo
  


 6   from Staff.  Maybe that means there's an addendum.  But,
  


 7   right now, we're in a vacuum.  We don't have a specific
  


 8   proposal.  We have a lot of support for something that we
  


 9   don't really have and I think there's issues unresolved.
  


10   We're not close to that.
  


11                  So I don't mean to be dumping on Staff's
  


12   plate, but when this is coming back, I think we need to
  


13   see -- we need some analysis and some comments and food
  


14   for thought about what we might add and under what
  


15   exceptional circumstances really and why we do it this
  


16   way to make sure that we're not opening Pandora's box and
  


17   we're opening floodplains everywhere to all kinds of, you
  


18   know, townhouses and fill in the floodplain and things we
  


19   really don't want to do.
  


20                  I'm going on and on and it's midnight, but
  


21   we need to interact on that.  If we're going to make a
  


22   recommendation to the Board about whatever this is -- and
  


23   I think we're sympathetic to the community.  The
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 1   community wants to get rid of an eyesore, yes.  But if
  


 2   we're going to do it, we need to do it in a responsible
  


 3   way that's consistent with our policies in protecting the
  


 4   environment and we need Staff's help for that even at
  


 5   this late hour.
  


 6                  That may take more than a week, but I hope
  


 7   we can get that interaction.
  


 8                  CHAIRMAN MURPHY:  Yes, Mr. Hart -- Carter,
  


 9   sorry.  I got it.
  


10                  COMMISSIONER CARTER:  It's late for all of
  


11   us.
  


12                  Well, we're pretty far downstream, aren't
  


13   we, on this.  I wonder if we're starting at the right
  


14   place.  I think the Staff has done a pretty good job as
  


15   far as they've gone.
  


16                  If you started with the environmental side
  


17   -- before we get to the development, whether it's
  


18   commercial or residential or a lot of residential or a
  


19   little residential, what would we really do with that
  


20   stream?
  


21                  Fairfax is getting very noted for stream
  


22   restoration projects and if you put in a stream
  


23   restoration project, if you put in the bridge and all the
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 1   permutations of that, what would you be left with?  And I
  


 2   think I'd want to start there before I go, all right,
  


 3   well, let's do residential and figure out how we can make
  


 4   it work.
  


 5                  Let's figure out what we would do with the
  


 6   environment and how we would make that work and then not
  


 7   just what's left, but we would have in the back of our
  


 8   minds the amount of development.
  


 9                  I do think eight units per acres is too
  


10   high.  I do think that.  I think it takes up a lot of
  


11   space.  I think it's too close to the stream, so I think
  


12   that's probably going too far.
  


13                  But I suspect there's something you could
  


14   do with the environmental side just to -- we'll, go to
  


15   parks.  I don't know, is it an active park, is it a
  


16   passive park?  I'd like to know some of those questions.
  


17                  What would you really do with it to make
  


18   it work and would there be anything left before we go,
  


19   okay, it's going to be housing and we'll figure out how
  


20   to make it work.
  


21                  So I'm not sure what else I can add.  I
  


22   guess I've taken it downstream a little further, too, so,
  


23   hopefully --
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 1                  COMMISSIONER HART:  That's fine.
  


 2                  CHAIRMAN MURPHY:  Mr. Clarke.  Now, I've
  


 3   got it right.
  


 4                  COMMISSIONER HART:  Are we ready?  Are we
  


 5   getting to the witching hour here?
  


 6                  CHAIRMAN MURPHY:  Hold on.  Are there any
  


 7   other questions?
  


 8                  (No response.)
  


 9                  CHAIRMAN MURPHY:  Okay, the public hearing
  


10   is closed.  Recognize Mr. Clarke.
  


11                  COMMISSIONER CLARKE:  Thank you, Mr.
  


12   Chairman and my fellow Commissioners.  And I want to
  


13   thank the community and everyone that has come out and
  


14   spoken tonight.
  


15                  We've heard some great testimony.  And in
  


16   hearing my fellow Commissioners, you know, we're missing
  


17   the proposed text language that we would like to see and
  


18   have time to review it a little bit more.
  


19                  And with the coordination of Staff, I'd
  


20   like to work with them more to come up with a plan and a
  


21   way to move forward on this.
  


22                  So my motion, Mr. Chairman, would be to
  


23   move that the Planning Commission close the public
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 1   hearing for Plan Amendment 2018-IV-MV2 with the record
  


 2   remaining open until a decision date of September the
  


 3   13th.
  


 4                  CHAIRMAN MURPHY:  So you're deferring
  


 5   decision only?
  


 6                  COMMISSIONER CLARKE:  Yes, sir.
  


 7                  CHAIRMAN MURPHY:  Okay.  Is there a
  


 8   second?
  


 9                  COMMISSIONER HART:  Second.
  


10                  CHAIRMAN MURPHY:  Mr. Hart seconds the
  


11   motion.  Is there a discussion?
  


12                  (No response.)
  


13                  CHAIRMAN MURPHY:  All those in favor of
  


14   the motion to defer the decision only on PA 2018-IV-MV2
  


15   with the record remaining open for any comment to a date
  


16   of --
  


17                  COMMISSIONER CLARKE:  September 13th.
  


18                  CHAIRMAN MURPHY:  -- September 13th with
  


19   the record remaining open for comments say, "Aye."
  


20                  (Whereupon, the Ayes were stated.)
  


21                  CHAIRMAN MURPHY:  Opposed?
  


22                  (No response.)
  


23                  CHAIRMAN MURPHY:  Motion carries.
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 1                  I will echo Mr. Clarke's statements.
  


 2   You've been a wonderful group tonight.  The testimony, no
  


 3   matter what side of the issue you fall on, has been
  


 4   professional, well thought out and we appreciate your
  


 5   decorum and we appreciate your tenacity.
  


 6                  Please drive safely.  If there is no other
  


 7   business -- and thank the Staff for showing up.  A lot of
  


 8   folks came out.  Your presence has alone been
  


 9   inspirational.
  


10                  If there is no other business before the
  


11   Planning Commission, we are adjourned as of twelve
  


12   o'clock.
  


13                  (Whereupon, the Planning Commission
  


14   hearing concluded at 11:57 p.m.)
  


15                            * * * * *
  


16
  


17
  


18
  


19
  


20
  


21
  


22
  


23
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 1                  CERTIFICATE OF NOTARY PUBLIC
  


 2
  


 3                  I, WANDA L. ZAPATA, a Master Certified
  


 4   Verbatim Reporter and the officer before whom the
  


 5   foregoing deposition was taken, do hereby certify that
  


 6   the witness whose testimony appears in the foregoing
  


 7   deposition was duly sworn by me, that the testimony of
  


 8   said witness was taken by me stenographically and that I
  


 9   thereafter reduced the same to typewriting; that said
  


10   deposition is a true record of the testimony given by
  


11   said witness; that I am neither counsel for, related to,
  


12   nor employed by any of the parties to the action in which
  


13   this deposition was taken; and further, that I am not a
  


14   relative or employee of any attorney or counsel employed
  


15   by the parties thereto; nor financially or otherwise
  


16   interested in the outcome of the action.
  


17
  


18
  


19                            _______________________________
                            WANDA L. ZAPATA, CVR-M


20                            Notary Public in and for the
                            State of Maryland


21
  


22   My commission expires:
   January 20, 2021


23
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             1                         PA 2018-IV-MV2

             2      COMPREHENSIVE PLAN AMENDMENT (8800 RICHMOND HIGHWAY)

             3           To consider proposed revisions to the

             4   Comprehensive Plan for Fairfax County, VA, in accordance

             5   with the Code of Virginia, Title 15.2, Chapter 22. Plan

             6   Amendment 2018-IV-MV2 concerns approximately eight acres

             7   generally located at 8800 Richmond Highway (Tax map

             8   parcels 109-2 ((1)) 18C, 19 and 20) in the Mount Vernon

             9   Supervisor District.  The area is planned for private

            10   open space.  The amendment will consider residential use

            11   at a density up to 8 dwelling units per acre and the

            12   ability to achieve parcel consolidation and demonstrate

            13   that circumstances merit disturbance to the Environmental

            14   Quality Corridor (EQC); and that mitigation/compensation

            15   measures are provided to result in a net environmental

            16   benefit to the parcels and net benefits to most, if not

            17   all, the purposes of the EQC policy that are applicable

            18   to the proposed disturbances.  

            19           Recommendations relating to the transportation

            20   network may also be modified.  PA 2018-IV-MV2 is

            21   concurrently under review with Rezoning and Final

            22   Development Plan application RZ/FDP 2016-MV-018 and

            23   Special Exception application SE 2016-MV-016.
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             1                            ATTENDEES

             2   PRESENT:

             3         Peter F. Murphy, Chairman, Springfield District

             4         John A. Carter, Hunter Mill District

             5         James R. Hart, Commissioner At-Large, Vice Chairman

             6         Timothy J. Sargeant, Commissioner At-Large,         

             7             Parliamentarian 

             8         Ellen J. Hurley, Braddock District 

             9         John C. Ulfelder, Dranesville District

            10         James T. Migliaccio, Lee District, Secretary

            11         Julie M. Strandlie, Mason District

            12         Walter C. Clarke, Mount Vernon District

            13         Phillip A. Niedzielski-Eichner, Providence District

            14         Donte Tanner, Sully District

            15         Mary D. Cortina, Commissioner At-Large

            16

            17   ABSENT:

            18         None

            19

            20

            21                                                 

            22

            23
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             1                      P R O C E E D I N G S

             2                  CHAIRMAN MURPHY:  The third public hearing

             3   is a Plan Amendment in the Mt. Vernon District.  It is PA

             4   2018-IV-MV2, Comprehensive Plan Amendment 8800 Richmond

             5   Highway.

             6                  This is known as a major audience

             7   rotation, I think.  Okay, are we ready?  All right.

             8                  MS. GARCIA:  Yes.  Thank you for your

             9   patience.

            10                  CHAIRMAN MURPHY:  Ms. Garcia, could we

            11   have a Staff Report, please.

            12                  MS. GARCIA:  Yes.  Good evening, Mr.

            13   Chairman and Planning Commissioners.

            14                  I am Jennifer Garcia with the Department

            15   of Planning and Zoning, Planning Division.  I'm joined by

            16   Marianne Gardner and Clara Johnson, also with the

            17   Planning Division.

            18                  Behind us are a number of staff available

            19   to address questions and provide additional information

            20   and I wanted to take a moment to introduce everybody

            21   here.  We've got Charles Smith; Noel Kaplan -- Charles is

            22   with Stormwater Planning, Noel is with our -- is an

            23   Environmental Planner in the Planning Division -- Denise
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             1   James; Mary Ann Welton, also with the Environmental

             2   Planning Branch; Fred Selden, Director of Planning and

             3   Zoning; A.J. -- I'm sorry, A.J. Hamidi with Fairfax

             4   County Department of Transportation; Bob Pikora, also

             5   with the Department of Transportation; Chris Ruck,

             6   Stormwater Planning; Joanne Fiebe, Office of Community

             7   Revitalization; William Dunn is with the Virginia

             8   Department of Transportation and he's the project manager

             9   for the Richmond Highway widening project.  

            10                  So I think that is everybody.  Thank you

            11   for your patience.

            12                  CHAIRMAN MURPHY:  We are almost

            13   outnumbered up here, but you have all of your folks here. 

            14   And I thank you very much for coming.

            15                  MS. GARCIA:  On March 6th, 2018, the Board

            16   of Supervisors authorized Plan Amendment 2018-IV-MV2 for

            17   an, approximately, eight-acre area located at 8800

            18   Richmond Highway which is bounded by Richmond Highway to

            19   the south, the Sacramento Center Shopping Center and

            20   townhomes to the east, and Dogue Creek and Pole Road Park

            21   to the West.  

            22                  Tax Map Parcel is 109-2((2))19 and 20 are

            23   located in the suburban neighborhood area adjacent to the
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             1   Woodlawn CBC within the Richmond Highway Corridor.  Tax

             2   Map Parcel 109-2((2))18C is located in the MV8 Woodlawn

             3   Community Planning Sector, Mt. Vernon Planning District

             4   and is non-exempt from the 2016 Proffer Reform

             5   legislation.

             6                  The Board's authorization requested that

             7   Staff consider residential use at a density up to eight

             8   dwelling units per acre.  In addition to considering the

             9   residential use, the authorization requested that Staff

            10   evaluate full parcel consolidation, the ability for

            11   development to conform with policy plan guidance on

            12   environmental quality corridors and the ability for

            13   development to be consistent with the VDOT Richmond

            14   Highway Corridor Improvements Project.

            15                  The subject area is three parcels

            16   currently planned for private open space.  The land to

            17   the west and directly across from the subject area on the

            18   other side of Richmond Highway is also planned for

            19   private open space.

            20                  To the east of the subject area is the

            21   Woodlawn CBC which was recently replanned as part of an,

            22   approximately, two-and-a-half year major corridor-wide

            23   planning effort known as "Embark Richmond Highway," which
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             1   was adopted by the Board in March of this year.

             2                  The Woodlawn CBC is envisioned as a mixed-

             3   use village and tourist hub and is recommended to

             4   showcase innovative environmental features as

             5   redevelopment occurs.  

             6                  For example, an ecological spine concept

             7   proposes transforming decorated streams and waterways by

             8   daylighting them, restoring their environmental functions

             9   and adding passive recreation opportunities that support

            10   revitalization goals.

            11                  The Village of Mt. Vernon townhome

            12   community, also located east of the subject area, is

            13   planned for residential use at 16 to 20 dwelling units

            14   per acre.  A portion of the eastern edge of this

            15   development is in the Dogue Creek RPA and EQC.  This

            16   residential development was subject to an approved

            17   rezoning application that predated the EQC policy that

            18   was adopted by the Board in 1975.

            19                  Parcel 20 is developed with a welding

            20   operation and associated structures which until recently

            21   was one of many light industrial uses that are located on

            22   both Parcels 20 and 19 and were established beginning in

            23   the 1960s.  
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             1                  The other uses included a storage yard for

             2   vehicles, trailers, tires and construction equipment,

             3   vehicle repair and landscaping services.  A majority of

             4   the uses were in violation of zoning ordinance provisions

             5   and the violations were addressed by removing the

             6   structures and the storage yard.

             7                  Prior to the site's history of industrial

             8   uses, Parcel 20 was approved for, and developed as, an

             9   outdoor amusement center which predated the Chesapeake

            10   Bay Preservation Ordinance and the county's environmental

            11   policies.  The previous uses account for this additional

            12   impervious area that you see on this image.  

            13                  Three related applications are under

            14   review concurrently with this plan amendment.  RZ/FDP

            15   2016-MV-018 requests rezoning the property to allow for

            16   the development of 43 townhomes. 

            17                  Special Exception Application SE 2016-MV-

            18   016 requests filling in the floodplain for residential

            19   use.  And an exception application pursuant to the

            20   Chesapeake Bay Preservation Ordinance, which is Chapter

            21   118 of the Fairfax County Code, is also requested to

            22   allow disturbance to an RPA.  These applications would be

            23   reviewed at the same public hearing.
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             1                  The entire subject area is a Resource

             2   Protection Area and the Environmental Quality Corridor is

             3   coterminous with the RPA.

             4                  RPAs are delineated in accordance with the

             5   Chesapeake Bay Preservation Ordinance and are corridors

             6   of environmentally sensitive land located alongside or

             7   near shorelines, streams, rivers and waterways.  There

             8   are regulatory requirements when it comes to land

             9   disturbance in an RPA.  

            10                  EQCs are identified and recommended for

            11   protection and restoration through the EQC policy in the

            12   Comprehensive Plan.

            13                  The preservation of EQCs is longstanding,

            14   board-adopted policy and typically achieved through the

            15   development review process, acquisition of parkland and

            16   the donation of easements.

            17                  Lastly, the subject area is also almost

            18   entirely within the 100-year floodplain of Dogue Creek

            19   and a FEMA high-risk flood area.

            20                  Overall, the proposed amendment presents

            21   considerable concerns when evaluated within the context

            22   of the elements expressed in the Board's authorization,

            23   as well as other considerations.
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             1                  The subject area is able to achieve full

             2   parcel consolidation of the, approximately, eight-acre

             3   area.  In terms of revitalization, staff recognizes that

             4   the history of uses and appearance of the property may

             5   generate interest in accommodating redevelopment.

             6                  Where appropriate in the Richmond Highway

             7   Corridor and in other revitalization areas in the county,

             8   Staff supports the redevelopment of uses to advance

             9   revitalization goals.  In fact, one of the primary

            10   purposes of Embark Richmond Highway was to provide new

            11   guidance that incentivizes revitalization by recommending

            12   a significant amount of redevelopment.

            13                  On this site, the inability to meet many

            14   adopted countywide policies outweighs the potential

            15   revitalization benefits.

            16                  Furthermore, in Staff's view, creating new

            17   residential lots in a floodplain is not a suitable means

            18   to meet the revitalization goals.

            19                  As for policy planning guidance for EQCs,

            20   all of the stated purposes of EQCs are applicable to this

            21   site which are habitat quality, connectivity, stream

            22   buffering, stream protection and pollution-reduction

            23   capabilities.
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             1                  The Board's policy sets a very high bar

             2   for introducing disturbances to EQCs as they are vitally

             3   important to public health and are necessary to protect

             4   and manage ecological resources.

             5                  As such, there is not the presence of such

             6   an extraordinary circumstance which warrants replanning

             7   land that is entirely EQC for residential use of up to

             8   eight dwelling units per acre.

             9                  This is closely related to Staff's concern

            10   about the potential for precedent with countywide

            11   implications.  

            12                  Unless there is a clear demonstration that

            13   the circumstances warranting consideration of this

            14   amendment are truly extraordinary and not something that

            15   could be routinely applied elsewhere in the county, the

            16   approval of this amendment could have the effect of

            17   generating increased development pressure for land use

            18   activities that propose disturbances to EQCs.

            19                  The policy plan recommends that new

            20   residential lots within flood impact hazard areas be

            21   prohibited.  

            22                  With regard to Dogue Creek and on and near

            23   the subject property, the potential for accumulated
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             1   sediment to be released with additional disturbance is an

             2   issue for the environment and for VDOT's project and is

             3   just one of several concerns with regard to the unstable

             4   condition of the stream channel.

             5                  Additional discussions about this and the

             6   erosion of the stream bank near Richmond Highway and

             7   other impacts of development are needed to assess whether

             8   development could occur in a way that is consistent with

             9   VDOT's project.

            10                  With all of these considerations in mind,

            11   Staff does not recommend Plan Amendment 2018-IV-MV2.

            12   Thank you.

            13                  CHAIRMAN MURPHY:  Thank you very much.

            14                  Are there any questions?  Mr. Hart, Ms.

            15   Cortina.

            16                  COMMISSIONER HART:  No questions at this

            17   time.  So we'll hear from the community.  

            18                  And if I could thank the Staff for their

            19   report discussed here.  Ms. Gardner and Ms. Johnson and

            20   her team, appreciate their presentation and really

            21   appreciate the Mt. Vernon community coming out to this

            22   part of the county tonight and seeing them here.  So --

            23                  CHAIRMAN MURPHY:  We'll see if there are
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             1   questions for Staff and then we'll bring down Mr. Viani. 

             2   Okay?

             3                  COMMISSIONER HART:  Yes, sir.

             4                  CHAIRMAN MURPHY:  Ms. Cortina, do you have

             5   questions?  Mr. Hart?  It doesn't -- flip a coin.

             6                  COMMISSIONER HART:  She can go first.

             7                  COMMISSIONER CORTINA:  Okay, I'll start.

             8                  So what are the boundaries -- this is a

             9   question for Staff -- for the eco-spine component of

            10   Embark, does it include this -- does it go as far as

            11   this, just to refresh my memory?

            12                  MS. GARCIA:  Sure.  So the eco-spine

            13   concept is located within the Woodlawn CBC; however, the

            14   idea of daylighting the streams and bringing ecological

            15   benefits back is part of the overall corridor-wide

            16   guidance and part of the subject area is within the

            17   corridor.  

            18                  So, overall, there's this idea of

            19   highlighting ecology for the corridor as part of Embark.

            20                  COMMISSIONER CORTINA:  So at the end of

            21   the Embark presentation, which was one or two o'clock in

            22   the morning, I seem to recall that this was a situation

            23   where we have this idea, this vision that the community
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             1   bought off on that this was part of the revitalization,

             2   was incorporating the environmental qualities of this

             3   area, which up to this point have really been -- I've

             4   been by this site before and it is absolutely, you know,

             5   undistinguishable as some sort of a benefit ecologically

             6   when you just are driving past on Richmond Highway.  

             7                  And my concern was at that time that the

             8   very first application that we get not squeeze out the

             9   environmental component of it, that that was really

            10   something that was key to Embark.  

            11                  And so I was very disappointed to see the

            12   very first application, right after the community

            13   supported Embark vision, do exactly that.  

            14                  And so I was curious.  Just right off from

            15   a vision standpoint, is it your conclusion that this is

            16   not in keeping with the Embark vision?

            17                  MS. GARCIA:  Correct.  We definitely put

            18   in a lot of effort and time and the community really did,

            19   as you've mentioned, support this idea of bringing

            20   forward the environmental features that previously had

            21   been impacted as a way to not only improve the

            22   environment, but show that we think revitalization in

            23   this area should be something that's unique to the
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             1   corridor in a way that is not typically -- was not

             2   something that was done in the past.  

             3                  So it was a way not only to improve the

             4   environment, but to also say that there's a high standard

             5   for revitalization, that we expect to see these amenities

             6   brought forward through the daylighting of streams and

             7   providing the passive recreation opportunities.

             8                  COMMISSIONER CORTINA:  Well, thank you.  

             9   And, you know, it's hard for any one particular landowner

            10   to bear that burden for the entire corridor.  

            11                  And so in that light, I'd also like to

            12   ask, you know, what, by right, in this particular

            13   property as it is now is allowed on this property?

            14                  MS. GARCIA:  So -- and I can pull up the

            15   map of the -- that might -- so Parcel 20, the parcel

            16   right along Richmond Highway, is zoned C8, Parcels 19 and

            17   18C are zoned R2 currently.

            18                  MS. GARDNER:  I'm Marianne Gardner.  I'd

            19   just like to add.  But all three parcels are encumbered

            20   by a Resource Protection Area and there would need to be

            21   a special review to see what could happen there.  

            22                  Usually, in circumstances such as these,

            23   an exception is sought and development can occur in areas
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             1   that have been previously disturbed.  

             2                  So that's what would happen to determine

             3   what had happened on this property without additional

             4   comprehensive plan or zoning changes.

             5                  COMMISSIONER CORTINA:  So at this point

             6   you don't exactly know for sure like what would be

             7   allowed and what's not allowed on the property?

             8                  MS. GARDNER:  We know that, obviously, the

             9   front parcel which is zoned for commercial uses could be

            10   developed that way and then the R2 property would be

            11   suitable for residential use under the current rezoning. 

            12                  However, we've done some very initial

            13   looks to see what the extent of the impervious surface is

            14   and the way that that was determined was by looking at

            15   where the amusement park was in the past and what area

            16   seemed to have been most disturbed and I believe that

            17   that was an area of a few acres.  

            18                  So -- but because at this point the

            19   county's Ches-Bay maps show that the entire area is

            20   encompassed by the RPA, there would need to be additional

            21   review to see precisely the amount of development that

            22   could occur in those areas.

            23                  MR. KAPLAN:  If I may, Noel Kaplan,
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             1   Department of Planning and Zoning.  One clarification on

             2   the Chesapeake Bay ordinance.  

             3                  With respect to allowed uses in the

             4   Resource Protection Area, the ordinance does allow

             5   redevelopment and that is based on impervious cover.  

             6                  And so as long as the use is not

             7   increasing the amount of impervious cover on the site and

             8   not encroaching further into pervious parts of the RPA

             9   closer to the stream in this case, that would be an

            10   allowed use.  

            11                  They would still need to provide a water

            12   quality impact assessment that documents the conditions

            13   on the site and demonstrates that they are minimizing

            14   adverse water quality impacts, but it is something that

            15   is allowed by the ordinance.

            16                  I think one of the major constraints on

            17   the property may be the floodplain itself and that are

            18   floodplain regulations that limit the extent of fill that

            19   can be provided.  And if that limit is exceeded, there

            20   would need to be consideration of a special exception for

            21   that fill.

            22                  But in terms of the Bay ordinance, given

            23   that there is quite an extensive amount of impervious
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             1   cover out there now, I don't see that as a real

             2   impediment to by-right development.

             3                  COMMISSIONER CORTINA:  Okay.  Let's just

             4   start off with, so in terms of the floodplain itself and

             5   the proposal to fill in the floodplain, I mean, you know,

             6   multiple levels, the concern there is that -- by Staff is

             7   that it would set a precedent for other areas that up to

             8   now have been, you know, out of limits and by opening

             9   this up here, this is not just a one-off situation.  This

            10   is potentially the beginning of a lot of this type of

            11   proposal elsewhere in the county.  Can you elaborate on

            12   that?

            13                  MR. KAPLAN:  Again, Noel Kaplan.  I think

            14   our concern is that there may be some other degraded

            15   areas in the county, degraded properties within

            16   Environmental Quality Corridors that may be similarly

            17   situated to this one.  

            18                  We haven't done a comprehensive survey of

            19   the county, but I think a number of people on Staff can

            20   reel off a couple of examples that they would be

            21   concerned about.  

            22                  And it harks back to the guidance in the

            23   policy plan on disturbances to Environmental Quality
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             1   Corridors.  And there are really two tests that need to

             2   be considered if the disturbance does not fall under one

             3   of those prescribed uses that the plan recognizes, and

             4   that would be the case here.  

             5                  One is that these should only be

             6   considered in extraordinary circumstances.  And when this

             7   language was adopted ten years ago now, that term was not

             8   defined and I think that was purposeful to recognize that

             9   each site needs to be considered on its own merits and

            10   what might be considered extraordinary.  

            11                  But our concern is that that suggest is

            12   not something that could be broadly replicable elsewhere

            13   in the county and we're not convinced that that case has

            14   been made here.  

            15                  The second concern is net environmental

            16   benefits overall and to individual components of the EQC

            17   policy.  But it is our concern about whether this truly

            18   rises to an extraordinary circumstance that causes us to

            19   raise this concern.

            20                  COMMISSIONER CORTINA:  Okay.  And then

            21   just one final question on the property itself.  

            22                  So there's mention in the Staff Report

            23   that the stream was rerouted, and I was having some
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             1   difficulty understanding when that was rerouted or how

             2   or, you know, what the plans were to correct that.  I

             3   think there was something in there about VDOT.  

             4                  So that just left a lot of questions that

             5   I couldn't tell from the Staff Report.  If you could

             6   elaborate.

             7                  MR. KAPLAN:  We have lots of questions

             8   about this, as well.  

             9                  The stream, we believe, flowed in a

            10   straight north-south path prior to the 1955 approval of a

            11   couple of uses on these properties.  

            12                  There was an amusement park on Parcel 20

            13   and a private recreation facility on 19 and 18C, as well

            14   as some of the properties to the west.

            15                  At some point between then and I would

            16   guess in the early '70s, there were some modifications

            17   made to the stream flow that blocked off at least a

            18   portion of that north-south flow and diverted much of the

            19   flow of Dogue Creek to the west.  And so you have this C-

            20   shape type of flow pattern that goes around in that area.

            21                  The concern is that that has created some

            22   instability and some erosion, particularly along those

            23   bends and that is not something that VDOT wants to see
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             1   perpetuated as it proceeds with this project.  But we're

             2   still having discussions with them about possible

             3   solutions.  

             4                  We have talked to the Applicant about this

             5   and they wish to join the county Staff and VDOT to try to

             6   figure out if there are some comprehensive solutions that

             7   can be identified, but it's still very much a question

             8   about what the ultimate resolution of this issue would

             9   be.  

            10                  And you can see on your screens that C-

            11   shape flow pattern of Dogue Creek.

            12                  MR. SMITH:  Charles Smith with Stormwater

            13   Planning Division.

            14                  In addition, in June, county Staff visited

            15   and site and determined that there is base flow of the

            16   stream routed through the old pond.  So it actually is

            17   carrying the base flow of the creek.  So it's a perennial

            18   water body, which is not reflected, I don't believe, in

            19   the application.  

            20                  The proposal is to cut that off.  So

            21   that's a significant concern, also.  That also would

            22   force the flow permanently to that western channel which

            23   is unstable.  
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             1                  It is causing erosion against the existing

             2   VDOT right-of-way, does not align with the current

             3   culvert and does not align with the downstream receiving

             4   channel, which is south of the Richmond Highway cross-

             5   section.

             6                  So we have significant concerns about

             7   that.  We don't believe that the current application

             8   addresses the stream condition at all.  

             9                  And we have -- along with VDOT and others,

            10   we would like to, you know, definitely address the stream

            11   flow, give it the proper channel alignment and stable

            12   alignment and ultimately have to address it with the

            13   redevelopment of the road section by VDOT.

            14                  CHAIRMAN MURPHY:  Okay, Mr. Hart.

            15                  COMMISSIONER HART:  Thank you, Mr.

            16   Chairman.

            17                  I had a number of questions.  And I want

            18   to say at the outset that I was somewhat familiar with

            19   this property, anyway.  It was at the BZA for a long time

            20   and I'm kind of familiar with how it was then.  

            21                  And my impression is it had sort have been

            22   -- it's been cleaned up somewhat since the way we left

            23   it, but that there were a lot of things going on that
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             1   shouldn't have been and that the activity on the site or

             2   the areas of activity were not -- did not correspond to

             3   the defined areas on the lot lines, or things like that,

             4   that there were things going on in places in this

             5   property that shouldn't have been.

             6                  What I wondered was, other than my general

             7   sense that it's better than it was, is the current state

             8   of affairs more or less cleaned up and, other than this

             9   instability with the rerouted segment of the stream

            10   channel, is there any current problem with what's present

            11   or what's going on?

            12                  MR. KAPLAN:  We don't think so.  There was

            13   concern about soil and groundwater contamination.  There

            14   was a review of that issue by a consultant of the

            15   property owner, along with the Department of

            16   Environmental Quality.  They identified some petroleum

            17   contamination in the groundwater likely related to some

            18   surface spillage that had occurred over time.

            19                  But after doing a number of borings and

            20   tests of the groundwater, DEQ concluded that the levels

            21   of contamination that were identified did not rise to a

            22   level of creating any health or environmental problems.

            23   And so they closed their case.
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             1                  In walking the site, there was no real

             2   evidence of point source-type pollutant generation.  I

             3   didn't see that.  I don't know if anybody else did who

             4   was with us.  So we don't think that there's a real

             5   concern about a clear source of contamination.  

             6                  There is a lot of impervious cover and

             7   gravel on the site and that's what we have, and a couple

             8   of structures.

             9                  COMMISSIONER HART:  Okay.  I had some

            10   concern -- and some of that, I think, has been addressed

            11   a little bit tonight -- in that we were getting all of

            12   these letters of support and I'm thinking support for

            13   what.  I mean, we haven't read it yet.  I mean, nothing

            14   had been put on paper, as far as I know.  I mean, we

            15   didn't have any language, no text, no nothing.  And we've

            16   got a handout now which says Planning Commission

            17   Alternative whatever.  

            18                  Has Staff had a chance to review that

            19   paragraph?

            20                  MS. GARCIA:  No.  We just received it this

            21   evening, so we have not had an opportunity to look at it.

            22                  COMMISSIONER HART:  Is there any earlier

            23   iteration?  Is there some other competing version or this
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             1   is all we've got right now, this paragraph?

             2                  MS. GARDNER:  Yes.  We had drafted some

             3   text for consideration with some other conditions that we

             4   felt reflected the need to improve and protect the

             5   environmental features of the site, but I think the

             6   choice was made not to distribute that.

             7                  COMMISSIONER HART:  Okay.  I missed it if

             8   we got it written.  Okay. 

             9                  I wanted to come back to a couple of

            10   things.  It seemed to me from a baseline perspective that

            11   we have a countywide policy and in my layman's

            12   understanding of it, basically, no new residential in the

            13   floodplain.  I mean, it was pretty simple and basic.  

            14                  We don't have exceptions for

            15   revitalization areas.  We don't have an exception for

            16   Route 1.  We're not going to do it.  

            17                  And maybe there are situations where we

            18   have existing lots where we have -- I think there's a

            19   category of SE for fill in a floodplain or building in a

            20   floodplain or maybe you're rebuilding a house in New

            21   Alexandria and it's got to be higher and there's a kind

            22   of SP where, I think, if you're going near the

            23   floodplain, but not in it, or something, and we've had
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             1   some of those, too.  

             2                  But I couldn't think of an example where

             3   we either had a plan amendment or a rezoning that

             4   resulted in a new subdivision with lots in an existing

             5   floodplain.  

             6                  And maybe that's happened and maybe it's

             7   happened sparingly, but has that happened before?  Have

             8   we replanned a floodplain to put townhouses or something

             9   in it or have we approved new residential lots in an

            10   existing floodplain since that policy was adopted?

            11                  MS. GARDNER:  According to our research,

            12   we have not.

            13                  COMMISSIONER HART:  Okay.  

            14                  Mr. Kaplan pointed out, I think, that it

            15   wasn't clear what extraordinary circumstances were or

            16   what the definition of that was, and one of the things, I

            17   think, we would want to look to would be past examples

            18   and we don't have them.  

            19                  But what was a similar policy in my mind

            20   is we kind of don't put roads through environmentally

            21   sensitive -- or maybe "kind of" is wrong.  We don't put

            22   new roads through sensitive areas unless there's some

            23   exceptional circumstance.  And we have done that.  We've
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             1   done it at least twice, I think.  

             2                  And one of the times I remembered was the

             3   one with -- it was sort of a Hoover Dam and it was a

             4   government office thing/site that had to be secured and

             5   you couldn't get into it and the only way into it was

             6   sort of over where the stream was, but there was a quid

             7   pro quo and there was very extensive stream restoration

             8   that was downhill from it.  

             9                  And we did a site visit and some of that

            10   stuff was put in -- I can't remember if it was in the

            11   development conditions of a special exception or there

            12   was a plan amendment to do it.  But somehow we got there. 

            13                  And what I thought was if there was going

            14   to be text that was punching through any of this dealing

            15   with any encroachment, that there would be some pretty

            16   robust tradeoffs and there would have to be some very

            17   extensive resolution of the existing stream mass or

            18   something like that.  

            19                  I'm jumping around with this, but what I'm

            20   looking for is is there any objective guidance anywhere

            21   for under what circumstances we would consider doing this

            22   or in exchange for what?  

            23                  If we don't have any examples, have we got
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             1   any guidance -- and I guess I was going to ask about

             2   EQAC, too, but has anybody tried to articulate under what

             3   circumstances we would hypothetically say, even though we

             4   don't do this, we might do it if A, B and C, and you did

             5   these other things in exchange for that?  

             6                  And if you're following me --

             7                  MR. KAPLAN:  Yeah.

             8                  COMMISSIONER HART:  -- how do we know

             9   what's exceptional?  How do we know when this is

            10   appropriate if we're not supposed to do it at all?

            11                  MR. KAPLAN:  I think there are really two

            12   aspects of the question.  

            13                  I think one speaks to the history of the

            14   policy on disturbances, the EQCs.  The case that you are

            15   referencing is the Aerospace application --

            16                  COMMISSIONER HART:  Aerospace, exactly.

            17                  MR. KAPLAN:  -- which actually predated

            18   that policy and was the impetus behind the policy.  

            19                  That case was approved, I believe, in 2009

            20   and it proposed the filling-in of two headwater stream

            21   channels in exchange for a more comprehensive stream

            22   restoration project downstream with the details all

            23   worked out during the zoning process and there were very
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             1   specific proffers that spoke to that.

             2                  After the Board of Supervisors approved

             3   that, Staff had recommended denial because we didn't feel

             4   the policy language at that time allowed us as Staff to

             5   make that kind of decision.  

             6                  The Board directed the Planning Commission

             7   to take a look at the EQC policy to determine if there

             8   could be some way of incorporating more flexibility to

             9   consider that sort of thing.

            10                  The Board spent -- the Planning

            11   Commission's Environment Committee spent about a year on

            12   that issue and ultimately came up the language that was

            13   adopted, the extraordinary circumstances, and the like.  

            14   Again, there was a recognition that these cases are going

            15   to be so different in their character.  And I think

            16   experience has borne that out that it really didn't make

            17   sense to define that further.  It would have to be a

            18   case-by-case determination.

            19                  We've had two examples of applications

            20   that went through the zoning process under that guidance. 

            21   The first was Circle Towers which came in about a year

            22   after that policy was adopted in 2010, I believe.  And

            23   that issue spoke to a new point of access that would have
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             1   had to have crossed the EQC.  

             2                  You are correct that the EQC policy does

             3   have a provision that supports necessary infrastructure

             4   crossings of EQCs where necessary.  And so if a buildable

             5   part of a site can only be accessed by crossing an EQC,

             6   we will accommodate that and we have.

             7                  This was a case, though, where there were

             8   currently a couple of entrances, one on Lee Highway, one

             9   on Route 50/Arlington Boulevard, and we questioned

            10   whether that was a necessary crossing.  

            11                  And so the EQC disturbances policy was

            12   invoked.  There was quite a bit of give-and-take with the

            13   applicant.  They developed a package of improvements to

            14   the stream valley, the stream channel, some wetland pools

            15   and agreed to build that crossing as a bridge over the

            16   stream instead of culverting it.  

            17                  Ultimately, that was approved.  It was

            18   never pursued.  For whatever economic reason, that didn't

            19   happen.  

            20                  The second application was a vulcan quarry

            21   and Fairfax Water set of applications from about three

            22   years ago where in order to expand the quarry to provide

            23   for future water supply, they needed to remove a stream
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             1   that was in that area.  

             2                  There was an extensive negotiation on the

             3   development condition and several years'-worth of back-

             4   and-forth on an EQC compensation plan that was just

             5   recently approved for that.  

             6                  Those are the two examples and they're

             7   quite different from each other.  And it kind of

             8   highlights how we really can't anticipate what might be

             9   extraordinary.

            10                  And the second part of that question, I

            11   believe, deals with what criteria would we want to come

            12   up with to identify what sorts of restoration efforts we

            13   might want to proceed with.

            14                  You had mentioned that all you have in

            15   front of you was a draft motion, but what we have in

            16   front of us at Staff and what is really driving this plan

            17   amendment proposal is a very specific zoning application

            18   for 43 townhouses.  

            19                  We have a development plan; we have a

            20   layout; we've had a number of meetings with the Applicant

            21   on this.  And during the course of our discussions with

            22   the Applicant, it became clear to us that if we were to

            23   have developed a bullet-point list of things that we'd
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             1   like to see as far as restoration mitigation type of --

             2   and footprint type of recommendations, that this project

             3   wouldn't be able to meet that.  

             4                  And so why would we then be forwarding

             5   this and the Comprehensive Plan if it was setting

             6   ourselves up for failure down the line when the zoning

             7   came through.  We chose to simply recommend against the

             8   amendment.

             9                  COMMISSIONER HART:  My next question was

            10   kind of dealing with that same dilemma.  

            11                  We don't have, or if we have, I haven't

            12   seen it, whatever this layout is for the 43 townhouses,

            13   but I thought there might be degrees of permissible

            14   encroachment and that those criteria might be different

            15   depending on what you're doing.  

            16                  If you were going five feet into

            17   something, maybe it's not a big deal.  If you're going a

            18   hundred feet into something, it's a much bigger problem. 

            19                  And I did not understand with 43

            20   townhouses and this floodplain -- well, let me back up to

            21   the floodplain line.  Is there a disagreement as to the

            22   location of the floodplain line or is this what it is,

            23   what we've got on figure 2?  
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             1                  It's a very -- it seems like what's not in

             2   the floodplain is just a small corner of the site up by

             3   the road.

             4                  MR. KAPLAN:  What you have in figure 2 is

             5   really a generalization.  There's been a more detailed

             6   floodplain study provided by the Applicant.  Our land

             7   development services staff has reviewed and approved

             8   that.  There are still --

             9                  COMMISSIONER HART:  Is it different from

            10   figure 2?

            11                  MR. KAPLAN:  It is slightly different. 

            12   There is sort of an island outside the floodplain in that

            13   area shown in the southwest corner.  There's also an area

            14   more central to the site that has been determined to be

            15   outside of the floodplain.

            16                  That -- I would note that we've recently

            17   -- very recently received some guidance from VDOT raising

            18   some questions about that, so we need to sort through

            19   that with VDOT.  But --

            20                  COMMISSIONER HART:  That's kind of my next

            21   question, too.  

            22                  But what I thought was that there's some

            23   imprecision as to that and if the changes to the bridge
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             1   change it further, which I mean, it seems to me that's

             2   plausible.  

             3                  If the bridge were redesigned and rebuilt

             4   in some way and then the floodplain line changed again,

             5   that might improve the chances of something happening on

             6   this property or not.  But do we have any of that

             7   information?

             8                  MR. KAPLAN:  We don't, no.

             9                  COMMISSIONER HART:  I cut you off about

            10   VDOT.

            11                  MR. KAPLAN:  That's okay.

            12                  COMMISSIONER HART:  But do we know what

            13   would happen if the bridge happened?

            14                  MR. KAPLAN:  We don't.  We really don't

            15   know if that -- if the removal of the culvert and

            16   replacement of it with a bridge that allows the full 100-

            17   year flow to go underneath it, we don't know what effect

            18   that will have on the boundaries of the floodplain.  We

            19   can only speculate.

            20                  COMMISSIONER HART:  Okay.  The assignment

            21   from the Board, I guess, was to evaluate residential and

            22   eight to the acre.  And I thought maybe they asked the

            23   wrong question.  
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             1                  Had Staff evaluated -- and I assume that

             2   has to be townhouses.  Is there any other potential

             3   redevelopment use for the property that a plan amendment

             4   might address that might be more vertical than townhouses

             5   with a smaller footprint and, again, more in the area

             6   that's out of the floodplain or out of the floodplain as

             7   revised, something like that?  

             8                  Is that beyond the scope of what Staff was

             9   tasked to do with this amendment or are we stuck with

            10   it's townhouses or nothing?

            11                  MS. GARDNER:  Commissioner Hart, when we

            12   were considering the question and coming up with those

            13   conditions related to the environment that we thought

            14   would be appropriate that Noel was referencing that we

            15   knew would sort of -- would doom this redevelopment plan

            16   and stopped, we did talk about that a different type of

            17   residential structure may be two-over-two could work if

            18   it stayed closer to the area that's impervious, and then

            19   we could ask for these additional qualities or additional

            20   improvements to be made to the stream.  

            21                  But, again, because the plan amendment was

            22   so tied to the rezoning that had been approved --

            23                  COMMISSIONER HART:  Okay.
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             1                  MS. GARDNER:  -- we stopped.  Not

             2   approved.  I meant submitted.  Sorry.

             3                  COMMISSIONER HART:  Again, I have not seen

             4   any drawing, but how much of an encroachment is it with

             5   43 townhouses, is it half the site?  I mean, what

             6   happens?

             7                  MS. GARCIA:  Can you see that?  It's --

             8                  COMMISSIONER HART:  Okay.

             9                  MS. GARCIA:  This is -- I don't even know

            10   if this is the latest.  There may have been a more recent

            11   submission.  

            12                  But it's my understanding that the layout

            13   hasn't -- the proposed layout hasn't changed too much --

            14                  COMMISSIONER HART:  Okay.

            15                  MS. GARCIA:  -- since the rezoning

            16   application has been submitted.  

            17                  And this -- the orange -- it may be a

            18   little hard to see -- is their floodplain delineation.

            19   This gets to Noel's point about, you know, how our map

            20   had just the corner outside of the floodplain.  

            21                  It's hard to see the parcel boundaries,

            22   too, to see the extent of the additional --

            23                  COMMISSIONER HART:  No, I think that
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             1   answers my question.  I had some idea.

             2                  One more question and then I'll be quiet. 

             3   Has there been any suggestion by the Board or by Staff

             4   that the current floodplain policy needs to be amended or

             5   reevaluated to allow redevelopment of eyesores, or

             6   something like that, where we would have lesser standards

             7   because of sort of economic or beautification kind of

             8   issues trumping environmental policy, something like

             9   that?  

            10                  Is there any suggestion that we're too

            11   rigid on protecting the environment and that we ought to

            12   relax that and, you know, go into a floodplain if it gets

            13   rid of some eyesore, something like that?

            14                  MS. GARDNER:  We've not specifically.  We

            15   recognized in our analysis that this is -- although it's

            16   outside of a community business center, a portion of this

            17   is in the Richmond Highway Corridor and, as such, is a

            18   revitalization area.  

            19                  And so we did take that into account that

            20   that's an important aspect, but we felt that the existing

            21   policy trumped it.

            22                  And the concern was, I think -- or

            23   speaking for myself, I think a concern would be that if
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             1   we weakened the floodplain policy to encourage

             2   redevelopment of properties that had not been well-

             3   maintained, that that could have an unintended

             4   consequence.

             5                  COMMISSIONER HART:  People would be

             6   encouraged to let it go and then to say is my property is

             7   so bad --

             8                  MS. GARDNER:  Yes.

             9                  COMMISSIONER HART:  Okay, all right.  All

            10   right, thank you.

            11                  CHAIRMAN MURPHY:  Okay, Mr. Ulfelder, Mr.

            12   Sargeant, Mr. Tanner, and Mr. Niedzielski-Eichner.

            13                  COMMISSIONER ULFELDER:  Thank you, Mr.

            14   Chairman.

            15                  I want to thank my -- the two previous

            16   Commissioners for asking most of the questions that I had

            17   been thinking about and prepared, but I just have a

            18   couple.

            19                  I did look at the -- what is called the

            20   Belle Haven, Dogue Creek and Four Mile Run Watershed

            21   Management Plan and there are a number of proposed

            22   projects up and down Dogue Creek, including one on --

            23   just on the south side of Richmond Highway here.
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             1                  And I guess my question is how come there

             2   was no project that came forward as part of that

             3   watershed review and development of the management plan

             4   for the -- for this north side, for the area here,

             5   particularly in light of the change in the creek over

             6   time?

             7                  MR. SMITH::  I apologize.  I don't recall

             8   all of the projects in that particular area.  

             9                  I am very familiar with the south part. 

            10   We walked it recently, actually, and we have -- there's

            11   another project we're going to reconsider for the near

            12   future.  

            13                  We also, as reevaluating for this project,

            14   would like to try to combine potentially the VDOT's

            15   project with doing work downstream.  

            16                  The upstream component has -- is wetland. 

            17   Almost the entire area has wetlands, through Pole Road

            18   Park and then onto the private property.  

            19                  I think our current philosophy is that

            20   maintaining the wetland pools and the full extent of the

            21   existing wetlands is very critical for providing

            22   ecosystem services to include flood mitigation

            23   approaching that Route 1 intersection.  So I can't tell
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             1   you that right off the bat.  Maybe Noel's will come up

             2   right now. 

             3                  COMMISSIONER ULFELDER:  Well, one of the

             4   questions would be if you did additional mitigation on

             5   the north side, on the side that this property is located

             6   on, would it make it -- mean that the VDOT project and

             7   the bridge and the removal of the culvert, that it would

             8   improve that project?  

             9                  I mean, that it would assist that in terms

            10   of handling the 100-year flood better if the north side

            11   is restored, for example, to a -- what I would call an

            12   environment -- you know, restore it so that it functions

            13   properly within the EQC.

            14                  MR. SMITH:  First of all, I'm looking at

            15   the watershed plan now and there is a project shown on

            16   the north side.  It's DC 9208 which is identified as a

            17   stream restoration project.  There is not a fact sheet

            18   for that one.  I think it was not considered in the first

            19   ten-year timeframe, but there was something recognized

            20   there.  

            21                  In regard to the bridge, I think the

            22   bridge opens up a lot of possibilities for that stream in

            23   terms of its function, and there does need to be careful
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             1   consideration of what happens north of the bridge as it

             2   affects what might happen south of the bridge.  I think

             3   that's absolutely spot-on.

             4                  COMMISSIONER ULFELDER:  So currently it's

             5   listed as, quote, "private open space."  And the way your

             6   report read -- and this is before we had language for

             7   possible change in the Comprehensive Plan language for

             8   the particular site -- the idea was to leave it in the

             9   current state until there's an opportunity to restore it,

            10   basically, or restore a good portion of it so that it

            11   functions the way it's supposed to function.

            12                  I mean, what kind of -- what would that

            13   look like?  What kind of project would that involve?

            14                  MR. SMITH:  Well, there are a couple parts

            15   to it.  

            16                  I think the first thing that we would like

            17   to see from the water quality perspective is preservation

            18   of the wetland footprints on the north side; in addition,

            19   a restored channel that honors more closely a stable

            20   alignment through the current and future VDOT road

            21   sections lining up with the channel to the south.

            22                  When VDOT does open up that road section,

            23   it will pass more water during a flood event.  So there's
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             1   -- we want -- we need to better understand how that

             2   corridor is going to handle the increased flows and so

             3   we'll probably look at the -- and we have walked that

             4   downstream portion to make sure that's stable.

             5                  From a vegetative perspective, buffering

             6   the wetlands and the streams is a pretty critical item. 

             7   It provides a lot of ecosystem services and improves

             8   water quality significantly.  It also helps slow down

             9   flooding -- you know, the actual flood waters.

            10                  So we see a hundred-foot buffer, generally

            11   speaking, around perennial water bodies as being the

            12   preferred outcome.  And the more the better, usually,

            13   especially in these large bottom land habitats like you

            14   see all across Fairfax County within the preserved stream

            15   quarters.

            16                  COMMISSIONER ULFELDER:  So, in a way, if

            17   that was done, it would become more like a community

            18   amenity in a way in terms of the -- in how it would look

            19   and how it would operate within the eco-spine and the

            20   Dogue Creek watershed?

            21                  MR. SMITH:  I think that's -- when we're

            22   talking about the ecological spine concept, that's

            23   exactly what we're talking about, is that you preserve
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             1   appropriate uses within the RPA or stream alignment, but

             2   that you do restore ecological function.

             3                  And for this particular piece of land, if

             4   you look at it, it's almost a contiguous set of bottom

             5   land wetlands going from north of Telegraph Road down

             6   through Huntley Meadows, Jackson Abbott and through Pole

             7   Road Park to Route 1.  And then the downstream parcels,

             8   many of them are vacant.  

             9                  So the ecological function throughout that

            10   corridor is pretty contiguous so that restoration of that

            11   would be in line with those existing preserved areas and

            12   also, as you said, an amenity for the public. 

            13                  COMMISSIONER ULFELDER:  Okay, thank you.

            14                  CHAIRMAN MURPHY:  Mr. Sargeant.

            15                  COMMISSIONER SARGEANT:  Thank you, Mr.

            16   Chairman.

            17                  And I know this will come out during

            18   further testimony, but I'd like to clarify how close

            19   would the proposed townhouses be to the floodplain?

            20                  MR. KAPLAN:  Well, the houses would be

            21   constructed within the current floodplain.  They'd be

            22   elevated above it.  There would be significant fill.  

            23   Perhaps Mr. Viani can address that, but I think we've
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             1   been focusing more on the overall width of the restored

             2   buffer area and what that would look like and that would

             3   be variable.

             4                  As currently proposed, we think they're

             5   going to be some changes based on discussions on the

             6   drainage issues in the stream locations.

             7                  But as currently proposed, there's a

             8   fairly significant width right close to the Route 1

             9   crossing where the stream kinds of bows out to the west. 

            10                  But within a portion of the development

            11   project, as you move farther north within that project

            12   area, as currently proposed, the width of the wooded

            13   buffer would be, perhaps, as narrow as 25 to 30 feet in

            14   one place.

            15                  COMMISSIONER SARGEANT:  Okay.  Do we have

            16   any timeframe, any time estimate regarding VDOT's

            17   widening project and the proposed bridge, when that might

            18   take place, occur, provide mitigation of the stream

            19   issues?  Any estimate at this point?

            20                  MR. DUNN:  William Dunn, Virginia

            21   Department of Transportation.

            22                  Our current estimated or anticipated

            23   construction schedule is for the Richmond Highway project
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             1   to begin in 2023 and end, approximately, in 2025/2026. 

             2   So that's our current anticipated schedule.

             3                  COMMISSIONER SARGEANT:  Does that

             4   timeframe include the proposed bridge?

             5                  MR. DUNN:  Yes.  The bridge is within the

             6   project from Jeff Todd Way to Napper Road.  That's

             7   correct.

             8                  COMMISSIONER SARGEANT:  And that would

             9   include mitigation issues related to the water flow?

            10                  MR. DUNN:  It would depending on what the

            11   conditions are when we go to construction and depending

            12   on what proceeds, yes.

            13                  COMMISSIONER SARGEANT:  Okay.  I'm going

            14   to go back to Commissioner Hart's comments regarding the

            15   Board's motion and the issue of evaluate, and I think

            16   that's what's causing some of the challenges here.

            17                  The evaluation called for, among other

            18   things, making sure this is consistent with VDOT's

            19   proposed widening, as I understand it, and mitigation,

            20   compensation measures resulting in net environmental

            21   benefits; is that correct?  

            22                  Is that -- I'm wondering how we got to

            23   evaluate and if that's -- if that adds to where we would
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             1   normally see some plan text or something because it

             2   sounds like the assignment was to evaluate versus

             3   actually draft text.  Am I wrong?

             4                  MS. GARDNER:  We -- yes.  We were asked to

             5   evaluate the proposed bill vis-a-vis the VDOT widening of

             6   Richmond Highway and we have many questions still about

             7   that because the project hasn't advanced to the level

             8   where we feel that we could reach a conclusion.  

             9                  The reason we did not provide plan text

            10   for this plan amendment is that we were so concerned that

            11   this project does not rise to the level of an

            12   extraordinary circumstance that we declined, which is

            13   very unusual to provide to text, but that we didn't

            14   because we were unable to support the proposal.

            15                  COMMISSIONER SARGEANT:  I want to briefly

            16   touch on the issue of extraordinary and the, you know, 

            17   review that this does not fit under that extraordinary

            18   category.

            19                  I'm wondering, though, as we move forward

            20   with a lot of revitalization, such as Route 1, if we're

            21   not going to have similar scenarios such as the one we're

            22   considering this evening where some compromises will be

            23   made further and are not necessarily extraordinary.
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             1                  So a couple of questions within that. 

             2   Does Staff, in your professional opinion, anticipate some

             3   of those scenarios going forward where they may be

             4   exceptional, but they're not extraordinary?  

             5                  And by exceptional, I mean it has the

             6   issues related to revitalization; it has the issues

             7   related to the redevelopment within those revitalization

             8   areas; and, you know, also encompassing floodplain and

             9   other issues.  

            10                  Do we see a different category emerging as

            11   we get more into the detail of many of these

            12   revitalization initiatives across the county or will

            13   extraordinary remain the standard for the day?  

            14                  I know -- and it's a tough call.  I mean,

            15   it's left purposely without, you know, this is it and

            16   final because you need the flexibility.  But I'm

            17   wondering if extraordinary will always apply.

            18                  MS. GARDNER:  We will have to look at it

            19   when the time comes, but I will say that in the Richmond

            20   Highway Corridor we really focused our redevelopment

            21   options in the CBCs.  That was for a number of reasons. 

            22   They make the most sense.

            23                  They're also mostly paved over.  They're
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             1   big shopping centers with parking lots and that's the

             2   areas where we talked about creating the ecological

             3   spines by daylighting streams where we could.

             4                  So in that instance, I think that the

             5   circumstance is very different than what we're seeing

             6   with this property where disturbance has occurred, but

             7   it's a far different situation than what we're looking at

             8   with a shopping center and a parking lot.

             9                  We also in the Comprehensive Plan

            10   addressed the idea of providing incentives that would

            11   help bring along the creation of these environmental

            12   corridors so creating mixed use and more intense

            13   development.

            14                  This area, right now, is outside the CBC

            15   and, notwithstanding the fact that we were limited to

            16   eight dwelling units an acre, it would be very hard to, I

            17   think, compare the two because it is relatively

            18   undeveloped.

            19                  So I don't think that -- I'm sure we will

            20   be faced with similar challenges, but I hope that because

            21   of the text we have and the difference in existing

            22   conditions that we will not find ourselves in the same

            23   situation as we do with the subject area.
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             1                  COMMISSIONER SARGEANT:  Okay, thank you.

             2                  CHAIRMAN MURPHY:  Mr. Tanner, Mr.

             3   Niedzielski-Eichner and then, perhaps, the public hearing

             4   -- oh, Mr. Viani will make a statement.

             5                  COMMISSIONER TANNER:  All right, thank

             6   you, Mr. Chairman.  

             7                  Most of my questions were just asked, so I

             8   only have a couple of clarifying points.

             9                  So you're saying you're okay with the

            10   residential -- or the option for residential, but just

            11   not with the current plan that's been proposed?   Did I

            12   understand that correctly?

            13                  MS. GARDNER:  No, we are not because the

            14   Comprehensive Plan says, first, to -- actually, it's very

            15   strong language.  It says to prohibit the creation of

            16   residential lots within the floodplain.  

            17                  And the way this approach would rectify

            18   that is by filling in the floodplain and that creates a

            19   whole other reft of concerns.

            20                  COMMISSIONER TANNER:  Okay.  And one other

            21   question.  

            22                  I believe that there was someone from OCR

            23   who was here.  Sorry, I heard OCR mentioned during the 
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             1   entourage in the introduction.  So I was just curious

             2   about OCR's opinion of this current plan.

             3                  MS. FIEBE:  Hi, I'm Joanne Fiebe with the

             4   Office of Community Revitalization.

             5                  From our office's standpoint, we are -- we

             6   do support the concept of redevelopment in this area

             7   because we believe that, in general, the current uses on

             8   the site are not consistent with the Embark

             9   Revitalization Plan goals.

            10                  So from a purely market and revitalization

            11   standpoint, we think that redevelopment of the site could

            12   have mutual benefits for a community standpoint and an

            13   environmental standpoint.

            14                  COMMISSIONER TANNER:  All right, thank

            15   you.

            16                  CHAIRMAN MURPHY:  Mr. Niedzielski-Eichner.

            17                  COMMISSIONER NIEDZIELSKI-EICHNER:  Thank

            18   you, Mr. Chairman.

            19                  This is a very, very challenging

            20   application and I'm really torn, to be candid with you. 

            21   I haven't heard from the Applicant yet and I haven't

            22   heard, of course, from the public.

            23                  But let me ask this question.  Has this
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             1   site already been engineered?  In other words, is the

             2   floodplain a result of historical conditions or is the

             3   floodplain a situation as a result of its current state

             4   that was engineered, that it was -- there was a -- it was

             5   landfilled.  It was -- we had a culvert that was put in

             6   kind of sideways and threw underneath and consequently

             7   had to have some impact on water flow.  

             8                  We have a significant amount of impervious

             9   surface on this site that has to have an impact on the

            10   RPC -- or, I mean, I'm sorry, the EQC and the RPA.  

            11                  So we have existing conditions that are

            12   detrimental to our environmental goals as we've stated

            13   them and, yet, we, all of a sudden, say those things that

            14   were engineered and we've historically accepted are

            15   somehow going to be a barrier to the future use of the

            16   site because, frankly, I can't see a use of the site that

            17   is anything other than a repair or return to previous

            18   state that would be acceptable under our regulations.

            19                  MS. GARDNER:  If I could start with the

            20   second, and then I'll ask for help with the first part of

            21   the question.

            22                  We did discuss other -- in the course=-=

            23   although the Embark study did not look at the suburban
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             1   neighborhood areas and so didn't consider this property,

             2   we have talked about opportunities for other types of 

             3   development, as Joanne alluded to.  

             4                  There's a small part where we knew from

             5   the beginning that is outside the floodplain and there is

             6   some area of disturbance that could be developed.  We

             7   thought that given the warning of the Comprehensive Plan

             8   not to develop residential use in the floodplain and the

             9   ensuing problems, that some sort of commercial use might

            10   be appropriate in that corner.  I'll call it the north

            11   corner of the site closest to Richmond Highway.  

            12                  But there was -- the concern seemed to be

            13   that there was no market for that and that the site has

            14   been neglected for many, many years.  And so that's why

            15   townhouses, I think, created such excitement to the

            16   community because here was a chance to clean up the site.

            17                  But we do think that there may be other

            18   opportunities for development, maybe not as extensive as

            19   what's being proposed.

            20                  COMMISSIONER NIEDZIELSKI-EICHNER:  So if I

            21   could just follow up, it's the residential aspect of this

            22   that is --

            23                  MS. GARDNER:  I think it --
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             1                  COMMISSIONER NIEDZIELSKI-EICHNER:  I mean,

             2   I understand what the ordinance requires or specifies,

             3   that it has to be extraordinary circumstances to have a

             4   residential development in a floodplain and I can value

             5   and appreciate that.  

             6                  But is that the thing that stands in the

             7   way of Staff support for doing something at this site? 

             8   Is it the residential barrier because it's in our

             9   ordinance or do you think residential has a unique impact

            10   -- potentially, a unique impact on the EQC and RPA and

            11   the wetlands?

            12                  MS. GARDNER:  Residential development is

            13   going to mean that there needs to be fill in the

            14   floodplain.  I mean, the houses have to be --

            15                  COMMISSIONER NIEDZIELSKI-EICHNER:  Which

            16   has already been filled in.  I mean, it's significantly

            17   filled in as a consequence of past practices.

            18                  MS. GARDNER:  Well, it would have to be

            19   outside the 100-Year flood elevations.

            20                  COMMISSIONER NIEDZIELSKI-EICHNER:  And --

            21                  MS. GARDNER:  Well -- and --

            22                  COMMISSIONER NIEDZIELSKI-EICHNER:  Would

            23   the imperviousness of the -- would the site be more
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             1   pervious as a consequence of residential or more

             2   impervious as a consequential?

             3                  MS. GARDNER:  Well, that depends on the

             4   development that's proposed.  

             5                  And I think the problem with townhouses is

             6   it's the extent of the fill in the floodplain that's also

             7   problematic.  

             8                  We do want to try to arrive at a solution

             9   that will provide an opportunity to improve the stream,

            10   but not at this -- not at the cost that's being provided.

            11                  COMMISSIONER NIEDZIELSKI-EICHNER:  Okay. 

            12   And --

            13                  MS. GARDNER:  As far as your first

            14   question --

            15                  COMMISSIONER NIEDZIELSKI-EICHNER:  Yeah. 

            16   I wanted to ask you to get to that, this matter of the

            17   existing conditions and the fact that those existing

            18   conditions were -- that they're engineering conditions.  

            19   Do we take that into account as we think about our, you

            20   know, protection of the EQC and RPA?

            21                  MR. KAPLAN:  There are really a couple of

            22   components to that.  With respect to the floodplain

            23   boundaries, I would anticipate that the boundaries are
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             1   cited from a couple of things.

             2                  First, there's about 7,000 acres of

             3   watershed upstream of here and so there's a lot of volume

             4   of water coming through here on this eight-point-some-

             5   odd-acre site that most of the water is coming from

             6   offsite from upstream.

             7                  There has been some fill on the site and

             8   then, certainly, that has affected the elevations on the

             9   site and that has affected where the floodplain lines

            10   are.  

            11                  If you look at the Applicant's study, you

            12   can see a little kind of high point in the middle.  I'm

            13   certain that has resulted from the extent of fill that

            14   has occurred over time.  It's not a natural terrain.

            15                  That being said, the majority of that site

            16   remains in the floodplain and still provides floodplain

            17   storage during the 100-year event.  Filling it in will

            18   further constrict the extent of that.

            19                  The second component, I think, to build on

            20   what Marianne was saying, is that the nature of the use

            21   or the type of use, I think, is one issue.  Another issue

            22   is the extent of the footprint on the site: the layout,

            23   the potential for restoration of that engineered, or
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             1   whatever you want to call it, disturbed area to a more

             2   natural ecological corridor.  

             3                  One of the concerns about residential at

             4   five to eight units per acre on this site is the extent

             5   of the footprint that would entail and whether we would

             6   really have an opportunity to get the kind of ecological

             7   restoration we'd like to see here.  We don't think we

             8   will.

             9                  COMMISSIONER NIEDZIELSKI-EICHNER:  All

            10   right, well, I appreciate that.  

            11                  And, Mr. Chairman, I appreciate the

            12   opportunity to raise these questions, but I am of the

            13   position that we can in our desire to protect water

            14   quality and our stream, valleys, and so on, that we have

            15   circumstances that are historically driven; that we also

            16   have a responsibility to private homeowners -- no,

            17   private property owners to try to figure out how there's

            18   a mitigation strategy that can help them achieve, you

            19   know, some value for their property at the same time as

            20   successfully allows us to build the kind of streams and

            21   water resource capabilities that we desire, particularly

            22   in this location.

            23                  And then, finally, we have this bridge
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             1   sitting out there that's going to have to -- that's going

             2   to affect the floodplain in some significant way.  

             3                  And I would hope that in the concept of

             4   mitigation and thinking of strategies to help the

             5   property owner, but also achieve our goals, that we're

             6   taking the full context into account.  Thanks.

             7                  CHAIRMAN MURPHY:  Thank you very much. 

             8   Mr. Viani.

             9                  MR. VIANI:  Mr. Chairman, Members of the

            10   Board, I'm Mark Viani on behalf Bean, Kinney and Korman, 

            11   and Stanley Martin, who is the proposed developer of this

            12   site.  

            13                  I guess I wanted to start off by, first of

            14   all, thanking all of you all for your time and thanking

            15   Staff for all of your time.  This has been a lot of work. 

            16                  And we're not -- maybe we're not seeing

            17   eye to eye on everything, but it's been a good working

            18   relationship and I think we -- working together this

            19   thing can be -- there's a solution here.

            20                  This is not a situation where the

            21   environment is going to trump over economic development

            22   and sound land planning or sound land planning and

            23   economic development is going to trump over environment.
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             1                  This, like many of the properties on

             2   Richmond Highway, the solution and the way forward is

             3   they're going to have work together or there's going to

             4   have to be solutions there.  

             5                  Remember, this is the oldest area of the

             6   county, the earliest developed area of the county when we

             7   operated with properties and land patterns that we just

             8   don't do anymore and when we had -- when we were not as

             9   sensitive to the way we operate things today.  

            10                  If you were to go ahead, and as I have

            11   done, look at the county's plans all the way down

            12   Richmond Highway where you will see a lot of existing

            13   buildings in floodplains, a lot of existing shopping

            14   centers in floodplains, Chesapeake Bay and the like and

            15   that is not counting, as Marianne correctly pointed out. 

            16

            17                  When we talked about the Embark plan, one

            18   of the key things of the Embark plan was daylighting

            19   these streams.  Okay, there's a lot of these things,

            20   particularly when you get to Hybla Valley.  They don't

            21   even show up there because they're just channeled.  They

            22   don't even show on there.

            23                  So this is going to be an issue we
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             1   confront time and time again.  

             2                  I want to just take a second to kind of,

             3   you know, you've talked with the Staff -- to kind of

             4   orient you -- you've seen where the site is.  We are on

             5   the southern half of Richmond Highway.  This is a very

             6   well-known site.  It's probably the worst site on

             7   Richmond Highway or one of a couple of things.

             8                  I was very involved in the Embark plan, a

             9   lot of us were.  We wanted to see if we actually get this

            10   site into the Embark plan, but, you know, and as Marianne

            11   and her team -- you need just to do it for the CBCs.  You

            12   need to move forward, so we understand that.

            13                  I want to talk a little bit about the

            14   properties right around it.  You have immediately to the

            15   north, you see that kind of horseshoe-shaped building

            16   right there, that's the Sacramento Shopping Center.  

            17                  When we first started looking at this

            18   site, one of the things we thought about, well, maybe

            19   there's a way to kind of jointly develop the two sites,

            20   all right.  And the problem with the Sacramento Shopping

            21   Center, which is a Woodlawn CBC, is it's subject to a lot

            22   of long-term leases there.  So the property is not going

            23   to be developed anytime soon.  And you'll have their
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             1   attorney here to talk about that fact.

             2                  If you look at the center beyond where we

             3   are on the plan there, you'll see Pole Road Park.  Most

             4   of Pole Road Park was actually donated by the property

             5   owner's family over time, so that was actually all of

             6   their traditional property.  

             7                  And when we look at the history of the

             8   property, that's kind of where there was a train track

             9   and there was an amusement park and there was camp

            10   grounds and stuff.  That's where a lot of that was.

            11                  But, you know, I guess when I'm hearing

            12   tonight's discussion, one of the threshold things I want

            13   to point out tonight is this is a Board item requesting

            14   consideration of a Comprehensive Plan Amendment.  

            15                  I think a lot of the discussion we've

            16   heard tonight has been really focused on the minute

            17   details of what would a rezoning look like, what would a

            18   special exception look like, what would an RPA exception

            19   look like.  And those are in process.  They're on the

            20   way.  

            21                  You know, there's a reason, you now -- and

            22   if I could walk through this, you'll see there's a lot of

            23   things -- hopefully, I can fill in some details here in
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             1   this discussion.

             2                  But this was just a discussion, a

             3   Comprehensive Plan Amendment to see if there was a way to

             4   take the existing comprehensive plan, which -- and we'll

             5   talk about the range of uses there -- provide another

             6   option for this particular historic problem site for

             7   there to be solutions that could be considered.  

             8                  Those solutions would have to succeed on

             9   their own merits.  We can approve a comprehensive plan

            10   and the following plan could get turned down or the

            11   following plan could be changed different like that.

            12                  This is not -- approval of the

            13   comprehensive plan is not an approval.  Nothing comes out

            14   of there other than change the language.  You know, we

            15   would still have to go through its merits.  So I hope we

            16   keep that in mind as we walk through this thing.

            17                  This is -- here's the site.  Immediately

            18   to the west of us and the southwest of us is a property

            19   called the IMP Building.  And if you look a little closer

            20   here right where the red dot, that's the property.  

            21   Commissioner Hart, you asked about the condition of the

            22   current property.  I know you were involved with the BZA. 

            23   You'll see pictures later on the property is completely
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             1   cleaned up.  This is the current image that shows on GIS. 

             2   What you've seen out there is the building.  That's the

             3   welding shop that's still currently authorized.  The

             4   vehicles are all gone.  The fencing is still there.  But

             5   the property is basically just vacant, all right.

             6                  Immediately to the south of -- kind of

             7   immediately to our southwest is, you know, the area we're

             8   talking about where Dogue Creek comes through and there's

             9   two elements to Dogue Creek.  There's this kind of -- we

            10   talked about the C pattern that goes around and then goes

            11   underneath where the culvert is.  And then there is this

            12   sort of culvert, pond, another culvert and that aligns

            13   directly with where the culvert is.

            14                  We have photos and we have some evidence

            15   from about 1954 when that was done.  And if you look at

            16   some of the aerials from the early '50s, where the C line

            17   is, it looks like that might have been where part of the

            18   creek was.  And putting in the culverts, that was done

            19   around -- that was done at the same time and part of the

            20   same project as the main culvert that's in there.  So why

            21   that happened, we don't know.  But that all seems to kind

            22   of taken place in the mid '50s about the same time as the

            23   park was created, all right.
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             1                  So let's talk a little bit about, you

             2   know, the comp. plan recommendation.  It was for the

             3   Board asking for consideration as a development option on

             4   this site for all three of these properties for whether

             5   density at eight units per acre -- and we deliberately

             6   chose that density -- eight units per acre to provide

             7   necessary flexibility was -- could be sufficient enough

             8   to provide enough of an economic boost to allow cleanup

             9   of the property.  

            10                  And we'll get into the details on the

            11   property cleanup, but it's pretty robust.  There's a lot

            12   going on here.  

            13                  Could we do it with full parcel

            14   consideration?  That was important, because if you look

            15   up in last picture here -- I'm going to go back up -- and

            16   you'll see in the historic aerials, this disturbance was

            17   not only Parcel 20, which is their front parcel, this is

            18   Parcel 19.  

            19                  And then it was -- and if you'll notice,

            20   Parcel 18-C, Parcel 18-C has a square bottom and then it

            21   starts proceeding into a triangle.  The disturbance went

            22   all the way up to where the square bottom was and a

            23   little bit into that northern part of the triangle.  You
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             1   know, it was pretty extensive.  

             2                  So in order to make something work and in

             3   order to start cleaning up those areas, you had to have

             4   something that was parcel consideration, all right.  

             5                  And then you have to have something that

             6   was -- it is an EQC.  The EQC was created many years -- a

             7   couple decades after this property first started being

             8   used.  

             9                  It's going to be -- involve changes to the

            10   physical situations there, so  could it be consistent

            11   with the EQC.  And I want to get into that a little bit

            12   later here and explain why we think this actually is

            13   consistent with the EQC.  

            14                  But that was the charge.  Could we add

            15   language in, would that density be appropriate, that

            16   density with those kinds of limitations that any

            17   application coming in here would have 

            18   I'll go for this density, but I've got to pay attention

            19   to these environmental considerations, I've got to pay

            20   attention to making sure I'm okay by the VDOT widening

            21   and making sure I'm consolidating all of the properties.

            22                  We do those -- you find that language in

            23   the comprehensive plan frequently, all right.  That
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             1   doesn't mean that each of those languages feed on each

             2   other and deny the ability to put it into the comp. plan. 

             3   It means just this is what we think is the appropriate

             4   amount of density.  And, by the way, these are the local

             5   considerations you're going to have to respond to.  And

             6   that was the charge, I believe, with the Comprehensive

             7   Plan Amendment.

             8                  You've heard from Staff and you've heard

             9   from the Staff Report.  My presentation will be talking

            10   about a couple of clarifications.  I want to, (a), review

            11   existing adverse conditions, (b), talk about the impact

            12   of the VDOT Richmond Highway widening, (c), talk about

            13   what the proposal here is that's coming forward in the

            14   follow-on rezoning -- now, hopefully, I can answer a lot

            15   of your questions there -- that's proposing a

            16   redevelopment and a cleanup of the site.

            17                  And the next one would be the purpose of

            18   the Comprehensive Plan Amendment.  We're going to talk

            19   about -- there's a couple of disparities within the comp.

            20   plan recommendations about what the proper use of this

            21   property should be.  And that's one of the utilities of

            22   such an amendment like this, it's to provide site-

            23   specific clear amendment for the entirety of the parcel.
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             1                  Another point I want to point out is the

             2   cleanup and remediation of this site.  It's already a

             3   disturbed site in the EQC.  There is no new disturbance.

             4   This is a remediation and a cleanup of the site which is

             5   permitted in the EQC.

             6                  I want to talk about, you know, what we've

             7   used as the standard for this extraordinary standard for

             8   disturbances and review some of the cases so you have

             9   some reference.

            10                  We believe that what's going on here

            11   certainly qualifies, you know, to fit under the EQC.

            12                  CHAIRMAN MURPHY:  Mr. Viani, you have some

            13   time constraints on this presentation, so please --

            14                  MR. VIANI:  We'll be very quick.  

            15                  CHAIRMAN MURPHY:  I'll remind you --

            16                  MR. VIANI:  And then we'll also get to the

            17   point we're not proposing new laws in the EQC.

            18                  CHAIRMAN MURPHY:  I will remind you of

            19   that.  Okay?

            20                  MR. VIANI:  I will, sir.  Thank you.

            21                  Background here, we have the three

            22   parcels.  You have -- the parcel front is the blue shade. 

            23   That's Parcel 20.  That's zoned C-2.  If you see the
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             1   bottom third of that, that's being taken for the Richmond

             2   Highway widening.  The other two parcels, they're R-2

             3   zoned.  That's Parcel 19 and Parcel 18-C, okay.

             4                  I'll abbreviate my report.  This is just

             5   kind of some history on the property.  This is pictures

             6   of when it was an amusement park.  And this is some of

             7   the history of the property in terms of from the '60s on. 

             8   It was public uses.  

             9                  There is fill on the property from prior

            10   VDOT projects.  There's fill on the property from the

            11   Fairfax County Department of Transportation projects,

            12   rubble, construction, things like that.  

            13                  Private uses on there have included the

            14   welding shop, which is current, and then the litany of

            15   other uses that you see here and which were discussed by

            16   Staff.  

            17                  And you see -- if you look at the aerials

            18   from the '60s on, you see this kind condition and

            19   activity going on there.

            20                  That's the -- well, that's not the

            21   existing conditions, but that's the most recent aerial. 

            22   Like I said, it's been cleaned up.

            23                  This shows the extent of imperviousness on
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             1   the site.  This is basic compacted gravel, macadam,

             2   pavement, rubble, you name it, about 3.9 acres of this

             3   8.14 site.  A little under 50 percent of the site is

             4   impervious.

             5                  This is the current circumstances right

             6   now of the site.  As you can see, it's been cleaned up. 

             7   This photo was taken from the perspective if you were at

             8   Parcel 19 and you're looking northeast towards the

             9   Sacramento Center and kind of off to the side you see

            10   part of Parcel 18-C.

            11                  That's looking from Parcel 18-C looking up

            12   northwest to Dogue Creek.  You can see there's Dogue

            13   Creek and then you just get right up to where the

            14   disturbed area is.  There's not much of a buffer at all

            15   there.  

            16                  Some of the other conditions you'll see on

            17   there is there was the train that you saw in the pictures

            18   earlier.  There's a lot of train track laying around. 

            19   There's a lot of -- you know, if you walk around by the

            20   creek, there's a lot of macadam and pavement sticking out

            21   from the side of the dirt and stuff, some of it falling

            22   into the creek, stuff like that.  There's just a lot of

            23   issues with the site, a lot of debris.
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             1                  Some of the questions were what happens

             2   when it's heavily flooded.  This is a perfect example. 

             3   We had -- on June 3rd, we had near biblical rains come

             4   down here.  The area flooded.  Dogue Creek went very

             5   heavy.  

             6                  This is a picture that I took of the water

             7   just underneath the culvert.  And then you just walk a

             8   few feet over here.  That's a picture of the land itself

             9   right there.  

            10                  It's pretty apparent that if the water

            11   were to continue to rise, what it eventually really is

            12   going to do is actually just overtop Richmond Highway and

            13   go over Richmond Highway into the creek there.  It was

            14   not really going to flow into there, notwithstanding the

            15   fact this is still part of the EQC and the floodplain.

            16                  Quickly, VDOT -- as we talked about

            17   before, VDOT is looking to propose to come forth with a

            18   bride.  It's to be a 300-foot multi-span bridge.  It's

            19   going to eliminate the culvert.  That should alleviate.  

            20   And then VDOT will end up having to do the H&H study,

            21   hydraulic study to figure out how they're going to do the

            22   crushing, but that will alleviate these turns and the

            23   bends there.  
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             1                  I would point out that our project does

             2   not depend on that.  Everything north or west of Richmond

             3   Highway, I think, would probably be benefitted by that

             4   because that's kind of the bottleneck, that little

             5   culvert there.  And by alleviating that, it would

             6   probably help the floodplain there.

             7                  VDOT will redesign the crossing of Dogue

             8   Creek.  We'll remove the narrow culvert.  And as I talked

             9   about before -- let's go to the next slide -- this is

            10   from the April 14th -- April 4th presentation at VDOT.  

            11   What you're looking at here is a birds-eye view of what

            12   the bridge would look like.  You see the Sacramento

            13   Center there on the side.  A little below it you see our

            14   -- the property here.  

            15                  And then you have two bridges and the two

            16   bridges are about 11 to 13 feet off the ground.  There's

            17   clearance underneath there.  They're using a piered

            18   structure and, you know, if you were to go further south,

            19   the creek would flow unfettered underneath there.  You

            20   know, but VDOT is going to have to further refine that.  

            21   That's a closeup view of what the site looks like

            22   assuming we were to continue in the same interest.

            23                  This, I think, is what you were looking
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             1   for.  All right, what we have proposed -- and if you look

             2   at the Staff Report -- this has gone through several

             3   iterations already.  If you look at the Staff Report, it

             4   talks about 64 units, 58 units, 34 -- 43 units.  Right

             5   now, we're at proposing 43.  

             6                  Part of what we're using for the 43 units

             7   is 43 upscale single-family attached homes.  All right,

             8   we're trying to hit a certain metric financially to make

             9   the environmental cleanup that I'm going to talk about 

            10   which is robust work.  

            11                  We have looked at two-over-twos.  One of

            12   the problem with two-over-twos at one point was it blew

            13   up the parking, you know, and that kind of worked against

            14   us in terms of the impervious surface areas.  We've

            15   looked at smaller single -- smaller townhouses.  

            16                  And so for every time we starting

            17   commenting back and pulling back further, where we're

            18   trying to find some way to put additional remedies there,

            19   it hits the budget, so you try to keep metric.  That is

            20   the current proposal right now.

            21                  So let me talk a little bit about that.

            22   You see the Sacramento Center is off to the right and

            23   there you have 43 upscale townhouses.  What we're
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             1   proposing to do with this is we'll be reducing the

             2   imperviousness by about 48 percent.  

             3                  We're going to be planning and installing

             4   a buffer along where you have the creek and we'll be 

             5   removing invasive species and the like.  

             6                  The property right now has no stormwater

             7   management controls.  We're looking to put in both

             8   quantity control and then, notwithstanding the fact that

             9   we're reducing by a significant amount of portions the

            10   impervious area, we're also proposing quality controls,

            11   as well.  So we're kind of going above and beyond there.

            12                  We are providing a lookout area in the

            13   corner for the public.  You can access it right there to

            14   see the park.  We are proposing to take the remainder of

            15   that park and donate it to the Park Authority.  The Park

            16   Authority has indicated its willingness to accept that

            17   property.

            18                  This is also going to require us to pull

            19   up a significant amount of impervious surface area and

            20   some bad soils, okay.  That's where a lot of it is

            21   driving this, okay.  So we're going to propose to pull

            22   that soils out, put clean fill in, all right, and then

            23   when we get to a point where you kind of outline where
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             1   the residential part is, take that clean fill, raise it

             2   above the floodplain, all right, and then continue

             3   raising it.  So you're putting new townhomes on that

             4   clean fill, all right.  

             5                  One of the questions that I think we've

             6   heard before is, you know, how close will you be -- how

             7   is that going to impact things, the rest of the water. 

             8   We've got a county-approved floodplain study showing that

             9   this, the way we've designed it, will not impact the

            10   water surface elevation for that floodplain.  So we are

            11   not going to be impacting -- even if the VDOT project

            12   doesn't come through, we don't impact the floodplain, you

            13   know, in our area, okay.

            14                  The other thing is just the lowest house

            15   on this property would be four-and-a-feet above flood

            16   stage, all right.  The county standard is 18 inches above

            17   flood stage.  So these houses will do very well.  They'll

            18   actually be situated higher than most of the nearby

            19   communities.

            20                  Again, here's kind of a summary of some of

            21   the benefits.  Under the current draft, these are going

            22   to follow -- later on, as we further refine these things,

            23   as a rezoning application comes through and the SEs, and
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             1   everything, we're looking at a 46-percent reduction in

             2   impervious area, 48 percent in phosphorus generation,

             3   providing a minimum 50-foot buffer area between the

             4   units, not the lots, but the units and the water

             5   features, a substantial planting of grasses and native

             6   species, removing invasives, as I talked about before,

             7   stormwater management controls, all the homes will be

             8   built outside of the floodplain, donating the existing

             9   land, and the resulting condition is you'd have about 62

            10   percent of the site be open space and preserved.

            11                  This is a graphic showing the current

            12   alignment.  Remember that we talked about where you see

            13   the red-shaded area?  That's the impervious area.  This

            14   is how we would reduce it, and so it would be about a 46-

            15   percent reduction in imperviousness taking it from down

            16   about 3.9 acres of imperviousness down to 2.1 acres of

            17   imperviousness with stormwater management controls,

            18   quantity and quality, and that you don't have right now. 

            19   And that's after you pull out all of the bad soils, and

            20   everything like that.

            21                  The existing comprehensive plan

            22   recommendations, one of the reasons we're asking for this

            23   is it would provide clear guidance for the site.  
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             1                  We've talked about the Richmond Highway

             2   Corridor Plan has a recommendation for Parcels 20 and 19

             3   to be open space.  That's true.  The Mt. Vernon Woodlawn

             4   District -- Woodmont District -- Woodlawn District Plan

             5   talks, in general, about empty parcels between Sacramento

             6   Drive and what is now Jeff Todd Way being aggregated

             7   together and developed in consolidation, along with the

             8   properties on Richmond Highway, at a density of 16 to 20

             9   units per acre, you know, but that would have to be

            10   something that keeps the floodplain in its natural state,

            11   uses intelligent design to work with the natural

            12   features, provides outstanding architectural and site

            13   design.

            14                  You know, we might be able to find

            15   something like that, but no one -- there's a lot of folks

            16   that looked at the site.  No one has said this can make

            17   -- we can make the budget with the environmental

            18   remediation we have here.  This provides a unifying

            19   mechanism that's clear between 19, 20 and 18-C.

            20                  All right, the EQC.  First of all, I guess

            21   there's a couple of things I want to respond.  

            22                  All right, it's important to remember this

            23   property currently does not function as an EQC.  It's
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             1   neither environmental, there's no quality on it and it

             2   doesn't provide as a corridor.  

             3                  If you look at the purpose of the EQC, it

             4   doesn't function that way.  And it's important to

             5   remember that one of the parts of the EQC policy are is

             6   it allows modification of the boundaries for properties

             7   that don't achieve the boundaries --

             8                  CHAIRMAN MURPHY:  Are we rounding third,

             9   Mr. Viani?

            10                  MR. VIANI:  Pardon me.

            11                  CHAIRMAN MURPHY:  Are we rounding third?

            12                  MR. VIANI:  We are coming at third.  I'm

            13   sliding at home.

            14                  CHAIRMAN MURPHY:  Slide quickly, please.

            15                  MR. VIANI:  All right.  The other thing

            16   would be just that there is a litany of, you know, uses

            17   that are permitted in the EQC, remediation, replanting

            18   invasives, and all the stuff like that, things we are

            19   proposing, this should be seen as a cleanup of the EQC,

            20   not as a disturbance.  

            21                  If you look at the disturbance policy for

            22   the EQC, extraordinary, out of ordinary.  The purposes

            23   we've talking about this, is we've looked at three kinds
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             1   of things that are extraordinary, the aerospace thing.  

             2   The aerospace project dealt with 40 acres, 21 of which is

             3   EQC, and they wanted to provide a bridge between the two

             4   areas, and for new buildings, some security and some

             5   internal site circulation.  That was new intrusions into

             6   the EQC, not prior disturbed and that got passed.  That

             7   was the genesis of -- we've talked about, for the

             8   extraordinary circumstances project.

             9                  CHAIRMAN MURPHY:  Thank you very much. 

            10   This might be my stupid question of the evening.  Are

            11   there any questions?  Mr. Sargeant and then Mr. Hart.

            12                  COMMISSIONER SARGEANT:  Thank you, Mr.

            13   Chairman.  Just a couple of questions.

            14                  Do you have -- and I'm sure that it won't

            15   be apples to apples, but with engineering staff, do you

            16   have any examples for future consideration of similar

            17   scenarios like this that you can show us?

            18                  MR. VIANI:  We do.  And it's a case, Hybla

            19   Valley Properties, LLC, which is a property when you get

            20   behind the Hybla Valley Shopping Center.  It was a 61-

            21   acre tract that had a lot of environmental challenges.  

            22   It was approved in 2000 and what it did was allow

            23   residential development.  It did involve pulling back the
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             1   floodplain to permit a limited amount of townhouses out

             2   of the floodplain, you know, for townhouse development,

             3   but it actually allowed one lot to be partially in the

             4   floodplain.  But it also -- part of the mechanism

             5   allowing all of that was the fact that you were donating

             6   30 acres to what is now Huntley Meadows Park.

             7                  So you had, you know, a change to the EQC,

             8   a change to the floodplain, you had new residential

             9   development, but you had offsetting mechanisms.  And

            10   that's the purpose of rezoning, not the comp. plan.  The

            11   purpose of rezoning is to work through these issues.  So

            12   that's one example, I would say.

            13                  Also, I would note that, you know, with

            14   the other examples, you know, Circle Towers was just a

            15   driveway through a new EQC.  

            16                  All of the disturbance examples for EQC

            17   have been intrusions into new virgin land, not dealing

            18   with circumstances where you have existing historically

            19   disturbed land.

            20                  And so -- but, never the less, the

            21   standard has been is there a clear and net environmental

            22   benefit and we believe with what we've talked about here,

            23   even under that standard, we would be a clear and net
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             1   environmental benefit.

             2                  COMMISSIONER SARGEANT:  Another question. 

             3   How do you account for VDOT's plan?  That's kind of a

             4   missing gap in terms of the overall strategy for the --

             5                  MR. VIANI:  If VDOT doesn't do anything,

             6   we're still good to go.  Our project -- we're okay by the

             7   floodplain to show that we can do what we need to do and

             8   be out of the floodplain and not impact people north of

             9   the floodplain.  

            10                  We don't impact people south of the

            11   floodplain.  People south of Richmond Highway are

            12   impacted by the changes to what's going to happen with

            13   that culvert.  

            14                  You know, we look forward to working with

            15   VDOT.  We think it's a really good program and we think

            16   it's going to be healthy for the environment.  

            17                  We suspect, also, once you release that

            18   kind of little bottleneck with the culvert, you know,

            19   it's going to have a corresponding impact with a lot of

            20   the floodplain where, you know, you see it, you know,

            21   extending in the perimeters, notwithstanding the EQC and

            22   the floodplain extend to the Sacramento Shopping Center. 

            23   As  Staff noted in some of the townhouses there, they
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             1   could provide an additional safety valve.

             2                  COMMISSIONER SARGEANT:  Do you anticipate

             3   timing of VDOT's efforts and your Applicant's efforts

             4   regarding the stream bed?

             5                  MR. VIANI:  We would love to do that.  I

             6   mean, this is a project that would have to go to rezoning

             7   and a site plan, and stuff like that.  We have previously

             8   reached out to VDOT and they have been doing their study. 

             9                  We have had a meeting with Staff on this

            10   thing and we agreed that the best way to do all of this

            11   is work together and to find a way.

            12                  If VDOT is going to be changing Dogue

            13   Creek, anyway, as they come through, then that may

            14   address some of the needs and then maybe some of the spin

            15   for environmental cleanup can be better allocated

            16   somewhere else.  

            17                  But, again, you kind of get -- as I talked

            18   about, you know, it has be one win helps another win,

            19   environment and plan planning.

            20                  COMMISSIONER SARGEANT:  To date -- and

            21   this is not the cutoff -- but have there been any

            22   discussions about the property remaining as private open

            23   space or a sale of that property to remain private open
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             1   space?

             2                  MR. VIANI:  There have been no --

             3                  COMMISSIONER SARGEANT:  Any offers?

             4                  MR. VIANI:  No one has made any offers to

             5   just buy it and keep it in private open space.

             6                  You know, right now, the property

             7   continues to sit secure, but it just basically erodes

             8   away and it contributes to the deleterious effect of

             9   Dogue Creek because there's no buffer, there's no

            10   stormwater management.

            11                  So even if you were to donate it, you'd

            12   still have the burden of actually having to clean this

            13   thing.  You've got to remove all of this impervious area,

            14   you've got to put a robust buffering in there.  You still

            15   have to make sure that coordinates with what's going on

            16   with VDOT.  

            17                  You know, the question is who does that? 

            18   You know, is that something that -- is there a public

            19   entity out there or is there a non-profit or a rich

            20   uncle?  Probably not, you know.  There's been a lot of

            21   folks that have looked at this site, you know.  And,

            22   right now, Stanley Martin is looking to stay there.

            23                  COMMISSIONER SARGEANT:  Okay, thank you.
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             1                  CHAIRMAN MURPHY:  Mr. Clarke, then Mr.

             2   Hart and Ms. Cortina.

             3                  COMMISSIONER CLARKE:  Thank you, Mr.

             4   Chairman. 

             5                  Mr. Viani, you mentioned the Hybla Valley,

             6   LLC project.  Would you consider that a successful

             7   project and have the homeowners there experienced any

             8   environmental flooding issues or anything?

             9                  MR. VIANI:  I know a lot of folks.  My

            10   daughter's soccer team is over there.  You know, it's one

            11   of the nicer, newer projects there.  It was done in the

            12   early-mid 2000s.  

            13                  Everybody there seems to really like it. 

            14   It's a really nice project.  And they love the fact,

            15   frankly, they're close to the amenities, but they're also

            16   right next to Huntley Meadows Park.  It's a real nice

            17   site.

            18                  COMMISSIONER CLARKE:  Thank you, sir.

            19                  CHAIRMAN MURPHY:  Mr. Hart, Ms. Cortina

            20   and Ms. Hurley.

            21                  COMMISSIONER HART:  Thank you.

            22                  Mr. Viani, if I understood your argument

            23   and I think one of your slides said you have no new lots
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             1   or no new residential in the floodplain.  

             2                  Is your argument that by filling in

             3   several acres of floodplain with several feet of fill and

             4   then building on top of that platform of fill, you're not

             5   in the floodplain for the purposes of what the policy

             6   prohibits now?

             7                  MR. VIANI:  Right.  That is exactly it. 

             8   And you're talking about taking a --

             9                  COMMISSIONER HART:  If that's your

            10   argument, can anybody with a worthless floodplain

            11   throughout the county propose to fill it in, put

            12   townhouses in it and say, well, we're out of the

            13   floodplain because we've filled it in?

            14                  MR. VIANI:  Actually, we do -- there's

            15   LOMRs and CLOMRs, conditional letters of map revision and

            16   final letters of map revision.  There's a lot of examples

            17   where people do that for singled-off lots.  

            18                  There's examples where we've done that in

            19   the past.  We do that for commercial projects.

            20                  COMMISSIONER HART:  So that's a yes.

            21                  MR. VIANI:  Yes.  And we do that for

            22   commercial projects.  They all impact the waters and the

            23   streams.  And I'm happy to provide you with those
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             1   examples, sir.

             2                  COMMISSIONER HART:  Okay.  Do you have any

             3   examples where the board of supervisors has replanned

             4   existing floodplain for a new development of townhouses

             5   that would be raised up several feet on fill?

             6                  MR. VIANI:  I think if you were to look at

             7   the Hybla Valley Properties, LLC, there is language in

             8   there in the environmental analysis that talks about we

             9   don't want to extend the floodplain up to where these

            10   lots are because we don't need it, so let's keep the lots

            11   the way they are.  And that, it seems to indicate that

            12   they declined not to -- there's no example from there. 

            13   It's a 2001 status report -- Staff Report.  

            14                  But, you know, it looks -- when you read

            15   that, and having read a copy, there is language where

            16   they're declining to extend the floodplain up to where

            17   the lots are because they don't want to have the

            18   situation where they have lots in the floodplain.  

            19                  That fact, notwithstanding, there is one

            20   lot that's kept in the floodplain.  But I think that's --

            21   I agree with the Staff, that's a one-off.  But there is a

            22   bank of houses north of Lindberg Lane in that development

            23   where it says we decline to extend the floodplain
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             1   further.  We don't want to get ourselves in a situation

             2   where the floodplain is in lots.

             3                  COMMISSIONER HART:  I'll ask Staff about

             4   that offline, but, I guess, what I'm asking is subsequent

             5   to the Board's adoption of the policy where we said, no,

             6   no more, no more new residential in the floodplain,

             7   whether we -- it's a matter of semantics to say, well, 

             8   we're not in the floodplain because we filled it in, and

             9   I don't understand that, but I think you need a special

            10   exception to do that.  

            11                  I don't think there's any examples where

            12   the Board has busted the policy --

            13                  MR. VIANI:  You're correct.

            14                  COMMISSIONER HART:  -- and that's what I'm

            15   asking you.

            16                  MR. VIANI:  You're correct, sir.  I can't

            17   find --

            18                  COMMISSIONER HART:  This would be the

            19   first time.

            20                  MR. VIANI:  We can't find an example of

            21   that.  Where we do find an example, if you look at both

            22   the Circle Towers case and there are plenty other cases

            23   where you're impacting floodplain, you're filling in.
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             1                  COMMISSIONER HART:  With roads and we --

             2                  MR. VIANI:  Right.

             3                  COMMISSIONER HART:  -- tried to figure out

             4   what's extraordinary for that.

             5                  MR. VIANI:  Right.

             6                  COMMISSIONER HART:  If we allow it on

             7   Route 1 in an eyesore kind of site, a problem site,

             8   what's to stop anyone else throughout the county from

             9   coming in with a situation and say this property is just

            10   as pathetic.  Please let us clean it up.  We'll

            11   incentivize the redevelopment.  Let us build in the

            12   floodplain.  How is this different?

            13                  MR. VIANI:  I think every case has to

            14   stand on its own merits.  And I understand that that

            15   sounds like it may be a dodge, but the reality is is I

            16   don't think you're going to find many, if any, cases that

            17   meet this kind of circumstance.

            18                  You know, the problem is the EQC -- if you

            19   say the extraordinary circumstance is the reservoir and

            20   the quarry, then there's a whole range of uses for which

            21   there's no solution available.

            22                  If you look at the Circle Towers case,

            23   it's we just would like to have an extra driveway right
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             1   through, you know.  And that qualified an extraordinary

             2   circumstance.

             3                  Each case has to stand on its own merits. 

             4   You know, we're not here because we just -- this is the

             5   first thing we chose.  We looked at a whole bunch of --

             6                  COMMISSIONER HART:  Well, the quarry and

             7   the reservoir is benefitting hundreds of thousands of

             8   people.

             9                  MR. VIANI:  Right.

            10                  COMMISSIONER HART:  I mean, that's -- I

            11   mean, I think that is extraordinary.

            12                  MR. VIANI:  And I think that that was

            13   absolutely the right decision, all right.  

            14                  And then I look at the Circle Tower case

            15   and I say that was -- I have 660 units.  I want to bump

            16   up another 121.  I want to add 18,000 square feet of more

            17   retail and 30,000 more or office and wouldn't it be nice

            18   to have a third point of access.  And that met the

            19   standard for extraordinary.

            20                  You know, if you look at the word

            21   "extraordinary," is it out of the extra ordinary, out of

            22   the ordinary?  You know, this is -- and maybe it's not

            23   defined, what the standard is, but I think if you look at
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             1   what happened when we took this thing through the

             2   communities, you know, we had a massive turnout of HOAs

             3   in the area.  

             4                  The community sees this as extraordinary. 

             5   This is one of the worst, if not the worst, property on

             6   Richmond highway.  There really isn't a lot -- isn't a

             7   parallel to this, at least one that's in the streams and

             8   the floodplain.  There are a couple of parallels to this

             9   that are a little bit north.

            10                  COMMISSIONER HART:  All right, I think

            11   you've answered my question.  Thank you.

            12                  CHAIRMAN MURPHY:  Ms. Cortina and then Ms.

            13   Hurley.

            14                  COMMISSIONER CORTINA:  Thank you, Mr.

            15   Chairman.

            16                  So in terms of the sequencing, you've said

            17   that we should only look at the very first part and not

            18   subsequent, that each part stands on its own and will

            19   have to meet the criteria.

            20                  But in order to answer the first question,

            21   which is what could be redeveloped, rezoned and at what

            22   density, you have to look downstream, if you pardon the

            23   pun, to see, you know, well, what would the situation be.
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             1                  So when it comes to granting an RPA

             2   exception, there are required findings that are required

             3   by law to say that it -- for example, criteria number

             4   one, that it's the minimum necessary to afford relief.

             5                  Now, once we've done our rezoning, then

             6   you own something.  And in order to provide this minimum

             7   necessary to afford relief, then we have to consider this

             8   thing that you already own which is the newly rezoned at

             9   a higher density and say, well, no, we can't permit that.

            10   And, in effect, it creates a situation that you are

            11   taking away from what has been granted.

            12                  And so I don't understand why we would put

            13   ourselves in that position when the Staff has said this

            14   extent is too much for this property.  Why we, as a

            15   Board, would rezone it to something higher and then be in

            16   the position in step two or three of an exception to say,

            17   well, no, that's too high.  

            18                  So I have a problem with that.  I mean,

            19   you have to be able to think forward.  So I don't think

            20   it's going to meet the criteria for the minimum necessary

            21   to afford relief.

            22                  And then the other criteria, as well, is

            23   the circumstances and conditions that are self-created
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             1   and self-imposed.  

             2                  Currently, with the current owners owning

             3   this, they've owned it for a very long time and in its

             4   current configuration, they have options that they can

             5   do, you know, the C part of the property and they can do

             6   R-2, and that's what they're allowed to do.

             7                  When we rezone and grant them the

             8   opportunity to do more and then we say, well, we'll

             9   permit this configuration which is too extensive on the

            10   property, the reason it's a problem is because it is

            11   self-created at that point.  You have chosen to extend

            12   the property and extend the footprint.  

            13                  And if you would choose another option in

            14   the early phases, then we can begin to see a vision that

            15   comes to a compromise.  But you're asking us to look at

            16   the very beginning and grant all kinds of additional

            17   opportunities without -- you know, looking, as I've said

            18   before, without the opportunity to actually make

            19   something that is a good compromise because, as it is

            20   right now, I would not be in favor of this amendment at

            21   all in its current situation.

            22                  MR. VIANI:  May I respond?

            23                  COMMISSIONER CORTINA:  Yes.
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             1                  MR. VIANI:  All right, all valid points.  

             2   I guess what I'm saying is the issue before the Board

             3   right now is whether or not to permit -- within the range

             4   of possibilities permit a project that someone is going

             5   to have to propose and come forward and meet on its own

             6   merits.  And that's what the Comprehensive Plan Amendment

             7   allows.  It's just allowing the opportunity for the

             8   consideration of that discussion.

             9                  You're very right.  You may approve this

            10   Comprehensive Plan Amendment that now allows a project to

            11   be considered at a range of up to eight units per acre

            12   provided it meets all of these other considerations, you

            13   know, and then someone comes along and says I've got just

            14   that thing and they start filing it and they go forward

            15   with their RPA exception, they go forward with their

            16   special exception for filling in and they go for the

            17   rezoning.  

            18                  And halfway through that, either, (a),

            19   they strike a deal that works with Staff and, hopefully,

            20   gets approved or, "(b), you know, the Staff says we don't

            21   like it for this reason, or we don't like it for this

            22   reason or the Planning Commission says we don't like it

            23   or the Board says we don't like it for this reason and
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             1   that applicant fails on its own.  

             2                  And the only thing that's changed is

             3   you've now allowed within the toolbox of solutions for

             4   this site this as one option for people to consider.  You

             5   know, that's what we see.

             6                  CHAIRMAN MURPHY:  Ms. Hurley.

             7                  COMMISSIONER HURLEY:  Thank you, Mr.

             8   Chairman.

             9                  As you noted, the Board has tasked the

            10   Staff and us on the Planning Commission to evaluate this. 

            11   I have a short question on the evaluation.

            12                  Last Monday it rained a great deal.  I

            13   think it was like 2.6 inches in less than an hour just up

            14   the street over there at the airport.

            15                  How much -- what did this property look

            16   like after that?  You said on June 3rd, it was kind of

            17   wet.  What happens there when it really, really rains?

            18                  MR. VIANI:  I can tell you nothing

            19   happened there.  I was -- I live about a mile from this

            20   property.  I was actually home waiting for any flow.  And

            21   I kept hearing from people in my office that, you know,

            22   Arlington was getting nailed and we could see that there

            23   was no rain flow down there.
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             1                  Without a doubt, I mean, the June 3rd flow

             2   -- rain was pivotal and I've got a lot more photos of

             3   that.  But, you know, I assume if we had another

             4   subsequent very heavy rain, it would perform about the

             5   way the June 3rd flowed, or if it was even worse, at some

             6   point it's going to exceed what was going on on June 3rd.

             7                  And, again, I'm not an engineer.  I'm just

             8   going out the door.  But you can see in that picture, it

             9   was just an inch below that culvert.  And what would it

            10   have done?  It would have continued to back up, back up

            11   and the roadway itself starts acting as the dam.  

            12                  All right, it's going to back up that and

            13   it's going to start creeping a little bit into our

            14   property.  But the next thing it will do it's just going

            15   to overtop Richmond Highway and flow the way it

            16   historically has flowed down Dogue Creek.

            17                  COMMISSIONER HURLEY:  Thank you.

            18                  CHAIRMAN MURPHY:  Mr. Ulfelder, and then

            19   we're going to take a little break and then get back to

            20   the public hearing.

            21                  COMMISSIONER ULFELDER:  Mr. Viani, I'm

            22   curious.  Knowing that this plan amendment or plan

            23   evaluation raised a number of questions and concerns and
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             1   issues, particularly about the environmental impact of

             2   the Board Matter listing eight houses per acre, why

             3   wouldn't it make sense to wait until we went through this

             4   process -- this evaluation process and considered all of

             5   the issues, the environmental issues before we get into

             6   an actual rezoning and special exception process?

             7                  MR. VIANI:  I'm trying -- I'm sorry.  I'm

             8   being dense, sir.  Why did this project come after the

             9   Embark we're planning or --

            10                  COMMISSIONER ULFELDER:  I thought it would

            11   have made sense --

            12                  MR. VIANI:  Right.

            13                  COMMISSIONER ULFELDER:  -- based on all of

            14   the thorns that this plan -- proposed plan amendment or

            15   plan evaluation has, all the stickers on it, that it

            16   would have made more sense to wait a bit, although I

            17   understand that the rezoning application can help inform

            18   Staff in connection with the evaluation.  

            19                  It's just -- it's curious to me that we're

            20   going down the road with a plan amendment that does raise

            21   all of these concerns and issues and I think that a lot

            22   of them were obvious and apparent from the very

            23   beginning.  And I think, perhaps, that's why the Board
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             1   Matter was worded the way that it was worded.  

             2                  And it seems to me that the cart is coming

             3   up alongside the horse and I think that that's a concern.

             4                  MR. VIANI:  I think that's a fair comment. 

             5   I think we filed that because we basically looked at the

             6   language in the Woodlawn Plan at 16 to 20 units per acre. 

             7   You know, we also saw the comment with Staff -- you know,

             8   that Staff pointed out about 19 and 20 being open space.

             9                  If you read the language in the Woodlawn

            10   language, it says 16 to 20 units bigger, then

            11   consolidated with, you know, the properties fronting on

            12   Richmond Highway.  

            13                  That's the way we thought we were going to

            14   bargain.  As we got further and further into this and we

            15   had more discussions with Staff, you know, we could see

            16   their point and saying the solution was let's just go for

            17   something that kind of clearly ties all three of the

            18   parcels together, recognizes the changes that are

            19   happening, both with VDOT, you know, and the

            20   considerations for the EQC and do something that's kind

            21   of specifically targeted for this property.

            22                  My preference would, frankly, have been do

            23   the rezoning and the other things all together with the
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             1   Comp. Plan Amendment, but that was not the way it works. 

             2   So here we are.

             3                  COMMISSIONER ULFELDER:  Let me ask a

             4   question of Staff, Mr. Chairman.

             5                  Is this a site that could be utilized by

             6   other developers for mitigation in connection with

             7   projects that they may have where they need to do

             8   mitigation in connection with their impacts of their

             9   proposed development?

            10                  MR. KAPLAN:  I don't know the answer to

            11   that.

            12                  COMMISSIONER ULFELDER:  Okay.

            13                  CHAIRMAN MURPHY:  Okay, thank you very

            14   much.  We'll have a ten-minute recess.

            15                  MR. VIANI:  Thank you.

            16                  (Whereupon, a recess was taken.)

            17                  CHAIRMAN MURPHY:  Okay, we're back.  We

            18   are beginning the public hearing on PA-2018-IV-MV2,

            19   Comprehensive Plan Amendment 8800 Richmond Highway.  

            20                  This is a public hearing.  We have 11

            21   listed speakers after which anyone who wishes to address

            22   this application may do so with a three-minute time

            23   limit.  
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             1                  Let me go through our procedures.  If you

             2   represent a homeowners association or a civic

             3   association, you have ten minutes; if you are speaking on

             4   your own behalf, you have five minutes.  

             5                  We'd ask you to please respect red.  When

             6   the red light comes on on the podium, we'd ask you to

             7   please conclude your testimony.  

             8                  You're allowed to address the Commission

             9   one time unless called back to the podium by a member of

            10   the Commission exercising his or her prerogative.  

            11                  And even though your name is called before

            12   you testify, would you please identify yourself with your

            13   full name and address for the record.   

            14                  I'm going to call several names.  I'd like

            15   you to move down front.  It will expedite the process. 

            16   Judith Harbeck, John Thillmann, Karen Pohorylo and Peter

            17   Sitnik.  Is anyone still here?  Okay.  Judith.

            18                  MS. HARBECK:  Ready for me.

            19                  CHAIRMAN MURPHY:  Okay, that's fine.

            20                  And, also, if you have written testimony

            21   you'd like to submit, please do so by submitting it to

            22   Jacob sitting on my far right, your far left.

            23                  Please, go ahead.
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             1                  MS. HARBECK:  Good evening.  I am Judy

             2   Harbeck speaking to you tonight on behalf of the Mt.

             3   Vernon Council of Citizens' Associations.  You've been

             4   provided with our resolution in support of the Applicant

             5   and some additional supporting material.

             6                  This resolution was the joint product of

             7   our planning and zoning committee and our environment and

             8   recreation committee.

             9                  The MVCCA has a long record of active

            10   involvement in creating, amending and respecting the

            11   Comprehensive Plan.  At the same time, we recognize the

            12   Comprehensive Plan as advisory and a creation of the

            13   people to be changed when needs change.  

            14                  Our community is, indeed, in the midst of

            15   great changes as revitalization Embark and widening of

            16   Richmond Highway changed the face of the district.

            17                  Similarly, MVCCA has a long record of

            18   support for efforts to improve, clean up and protect the

            19   environment.  Still, we recognize there will always be

            20   some tension between human needs and the natural world

            21   and some need to find a balance between those.

            22                  We've heard several presentations by Staff

            23   on this property which we call 8800 and we know they've
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             1   devoted many hours of work to the project.  And while we

             2   respect their efforts, we strongly disagree with the

             3   Staff Report which denies support, we believe, based on

             4   an unduly inflexible and legalistic approach to this very

             5   unique property and unique situation and a failure to

             6   consider the project as a whole with effects on

             7   revitalization efforts, on environmental improvement and

             8   an overall community well-being.

             9                  We hope you will exercise your judgment

            10   and discretion and look at the project as a totality and

            11   come to a different conclusion from Staff.

            12                  The comp. plan suggests 8800 should

            13   continue as privately owned open space, but that has

            14   never been, unless, perhaps, one considers a parking lot

            15   with slab businesses as privately owned open space.

            16                  And in community-specific areas of the

            17   comp. plan, it was listed as desirable for residential

            18   development as moderate density.

            19                  The Richmond Highway Corridor has a high

            20   concentration of subsidized and low-income housing.  We

            21   desperately need new commercially-viable, higher-level

            22   housing as a balance and to encourage redevelopment and

            23   revitalization.  The comp. plan should not be an obstacle
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             1   to community efforts and, in fact, it encourages

             2   flexibility in revitalization areas.

             3                  As you've heard from several people,

             4   dating back at least 60 years, 8800 has been home to a

             5   variety of commercial enterprises.  For a long time, it

             6   was the site of the Penda (ph) House Trailer Sales,

             7   Rental and Storage, which is what I mostly remember it

             8   as.  

             9                  A dilapidated welding shop, which

            10   apparently used to be the amusement court -- the

            11   amusement park's food court, and an old trailer are still

            12   there.

            13                  It's hard to get a full picture of the

            14   property, though, from words on a page.  I personally

            15   have lived near the property for 37 years and for all of

            16   that time it has been an embarrassment, a blight and an

            17   environmental disaster in every sense of the word.

            18                  The Staff Report shows a relatively small

            19   area of disturbance.  I have recently walked the property

            20   and at least, in layman's terms, except for a few fairly

            21   pristine acres at the very tip of the map triangle, the

            22   entire project is disturbed, including areas shown as an

            23   RPA, an EQC and/or a floodplain.  
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             1                  What is not actually macadam is earth

             2   packed like concrete where only invasive weeds struggled

             3   to grow.  Chunks of actual concrete litter the property

             4   along with metal pieces, the remains of prior buildings

             5   and commercial activity and other refuse which washes

             6   into Dogue Creek in heavy rain.

             7                  The banks of Dogue Creek are eroded and

             8   support mostly only scrub invasives.  There are virtually

             9   no trees except at the very edges of the property to

            10   block or absorb stormwater.  

            11                  The RPA currently does little, if

            12   anything, to protect the creek because of the degradation

            13   and disturbance.  It is anything but pristine.

            14                  Similarly, the area along the creek tidal

            15   and EQC certainly does not function as one.  The poor

            16   quality of the bank area and the tight culvert under

            17   Route 1 does not permit passage by animals or humans, but

            18   does serve as a bottleneck choking the creek and causing

            19   water to spread out and collect sediment and debris.

            20                  The expected new Route 1 bridge, whatever

            21   the final design, will remove this culvert and will be

            22   higher and wider thus improving chances for a functional

            23   EQC assuming there are repairs to the banks and surfaces
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             1   at 8800.

             2                  The practical size of the true floodplain

             3   and any actual chance of flooding should also be reduced,

             4   although the property, even as it is, did not flood in

             5   this spring's historic rains.

             6                  The fact that the RPA and current

             7   floodplain are involved is not something that MVCCA takes

             8   lightly.  In Mt. Vernon, we know about flooding.  We've

             9   looked very closely at projects requiring or proposing

            10   substantial fill or encroachment into a functioning RPA;

            11   however, many of our homes are actually in a floodplain

            12   or an RPA, including mine, so we know that while the

            13   designation is important, these precise delineations are

            14   not written in stone.  

            15                  In this case, given the small numbers of

            16   proposed residences which could be affected by the

            17   current floodplain and the likelihood that the floodplain

            18   will shrink and the resulting extremely low risk that any

            19   flooding will actually occur, we are reassured. 

            20                  This is also not a case where a pristine

            21   RPA will be affected.  The RPA at 8800 is as degraded and

            22   disturbed as the rest of the property. 

            23                  Factors that we consider equally
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             1   important, but we believe are not given adequate

             2   attention in the Staff Report, include the environmental

             3   improvements which would be made by the developer.  These

             4   will reduce impervious surface, remove old macadam, as

             5   well as compacted soil, debris and invasives and restore

             6   substantial footage up to 50 to 75 feet of the RPA by

             7   planting native trees and vegetation.  Landscaping around

             8   the high-end townhouses planned also will be an

             9   environmental positive.

            10                  The pristine triangle will be preserved

            11   for community and, perhaps, public use and the EQC may

            12   actually function as such with an improved RPA.  We

            13   believe the plans for 8800 thus represent a clear net

            14   environmental gain.  

            15                  Moreover, 8800 occupies a critical

            16   location in county and community efforts to revitalize

            17   the Route 1 Corridor.  It sits at the gateway to Mt.

            18   Vernon, Woodlawn, Mason Neck, the Army Museum and many

            19   other community and tourist attractions and it is next to

            20   the Woodlawn CBC.

            21                  What happens at 8800 and how the property

            22   is perceived by the public and future developers can be a

            23   positive or it can continue to be a detriment to the
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             1   redevelopment and the environment that it is now.

             2                  Thus, it's important to consider the

             3   likely outcomes if the plan is not amended and this

             4   project of high-end townhouses is stymied.

             5                  Much as we might like to see the land

             6   restored to be a natural space or a park is the height of

             7   wishful thinking to think that could happen.  No better

             8   purchaser has appeared in the many years 8800 has been on

             9   the market.  The county has declined to purchase it and

            10   at one time, at least, refused even to accept the few

            11   pristine acres in the triangle.

            12                  In any event, the county has no funds to

            13   purchase the property or to make improvements, just as

            14   nothing has been done to the 17 or so acres of pristine

            15   forest the owners previously donated on the other side of

            16   Dogue Creek.

            17                  The family which has owned the land for at

            18   least 60 years and been part of our community is honest

            19   about the fact that they do not have the resources to

            20   simply hold the land and pay taxes without income from

            21   the property.  The narrow front portion zoned C-8 would

            22   have to be put to commercial use, again, and given the

            23   site size as further narrowed by the new bridge, the
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             1   businesses which might be interested are limited and not

             2   likely to enhance the environment, the view scape or

             3   revitalization efforts.  Such development would be by

             4   right without any community control or input on the

             5   number and type of establishments.

             6                  And I assume even though part of it is

             7   zoned R-2, that could not be utilized either.  Based on

             8   the strict construction of the floodplain, no houses

             9   could be built there at all.  So we're relegated to this

            10   little strip of C-8 for the owners.

            11                  Environmentally, the degraded condition of

            12   the land, the RPA, the EQC and the creek itself would

            13   continue.  Neither the property owner, nor any

            14   businesses, would have any obligation to make any of the

            15   improvements the developer will make.  

            16                  Staff's inflexibility may result from the

            17   fear of a flood -- no pun intended -- of like

            18   applications.  We believe this fear is unfounded and not

            19   a valid reason for failing to give due weight to unique

            20   factors in this case and exercising the flexibility

            21   called for in the comp. plan itself to judge the

            22   application solely on its merits.  

            23                  This is a unique case or an extraordinary
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             1   case, or however you want to describe it.  This is an

             2   environmentally and commercially distressed property in a

             3   revitalization area seeking to be redeveloped in

             4   environmentally positive and commercially feasible ways

             5   with the support of surrounding communities.  

             6                  In some ways, it's kind of a layer cake of

             7   regulation and policy overlays which are -- some of which

             8   are superficially contradictory.  You've got the

             9   Comprehensive Plan, the EQC, the RPA, the floodplain, the

            10   Route 1 VDOT plans, Embark, CBCs, all these things.

            11                  We ask the Planning Commission to cut

            12   through these layers to the essence of the project.  It

            13   will improve existing environmental problems.  It will

            14   improve stormwater management and restore function to

            15   RPAs and EQCs.  It is consistent with revitalization

            16   efforts and will provide stimulus to other redevelopment

            17   efforts.  It will be a positive addition and enhancement

            18   to surrounding communities.  

            19                  Your approval would also demonstrate that

            20   the county truly promotes revitalization, redevelopment

            21   and the environment by exercising appropriate flexibility

            22   according to the facts of the case striking a sensible

            23   balance between human and natural world needs so that
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             1   both are met to the greatest possible extent.

             2                  Don't let the perfect be the enemy of the

             3   good.  We urge you to approve the application.  Thank

             4   you.

             5                  CHAIRMAN MURPHY:  Right on the mark even

             6   with a few ad-libs.  Thank you very much.

             7                  MS. HARBECK:  Thank you.

             8                  COMMISSIONER HART:  Mr. Chairman --

             9                  CHAIRMAN MURPHY:  Yes.

            10                  COMMISSIONER HART:  -- may I ask Ms.

            11   Harbeck a couple questions?

            12                  CHAIRMAN MURPHY:  Ms. Harbeck?

            13                  MS. HARBECK:  Sure.

            14                  COMMISSIONER HART:  First, is Mt. Vernon

            15   Council's June 27 resolution still operative?

            16                  MS. HARBECK:  Yes.

            17                  COMMISSIONER HART:  As I read that

            18   resolution, and particularly bullets A, B and C, you were

            19   suggesting you didn't like the wording of the Board

            20   resolution that there should be more concentrated density

            21   and flexible design with residential units not located in

            22   the floodplain, there should be a wider buffer and the

            23   buffer area should be increased, and some other things.
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             1   I didn't hear any of that tonight.

             2                  MS. HARBECK:  Well --

             3                  COMMISSIONER HART:  Was that superceded by

             4   something else?

             5                  MS. HARBECK:  No.  There are things that

             6   we want to see done to the property.  We're not

             7   necessarily saying that we won't have additional

             8   suggestions for the developer as things proceed.

             9                  But, right now, we're really only talking

            10   about the plan amendment.

            11                  COMMISSIONER HART:  Well, that's what I --

            12   that's my question.  

            13                  You're the first -- and I'm not trying to

            14   pick on you -- but we've gotten a number of letters in

            15   support and all week long I've been thinking in support

            16   of what.  

            17                  We don't have any text or we've got a

            18   paragraph tonight, but I don't think -- I mean, it

            19   doesn't sound like this -- that any of those things in

            20   your bullets are incorporated directly into the paragraph

            21   that we saw tonight.  

            22                  It also doesn't sound like you all had any

            23   plan text either at the time that you voted.  Am I
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             1   missing something?

             2                  MS. HARBECK:  Well, our vote was to

             3   support the application that had been passed, the PA,

             4   whatever.

             5                  COMMISSIONER HART:  The rezoning

             6   application, rather than the plan amendment?

             7                  MS. HARBECK:  No, the plan amendment.  I

             8   don't have the number in front of me right now or I don't

             9   have it memorized, the PA 14 MV, whatever it is.

            10                  COMMISSIONER HART:  Right, we have that --

            11                  MS. HARBECK:  That was what --

            12                  COMMISSIONER HART:  -- ma'am, and we --

            13                  MS. HARBECK:  Yes.

            14                  COMMISSIONER HART:  The Staff Report

            15   doesn't have one word of plan text.  Staff's

            16   recommendation was don't do it and we don't have -- we

            17   didn't have until tonight a paragraph that would replace

            18   or add to what's in the text now.

            19                  I'm just trying to confirm for myself you

            20   didn't have it either?

            21                  MS. HARBECK:  Well, we didn't have it.  I

            22   don't -- I'm not sure what paragraph you're speaking of.

            23                  COMMISSIONER HART:  Not typed up.
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             1                  MS. HARBECK:  But our point was that we

             2   wanted the Comprehensive Plan to reflect that this

             3   property and the couple of other properties that are

             4   included in the Woodlawn area there would be appropriate

             5   for residential development at the eight units per acre,

             6   where, right now, it says it's planned to be privately

             7   owned open space, which basically means somebody has to

             8   buy it or donate it because --

             9                  COMMISSIONER HART:  Don't you still want

            10   some text that would reflect, for example, the bullets

            11   that you've got in your resolution?

            12                  MS. HARBECK:  Well, I think a lot of those

            13   are later.  

            14                  The Staff's Report, we think -- I should

            15   have said this in my thing, I guess -- it went so much

            16   into the environmental reasons for why to change the --

            17   and the presentations that we had from the Staff, which

            18   were many and detailed and telegraphed to us, that the

            19   Staff intended to deny support for the application which

            20   is probably why you started getting letters of support,

            21   because it was known in our community the outcome of the

            22   Staff Report, if not the actual language.

            23                  So what we were trying to do was simply
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             1   list the things that we would like to see in any eventual

             2   project.

             3                  COMMISSIONER HART:  You're not backing

             4   away from these.  You would still -- if texts were ever

             5   written, you would like these things to go into the text?

             6                  MS. HARBECK:  Are you talking about the

             7   text of the Plan Amendment?

             8                  COMMISSIONER HART:  Yes, ma'am.

             9                  MS. HARBECK:  Well, someone else may need

            10   to speak more specifically to that because I'm the co-

            11   chair of the association.  

            12                  I'm here to talk about our resolution, but

            13   I'm not quite -- I admit that I'm not quite sure what you

            14   mean about we should have had language.  

            15                  I thought the language was that the area

            16   would be appropriate for residential development to an

            17   extent of eight dwellings per acre and that at some later

            18   date when we're actually --

            19                  COMMISSIONER HART:  Yeah, it would have to

            20   say a lot more.

            21                  MS. HARBECK:  -- talking about the project

            22   for the special exception to zoning, then we would get

            23   into all of these other things that needed to be included
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             1   like specific restoration things and all of the rest of

             2   that.  

             3                  Now, it may be a matter of I'm not

             4   understanding your question or the process.  It could be

             5   either one.

             6                  COMMISSIONER HART:  All right, thank you.

             7                  CHAIRMAN MURPHY:  Okay, Mr. Migliaccio.

             8                  COMMISSIONER MIGLIACCIO:  Just on that

             9   point.

            10                  I'm getting the feeling from the community

            11   and all of the letters that we've gotten in tonight and

            12   your testimony, Mr. Hart is correct.  Normally, we have

            13   language that we vote on and I don't think the council

            14   was privy to the language because we just got it tonight.

            15                  But in concept, you want something done

            16   here.  Everyone wants something done on this property. 

            17   And you're willing to take a look at residential, up to

            18   eight units -- dwelling units per acre?

            19                  MS. HARBECK:  Yes.

            20                  COMMISSIONER MIGLIACCIO:  And then all of

            21   the other caveats that were in your letter, you want to

            22   work that into it where appropriate?

            23                  MS. HARBECK:  That would be the things
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             1   that we would want to work further with the developer and

             2   Staff and -- as we proceed through the process and as the

             3   project becomes more clear because, you know, right now,

             4   it's a little bit of a moving object.  You know, it goes

             5   from there are changes not on a daily basis, but

             6   frequently.  

             7                  So a lot of those things it's just sort of

             8   us trying to telegraph to the developer and to the Staff

             9   --

            10                  COMMISSIONER MIGLIACCIO:  It's a little

            11   murky right now.

            12                  MS. HARBECK:  -- that these are some

            13   things we want to see.

            14                  COMMISSIONER MIGLIACCIO:  Okay, because

            15   some of it may be appropriate for comp. plan language and

            16   some of it may be appropriate during a rezoning.  So

            17   we'll have to see as this moves forward.  Thank you.

            18                  MS. HARBECK:  Are you saying that you

            19   would like us to provide you with comp. plan language?

            20                  COMMISSIONER MIGLIACCIO:  No.  

            21                  MS. HARBECK:  Okay.

            22                  COMMISSIONER MIGLIACCIO:  We have

            23   comprehensive plan language, but I don't think it's
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             1   what's going to be the end result.  We may have things

             2   tucked into it and some of it may be what you put in your

             3   letter from the Mt. Vernon Council.

             4                  MS. HARBECK:  Well, may I ask you what is

             5   this paragraph that you have gotten?  Who was that from? 

             6   You say you have a --

             7                  COMMISSIONER MIGLIACCIO:  I think your

             8   Planning Commissioner may be able to speak to that.  

             9                  COMMISSIONER SARGEANT:  We received -- if

            10   I could interrupt, Mr. Chairman.  

            11                  We received some suggested draft text for

            12   amendment tonight from Mr. Viani.  Absent what we did not

            13   have in the plan -- in the Staff Report, and that got to

            14   some of the questions about the assignment by the Board

            15   to evaluate a plan amendment versus actually looking at a

            16   plan text.

            17                  MS. HARBECK:  Oh, okay.

            18                  COMMISSIONER SARGEANT:  So that brought, I

            19   think -- and correct me if I'm wrong, gentlemen --

            20   Commissioner Hart to the point of looking at the Mt.

            21   Vernon Council resolution which includes some additional

            22   points beyond support for the general application that

            23   include, you know, A, B, C, D, you know, and motions that
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             1   say a plan amendment should consider more concentrated

             2   density and flexible design that could result in the

             3   residential units not being located in the floodplain

             4   while maintaining economic viability of the project.

             5                  So there's a little confusion as to what

             6   it is specifically the Mt. Vernon Council was requesting

             7   or recommending.

             8                  MS. HARBECK:  Well, we want -- you know, I

             9   think it's fair to say that what we want, first of all,

            10   is the -- maybe the appropriate word is "striking"

            11   language.  I don't know.  

            12                  But to say this should be -- continue as

            13   privately owned open space is absurd.  I mean, I don't

            14   know how it got in there in the first place and why we --

            15   maybe we missed the boat not acting on it at some point,

            16   although we have on many occasions in the past asked for

            17   that to be changed and to have it been made appropriate

            18   for residential use.

            19                  So, initially, that is what we wanted.  I

            20   think, as I said, the rest of these things -- you know,

            21   we are environmentally sensitive.  We're concerned about

            22   it.  We -- you know, we value Dogue Creek and we value

            23   the idea of restoring a lot of these environmental things
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             1   that have gone by the road that people didn't think about

             2   in the '50s or the '60s or the '70s.  We're in favor of

             3   that.  

             4                  And so we just wanted to telegraph, I

             5   think, as I said, to everyone concerned that we are not

             6   necessarily giving a blanket approval to this project or

             7   any project, because there's a lot of things and

             8   questions that we have and things we want to see

             9   eventually.  

            10                  But at the moment, we need to have that

            11   plan amendment thing taken out and have something in

            12   there that let's us go one step further into the project

            13   and the process.  

            14                  As Mr. Viani said, I guess, we can see

            15   from this project that it probably would be totally

            16   unwieldy to try to do the plan amendment, zoning and the

            17   special exception all at once.  So we can see that would

            18   be very unwieldy, but -- so it is a step-by-step process. 

            19   Today, it's the plan amendment.  Later, we'll have

            20   another resolution, I'm sure, that we'll pick apart the

            21   next Staff Report or project, you know, or maybe approve

            22   it.

            23                  CHAIRMAN MURPHY:  I think you mean
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             1   articulate; right?

             2                  MS. HARBECK:  Sorry, what?

             3                  CHAIRMAN MURPHY:  Okay.  Thank you very

             4   much.  John Thillmann, Karen Pohorylo, Peter Sitnik,

             5   Elizabeth Martin.  Pohorylo?  I'm sorry.  I'm murdering

             6   your name.

             7                  MR. THILLMANN:  Mr. Chairman and Members

             8   of the Commission, my name is John Thillmann.

             9                  CHAIRMAN MURPHY:  Okay, I --

            10                  MR. THILLMANN:  Pohorylo.

            11                  CHAIRMAN MURPHY:  Pohorylo, okay.

            12                  MR. THILLMANN:  Mr. Chairman and Members

            13   of the Commission, my name is John Thillmann and as a

            14   former member of this Planning Commission, it is a

            15   pleasure and privilege for me to be here in front of you

            16   this evening.  And I'm speaking in support of a plan

            17   amendment for up to eight units to the acre on this site.

            18                  I spent the better part of the last 15

            19   years working for revitalization or redevelopment of the

            20   older and needy areas of Fairfax County.  As a member of

            21   the Southeast Fairfax Development Corporation for 12

            22   years, as vice president, as a member of the Fairfax

            23   County Economic Advisory Commission chaired by John
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             1   Foust, as the chair of the Seven Corners Land Use

             2   Transportation Task Force focusing on revitalization in

             3   the Seven Corners area, so I'm really surprised and

             4   shocked that the DPZ staff blithely ignored the

             5   revitalization/redevelopment language in the comp. plan

             6   as they discuss the Comp. Plan Amendment on this site.  

             7   And I'm glad to see that Joanne Fiebe earlier spoke as

             8   member of the revitalization/redevelopment staff

             9   indicating support of a Comp. Plan Amendment for

            10   development of this site.

            11                  Okay, well, that's not why I'm here to

            12   speak.  I'm here to speak because -- and this pains me

            13   because I've been on the Staff side of this for 40 years. 

            14   This is the first time I've broken ranks with the Staff,

            15   and I feel passionate about why I'm breaking ranks with

            16   the Staff tonight.

            17                  I'm a consultant to the property owners in

            18   Landmark Atlantic because this Staff Report almost

            19   completely focused on environmental issues.  I'll also

            20   focus my comments on that issue.

            21                  First, I'd like to establish my background

            22   and establish my standing for my remarks.  

            23                  In the 1970s, I was the Chief of
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             1   Environment and Technical Services in the Planning

             2   Office.  My staff and I developed the county policies for

             3   environment and we included the EQC concept in the

             4   system.  We designed the EQC system.

             5                  I left Fairfax County for the EPA and the

             6   Board of Supervisors appointed me to the Fairfax County

             7   Environmental Quality Advisory Commission.  I served two

             8   terms on that commission as vice chairman and chairman.

             9                  Thereafter, the Board of Supervisors

            10   appointed me to the Planning Commission where my day job

            11   was at the USEPA headquarters in Washington, D.C. where I

            12   served with John Ulfelder who was on the administrator

            13   staff and I was on the deputy administrator staff.

            14                  My job there was chief of program planning

            15   in the Office of Policy Planning and Evaluation with a

            16   major focus on surface- and groundwater-related project

            17   and issues.  I was actually loaned to the Office of Water

            18   for almost a year to work on national groundwater policy

            19   and also surface water contamination.

            20                  CHAIRMAN MURPHY:  Excuse me.  We can --

            21   John.  

            22                  MR. THILLMANN:  There I played a strong

            23   part in the Office of Water --
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             1                  CHAIRMAN MURPHY:  We'll stipulate to your

             2   credentials.  If we could get to the point now because

             3   you only have five minutes and we want to hear what you

             4   have to say about the plan amendment.

             5                  MR. THILLMANN:  What?

             6                  CHAIRMAN MURPHY:  Okay, five minutes.

             7                  MR. THILLMANN:  Yeah, yeah. 

             8                  CHAIRMAN MURPHY:  Okay.  So --

             9                  MR. THILLMANN  Yeah, I'm getting there. 

            10   I'm getting there.

            11                  CHAIRMAN MURPHY:  Okay, all right.

            12                  MR. THILLMANN:  Now, do I get my time back

            13   that you just --

            14                  CHAIRMAN MURPHY:  Yes, I'll give you three

            15   more seconds.

            16                  MR. THILLMANN:  Come on, Peter.  I need

            17   those 14 seconds.

            18                  There I played a strong role in the Office

            19   of Water, including working on the first estuarine 

            20   project at the Chesapeake Bay Program and it was a

            21   successful program, worked with Virginia and Governor

            22   Baliles invited me to the signing ceremony at Fort

            23   Monroe.  So I get what goes on in the RPA and I get what
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             1   goes on in Chesapeake Bay.

             2                  After that, Governor Wilder appointed me

             3   to the Chesapeake Bay Science Advisory Board for two

             4   terms where I worked with all of the scientists in the

             5   Bay and my focus was urbanization and I worked on acid

             6   deposition to the Bay program.

             7                  So in that role I spent time working on

             8   land use and urbanization issues and the STAC had never

             9   focused on those before.

            10                  In graduate school, I did my master's

            11   thesis on nonpoint sources of water pollution in a two-

            12   way program, and I got that interest from working with

            13   Tom Grizzard on the Occoquan policy in Fairfax County

            14   which designed and developed the first VNPs in Fairfax

            15   County, which are now statewide, and I assisted in that

            16   effort.  So I get environmental stuff; I get EQCs; I get

            17   RPAs.

            18                  And that said, with my background, let me

            19   say the site designations and EQC and an RPA over the

            20   entire site is chimera.  It is the same as Alice in

            21   Wonderland listening to the Mad Hatter call a mushroom a

            22   golden crown.  Calling something what it is and it's not,

            23   doesn't make it so.
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             1                  The property is developed, has been for 53

             2   years and it should be evaluated in light of that

             3   condition.  As such, the proposal by the Applicant is

             4   better viewed as site remediation, rather than

             5   disturbance.  

             6                  The property has an operating business and

             7   they have no plans to return site to private open space. 

             8   The Staff has admitted privately there are no funds to

             9   condemn the property and turn it into open space.

            10                  Absent private solution, the result will

            11   be a status quo and continuation of nonpoint source water

            12   pollution.  

            13                  The owner has paid the commercial tax rate

            14   on this property for 53 years, so what is the incentive

            15   to now give it up as private open space?  There isn't

            16   any.

            17                  Furthermore, the owner has no eleemosynary

            18   incentive to relinquish an operating business.  This then

            19   leaves us only with a private solution to the issues

            20   identified and which is the subject of this plan

            21   amendment.  

            22                  The designated EQC currently functions as

            23   a nonpoint source of water pollution, not as an
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             1   environmental factor and has never been a functioning EQC

             2   or later on never been a functioning RPA.  In my world,

             3   environmental cleanup delayed is environmental cleanup

             4   denied.  

             5                  And as this instance, the Staff is

             6   blithely recommending that it not be cleaned up at all,

             7   leave it like it is.  That's what I heard at various

             8   meetings.  However, this shows the unreality of the DPC

             9   environmental staff.  And one of them proposed a hotel

            10   parking lot be placed on the C-8 portion of the site,

            11   even showing a layout.  

            12                  Now, this is in light of the fact that

            13   they don't want any more imperviousness.  And it's an EQC

            14   and it's an RPA and it's a floodplain.  Really, what

            15   nonsense.

            16                  The private solution, this proposal has no

            17   floodplain impacts.  Portions of the site are now out of

            18   the floodplain and engineering studies prove it.

            19                  CHAIRMAN MURPHY:  Okay.

            20                  MR. THILLMANN:  This project --

            21                  CHAIRMAN MURPHY:  That's more than 14

            22   seconds.

            23                  MR. THILLMANN:  Just three more things. 
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             1   This project protects the portion of the site that is in

             2   wetlands.  

             3                  We will restore the Corps of Engineers

             4   wetlands portion of the site.  We protect and enhance

             5   habitat quality.  It provides connectivity with a real

             6   functioning EQC.  The proposal provides stream buffering

             7   and a minimum of 50 feet vegetative buffer.  

             8                  The site is a classic nonpoint source of

             9   water pollution and needs to be fixed.  There's a 46- and

            10   48-percent reduction of imperviousness and stormwater.  

            11                  And I know, Peter, you're driving -- I'm

            12   driving you crazy.

            13                  CHAIRMAN MURPHY:  Thank you.  You are.

            14                  MR. THILLMANN:  In conclusion --

            15                  CHAIRMAN MURPHY:  I'll stipulate to that,

            16   too.

            17                  MR. THILLMANN:  In conclusion, the project

            18   will be transformative for better land uses and creates a

            19   stronger neighborhood in this part of the Richmond

            20   Highway Corridor, is the embodiment of what

            21   redevelopment, revitalization and restoration is all

            22   about.  It is transformative.  

            23                  The community has spoken with an MVCCA
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             1   resolution.  The project is environmentally sound

             2   restorative in an area in need of it.  

             3                  I strongly support the Comp. Plan

             4   Amendment to eight units to the acre on this site for

             5   townhomes and also ask that you support the plan

             6   amendment.  Thank you very much.  Now, I'll be quiet.

             7                  CHAIRMAN MURPHY:  Karen, your turn.  This

             8   is an example of how not to testify before the Planning

             9   Commission from a former Planning Commissioner.

            10                  (General laughter.)

            11                  MS. POHORYLO:  Well, Mr. Chairman, we're

            12   good because my resume is much shorter.

            13                  CHAIRMAN MURPHY:  Go ahead.  Just tell me

            14   how to pronounce your name.

            15                  MS. POHORYLO:  Yes.  For the record, my

            16   name is Karen Pohorylo and I will spell that.  It's P-O-

            17   H-O-R-Y-L-O.  And I am president of the Engleside Civil

            18   Association, which is, approximately, less than a half a

            19   mile -- less than a quarter of a mile away from 8800.

            20                  So good evening, Mr. Chairman and Planning

            21   Commissioners.  Thank you for this opportunity to speak

            22   on behalf of Engleside Civic Association in support of

            23   this crucial plan amendment for the southwest side of
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             1   Richmond Highway.

             2                  I already gave you my name and that I am

             3   currently the President of Engleside Civic Association,

             4   which includes the Woodlawn, Gillingham, Timothy Park and

             5   Rosemont communities.  We are comprised of,

             6   approximately, 175 homes and counting.  

             7                  I am also the assistant to the Mt. Vernon

             8   Council of Citizens' Association that I'll refer to as

             9   the MVCCA Planning and Zoning Committee.

            10                  Formerly, I have served on the Southeast

            11   Fairfax Development Corporation, I'll refer to as the

            12   SFDC, and Fairfax Federation.  I was also the MVCCA

            13   Planning and Zoning Chair and I also served on a

            14   subcommittee within the MVCCA to change its bylaws and

            15   create a policy and procedural manual.

            16                  My passion for my community, the Mt.

            17   Vernon District, and the revitalization of Richmond

            18   Highway runs deep.  My home in the Engleside community

            19   was built by my grandfather in 1939 when Richmond Highway

            20   was a gravel road and my street, Highland Lane, was a

            21   dirt road and the current Wells Fargo Bank and the

            22   Woodlawn Shopping Center was a farm.  I was born and

            23   raised in this home and inherited it after the passing of
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             1   my grandmother in 1994.  

             2                  So as I saw over the years, I witnessed

             3   the deterioration of Richmond Highway and felt the

             4   uncontrollable need to become involved first becoming

             5   president of my civic association and joining the MVCCA

             6   and eventually becoming the secretary of the SFDC board,

             7   among others.  

             8                  As I moved along, it was clear to me my

             9   interest was in land use and the revitalization of

            10   Richmond Highway.  I gained an immense amount of

            11   knowledge on bad development, good development, great

            12   development and also no development.  

            13                  I kept my community involved and informed

            14   as projects started happening mostly on the northern end

            15   and the same question kept coming up again and again, at

            16   which time I had no answer to: When are we going to see

            17   quality development on the south end, particularly the

            18   southwest end?  

            19                  I am honored today to stand before this

            20   Commission on behalf of Engleside armed with supporting

            21   letters from the surrounding communities of 8800m as is

            22   Engleside, as I had said earlier less than a half a mile

            23   away, to say status quo is not good enough anymore on the
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             1   southwest end of Richmond Highway, and revitalization

             2   needs to start now on this section of Richmond Highway.

             3                  This plan amendment being considered

             4   tonight started back in 2014 when I was actually the

             5   Chair of the MVCCA Planning and Zoning Committee.  A

             6   resolution was written and approved by the MVCCA general

             7   counsel to add a, quote, "residential option," unquote,

             8   to the plan language for the subunits A-1, A-2, A-3 and

             9   suburban neighborhood parcels 1 and 3, which include the

            10   property at 8800 Richmond Highway.

            11                  Followed by the resolution, two letters

            12   from the MVCCA were written to Staff to follow up on this

            13   resolution.  It was stated by Staff at the time to wait

            14   until a development proposal came along as they were very

            15   busy with other projects at the time.  And in the

            16   fairness for Staff, I believe this is when the Embark

            17   process was beginning.

            18                  On October 8th, 2014, Supervisor Hyland

            19   did a Board Matter to authorize this plan amendment based

            20   on two land studies done by the Urban Land Institute in

            21   2012 and Virginia Tech in 2010 that examined the Woodlawn

            22   CBC and recommended mixed-use development, community-

            23   serving retail and residential uses.
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             1                  Then on March 6th, 2018, Supervisor Storck

             2   did a Board Matter at which time there was a development

             3   proposal, the current one we are hearing this evening for

             4   8800, asking Staff for concurrent processing of the plan

             5   amendment PA 2018-IV-MV2 and rezoning RZ 2016-MV-018, as

             6   consistent with Board policy in revitalization districts

             7   and to be done so in an expedited manner.

             8                  Another resolution, as you heard from our

             9   co-chair, was written from the co-chair of the MVCCA,

            10   Judy Harbeck, last month, yet again, supporting this

            11   Comp. Plan Amendment, and, yet, here we are today.

            12                  The vision of my community was to be

            13   proactive before a development proposal was put forth,

            14   instead of reactive.  

            15                  Before I go further, I want to say that in

            16   my first year as the MVCCA Planning and Zoning Chair,

            17   Staff was more than helpful offering guidance and

            18   explanations when I needed them.  

            19                  They were also a huge part of the MVCCA

            20   Charrettes that were held in 2009, which consisted of

            21   hundreds of residents of the Mt. Vernon District and came

            22   up with a large amount of comp. plan amendments with the

            23   assistance of Staff on site.  I would like to thank them
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             1   for all of their help and time.  

             2                  And it was here that I learned the

             3   comprehensive plan is simply a guide and can be changed

             4   and should be changed at anytime by the citizens as need

             5   be as times change.

             6                  Having said that, my community believes

             7   that the Staff is out of touch with the citizens

             8   regarding this plan amendment and certainly so with the

             9   property, with what the property is and looks like at

            10   8800 Richmond Highway.  Just because something is written

            11   does not make it so.

            12                  I was very disheartened after reading the

            13   Staff Report.  It was almost entirely about the

            14   environmental issues on the 8800 property which I felt

            15   needed to be done with the special exception and the

            16   rezoning required for this proposal.

            17                  While this is a hearing on a plan

            18   amendment, not just for this site, but others as stated,

            19   because of the Staff Report and the interest of

            20   everyone's time this evening, it would be beneficial for

            21   my community that I just touch on some of the net

            22   environmental benefits proposed by the developer.  And

            23   some of the people that already spoke stole my thunder on
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             1   this, so I'll go over it very quickly.

             2                  Restoration of the wetlands: Stormwater

             3   management facilities not currently present on the site,

             4   a vegetative buffer between the units and water features

             5   which require substantial plantings of grasses and native

             6   species and removal of invasive species, this is what an

             7   RPA is supposed to be that the site currently does not

             8   have.

             9                  Dedication of land to the park authority:

            10   17 acres has already been dedicated years ago.  There is

            11   much more, but this is a plan amendment hearing and I am

            12   confident this will be touched on again by other experts

            13   here tonight, as it already has, in reply to the Staff

            14   Report.

            15                  Furthermore, the Staff Report is missing

            16   any reference to Supervisor Hyland's Board Matter in

            17   2014.  It is also missing reference to the comprehensive

            18   plan MVA-Woodlawn Community Planning Sector, Area 4, page

            19   107, Paragraph 1 which reads: "With the exception of

            20   those properties, fronting on Richmond Highway remaining

            21   vacant lots in the area between Sacramento Drive and Old

            22   Mill Road are planned for residential use of 16 to 20

            23   dwelling units per acre.  
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             1                  "Substantial consolidations of parcels

             2   within the area is encouraged and should include

             3   properties fronting on Richmond Highway to achieve a plan

             4   development."

             5                  In addition, this area is a county-

             6   designated revitalization area.  And I was also happy to

             7   see representation from the Office of Community

             8   Revitalization here this evening, but when I wrote my

             9   testimony, that was not the case.

            10                  It was disturbing to me that the Staff

            11   Report did not contain any comments from the Office of

            12   Community Revitalization nor reference.  

            13                  These three misses are of great concern to

            14   myself, my community and the surrounding communities of

            15   the 8800 property.  

            16                  In conclusion, I would like to quote

            17   Supervisor Hyland from the 2014 Board Matter: "The

            18   Woodlawn CBC is the new crossroads where history meets

            19   opportunities."  

            20                  My community could not agree more.  8800

            21   is a new opportunity and the proposed development is a

            22   great development and it combines much needed

            23   environmental mitigation with market rate townhomes that
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             1   is so desperately needed in the southwest area of

             2   Richmond Highway.

             3                  We see this project as transformative to

             4   the area and will be the start of the revitalization of

             5   the Woodlawn CBC.

             6                  Let's get this long-awaited and supported

             7   Comp. Plan Amendment done so we can just move forward.

             8                  Thank you, Mr. Chairman and Commissioners,

             9   for your time and attention.

            10                  CHAIRMAN MURPHY:  Thank you very much.

            11                  Peter Sitnik, Elizabeth Martin.  Is

            12   Elizabeth Martin here?  Okay, thank you.

            13                  MR. SITNIK:  Excuse me, I'm slow-moving.

            14                  CHAIRMAN MURPHY:  That's okay.

            15                  MR. SITNIK:  Good evening, Chairman

            16   Murphy, Members of the Planning Commission.  My name is

            17   Peter Sitnik.  I am a 66-year resident of Fairfax County

            18   and I live and own a home at 4909 Godfrey Avenue in

            19   Alexandria, Virginia.

            20                  I thank Chairman Murphy and thank the

            21   Commissioners for giving me this opportunity to tell you

            22   why I support this simple plan amendment.

            23                  My home is less than one mile from 8800
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             1   Richmond Highway, the subject of this simple plan

             2   amendment, and I and my two siblings also own 8800

             3   Richmond Highway.

             4                  In the early -- a little history.  In the

             5   early 1950s, my parents acquired about 35 acres of land

             6   that included the approximate eight acres which we now

             7   refer to as 8800 Richmond Highway.

             8                  These eight acres are comprised of three

             9   smaller parcels, as you have heard tonight.  

            10                  The first Fairfax County approved business

            11   that my parents had on the original 35 acres -- and

            12   frankly, extended over nearly all of the 35 acres -- was

            13   the Fairfax County's first amusement park.  It featured,

            14   among other, all of the normal rides and attractions and

            15   popcorn, and such, a real steam locomotive, a coal car

            16   with a tender, six open-sided passenger cars and a mile

            17   of track and two Dogue Creek crossings, all right.

            18                  From that time on, there was always at

            19   least one business in operation on this site.  My dad

            20   died in October 1987, but before he died, he started the

            21   process of donating 17 acres of land to Fairfax County,

            22   which you've heard in part.

            23                  My mother, though, had to finish that job. 
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             1   She gave that land to Fairfax.  It's a park and you know

             2   that.  

             3                  After my mother's death, my two siblings

             4   and I inherited the property in August of 2010.  We three

             5   siblings continue to manage the property just as my

             6   parents had and, like them, we strive to improve this

             7   depressed property or sell it.

             8                  At this time with your help, and that of

             9   all of our neighbors that have testified, we hope that we

            10   can not only improve it, but also sell it at the same

            11   time.  

            12                  The property is in a revitalization area. 

            13   But the county staff really doesn't talk about it much,

            14   but even though OCR -- I'm so glad they testified here

            15   tonight -- they didn't mention it in their report.

            16                  I believe that this is a game changer for

            17   this part of the county.  It will fix the site, the

            18   surrounding parcels.  The whole Woodlawn area will

            19   benefit.

            20                  As is -- of course, you've heard this

            21   before.  The property has no stormwater management and we

            22   don't have to put it there.  It would be nice, but,

            23   frankly, our problem is we can't do that.   The
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             1   stormwater management runoff and pollution controls was

             2   left out of Fairfax County's Staff Report, as you already

             3   know. 

             4                  Now, community support for this amendment

             5   and townhome development is very strong.  As a matter of

             6   fact, when the county Staff presented the report to the

             7   Mt. Vernon Council of Citizens' Association, it was a

             8   planning and zoning and transportation meeting combined,

             9   and some others that were with us, also, they were asked

            10   if the county felt that the present conditions were

            11   better than having it developed.  

            12                  All right, Marianne Gardner said, "Yes, we

            13   do," and I believe their environmental -- I don't

            14   remember his name -- but said the same thing.

            15                  And one of the citizens in this room --

            16   well, actually, the whole room kind of exploded and

            17   challenged that statement.

            18                  When asked, also, if any -- Marianne at

            19   the time if she had stepped her foot on this property

            20   ever, the answer was no.  All right, the room was

            21   shocked, quite frankly.  Until you walk this property,

            22   you can't really understand it.   

            23                  The Staff Report also does not say that
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             1   there shouldn't be development.  You've heard maybe a

             2   hotel, maybe this.  Well, they want anything else but

             3   this project.  

             4                  Well, this is the only buyer that this

             5   family in 60-some years has ever had that spent the time

             6   and money to get this far into the process and where the

             7   developer agrees to clean it up and make it better.

             8                  This property has been going through the

             9   Fairfax County Comprehensive Plan Amendment and Land Use

            10   Application now for four years.  Developments and

            11   revitalization areas are supposed to be expedited.  Staff

            12   has not seen fit to expedite, nor have they really given

            13   credit for the environmental improvements that the

            14   developer is willing to do.

            15                  The 1984 Comprehensive Plan designated all

            16   eight acres one hundred percent as private open space.  

            17   Research has shown that while some portions of the land

            18   elsewhere in Fairfax County has been designated open

            19   space, Richmond Highway is the only land ever completely

            20   designated private open space.  In essence, this is a

            21   taking of our property.

            22                  The developer is offering to donate three

            23   of the eight acres to the Fairfax County Park as open
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             1   space.  During the previous mentioned meeting, one of our

             2   citizens asked if Fairfax County was interested in buying

             3   it and their answer was no, not interested.  And if we

             4   were, we don't have the money.

             5                  So I'm trying to hurry up.  This townhouse

             6   development would undue the taking and allow us through

             7   the developer to clean up the site and to sell it.  And,

             8   frankly, all you have in front of you tonight is the

             9   simple plan amendment.

            10                  We deeply thank all of our neighbors for

            11   the solid support and urge you and the Planning

            12   Commission to approve this simple plan amendment tonight. 

            13                  And thank you for your time and

            14   consideration.  I'd be happy to answer any questions.

            15                  CHAIRMAN MURPHY:  Mr. Migliaccio.

            16                  COMMISSIONER MIGLIACCIO:  Thank you, Mr.

            17   Chairman.

            18                  This property that you own has been

            19   described by Mr. Viani and others as, essentially, an

            20   environmental disaster and is a blight in the community. 

            21   Everyone wants it taken care of.

            22                  MR. SITNIK:  Yes.  

            23                  COMMISSIONER MIGLIACCIO:  In your
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             1   testimony, written testimony, you state that you strive

             2   to improve the depressed condition and you have.

             3                  What have you done on site to improve

             4   Dogue Creek and the environmental disaster that's on site

             5   now?

             6                  MR. SITNIK:  Quite frankly, there's not

             7   much we can do in the present condition.  Our family

             8   doesn't really have the financial resources to really

             9   improve it.

            10                  We did have some income coming in through

            11   rentals on the site which had sustained us through the

            12   years, but never -- the profit margin and all, we were

            13   always so tight that we didn't have money to reinvest. 

            14   We would like to have, but we didn't have it.

            15                  And now, frankly, we did an appeal with

            16   the -- and we lost our appeal and now we have absolutely

            17   no income, so it's tough.  But we would love to -- we see

            18   this as -- with this redevelopment as a chance to really

            19   do what we want to do.

            20                  Mom and Dad wanted it cleaned up and we

            21   definitely do, and the community, too.

            22                  COMMISSIONER MIGLIACCIO:  Okay, thank you.

            23                  CHAIRMAN MURPHY:  Thank you very much. 
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             1   Mr. Clarke.

             2                  MR. SITNIK:  Thank you.

             3                  CHAIRMAN MURPHY:  Yes.  

             4                  COMMISSIONER CLARKE:  Thank you, Mr.

             5   Sitnik, for your testimony tonight and great to see you

             6   tonight and hope your leg feel better.

             7                  MR. SITNIK:  Thank you, sir.

             8                  COMMISSIONER CLARKE:  And I want to

             9   apologize for all of the negative comments about your

            10   property that you hear and I know you're getting tired of

            11   that.  

            12                  MR. SITNIK:  Unfortunately, they're

            13   justified.

            14                  (General laughter.)

            15                  COMMISSIONER CLARKE:  You indicated that

            16   your family donated X-amount of acres to the Park

            17   Authority, to the county?

            18                  MR. SITNIK:  Roughly, 17 acres.

            19                  COMMISSIONER CLARKE:  And what has been

            20   done with that property that was donated to the county?

            21                  MR. SITNIK:  It's been named a park, but

            22   beyond that, I have never seen, you know, walkways or

            23   anything done with it.
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             1                  COMMISSIONER CLARKE:  No trails or

             2   anything like that?

             3                  MR. SITNIK:  No.  But it is -- other than,

             4   excuse me, the homeless folks that trash it nowadays, it

             5   is pristine, so it's wonderful. 

             6                  And there's, roughly, three more acres of

             7   this eight that we're talking about as basically

             8   pristine.  And I know the developer has offered to donate

             9   that, also.  So --

            10                  COMMISSIONER CLARKE:  You would donate it,

            11   okay.  All right, thank you, sir.

            12                  MR. SITNIK:  Thank you.

            13                  CHAIRMAN MURPHY:  Thank you very much. 

            14   Oh, yes, Ms. Hurley.  I'm sorry.

            15                  COMMISSIONER HURLEY:  A quick question for

            16   Staff.  

            17                  Has the Park Authority expressed interest

            18   in accepting the additional three acres or not?  I've

            19   heard both, I think.

            20                  MS. GARCIA:  That offer is part of the

            21   rezoning application and I'm not aware of the current

            22   status of it --

            23                  COMMISSIONER GARCIA:  Either way, okay.
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             1                  MS. GARDNER:  -- the Park Authority's

             2   acceptance.

             3                  COMMISSIONER HURLEY:  Thank you.

             4                  CHAIRMAN MURPHY:  Thank you very much.

             5                  MR. SITNIK:  Thank you.  And thank you all

             6   very much.

             7                  CHAIRMAN MURPHY:  Elizabeth Martin.  And

             8   the next listed speaker is Earl Flanagan and I know he

             9   was not able to make it tonight, but I have a feeling

            10   he's watching on TV.  I can feel him right through the TV

            11   set right here in front of me.

            12                  MR. CAPORALETTI:  I think they have

            13   someone who might be reading his testimony.

            14                  CHAIRMAN MURPHY:  And followed by Gerry

            15   Hyland and I don't think Gerry is here either.  He's

            16   here?

            17                  MR. CAPORALETTI:  No.  There's someone to

            18   read his testimony.

            19                  CHAIRMAN MURPHY:  I got it.  Okay, thank

            20   you.  Yes, ma'am.

            21                  MS. MARTIN:  Hi.

            22                  CHAIRMAN MURPHY:  Hi.

            23                  MS. MARTIN:  Thank you for the opportunity
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             1   to speak.  I'm Betsy Martin and my address is 8707

             2   Stockton Parkway.  I'm in the Mt. Vernon District and I'm

             3   president of the Friends of Little Hunting Creek.

             4                  And I'm here to oppose the plan amendment

             5   because it is inconsistent with the comp. policy plan,

             6   policy guidance and the Embark Plan Amendment and it

             7   would set a bad precedent for development in riparian

             8   land elsewhere in the county.

             9                  In March, the Board of Supervisors

            10   directed Staff to evaluate the amendment's conformance

            11   with policy plan guidance about disturbances to

            12   Environmental Quality Corridors.  The comp. plan says EQC

            13   disturbances should only be considered in extraordinary

            14   circumstances, as several speakers have been discussing.

            15                  So what extraordinary circumstance

            16   justifies 43 townhomes in the Dogue Creek EQC and

            17   floodplain?  There really is none.  

            18                  The concerns of neighbors who want this

            19   former junkyard to become a community asset are

            20   legitimate.  The desires of the owner and developer to

            21   profit are understandable.  And all of us want to see the

            22   corridor revitalized.  

            23                  However, none of these are extraordinary
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             1   circumstances that justify taking the singular action of

             2   putting 43 homes in the floodplain.

             3                  Since the adoption of the extraordinary

             4   circumstance standard by the Board of Supervisors, only

             5   twice has the guidance been applied and an EQC

             6   disturbance approved.  

             7                  One was the Vulcan Quarry Expansion,

             8   which, as you heard, was truly extraordinary, and the

             9   other was this access road through an EQC that was

            10   approved only after the applicant explored all 

            11   alternatives, created a wetland area, restored habitat

            12   and reduced impact by building a bridge over, instead of

            13   a road on top of, the environmentally-sensitive area. 

            14   These two cases set a high bar and this application

            15   doesn't clear them.  

            16                  The comp. plan also says disturbances to

            17   the EQC should be approved only where mitigation

            18   compensation measures are provided that will result in a

            19   clear and substantial net environmental benefit that

            20   applies to most, if not all, of the EQC purposes.  

            21                  So let's examine each purpose and see how

            22   this development stacks up.

            23                  The first purpose is conservation of open
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             1   space.  The developer has proposed to donate three acres

             2   to the Park Authority, but the entire eight acres is

             3   currently planned for open space.  There's no net benefit

             4   from a comp. plan amendment allowing a residential

             5   option.

             6                  Second is protection of wildlife habitat

             7   and protection of biodiversity of species.  I saw birds

             8   and wildlife in their tracks when I walked the site a few

             9   years ago.  I know of no inventory of wildlife species or

            10   whether any are endangered or protected.  But townhomes

            11   provide habitat for humans, not for wildlife, so there's

            12   not a net benefit there.

            13                  Third is protection of riparian corridors. 

            14   The developer has proposed to restore 50 feet of buffer. 

            15   Why not the full hundred feet protected under the

            16   Chesapeake Bay Protection Ordinance?  This project would

            17   encroach on four acres of resource protection area.  When

            18   asked whether it would be better to do the buffer

            19   restoration the developers propose or leave the site

            20   alone, the county's foremost stream restoration expert

            21   said leave it alone.  There's no net benefit there.

            22                  Fourth, protection of water quality.  The

            23   developers say they will reduce impervious surface and
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             1   add modern stormwater controls which benefit water

             2   quality; however, adding 41,000 cubic feet of fill and

             3   permanently losing two acres of floodplain function harms

             4   water quality, so it's not a clear benefit.

             5                  Fifth, aesthetic values.  There's no doubt

             6   neighbors would much rather live near townhomes than a

             7   welding shop and former junkyard.  It's unfortunate that

             8   options for preserving this as open space, as the comp.

             9   plan recommends, have never been explored.  

            10                  The Embark Plan envisions 40,000 new

            11   residents in the corridor and it says that 38 additional

            12   acres of parks will be needed to serve them.  This is

            13   exactly the sort of site that should be preserved and

            14   restored as open space, one of the ecological spines

            15   envisioned in the Embark Plan.

            16                  Sixth, the control of flooding and

            17   erosion.  In the past, owners moved the stream channel to

            18   the west and blocked flows through the north-south main

            19   channel.  The created channel has an abrupt 90-degree

            20   turn that erodes the stream bank and threatens the road

            21   bed of Route 1.  

            22                  The developer has proposed to keep this

            23   created channel, remove rubble fill from it and eliminate
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             1   flows through the main channel.  This may make the stream

             2   even more unstable, move a lot of sediment downstream and

             3   cause upstream erosion of the channel according to the

             4   Staff Report.

             5                  Increase stream velocities and erosion

             6   during large storms would threaten Richmond Highway and

             7   the new bridge.  Adding 41,000 cubic feet of fill on the

             8   eastern side of the site will exacerbate these problems.

             9   So there certainly seems to be no net benefit there.

            10                  Seventh, continuity of non-motorized

            11   access between parklands, residential communities,

            12   employment and commercial centers in transit areas. 

            13   Access from Richmond Highway to parkland northwest of the

            14   site would be blocked by this development, so it's hard

            15   to see a net benefit there.

            16                  Thus, there is no net substantial

            17   environmental benefit to most, if not all, of the EQC

            18   purposes.  Most would be harmed.  The developer's so-

            19   called restoration doesn't restore anything to its prior

            20   healthier state.  It's a band-aid.  It would make past

            21   environmental damage permanent and preclude true

            22   restoration of the site.

            23                  The developers don't propose to restore
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             1   the stream itself which is needed to truly return the

             2   site to an environmentally healthy condition.

             3                  Please don't ignore the comp. plan's

             4   guidance about disturbances in the EQCs which was

             5   emphasized in the motion directing Staff to evaluate the

             6   amendment.  If approved, this amendment will set a

             7   precedent that will undermine environmental protections

             8   far beyond this particular site.  

             9                  Some proponents of the amendment suggest

            10   that this is a brown site which can be developed without

            11   setting a precedent for development of other green sites. 

            12   But many, perhaps most riparian areas in Fairfax County

            13   are damaged.  Parks we now think of as natural and

            14   national treasures were once industrial.  Dyke Marsh was

            15   a gravel quarry.  Huntley Meadows was a testing ground

            16   for asphalt road surfacing and then a radar station.  

            17   According to Staff, approval of residents on this site

            18   would set a precedent for development in floodplains in

            19   similar situations all over the county.

            20                  I serve as an appointed member of the

            21   Chesapeake Bay Exception Review Committee which reviews

            22   certain requests, not this one, to disturb or build

            23   within Resource Protection Areas.  Under the C-Bay
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             1   Ordinance, one of the criteria that must be met to

             2   approve an exception is that granting the exception will

             3   not confer upon the applicant any special privileges that

             4   are denied to other property owners who are similarly

             5   situated.  

             6                  That implies that granting an exception

             7   opens the door to requests from other property owners who

             8   are similarly situated, as would also approving this plan

             9   amendment.

            10                  So I hope you say no to this application

            11   for a plan amendment.  If you do, the owners may

            12   reconsider their options and explore preserving the land

            13   as open space taking advantage of Virginia's very

            14   generous incentives for land preservation or, perhaps,

            15   the county can be persuaded to contribute to purchase and

            16   restore the property and truly improve water quality,

            17   reduce flood risk and create a community amenity for

            18   passive recreation.  

            19                  There are reasons why this land was

            20   planned for open space.  Development should not be the

            21   default option for what to do on an environmentally

            22   sensitive and compromised site such as this.

            23                  Options for preserving this property as
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             1   open space should be explored before this plan amendment

             2   is considered.  There are great possibilities here, but

             3   the Planning Commission endorsing this plan amendment is

             4   not a way to reach them.  Thank you very much.

             5                  CHAIRMAN MURPHY:  Thank you.  If someone

             6   is reading Earl Flanagan's statement, please come on

             7   down.

             8                  MS. TODD:  Good evening.  As you can tell,

             9   I'm not Earl Flanagan.  My name is Becky Todd.  I've

            10   known Earl for a very long time.  I'm also a resident of

            11   the Mt. Vernon area and he asked me to read his statement

            12   for him.

            13                  CHAIRMAN MURPHY:  Thank you very much.

            14                  MS. TODD:  Thank you, Chairman Murphy and

            15   the fellow Commissioners.  My name is Earl Flanagan.  I

            16   live at 3317 Waterside Lane, Alexandria, Virginia 22309.

            17                  I recommend the Planning Commission

            18   approve the PA 2018-MV-MV2.  I have been a resident of

            19   the Mt. Vernon District for 45 years during which time I

            20   have seen many desirable Richmond Highway developments

            21   die during the nearby depression land uses, including

            22   eyesores such as those on the lots before you tonight

            23   about a simple plan amendment.
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             1                  The plan amendment is simply to add

             2   residential uses up to the density of five to eight per

             3   acre in addition to only current planned use as open

             4   space.  

             5                  There are no buyers for the present

             6   planned use and, therefore, in essence, the current plan

             7   text amounts to be taken.  

             8                  But mainly, I am particularly stunned and

             9   concerned because the Staff Report completely neglects to

            10   call you Commissioners' attention to the revitalization

            11   policies and the policy plan and primarily objectives 1

            12   and 3 which state:  

            13                  Objective 1: Fairfax County should

            14   establish or extend community reinvestment programs into

            15   its older commercial uses and their adjacent

            16   neighborhoods which have experienced or are on the verge

            17   of experiencing economic or infrastructure decline; and 

            18   Objective 3, Policy A: Promote private sector investments

            19   by providing more flexibility with certain zoning

            20   regulations for areas that are within the commercial

            21   revitalization districts identified in the Fairfax County

            22   Zoning Ordinances.  

            23                  Many districts with the revitalization
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             1   district in Fairfax County have used such flexibility

             2   authorized by the Board of Supervisors to support the

             3   elimination of similar eyesores in their districts.  

             4                  I know I have recommended such projects in

             5   the Richmond Highway Corridor previously with Commission

             6   unanimous support.

             7                  In this spirit, therefore, I join in

             8   Supervisor Hyland, Supervisor Storck and their

             9   constituents, since 2014, the Southeast Fairfax

            10   Development Corporation, the Mt. Vernon -- MVCCA and the

            11   Environmental Committee and adjacent homeowners civic

            12   association's request that the Commission approve this

            13   simple plan use amendment text to PA 2018-MV-MV2, how

            14   that planned residential use will not be used before the

            15   Commission this evening.

            16                  CHAIRMAN MURPHY:  Thank you very much.

            17                  MS. TODD:  Thank you.  

            18                  CHAIRMAN MURPHY:  Are you reading Gerry's,

            19   too?

            20                  MS. TODD:  Yes.  I have Gerry's as well. 

            21   Do you want me to --

            22                  CHAIRMAN MURPHY:  Sure, go ahead.

            23                  MS. TODD:  Okay,
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             1                  CHAIRMAN MURPHY:  And we appreciate all of

             2   the abbreviations at this time of night you can use.

             3                  MS. TODD:  Thank you.  Gerry's has a

             4   couple of jokes in it, just to forewarn you ahead of

             5   time.

             6                  CHAIRMAN MURPHY:  That's why I want you to

             7   read it.

             8                  MS. TODD:  Good evening, Chairman.  As we

             9   say back home, "How ya?"

            10                  CHAIRMAN MURPHY:  How are ya?

            11                  MS. TODD:  How are ya?  One could say that

            12   supervisors never die, a grave situation.  They keep

            13   coming back like an old penny.  How many cents does that

            14   make?  Regrettably, I have not changed, which all of you

            15   all know.  

            16                  Coming straight to the point, I continue

            17   to support a change in the comprehensive plan to permit a

            18   residential option for 8800 Richmond Highway, a proposal

            19   which has most unanimous support with all of the

            20   representative organizations and Mt. Vernon and most

            21   importantly our current supervisor, Dan Storck,

            22   representing the people of Mt. Vernon.

            23                  I am well-aware of the environmental
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             1   constraints and challenges on this property if it were to

             2   be developed residentially; however, I am confident that

             3   any development proposal would be unencumbered with

             4   significant and sufficient conditions so to minimize and

             5   protect this sensitive site.

             6                  The members of this Commission are aware

             7   of the cataclysmic changes now that are being proposed

             8   for the long overlooked Route 1 corridor and the once-in-

             9   a-lifetime opportunity to do the right thing and make

            10   this total redevelopment a reality.

            11                  Most important, the Woodlawn area is one

            12   of the major linchpins to our success in redoing this

            13   older part of Fairfax County.  

            14                  Enough said.  To thank you for your

            15   continued commitment to serve as the keepers of our

            16   future and for your unselfish dedication to making

            17   Fairfax County an even better place to live.

            18                  CHAIRMAN MURPHY:  Okay, thank you very

            19   much.  And thank Gerry.  Appreciate you doing that.  And

            20   I'm glad that Gerry stayed up later than Jeopardy to

            21   watch our show tonight, maybe.

            22                  Katherine Ward, Alan Rowsome, Paul Siegel.

            23                  MS. WARD:  Good evening, Mr. Chairman and
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             1   Commissioners.  I'm Katherine Ward.  I live at Gladstone

             2   Place in the Mt. Vernon District and I'm here

             3   representing my community at the request of its board.

             4   That's the Wellington Civic Association.  We are a

             5   community of, approximately, 490 residents a majority of

             6   which are on the Potomac River.

             7                  We take environmental issues seriously and

             8   value development that improves not only environmental

             9   conditions, but economic and visual conditions in our

            10   area, as well as Richmond Highway Corridor.

            11                  We have representatives on the Mt. Vernon

            12   Council's many committees and they have participated and

            13   watched this project for over four years.  We supported

            14   it in 2014 when Supervisor Hyland recommended residential

            15   as an option be put into the comprehensive plan at that

            16   time and we supported the resolution again in June of

            17   this year.

            18                  Furthermore, our citizens have been on

            19   this site.  They've seen the conditions.  They've seen

            20   Dogue Creek and how it can be improved.  

            21                  Now, I'm going to do a little bit of

            22   history, but I'm going to keep it short because everybody

            23   else, as they say, has stolen our thunder.
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             1                  During the 2009 area plan review process,

             2   as someone has already said, Marianne Gardner and her

             3   staff were instrumental in educating the community

             4   members in my community because we participated in that

             5   nomination process along with the Mt. Vernon Council.  We

             6   learned an awful lot.  

             7                  Number one:  Quality residential is the

             8   leader to get quality resident -- excuse me, restaurants

             9   and other retail sites, as well as businesses.  It's not

            10   the other way around.  If you don't have the quality

            11   residential, you don't get the other.

            12                  Number five:  You've got the stormwater

            13   issue, what people have already talked about, and I had

            14   two or three others, but I won't waste your time with

            15   them.

            16                  Mt. Vernon Council made a nomination

            17   during the 2009 Area Plan Review that said -- matter of

            18   fact, Ms. Betsy Martin was the lead on that little

            19   nomination -- if they try to do anything on the older

            20   sites, you have to fix stormwater.  You have to do some

            21   environmental improvements, any kind of development. 

            22   Well, the key to that is "development."  If it doesn't

            23   happen, you don't get the environmental improvements.
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             1                  The Woodlawn CBC and the surrounding

             2   suburban neighborhoods are the gateway to the community's

             3   and the county's most historic locations: Woodlawn

             4   Plantation, Pohick Church, Grist Mill and Distillery that

             5   was owned by George Washington, the Mt. Vernon Estate and

             6   the old Quaker Meeting House, not to mention the new Army

             7   Museum and Fort Belvoir.

             8                  The current gateway conditions are

             9   horrible, loaded with derelict properties, fast food

            10   joints, car repair shops and abandoned buildings.  And

            11   I'd like to just show you a couple of quick pictures.   

            12   That's the current site that we're talking about, 8800. 

            13   This is a car repair shop that's just a few blocks up the

            14   street.  

            15                  This is an abandoned nursery and it had

            16   some sort of a furniture store in it for a while, but it

            17   stays abandoned.  Again, it's just a few blocks up the

            18   street.  

            19                  And then we have lots of cashing places --

            20   check cashing places, tobacco shops, fast food

            21   restaurants.  

            22                  The Staff talks about -- thank you, ma'am. 

            23   That's it.  
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             1                  The Staff talks about some other kind of

             2   development and they're suggesting C-8 type of

             3   development.  We don't need any more of those strip

             4   malls.  We don't need any more of the fast food

             5   restaurants on this part of Richmond Highway.

             6                  And then talking about building in a

             7   floodplain, there's a massive home that was built at 1225

             8   Belle Haven Road.  It's in the 100-year floodplain.  They

             9   built that house up -- there was nothing there before. 

            10   They built it up 15 feet and that has been recent and it

            11   got approved in a special exception.

            12                  There's also next door to it a veterinary

            13   hospital, also in the floodplain, got a special

            14   exception.  And that's all been within the last ten

            15   years.

            16                  It was already mentioned at the meeting

            17   that we had with county Staff that some questions were

            18   asked by citizens and there were at least 65-70 people in

            19   that room and they were shocked when Staff said let it

            20   stay like it is.

            21                  Revitalization should be a team sport

            22   where citizens, staff, elected officials and developers

            23   work together to make things great happen.  
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             1                  We believe that without developing this

             2   site and having the plan amendment done that you're

             3   denying the opportunity for the citizens to have a

             4   disastrous site cleaned up, denying the opportunity for

             5   the citizens to have a revitalization kicked off and

             6   started and we're also denying the citizens and the

             7   county to have an opportunity to have beautification at

             8   the gateway of our historic sites.  

             9                  Approval of this plan will permit private

            10   sector money to clean it up and that's what we all need,

            11   because you've heard from the owner, they don't have the

            12   money to do it.  

            13                  The Park Authority, I have heard, is

            14   willing to take the other three acres, but they don't

            15   have money to take it all and eventually clean it up.

            16                  So with that being said, the Wellington

            17   Civic Association, 490-some members would like to

            18   encourage you to approve this comprehensive plan that

            19   allows for residential, five to eight per acre.  Thank

            20   you very much.

            21                  CHAIRMAN MURPHY:  Thank you very much. 

            22   Alan Rowsome, Paul Siegel, Becky Todd.  Becky, are you

            23   coming back to speak on your own?  Okay, good.  Thank
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             1   you.

             2                  MR. ROWSOME:  Good evening.  My name is

             3   Alan Rowsome.  I'm the Executive Director of the Northern

             4   Virginia Conservation Trust based in Annandale and I rise

             5   in opposition to the plan amendment.

             6                  For the last 24 years, NVCT has been

             7   Fairfax County's partner land trust during which time

             8   we've conserved 38 properties with conservation easements

             9   and own three parcels in the county.  Together, these

            10   conserved lands total 630 acres ranging from Great Falls

            11   to Lorton and Centreville to Mt. Vernon.

            12                  Of these 41 sites, the Trust has protected

            13   in the county more than half contained designated

            14   Resource Protection Areas.  These RPA properties help

            15   Fairfax County meet its Chesapeake Bay Ordinance goals

            16   and they ensure the tree canopy is kept intact in these

            17   stream corridors, providing valuable wildlife habitat and

            18   helping protect against flooding.

            19                  The Trust has protected ten historic sites

            20   to date in Fairfax County including historic homes and

            21   culturally valuable land areas.  The Trust-protected

            22   areas include three county parks and natural areas and a

            23   natural area preserve, as well as a newly added river
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             1   front piece of Pohick Bay Regional Park.

             2                  NVCT's founder, Rich Bliss, was a former

             3   member of the Fairfax County Park Authority in the early

             4   1990s and he recognized the need for the county to have

             5   an active land trust working to protect parks and open

             6   space in our region, a vision that we remain passionate

             7   about today as we work towards creating livable and

             8   healthy communities in our area.

             9                  We focus on protecting land with natural

            10   character so that our communities have clean water,

            11   places to be outdoors and recreate, thriving wildlife

            12   populations and mature tree canopy that combats the urban

            13   heat-island effect and provides immeasurable mental and

            14   spiritual benefits.

            15                  We believe that we are helping make

            16   Fairfax County a better place to work, live and raise a

            17   family in, as well as supporting higher property values

            18   that come from sensible development, well-planned

            19   communities and protecting open space whenever possible.

            20                  We are successful in our work because of

            21   our partnerships with the county, the Park Authority,

            22   numerous conservation and environmental organizations and

            23   like-minded residents who care about their neighborhoods
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             1   and our shared community.

             2                  We work very hard to support the county's

             3   comprehensive plan goals for land conservation, which are

             4   laudable goals that take discipline and foresight to

             5   achieve.

             6                  NVCT has a keen interest in the landscapes

             7   and the watershed in and around this proposed plan

             8   amendment, as we hold conservation easements in a fee

             9   title property along Little Hunting Creek and have just

            10   recently helped protect one of the last two remaining

            11   private in-holdings in Pohick Bay.  

            12                  This region of Fairfax County is rich in

            13   biological diversity, contains sensitive wetland habitat

            14   and is critical to the long-term health of the Potomac

            15   River and the Chesapeake Bay watershed.  

            16                  Despite that, the area in question is

            17   distinctly underserved when it comes to park and open

            18   space resources, something that we hope the Commission

            19   will affirm and defend in this case.

            20                  As has been said before in testimony

            21   previous to mine, it should be an extremely high bar to

            22   reach before the Commission considers an Environmental

            23   Quality Corridor disturbance.  Anything short of a true
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             1   extraordinary circumstance should not be granted as the

             2   precedent it would set would undermine EQC goals and

             3   erode away the benefits of the corridor designation.

             4                  The county is, indeed, spending millions

             5   of dollars already to mitigate for environmental

             6   degradation, restore streams, and protect riparian areas. 

             7   Why would we want to add this site to that list in the

             8   coming years?

             9                  As the Staff Report says quite well, "New

            10   residential development that significantly encroaches

            11   into a floodplain and EQC and would require filling in a

            12   floodplain is contrary to long-established county policy

            13   and newly-adopted plan recommendations for the Richmond

            14   Highway Corridor," close quote.

            15                  It also cannot be underestimated how

            16   damaging it would be to EQC goals for other landowners or

            17   developers around the county to see that the proposed

            18   disturbances to the corridors are now being green-

            19   lighted.  

            20                  The development pressure such a move would

            21   create would add additional pressure on you to hear and

            22   approve more sensitive projects.

            23                  NVCT appreciates that the developer
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             1   proposes to donate three acres to the Park Authority,

             2   restore 50 feet of buffer and reduce impervious surface

             3   while adding modern stormwater controls, but none of

             4   these proposals is sufficient.

             5                  The Chesapeake Bay Preservation Ordinance

             6   calls for a hundred feet of buffer with the developer

             7   proposing to encroach on four acres of Resource

             8   Protection Area.

             9                  This property is planned for as open

            10   space, so donating three acres of it is still a

            11   significant net loss of potential conservation value,

            12   especially when you take into account the stress and

            13   likely degradation of that land when adjacent to the

            14   construction site and then the development of the home

            15   site.

            16                  Finally, adding significant fill and

            17   developing two acres of the floodplain will absolutely

            18   harm water quality likely outweighing any addition of

            19   modern stormwater controls.  Ultimately, an artificial

            20   solution is unlikely to bear better results.

            21                  We urge, instead, that the landowner and

            22   developer work with an organization like ours to chart

            23   out a different sustainable future for this property that
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             1   benefits the entire area, one that will likely involve

             2   restoration.  

             3                  Conserving part or all of this property

             4   could potentially bring significant tax benefits to the

             5   landowner through land preservation tax credits at the

             6   state and federal level and these credits are saleable on

             7   an open market if the landowner doesn't need them

             8   himself.  NVCT would be pleased to assist in that effort

             9   if the stakeholders involved are interested.

            10                  Conservation easements are very flexible

            11   tools in which the entire property could be looked at for

            12   its unique values and a plan put together that makes the

            13   most sense for it over the long term.

            14                  In addition, donations of land to an

            15   organization like ours represent a charitable gift which

            16   could also be beneficial, not only for the sake of the

            17   land, but also for the financial benefit of the

            18   landowner.

            19                  None of these potential avenues have been

            20   explored as of yet and we'd urge such a scoping before

            21   the Commission moves forward should you support the

            22   amendment.

            23                  There are so few places in this region of
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             1   Fairfax County of this size that have not been developed

             2   and are worthy of consideration as conservation or open

             3   space sites.  

             4                  At a certain point, we hope the Commission

             5   and the county, overall, see that in order to achieve

             6   their comprehensive plan goals and park needs, that tough

             7   decisions must be made.  

             8                  This is one of those times because waiting

             9   until next time takes yet more opportunities off the

            10   table to make good on what the county says it wants to

            11   achieve and what the residents of the county certainly

            12   want.

            13                  A vision for conservation on a site like

            14   this might take creativity and a long-term vision to see

            15   through, but the benefits of doing so in this case far

            16   outweigh the benefits of, yet, another high-density

            17   housing development.  

            18                  In addition, the landowner could still

            19   achieve financial gain in conserving the property making

            20   this a potential win-win for all parties involved.

            21                  As such, we hope the Commission looks at

            22   the preponderance of the evidence proposed here this

            23   evening and votes against the approval of the plan
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             1   amendment.  

             2                  The Northern Virginia Conservation Trust

             3   appreciates this opportunity to provide our views before

             4   the Commission.  And I'd be happy to answer any questions

             5   you might have.

             6                  CHAIRMAN MURPHY:  Thank you very much. 

             7   Mr. Migliaccio.

             8                  COMMISSIONER MIGLIACCIO:  Thank you, Mr.

             9   Chairman.

            10                  Thank you for your testimony.  Have you

            11   reached out or have you had any interaction with the

            12   owner of the property?

            13                  MR. ROWSOME:  No, we have not as yet.  

            14                  COMMISSIONER MIGLIACCIO:  You're coming to

            15   the table now?

            16                  MR. ROWSOME:  Neither they have reached

            17   out to us or us to them.  Neither has happened.

            18                  COMMISSIONER MIGLIACCIO:  Okay.  So

            19   they've been going through this process for a while and

            20   --

            21                  MR. ROWSOME:  Right.  No, they have.  And

            22   we work in a ten-county area in which --

            23                  COMMISSIONER MIGLIACCIO:  But you live in
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             1   Annandale.

             2                  MR. ROWSOME:  -- we try to identify lands

             3   that are valuable for us to protect wherever we can. 

             4   This is one that has come on our radar over the past few

             5   months, but it was not previously.  

             6                  We have one staff -- two staff that are

             7   working in the entire Fairfax County region, so it's easy

             8   to miss some of these opportunities.  

             9                  But we were a part of, and attended, the

            10   MVCCA event, you know, planning work several months ago.

            11                  COMMISSIONER MIGLIACCIO:  Okay.  And

            12   several months ago you didn't reach out to the owner to

            13   try to --

            14                  MR. ROWSOME:  They were there that evening

            15   and we attempted to chat, but it didn't work out.

            16                  COMMISSIONER MIGLIACCIO:  Okay, thank you.

            17                  CHAIRMAN MURPHY:  Mr. Niedzielski-Eichner.

            18

            19                  COMMISSIONER NIEDZIELSKI-EICHNER:  Thank

            20   you.

            21                  NVCT has a great reputation as an

            22   organization that works effectively with the private

            23   sector to find solutions that are beneficial to achieve
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             1   your goals for the environment and the private sector

             2   has, you know, received some return on their property,

             3   and so on.

             4                  So in this instance, what I understand to

             5   be an issue -- a significant issue is it's not just the

             6   land itself, but the cleanup of the land and the return

             7   of the land to a state that, you know, I think from an

             8   environmental standpoint, everybody would value.

             9                  So what this proposal has done is built in

            10   the cost of that cleanup into their cost model so that --

            11   and they make the case that they not only will do that,

            12   but will also reduce impervious surface, reduce

            13   phosphorus downstream.

            14                  And so what is the opportunity then to --

            15   in your experience working with private owners like this,

            16   to come up with solutions that are helpful to both?

            17                  MR. ROWSOME:  Right.  Well, we think in

            18   this case -- and we've worked in instances like these

            19   before -- that either a donation of the property or a

            20   conservation easement is the best case scenario.  

            21                  We have partners, grant possibilities and

            22   other ways to work on a cleanup of this site.  I think

            23   the more that you look at potential opportunities for
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             1   open space in urban areas such as what we're looking at,

             2   you've got to be creative about what those solutions are. 

             3                  Most of these properties are going to have

             4   needs.  They're going to need cleanup efforts.  We're the

             5   type of an organization that has the partners that are

             6   able to come together to look at that and do it.  

             7                  You need the time to be able to pull it

             8   together.  You need the right, I think, you know,

             9   alliance of and sort of aligning of the stars.  

            10                  But the reality is, I think, on a property

            11   such as this, you would have the opportunity to not only

            12   support some of the landowner's goals to be financially

            13   incentivized through the process, but to leave the

            14   property in the hands of the county and NVCT that know

            15   how to clean up a property such as this, can do it as

            16   cheaply as possible and probably end up with a benefit in

            17   terms of park and open space that is worthy of the entire

            18   property.  But it's going to take time.  

            19                  It would have to be something there would

            20   be a vision for and it wouldn't happen overnight.

            21                  COMMISSIONER NIEDZIELSKI-EICHNER:  Okay,

            22   thank you.

            23                  CHAIRMAN MURPHY:  Thank you very much.
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             1                  COMMISSIONER HART:  Chairman.

             2                  CHAIRMAN MURPHY:  Yes, Mr. Hart.

             3                  COMMISSIONER HART:  Thank you.

             4                  Mr. Rowsome, let me also commend your

             5   organization for the fine things that you do.  

             6                  Sometimes a public hearing brings together

             7   a lot of conflicting people at the same moment, but I

             8   would hope that with that convergence of opinions, that

             9   tonight might be an opportunity, at least, to exchange

            10   contact information.  

            11                  If the decision is deferred, maybe there's

            12   an opportunity to pursue the discussion that hasn't

            13   really gotten off the ground to this point.

            14                  MR. ROWSOME:  Okay.

            15                  COMMISSIONER HART:  And I think everybody

            16   is hoping for some sort of compromise or win-win

            17   situation that doesn't necessarily pit competing

            18   objectives against each other.  

            19                  We want to protect the environment.  We

            20   want to revitalize eyesore sites.  And maybe there's a

            21   way to do both.

            22                  MR. ROWSOME:  Yeah.  I think that's

            23   definitely possible.
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             1                  CHAIRMAN MURPHY:  Thank you very much. 

             2   Paul Siegel and Becky Todd.

             3                  MR. SIEGEL:  Commissioners, my name is

             4   Paul Siegel.  I reside in Fairfax County at 8707 Stockton

             5   Parkway.  

             6                  I'm here this evening to speak in

             7   opposition to the proposed amendment to the comp. plan of

             8   authorizing -- of changing the plan use from private open

             9   space to residential.

            10                  I'm encouraged by the comp. plan policy

            11   guidance that requires demonstration of extraordinary

            12   circumstances in order to justify development in

            13   Environmental Quality Corridors.  

            14                  The subject property is in such a

            15   corridor.  It lies almost entirely in the 100-year

            16   floodplain, as well as the RPA defined by the county's C-

            17   Bay Ordinance.

            18                  I've seen no demonstration that the

            19   proposed development would rise to the level of

            20   extraordinary required for disturbance in the EQC by the

            21   environmental objectives of the comp. plan. 

            22                  There can be no question that the subject

            23   properties have been degraded by their uses in recent
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             1   years, but their degradation doesn't lessen their

             2   functional importance as part of the EQC.

             3                  The preamble to the environment section of

             4   the policy plan notes that the ability to achieve

             5   environmental protection goals simply by limiting future

             6   development no longer exists.  

             7                  The current scarcity of certain

             8   environmental amenities focuses current and future

             9   environmental planning efforts on the conservation of

            10   remaining resources and the rehabilitation of degraded

            11   environments and this is certainly one of such.

            12                  I'm concerned that the proposed amendment

            13   will permit filling and development within the 100-year

            14   Floodplain, Dogue Creek.  While filling an area of the

            15   floodplain can raise that area out of the floodplain,

            16   which seems to be what the developer has in mind ,and,

            17   perhaps, protect residences built upon it from flood

            18   hazard risk, the practice also reduces the volume of the

            19   buffer which the floodplain at this site offers in large

            20   storm events.

            21                  Filling in the floodplain at this site can

            22   increase the flood hazard for properties downstream.  And

            23   I gather that the county has already had to deal with
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             1   uncontrolled flooding downstream and I can't imagine that

             2   this project will not exacerbate that problem.

             3                  You can put that photo on.  I'm also

             4   concerned that in its current condition, the stream poses

             5   a threat to the present and prospective Richmond Highway. 

             6                  If the photo is up and you can see it,

             7   I've seen the creek threatened to almost overtop the

             8   present culvert under the highway.  In flood conditions,

             9   well, that's an overstatement -- well, two

            10   overstatements.  

            11                  It's not really overtopping the highway. 

            12   It's getting up to the top of the culvert.  And the three

            13   days in May saw one inch per day for each of three days

            14   in this vicinity.  And if you want on your nickel to ask

            15   me about spatial variations in rainfall, I'd be glad to

            16   talk further.

            17                  The prospective VDOT high bridge will

            18   remove the culvert and obviate that threat, but by

            19   itself, it doesn't address the threat of erosion in the

            20   road bed by the artificial and unengineered path of the

            21   creek where it encounters the roadway.

            22                  The details of VDOT's plans are not known

            23   at this point and, surely, ought to inform discussion of
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             1   the environmental impact of this proposed plan amendment.

             2                  And, finally, I'm really greatly disturbed

             3   at the prospect that this amendment will serve as a

             4   precedent in future consideration of proposals to develop

             5   in floodplains and Environmental Quality Corridors.  I

             6   see nothing that would forestall it.

             7                  The failure of this project to reach the

             8   plan's standard of extraordinary might then be extended

             9   to all future similar projects.

            10                  I urge you to reject this amendment or

            11   postpone consideration pending the crucial consultation

            12   with VDOT and an exploration of alternatives for

            13   preservation of open space in this Environmental Quality

            14   Corridor.  Thank you.  Oh, there's the picture.

            15                  CHAIRMAN MURPHY:  Thank you.   

            16                  Now by popular demand, Becky Todd.

            17                  MS. TODD:  Thank you, again, Mr. Chairman.

            18                  CHAIRMAN MURPHY:  Thank you.

            19                  MS. TODD:  My name is Becky Todd.  I live

            20   at 9024 Patton Boulevard in Alexandria, Virginia

            21   approximately 1.42 miles from the proposed plan.  Also, I

            22   back up to a floodplain.  I would be down the stream from

            23   this proposed area.  
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             1                  I've lived in Mt. Vernon for most of my

             2   entire life.  I'm a homeowner, as well as a business

             3   owner less than a tenth of a mile away from this proposed

             4   area.  I formally own the Roy Rogers at 8860 Richmond

             5   Highway.  

             6                  I have walked this plain -- this area very

             7   often.  Quite a few people have lived in this area that

             8   are not supposed to be living in this area and I have

             9   seen them, cleaned up after them and been in this area. 

            10   This is a definite eyesore on Route 1.  

            11                  This plan fits the redevelopment program

            12   that Richmond Highway Corridor has been part of.  I was

            13   part of the Embark Richmond Highway process.  I'm also a

            14   board member of SFDC, the Southeast Fairfax Development

            15   Corporation.  And I've seen this property through a lot

            16   of bad times.

            17                  This project would be a beacon of light of

            18   redevelopment in this corridor.  Richmond Highway needs

            19   development.  Embark is part of that program.  The VDOT

            20   program is part of that program to bring development back

            21   to the Route 1 Corridor.  We need that.  We need to have

            22   people want to come back and be part of that program.  

            23                  I understand that people are taken aback
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             1   about the environmental constraints.  I have seen those

             2   constraints.  I have seen when the water has gone over

             3   Richmond Highway.  I back up to the floodplain in my own

             4   home, so I have seen that personally.  

             5                  I can understand the environmental

             6   consequences due to this, but I can also see the

             7   environmental people doing their due diligence to make

             8   sure that this will help the environment, to clean up the

             9   program.  

            10                  The railroad tracks that are back there is

            11   not good.  The things that are being dumped into the

            12   creek has not been helping the environment at all and

            13   this process will help clean that up without using any

            14   taxpayer money.  

            15                  Also, additional three acres in addition

            16   to the 17 acres that have already been donated will go to

            17   the Park Authority and maybe we can start bringing back

            18   the pride of Fairfax County.  Thank you so much.

            19                  CHAIRMAN MURPHY:  Thank you very much. 

            20   Appreciate what you did tonight.

            21                  All right, that concludes our list of

            22   speakers.  Now, this is my favorite part.  Is there

            23   anyone else who would like to address this plan
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             1   amendment?  I think we have four people who signed up. 

             2   Jake, do you have that list?  Three?

             3                  Phil Latasa, Flint Webb, Ellen Young and

             4   Robert Brent.  You have three minutes, sir.

             5                  MR. LATASA:  Good evening.  My name is

             6   Philip Latasa speaking on behalf of the Friends of

             7   Accotink Creek.  

             8                  The Friends of Accotink are speaking

             9   tonight because poor little Dogue Creek seems to be short

            10   on friends.  

            11                  Staff has recommended against this

            12   amendment citing concern about establishing a precedent. 

            13   The precedent that would be established is to tell

            14   landowners that they can abuse and degrade protected

            15   areas to the point that anything will seem like an

            16   improvement and then they cash out.

            17                  The Friends of Accotink Creek ask that

            18   this precedent not be established and that protected

            19   riparian buffers be fully respected.  Thank you.

            20                  CHAIRMAN MURPHY:  Well, that was under

            21   three minutes.  Thank you.

            22                  (General laughter.)

            23                  CHAIRMAN MURPHY:  Mr. Webb.  I can't make
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             1   out whether it's Flint or Clint.

             2                  MR. WEBB:  Flint.  C. Flint Webb.

             3                  CHAIRMAN MURPHY:  Okay, I was right the

             4   first time.

             5                  MR. WEBB:  My name is C. Flint Webb.  I

             6   live in 8308 Westchester Drive in Vienna, Virginia.  The

             7   comments I have are my own and not those of any

             8   organization on which I serve.

             9                  I've learned tonight that the owner of the

            10   property is a personal friend of mine and -- well, at

            11   least was a personal friend of mine until tonight.  I

            12   rise in support of the Staff comments and oppose -- am in

            13   opposition of this plan, this proposal.

            14                  I want to point out that when I reviewed

            15   the proposal, what struck me was that this entire site is

            16   in the 100-year floodplain.  And I want to point out that

            17   the 100-year floodplain doesn't mean that it will flood

            18   once every hundred years.  It means that there's a one-

            19   percent chance of the property flooding in a given year. 

            20                  And my experience with climate change is

            21   that the storm intensities will increase with time, with

            22   climate change.  And what is now a 100-year floodplain

            23   will soon be a 50-year floodplain.  
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             1                  And what I'm concerned about there is that

             2   I wouldn't want to be responsible for a program going

             3   ahead with somebody having a 60-year mortgage when the

             4   chance is vanishingly small that they won't lose their

             5   property within the 60 years of their mortgage.  So

             6   that's one issue.

             7                  The other thing I point out is what's

             8   being proposed is the possibility of filling the property

             9   up so that the residents are not in the floodplain. 

            10   Well, they tried that in Houston and we know what

            11   happened there.  

            12                  The interesting thing about the situation

            13   in Houston -- and it was poor planning by the -- poor

            14   zoning that really lead to the flooding in Houston last

            15   year.  

            16                  And the interesting thing about that

            17   situation is that I was chairing a committee -- a panel

            18   at the annual conference of the Air and Waste Management

            19   Association just a couple of weeks ago on the insurance

            20   industry and how they're reacting to climate change.  

            21                  And the -- one of the panelists was the

            22   chief underwriter for The Hartford and he said that we

            23   knew that Houston was going to flood like that.  It was
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             1   built into our models.  

             2                  Well, what that means is that they built

             3   into their cost structure for flood insurance in the

             4   whole Houston area the fact that they're going to have

             5   these horrendous floods because the planning boards

             6   didn't do proper planning.  

             7                  So I understand that with the bridge, that

             8   it may be that the floodplain is incorrect.

             9                  CHAIRMAN MURPHY:  Thank you very much.

            10                  MR. WEBB:  If the floodplain is incorrect,

            11   then I withdraw my objections to the plan.  That's all.

            12                  CHAIRMAN MURPHY:  Thank you.

            13                  COMMISSIONER NIEDZIELSKI-EICHNER:  Mr.

            14   Chairman, I just have a question.

            15                  CHAIRMAN MURPHY:  Yes, Mr, Niedzielski-

            16   Eichner.

            17                  COMMISSIONER NIEDZIELSKI-EICHNER:  Yeah,

            18   please, if I could.  

            19                  Thanks for those insights.  But I'm struck

            20   by the comparison to Houston.  You made the point that

            21   even though the Applicant here is looking to add soil, so

            22   to take the housing above the floodplain, that's not what

            23   happened in Houston.
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             1                  MR. WEBB:  It was -- in some respects, it

             2   was what happened.  In some places, that is what they did

             3   in Houston.

             4                  COMMISSIONER NIEDZIELSKI-EICHNER:  On a

             5   rare circumstance; right?  It's just not a fair analogy

             6   and I don't want you to get away with it.

             7                  MR. WEBB:  Well, I have heard that that

             8   was one of the issues in Houston.

             9                  COMMISSIONER HART:  Mr. Chairman, I'd just

            10   like to go on the record that --

            11                  CHAIRMAN MURPHY:  Yes.

            12                  COMMISSIONER HART:  -- I'm also very

            13   surprised by the comparison of Richmond Highway to

            14   Houston.  I think there's a very distinct difference

            15   there, so appreciate that, Mr. Webb.

            16                  CHAIRMAN MURPHY:  Thank you for coming. 

            17   Ellen Young, Robert Brent -- Brant.

            18                  MS. YOUNG:  Okay.  Mr. Chairman and

            19   Commissioners, I don't have written comments for you. 

            20   I've been taking notes as I go.  If you would like, I can

            21   type them up and send them in tomorrow if that is

            22   something that you would like me to do.

            23                  So my name is Ellen Young.  I live on
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             1   Belle View Boulevard and I am president of the Belle View

             2   Condominium Association in Mt. Vernon where I've lived

             3   for over 35 years.  We have a total of 979 units.

             4                  You have our letter of support in your

             5   packets; however, this is so important to the Mt. Vernon

             6   area that I wanted to come tonight and share some other

             7   things with you.

             8                  I am also a long-standing member of the

             9   Southeast Fairfax Development Corporation and you also

            10   have our letter of support from the board.

            11                  And I have been a member of the Mt. Vernon

            12   Council for a long time, currently a board member and a

            13   member of both the environmental and recreation and the

            14   planning and zoning committees.  We've had many, many

            15   meetings on this topic and the committees and the

            16   council, as you know, supported this.

            17                  So the site currently does not provide the

            18   intended environmental expectations due to, you know, the

            19   prior industrial and commercial uses that have been going

            20   on over the last years.  If not improved now, it's going

            21   to continue to decline.

            22                  The proposed Stanley Martin project will

            23   provide environmental improvements and an expected
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             1   economic boost that would stimulate revitalization in the

             2   area consistent with the redevelopment goals of Embark

             3   which Belle View also supported.

             4                  This project will provide many positive

             5   environmental aspects including best management practices

             6   and stormwater management where currently there are none. 

             7   And some of you may be familiar, you know, with Belle

             8   View and our issues with stormwater management from a few

             9   years ago.  We are very familiar with that.  I have been

            10   on this property and I will tell you that they do not

            11   have the problems that we have.

            12                  So I won't go into -- it's already been

            13   mentioned about reducing the impervious surfaces here and

            14   the water quality improvements, so I won't bore you by

            15   repeating that.

            16                  I would like to say that over 46 percent

            17   of the entire property will remain as passive recreation

            18   space as currently in this application.

            19                  So -- now, we understand and it has been

            20   mentioned about the water flowing in the culvert, you

            21   know, where it -- it forms an eddy right now.  I've seen

            22   it.  It comes down and then it just comes back because

            23   the current culvert will not support it.  
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             1                  So we understand that VDOT will build a

             2   new bridge.  The design, of course, has not been

             3   finalized, but it will create a greater opening for the

             4   movement of the water flow therefor reducing the RPA and

             5   the potential for flooding in the areas on and near the

             6   property's boundaries.

             7                  So I don't -- I only have three minutes?

             8                  CHAIRMAN MURPHY:  Yes.

             9                  MS. YOUNG:  I'm speaking for the

            10   association.

            11                  CHAIRMAN MURPHY:  But you're not a listed

            12   speaker.

            13                  MS. YOUNG:  Oh, okay, all right.  So I

            14   would like to say -- sorry about that --

            15                  CHAIRMAN MURPHY:  That's okay.

            16                  MS. YOUNG:  -- the Staff had originally

            17   suggested -- you know, they talk about environmental. 

            18   They had originally suggested putting a road right

            19   through the wetlands, so I don't know how that would be

            20   considered environmental.  We strongly oppose that and

            21   our worry is that if this should become some sort of

            22   parkland, I don't know how that would happen, that that

            23   proposal will come back.  
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             1                  So we desperately need this revitalization

             2   along the Richmond Highway, and my entire association

             3   strongly encourages you to support this plan amendment.

             4                  CHAIRMAN MURPHY:   Thank you very much. 

             5   Robert Brant.

             6                  MR. BRANT:  Thank you.  And good evening,

             7   again, Mr. Chairman and Members of the Planning

             8   Commission.  Robert Brant with the law firm of Walsh

             9   Colucci.  

            10                  I'm here this evening on behalf of the

            11   owner of the adjacent Sacramento Center Shopping Center

            12   to request the Commission's favorable consideration of

            13   this proposed plan amendment.

            14                  You should have received a little bit

            15   earlier this week a letter from Steve Bannister, who is

            16   the managing partner of the ownership entity, CIA

            17   Sacramento, LLC.  

            18                  Mr. Bannister was unable to be here this

            19   evening, but asked that I speak on his behalf and read

            20   into the record the written testimony that he gave in

            21   support of this plan amendment:  

            22                  Dear Chairman Murphy and Members of the

            23   Planning Commission, I am the managing partner of Capital
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             1   Investment Advisors, owner of the Sacramento Shopping

             2   Center.  

             3                  The Sacramento Shopping Center is located

             4   immediately to the north of the property that is the

             5   subject of this proposed plan amendment.  

             6                  I'm writing to ask the Planning Commission

             7   to support this proposed amendment so that the community

             8   may consider a proposal to redevelop this site with an

             9   attractive upscale residential project that will also

            10   fund environmental remediation of this property.

            11                  Recently, Fairfax County adopted a new

            12   vision for the face of Richmond Highway through the

            13   Embark replanning process.  The Sacramento Shopping

            14   Center was fortunate to be included in the new vision for

            15   the Woodlawn CBC.  Unfortunately, the neighboring

            16   property subject to this plan amendment was not so

            17   fortunate.

            18                  This property reflects the past uses

            19   common to this area of Richmond Highway, continues to

            20   degrade the environment and has a negative impact on

            21   local businesses and frustrates the community's vision

            22   for the future of Richmond Highway.

            23                  The proposed Comprehensive Plan Amendment
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             1   would permit the consideration of privately funded

             2   cleanup and redevelopment of this property with an

             3   attractive community that is compatible with the future

             4   of the Richmond Highway, including the Woodlawn CBC,

             5   supportive of area businesses and significant improvement

             6   on existing environmental conditions.

             7                  With that, Mr. Chairman and Members of the

             8   Planning Commission, on behalf of the owner of the

             9   Sacramento Center, I'd request your favorable

            10   consideration of the plan amendment.  Thank you very

            11   much.

            12                  CHAIRMAN MURPHY:  Okay.  You have a

            13   question?

            14                  ATTENDEE:  Yes, I have a question.

            15                  CHAIRMAN MURPHY:  Hold on.

            16                  ATTENDEE:  I'm not sure if you'll be able

            17   to answer it.

            18                  MR. BRANT:  Certainly.

            19                  ATTENDEE:  The Applicant's attorney

            20   suggested that the shopping center has several extremely

            21   long-term leases.  Do you know what timeframe we're

            22   talking about?

            23                  MR. BRANT:  That is correct.  That's my
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             1   understanding, as well.  I, unfortunately, don't have the

             2   details of those leases, but I do understand that several

             3   of those tenants do have significant terms on their

             4   lease.

             5                  ATTENDEE:  So those terms would have to be

             6   negotiated if they were to redevelop.  So you're not in a

             7   position to redevelop at this point?

             8                  MR. BRANT:  Not at this time.

             9                  ATTENDEE:  Okay, thanks.

            10                  MR. BRANT:  Thank you.

            11                  CHAIRMAN MURPHY:  Okay, thank you very

            12   much.  

            13                  Closing comments from Staff?  Final

            14   questions, comments from the Commission?

            15                  MR. MIGLIACCIO:  Mr. Chairman.

            16                  CHAIRMAN MURPHY:  Mr. Migliaccio.

            17                  MR. MIGLIACCIO:  Thank you, Mr. Chairman.

            18                  I just want to get this on the record

            19   before we go on verbatim and, hopefully, for the

            20   deferral.

            21                  Since I've been on the Planning

            22   Commission, we've been told from Chairman Murphy and

            23   others that we're the keeper of the comprehensive plan
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             1   and it's the people's plan.  

             2                  And what I've seen tonight, despite some

             3   of the environmental groups coming here, that the people

             4   in the Mt. Vernon area want something done here and they

             5   want it to change their plan in their area.  

             6                  And I want to support something.  I just

             7   don't know what we can get to as a Planning Commission

             8   that could be a compromise, if there is a compromise, and

             9   I don't know if one week will be enough or into the

            10   August break.  I don't know.  I'll leave that up to

            11   Commissioner Clarke because we'll see how it goes.  

            12                  But I'm hoping that we can find something,

            13   a path that is a compromise that doesn't go against our

            14   county or is a detriment to our county's environmental

            15   policies, but allows this property owner to redevelop his

            16   site in some form or fashion.  

            17                  And I don't know what that will be.  I

            18   don't know if we can find that path, but that's what I'm

            19   hoping.  Thank you.

            20                  CHAIRMAN MURPHY:  Anyone else?  Yes, Mr.

            21   Ulfelder.

            22                  COMMISSIONER ULFELDER:  Thank you, Mr.

            23   Chairman.
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             1                  There's been a lot of talk about the

             2   proposed plan amendment.  There is no proposed plan

             3   amendment and that is what's troubling and difficult and

             4   is making this very difficult for me.

             5                  I think Staff spoke to the fact that if

             6   they were to draft language that included the residential

             7   development option, they would have to include a number

             8   of conditions or statements involving -- that would try

             9   to address the potential environmental impacts of such

            10   development and what kind of -- and how it could be done

            11   or if it could be done.  

            12                  And, frankly, in the absence of language,

            13   it's very, very difficult where all we're being asked to

            14   do, in essence, is either yea or nay to the Staff's

            15   conclusion that there should be no residential

            16   development at all on this site of any kind or, I'm not

            17   sure, maybe they're just saying that based on the Board

            18   Matter that said up to eight dwelling units per acre,

            19   that that is not acceptable.  But we don't know if

            20   something less than that is acceptable and under what

            21   conditions.  

            22                  So I think this is -- it's very difficult

            23   to get -- to wrap our hands around it in this kind of
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             1   position.  

             2                  And in addition, we've had some

             3   suggestions as to steps that could be taken other than

             4   regular commercial or residential development that might

             5   address the environmental policy issues and provide

             6   something worthwhile and something positive for this

             7   property and, perhaps, for the property owner and that --

             8   and as it was pointed out, that would take some time.  

             9   And I think that's something also that may be worth

            10   exploring assuming we're not -- during the deferral

            11   period.  That's all.

            12                  CHAIRMAN MURPHY:  Mr. Hart.

            13                  COMMISSIONER HART:  Thank you.

            14                  I concur with Commissioner Ulfelder's

            15   observations.  I want to take it a step further.

            16                  I'm not prepared to vote on a nonexistent

            17   plan amendment.  I mean, there's been a suggestion and

            18   there's a lot of clapping and cheering, but we've never

            19   seen before tonight, really, a strawman or anything that

            20   could be vetted line by line, word by word and critiqued

            21   for what's missing.  

            22                  And I think if this is going forward, I

            23   would like to understand, if nothing else, Staff's
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             1   response to the paragraph that we were handed out

             2   tonight, including an analysis of the kinds of elements

             3   that are missing.  

             4                  And I think some of that is, perhaps, the

             5   kinds of things that are suggested in that resolution

             6   from Mt. Vernon Council, which I thought was somewhat

             7   more critical of the rezoning proposal or the geometry of

             8   it, but those types of attributes.

             9                  And the caution that I would put on that

            10   exercise, Mr. Kaplan referred to the environment

            11   committee's year-plus review of whatever it was we did to

            12   come up with extraordinary or exceptional or unique

            13   reasons why we might put a road through or access through

            14   a sensitive area.  

            15                  That process, that vetting took quite a

            16   long time and I think we -- it wasn't particularly

            17   lengthy, but I think we -- I mean, the text itself wasn't

            18   lengthy, but we agonized over almost every word and we

            19   thought about a lot of permutations of that.  

            20                  I don't think this is a one-week kind of

            21   thing at all.  I think to the extent we're going to -- if

            22   we're really going to do something, we've got to see the

            23   specifics.  I think we need to know Staff's version.  
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             1   Maybe there's competing versions of this.  I mean, maybe

             2   were just -- I mean, it's hopeless and we just can't do

             3   residential in a floodplain.  But if we were going to,

             4   what would we do?  

             5                  Anyway, maybe that means we get a memo

             6   from Staff.  Maybe that means there's an addendum.  But,

             7   right now, we're in a vacuum.  We don't have a specific

             8   proposal.  We have a lot of support for something that we

             9   don't really have and I think there's issues unresolved. 

            10   We're not close to that.

            11                  So I don't mean to be dumping on Staff's

            12   plate, but when this is coming back, I think we need to

            13   see -- we need some analysis and some comments and food

            14   for thought about what we might add and under what

            15   exceptional circumstances really and why we do it this

            16   way to make sure that we're not opening Pandora's box and

            17   we're opening floodplains everywhere to all kinds of, you

            18   know, townhouses and fill in the floodplain and things we

            19   really don't want to do.

            20                  I'm going on and on and it's midnight, but

            21   we need to interact on that.  If we're going to make a

            22   recommendation to the Board about whatever this is -- and

            23   I think we're sympathetic to the community.  The
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             1   community wants to get rid of an eyesore, yes.  But if

             2   we're going to do it, we need to do it in a responsible

             3   way that's consistent with our policies in protecting the

             4   environment and we need Staff's help for that even at

             5   this late hour.  

             6                  That may take more than a week, but I hope

             7   we can get that interaction.

             8                  CHAIRMAN MURPHY:  Yes, Mr. Hart -- Carter,

             9   sorry.  I got it.

            10                  COMMISSIONER CARTER:  It's late for all of

            11   us.

            12                  Well, we're pretty far downstream, aren't

            13   we, on this.  I wonder if we're starting at the right

            14   place.  I think the Staff has done a pretty good job as

            15   far as they've gone.

            16                  If you started with the environmental side

            17   -- before we get to the development, whether it's

            18   commercial or residential or a lot of residential or a

            19   little residential, what would we really do with that

            20   stream?

            21                  Fairfax is getting very noted for stream

            22   restoration projects and if you put in a stream

            23   restoration project, if you put in the bridge and all the
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             1   permutations of that, what would you be left with?  And I

             2   think I'd want to start there before I go, all right,

             3   well, let's do residential and figure out how we can make

             4   it work.

             5                  Let's figure out what we would do with the

             6   environment and how we would make that work and then not

             7   just what's left, but we would have in the back of our

             8   minds the amount of development.

             9                  I do think eight units per acres is too

            10   high.  I do think that.  I think it takes up a lot of

            11   space.  I think it's too close to the stream, so I think

            12   that's probably going too far.  

            13                  But I suspect there's something you could

            14   do with the environmental side just to -- we'll, go to

            15   parks.  I don't know, is it an active park, is it a

            16   passive park?  I'd like to know some of those questions. 

            17                  What would you really do with it to make

            18   it work and would there be anything left before we go,

            19   okay, it's going to be housing and we'll figure out how

            20   to make it work.  

            21                  So I'm not sure what else I can add.  I

            22   guess I've taken it downstream a little further, too, so,

            23   hopefully --
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             1                  COMMISSIONER HART:  That's fine.

             2                  CHAIRMAN MURPHY:  Mr. Clarke.  Now, I've

             3   got it right.

             4                  COMMISSIONER HART:  Are we ready?  Are we

             5   getting to the witching hour here?

             6                  CHAIRMAN MURPHY:  Hold on.  Are there any

             7   other questions?  

             8                  (No response.)

             9                  CHAIRMAN MURPHY:  Okay, the public hearing

            10   is closed.  Recognize Mr. Clarke.

            11                  COMMISSIONER CLARKE:  Thank you, Mr.

            12   Chairman and my fellow Commissioners.  And I want to

            13   thank the community and everyone that has come out and

            14   spoken tonight.

            15                  We've heard some great testimony.  And in

            16   hearing my fellow Commissioners, you know, we're missing

            17   the proposed text language that we would like to see and

            18   have time to review it a little bit more.  

            19                  And with the coordination of Staff, I'd

            20   like to work with them more to come up with a plan and a

            21   way to move forward on this.

            22                  So my motion, Mr. Chairman, would be to

            23   move that the Planning Commission close the public
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             1   hearing for Plan Amendment 2018-IV-MV2 with the record

             2   remaining open until a decision date of September the

             3   13th.

             4                  CHAIRMAN MURPHY:  So you're deferring

             5   decision only?

             6                  COMMISSIONER CLARKE:  Yes, sir.

             7                  CHAIRMAN MURPHY:  Okay.  Is there a

             8   second?

             9                  COMMISSIONER HART:  Second.

            10                  CHAIRMAN MURPHY:  Mr. Hart seconds the

            11   motion.  Is there a discussion?  

            12                  (No response.)  

            13                  CHAIRMAN MURPHY:  All those in favor of

            14   the motion to defer the decision only on PA 2018-IV-MV2

            15   with the record remaining open for any comment to a date

            16   of --

            17                  COMMISSIONER CLARKE:  September 13th.

            18                  CHAIRMAN MURPHY:  -- September 13th with

            19   the record remaining open for comments say, "Aye."

            20                  (Whereupon, the Ayes were stated.)

            21                  CHAIRMAN MURPHY:  Opposed?  

            22                  (No response.)

            23                  CHAIRMAN MURPHY:  Motion carries.
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             1                  I will echo Mr. Clarke's statements. 

             2   You've been a wonderful group tonight.  The testimony, no

             3   matter what side of the issue you fall on, has been

             4   professional, well thought out and we appreciate your

             5   decorum and we appreciate your tenacity.  

             6                  Please drive safely.  If there is no other

             7   business -- and thank the Staff for showing up.  A lot of

             8   folks came out.  Your presence has alone been

             9   inspirational.

            10                  If there is no other business before the

            11   Planning Commission, we are adjourned as of twelve

            12   o'clock.

            13                  (Whereupon, the Planning Commission

            14   hearing concluded at 11:57 p.m.)

            15                            * * * * *

            16

            17

            18

            19

            20

            21

            22

            23
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 1                         PA 2018-IV-MV2


 2      COMPREHENSIVE PLAN AMENDMENT (8800 RICHMOND HIGHWAY)


 3           To consider proposed revisions to the


 4   Comprehensive Plan for Fairfax County, VA, in accordance


 5   with the Code of Virginia, Title 15.2, Chapter 22. Plan


 6   Amendment 2018-IV-MV2 concerns approximately eight acres


 7   generally located at 8800 Richmond Highway (Tax map


 8   parcels 109-2 ((1)) 18C, 19 and 20) in the Mount Vernon


 9   Supervisor District.  The area is planned for private


10   open space.  The amendment will consider residential use


11   at a density up to 8 dwelling units per acre and the


12   ability to achieve parcel consolidation and demonstrate


13   that circumstances merit disturbance to the Environmental


14   Quality Corridor (EQC); and that mitigation/compensation


15   measures are provided to result in a net environmental


16   benefit to the parcels and net benefits to most, if not


17   all, the purposes of the EQC policy that are applicable


18   to the proposed disturbances.


19           Recommendations relating to the transportation


20   network may also be modified.  PA 2018-IV-MV2 is


21   concurrently under review with Rezoning and Final


22   Development Plan application RZ/FDP 2016-MV-018 and


23   Special Exception application SE 2016-MV-016.
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 1                      P R O C E E D I N G S


 2                  CHAIRMAN MURPHY:  The third public hearing


 3   is a Plan Amendment in the Mt. Vernon District.  It is PA


 4   2018-IV-MV2, Comprehensive Plan Amendment 8800 Richmond


 5   Highway.


 6                  This is known as a major audience


 7   rotation, I think.  Okay, are we ready?  All right.


 8                  MS. GARCIA:  Yes.  Thank you for your


 9   patience.


10                  CHAIRMAN MURPHY:  Ms. Garcia, could we


11   have a Staff Report, please.


12                  MS. GARCIA:  Yes.  Good evening, Mr.


13   Chairman and Planning Commissioners.


14                  I am Jennifer Garcia with the Department


15   of Planning and Zoning, Planning Division.  I'm joined by


16   Marianne Gardner and Clara Johnson, also with the


17   Planning Division.


18                  Behind us are a number of staff available


19   to address questions and provide additional information


20   and I wanted to take a moment to introduce everybody


21   here.  We've got Charles Smith; Noel Kaplan -- Charles is


22   with Stormwater Planning, Noel is with our -- is an


23   Environmental Planner in the Planning Division -- Denise
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 1   James; Mary Ann Welton, also with the Environmental


 2   Planning Branch; Fred Selden, Director of Planning and


 3   Zoning; A.J. -- I'm sorry, A.J. Hamidi with Fairfax


 4   County Department of Transportation; Bob Pikora, also


 5   with the Department of Transportation; Chris Ruck,


 6   Stormwater Planning; Joanne Fiebe, Office of Community


 7   Revitalization; William Dunn is with the Virginia


 8   Department of Transportation and he's the project manager


 9   for the Richmond Highway widening project.


10                  So I think that is everybody.  Thank you


11   for your patience.


12                  CHAIRMAN MURPHY:  We are almost


13   outnumbered up here, but you have all of your folks here.


14   And I thank you very much for coming.


15                  MS. GARCIA:  On March 6th, 2018, the Board


16   of Supervisors authorized Plan Amendment 2018-IV-MV2 for


17   an, approximately, eight-acre area located at 8800


18   Richmond Highway which is bounded by Richmond Highway to


19   the south, the Sacramento Center Shopping Center and


20   townhomes to the east, and Dogue Creek and Pole Road Park


21   to the West.


22                  Tax Map Parcel is 109-2((2))19 and 20 are


23   located in the suburban neighborhood area adjacent to the
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 1   Woodlawn CBC within the Richmond Highway Corridor.  Tax


 2   Map Parcel 109-2((2))18C is located in the MV8 Woodlawn


 3   Community Planning Sector, Mt. Vernon Planning District


 4   and is non-exempt from the 2016 Proffer Reform


 5   legislation.


 6                  The Board's authorization requested that


 7   Staff consider residential use at a density up to eight


 8   dwelling units per acre.  In addition to considering the


 9   residential use, the authorization requested that Staff


10   evaluate full parcel consolidation, the ability for


11   development to conform with policy plan guidance on


12   environmental quality corridors and the ability for


13   development to be consistent with the VDOT Richmond


14   Highway Corridor Improvements Project.


15                  The subject area is three parcels


16   currently planned for private open space.  The land to


17   the west and directly across from the subject area on the


18   other side of Richmond Highway is also planned for


19   private open space.


20                  To the east of the subject area is the


21   Woodlawn CBC which was recently replanned as part of an,


22   approximately, two-and-a-half year major corridor-wide


23   planning effort known as "Embark Richmond Highway," which
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 1   was adopted by the Board in March of this year.


 2                  The Woodlawn CBC is envisioned as a mixed-


 3   use village and tourist hub and is recommended to


 4   showcase innovative environmental features as


 5   redevelopment occurs.


 6                  For example, an ecological spine concept


 7   proposes transforming decorated streams and waterways by


 8   daylighting them, restoring their environmental functions


 9   and adding passive recreation opportunities that support


10   revitalization goals.


11                  The Village of Mt. Vernon townhome


12   community, also located east of the subject area, is


13   planned for residential use at 16 to 20 dwelling units


14   per acre.  A portion of the eastern edge of this


15   development is in the Dogue Creek RPA and EQC.  This


16   residential development was subject to an approved


17   rezoning application that predated the EQC policy that


18   was adopted by the Board in 1975.


19                  Parcel 20 is developed with a welding


20   operation and associated structures which until recently


21   was one of many light industrial uses that are located on


22   both Parcels 20 and 19 and were established beginning in


23   the 1960s.
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 1                  The other uses included a storage yard for


 2   vehicles, trailers, tires and construction equipment,


 3   vehicle repair and landscaping services.  A majority of


 4   the uses were in violation of zoning ordinance provisions


 5   and the violations were addressed by removing the


 6   structures and the storage yard.


 7                  Prior to the site's history of industrial


 8   uses, Parcel 20 was approved for, and developed as, an


 9   outdoor amusement center which predated the Chesapeake


10   Bay Preservation Ordinance and the county's environmental


11   policies.  The previous uses account for this additional


12   impervious area that you see on this image.


13                  Three related applications are under


14   review concurrently with this plan amendment.  RZ/FDP


15   2016-MV-018 requests rezoning the property to allow for


16   the development of 43 townhomes.


17                  Special Exception Application SE 2016-MV-


18   016 requests filling in the floodplain for residential


19   use.  And an exception application pursuant to the


20   Chesapeake Bay Preservation Ordinance, which is Chapter


21   118 of the Fairfax County Code, is also requested to


22   allow disturbance to an RPA.  These applications would be


23   reviewed at the same public hearing.
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 1                  The entire subject area is a Resource


 2   Protection Area and the Environmental Quality Corridor is


 3   coterminous with the RPA.


 4                  RPAs are delineated in accordance with the


 5   Chesapeake Bay Preservation Ordinance and are corridors


 6   of environmentally sensitive land located alongside or


 7   near shorelines, streams, rivers and waterways.  There


 8   are regulatory requirements when it comes to land


 9   disturbance in an RPA.


10                  EQCs are identified and recommended for


11   protection and restoration through the EQC policy in the


12   Comprehensive Plan.


13                  The preservation of EQCs is longstanding,


14   board-adopted policy and typically achieved through the


15   development review process, acquisition of parkland and


16   the donation of easements.


17                  Lastly, the subject area is also almost


18   entirely within the 100-year floodplain of Dogue Creek


19   and a FEMA high-risk flood area.


20                  Overall, the proposed amendment presents


21   considerable concerns when evaluated within the context


22   of the elements expressed in the Board's authorization,


23   as well as other considerations.
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 1                  The subject area is able to achieve full


 2   parcel consolidation of the, approximately, eight-acre


 3   area.  In terms of revitalization, staff recognizes that


 4   the history of uses and appearance of the property may


 5   generate interest in accommodating redevelopment.


 6                  Where appropriate in the Richmond Highway


 7   Corridor and in other revitalization areas in the county,


 8   Staff supports the redevelopment of uses to advance


 9   revitalization goals.  In fact, one of the primary


10   purposes of Embark Richmond Highway was to provide new


11   guidance that incentivizes revitalization by recommending


12   a significant amount of redevelopment.


13                  On this site, the inability to meet many


14   adopted countywide policies outweighs the potential


15   revitalization benefits.


16                  Furthermore, in Staff's view, creating new


17   residential lots in a floodplain is not a suitable means


18   to meet the revitalization goals.


19                  As for policy planning guidance for EQCs,


20   all of the stated purposes of EQCs are applicable to this


21   site which are habitat quality, connectivity, stream


22   buffering, stream protection and pollution-reduction


23   capabilities.
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 1                  The Board's policy sets a very high bar


 2   for introducing disturbances to EQCs as they are vitally


 3   important to public health and are necessary to protect


 4   and manage ecological resources.


 5                  As such, there is not the presence of such


 6   an extraordinary circumstance which warrants replanning


 7   land that is entirely EQC for residential use of up to


 8   eight dwelling units per acre.


 9                  This is closely related to Staff's concern


10   about the potential for precedent with countywide


11   implications.


12                  Unless there is a clear demonstration that


13   the circumstances warranting consideration of this


14   amendment are truly extraordinary and not something that


15   could be routinely applied elsewhere in the county, the


16   approval of this amendment could have the effect of


17   generating increased development pressure for land use


18   activities that propose disturbances to EQCs.


19                  The policy plan recommends that new


20   residential lots within flood impact hazard areas be


21   prohibited.


22                  With regard to Dogue Creek and on and near


23   the subject property, the potential for accumulated
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 1   sediment to be released with additional disturbance is an


 2   issue for the environment and for VDOT's project and is


 3   just one of several concerns with regard to the unstable


 4   condition of the stream channel.


 5                  Additional discussions about this and the


 6   erosion of the stream bank near Richmond Highway and


 7   other impacts of development are needed to assess whether


 8   development could occur in a way that is consistent with


 9   VDOT's project.


10                  With all of these considerations in mind,


11   Staff does not recommend Plan Amendment 2018-IV-MV2.


12   Thank you.


13                  CHAIRMAN MURPHY:  Thank you very much.


14                  Are there any questions?  Mr. Hart, Ms.


15   Cortina.


16                  COMMISSIONER HART:  No questions at this


17   time.  So we'll hear from the community.


18                  And if I could thank the Staff for their


19   report discussed here.  Ms. Gardner and Ms. Johnson and


20   her team, appreciate their presentation and really


21   appreciate the Mt. Vernon community coming out to this


22   part of the county tonight and seeing them here.  So --


23                  CHAIRMAN MURPHY:  We'll see if there are
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 1   questions for Staff and then we'll bring down Mr. Viani.


 2   Okay?


 3                  COMMISSIONER HART:  Yes, sir.


 4                  CHAIRMAN MURPHY:  Ms. Cortina, do you have


 5   questions?  Mr. Hart?  It doesn't -- flip a coin.


 6                  COMMISSIONER HART:  She can go first.


 7                  COMMISSIONER CORTINA:  Okay, I'll start.


 8                  So what are the boundaries -- this is a


 9   question for Staff -- for the eco-spine component of


10   Embark, does it include this -- does it go as far as


11   this, just to refresh my memory?


12                  MS. GARCIA:  Sure.  So the eco-spine


13   concept is located within the Woodlawn CBC; however, the


14   idea of daylighting the streams and bringing ecological


15   benefits back is part of the overall corridor-wide


16   guidance and part of the subject area is within the


17   corridor.


18                  So, overall, there's this idea of


19   highlighting ecology for the corridor as part of Embark.


20                  COMMISSIONER CORTINA:  So at the end of


21   the Embark presentation, which was one or two o'clock in


22   the morning, I seem to recall that this was a situation


23   where we have this idea, this vision that the community
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 1   bought off on that this was part of the revitalization,


 2   was incorporating the environmental qualities of this


 3   area, which up to this point have really been -- I've


 4   been by this site before and it is absolutely, you know,


 5   undistinguishable as some sort of a benefit ecologically


 6   when you just are driving past on Richmond Highway.


 7                  And my concern was at that time that the


 8   very first application that we get not squeeze out the


 9   environmental component of it, that that was really


10   something that was key to Embark.


11                  And so I was very disappointed to see the


12   very first application, right after the community


13   supported Embark vision, do exactly that.


14                  And so I was curious.  Just right off from


15   a vision standpoint, is it your conclusion that this is


16   not in keeping with the Embark vision?


17                  MS. GARCIA:  Correct.  We definitely put


18   in a lot of effort and time and the community really did,


19   as you've mentioned, support this idea of bringing


20   forward the environmental features that previously had


21   been impacted as a way to not only improve the


22   environment, but show that we think revitalization in


23   this area should be something that's unique to the
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 1   corridor in a way that is not typically -- was not


 2   something that was done in the past.


 3                  So it was a way not only to improve the


 4   environment, but to also say that there's a high standard


 5   for revitalization, that we expect to see these amenities


 6   brought forward through the daylighting of streams and


 7   providing the passive recreation opportunities.


 8                  COMMISSIONER CORTINA:  Well, thank you.


 9   And, you know, it's hard for any one particular landowner


10   to bear that burden for the entire corridor.


11                  And so in that light, I'd also like to


12   ask, you know, what, by right, in this particular


13   property as it is now is allowed on this property?


14                  MS. GARCIA:  So -- and I can pull up the


15   map of the -- that might -- so Parcel 20, the parcel


16   right along Richmond Highway, is zoned C8, Parcels 19 and


17   18C are zoned R2 currently.


18                  MS. GARDNER:  I'm Marianne Gardner.  I'd


19   just like to add.  But all three parcels are encumbered


20   by a Resource Protection Area and there would need to be


21   a special review to see what could happen there.


22                  Usually, in circumstances such as these,


23   an exception is sought and development can occur in areas
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 1   that have been previously disturbed.


 2                  So that's what would happen to determine


 3   what had happened on this property without additional


 4   comprehensive plan or zoning changes.


 5                  COMMISSIONER CORTINA:  So at this point


 6   you don't exactly know for sure like what would be


 7   allowed and what's not allowed on the property?


 8                  MS. GARDNER:  We know that, obviously, the


 9   front parcel which is zoned for commercial uses could be


10   developed that way and then the R2 property would be


11   suitable for residential use under the current rezoning.


12                  However, we've done some very initial


13   looks to see what the extent of the impervious surface is


14   and the way that that was determined was by looking at


15   where the amusement park was in the past and what area


16   seemed to have been most disturbed and I believe that


17   that was an area of a few acres.


18                  So -- but because at this point the


19   county's Ches-Bay maps show that the entire area is


20   encompassed by the RPA, there would need to be additional


21   review to see precisely the amount of development that


22   could occur in those areas.


23                  MR. KAPLAN:  If I may, Noel Kaplan,
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 1   Department of Planning and Zoning.  One clarification on


 2   the Chesapeake Bay ordinance.


 3                  With respect to allowed uses in the


 4   Resource Protection Area, the ordinance does allow


 5   redevelopment and that is based on impervious cover.


 6                  And so as long as the use is not


 7   increasing the amount of impervious cover on the site and


 8   not encroaching further into pervious parts of the RPA


 9   closer to the stream in this case, that would be an


10   allowed use.


11                  They would still need to provide a water


12   quality impact assessment that documents the conditions


13   on the site and demonstrates that they are minimizing


14   adverse water quality impacts, but it is something that


15   is allowed by the ordinance.


16                  I think one of the major constraints on


17   the property may be the floodplain itself and that are


18   floodplain regulations that limit the extent of fill that


19   can be provided.  And if that limit is exceeded, there


20   would need to be consideration of a special exception for


21   that fill.


22                  But in terms of the Bay ordinance, given


23   that there is quite an extensive amount of impervious
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 1   cover out there now, I don't see that as a real


 2   impediment to by-right development.


 3                  COMMISSIONER CORTINA:  Okay.  Let's just


 4   start off with, so in terms of the floodplain itself and


 5   the proposal to fill in the floodplain, I mean, you know,


 6   multiple levels, the concern there is that -- by Staff is


 7   that it would set a precedent for other areas that up to


 8   now have been, you know, out of limits and by opening


 9   this up here, this is not just a one-off situation.  This


10   is potentially the beginning of a lot of this type of


11   proposal elsewhere in the county.  Can you elaborate on


12   that?


13                  MR. KAPLAN:  Again, Noel Kaplan.  I think


14   our concern is that there may be some other degraded


15   areas in the county, degraded properties within


16   Environmental Quality Corridors that may be similarly


17   situated to this one.


18                  We haven't done a comprehensive survey of


19   the county, but I think a number of people on Staff can


20   reel off a couple of examples that they would be


21   concerned about.


22                  And it harks back to the guidance in the


23   policy plan on disturbances to Environmental Quality
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 1   Corridors.  And there are really two tests that need to


 2   be considered if the disturbance does not fall under one


 3   of those prescribed uses that the plan recognizes, and


 4   that would be the case here.


 5                  One is that these should only be


 6   considered in extraordinary circumstances.  And when this


 7   language was adopted ten years ago now, that term was not


 8   defined and I think that was purposeful to recognize that


 9   each site needs to be considered on its own merits and


10   what might be considered extraordinary.


11                  But our concern is that that suggest is


12   not something that could be broadly replicable elsewhere


13   in the county and we're not convinced that that case has


14   been made here.


15                  The second concern is net environmental


16   benefits overall and to individual components of the EQC


17   policy.  But it is our concern about whether this truly


18   rises to an extraordinary circumstance that causes us to


19   raise this concern.


20                  COMMISSIONER CORTINA:  Okay.  And then


21   just one final question on the property itself.


22                  So there's mention in the Staff Report


23   that the stream was rerouted, and I was having some
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 1   difficulty understanding when that was rerouted or how


 2   or, you know, what the plans were to correct that.  I


 3   think there was something in there about VDOT.


 4                  So that just left a lot of questions that


 5   I couldn't tell from the Staff Report.  If you could


 6   elaborate.


 7                  MR. KAPLAN:  We have lots of questions


 8   about this, as well.


 9                  The stream, we believe, flowed in a


10   straight north-south path prior to the 1955 approval of a


11   couple of uses on these properties.


12                  There was an amusement park on Parcel 20


13   and a private recreation facility on 19 and 18C, as well


14   as some of the properties to the west.


15                  At some point between then and I would


16   guess in the early '70s, there were some modifications


17   made to the stream flow that blocked off at least a


18   portion of that north-south flow and diverted much of the


19   flow of Dogue Creek to the west.  And so you have this C-


20   shape type of flow pattern that goes around in that area.


21                  The concern is that that has created some


22   instability and some erosion, particularly along those


23   bends and that is not something that VDOT wants to see
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 1   perpetuated as it proceeds with this project.  But we're


 2   still having discussions with them about possible


 3   solutions.


 4                  We have talked to the Applicant about this


 5   and they wish to join the county Staff and VDOT to try to


 6   figure out if there are some comprehensive solutions that


 7   can be identified, but it's still very much a question


 8   about what the ultimate resolution of this issue would


 9   be.


10                  And you can see on your screens that C-


11   shape flow pattern of Dogue Creek.


12                  MR. SMITH:  Charles Smith with Stormwater


13   Planning Division.


14                  In addition, in June, county Staff visited


15   and site and determined that there is base flow of the


16   stream routed through the old pond.  So it actually is


17   carrying the base flow of the creek.  So it's a perennial


18   water body, which is not reflected, I don't believe, in


19   the application.


20                  The proposal is to cut that off.  So


21   that's a significant concern, also.  That also would


22   force the flow permanently to that western channel which


23   is unstable.
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 1                  It is causing erosion against the existing


 2   VDOT right-of-way, does not align with the current


 3   culvert and does not align with the downstream receiving


 4   channel, which is south of the Richmond Highway cross-


 5   section.


 6                  So we have significant concerns about


 7   that.  We don't believe that the current application


 8   addresses the stream condition at all.


 9                  And we have -- along with VDOT and others,


10   we would like to, you know, definitely address the stream


11   flow, give it the proper channel alignment and stable


12   alignment and ultimately have to address it with the


13   redevelopment of the road section by VDOT.


14                  CHAIRMAN MURPHY:  Okay, Mr. Hart.


15                  COMMISSIONER HART:  Thank you, Mr.


16   Chairman.


17                  I had a number of questions.  And I want


18   to say at the outset that I was somewhat familiar with


19   this property, anyway.  It was at the BZA for a long time


20   and I'm kind of familiar with how it was then.


21                  And my impression is it had sort have been


22   -- it's been cleaned up somewhat since the way we left


23   it, but that there were a lot of things going on that
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 1   shouldn't have been and that the activity on the site or


 2   the areas of activity were not -- did not correspond to


 3   the defined areas on the lot lines, or things like that,


 4   that there were things going on in places in this


 5   property that shouldn't have been.


 6                  What I wondered was, other than my general


 7   sense that it's better than it was, is the current state


 8   of affairs more or less cleaned up and, other than this


 9   instability with the rerouted segment of the stream


10   channel, is there any current problem with what's present


11   or what's going on?


12                  MR. KAPLAN:  We don't think so.  There was


13   concern about soil and groundwater contamination.  There


14   was a review of that issue by a consultant of the


15   property owner, along with the Department of


16   Environmental Quality.  They identified some petroleum


17   contamination in the groundwater likely related to some


18   surface spillage that had occurred over time.


19                  But after doing a number of borings and


20   tests of the groundwater, DEQ concluded that the levels


21   of contamination that were identified did not rise to a


22   level of creating any health or environmental problems.


23   And so they closed their case.
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 1                  In walking the site, there was no real


 2   evidence of point source-type pollutant generation.  I


 3   didn't see that.  I don't know if anybody else did who


 4   was with us.  So we don't think that there's a real


 5   concern about a clear source of contamination.


 6                  There is a lot of impervious cover and


 7   gravel on the site and that's what we have, and a couple


 8   of structures.


 9                  COMMISSIONER HART:  Okay.  I had some


10   concern -- and some of that, I think, has been addressed


11   a little bit tonight -- in that we were getting all of


12   these letters of support and I'm thinking support for


13   what.  I mean, we haven't read it yet.  I mean, nothing


14   had been put on paper, as far as I know.  I mean, we


15   didn't have any language, no text, no nothing.  And we've


16   got a handout now which says Planning Commission


17   Alternative whatever.


18                  Has Staff had a chance to review that


19   paragraph?


20                  MS. GARCIA:  No.  We just received it this


21   evening, so we have not had an opportunity to look at it.


22                  COMMISSIONER HART:  Is there any earlier


23   iteration?  Is there some other competing version or this
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 1   is all we've got right now, this paragraph?


 2                  MS. GARDNER:  Yes.  We had drafted some


 3   text for consideration with some other conditions that we


 4   felt reflected the need to improve and protect the


 5   environmental features of the site, but I think the


 6   choice was made not to distribute that.


 7                  COMMISSIONER HART:  Okay.  I missed it if


 8   we got it written.  Okay.


 9                  I wanted to come back to a couple of


10   things.  It seemed to me from a baseline perspective that


11   we have a countywide policy and in my layman's


12   understanding of it, basically, no new residential in the


13   floodplain.  I mean, it was pretty simple and basic.


14                  We don't have exceptions for


15   revitalization areas.  We don't have an exception for


16   Route 1.  We're not going to do it.


17                  And maybe there are situations where we


18   have existing lots where we have -- I think there's a


19   category of SE for fill in a floodplain or building in a


20   floodplain or maybe you're rebuilding a house in New


21   Alexandria and it's got to be higher and there's a kind


22   of SP where, I think, if you're going near the


23   floodplain, but not in it, or something, and we've had
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 1   some of those, too.


 2                  But I couldn't think of an example where


 3   we either had a plan amendment or a rezoning that


 4   resulted in a new subdivision with lots in an existing


 5   floodplain.


 6                  And maybe that's happened and maybe it's


 7   happened sparingly, but has that happened before?  Have


 8   we replanned a floodplain to put townhouses or something


 9   in it or have we approved new residential lots in an


10   existing floodplain since that policy was adopted?


11                  MS. GARDNER:  According to our research,


12   we have not.


13                  COMMISSIONER HART:  Okay.


14                  Mr. Kaplan pointed out, I think, that it


15   wasn't clear what extraordinary circumstances were or


16   what the definition of that was, and one of the things, I


17   think, we would want to look to would be past examples


18   and we don't have them.


19                  But what was a similar policy in my mind


20   is we kind of don't put roads through environmentally


21   sensitive -- or maybe "kind of" is wrong.  We don't put


22   new roads through sensitive areas unless there's some


23   exceptional circumstance.  And we have done that.  We've
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 1   done it at least twice, I think.


 2                  And one of the times I remembered was the


 3   one with -- it was sort of a Hoover Dam and it was a


 4   government office thing/site that had to be secured and


 5   you couldn't get into it and the only way into it was


 6   sort of over where the stream was, but there was a quid


 7   pro quo and there was very extensive stream restoration


 8   that was downhill from it.


 9                  And we did a site visit and some of that


10   stuff was put in -- I can't remember if it was in the


11   development conditions of a special exception or there


12   was a plan amendment to do it.  But somehow we got there.


13                  And what I thought was if there was going


14   to be text that was punching through any of this dealing


15   with any encroachment, that there would be some pretty


16   robust tradeoffs and there would have to be some very


17   extensive resolution of the existing stream mass or


18   something like that.


19                  I'm jumping around with this, but what I'm


20   looking for is is there any objective guidance anywhere


21   for under what circumstances we would consider doing this


22   or in exchange for what?


23                  If we don't have any examples, have we got
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 1   any guidance -- and I guess I was going to ask about


 2   EQAC, too, but has anybody tried to articulate under what


 3   circumstances we would hypothetically say, even though we


 4   don't do this, we might do it if A, B and C, and you did


 5   these other things in exchange for that?


 6                  And if you're following me --


 7                  MR. KAPLAN:  Yeah.


 8                  COMMISSIONER HART:  -- how do we know


 9   what's exceptional?  How do we know when this is


10   appropriate if we're not supposed to do it at all?


11                  MR. KAPLAN:  I think there are really two


12   aspects of the question.


13                  I think one speaks to the history of the


14   policy on disturbances, the EQCs.  The case that you are


15   referencing is the Aerospace application --


16                  COMMISSIONER HART:  Aerospace, exactly.


17                  MR. KAPLAN:  -- which actually predated


18   that policy and was the impetus behind the policy.


19                  That case was approved, I believe, in 2009


20   and it proposed the filling-in of two headwater stream


21   channels in exchange for a more comprehensive stream


22   restoration project downstream with the details all


23   worked out during the zoning process and there were very
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 1   specific proffers that spoke to that.


 2                  After the Board of Supervisors approved


 3   that, Staff had recommended denial because we didn't feel


 4   the policy language at that time allowed us as Staff to


 5   make that kind of decision.


 6                  The Board directed the Planning Commission


 7   to take a look at the EQC policy to determine if there


 8   could be some way of incorporating more flexibility to


 9   consider that sort of thing.


10                  The Board spent -- the Planning


11   Commission's Environment Committee spent about a year on


12   that issue and ultimately came up the language that was


13   adopted, the extraordinary circumstances, and the like.


14   Again, there was a recognition that these cases are going


15   to be so different in their character.  And I think


16   experience has borne that out that it really didn't make


17   sense to define that further.  It would have to be a


18   case-by-case determination.


19                  We've had two examples of applications


20   that went through the zoning process under that guidance.


21   The first was Circle Towers which came in about a year


22   after that policy was adopted in 2010, I believe.  And


23   that issue spoke to a new point of access that would have
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 1   had to have crossed the EQC.


 2                  You are correct that the EQC policy does


 3   have a provision that supports necessary infrastructure


 4   crossings of EQCs where necessary.  And so if a buildable


 5   part of a site can only be accessed by crossing an EQC,


 6   we will accommodate that and we have.


 7                  This was a case, though, where there were


 8   currently a couple of entrances, one on Lee Highway, one


 9   on Route 50/Arlington Boulevard, and we questioned


10   whether that was a necessary crossing.


11                  And so the EQC disturbances policy was


12   invoked.  There was quite a bit of give-and-take with the


13   applicant.  They developed a package of improvements to


14   the stream valley, the stream channel, some wetland pools


15   and agreed to build that crossing as a bridge over the


16   stream instead of culverting it.


17                  Ultimately, that was approved.  It was


18   never pursued.  For whatever economic reason, that didn't


19   happen.


20                  The second application was a vulcan quarry


21   and Fairfax Water set of applications from about three


22   years ago where in order to expand the quarry to provide


23   for future water supply, they needed to remove a stream
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 1   that was in that area.


 2                  There was an extensive negotiation on the


 3   development condition and several years'-worth of back-


 4   and-forth on an EQC compensation plan that was just


 5   recently approved for that.


 6                  Those are the two examples and they're


 7   quite different from each other.  And it kind of


 8   highlights how we really can't anticipate what might be


 9   extraordinary.


10                  And the second part of that question, I


11   believe, deals with what criteria would we want to come


12   up with to identify what sorts of restoration efforts we


13   might want to proceed with.


14                  You had mentioned that all you have in


15   front of you was a draft motion, but what we have in


16   front of us at Staff and what is really driving this plan


17   amendment proposal is a very specific zoning application


18   for 43 townhouses.


19                  We have a development plan; we have a


20   layout; we've had a number of meetings with the Applicant


21   on this.  And during the course of our discussions with


22   the Applicant, it became clear to us that if we were to


23   have developed a bullet-point list of things that we'd
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 1   like to see as far as restoration mitigation type of --


 2   and footprint type of recommendations, that this project


 3   wouldn't be able to meet that.


 4                  And so why would we then be forwarding


 5   this and the Comprehensive Plan if it was setting


 6   ourselves up for failure down the line when the zoning


 7   came through.  We chose to simply recommend against the


 8   amendment.


 9                  COMMISSIONER HART:  My next question was


10   kind of dealing with that same dilemma.


11                  We don't have, or if we have, I haven't


12   seen it, whatever this layout is for the 43 townhouses,


13   but I thought there might be degrees of permissible


14   encroachment and that those criteria might be different


15   depending on what you're doing.


16                  If you were going five feet into


17   something, maybe it's not a big deal.  If you're going a


18   hundred feet into something, it's a much bigger problem.


19                  And I did not understand with 43


20   townhouses and this floodplain -- well, let me back up to


21   the floodplain line.  Is there a disagreement as to the


22   location of the floodplain line or is this what it is,


23   what we've got on figure 2?
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 1                  It's a very -- it seems like what's not in


 2   the floodplain is just a small corner of the site up by


 3   the road.


 4                  MR. KAPLAN:  What you have in figure 2 is


 5   really a generalization.  There's been a more detailed


 6   floodplain study provided by the Applicant.  Our land


 7   development services staff has reviewed and approved


 8   that.  There are still --


 9                  COMMISSIONER HART:  Is it different from


10   figure 2?


11                  MR. KAPLAN:  It is slightly different.


12   There is sort of an island outside the floodplain in that


13   area shown in the southwest corner.  There's also an area


14   more central to the site that has been determined to be


15   outside of the floodplain.


16                  That -- I would note that we've recently


17   -- very recently received some guidance from VDOT raising


18   some questions about that, so we need to sort through


19   that with VDOT.  But --


20                  COMMISSIONER HART:  That's kind of my next


21   question, too.


22                  But what I thought was that there's some


23   imprecision as to that and if the changes to the bridge
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 1   change it further, which I mean, it seems to me that's


 2   plausible.


 3                  If the bridge were redesigned and rebuilt


 4   in some way and then the floodplain line changed again,


 5   that might improve the chances of something happening on


 6   this property or not.  But do we have any of that


 7   information?


 8                  MR. KAPLAN:  We don't, no.


 9                  COMMISSIONER HART:  I cut you off about


10   VDOT.


11                  MR. KAPLAN:  That's okay.


12                  COMMISSIONER HART:  But do we know what


13   would happen if the bridge happened?


14                  MR. KAPLAN:  We don't.  We really don't


15   know if that -- if the removal of the culvert and


16   replacement of it with a bridge that allows the full 100-


17   year flow to go underneath it, we don't know what effect


18   that will have on the boundaries of the floodplain.  We


19   can only speculate.


20                  COMMISSIONER HART:  Okay.  The assignment


21   from the Board, I guess, was to evaluate residential and


22   eight to the acre.  And I thought maybe they asked the


23   wrong question.
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 1                  Had Staff evaluated -- and I assume that


 2   has to be townhouses.  Is there any other potential


 3   redevelopment use for the property that a plan amendment


 4   might address that might be more vertical than townhouses


 5   with a smaller footprint and, again, more in the area


 6   that's out of the floodplain or out of the floodplain as


 7   revised, something like that?


 8                  Is that beyond the scope of what Staff was


 9   tasked to do with this amendment or are we stuck with


10   it's townhouses or nothing?


11                  MS. GARDNER:  Commissioner Hart, when we


12   were considering the question and coming up with those


13   conditions related to the environment that we thought


14   would be appropriate that Noel was referencing that we


15   knew would sort of -- would doom this redevelopment plan


16   and stopped, we did talk about that a different type of


17   residential structure may be two-over-two could work if


18   it stayed closer to the area that's impervious, and then


19   we could ask for these additional qualities or additional


20   improvements to be made to the stream.


21                  But, again, because the plan amendment was


22   so tied to the rezoning that had been approved --


23                  COMMISSIONER HART:  Okay.
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 1                  MS. GARDNER:  -- we stopped.  Not


 2   approved.  I meant submitted.  Sorry.


 3                  COMMISSIONER HART:  Again, I have not seen


 4   any drawing, but how much of an encroachment is it with


 5   43 townhouses, is it half the site?  I mean, what


 6   happens?


 7                  MS. GARCIA:  Can you see that?  It's --


 8                  COMMISSIONER HART:  Okay.


 9                  MS. GARCIA:  This is -- I don't even know


10   if this is the latest.  There may have been a more recent


11   submission.


12                  But it's my understanding that the layout


13   hasn't -- the proposed layout hasn't changed too much --


14                  COMMISSIONER HART:  Okay.


15                  MS. GARCIA:  -- since the rezoning


16   application has been submitted.


17                  And this -- the orange -- it may be a


18   little hard to see -- is their floodplain delineation.


19   This gets to Noel's point about, you know, how our map


20   had just the corner outside of the floodplain.


21                  It's hard to see the parcel boundaries,


22   too, to see the extent of the additional --


23                  COMMISSIONER HART:  No, I think that
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 1   answers my question.  I had some idea.


 2                  One more question and then I'll be quiet.


 3   Has there been any suggestion by the Board or by Staff


 4   that the current floodplain policy needs to be amended or


 5   reevaluated to allow redevelopment of eyesores, or


 6   something like that, where we would have lesser standards


 7   because of sort of economic or beautification kind of


 8   issues trumping environmental policy, something like


 9   that?


10                  Is there any suggestion that we're too


11   rigid on protecting the environment and that we ought to


12   relax that and, you know, go into a floodplain if it gets


13   rid of some eyesore, something like that?


14                  MS. GARDNER:  We've not specifically.  We


15   recognized in our analysis that this is -- although it's


16   outside of a community business center, a portion of this


17   is in the Richmond Highway Corridor and, as such, is a


18   revitalization area.


19                  And so we did take that into account that


20   that's an important aspect, but we felt that the existing


21   policy trumped it.


22                  And the concern was, I think -- or


23   speaking for myself, I think a concern would be that if
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 1   we weakened the floodplain policy to encourage


 2   redevelopment of properties that had not been well-


 3   maintained, that that could have an unintended


 4   consequence.


 5                  COMMISSIONER HART:  People would be


 6   encouraged to let it go and then to say is my property is


 7   so bad --


 8                  MS. GARDNER:  Yes.


 9                  COMMISSIONER HART:  Okay, all right.  All


10   right, thank you.


11                  CHAIRMAN MURPHY:  Okay, Mr. Ulfelder, Mr.


12   Sargeant, Mr. Tanner, and Mr. Niedzielski-Eichner.


13                  COMMISSIONER ULFELDER:  Thank you, Mr.


14   Chairman.


15                  I want to thank my -- the two previous


16   Commissioners for asking most of the questions that I had


17   been thinking about and prepared, but I just have a


18   couple.


19                  I did look at the -- what is called the


20   Belle Haven, Dogue Creek and Four Mile Run Watershed


21   Management Plan and there are a number of proposed


22   projects up and down Dogue Creek, including one on --


23   just on the south side of Richmond Highway here.
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 1                  And I guess my question is how come there


 2   was no project that came forward as part of that


 3   watershed review and development of the management plan


 4   for the -- for this north side, for the area here,


 5   particularly in light of the change in the creek over


 6   time?


 7                  MR. SMITH::  I apologize.  I don't recall


 8   all of the projects in that particular area.


 9                  I am very familiar with the south part.


10   We walked it recently, actually, and we have -- there's


11   another project we're going to reconsider for the near


12   future.


13                  We also, as reevaluating for this project,


14   would like to try to combine potentially the VDOT's


15   project with doing work downstream.


16                  The upstream component has -- is wetland.


17   Almost the entire area has wetlands, through Pole Road


18   Park and then onto the private property.


19                  I think our current philosophy is that


20   maintaining the wetland pools and the full extent of the


21   existing wetlands is very critical for providing


22   ecosystem services to include flood mitigation


23   approaching that Route 1 intersection.  So I can't tell
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 1   you that right off the bat.  Maybe Noel's will come up


 2   right now.


 3                  COMMISSIONER ULFELDER:  Well, one of the


 4   questions would be if you did additional mitigation on


 5   the north side, on the side that this property is located


 6   on, would it make it -- mean that the VDOT project and


 7   the bridge and the removal of the culvert, that it would


 8   improve that project?


 9                  I mean, that it would assist that in terms


10   of handling the 100-year flood better if the north side


11   is restored, for example, to a -- what I would call an


12   environment -- you know, restore it so that it functions


13   properly within the EQC.


14                  MR. SMITH:  First of all, I'm looking at


15   the watershed plan now and there is a project shown on


16   the north side.  It's DC 9208 which is identified as a


17   stream restoration project.  There is not a fact sheet


18   for that one.  I think it was not considered in the first


19   ten-year timeframe, but there was something recognized


20   there.


21                  In regard to the bridge, I think the


22   bridge opens up a lot of possibilities for that stream in


23   terms of its function, and there does need to be careful
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 1   consideration of what happens north of the bridge as it


 2   affects what might happen south of the bridge.  I think


 3   that's absolutely spot-on.


 4                  COMMISSIONER ULFELDER:  So currently it's


 5   listed as, quote, "private open space."  And the way your


 6   report read -- and this is before we had language for


 7   possible change in the Comprehensive Plan language for


 8   the particular site -- the idea was to leave it in the


 9   current state until there's an opportunity to restore it,


10   basically, or restore a good portion of it so that it


11   functions the way it's supposed to function.


12                  I mean, what kind of -- what would that


13   look like?  What kind of project would that involve?


14                  MR. SMITH:  Well, there are a couple parts


15   to it.


16                  I think the first thing that we would like


17   to see from the water quality perspective is preservation


18   of the wetland footprints on the north side; in addition,


19   a restored channel that honors more closely a stable


20   alignment through the current and future VDOT road


21   sections lining up with the channel to the south.


22                  When VDOT does open up that road section,


23   it will pass more water during a flood event.  So there's
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 1   -- we want -- we need to better understand how that


 2   corridor is going to handle the increased flows and so


 3   we'll probably look at the -- and we have walked that


 4   downstream portion to make sure that's stable.


 5                  From a vegetative perspective, buffering


 6   the wetlands and the streams is a pretty critical item.


 7   It provides a lot of ecosystem services and improves


 8   water quality significantly.  It also helps slow down


 9   flooding -- you know, the actual flood waters.


10                  So we see a hundred-foot buffer, generally


11   speaking, around perennial water bodies as being the


12   preferred outcome.  And the more the better, usually,


13   especially in these large bottom land habitats like you


14   see all across Fairfax County within the preserved stream


15   quarters.


16                  COMMISSIONER ULFELDER:  So, in a way, if


17   that was done, it would become more like a community


18   amenity in a way in terms of the -- in how it would look


19   and how it would operate within the eco-spine and the


20   Dogue Creek watershed?


21                  MR. SMITH:  I think that's -- when we're


22   talking about the ecological spine concept, that's


23   exactly what we're talking about, is that you preserve
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 1   appropriate uses within the RPA or stream alignment, but


 2   that you do restore ecological function.


 3                  And for this particular piece of land, if


 4   you look at it, it's almost a contiguous set of bottom


 5   land wetlands going from north of Telegraph Road down


 6   through Huntley Meadows, Jackson Abbott and through Pole


 7   Road Park to Route 1.  And then the downstream parcels,


 8   many of them are vacant.


 9                  So the ecological function throughout that


10   corridor is pretty contiguous so that restoration of that


11   would be in line with those existing preserved areas and


12   also, as you said, an amenity for the public.


13                  COMMISSIONER ULFELDER:  Okay, thank you.


14                  CHAIRMAN MURPHY:  Mr. Sargeant.


15                  COMMISSIONER SARGEANT:  Thank you, Mr.


16   Chairman.


17                  And I know this will come out during


18   further testimony, but I'd like to clarify how close


19   would the proposed townhouses be to the floodplain?


20                  MR. KAPLAN:  Well, the houses would be


21   constructed within the current floodplain.  They'd be


22   elevated above it.  There would be significant fill.


23   Perhaps Mr. Viani can address that, but I think we've
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 1   been focusing more on the overall width of the restored


 2   buffer area and what that would look like and that would


 3   be variable.


 4                  As currently proposed, we think they're


 5   going to be some changes based on discussions on the


 6   drainage issues in the stream locations.


 7                  But as currently proposed, there's a


 8   fairly significant width right close to the Route 1


 9   crossing where the stream kinds of bows out to the west.


10                  But within a portion of the development


11   project, as you move farther north within that project


12   area, as currently proposed, the width of the wooded


13   buffer would be, perhaps, as narrow as 25 to 30 feet in


14   one place.


15                  COMMISSIONER SARGEANT:  Okay.  Do we have


16   any timeframe, any time estimate regarding VDOT's


17   widening project and the proposed bridge, when that might


18   take place, occur, provide mitigation of the stream


19   issues?  Any estimate at this point?


20                  MR. DUNN:  William Dunn, Virginia


21   Department of Transportation.


22                  Our current estimated or anticipated


23   construction schedule is for the Richmond Highway project
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 1   to begin in 2023 and end, approximately, in 2025/2026.


 2   So that's our current anticipated schedule.


 3                  COMMISSIONER SARGEANT:  Does that


 4   timeframe include the proposed bridge?


 5                  MR. DUNN:  Yes.  The bridge is within the


 6   project from Jeff Todd Way to Napper Road.  That's


 7   correct.


 8                  COMMISSIONER SARGEANT:  And that would


 9   include mitigation issues related to the water flow?


10                  MR. DUNN:  It would depending on what the


11   conditions are when we go to construction and depending


12   on what proceeds, yes.


13                  COMMISSIONER SARGEANT:  Okay.  I'm going


14   to go back to Commissioner Hart's comments regarding the


15   Board's motion and the issue of evaluate, and I think


16   that's what's causing some of the challenges here.


17                  The evaluation called for, among other


18   things, making sure this is consistent with VDOT's


19   proposed widening, as I understand it, and mitigation,


20   compensation measures resulting in net environmental


21   benefits; is that correct?


22                  Is that -- I'm wondering how we got to


23   evaluate and if that's -- if that adds to where we would
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 1   normally see some plan text or something because it


 2   sounds like the assignment was to evaluate versus


 3   actually draft text.  Am I wrong?


 4                  MS. GARDNER:  We -- yes.  We were asked to


 5   evaluate the proposed bill vis-a-vis the VDOT widening of


 6   Richmond Highway and we have many questions still about


 7   that because the project hasn't advanced to the level


 8   where we feel that we could reach a conclusion.


 9                  The reason we did not provide plan text


10   for this plan amendment is that we were so concerned that


11   this project does not rise to the level of an


12   extraordinary circumstance that we declined, which is


13   very unusual to provide to text, but that we didn't


14   because we were unable to support the proposal.


15                  COMMISSIONER SARGEANT:  I want to briefly


16   touch on the issue of extraordinary and the, you know,


17   review that this does not fit under that extraordinary


18   category.


19                  I'm wondering, though, as we move forward


20   with a lot of revitalization, such as Route 1, if we're


21   not going to have similar scenarios such as the one we're


22   considering this evening where some compromises will be


23   made further and are not necessarily extraordinary.
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 1                  So a couple of questions within that.


 2   Does Staff, in your professional opinion, anticipate some


 3   of those scenarios going forward where they may be


 4   exceptional, but they're not extraordinary?


 5                  And by exceptional, I mean it has the


 6   issues related to revitalization; it has the issues


 7   related to the redevelopment within those revitalization


 8   areas; and, you know, also encompassing floodplain and


 9   other issues.


10                  Do we see a different category emerging as


11   we get more into the detail of many of these


12   revitalization initiatives across the county or will


13   extraordinary remain the standard for the day?


14                  I know -- and it's a tough call.  I mean,


15   it's left purposely without, you know, this is it and


16   final because you need the flexibility.  But I'm


17   wondering if extraordinary will always apply.


18                  MS. GARDNER:  We will have to look at it


19   when the time comes, but I will say that in the Richmond


20   Highway Corridor we really focused our redevelopment


21   options in the CBCs.  That was for a number of reasons.


22   They make the most sense.


23                  They're also mostly paved over.  They're
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 1   big shopping centers with parking lots and that's the


 2   areas where we talked about creating the ecological


 3   spines by daylighting streams where we could.


 4                  So in that instance, I think that the


 5   circumstance is very different than what we're seeing


 6   with this property where disturbance has occurred, but


 7   it's a far different situation than what we're looking at


 8   with a shopping center and a parking lot.


 9                  We also in the Comprehensive Plan


10   addressed the idea of providing incentives that would


11   help bring along the creation of these environmental


12   corridors so creating mixed use and more intense


13   development.


14                  This area, right now, is outside the CBC


15   and, notwithstanding the fact that we were limited to


16   eight dwelling units an acre, it would be very hard to, I


17   think, compare the two because it is relatively


18   undeveloped.


19                  So I don't think that -- I'm sure we will


20   be faced with similar challenges, but I hope that because


21   of the text we have and the difference in existing


22   conditions that we will not find ourselves in the same


23   situation as we do with the subject area.
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 1                  COMMISSIONER SARGEANT:  Okay, thank you.


 2                  CHAIRMAN MURPHY:  Mr. Tanner, Mr.


 3   Niedzielski-Eichner and then, perhaps, the public hearing


 4   -- oh, Mr. Viani will make a statement.


 5                  COMMISSIONER TANNER:  All right, thank


 6   you, Mr. Chairman.


 7                  Most of my questions were just asked, so I


 8   only have a couple of clarifying points.


 9                  So you're saying you're okay with the


10   residential -- or the option for residential, but just


11   not with the current plan that's been proposed?   Did I


12   understand that correctly?


13                  MS. GARDNER:  No, we are not because the


14   Comprehensive Plan says, first, to -- actually, it's very


15   strong language.  It says to prohibit the creation of


16   residential lots within the floodplain.


17                  And the way this approach would rectify


18   that is by filling in the floodplain and that creates a


19   whole other reft of concerns.


20                  COMMISSIONER TANNER:  Okay.  And one other


21   question.


22                  I believe that there was someone from OCR


23   who was here.  Sorry, I heard OCR mentioned during the
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 1   entourage in the introduction.  So I was just curious


 2   about OCR's opinion of this current plan.


 3                  MS. FIEBE:  Hi, I'm Joanne Fiebe with the


 4   Office of Community Revitalization.


 5                  From our office's standpoint, we are -- we


 6   do support the concept of redevelopment in this area


 7   because we believe that, in general, the current uses on


 8   the site are not consistent with the Embark


 9   Revitalization Plan goals.


10                  So from a purely market and revitalization


11   standpoint, we think that redevelopment of the site could


12   have mutual benefits for a community standpoint and an


13   environmental standpoint.


14                  COMMISSIONER TANNER:  All right, thank


15   you.


16                  CHAIRMAN MURPHY:  Mr. Niedzielski-Eichner.


17                  COMMISSIONER NIEDZIELSKI-EICHNER:  Thank


18   you, Mr. Chairman.


19                  This is a very, very challenging


20   application and I'm really torn, to be candid with you.


21   I haven't heard from the Applicant yet and I haven't


22   heard, of course, from the public.


23                  But let me ask this question.  Has this
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 1   site already been engineered?  In other words, is the


 2   floodplain a result of historical conditions or is the


 3   floodplain a situation as a result of its current state


 4   that was engineered, that it was -- there was a -- it was


 5   landfilled.  It was -- we had a culvert that was put in


 6   kind of sideways and threw underneath and consequently


 7   had to have some impact on water flow.


 8                  We have a significant amount of impervious


 9   surface on this site that has to have an impact on the


10   RPC -- or, I mean, I'm sorry, the EQC and the RPA.


11                  So we have existing conditions that are


12   detrimental to our environmental goals as we've stated


13   them and, yet, we, all of a sudden, say those things that


14   were engineered and we've historically accepted are


15   somehow going to be a barrier to the future use of the


16   site because, frankly, I can't see a use of the site that


17   is anything other than a repair or return to previous


18   state that would be acceptable under our regulations.


19                  MS. GARDNER:  If I could start with the


20   second, and then I'll ask for help with the first part of


21   the question.


22                  We did discuss other -- in the course=-=


23   although the Embark study did not look at the suburban
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 1   neighborhood areas and so didn't consider this property,


 2   we have talked about opportunities for other types of


 3   development, as Joanne alluded to.


 4                  There's a small part where we knew from


 5   the beginning that is outside the floodplain and there is


 6   some area of disturbance that could be developed.  We


 7   thought that given the warning of the Comprehensive Plan


 8   not to develop residential use in the floodplain and the


 9   ensuing problems, that some sort of commercial use might


10   be appropriate in that corner.  I'll call it the north


11   corner of the site closest to Richmond Highway.


12                  But there was -- the concern seemed to be


13   that there was no market for that and that the site has


14   been neglected for many, many years.  And so that's why


15   townhouses, I think, created such excitement to the


16   community because here was a chance to clean up the site.


17                  But we do think that there may be other


18   opportunities for development, maybe not as extensive as


19   what's being proposed.


20                  COMMISSIONER NIEDZIELSKI-EICHNER:  So if I


21   could just follow up, it's the residential aspect of this


22   that is --


23                  MS. GARDNER:  I think it --
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 1                  COMMISSIONER NIEDZIELSKI-EICHNER:  I mean,


 2   I understand what the ordinance requires or specifies,


 3   that it has to be extraordinary circumstances to have a


 4   residential development in a floodplain and I can value


 5   and appreciate that.


 6                  But is that the thing that stands in the


 7   way of Staff support for doing something at this site?


 8   Is it the residential barrier because it's in our


 9   ordinance or do you think residential has a unique impact


10   -- potentially, a unique impact on the EQC and RPA and


11   the wetlands?


12                  MS. GARDNER:  Residential development is


13   going to mean that there needs to be fill in the


14   floodplain.  I mean, the houses have to be --


15                  COMMISSIONER NIEDZIELSKI-EICHNER:  Which


16   has already been filled in.  I mean, it's significantly


17   filled in as a consequence of past practices.


18                  MS. GARDNER:  Well, it would have to be


19   outside the 100-Year flood elevations.


20                  COMMISSIONER NIEDZIELSKI-EICHNER:  And --


21                  MS. GARDNER:  Well -- and --


22                  COMMISSIONER NIEDZIELSKI-EICHNER:  Would


23   the imperviousness of the -- would the site be more
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 1   pervious as a consequence of residential or more


 2   impervious as a consequential?


 3                  MS. GARDNER:  Well, that depends on the


 4   development that's proposed.


 5                  And I think the problem with townhouses is


 6   it's the extent of the fill in the floodplain that's also


 7   problematic.


 8                  We do want to try to arrive at a solution


 9   that will provide an opportunity to improve the stream,


10   but not at this -- not at the cost that's being provided.


11                  COMMISSIONER NIEDZIELSKI-EICHNER:  Okay.


12   And --


13                  MS. GARDNER:  As far as your first


14   question --


15                  COMMISSIONER NIEDZIELSKI-EICHNER:  Yeah.


16   I wanted to ask you to get to that, this matter of the


17   existing conditions and the fact that those existing


18   conditions were -- that they're engineering conditions.


19   Do we take that into account as we think about our, you


20   know, protection of the EQC and RPA?


21                  MR. KAPLAN:  There are really a couple of


22   components to that.  With respect to the floodplain


23   boundaries, I would anticipate that the boundaries are
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 1   cited from a couple of things.


 2                  First, there's about 7,000 acres of


 3   watershed upstream of here and so there's a lot of volume


 4   of water coming through here on this eight-point-some-


 5   odd-acre site that most of the water is coming from


 6   offsite from upstream.


 7                  There has been some fill on the site and


 8   then, certainly, that has affected the elevations on the


 9   site and that has affected where the floodplain lines


10   are.


11                  If you look at the Applicant's study, you


12   can see a little kind of high point in the middle.  I'm


13   certain that has resulted from the extent of fill that


14   has occurred over time.  It's not a natural terrain.


15                  That being said, the majority of that site


16   remains in the floodplain and still provides floodplain


17   storage during the 100-year event.  Filling it in will


18   further constrict the extent of that.


19                  The second component, I think, to build on


20   what Marianne was saying, is that the nature of the use


21   or the type of use, I think, is one issue.  Another issue


22   is the extent of the footprint on the site: the layout,


23   the potential for restoration of that engineered, or
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 1   whatever you want to call it, disturbed area to a more


 2   natural ecological corridor.


 3                  One of the concerns about residential at


 4   five to eight units per acre on this site is the extent


 5   of the footprint that would entail and whether we would


 6   really have an opportunity to get the kind of ecological


 7   restoration we'd like to see here.  We don't think we


 8   will.


 9                  COMMISSIONER NIEDZIELSKI-EICHNER:  All


10   right, well, I appreciate that.


11                  And, Mr. Chairman, I appreciate the


12   opportunity to raise these questions, but I am of the


13   position that we can in our desire to protect water


14   quality and our stream, valleys, and so on, that we have


15   circumstances that are historically driven; that we also


16   have a responsibility to private homeowners -- no,


17   private property owners to try to figure out how there's


18   a mitigation strategy that can help them achieve, you


19   know, some value for their property at the same time as


20   successfully allows us to build the kind of streams and


21   water resource capabilities that we desire, particularly


22   in this location.


23                  And then, finally, we have this bridge
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 1   sitting out there that's going to have to -- that's going


 2   to affect the floodplain in some significant way.


 3                  And I would hope that in the concept of


 4   mitigation and thinking of strategies to help the


 5   property owner, but also achieve our goals, that we're


 6   taking the full context into account.  Thanks.


 7                  CHAIRMAN MURPHY:  Thank you very much.


 8   Mr. Viani.


 9                  MR. VIANI:  Mr. Chairman, Members of the


10   Board, I'm Mark Viani on behalf Bean, Kinney and Korman,


11   and Stanley Martin, who is the proposed developer of this


12   site.


13                  I guess I wanted to start off by, first of


14   all, thanking all of you all for your time and thanking


15   Staff for all of your time.  This has been a lot of work.


16                  And we're not -- maybe we're not seeing


17   eye to eye on everything, but it's been a good working


18   relationship and I think we -- working together this


19   thing can be -- there's a solution here.


20                  This is not a situation where the


21   environment is going to trump over economic development


22   and sound land planning or sound land planning and


23   economic development is going to trump over environment.
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 1                  This, like many of the properties on


 2   Richmond Highway, the solution and the way forward is


 3   they're going to have work together or there's going to


 4   have to be solutions there.


 5                  Remember, this is the oldest area of the


 6   county, the earliest developed area of the county when we


 7   operated with properties and land patterns that we just


 8   don't do anymore and when we had -- when we were not as


 9   sensitive to the way we operate things today.


10                  If you were to go ahead, and as I have


11   done, look at the county's plans all the way down


12   Richmond Highway where you will see a lot of existing


13   buildings in floodplains, a lot of existing shopping


14   centers in floodplains, Chesapeake Bay and the like and


15   that is not counting, as Marianne correctly pointed out.


16


17                  When we talked about the Embark plan, one


18   of the key things of the Embark plan was daylighting


19   these streams.  Okay, there's a lot of these things,


20   particularly when you get to Hybla Valley.  They don't


21   even show up there because they're just channeled.  They


22   don't even show on there.


23                  So this is going to be an issue we
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 1   confront time and time again.


 2                  I want to just take a second to kind of,


 3   you know, you've talked with the Staff -- to kind of


 4   orient you -- you've seen where the site is.  We are on


 5   the southern half of Richmond Highway.  This is a very


 6   well-known site.  It's probably the worst site on


 7   Richmond Highway or one of a couple of things.


 8                  I was very involved in the Embark plan, a


 9   lot of us were.  We wanted to see if we actually get this


10   site into the Embark plan, but, you know, and as Marianne


11   and her team -- you need just to do it for the CBCs.  You


12   need to move forward, so we understand that.


13                  I want to talk a little bit about the


14   properties right around it.  You have immediately to the


15   north, you see that kind of horseshoe-shaped building


16   right there, that's the Sacramento Shopping Center.


17                  When we first started looking at this


18   site, one of the things we thought about, well, maybe


19   there's a way to kind of jointly develop the two sites,


20   all right.  And the problem with the Sacramento Shopping


21   Center, which is a Woodlawn CBC, is it's subject to a lot


22   of long-term leases there.  So the property is not going


23   to be developed anytime soon.  And you'll have their
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 1   attorney here to talk about that fact.


 2                  If you look at the center beyond where we


 3   are on the plan there, you'll see Pole Road Park.  Most


 4   of Pole Road Park was actually donated by the property


 5   owner's family over time, so that was actually all of


 6   their traditional property.


 7                  And when we look at the history of the


 8   property, that's kind of where there was a train track


 9   and there was an amusement park and there was camp


10   grounds and stuff.  That's where a lot of that was.


11                  But, you know, I guess when I'm hearing


12   tonight's discussion, one of the threshold things I want


13   to point out tonight is this is a Board item requesting


14   consideration of a Comprehensive Plan Amendment.


15                  I think a lot of the discussion we've


16   heard tonight has been really focused on the minute


17   details of what would a rezoning look like, what would a


18   special exception look like, what would an RPA exception


19   look like.  And those are in process.  They're on the


20   way.


21                  You know, there's a reason, you now -- and


22   if I could walk through this, you'll see there's a lot of


23   things -- hopefully, I can fill in some details here in
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 1   this discussion.


 2                  But this was just a discussion, a


 3   Comprehensive Plan Amendment to see if there was a way to


 4   take the existing comprehensive plan, which -- and we'll


 5   talk about the range of uses there -- provide another


 6   option for this particular historic problem site for


 7   there to be solutions that could be considered.


 8                  Those solutions would have to succeed on


 9   their own merits.  We can approve a comprehensive plan


10   and the following plan could get turned down or the


11   following plan could be changed different like that.


12                  This is not -- approval of the


13   comprehensive plan is not an approval.  Nothing comes out


14   of there other than change the language.  You know, we


15   would still have to go through its merits.  So I hope we


16   keep that in mind as we walk through this thing.


17                  This is -- here's the site.  Immediately


18   to the west of us and the southwest of us is a property


19   called the IMP Building.  And if you look a little closer


20   here right where the red dot, that's the property.


21   Commissioner Hart, you asked about the condition of the


22   current property.  I know you were involved with the BZA.


23   You'll see pictures later on the property is completely
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 1   cleaned up.  This is the current image that shows on GIS.


 2   What you've seen out there is the building.  That's the


 3   welding shop that's still currently authorized.  The


 4   vehicles are all gone.  The fencing is still there.  But


 5   the property is basically just vacant, all right.


 6                  Immediately to the south of -- kind of


 7   immediately to our southwest is, you know, the area we're


 8   talking about where Dogue Creek comes through and there's


 9   two elements to Dogue Creek.  There's this kind of -- we


10   talked about the C pattern that goes around and then goes


11   underneath where the culvert is.  And then there is this


12   sort of culvert, pond, another culvert and that aligns


13   directly with where the culvert is.


14                  We have photos and we have some evidence


15   from about 1954 when that was done.  And if you look at


16   some of the aerials from the early '50s, where the C line


17   is, it looks like that might have been where part of the


18   creek was.  And putting in the culverts, that was done


19   around -- that was done at the same time and part of the


20   same project as the main culvert that's in there.  So why


21   that happened, we don't know.  But that all seems to kind


22   of taken place in the mid '50s about the same time as the


23   park was created, all right.
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 1                  So let's talk a little bit about, you


 2   know, the comp. plan recommendation.  It was for the


 3   Board asking for consideration as a development option on


 4   this site for all three of these properties for whether


 5   density at eight units per acre -- and we deliberately


 6   chose that density -- eight units per acre to provide


 7   necessary flexibility was -- could be sufficient enough


 8   to provide enough of an economic boost to allow cleanup


 9   of the property.


10                  And we'll get into the details on the


11   property cleanup, but it's pretty robust.  There's a lot


12   going on here.


13                  Could we do it with full parcel


14   consideration?  That was important, because if you look


15   up in last picture here -- I'm going to go back up -- and


16   you'll see in the historic aerials, this disturbance was


17   not only Parcel 20, which is their front parcel, this is


18   Parcel 19.


19                  And then it was -- and if you'll notice,


20   Parcel 18-C, Parcel 18-C has a square bottom and then it


21   starts proceeding into a triangle.  The disturbance went


22   all the way up to where the square bottom was and a


23   little bit into that northern part of the triangle.  You
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 1   know, it was pretty extensive.


 2                  So in order to make something work and in


 3   order to start cleaning up those areas, you had to have


 4   something that was parcel consideration, all right.


 5                  And then you have to have something that


 6   was -- it is an EQC.  The EQC was created many years -- a


 7   couple decades after this property first started being


 8   used.


 9                  It's going to be -- involve changes to the


10   physical situations there, so  could it be consistent


11   with the EQC.  And I want to get into that a little bit


12   later here and explain why we think this actually is


13   consistent with the EQC.


14                  But that was the charge.  Could we add


15   language in, would that density be appropriate, that


16   density with those kinds of limitations that any


17   application coming in here would have


18   I'll go for this density, but I've got to pay attention


19   to these environmental considerations, I've got to pay


20   attention to making sure I'm okay by the VDOT widening


21   and making sure I'm consolidating all of the properties.


22                  We do those -- you find that language in


23   the comprehensive plan frequently, all right.  That
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 1   doesn't mean that each of those languages feed on each


 2   other and deny the ability to put it into the comp. plan.


 3   It means just this is what we think is the appropriate


 4   amount of density.  And, by the way, these are the local


 5   considerations you're going to have to respond to.  And


 6   that was the charge, I believe, with the Comprehensive


 7   Plan Amendment.


 8                  You've heard from Staff and you've heard


 9   from the Staff Report.  My presentation will be talking


10   about a couple of clarifications.  I want to, (a), review


11   existing adverse conditions, (b), talk about the impact


12   of the VDOT Richmond Highway widening, (c), talk about


13   what the proposal here is that's coming forward in the


14   follow-on rezoning -- now, hopefully, I can answer a lot


15   of your questions there -- that's proposing a


16   redevelopment and a cleanup of the site.


17                  And the next one would be the purpose of


18   the Comprehensive Plan Amendment.  We're going to talk


19   about -- there's a couple of disparities within the comp.


20   plan recommendations about what the proper use of this


21   property should be.  And that's one of the utilities of


22   such an amendment like this, it's to provide site-


23   specific clear amendment for the entirety of the parcel.
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 1                  Another point I want to point out is the


 2   cleanup and remediation of this site.  It's already a


 3   disturbed site in the EQC.  There is no new disturbance.


 4   This is a remediation and a cleanup of the site which is


 5   permitted in the EQC.


 6                  I want to talk about, you know, what we've


 7   used as the standard for this extraordinary standard for


 8   disturbances and review some of the cases so you have


 9   some reference.


10                  We believe that what's going on here


11   certainly qualifies, you know, to fit under the EQC.


12                  CHAIRMAN MURPHY:  Mr. Viani, you have some


13   time constraints on this presentation, so please --


14                  MR. VIANI:  We'll be very quick.


15                  CHAIRMAN MURPHY:  I'll remind you --


16                  MR. VIANI:  And then we'll also get to the


17   point we're not proposing new laws in the EQC.


18                  CHAIRMAN MURPHY:  I will remind you of


19   that.  Okay?


20                  MR. VIANI:  I will, sir.  Thank you.


21                  Background here, we have the three


22   parcels.  You have -- the parcel front is the blue shade.


23   That's Parcel 20.  That's zoned C-2.  If you see the
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 1   bottom third of that, that's being taken for the Richmond


 2   Highway widening.  The other two parcels, they're R-2


 3   zoned.  That's Parcel 19 and Parcel 18-C, okay.


 4                  I'll abbreviate my report.  This is just


 5   kind of some history on the property.  This is pictures


 6   of when it was an amusement park.  And this is some of


 7   the history of the property in terms of from the '60s on.


 8   It was public uses.


 9                  There is fill on the property from prior


10   VDOT projects.  There's fill on the property from the


11   Fairfax County Department of Transportation projects,


12   rubble, construction, things like that.


13                  Private uses on there have included the


14   welding shop, which is current, and then the litany of


15   other uses that you see here and which were discussed by


16   Staff.


17                  And you see -- if you look at the aerials


18   from the '60s on, you see this kind condition and


19   activity going on there.


20                  That's the -- well, that's not the


21   existing conditions, but that's the most recent aerial.


22   Like I said, it's been cleaned up.


23                  This shows the extent of imperviousness on
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 1   the site.  This is basic compacted gravel, macadam,


 2   pavement, rubble, you name it, about 3.9 acres of this


 3   8.14 site.  A little under 50 percent of the site is


 4   impervious.


 5                  This is the current circumstances right


 6   now of the site.  As you can see, it's been cleaned up.


 7   This photo was taken from the perspective if you were at


 8   Parcel 19 and you're looking northeast towards the


 9   Sacramento Center and kind of off to the side you see


10   part of Parcel 18-C.


11                  That's looking from Parcel 18-C looking up


12   northwest to Dogue Creek.  You can see there's Dogue


13   Creek and then you just get right up to where the


14   disturbed area is.  There's not much of a buffer at all


15   there.


16                  Some of the other conditions you'll see on


17   there is there was the train that you saw in the pictures


18   earlier.  There's a lot of train track laying around.


19   There's a lot of -- you know, if you walk around by the


20   creek, there's a lot of macadam and pavement sticking out


21   from the side of the dirt and stuff, some of it falling


22   into the creek, stuff like that.  There's just a lot of


23   issues with the site, a lot of debris.
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 1                  Some of the questions were what happens


 2   when it's heavily flooded.  This is a perfect example.


 3   We had -- on June 3rd, we had near biblical rains come


 4   down here.  The area flooded.  Dogue Creek went very


 5   heavy.


 6                  This is a picture that I took of the water


 7   just underneath the culvert.  And then you just walk a


 8   few feet over here.  That's a picture of the land itself


 9   right there.


10                  It's pretty apparent that if the water


11   were to continue to rise, what it eventually really is


12   going to do is actually just overtop Richmond Highway and


13   go over Richmond Highway into the creek there.  It was


14   not really going to flow into there, notwithstanding the


15   fact this is still part of the EQC and the floodplain.


16                  Quickly, VDOT -- as we talked about


17   before, VDOT is looking to propose to come forth with a


18   bride.  It's to be a 300-foot multi-span bridge.  It's


19   going to eliminate the culvert.  That should alleviate.


20   And then VDOT will end up having to do the H&H study,


21   hydraulic study to figure out how they're going to do the


22   crushing, but that will alleviate these turns and the


23   bends there.
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 1                  I would point out that our project does


 2   not depend on that.  Everything north or west of Richmond


 3   Highway, I think, would probably be benefitted by that


 4   because that's kind of the bottleneck, that little


 5   culvert there.  And by alleviating that, it would


 6   probably help the floodplain there.


 7                  VDOT will redesign the crossing of Dogue


 8   Creek.  We'll remove the narrow culvert.  And as I talked


 9   about before -- let's go to the next slide -- this is


10   from the April 14th -- April 4th presentation at VDOT.


11   What you're looking at here is a birds-eye view of what


12   the bridge would look like.  You see the Sacramento


13   Center there on the side.  A little below it you see our


14   -- the property here.


15                  And then you have two bridges and the two


16   bridges are about 11 to 13 feet off the ground.  There's


17   clearance underneath there.  They're using a piered


18   structure and, you know, if you were to go further south,


19   the creek would flow unfettered underneath there.  You


20   know, but VDOT is going to have to further refine that.


21   That's a closeup view of what the site looks like


22   assuming we were to continue in the same interest.


23                  This, I think, is what you were looking
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 1   for.  All right, what we have proposed -- and if you look


 2   at the Staff Report -- this has gone through several


 3   iterations already.  If you look at the Staff Report, it


 4   talks about 64 units, 58 units, 34 -- 43 units.  Right


 5   now, we're at proposing 43.


 6                  Part of what we're using for the 43 units


 7   is 43 upscale single-family attached homes.  All right,


 8   we're trying to hit a certain metric financially to make


 9   the environmental cleanup that I'm going to talk about


10   which is robust work.


11                  We have looked at two-over-twos.  One of


12   the problem with two-over-twos at one point was it blew


13   up the parking, you know, and that kind of worked against


14   us in terms of the impervious surface areas.  We've


15   looked at smaller single -- smaller townhouses.


16                  And so for every time we starting


17   commenting back and pulling back further, where we're


18   trying to find some way to put additional remedies there,


19   it hits the budget, so you try to keep metric.  That is


20   the current proposal right now.


21                  So let me talk a little bit about that.


22   You see the Sacramento Center is off to the right and


23   there you have 43 upscale townhouses.  What we're
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 1   proposing to do with this is we'll be reducing the


 2   imperviousness by about 48 percent.


 3                  We're going to be planning and installing


 4   a buffer along where you have the creek and we'll be


 5   removing invasive species and the like.


 6                  The property right now has no stormwater


 7   management controls.  We're looking to put in both


 8   quantity control and then, notwithstanding the fact that


 9   we're reducing by a significant amount of portions the


10   impervious area, we're also proposing quality controls,


11   as well.  So we're kind of going above and beyond there.


12                  We are providing a lookout area in the


13   corner for the public.  You can access it right there to


14   see the park.  We are proposing to take the remainder of


15   that park and donate it to the Park Authority.  The Park


16   Authority has indicated its willingness to accept that


17   property.


18                  This is also going to require us to pull


19   up a significant amount of impervious surface area and


20   some bad soils, okay.  That's where a lot of it is


21   driving this, okay.  So we're going to propose to pull


22   that soils out, put clean fill in, all right, and then


23   when we get to a point where you kind of outline where
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 1   the residential part is, take that clean fill, raise it


 2   above the floodplain, all right, and then continue


 3   raising it.  So you're putting new townhomes on that


 4   clean fill, all right.


 5                  One of the questions that I think we've


 6   heard before is, you know, how close will you be -- how


 7   is that going to impact things, the rest of the water.


 8   We've got a county-approved floodplain study showing that


 9   this, the way we've designed it, will not impact the


10   water surface elevation for that floodplain.  So we are


11   not going to be impacting -- even if the VDOT project


12   doesn't come through, we don't impact the floodplain, you


13   know, in our area, okay.


14                  The other thing is just the lowest house


15   on this property would be four-and-a-feet above flood


16   stage, all right.  The county standard is 18 inches above


17   flood stage.  So these houses will do very well.  They'll


18   actually be situated higher than most of the nearby


19   communities.


20                  Again, here's kind of a summary of some of


21   the benefits.  Under the current draft, these are going


22   to follow -- later on, as we further refine these things,


23   as a rezoning application comes through and the SEs, and
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 1   everything, we're looking at a 46-percent reduction in


 2   impervious area, 48 percent in phosphorus generation,


 3   providing a minimum 50-foot buffer area between the


 4   units, not the lots, but the units and the water


 5   features, a substantial planting of grasses and native


 6   species, removing invasives, as I talked about before,


 7   stormwater management controls, all the homes will be


 8   built outside of the floodplain, donating the existing


 9   land, and the resulting condition is you'd have about 62


10   percent of the site be open space and preserved.


11                  This is a graphic showing the current


12   alignment.  Remember that we talked about where you see


13   the red-shaded area?  That's the impervious area.  This


14   is how we would reduce it, and so it would be about a 46-


15   percent reduction in imperviousness taking it from down


16   about 3.9 acres of imperviousness down to 2.1 acres of


17   imperviousness with stormwater management controls,


18   quantity and quality, and that you don't have right now.


19   And that's after you pull out all of the bad soils, and


20   everything like that.


21                  The existing comprehensive plan


22   recommendations, one of the reasons we're asking for this


23   is it would provide clear guidance for the site.
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 1                  We've talked about the Richmond Highway


 2   Corridor Plan has a recommendation for Parcels 20 and 19


 3   to be open space.  That's true.  The Mt. Vernon Woodlawn


 4   District -- Woodmont District -- Woodlawn District Plan


 5   talks, in general, about empty parcels between Sacramento


 6   Drive and what is now Jeff Todd Way being aggregated


 7   together and developed in consolidation, along with the


 8   properties on Richmond Highway, at a density of 16 to 20


 9   units per acre, you know, but that would have to be


10   something that keeps the floodplain in its natural state,


11   uses intelligent design to work with the natural


12   features, provides outstanding architectural and site


13   design.


14                  You know, we might be able to find


15   something like that, but no one -- there's a lot of folks


16   that looked at the site.  No one has said this can make


17   -- we can make the budget with the environmental


18   remediation we have here.  This provides a unifying


19   mechanism that's clear between 19, 20 and 18-C.


20                  All right, the EQC.  First of all, I guess


21   there's a couple of things I want to respond.


22                  All right, it's important to remember this


23   property currently does not function as an EQC.  It's
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 1   neither environmental, there's no quality on it and it


 2   doesn't provide as a corridor.


 3                  If you look at the purpose of the EQC, it


 4   doesn't function that way.  And it's important to


 5   remember that one of the parts of the EQC policy are is


 6   it allows modification of the boundaries for properties


 7   that don't achieve the boundaries --


 8                  CHAIRMAN MURPHY:  Are we rounding third,


 9   Mr. Viani?


10                  MR. VIANI:  Pardon me.


11                  CHAIRMAN MURPHY:  Are we rounding third?


12                  MR. VIANI:  We are coming at third.  I'm


13   sliding at home.


14                  CHAIRMAN MURPHY:  Slide quickly, please.


15                  MR. VIANI:  All right.  The other thing


16   would be just that there is a litany of, you know, uses


17   that are permitted in the EQC, remediation, replanting


18   invasives, and all the stuff like that, things we are


19   proposing, this should be seen as a cleanup of the EQC,


20   not as a disturbance.


21                  If you look at the disturbance policy for


22   the EQC, extraordinary, out of ordinary.  The purposes


23   we've talking about this, is we've looked at three kinds
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 1   of things that are extraordinary, the aerospace thing.


 2   The aerospace project dealt with 40 acres, 21 of which is


 3   EQC, and they wanted to provide a bridge between the two


 4   areas, and for new buildings, some security and some


 5   internal site circulation.  That was new intrusions into


 6   the EQC, not prior disturbed and that got passed.  That


 7   was the genesis of -- we've talked about, for the


 8   extraordinary circumstances project.


 9                  CHAIRMAN MURPHY:  Thank you very much.


10   This might be my stupid question of the evening.  Are


11   there any questions?  Mr. Sargeant and then Mr. Hart.


12                  COMMISSIONER SARGEANT:  Thank you, Mr.


13   Chairman.  Just a couple of questions.


14                  Do you have -- and I'm sure that it won't


15   be apples to apples, but with engineering staff, do you


16   have any examples for future consideration of similar


17   scenarios like this that you can show us?


18                  MR. VIANI:  We do.  And it's a case, Hybla


19   Valley Properties, LLC, which is a property when you get


20   behind the Hybla Valley Shopping Center.  It was a 61-


21   acre tract that had a lot of environmental challenges.


22   It was approved in 2000 and what it did was allow


23   residential development.  It did involve pulling back the
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 1   floodplain to permit a limited amount of townhouses out


 2   of the floodplain, you know, for townhouse development,


 3   but it actually allowed one lot to be partially in the


 4   floodplain.  But it also -- part of the mechanism


 5   allowing all of that was the fact that you were donating


 6   30 acres to what is now Huntley Meadows Park.


 7                  So you had, you know, a change to the EQC,


 8   a change to the floodplain, you had new residential


 9   development, but you had offsetting mechanisms.  And


10   that's the purpose of rezoning, not the comp. plan.  The


11   purpose of rezoning is to work through these issues.  So


12   that's one example, I would say.


13                  Also, I would note that, you know, with


14   the other examples, you know, Circle Towers was just a


15   driveway through a new EQC.


16                  All of the disturbance examples for EQC


17   have been intrusions into new virgin land, not dealing


18   with circumstances where you have existing historically


19   disturbed land.


20                  And so -- but, never the less, the


21   standard has been is there a clear and net environmental


22   benefit and we believe with what we've talked about here,


23   even under that standard, we would be a clear and net
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 1   environmental benefit.


 2                  COMMISSIONER SARGEANT:  Another question.


 3   How do you account for VDOT's plan?  That's kind of a


 4   missing gap in terms of the overall strategy for the --


 5                  MR. VIANI:  If VDOT doesn't do anything,


 6   we're still good to go.  Our project -- we're okay by the


 7   floodplain to show that we can do what we need to do and


 8   be out of the floodplain and not impact people north of


 9   the floodplain.


10                  We don't impact people south of the


11   floodplain.  People south of Richmond Highway are


12   impacted by the changes to what's going to happen with


13   that culvert.


14                  You know, we look forward to working with


15   VDOT.  We think it's a really good program and we think


16   it's going to be healthy for the environment.


17                  We suspect, also, once you release that


18   kind of little bottleneck with the culvert, you know,


19   it's going to have a corresponding impact with a lot of


20   the floodplain where, you know, you see it, you know,


21   extending in the perimeters, notwithstanding the EQC and


22   the floodplain extend to the Sacramento Shopping Center.


23   As  Staff noted in some of the townhouses there, they
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 1   could provide an additional safety valve.


 2                  COMMISSIONER SARGEANT:  Do you anticipate


 3   timing of VDOT's efforts and your Applicant's efforts


 4   regarding the stream bed?


 5                  MR. VIANI:  We would love to do that.  I


 6   mean, this is a project that would have to go to rezoning


 7   and a site plan, and stuff like that.  We have previously


 8   reached out to VDOT and they have been doing their study.


 9                  We have had a meeting with Staff on this


10   thing and we agreed that the best way to do all of this


11   is work together and to find a way.


12                  If VDOT is going to be changing Dogue


13   Creek, anyway, as they come through, then that may


14   address some of the needs and then maybe some of the spin


15   for environmental cleanup can be better allocated


16   somewhere else.


17                  But, again, you kind of get -- as I talked


18   about, you know, it has be one win helps another win,


19   environment and plan planning.


20                  COMMISSIONER SARGEANT:  To date -- and


21   this is not the cutoff -- but have there been any


22   discussions about the property remaining as private open


23   space or a sale of that property to remain private open
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 1   space?


 2                  MR. VIANI:  There have been no --


 3                  COMMISSIONER SARGEANT:  Any offers?


 4                  MR. VIANI:  No one has made any offers to


 5   just buy it and keep it in private open space.


 6                  You know, right now, the property


 7   continues to sit secure, but it just basically erodes


 8   away and it contributes to the deleterious effect of


 9   Dogue Creek because there's no buffer, there's no


10   stormwater management.


11                  So even if you were to donate it, you'd


12   still have the burden of actually having to clean this


13   thing.  You've got to remove all of this impervious area,


14   you've got to put a robust buffering in there.  You still


15   have to make sure that coordinates with what's going on


16   with VDOT.


17                  You know, the question is who does that?


18   You know, is that something that -- is there a public


19   entity out there or is there a non-profit or a rich


20   uncle?  Probably not, you know.  There's been a lot of


21   folks that have looked at this site, you know.  And,


22   right now, Stanley Martin is looking to stay there.


23                  COMMISSIONER SARGEANT:  Okay, thank you.
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 1                  CHAIRMAN MURPHY:  Mr. Clarke, then Mr.


 2   Hart and Ms. Cortina.


 3                  COMMISSIONER CLARKE:  Thank you, Mr.


 4   Chairman.


 5                  Mr. Viani, you mentioned the Hybla Valley,


 6   LLC project.  Would you consider that a successful


 7   project and have the homeowners there experienced any


 8   environmental flooding issues or anything?


 9                  MR. VIANI:  I know a lot of folks.  My


10   daughter's soccer team is over there.  You know, it's one


11   of the nicer, newer projects there.  It was done in the


12   early-mid 2000s.


13                  Everybody there seems to really like it.


14   It's a really nice project.  And they love the fact,


15   frankly, they're close to the amenities, but they're also


16   right next to Huntley Meadows Park.  It's a real nice


17   site.


18                  COMMISSIONER CLARKE:  Thank you, sir.


19                  CHAIRMAN MURPHY:  Mr. Hart, Ms. Cortina


20   and Ms. Hurley.


21                  COMMISSIONER HART:  Thank you.


22                  Mr. Viani, if I understood your argument


23   and I think one of your slides said you have no new lots
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 1   or no new residential in the floodplain.


 2                  Is your argument that by filling in


 3   several acres of floodplain with several feet of fill and


 4   then building on top of that platform of fill, you're not


 5   in the floodplain for the purposes of what the policy


 6   prohibits now?


 7                  MR. VIANI:  Right.  That is exactly it.


 8   And you're talking about taking a --


 9                  COMMISSIONER HART:  If that's your


10   argument, can anybody with a worthless floodplain


11   throughout the county propose to fill it in, put


12   townhouses in it and say, well, we're out of the


13   floodplain because we've filled it in?


14                  MR. VIANI:  Actually, we do -- there's


15   LOMRs and CLOMRs, conditional letters of map revision and


16   final letters of map revision.  There's a lot of examples


17   where people do that for singled-off lots.


18                  There's examples where we've done that in


19   the past.  We do that for commercial projects.


20                  COMMISSIONER HART:  So that's a yes.


21                  MR. VIANI:  Yes.  And we do that for


22   commercial projects.  They all impact the waters and the


23   streams.  And I'm happy to provide you with those
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 1   examples, sir.


 2                  COMMISSIONER HART:  Okay.  Do you have any


 3   examples where the board of supervisors has replanned


 4   existing floodplain for a new development of townhouses


 5   that would be raised up several feet on fill?


 6                  MR. VIANI:  I think if you were to look at


 7   the Hybla Valley Properties, LLC, there is language in


 8   there in the environmental analysis that talks about we


 9   don't want to extend the floodplain up to where these


10   lots are because we don't need it, so let's keep the lots


11   the way they are.  And that, it seems to indicate that


12   they declined not to -- there's no example from there.


13   It's a 2001 status report -- Staff Report.


14                  But, you know, it looks -- when you read


15   that, and having read a copy, there is language where


16   they're declining to extend the floodplain up to where


17   the lots are because they don't want to have the


18   situation where they have lots in the floodplain.


19                  That fact, notwithstanding, there is one


20   lot that's kept in the floodplain.  But I think that's --


21   I agree with the Staff, that's a one-off.  But there is a


22   bank of houses north of Lindberg Lane in that development


23   where it says we decline to extend the floodplain
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 1   further.  We don't want to get ourselves in a situation


 2   where the floodplain is in lots.


 3                  COMMISSIONER HART:  I'll ask Staff about


 4   that offline, but, I guess, what I'm asking is subsequent


 5   to the Board's adoption of the policy where we said, no,


 6   no more, no more new residential in the floodplain,


 7   whether we -- it's a matter of semantics to say, well,


 8   we're not in the floodplain because we filled it in, and


 9   I don't understand that, but I think you need a special


10   exception to do that.


11                  I don't think there's any examples where


12   the Board has busted the policy --


13                  MR. VIANI:  You're correct.


14                  COMMISSIONER HART:  -- and that's what I'm


15   asking you.


16                  MR. VIANI:  You're correct, sir.  I can't


17   find --


18                  COMMISSIONER HART:  This would be the


19   first time.


20                  MR. VIANI:  We can't find an example of


21   that.  Where we do find an example, if you look at both


22   the Circle Towers case and there are plenty other cases


23   where you're impacting floodplain, you're filling in.
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 1                  COMMISSIONER HART:  With roads and we --


 2                  MR. VIANI:  Right.


 3                  COMMISSIONER HART:  -- tried to figure out


 4   what's extraordinary for that.


 5                  MR. VIANI:  Right.


 6                  COMMISSIONER HART:  If we allow it on


 7   Route 1 in an eyesore kind of site, a problem site,


 8   what's to stop anyone else throughout the county from


 9   coming in with a situation and say this property is just


10   as pathetic.  Please let us clean it up.  We'll


11   incentivize the redevelopment.  Let us build in the


12   floodplain.  How is this different?


13                  MR. VIANI:  I think every case has to


14   stand on its own merits.  And I understand that that


15   sounds like it may be a dodge, but the reality is is I


16   don't think you're going to find many, if any, cases that


17   meet this kind of circumstance.


18                  You know, the problem is the EQC -- if you


19   say the extraordinary circumstance is the reservoir and


20   the quarry, then there's a whole range of uses for which


21   there's no solution available.


22                  If you look at the Circle Towers case,


23   it's we just would like to have an extra driveway right
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 1   through, you know.  And that qualified an extraordinary


 2   circumstance.


 3                  Each case has to stand on its own merits.


 4   You know, we're not here because we just -- this is the


 5   first thing we chose.  We looked at a whole bunch of --


 6                  COMMISSIONER HART:  Well, the quarry and


 7   the reservoir is benefitting hundreds of thousands of


 8   people.


 9                  MR. VIANI:  Right.


10                  COMMISSIONER HART:  I mean, that's -- I


11   mean, I think that is extraordinary.


12                  MR. VIANI:  And I think that that was


13   absolutely the right decision, all right.


14                  And then I look at the Circle Tower case


15   and I say that was -- I have 660 units.  I want to bump


16   up another 121.  I want to add 18,000 square feet of more


17   retail and 30,000 more or office and wouldn't it be nice


18   to have a third point of access.  And that met the


19   standard for extraordinary.


20                  You know, if you look at the word


21   "extraordinary," is it out of the extra ordinary, out of


22   the ordinary?  You know, this is -- and maybe it's not


23   defined, what the standard is, but I think if you look at
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 1   what happened when we took this thing through the


 2   communities, you know, we had a massive turnout of HOAs


 3   in the area.


 4                  The community sees this as extraordinary.


 5   This is one of the worst, if not the worst, property on


 6   Richmond highway.  There really isn't a lot -- isn't a


 7   parallel to this, at least one that's in the streams and


 8   the floodplain.  There are a couple of parallels to this


 9   that are a little bit north.


10                  COMMISSIONER HART:  All right, I think


11   you've answered my question.  Thank you.


12                  CHAIRMAN MURPHY:  Ms. Cortina and then Ms.


13   Hurley.


14                  COMMISSIONER CORTINA:  Thank you, Mr.


15   Chairman.


16                  So in terms of the sequencing, you've said


17   that we should only look at the very first part and not


18   subsequent, that each part stands on its own and will


19   have to meet the criteria.


20                  But in order to answer the first question,


21   which is what could be redeveloped, rezoned and at what


22   density, you have to look downstream, if you pardon the


23   pun, to see, you know, well, what would the situation be.
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 1                  So when it comes to granting an RPA


 2   exception, there are required findings that are required


 3   by law to say that it -- for example, criteria number


 4   one, that it's the minimum necessary to afford relief.


 5                  Now, once we've done our rezoning, then


 6   you own something.  And in order to provide this minimum


 7   necessary to afford relief, then we have to consider this


 8   thing that you already own which is the newly rezoned at


 9   a higher density and say, well, no, we can't permit that.


10   And, in effect, it creates a situation that you are


11   taking away from what has been granted.


12                  And so I don't understand why we would put


13   ourselves in that position when the Staff has said this


14   extent is too much for this property.  Why we, as a


15   Board, would rezone it to something higher and then be in


16   the position in step two or three of an exception to say,


17   well, no, that's too high.


18                  So I have a problem with that.  I mean,


19   you have to be able to think forward.  So I don't think


20   it's going to meet the criteria for the minimum necessary


21   to afford relief.


22                  And then the other criteria, as well, is


23   the circumstances and conditions that are self-created
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 1   and self-imposed.


 2                  Currently, with the current owners owning


 3   this, they've owned it for a very long time and in its


 4   current configuration, they have options that they can


 5   do, you know, the C part of the property and they can do


 6   R-2, and that's what they're allowed to do.


 7                  When we rezone and grant them the


 8   opportunity to do more and then we say, well, we'll


 9   permit this configuration which is too extensive on the


10   property, the reason it's a problem is because it is


11   self-created at that point.  You have chosen to extend


12   the property and extend the footprint.


13                  And if you would choose another option in


14   the early phases, then we can begin to see a vision that


15   comes to a compromise.  But you're asking us to look at


16   the very beginning and grant all kinds of additional


17   opportunities without -- you know, looking, as I've said


18   before, without the opportunity to actually make


19   something that is a good compromise because, as it is


20   right now, I would not be in favor of this amendment at


21   all in its current situation.


22                  MR. VIANI:  May I respond?


23                  COMMISSIONER CORTINA:  Yes.
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 1                  MR. VIANI:  All right, all valid points.


 2   I guess what I'm saying is the issue before the Board


 3   right now is whether or not to permit -- within the range


 4   of possibilities permit a project that someone is going


 5   to have to propose and come forward and meet on its own


 6   merits.  And that's what the Comprehensive Plan Amendment


 7   allows.  It's just allowing the opportunity for the


 8   consideration of that discussion.


 9                  You're very right.  You may approve this


10   Comprehensive Plan Amendment that now allows a project to


11   be considered at a range of up to eight units per acre


12   provided it meets all of these other considerations, you


13   know, and then someone comes along and says I've got just


14   that thing and they start filing it and they go forward


15   with their RPA exception, they go forward with their


16   special exception for filling in and they go for the


17   rezoning.


18                  And halfway through that, either, (a),


19   they strike a deal that works with Staff and, hopefully,


20   gets approved or, "(b), you know, the Staff says we don't


21   like it for this reason, or we don't like it for this


22   reason or the Planning Commission says we don't like it


23   or the Board says we don't like it for this reason and
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 1   that applicant fails on its own.


 2                  And the only thing that's changed is


 3   you've now allowed within the toolbox of solutions for


 4   this site this as one option for people to consider.  You


 5   know, that's what we see.


 6                  CHAIRMAN MURPHY:  Ms. Hurley.


 7                  COMMISSIONER HURLEY:  Thank you, Mr.


 8   Chairman.


 9                  As you noted, the Board has tasked the


10   Staff and us on the Planning Commission to evaluate this.


11   I have a short question on the evaluation.


12                  Last Monday it rained a great deal.  I


13   think it was like 2.6 inches in less than an hour just up


14   the street over there at the airport.


15                  How much -- what did this property look


16   like after that?  You said on June 3rd, it was kind of


17   wet.  What happens there when it really, really rains?


18                  MR. VIANI:  I can tell you nothing


19   happened there.  I was -- I live about a mile from this


20   property.  I was actually home waiting for any flow.  And


21   I kept hearing from people in my office that, you know,


22   Arlington was getting nailed and we could see that there


23   was no rain flow down there.
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 1                  Without a doubt, I mean, the June 3rd flow


 2   -- rain was pivotal and I've got a lot more photos of


 3   that.  But, you know, I assume if we had another


 4   subsequent very heavy rain, it would perform about the


 5   way the June 3rd flowed, or if it was even worse, at some


 6   point it's going to exceed what was going on on June 3rd.


 7                  And, again, I'm not an engineer.  I'm just


 8   going out the door.  But you can see in that picture, it


 9   was just an inch below that culvert.  And what would it


10   have done?  It would have continued to back up, back up


11   and the roadway itself starts acting as the dam.


12                  All right, it's going to back up that and


13   it's going to start creeping a little bit into our


14   property.  But the next thing it will do it's just going


15   to overtop Richmond Highway and flow the way it


16   historically has flowed down Dogue Creek.


17                  COMMISSIONER HURLEY:  Thank you.


18                  CHAIRMAN MURPHY:  Mr. Ulfelder, and then


19   we're going to take a little break and then get back to


20   the public hearing.


21                  COMMISSIONER ULFELDER:  Mr. Viani, I'm


22   curious.  Knowing that this plan amendment or plan


23   evaluation raised a number of questions and concerns and
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 1   issues, particularly about the environmental impact of


 2   the Board Matter listing eight houses per acre, why


 3   wouldn't it make sense to wait until we went through this


 4   process -- this evaluation process and considered all of


 5   the issues, the environmental issues before we get into


 6   an actual rezoning and special exception process?


 7                  MR. VIANI:  I'm trying -- I'm sorry.  I'm


 8   being dense, sir.  Why did this project come after the


 9   Embark we're planning or --


10                  COMMISSIONER ULFELDER:  I thought it would


11   have made sense --


12                  MR. VIANI:  Right.


13                  COMMISSIONER ULFELDER:  -- based on all of


14   the thorns that this plan -- proposed plan amendment or


15   plan evaluation has, all the stickers on it, that it


16   would have made more sense to wait a bit, although I


17   understand that the rezoning application can help inform


18   Staff in connection with the evaluation.


19                  It's just -- it's curious to me that we're


20   going down the road with a plan amendment that does raise


21   all of these concerns and issues and I think that a lot


22   of them were obvious and apparent from the very


23   beginning.  And I think, perhaps, that's why the Board
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 1   Matter was worded the way that it was worded.


 2                  And it seems to me that the cart is coming


 3   up alongside the horse and I think that that's a concern.


 4                  MR. VIANI:  I think that's a fair comment.


 5   I think we filed that because we basically looked at the


 6   language in the Woodlawn Plan at 16 to 20 units per acre.


 7   You know, we also saw the comment with Staff -- you know,


 8   that Staff pointed out about 19 and 20 being open space.


 9                  If you read the language in the Woodlawn


10   language, it says 16 to 20 units bigger, then


11   consolidated with, you know, the properties fronting on


12   Richmond Highway.


13                  That's the way we thought we were going to


14   bargain.  As we got further and further into this and we


15   had more discussions with Staff, you know, we could see


16   their point and saying the solution was let's just go for


17   something that kind of clearly ties all three of the


18   parcels together, recognizes the changes that are


19   happening, both with VDOT, you know, and the


20   considerations for the EQC and do something that's kind


21   of specifically targeted for this property.


22                  My preference would, frankly, have been do


23   the rezoning and the other things all together with the
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 1   Comp. Plan Amendment, but that was not the way it works.


 2   So here we are.


 3                  COMMISSIONER ULFELDER:  Let me ask a


 4   question of Staff, Mr. Chairman.


 5                  Is this a site that could be utilized by


 6   other developers for mitigation in connection with


 7   projects that they may have where they need to do


 8   mitigation in connection with their impacts of their


 9   proposed development?


10                  MR. KAPLAN:  I don't know the answer to


11   that.


12                  COMMISSIONER ULFELDER:  Okay.


13                  CHAIRMAN MURPHY:  Okay, thank you very


14   much.  We'll have a ten-minute recess.


15                  MR. VIANI:  Thank you.


16                  (Whereupon, a recess was taken.)


17                  CHAIRMAN MURPHY:  Okay, we're back.  We


18   are beginning the public hearing on PA-2018-IV-MV2,


19   Comprehensive Plan Amendment 8800 Richmond Highway.


20                  This is a public hearing.  We have 11


21   listed speakers after which anyone who wishes to address


22   this application may do so with a three-minute time


23   limit.
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 1                  Let me go through our procedures.  If you


 2   represent a homeowners association or a civic


 3   association, you have ten minutes; if you are speaking on


 4   your own behalf, you have five minutes.


 5                  We'd ask you to please respect red.  When


 6   the red light comes on on the podium, we'd ask you to


 7   please conclude your testimony.


 8                  You're allowed to address the Commission


 9   one time unless called back to the podium by a member of


10   the Commission exercising his or her prerogative.


11                  And even though your name is called before


12   you testify, would you please identify yourself with your


13   full name and address for the record.


14                  I'm going to call several names.  I'd like


15   you to move down front.  It will expedite the process.


16   Judith Harbeck, John Thillmann, Karen Pohorylo and Peter


17   Sitnik.  Is anyone still here?  Okay.  Judith.


18                  MS. HARBECK:  Ready for me.


19                  CHAIRMAN MURPHY:  Okay, that's fine.


20                  And, also, if you have written testimony


21   you'd like to submit, please do so by submitting it to


22   Jacob sitting on my far right, your far left.


23                  Please, go ahead.
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 1                  MS. HARBECK:  Good evening.  I am Judy


 2   Harbeck speaking to you tonight on behalf of the Mt.


 3   Vernon Council of Citizens' Associations.  You've been


 4   provided with our resolution in support of the Applicant


 5   and some additional supporting material.


 6                  This resolution was the joint product of


 7   our planning and zoning committee and our environment and


 8   recreation committee.


 9                  The MVCCA has a long record of active


10   involvement in creating, amending and respecting the


11   Comprehensive Plan.  At the same time, we recognize the


12   Comprehensive Plan as advisory and a creation of the


13   people to be changed when needs change.


14                  Our community is, indeed, in the midst of


15   great changes as revitalization Embark and widening of


16   Richmond Highway changed the face of the district.


17                  Similarly, MVCCA has a long record of


18   support for efforts to improve, clean up and protect the


19   environment.  Still, we recognize there will always be


20   some tension between human needs and the natural world


21   and some need to find a balance between those.


22                  We've heard several presentations by Staff


23   on this property which we call 8800 and we know they've
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 1   devoted many hours of work to the project.  And while we


 2   respect their efforts, we strongly disagree with the


 3   Staff Report which denies support, we believe, based on


 4   an unduly inflexible and legalistic approach to this very


 5   unique property and unique situation and a failure to


 6   consider the project as a whole with effects on


 7   revitalization efforts, on environmental improvement and


 8   an overall community well-being.


 9                  We hope you will exercise your judgment


10   and discretion and look at the project as a totality and


11   come to a different conclusion from Staff.


12                  The comp. plan suggests 8800 should


13   continue as privately owned open space, but that has


14   never been, unless, perhaps, one considers a parking lot


15   with slab businesses as privately owned open space.


16                  And in community-specific areas of the


17   comp. plan, it was listed as desirable for residential


18   development as moderate density.


19                  The Richmond Highway Corridor has a high


20   concentration of subsidized and low-income housing.  We


21   desperately need new commercially-viable, higher-level


22   housing as a balance and to encourage redevelopment and


23   revitalization.  The comp. plan should not be an obstacle
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 1   to community efforts and, in fact, it encourages


 2   flexibility in revitalization areas.


 3                  As you've heard from several people,


 4   dating back at least 60 years, 8800 has been home to a


 5   variety of commercial enterprises.  For a long time, it


 6   was the site of the Penda (ph) House Trailer Sales,


 7   Rental and Storage, which is what I mostly remember it


 8   as.


 9                  A dilapidated welding shop, which


10   apparently used to be the amusement court -- the


11   amusement park's food court, and an old trailer are still


12   there.


13                  It's hard to get a full picture of the


14   property, though, from words on a page.  I personally


15   have lived near the property for 37 years and for all of


16   that time it has been an embarrassment, a blight and an


17   environmental disaster in every sense of the word.


18                  The Staff Report shows a relatively small


19   area of disturbance.  I have recently walked the property


20   and at least, in layman's terms, except for a few fairly


21   pristine acres at the very tip of the map triangle, the


22   entire project is disturbed, including areas shown as an


23   RPA, an EQC and/or a floodplain.
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 1                  What is not actually macadam is earth


 2   packed like concrete where only invasive weeds struggled


 3   to grow.  Chunks of actual concrete litter the property


 4   along with metal pieces, the remains of prior buildings


 5   and commercial activity and other refuse which washes


 6   into Dogue Creek in heavy rain.


 7                  The banks of Dogue Creek are eroded and


 8   support mostly only scrub invasives.  There are virtually


 9   no trees except at the very edges of the property to


10   block or absorb stormwater.


11                  The RPA currently does little, if


12   anything, to protect the creek because of the degradation


13   and disturbance.  It is anything but pristine.


14                  Similarly, the area along the creek tidal


15   and EQC certainly does not function as one.  The poor


16   quality of the bank area and the tight culvert under


17   Route 1 does not permit passage by animals or humans, but


18   does serve as a bottleneck choking the creek and causing


19   water to spread out and collect sediment and debris.


20                  The expected new Route 1 bridge, whatever


21   the final design, will remove this culvert and will be


22   higher and wider thus improving chances for a functional


23   EQC assuming there are repairs to the banks and surfaces
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 1   at 8800.


 2                  The practical size of the true floodplain


 3   and any actual chance of flooding should also be reduced,


 4   although the property, even as it is, did not flood in


 5   this spring's historic rains.


 6                  The fact that the RPA and current


 7   floodplain are involved is not something that MVCCA takes


 8   lightly.  In Mt. Vernon, we know about flooding.  We've


 9   looked very closely at projects requiring or proposing


10   substantial fill or encroachment into a functioning RPA;


11   however, many of our homes are actually in a floodplain


12   or an RPA, including mine, so we know that while the


13   designation is important, these precise delineations are


14   not written in stone.


15                  In this case, given the small numbers of


16   proposed residences which could be affected by the


17   current floodplain and the likelihood that the floodplain


18   will shrink and the resulting extremely low risk that any


19   flooding will actually occur, we are reassured.


20                  This is also not a case where a pristine


21   RPA will be affected.  The RPA at 8800 is as degraded and


22   disturbed as the rest of the property.


23                  Factors that we consider equally
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 1   important, but we believe are not given adequate


 2   attention in the Staff Report, include the environmental


 3   improvements which would be made by the developer.  These


 4   will reduce impervious surface, remove old macadam, as


 5   well as compacted soil, debris and invasives and restore


 6   substantial footage up to 50 to 75 feet of the RPA by


 7   planting native trees and vegetation.  Landscaping around


 8   the high-end townhouses planned also will be an


 9   environmental positive.


10                  The pristine triangle will be preserved


11   for community and, perhaps, public use and the EQC may


12   actually function as such with an improved RPA.  We


13   believe the plans for 8800 thus represent a clear net


14   environmental gain.


15                  Moreover, 8800 occupies a critical


16   location in county and community efforts to revitalize


17   the Route 1 Corridor.  It sits at the gateway to Mt.


18   Vernon, Woodlawn, Mason Neck, the Army Museum and many


19   other community and tourist attractions and it is next to


20   the Woodlawn CBC.


21                  What happens at 8800 and how the property


22   is perceived by the public and future developers can be a


23   positive or it can continue to be a detriment to the
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 1   redevelopment and the environment that it is now.


 2                  Thus, it's important to consider the


 3   likely outcomes if the plan is not amended and this


 4   project of high-end townhouses is stymied.


 5                  Much as we might like to see the land


 6   restored to be a natural space or a park is the height of


 7   wishful thinking to think that could happen.  No better


 8   purchaser has appeared in the many years 8800 has been on


 9   the market.  The county has declined to purchase it and


10   at one time, at least, refused even to accept the few


11   pristine acres in the triangle.


12                  In any event, the county has no funds to


13   purchase the property or to make improvements, just as


14   nothing has been done to the 17 or so acres of pristine


15   forest the owners previously donated on the other side of


16   Dogue Creek.


17                  The family which has owned the land for at


18   least 60 years and been part of our community is honest


19   about the fact that they do not have the resources to


20   simply hold the land and pay taxes without income from


21   the property.  The narrow front portion zoned C-8 would


22   have to be put to commercial use, again, and given the


23   site size as further narrowed by the new bridge, the
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 1   businesses which might be interested are limited and not


 2   likely to enhance the environment, the view scape or


 3   revitalization efforts.  Such development would be by


 4   right without any community control or input on the


 5   number and type of establishments.


 6                  And I assume even though part of it is


 7   zoned R-2, that could not be utilized either.  Based on


 8   the strict construction of the floodplain, no houses


 9   could be built there at all.  So we're relegated to this


10   little strip of C-8 for the owners.


11                  Environmentally, the degraded condition of


12   the land, the RPA, the EQC and the creek itself would


13   continue.  Neither the property owner, nor any


14   businesses, would have any obligation to make any of the


15   improvements the developer will make.


16                  Staff's inflexibility may result from the


17   fear of a flood -- no pun intended -- of like


18   applications.  We believe this fear is unfounded and not


19   a valid reason for failing to give due weight to unique


20   factors in this case and exercising the flexibility


21   called for in the comp. plan itself to judge the


22   application solely on its merits.


23                  This is a unique case or an extraordinary
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 1   case, or however you want to describe it.  This is an


 2   environmentally and commercially distressed property in a


 3   revitalization area seeking to be redeveloped in


 4   environmentally positive and commercially feasible ways


 5   with the support of surrounding communities.


 6                  In some ways, it's kind of a layer cake of


 7   regulation and policy overlays which are -- some of which


 8   are superficially contradictory.  You've got the


 9   Comprehensive Plan, the EQC, the RPA, the floodplain, the


10   Route 1 VDOT plans, Embark, CBCs, all these things.


11                  We ask the Planning Commission to cut


12   through these layers to the essence of the project.  It


13   will improve existing environmental problems.  It will


14   improve stormwater management and restore function to


15   RPAs and EQCs.  It is consistent with revitalization


16   efforts and will provide stimulus to other redevelopment


17   efforts.  It will be a positive addition and enhancement


18   to surrounding communities.


19                  Your approval would also demonstrate that


20   the county truly promotes revitalization, redevelopment


21   and the environment by exercising appropriate flexibility


22   according to the facts of the case striking a sensible


23   balance between human and natural world needs so that
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 1   both are met to the greatest possible extent.


 2                  Don't let the perfect be the enemy of the


 3   good.  We urge you to approve the application.  Thank


 4   you.


 5                  CHAIRMAN MURPHY:  Right on the mark even


 6   with a few ad-libs.  Thank you very much.


 7                  MS. HARBECK:  Thank you.


 8                  COMMISSIONER HART:  Mr. Chairman --


 9                  CHAIRMAN MURPHY:  Yes.


10                  COMMISSIONER HART:  -- may I ask Ms.


11   Harbeck a couple questions?


12                  CHAIRMAN MURPHY:  Ms. Harbeck?


13                  MS. HARBECK:  Sure.


14                  COMMISSIONER HART:  First, is Mt. Vernon


15   Council's June 27 resolution still operative?


16                  MS. HARBECK:  Yes.


17                  COMMISSIONER HART:  As I read that


18   resolution, and particularly bullets A, B and C, you were


19   suggesting you didn't like the wording of the Board


20   resolution that there should be more concentrated density


21   and flexible design with residential units not located in


22   the floodplain, there should be a wider buffer and the


23   buffer area should be increased, and some other things.
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 1   I didn't hear any of that tonight.


 2                  MS. HARBECK:  Well --


 3                  COMMISSIONER HART:  Was that superceded by


 4   something else?


 5                  MS. HARBECK:  No.  There are things that


 6   we want to see done to the property.  We're not


 7   necessarily saying that we won't have additional


 8   suggestions for the developer as things proceed.


 9                  But, right now, we're really only talking


10   about the plan amendment.


11                  COMMISSIONER HART:  Well, that's what I --


12   that's my question.


13                  You're the first -- and I'm not trying to


14   pick on you -- but we've gotten a number of letters in


15   support and all week long I've been thinking in support


16   of what.


17                  We don't have any text or we've got a


18   paragraph tonight, but I don't think -- I mean, it


19   doesn't sound like this -- that any of those things in


20   your bullets are incorporated directly into the paragraph


21   that we saw tonight.


22                  It also doesn't sound like you all had any


23   plan text either at the time that you voted.  Am I
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 1   missing something?


 2                  MS. HARBECK:  Well, our vote was to


 3   support the application that had been passed, the PA,


 4   whatever.


 5                  COMMISSIONER HART:  The rezoning


 6   application, rather than the plan amendment?


 7                  MS. HARBECK:  No, the plan amendment.  I


 8   don't have the number in front of me right now or I don't


 9   have it memorized, the PA 14 MV, whatever it is.


10                  COMMISSIONER HART:  Right, we have that --


11                  MS. HARBECK:  That was what --


12                  COMMISSIONER HART:  -- ma'am, and we --


13                  MS. HARBECK:  Yes.


14                  COMMISSIONER HART:  The Staff Report


15   doesn't have one word of plan text.  Staff's


16   recommendation was don't do it and we don't have -- we


17   didn't have until tonight a paragraph that would replace


18   or add to what's in the text now.


19                  I'm just trying to confirm for myself you


20   didn't have it either?


21                  MS. HARBECK:  Well, we didn't have it.  I


22   don't -- I'm not sure what paragraph you're speaking of.


23                  COMMISSIONER HART:  Not typed up.
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 1                  MS. HARBECK:  But our point was that we


 2   wanted the Comprehensive Plan to reflect that this


 3   property and the couple of other properties that are


 4   included in the Woodlawn area there would be appropriate


 5   for residential development at the eight units per acre,


 6   where, right now, it says it's planned to be privately


 7   owned open space, which basically means somebody has to


 8   buy it or donate it because --


 9                  COMMISSIONER HART:  Don't you still want


10   some text that would reflect, for example, the bullets


11   that you've got in your resolution?


12                  MS. HARBECK:  Well, I think a lot of those


13   are later.


14                  The Staff's Report, we think -- I should


15   have said this in my thing, I guess -- it went so much


16   into the environmental reasons for why to change the --


17   and the presentations that we had from the Staff, which


18   were many and detailed and telegraphed to us, that the


19   Staff intended to deny support for the application which


20   is probably why you started getting letters of support,


21   because it was known in our community the outcome of the


22   Staff Report, if not the actual language.


23                  So what we were trying to do was simply
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 1   list the things that we would like to see in any eventual


 2   project.


 3                  COMMISSIONER HART:  You're not backing


 4   away from these.  You would still -- if texts were ever


 5   written, you would like these things to go into the text?


 6                  MS. HARBECK:  Are you talking about the


 7   text of the Plan Amendment?


 8                  COMMISSIONER HART:  Yes, ma'am.


 9                  MS. HARBECK:  Well, someone else may need


10   to speak more specifically to that because I'm the co-


11   chair of the association.


12                  I'm here to talk about our resolution, but


13   I'm not quite -- I admit that I'm not quite sure what you


14   mean about we should have had language.


15                  I thought the language was that the area


16   would be appropriate for residential development to an


17   extent of eight dwellings per acre and that at some later


18   date when we're actually --


19                  COMMISSIONER HART:  Yeah, it would have to


20   say a lot more.


21                  MS. HARBECK:  -- talking about the project


22   for the special exception to zoning, then we would get


23   into all of these other things that needed to be included
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 1   like specific restoration things and all of the rest of


 2   that.


 3                  Now, it may be a matter of I'm not


 4   understanding your question or the process.  It could be


 5   either one.


 6                  COMMISSIONER HART:  All right, thank you.


 7                  CHAIRMAN MURPHY:  Okay, Mr. Migliaccio.


 8                  COMMISSIONER MIGLIACCIO:  Just on that


 9   point.


10                  I'm getting the feeling from the community


11   and all of the letters that we've gotten in tonight and


12   your testimony, Mr. Hart is correct.  Normally, we have


13   language that we vote on and I don't think the council


14   was privy to the language because we just got it tonight.


15                  But in concept, you want something done


16   here.  Everyone wants something done on this property.


17   And you're willing to take a look at residential, up to


18   eight units -- dwelling units per acre?


19                  MS. HARBECK:  Yes.


20                  COMMISSIONER MIGLIACCIO:  And then all of


21   the other caveats that were in your letter, you want to


22   work that into it where appropriate?


23                  MS. HARBECK:  That would be the things
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 1   that we would want to work further with the developer and


 2   Staff and -- as we proceed through the process and as the


 3   project becomes more clear because, you know, right now,


 4   it's a little bit of a moving object.  You know, it goes


 5   from there are changes not on a daily basis, but


 6   frequently.


 7                  So a lot of those things it's just sort of


 8   us trying to telegraph to the developer and to the Staff


 9   --


10                  COMMISSIONER MIGLIACCIO:  It's a little


11   murky right now.


12                  MS. HARBECK:  -- that these are some


13   things we want to see.


14                  COMMISSIONER MIGLIACCIO:  Okay, because


15   some of it may be appropriate for comp. plan language and


16   some of it may be appropriate during a rezoning.  So


17   we'll have to see as this moves forward.  Thank you.


18                  MS. HARBECK:  Are you saying that you


19   would like us to provide you with comp. plan language?


20                  COMMISSIONER MIGLIACCIO:  No.


21                  MS. HARBECK:  Okay.


22                  COMMISSIONER MIGLIACCIO:  We have


23   comprehensive plan language, but I don't think it's
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 1   what's going to be the end result.  We may have things


 2   tucked into it and some of it may be what you put in your


 3   letter from the Mt. Vernon Council.


 4                  MS. HARBECK:  Well, may I ask you what is


 5   this paragraph that you have gotten?  Who was that from?


 6   You say you have a --


 7                  COMMISSIONER MIGLIACCIO:  I think your


 8   Planning Commissioner may be able to speak to that.


 9                  COMMISSIONER SARGEANT:  We received -- if


10   I could interrupt, Mr. Chairman.


11                  We received some suggested draft text for


12   amendment tonight from Mr. Viani.  Absent what we did not


13   have in the plan -- in the Staff Report, and that got to


14   some of the questions about the assignment by the Board


15   to evaluate a plan amendment versus actually looking at a


16   plan text.


17                  MS. HARBECK:  Oh, okay.


18                  COMMISSIONER SARGEANT:  So that brought, I


19   think -- and correct me if I'm wrong, gentlemen --


20   Commissioner Hart to the point of looking at the Mt.


21   Vernon Council resolution which includes some additional


22   points beyond support for the general application that


23   include, you know, A, B, C, D, you know, and motions that
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 1   say a plan amendment should consider more concentrated


 2   density and flexible design that could result in the


 3   residential units not being located in the floodplain


 4   while maintaining economic viability of the project.


 5                  So there's a little confusion as to what


 6   it is specifically the Mt. Vernon Council was requesting


 7   or recommending.


 8                  MS. HARBECK:  Well, we want -- you know, I


 9   think it's fair to say that what we want, first of all,


10   is the -- maybe the appropriate word is "striking"


11   language.  I don't know.


12                  But to say this should be -- continue as


13   privately owned open space is absurd.  I mean, I don't


14   know how it got in there in the first place and why we --


15   maybe we missed the boat not acting on it at some point,


16   although we have on many occasions in the past asked for


17   that to be changed and to have it been made appropriate


18   for residential use.


19                  So, initially, that is what we wanted.  I


20   think, as I said, the rest of these things -- you know,


21   we are environmentally sensitive.  We're concerned about


22   it.  We -- you know, we value Dogue Creek and we value


23   the idea of restoring a lot of these environmental things
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 1   that have gone by the road that people didn't think about


 2   in the '50s or the '60s or the '70s.  We're in favor of


 3   that.


 4                  And so we just wanted to telegraph, I


 5   think, as I said, to everyone concerned that we are not


 6   necessarily giving a blanket approval to this project or


 7   any project, because there's a lot of things and


 8   questions that we have and things we want to see


 9   eventually.


10                  But at the moment, we need to have that


11   plan amendment thing taken out and have something in


12   there that let's us go one step further into the project


13   and the process.


14                  As Mr. Viani said, I guess, we can see


15   from this project that it probably would be totally


16   unwieldy to try to do the plan amendment, zoning and the


17   special exception all at once.  So we can see that would


18   be very unwieldy, but -- so it is a step-by-step process.


19   Today, it's the plan amendment.  Later, we'll have


20   another resolution, I'm sure, that we'll pick apart the


21   next Staff Report or project, you know, or maybe approve


22   it.


23                  CHAIRMAN MURPHY:  I think you mean
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 1   articulate; right?


 2                  MS. HARBECK:  Sorry, what?


 3                  CHAIRMAN MURPHY:  Okay.  Thank you very


 4   much.  John Thillmann, Karen Pohorylo, Peter Sitnik,


 5   Elizabeth Martin.  Pohorylo?  I'm sorry.  I'm murdering


 6   your name.


 7                  MR. THILLMANN:  Mr. Chairman and Members


 8   of the Commission, my name is John Thillmann.


 9                  CHAIRMAN MURPHY:  Okay, I --


10                  MR. THILLMANN:  Pohorylo.


11                  CHAIRMAN MURPHY:  Pohorylo, okay.


12                  MR. THILLMANN:  Mr. Chairman and Members


13   of the Commission, my name is John Thillmann and as a


14   former member of this Planning Commission, it is a


15   pleasure and privilege for me to be here in front of you


16   this evening.  And I'm speaking in support of a plan


17   amendment for up to eight units to the acre on this site.


18                  I spent the better part of the last 15


19   years working for revitalization or redevelopment of the


20   older and needy areas of Fairfax County.  As a member of


21   the Southeast Fairfax Development Corporation for 12


22   years, as vice president, as a member of the Fairfax


23   County Economic Advisory Commission chaired by John
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 1   Foust, as the chair of the Seven Corners Land Use


 2   Transportation Task Force focusing on revitalization in


 3   the Seven Corners area, so I'm really surprised and


 4   shocked that the DPZ staff blithely ignored the


 5   revitalization/redevelopment language in the comp. plan


 6   as they discuss the Comp. Plan Amendment on this site.


 7   And I'm glad to see that Joanne Fiebe earlier spoke as


 8   member of the revitalization/redevelopment staff


 9   indicating support of a Comp. Plan Amendment for


10   development of this site.


11                  Okay, well, that's not why I'm here to


12   speak.  I'm here to speak because -- and this pains me


13   because I've been on the Staff side of this for 40 years.


14   This is the first time I've broken ranks with the Staff,


15   and I feel passionate about why I'm breaking ranks with


16   the Staff tonight.


17                  I'm a consultant to the property owners in


18   Landmark Atlantic because this Staff Report almost


19   completely focused on environmental issues.  I'll also


20   focus my comments on that issue.


21                  First, I'd like to establish my background


22   and establish my standing for my remarks.


23                  In the 1970s, I was the Chief of
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 1   Environment and Technical Services in the Planning


 2   Office.  My staff and I developed the county policies for


 3   environment and we included the EQC concept in the


 4   system.  We designed the EQC system.


 5                  I left Fairfax County for the EPA and the


 6   Board of Supervisors appointed me to the Fairfax County


 7   Environmental Quality Advisory Commission.  I served two


 8   terms on that commission as vice chairman and chairman.


 9                  Thereafter, the Board of Supervisors


10   appointed me to the Planning Commission where my day job


11   was at the USEPA headquarters in Washington, D.C. where I


12   served with John Ulfelder who was on the administrator


13   staff and I was on the deputy administrator staff.


14                  My job there was chief of program planning


15   in the Office of Policy Planning and Evaluation with a


16   major focus on surface- and groundwater-related project


17   and issues.  I was actually loaned to the Office of Water


18   for almost a year to work on national groundwater policy


19   and also surface water contamination.


20                  CHAIRMAN MURPHY:  Excuse me.  We can --


21   John.


22                  MR. THILLMANN:  There I played a strong


23   part in the Office of Water --
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 1                  CHAIRMAN MURPHY:  We'll stipulate to your


 2   credentials.  If we could get to the point now because


 3   you only have five minutes and we want to hear what you


 4   have to say about the plan amendment.


 5                  MR. THILLMANN:  What?


 6                  CHAIRMAN MURPHY:  Okay, five minutes.


 7                  MR. THILLMANN:  Yeah, yeah.


 8                  CHAIRMAN MURPHY:  Okay.  So --


 9                  MR. THILLMANN  Yeah, I'm getting there.


10   I'm getting there.


11                  CHAIRMAN MURPHY:  Okay, all right.


12                  MR. THILLMANN:  Now, do I get my time back


13   that you just --


14                  CHAIRMAN MURPHY:  Yes, I'll give you three


15   more seconds.


16                  MR. THILLMANN:  Come on, Peter.  I need


17   those 14 seconds.


18                  There I played a strong role in the Office


19   of Water, including working on the first estuarine


20   project at the Chesapeake Bay Program and it was a


21   successful program, worked with Virginia and Governor


22   Baliles invited me to the signing ceremony at Fort


23   Monroe.  So I get what goes on in the RPA and I get what
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 1   goes on in Chesapeake Bay.


 2                  After that, Governor Wilder appointed me


 3   to the Chesapeake Bay Science Advisory Board for two


 4   terms where I worked with all of the scientists in the


 5   Bay and my focus was urbanization and I worked on acid


 6   deposition to the Bay program.


 7                  So in that role I spent time working on


 8   land use and urbanization issues and the STAC had never


 9   focused on those before.


10                  In graduate school, I did my master's


11   thesis on nonpoint sources of water pollution in a two-


12   way program, and I got that interest from working with


13   Tom Grizzard on the Occoquan policy in Fairfax County


14   which designed and developed the first VNPs in Fairfax


15   County, which are now statewide, and I assisted in that


16   effort.  So I get environmental stuff; I get EQCs; I get


17   RPAs.


18                  And that said, with my background, let me


19   say the site designations and EQC and an RPA over the


20   entire site is chimera.  It is the same as Alice in


21   Wonderland listening to the Mad Hatter call a mushroom a


22   golden crown.  Calling something what it is and it's not,


23   doesn't make it so.
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 1                  The property is developed, has been for 53


 2   years and it should be evaluated in light of that


 3   condition.  As such, the proposal by the Applicant is


 4   better viewed as site remediation, rather than


 5   disturbance.


 6                  The property has an operating business and


 7   they have no plans to return site to private open space.


 8   The Staff has admitted privately there are no funds to


 9   condemn the property and turn it into open space.


10                  Absent private solution, the result will


11   be a status quo and continuation of nonpoint source water


12   pollution.


13                  The owner has paid the commercial tax rate


14   on this property for 53 years, so what is the incentive


15   to now give it up as private open space?  There isn't


16   any.


17                  Furthermore, the owner has no eleemosynary


18   incentive to relinquish an operating business.  This then


19   leaves us only with a private solution to the issues


20   identified and which is the subject of this plan


21   amendment.


22                  The designated EQC currently functions as


23   a nonpoint source of water pollution, not as an
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 1   environmental factor and has never been a functioning EQC


 2   or later on never been a functioning RPA.  In my world,


 3   environmental cleanup delayed is environmental cleanup


 4   denied.


 5                  And as this instance, the Staff is


 6   blithely recommending that it not be cleaned up at all,


 7   leave it like it is.  That's what I heard at various


 8   meetings.  However, this shows the unreality of the DPC


 9   environmental staff.  And one of them proposed a hotel


10   parking lot be placed on the C-8 portion of the site,


11   even showing a layout.


12                  Now, this is in light of the fact that


13   they don't want any more imperviousness.  And it's an EQC


14   and it's an RPA and it's a floodplain.  Really, what


15   nonsense.


16                  The private solution, this proposal has no


17   floodplain impacts.  Portions of the site are now out of


18   the floodplain and engineering studies prove it.


19                  CHAIRMAN MURPHY:  Okay.


20                  MR. THILLMANN:  This project --


21                  CHAIRMAN MURPHY:  That's more than 14


22   seconds.


23                  MR. THILLMANN:  Just three more things.
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 1   This project protects the portion of the site that is in


 2   wetlands.


 3                  We will restore the Corps of Engineers


 4   wetlands portion of the site.  We protect and enhance


 5   habitat quality.  It provides connectivity with a real


 6   functioning EQC.  The proposal provides stream buffering


 7   and a minimum of 50 feet vegetative buffer.


 8                  The site is a classic nonpoint source of


 9   water pollution and needs to be fixed.  There's a 46- and


10   48-percent reduction of imperviousness and stormwater.


11                  And I know, Peter, you're driving -- I'm


12   driving you crazy.


13                  CHAIRMAN MURPHY:  Thank you.  You are.


14                  MR. THILLMANN:  In conclusion --


15                  CHAIRMAN MURPHY:  I'll stipulate to that,


16   too.


17                  MR. THILLMANN:  In conclusion, the project


18   will be transformative for better land uses and creates a


19   stronger neighborhood in this part of the Richmond


20   Highway Corridor, is the embodiment of what


21   redevelopment, revitalization and restoration is all


22   about.  It is transformative.


23                  The community has spoken with an MVCCA
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 1   resolution.  The project is environmentally sound


 2   restorative in an area in need of it.


 3                  I strongly support the Comp. Plan


 4   Amendment to eight units to the acre on this site for


 5   townhomes and also ask that you support the plan


 6   amendment.  Thank you very much.  Now, I'll be quiet.


 7                  CHAIRMAN MURPHY:  Karen, your turn.  This


 8   is an example of how not to testify before the Planning


 9   Commission from a former Planning Commissioner.


10                  (General laughter.)


11                  MS. POHORYLO:  Well, Mr. Chairman, we're


12   good because my resume is much shorter.


13                  CHAIRMAN MURPHY:  Go ahead.  Just tell me


14   how to pronounce your name.


15                  MS. POHORYLO:  Yes.  For the record, my


16   name is Karen Pohorylo and I will spell that.  It's P-O-


17   H-O-R-Y-L-O.  And I am president of the Engleside Civil


18   Association, which is, approximately, less than a half a


19   mile -- less than a quarter of a mile away from 8800.


20                  So good evening, Mr. Chairman and Planning


21   Commissioners.  Thank you for this opportunity to speak


22   on behalf of Engleside Civic Association in support of


23   this crucial plan amendment for the southwest side of
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 1   Richmond Highway.


 2                  I already gave you my name and that I am


 3   currently the President of Engleside Civic Association,


 4   which includes the Woodlawn, Gillingham, Timothy Park and


 5   Rosemont communities.  We are comprised of,


 6   approximately, 175 homes and counting.


 7                  I am also the assistant to the Mt. Vernon


 8   Council of Citizens' Association that I'll refer to as


 9   the MVCCA Planning and Zoning Committee.


10                  Formerly, I have served on the Southeast


11   Fairfax Development Corporation, I'll refer to as the


12   SFDC, and Fairfax Federation.  I was also the MVCCA


13   Planning and Zoning Chair and I also served on a


14   subcommittee within the MVCCA to change its bylaws and


15   create a policy and procedural manual.


16                  My passion for my community, the Mt.


17   Vernon District, and the revitalization of Richmond


18   Highway runs deep.  My home in the Engleside community


19   was built by my grandfather in 1939 when Richmond Highway


20   was a gravel road and my street, Highland Lane, was a


21   dirt road and the current Wells Fargo Bank and the


22   Woodlawn Shopping Center was a farm.  I was born and


23   raised in this home and inherited it after the passing of
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 1   my grandmother in 1994.


 2                  So as I saw over the years, I witnessed


 3   the deterioration of Richmond Highway and felt the


 4   uncontrollable need to become involved first becoming


 5   president of my civic association and joining the MVCCA


 6   and eventually becoming the secretary of the SFDC board,


 7   among others.


 8                  As I moved along, it was clear to me my


 9   interest was in land use and the revitalization of


10   Richmond Highway.  I gained an immense amount of


11   knowledge on bad development, good development, great


12   development and also no development.


13                  I kept my community involved and informed


14   as projects started happening mostly on the northern end


15   and the same question kept coming up again and again, at


16   which time I had no answer to: When are we going to see


17   quality development on the south end, particularly the


18   southwest end?


19                  I am honored today to stand before this


20   Commission on behalf of Engleside armed with supporting


21   letters from the surrounding communities of 8800m as is


22   Engleside, as I had said earlier less than a half a mile


23   away, to say status quo is not good enough anymore on the
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 1   southwest end of Richmond Highway, and revitalization


 2   needs to start now on this section of Richmond Highway.


 3                  This plan amendment being considered


 4   tonight started back in 2014 when I was actually the


 5   Chair of the MVCCA Planning and Zoning Committee.  A


 6   resolution was written and approved by the MVCCA general


 7   counsel to add a, quote, "residential option," unquote,


 8   to the plan language for the subunits A-1, A-2, A-3 and


 9   suburban neighborhood parcels 1 and 3, which include the


10   property at 8800 Richmond Highway.


11                  Followed by the resolution, two letters


12   from the MVCCA were written to Staff to follow up on this


13   resolution.  It was stated by Staff at the time to wait


14   until a development proposal came along as they were very


15   busy with other projects at the time.  And in the


16   fairness for Staff, I believe this is when the Embark


17   process was beginning.


18                  On October 8th, 2014, Supervisor Hyland


19   did a Board Matter to authorize this plan amendment based


20   on two land studies done by the Urban Land Institute in


21   2012 and Virginia Tech in 2010 that examined the Woodlawn


22   CBC and recommended mixed-use development, community-


23   serving retail and residential uses.
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 1                  Then on March 6th, 2018, Supervisor Storck


 2   did a Board Matter at which time there was a development


 3   proposal, the current one we are hearing this evening for


 4   8800, asking Staff for concurrent processing of the plan


 5   amendment PA 2018-IV-MV2 and rezoning RZ 2016-MV-018, as


 6   consistent with Board policy in revitalization districts


 7   and to be done so in an expedited manner.


 8                  Another resolution, as you heard from our


 9   co-chair, was written from the co-chair of the MVCCA,


10   Judy Harbeck, last month, yet again, supporting this


11   Comp. Plan Amendment, and, yet, here we are today.


12                  The vision of my community was to be


13   proactive before a development proposal was put forth,


14   instead of reactive.


15                  Before I go further, I want to say that in


16   my first year as the MVCCA Planning and Zoning Chair,


17   Staff was more than helpful offering guidance and


18   explanations when I needed them.


19                  They were also a huge part of the MVCCA


20   Charrettes that were held in 2009, which consisted of


21   hundreds of residents of the Mt. Vernon District and came


22   up with a large amount of comp. plan amendments with the


23   assistance of Staff on site.  I would like to thank them
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 1   for all of their help and time.


 2                  And it was here that I learned the


 3   comprehensive plan is simply a guide and can be changed


 4   and should be changed at anytime by the citizens as need


 5   be as times change.


 6                  Having said that, my community believes


 7   that the Staff is out of touch with the citizens


 8   regarding this plan amendment and certainly so with the


 9   property, with what the property is and looks like at


10   8800 Richmond Highway.  Just because something is written


11   does not make it so.


12                  I was very disheartened after reading the


13   Staff Report.  It was almost entirely about the


14   environmental issues on the 8800 property which I felt


15   needed to be done with the special exception and the


16   rezoning required for this proposal.


17                  While this is a hearing on a plan


18   amendment, not just for this site, but others as stated,


19   because of the Staff Report and the interest of


20   everyone's time this evening, it would be beneficial for


21   my community that I just touch on some of the net


22   environmental benefits proposed by the developer.  And


23   some of the people that already spoke stole my thunder on
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 1   this, so I'll go over it very quickly.


 2                  Restoration of the wetlands: Stormwater


 3   management facilities not currently present on the site,


 4   a vegetative buffer between the units and water features


 5   which require substantial plantings of grasses and native


 6   species and removal of invasive species, this is what an


 7   RPA is supposed to be that the site currently does not


 8   have.


 9                  Dedication of land to the park authority:


10   17 acres has already been dedicated years ago.  There is


11   much more, but this is a plan amendment hearing and I am


12   confident this will be touched on again by other experts


13   here tonight, as it already has, in reply to the Staff


14   Report.


15                  Furthermore, the Staff Report is missing


16   any reference to Supervisor Hyland's Board Matter in


17   2014.  It is also missing reference to the comprehensive


18   plan MVA-Woodlawn Community Planning Sector, Area 4, page


19   107, Paragraph 1 which reads: "With the exception of


20   those properties, fronting on Richmond Highway remaining


21   vacant lots in the area between Sacramento Drive and Old


22   Mill Road are planned for residential use of 16 to 20


23   dwelling units per acre.
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 1                  "Substantial consolidations of parcels


 2   within the area is encouraged and should include


 3   properties fronting on Richmond Highway to achieve a plan


 4   development."


 5                  In addition, this area is a county-


 6   designated revitalization area.  And I was also happy to


 7   see representation from the Office of Community


 8   Revitalization here this evening, but when I wrote my


 9   testimony, that was not the case.


10                  It was disturbing to me that the Staff


11   Report did not contain any comments from the Office of


12   Community Revitalization nor reference.


13                  These three misses are of great concern to


14   myself, my community and the surrounding communities of


15   the 8800 property.


16                  In conclusion, I would like to quote


17   Supervisor Hyland from the 2014 Board Matter: "The


18   Woodlawn CBC is the new crossroads where history meets


19   opportunities."


20                  My community could not agree more.  8800


21   is a new opportunity and the proposed development is a


22   great development and it combines much needed


23   environmental mitigation with market rate townhomes that
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 1   is so desperately needed in the southwest area of


 2   Richmond Highway.


 3                  We see this project as transformative to


 4   the area and will be the start of the revitalization of


 5   the Woodlawn CBC.


 6                  Let's get this long-awaited and supported


 7   Comp. Plan Amendment done so we can just move forward.


 8                  Thank you, Mr. Chairman and Commissioners,


 9   for your time and attention.


10                  CHAIRMAN MURPHY:  Thank you very much.


11                  Peter Sitnik, Elizabeth Martin.  Is


12   Elizabeth Martin here?  Okay, thank you.


13                  MR. SITNIK:  Excuse me, I'm slow-moving.


14                  CHAIRMAN MURPHY:  That's okay.


15                  MR. SITNIK:  Good evening, Chairman


16   Murphy, Members of the Planning Commission.  My name is


17   Peter Sitnik.  I am a 66-year resident of Fairfax County


18   and I live and own a home at 4909 Godfrey Avenue in


19   Alexandria, Virginia.


20                  I thank Chairman Murphy and thank the


21   Commissioners for giving me this opportunity to tell you


22   why I support this simple plan amendment.


23                  My home is less than one mile from 8800
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 1   Richmond Highway, the subject of this simple plan


 2   amendment, and I and my two siblings also own 8800


 3   Richmond Highway.


 4                  In the early -- a little history.  In the


 5   early 1950s, my parents acquired about 35 acres of land


 6   that included the approximate eight acres which we now


 7   refer to as 8800 Richmond Highway.


 8                  These eight acres are comprised of three


 9   smaller parcels, as you have heard tonight.


10                  The first Fairfax County approved business


11   that my parents had on the original 35 acres -- and


12   frankly, extended over nearly all of the 35 acres -- was


13   the Fairfax County's first amusement park.  It featured,


14   among other, all of the normal rides and attractions and


15   popcorn, and such, a real steam locomotive, a coal car


16   with a tender, six open-sided passenger cars and a mile


17   of track and two Dogue Creek crossings, all right.


18                  From that time on, there was always at


19   least one business in operation on this site.  My dad


20   died in October 1987, but before he died, he started the


21   process of donating 17 acres of land to Fairfax County,


22   which you've heard in part.


23                  My mother, though, had to finish that job.
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 1   She gave that land to Fairfax.  It's a park and you know


 2   that.


 3                  After my mother's death, my two siblings


 4   and I inherited the property in August of 2010.  We three


 5   siblings continue to manage the property just as my


 6   parents had and, like them, we strive to improve this


 7   depressed property or sell it.


 8                  At this time with your help, and that of


 9   all of our neighbors that have testified, we hope that we


10   can not only improve it, but also sell it at the same


11   time.


12                  The property is in a revitalization area.


13   But the county staff really doesn't talk about it much,


14   but even though OCR -- I'm so glad they testified here


15   tonight -- they didn't mention it in their report.


16                  I believe that this is a game changer for


17   this part of the county.  It will fix the site, the


18   surrounding parcels.  The whole Woodlawn area will


19   benefit.


20                  As is -- of course, you've heard this


21   before.  The property has no stormwater management and we


22   don't have to put it there.  It would be nice, but,


23   frankly, our problem is we can't do that.   The
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 1   stormwater management runoff and pollution controls was


 2   left out of Fairfax County's Staff Report, as you already


 3   know.


 4                  Now, community support for this amendment


 5   and townhome development is very strong.  As a matter of


 6   fact, when the county Staff presented the report to the


 7   Mt. Vernon Council of Citizens' Association, it was a


 8   planning and zoning and transportation meeting combined,


 9   and some others that were with us, also, they were asked


10   if the county felt that the present conditions were


11   better than having it developed.


12                  All right, Marianne Gardner said, "Yes, we


13   do," and I believe their environmental -- I don't


14   remember his name -- but said the same thing.


15                  And one of the citizens in this room --


16   well, actually, the whole room kind of exploded and


17   challenged that statement.


18                  When asked, also, if any -- Marianne at


19   the time if she had stepped her foot on this property


20   ever, the answer was no.  All right, the room was


21   shocked, quite frankly.  Until you walk this property,


22   you can't really understand it.


23                  The Staff Report also does not say that
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 1   there shouldn't be development.  You've heard maybe a


 2   hotel, maybe this.  Well, they want anything else but


 3   this project.


 4                  Well, this is the only buyer that this


 5   family in 60-some years has ever had that spent the time


 6   and money to get this far into the process and where the


 7   developer agrees to clean it up and make it better.


 8                  This property has been going through the


 9   Fairfax County Comprehensive Plan Amendment and Land Use


10   Application now for four years.  Developments and


11   revitalization areas are supposed to be expedited.  Staff


12   has not seen fit to expedite, nor have they really given


13   credit for the environmental improvements that the


14   developer is willing to do.


15                  The 1984 Comprehensive Plan designated all


16   eight acres one hundred percent as private open space.


17   Research has shown that while some portions of the land


18   elsewhere in Fairfax County has been designated open


19   space, Richmond Highway is the only land ever completely


20   designated private open space.  In essence, this is a


21   taking of our property.


22                  The developer is offering to donate three


23   of the eight acres to the Fairfax County Park as open
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 1   space.  During the previous mentioned meeting, one of our


 2   citizens asked if Fairfax County was interested in buying


 3   it and their answer was no, not interested.  And if we


 4   were, we don't have the money.


 5                  So I'm trying to hurry up.  This townhouse


 6   development would undue the taking and allow us through


 7   the developer to clean up the site and to sell it.  And,


 8   frankly, all you have in front of you tonight is the


 9   simple plan amendment.


10                  We deeply thank all of our neighbors for


11   the solid support and urge you and the Planning


12   Commission to approve this simple plan amendment tonight.


13                  And thank you for your time and


14   consideration.  I'd be happy to answer any questions.


15                  CHAIRMAN MURPHY:  Mr. Migliaccio.


16                  COMMISSIONER MIGLIACCIO:  Thank you, Mr.


17   Chairman.


18                  This property that you own has been


19   described by Mr. Viani and others as, essentially, an


20   environmental disaster and is a blight in the community.


21   Everyone wants it taken care of.


22                  MR. SITNIK:  Yes.


23                  COMMISSIONER MIGLIACCIO:  In your
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 1   testimony, written testimony, you state that you strive


 2   to improve the depressed condition and you have.


 3                  What have you done on site to improve


 4   Dogue Creek and the environmental disaster that's on site


 5   now?


 6                  MR. SITNIK:  Quite frankly, there's not


 7   much we can do in the present condition.  Our family


 8   doesn't really have the financial resources to really


 9   improve it.


10                  We did have some income coming in through


11   rentals on the site which had sustained us through the


12   years, but never -- the profit margin and all, we were


13   always so tight that we didn't have money to reinvest.


14   We would like to have, but we didn't have it.


15                  And now, frankly, we did an appeal with


16   the -- and we lost our appeal and now we have absolutely


17   no income, so it's tough.  But we would love to -- we see


18   this as -- with this redevelopment as a chance to really


19   do what we want to do.


20                  Mom and Dad wanted it cleaned up and we


21   definitely do, and the community, too.


22                  COMMISSIONER MIGLIACCIO:  Okay, thank you.


23                  CHAIRMAN MURPHY:  Thank you very much.
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 1   Mr. Clarke.


 2                  MR. SITNIK:  Thank you.


 3                  CHAIRMAN MURPHY:  Yes.


 4                  COMMISSIONER CLARKE:  Thank you, Mr.


 5   Sitnik, for your testimony tonight and great to see you


 6   tonight and hope your leg feel better.


 7                  MR. SITNIK:  Thank you, sir.


 8                  COMMISSIONER CLARKE:  And I want to


 9   apologize for all of the negative comments about your


10   property that you hear and I know you're getting tired of


11   that.


12                  MR. SITNIK:  Unfortunately, they're


13   justified.


14                  (General laughter.)


15                  COMMISSIONER CLARKE:  You indicated that


16   your family donated X-amount of acres to the Park


17   Authority, to the county?


18                  MR. SITNIK:  Roughly, 17 acres.


19                  COMMISSIONER CLARKE:  And what has been


20   done with that property that was donated to the county?


21                  MR. SITNIK:  It's been named a park, but


22   beyond that, I have never seen, you know, walkways or


23   anything done with it.
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 1                  COMMISSIONER CLARKE:  No trails or


 2   anything like that?


 3                  MR. SITNIK:  No.  But it is -- other than,


 4   excuse me, the homeless folks that trash it nowadays, it


 5   is pristine, so it's wonderful.


 6                  And there's, roughly, three more acres of


 7   this eight that we're talking about as basically


 8   pristine.  And I know the developer has offered to donate


 9   that, also.  So --


10                  COMMISSIONER CLARKE:  You would donate it,


11   okay.  All right, thank you, sir.


12                  MR. SITNIK:  Thank you.


13                  CHAIRMAN MURPHY:  Thank you very much.


14   Oh, yes, Ms. Hurley.  I'm sorry.


15                  COMMISSIONER HURLEY:  A quick question for


16   Staff.


17                  Has the Park Authority expressed interest


18   in accepting the additional three acres or not?  I've


19   heard both, I think.


20                  MS. GARCIA:  That offer is part of the


21   rezoning application and I'm not aware of the current


22   status of it --


23                  COMMISSIONER GARCIA:  Either way, okay.
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 1                  MS. GARDNER:  -- the Park Authority's


 2   acceptance.


 3                  COMMISSIONER HURLEY:  Thank you.


 4                  CHAIRMAN MURPHY:  Thank you very much.


 5                  MR. SITNIK:  Thank you.  And thank you all


 6   very much.


 7                  CHAIRMAN MURPHY:  Elizabeth Martin.  And


 8   the next listed speaker is Earl Flanagan and I know he


 9   was not able to make it tonight, but I have a feeling


10   he's watching on TV.  I can feel him right through the TV


11   set right here in front of me.


12                  MR. CAPORALETTI:  I think they have


13   someone who might be reading his testimony.


14                  CHAIRMAN MURPHY:  And followed by Gerry


15   Hyland and I don't think Gerry is here either.  He's


16   here?


17                  MR. CAPORALETTI:  No.  There's someone to


18   read his testimony.


19                  CHAIRMAN MURPHY:  I got it.  Okay, thank


20   you.  Yes, ma'am.


21                  MS. MARTIN:  Hi.


22                  CHAIRMAN MURPHY:  Hi.


23                  MS. MARTIN:  Thank you for the opportunity
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 1   to speak.  I'm Betsy Martin and my address is 8707


 2   Stockton Parkway.  I'm in the Mt. Vernon District and I'm


 3   president of the Friends of Little Hunting Creek.


 4                  And I'm here to oppose the plan amendment


 5   because it is inconsistent with the comp. policy plan,


 6   policy guidance and the Embark Plan Amendment and it


 7   would set a bad precedent for development in riparian


 8   land elsewhere in the county.


 9                  In March, the Board of Supervisors


10   directed Staff to evaluate the amendment's conformance


11   with policy plan guidance about disturbances to


12   Environmental Quality Corridors.  The comp. plan says EQC


13   disturbances should only be considered in extraordinary


14   circumstances, as several speakers have been discussing.


15                  So what extraordinary circumstance


16   justifies 43 townhomes in the Dogue Creek EQC and


17   floodplain?  There really is none.


18                  The concerns of neighbors who want this


19   former junkyard to become a community asset are


20   legitimate.  The desires of the owner and developer to


21   profit are understandable.  And all of us want to see the


22   corridor revitalized.


23                  However, none of these are extraordinary
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 1   circumstances that justify taking the singular action of


 2   putting 43 homes in the floodplain.


 3                  Since the adoption of the extraordinary


 4   circumstance standard by the Board of Supervisors, only


 5   twice has the guidance been applied and an EQC


 6   disturbance approved.


 7                  One was the Vulcan Quarry Expansion,


 8   which, as you heard, was truly extraordinary, and the


 9   other was this access road through an EQC that was


10   approved only after the applicant explored all


11   alternatives, created a wetland area, restored habitat


12   and reduced impact by building a bridge over, instead of


13   a road on top of, the environmentally-sensitive area.


14   These two cases set a high bar and this application


15   doesn't clear them.


16                  The comp. plan also says disturbances to


17   the EQC should be approved only where mitigation


18   compensation measures are provided that will result in a


19   clear and substantial net environmental benefit that


20   applies to most, if not all, of the EQC purposes.


21                  So let's examine each purpose and see how


22   this development stacks up.


23                  The first purpose is conservation of open
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 1   space.  The developer has proposed to donate three acres


 2   to the Park Authority, but the entire eight acres is


 3   currently planned for open space.  There's no net benefit


 4   from a comp. plan amendment allowing a residential


 5   option.


 6                  Second is protection of wildlife habitat


 7   and protection of biodiversity of species.  I saw birds


 8   and wildlife in their tracks when I walked the site a few


 9   years ago.  I know of no inventory of wildlife species or


10   whether any are endangered or protected.  But townhomes


11   provide habitat for humans, not for wildlife, so there's


12   not a net benefit there.


13                  Third is protection of riparian corridors.


14   The developer has proposed to restore 50 feet of buffer.


15   Why not the full hundred feet protected under the


16   Chesapeake Bay Protection Ordinance?  This project would


17   encroach on four acres of resource protection area.  When


18   asked whether it would be better to do the buffer


19   restoration the developers propose or leave the site


20   alone, the county's foremost stream restoration expert


21   said leave it alone.  There's no net benefit there.


22                  Fourth, protection of water quality.  The


23   developers say they will reduce impervious surface and
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 1   add modern stormwater controls which benefit water


 2   quality; however, adding 41,000 cubic feet of fill and


 3   permanently losing two acres of floodplain function harms


 4   water quality, so it's not a clear benefit.


 5                  Fifth, aesthetic values.  There's no doubt


 6   neighbors would much rather live near townhomes than a


 7   welding shop and former junkyard.  It's unfortunate that


 8   options for preserving this as open space, as the comp.


 9   plan recommends, have never been explored.


10                  The Embark Plan envisions 40,000 new


11   residents in the corridor and it says that 38 additional


12   acres of parks will be needed to serve them.  This is


13   exactly the sort of site that should be preserved and


14   restored as open space, one of the ecological spines


15   envisioned in the Embark Plan.


16                  Sixth, the control of flooding and


17   erosion.  In the past, owners moved the stream channel to


18   the west and blocked flows through the north-south main


19   channel.  The created channel has an abrupt 90-degree


20   turn that erodes the stream bank and threatens the road


21   bed of Route 1.


22                  The developer has proposed to keep this


23   created channel, remove rubble fill from it and eliminate
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 1   flows through the main channel.  This may make the stream


 2   even more unstable, move a lot of sediment downstream and


 3   cause upstream erosion of the channel according to the


 4   Staff Report.


 5                  Increase stream velocities and erosion


 6   during large storms would threaten Richmond Highway and


 7   the new bridge.  Adding 41,000 cubic feet of fill on the


 8   eastern side of the site will exacerbate these problems.


 9   So there certainly seems to be no net benefit there.


10                  Seventh, continuity of non-motorized


11   access between parklands, residential communities,


12   employment and commercial centers in transit areas.


13   Access from Richmond Highway to parkland northwest of the


14   site would be blocked by this development, so it's hard


15   to see a net benefit there.


16                  Thus, there is no net substantial


17   environmental benefit to most, if not all, of the EQC


18   purposes.  Most would be harmed.  The developer's so-


19   called restoration doesn't restore anything to its prior


20   healthier state.  It's a band-aid.  It would make past


21   environmental damage permanent and preclude true


22   restoration of the site.


23                  The developers don't propose to restore
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 1   the stream itself which is needed to truly return the


 2   site to an environmentally healthy condition.


 3                  Please don't ignore the comp. plan's


 4   guidance about disturbances in the EQCs which was


 5   emphasized in the motion directing Staff to evaluate the


 6   amendment.  If approved, this amendment will set a


 7   precedent that will undermine environmental protections


 8   far beyond this particular site.


 9                  Some proponents of the amendment suggest


10   that this is a brown site which can be developed without


11   setting a precedent for development of other green sites.


12   But many, perhaps most riparian areas in Fairfax County


13   are damaged.  Parks we now think of as natural and


14   national treasures were once industrial.  Dyke Marsh was


15   a gravel quarry.  Huntley Meadows was a testing ground


16   for asphalt road surfacing and then a radar station.


17   According to Staff, approval of residents on this site


18   would set a precedent for development in floodplains in


19   similar situations all over the county.


20                  I serve as an appointed member of the


21   Chesapeake Bay Exception Review Committee which reviews


22   certain requests, not this one, to disturb or build


23   within Resource Protection Areas.  Under the C-Bay
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 1   Ordinance, one of the criteria that must be met to


 2   approve an exception is that granting the exception will


 3   not confer upon the applicant any special privileges that


 4   are denied to other property owners who are similarly


 5   situated.


 6                  That implies that granting an exception


 7   opens the door to requests from other property owners who


 8   are similarly situated, as would also approving this plan


 9   amendment.


10                  So I hope you say no to this application


11   for a plan amendment.  If you do, the owners may


12   reconsider their options and explore preserving the land


13   as open space taking advantage of Virginia's very


14   generous incentives for land preservation or, perhaps,


15   the county can be persuaded to contribute to purchase and


16   restore the property and truly improve water quality,


17   reduce flood risk and create a community amenity for


18   passive recreation.


19                  There are reasons why this land was


20   planned for open space.  Development should not be the


21   default option for what to do on an environmentally


22   sensitive and compromised site such as this.


23                  Options for preserving this property as
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 1   open space should be explored before this plan amendment


 2   is considered.  There are great possibilities here, but


 3   the Planning Commission endorsing this plan amendment is


 4   not a way to reach them.  Thank you very much.


 5                  CHAIRMAN MURPHY:  Thank you.  If someone


 6   is reading Earl Flanagan's statement, please come on


 7   down.


 8                  MS. TODD:  Good evening.  As you can tell,


 9   I'm not Earl Flanagan.  My name is Becky Todd.  I've


10   known Earl for a very long time.  I'm also a resident of


11   the Mt. Vernon area and he asked me to read his statement


12   for him.


13                  CHAIRMAN MURPHY:  Thank you very much.


14                  MS. TODD:  Thank you, Chairman Murphy and


15   the fellow Commissioners.  My name is Earl Flanagan.  I


16   live at 3317 Waterside Lane, Alexandria, Virginia 22309.


17                  I recommend the Planning Commission


18   approve the PA 2018-MV-MV2.  I have been a resident of


19   the Mt. Vernon District for 45 years during which time I


20   have seen many desirable Richmond Highway developments


21   die during the nearby depression land uses, including


22   eyesores such as those on the lots before you tonight


23   about a simple plan amendment.
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 1                  The plan amendment is simply to add


 2   residential uses up to the density of five to eight per


 3   acre in addition to only current planned use as open


 4   space.


 5                  There are no buyers for the present


 6   planned use and, therefore, in essence, the current plan


 7   text amounts to be taken.


 8                  But mainly, I am particularly stunned and


 9   concerned because the Staff Report completely neglects to


10   call you Commissioners' attention to the revitalization


11   policies and the policy plan and primarily objectives 1


12   and 3 which state:


13                  Objective 1: Fairfax County should


14   establish or extend community reinvestment programs into


15   its older commercial uses and their adjacent


16   neighborhoods which have experienced or are on the verge


17   of experiencing economic or infrastructure decline; and


18   Objective 3, Policy A: Promote private sector investments


19   by providing more flexibility with certain zoning


20   regulations for areas that are within the commercial


21   revitalization districts identified in the Fairfax County


22   Zoning Ordinances.


23                  Many districts with the revitalization
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 1   district in Fairfax County have used such flexibility


 2   authorized by the Board of Supervisors to support the


 3   elimination of similar eyesores in their districts.


 4                  I know I have recommended such projects in


 5   the Richmond Highway Corridor previously with Commission


 6   unanimous support.


 7                  In this spirit, therefore, I join in


 8   Supervisor Hyland, Supervisor Storck and their


 9   constituents, since 2014, the Southeast Fairfax


10   Development Corporation, the Mt. Vernon -- MVCCA and the


11   Environmental Committee and adjacent homeowners civic


12   association's request that the Commission approve this


13   simple plan use amendment text to PA 2018-MV-MV2, how


14   that planned residential use will not be used before the


15   Commission this evening.


16                  CHAIRMAN MURPHY:  Thank you very much.


17                  MS. TODD:  Thank you.


18                  CHAIRMAN MURPHY:  Are you reading Gerry's,


19   too?


20                  MS. TODD:  Yes.  I have Gerry's as well.


21   Do you want me to --


22                  CHAIRMAN MURPHY:  Sure, go ahead.


23                  MS. TODD:  Okay,
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 1                  CHAIRMAN MURPHY:  And we appreciate all of


 2   the abbreviations at this time of night you can use.


 3                  MS. TODD:  Thank you.  Gerry's has a


 4   couple of jokes in it, just to forewarn you ahead of


 5   time.


 6                  CHAIRMAN MURPHY:  That's why I want you to


 7   read it.


 8                  MS. TODD:  Good evening, Chairman.  As we


 9   say back home, "How ya?"


10                  CHAIRMAN MURPHY:  How are ya?


11                  MS. TODD:  How are ya?  One could say that


12   supervisors never die, a grave situation.  They keep


13   coming back like an old penny.  How many cents does that


14   make?  Regrettably, I have not changed, which all of you


15   all know.


16                  Coming straight to the point, I continue


17   to support a change in the comprehensive plan to permit a


18   residential option for 8800 Richmond Highway, a proposal


19   which has most unanimous support with all of the


20   representative organizations and Mt. Vernon and most


21   importantly our current supervisor, Dan Storck,


22   representing the people of Mt. Vernon.


23                  I am well-aware of the environmental
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 1   constraints and challenges on this property if it were to


 2   be developed residentially; however, I am confident that


 3   any development proposal would be unencumbered with


 4   significant and sufficient conditions so to minimize and


 5   protect this sensitive site.


 6                  The members of this Commission are aware


 7   of the cataclysmic changes now that are being proposed


 8   for the long overlooked Route 1 corridor and the once-in-


 9   a-lifetime opportunity to do the right thing and make


10   this total redevelopment a reality.


11                  Most important, the Woodlawn area is one


12   of the major linchpins to our success in redoing this


13   older part of Fairfax County.


14                  Enough said.  To thank you for your


15   continued commitment to serve as the keepers of our


16   future and for your unselfish dedication to making


17   Fairfax County an even better place to live.


18                  CHAIRMAN MURPHY:  Okay, thank you very


19   much.  And thank Gerry.  Appreciate you doing that.  And


20   I'm glad that Gerry stayed up later than Jeopardy to


21   watch our show tonight, maybe.


22                  Katherine Ward, Alan Rowsome, Paul Siegel.


23                  MS. WARD:  Good evening, Mr. Chairman and
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 1   Commissioners.  I'm Katherine Ward.  I live at Gladstone


 2   Place in the Mt. Vernon District and I'm here


 3   representing my community at the request of its board.


 4   That's the Wellington Civic Association.  We are a


 5   community of, approximately, 490 residents a majority of


 6   which are on the Potomac River.


 7                  We take environmental issues seriously and


 8   value development that improves not only environmental


 9   conditions, but economic and visual conditions in our


10   area, as well as Richmond Highway Corridor.


11                  We have representatives on the Mt. Vernon


12   Council's many committees and they have participated and


13   watched this project for over four years.  We supported


14   it in 2014 when Supervisor Hyland recommended residential


15   as an option be put into the comprehensive plan at that


16   time and we supported the resolution again in June of


17   this year.


18                  Furthermore, our citizens have been on


19   this site.  They've seen the conditions.  They've seen


20   Dogue Creek and how it can be improved.


21                  Now, I'm going to do a little bit of


22   history, but I'm going to keep it short because everybody


23   else, as they say, has stolen our thunder.
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 1                  During the 2009 area plan review process,


 2   as someone has already said, Marianne Gardner and her


 3   staff were instrumental in educating the community


 4   members in my community because we participated in that


 5   nomination process along with the Mt. Vernon Council.  We


 6   learned an awful lot.


 7                  Number one:  Quality residential is the


 8   leader to get quality resident -- excuse me, restaurants


 9   and other retail sites, as well as businesses.  It's not


10   the other way around.  If you don't have the quality


11   residential, you don't get the other.


12                  Number five:  You've got the stormwater


13   issue, what people have already talked about, and I had


14   two or three others, but I won't waste your time with


15   them.


16                  Mt. Vernon Council made a nomination


17   during the 2009 Area Plan Review that said -- matter of


18   fact, Ms. Betsy Martin was the lead on that little


19   nomination -- if they try to do anything on the older


20   sites, you have to fix stormwater.  You have to do some


21   environmental improvements, any kind of development.


22   Well, the key to that is "development."  If it doesn't


23   happen, you don't get the environmental improvements.
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 1                  The Woodlawn CBC and the surrounding


 2   suburban neighborhoods are the gateway to the community's


 3   and the county's most historic locations: Woodlawn


 4   Plantation, Pohick Church, Grist Mill and Distillery that


 5   was owned by George Washington, the Mt. Vernon Estate and


 6   the old Quaker Meeting House, not to mention the new Army


 7   Museum and Fort Belvoir.


 8                  The current gateway conditions are


 9   horrible, loaded with derelict properties, fast food


10   joints, car repair shops and abandoned buildings.  And


11   I'd like to just show you a couple of quick pictures.


12   That's the current site that we're talking about, 8800.


13   This is a car repair shop that's just a few blocks up the


14   street.


15                  This is an abandoned nursery and it had


16   some sort of a furniture store in it for a while, but it


17   stays abandoned.  Again, it's just a few blocks up the


18   street.


19                  And then we have lots of cashing places --


20   check cashing places, tobacco shops, fast food


21   restaurants.


22                  The Staff talks about -- thank you, ma'am.


23   That's it.
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 1                  The Staff talks about some other kind of


 2   development and they're suggesting C-8 type of


 3   development.  We don't need any more of those strip


 4   malls.  We don't need any more of the fast food


 5   restaurants on this part of Richmond Highway.


 6                  And then talking about building in a


 7   floodplain, there's a massive home that was built at 1225


 8   Belle Haven Road.  It's in the 100-year floodplain.  They


 9   built that house up -- there was nothing there before.


10   They built it up 15 feet and that has been recent and it


11   got approved in a special exception.


12                  There's also next door to it a veterinary


13   hospital, also in the floodplain, got a special


14   exception.  And that's all been within the last ten


15   years.


16                  It was already mentioned at the meeting


17   that we had with county Staff that some questions were


18   asked by citizens and there were at least 65-70 people in


19   that room and they were shocked when Staff said let it


20   stay like it is.


21                  Revitalization should be a team sport


22   where citizens, staff, elected officials and developers


23   work together to make things great happen.
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 1                  We believe that without developing this


 2   site and having the plan amendment done that you're


 3   denying the opportunity for the citizens to have a


 4   disastrous site cleaned up, denying the opportunity for


 5   the citizens to have a revitalization kicked off and


 6   started and we're also denying the citizens and the


 7   county to have an opportunity to have beautification at


 8   the gateway of our historic sites.


 9                  Approval of this plan will permit private


10   sector money to clean it up and that's what we all need,


11   because you've heard from the owner, they don't have the


12   money to do it.


13                  The Park Authority, I have heard, is


14   willing to take the other three acres, but they don't


15   have money to take it all and eventually clean it up.


16                  So with that being said, the Wellington


17   Civic Association, 490-some members would like to


18   encourage you to approve this comprehensive plan that


19   allows for residential, five to eight per acre.  Thank


20   you very much.


21                  CHAIRMAN MURPHY:  Thank you very much.


22   Alan Rowsome, Paul Siegel, Becky Todd.  Becky, are you


23   coming back to speak on your own?  Okay, good.  Thank
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 1   you.


 2                  MR. ROWSOME:  Good evening.  My name is


 3   Alan Rowsome.  I'm the Executive Director of the Northern


 4   Virginia Conservation Trust based in Annandale and I rise


 5   in opposition to the plan amendment.


 6                  For the last 24 years, NVCT has been


 7   Fairfax County's partner land trust during which time


 8   we've conserved 38 properties with conservation easements


 9   and own three parcels in the county.  Together, these


10   conserved lands total 630 acres ranging from Great Falls


11   to Lorton and Centreville to Mt. Vernon.


12                  Of these 41 sites, the Trust has protected


13   in the county more than half contained designated


14   Resource Protection Areas.  These RPA properties help


15   Fairfax County meet its Chesapeake Bay Ordinance goals


16   and they ensure the tree canopy is kept intact in these


17   stream corridors, providing valuable wildlife habitat and


18   helping protect against flooding.


19                  The Trust has protected ten historic sites


20   to date in Fairfax County including historic homes and


21   culturally valuable land areas.  The Trust-protected


22   areas include three county parks and natural areas and a


23   natural area preserve, as well as a newly added river
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 1   front piece of Pohick Bay Regional Park.


 2                  NVCT's founder, Rich Bliss, was a former


 3   member of the Fairfax County Park Authority in the early


 4   1990s and he recognized the need for the county to have


 5   an active land trust working to protect parks and open


 6   space in our region, a vision that we remain passionate


 7   about today as we work towards creating livable and


 8   healthy communities in our area.


 9                  We focus on protecting land with natural


10   character so that our communities have clean water,


11   places to be outdoors and recreate, thriving wildlife


12   populations and mature tree canopy that combats the urban


13   heat-island effect and provides immeasurable mental and


14   spiritual benefits.


15                  We believe that we are helping make


16   Fairfax County a better place to work, live and raise a


17   family in, as well as supporting higher property values


18   that come from sensible development, well-planned


19   communities and protecting open space whenever possible.


20                  We are successful in our work because of


21   our partnerships with the county, the Park Authority,


22   numerous conservation and environmental organizations and


23   like-minded residents who care about their neighborhoods
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 1   and our shared community.


 2                  We work very hard to support the county's


 3   comprehensive plan goals for land conservation, which are


 4   laudable goals that take discipline and foresight to


 5   achieve.


 6                  NVCT has a keen interest in the landscapes


 7   and the watershed in and around this proposed plan


 8   amendment, as we hold conservation easements in a fee


 9   title property along Little Hunting Creek and have just


10   recently helped protect one of the last two remaining


11   private in-holdings in Pohick Bay.


12                  This region of Fairfax County is rich in


13   biological diversity, contains sensitive wetland habitat


14   and is critical to the long-term health of the Potomac


15   River and the Chesapeake Bay watershed.


16                  Despite that, the area in question is


17   distinctly underserved when it comes to park and open


18   space resources, something that we hope the Commission


19   will affirm and defend in this case.


20                  As has been said before in testimony


21   previous to mine, it should be an extremely high bar to


22   reach before the Commission considers an Environmental


23   Quality Corridor disturbance.  Anything short of a true
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 1   extraordinary circumstance should not be granted as the


 2   precedent it would set would undermine EQC goals and


 3   erode away the benefits of the corridor designation.


 4                  The county is, indeed, spending millions


 5   of dollars already to mitigate for environmental


 6   degradation, restore streams, and protect riparian areas.


 7   Why would we want to add this site to that list in the


 8   coming years?


 9                  As the Staff Report says quite well, "New


10   residential development that significantly encroaches


11   into a floodplain and EQC and would require filling in a


12   floodplain is contrary to long-established county policy


13   and newly-adopted plan recommendations for the Richmond


14   Highway Corridor," close quote.


15                  It also cannot be underestimated how


16   damaging it would be to EQC goals for other landowners or


17   developers around the county to see that the proposed


18   disturbances to the corridors are now being green-


19   lighted.


20                  The development pressure such a move would


21   create would add additional pressure on you to hear and


22   approve more sensitive projects.


23                  NVCT appreciates that the developer
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 1   proposes to donate three acres to the Park Authority,


 2   restore 50 feet of buffer and reduce impervious surface


 3   while adding modern stormwater controls, but none of


 4   these proposals is sufficient.


 5                  The Chesapeake Bay Preservation Ordinance


 6   calls for a hundred feet of buffer with the developer


 7   proposing to encroach on four acres of Resource


 8   Protection Area.


 9                  This property is planned for as open


10   space, so donating three acres of it is still a


11   significant net loss of potential conservation value,


12   especially when you take into account the stress and


13   likely degradation of that land when adjacent to the


14   construction site and then the development of the home


15   site.


16                  Finally, adding significant fill and


17   developing two acres of the floodplain will absolutely


18   harm water quality likely outweighing any addition of


19   modern stormwater controls.  Ultimately, an artificial


20   solution is unlikely to bear better results.


21                  We urge, instead, that the landowner and


22   developer work with an organization like ours to chart


23   out a different sustainable future for this property that
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 1   benefits the entire area, one that will likely involve


 2   restoration.


 3                  Conserving part or all of this property


 4   could potentially bring significant tax benefits to the


 5   landowner through land preservation tax credits at the


 6   state and federal level and these credits are saleable on


 7   an open market if the landowner doesn't need them


 8   himself.  NVCT would be pleased to assist in that effort


 9   if the stakeholders involved are interested.


10                  Conservation easements are very flexible


11   tools in which the entire property could be looked at for


12   its unique values and a plan put together that makes the


13   most sense for it over the long term.


14                  In addition, donations of land to an


15   organization like ours represent a charitable gift which


16   could also be beneficial, not only for the sake of the


17   land, but also for the financial benefit of the


18   landowner.


19                  None of these potential avenues have been


20   explored as of yet and we'd urge such a scoping before


21   the Commission moves forward should you support the


22   amendment.


23                  There are so few places in this region of
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 1   Fairfax County of this size that have not been developed


 2   and are worthy of consideration as conservation or open


 3   space sites.


 4                  At a certain point, we hope the Commission


 5   and the county, overall, see that in order to achieve


 6   their comprehensive plan goals and park needs, that tough


 7   decisions must be made.


 8                  This is one of those times because waiting


 9   until next time takes yet more opportunities off the


10   table to make good on what the county says it wants to


11   achieve and what the residents of the county certainly


12   want.


13                  A vision for conservation on a site like


14   this might take creativity and a long-term vision to see


15   through, but the benefits of doing so in this case far


16   outweigh the benefits of, yet, another high-density


17   housing development.


18                  In addition, the landowner could still


19   achieve financial gain in conserving the property making


20   this a potential win-win for all parties involved.


21                  As such, we hope the Commission looks at


22   the preponderance of the evidence proposed here this


23   evening and votes against the approval of the plan
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 1   amendment.


 2                  The Northern Virginia Conservation Trust


 3   appreciates this opportunity to provide our views before


 4   the Commission.  And I'd be happy to answer any questions


 5   you might have.


 6                  CHAIRMAN MURPHY:  Thank you very much.


 7   Mr. Migliaccio.


 8                  COMMISSIONER MIGLIACCIO:  Thank you, Mr.


 9   Chairman.


10                  Thank you for your testimony.  Have you


11   reached out or have you had any interaction with the


12   owner of the property?


13                  MR. ROWSOME:  No, we have not as yet.


14                  COMMISSIONER MIGLIACCIO:  You're coming to


15   the table now?


16                  MR. ROWSOME:  Neither they have reached


17   out to us or us to them.  Neither has happened.


18                  COMMISSIONER MIGLIACCIO:  Okay.  So


19   they've been going through this process for a while and


20   --


21                  MR. ROWSOME:  Right.  No, they have.  And


22   we work in a ten-county area in which --


23                  COMMISSIONER MIGLIACCIO:  But you live in
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 1   Annandale.


 2                  MR. ROWSOME:  -- we try to identify lands


 3   that are valuable for us to protect wherever we can.


 4   This is one that has come on our radar over the past few


 5   months, but it was not previously.


 6                  We have one staff -- two staff that are


 7   working in the entire Fairfax County region, so it's easy


 8   to miss some of these opportunities.


 9                  But we were a part of, and attended, the


10   MVCCA event, you know, planning work several months ago.


11                  COMMISSIONER MIGLIACCIO:  Okay.  And


12   several months ago you didn't reach out to the owner to


13   try to --


14                  MR. ROWSOME:  They were there that evening


15   and we attempted to chat, but it didn't work out.


16                  COMMISSIONER MIGLIACCIO:  Okay, thank you.


17                  CHAIRMAN MURPHY:  Mr. Niedzielski-Eichner.


18


19                  COMMISSIONER NIEDZIELSKI-EICHNER:  Thank


20   you.


21                  NVCT has a great reputation as an


22   organization that works effectively with the private


23   sector to find solutions that are beneficial to achieve
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 1   your goals for the environment and the private sector


 2   has, you know, received some return on their property,


 3   and so on.


 4                  So in this instance, what I understand to


 5   be an issue -- a significant issue is it's not just the


 6   land itself, but the cleanup of the land and the return


 7   of the land to a state that, you know, I think from an


 8   environmental standpoint, everybody would value.


 9                  So what this proposal has done is built in


10   the cost of that cleanup into their cost model so that --


11   and they make the case that they not only will do that,


12   but will also reduce impervious surface, reduce


13   phosphorus downstream.


14                  And so what is the opportunity then to --


15   in your experience working with private owners like this,


16   to come up with solutions that are helpful to both?


17                  MR. ROWSOME:  Right.  Well, we think in


18   this case -- and we've worked in instances like these


19   before -- that either a donation of the property or a


20   conservation easement is the best case scenario.


21                  We have partners, grant possibilities and


22   other ways to work on a cleanup of this site.  I think


23   the more that you look at potential opportunities for
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 1   open space in urban areas such as what we're looking at,


 2   you've got to be creative about what those solutions are.


 3                  Most of these properties are going to have


 4   needs.  They're going to need cleanup efforts.  We're the


 5   type of an organization that has the partners that are


 6   able to come together to look at that and do it.


 7                  You need the time to be able to pull it


 8   together.  You need the right, I think, you know,


 9   alliance of and sort of aligning of the stars.


10                  But the reality is, I think, on a property


11   such as this, you would have the opportunity to not only


12   support some of the landowner's goals to be financially


13   incentivized through the process, but to leave the


14   property in the hands of the county and NVCT that know


15   how to clean up a property such as this, can do it as


16   cheaply as possible and probably end up with a benefit in


17   terms of park and open space that is worthy of the entire


18   property.  But it's going to take time.


19                  It would have to be something there would


20   be a vision for and it wouldn't happen overnight.


21                  COMMISSIONER NIEDZIELSKI-EICHNER:  Okay,


22   thank you.


23                  CHAIRMAN MURPHY:  Thank you very much.
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 1                  COMMISSIONER HART:  Chairman.


 2                  CHAIRMAN MURPHY:  Yes, Mr. Hart.


 3                  COMMISSIONER HART:  Thank you.


 4                  Mr. Rowsome, let me also commend your


 5   organization for the fine things that you do.


 6                  Sometimes a public hearing brings together


 7   a lot of conflicting people at the same moment, but I


 8   would hope that with that convergence of opinions, that


 9   tonight might be an opportunity, at least, to exchange


10   contact information.


11                  If the decision is deferred, maybe there's


12   an opportunity to pursue the discussion that hasn't


13   really gotten off the ground to this point.


14                  MR. ROWSOME:  Okay.


15                  COMMISSIONER HART:  And I think everybody


16   is hoping for some sort of compromise or win-win


17   situation that doesn't necessarily pit competing


18   objectives against each other.


19                  We want to protect the environment.  We


20   want to revitalize eyesore sites.  And maybe there's a


21   way to do both.


22                  MR. ROWSOME:  Yeah.  I think that's


23   definitely possible.
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 1                  CHAIRMAN MURPHY:  Thank you very much.


 2   Paul Siegel and Becky Todd.


 3                  MR. SIEGEL:  Commissioners, my name is


 4   Paul Siegel.  I reside in Fairfax County at 8707 Stockton


 5   Parkway.


 6                  I'm here this evening to speak in


 7   opposition to the proposed amendment to the comp. plan of


 8   authorizing -- of changing the plan use from private open


 9   space to residential.


10                  I'm encouraged by the comp. plan policy


11   guidance that requires demonstration of extraordinary


12   circumstances in order to justify development in


13   Environmental Quality Corridors.


14                  The subject property is in such a


15   corridor.  It lies almost entirely in the 100-year


16   floodplain, as well as the RPA defined by the county's C-


17   Bay Ordinance.


18                  I've seen no demonstration that the


19   proposed development would rise to the level of


20   extraordinary required for disturbance in the EQC by the


21   environmental objectives of the comp. plan.


22                  There can be no question that the subject


23   properties have been degraded by their uses in recent
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 1   years, but their degradation doesn't lessen their


 2   functional importance as part of the EQC.


 3                  The preamble to the environment section of


 4   the policy plan notes that the ability to achieve


 5   environmental protection goals simply by limiting future


 6   development no longer exists.


 7                  The current scarcity of certain


 8   environmental amenities focuses current and future


 9   environmental planning efforts on the conservation of


10   remaining resources and the rehabilitation of degraded


11   environments and this is certainly one of such.


12                  I'm concerned that the proposed amendment


13   will permit filling and development within the 100-year


14   Floodplain, Dogue Creek.  While filling an area of the


15   floodplain can raise that area out of the floodplain,


16   which seems to be what the developer has in mind ,and,


17   perhaps, protect residences built upon it from flood


18   hazard risk, the practice also reduces the volume of the


19   buffer which the floodplain at this site offers in large


20   storm events.


21                  Filling in the floodplain at this site can


22   increase the flood hazard for properties downstream.  And


23   I gather that the county has already had to deal with
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 1   uncontrolled flooding downstream and I can't imagine that


 2   this project will not exacerbate that problem.


 3                  You can put that photo on.  I'm also


 4   concerned that in its current condition, the stream poses


 5   a threat to the present and prospective Richmond Highway.


 6                  If the photo is up and you can see it,


 7   I've seen the creek threatened to almost overtop the


 8   present culvert under the highway.  In flood conditions,


 9   well, that's an overstatement -- well, two


10   overstatements.


11                  It's not really overtopping the highway.


12   It's getting up to the top of the culvert.  And the three


13   days in May saw one inch per day for each of three days


14   in this vicinity.  And if you want on your nickel to ask


15   me about spatial variations in rainfall, I'd be glad to


16   talk further.


17                  The prospective VDOT high bridge will


18   remove the culvert and obviate that threat, but by


19   itself, it doesn't address the threat of erosion in the


20   road bed by the artificial and unengineered path of the


21   creek where it encounters the roadway.


22                  The details of VDOT's plans are not known


23   at this point and, surely, ought to inform discussion of
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 1   the environmental impact of this proposed plan amendment.


 2                  And, finally, I'm really greatly disturbed


 3   at the prospect that this amendment will serve as a


 4   precedent in future consideration of proposals to develop


 5   in floodplains and Environmental Quality Corridors.  I


 6   see nothing that would forestall it.


 7                  The failure of this project to reach the


 8   plan's standard of extraordinary might then be extended


 9   to all future similar projects.


10                  I urge you to reject this amendment or


11   postpone consideration pending the crucial consultation


12   with VDOT and an exploration of alternatives for


13   preservation of open space in this Environmental Quality


14   Corridor.  Thank you.  Oh, there's the picture.


15                  CHAIRMAN MURPHY:  Thank you.


16                  Now by popular demand, Becky Todd.


17                  MS. TODD:  Thank you, again, Mr. Chairman.


18                  CHAIRMAN MURPHY:  Thank you.


19                  MS. TODD:  My name is Becky Todd.  I live


20   at 9024 Patton Boulevard in Alexandria, Virginia


21   approximately 1.42 miles from the proposed plan.  Also, I


22   back up to a floodplain.  I would be down the stream from


23   this proposed area.
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 1                  I've lived in Mt. Vernon for most of my


 2   entire life.  I'm a homeowner, as well as a business


 3   owner less than a tenth of a mile away from this proposed


 4   area.  I formally own the Roy Rogers at 8860 Richmond


 5   Highway.


 6                  I have walked this plain -- this area very


 7   often.  Quite a few people have lived in this area that


 8   are not supposed to be living in this area and I have


 9   seen them, cleaned up after them and been in this area.


10   This is a definite eyesore on Route 1.


11                  This plan fits the redevelopment program


12   that Richmond Highway Corridor has been part of.  I was


13   part of the Embark Richmond Highway process.  I'm also a


14   board member of SFDC, the Southeast Fairfax Development


15   Corporation.  And I've seen this property through a lot


16   of bad times.


17                  This project would be a beacon of light of


18   redevelopment in this corridor.  Richmond Highway needs


19   development.  Embark is part of that program.  The VDOT


20   program is part of that program to bring development back


21   to the Route 1 Corridor.  We need that.  We need to have


22   people want to come back and be part of that program.


23                  I understand that people are taken aback
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 1   about the environmental constraints.  I have seen those


 2   constraints.  I have seen when the water has gone over


 3   Richmond Highway.  I back up to the floodplain in my own


 4   home, so I have seen that personally.


 5                  I can understand the environmental


 6   consequences due to this, but I can also see the


 7   environmental people doing their due diligence to make


 8   sure that this will help the environment, to clean up the


 9   program.


10                  The railroad tracks that are back there is


11   not good.  The things that are being dumped into the


12   creek has not been helping the environment at all and


13   this process will help clean that up without using any


14   taxpayer money.


15                  Also, additional three acres in addition


16   to the 17 acres that have already been donated will go to


17   the Park Authority and maybe we can start bringing back


18   the pride of Fairfax County.  Thank you so much.


19                  CHAIRMAN MURPHY:  Thank you very much.


20   Appreciate what you did tonight.


21                  All right, that concludes our list of


22   speakers.  Now, this is my favorite part.  Is there


23   anyone else who would like to address this plan
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 1   amendment?  I think we have four people who signed up.


 2   Jake, do you have that list?  Three?


 3                  Phil Latasa, Flint Webb, Ellen Young and


 4   Robert Brent.  You have three minutes, sir.


 5                  MR. LATASA:  Good evening.  My name is


 6   Philip Latasa speaking on behalf of the Friends of


 7   Accotink Creek.


 8                  The Friends of Accotink are speaking


 9   tonight because poor little Dogue Creek seems to be short


10   on friends.


11                  Staff has recommended against this


12   amendment citing concern about establishing a precedent.


13   The precedent that would be established is to tell


14   landowners that they can abuse and degrade protected


15   areas to the point that anything will seem like an


16   improvement and then they cash out.


17                  The Friends of Accotink Creek ask that


18   this precedent not be established and that protected


19   riparian buffers be fully respected.  Thank you.


20                  CHAIRMAN MURPHY:  Well, that was under


21   three minutes.  Thank you.


22                  (General laughter.)


23                  CHAIRMAN MURPHY:  Mr. Webb.  I can't make
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 1   out whether it's Flint or Clint.


 2                  MR. WEBB:  Flint.  C. Flint Webb.


 3                  CHAIRMAN MURPHY:  Okay, I was right the


 4   first time.


 5                  MR. WEBB:  My name is C. Flint Webb.  I


 6   live in 8308 Westchester Drive in Vienna, Virginia.  The


 7   comments I have are my own and not those of any


 8   organization on which I serve.


 9                  I've learned tonight that the owner of the


10   property is a personal friend of mine and -- well, at


11   least was a personal friend of mine until tonight.  I


12   rise in support of the Staff comments and oppose -- am in


13   opposition of this plan, this proposal.


14                  I want to point out that when I reviewed


15   the proposal, what struck me was that this entire site is


16   in the 100-year floodplain.  And I want to point out that


17   the 100-year floodplain doesn't mean that it will flood


18   once every hundred years.  It means that there's a one-


19   percent chance of the property flooding in a given year.


20                  And my experience with climate change is


21   that the storm intensities will increase with time, with


22   climate change.  And what is now a 100-year floodplain


23   will soon be a 50-year floodplain.
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 1                  And what I'm concerned about there is that


 2   I wouldn't want to be responsible for a program going


 3   ahead with somebody having a 60-year mortgage when the


 4   chance is vanishingly small that they won't lose their


 5   property within the 60 years of their mortgage.  So


 6   that's one issue.


 7                  The other thing I point out is what's


 8   being proposed is the possibility of filling the property


 9   up so that the residents are not in the floodplain.


10   Well, they tried that in Houston and we know what


11   happened there.


12                  The interesting thing about the situation


13   in Houston -- and it was poor planning by the -- poor


14   zoning that really lead to the flooding in Houston last


15   year.


16                  And the interesting thing about that


17   situation is that I was chairing a committee -- a panel


18   at the annual conference of the Air and Waste Management


19   Association just a couple of weeks ago on the insurance


20   industry and how they're reacting to climate change.


21                  And the -- one of the panelists was the


22   chief underwriter for The Hartford and he said that we


23   knew that Houston was going to flood like that.  It was
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 1   built into our models.


 2                  Well, what that means is that they built


 3   into their cost structure for flood insurance in the


 4   whole Houston area the fact that they're going to have


 5   these horrendous floods because the planning boards


 6   didn't do proper planning.


 7                  So I understand that with the bridge, that


 8   it may be that the floodplain is incorrect.


 9                  CHAIRMAN MURPHY:  Thank you very much.


10                  MR. WEBB:  If the floodplain is incorrect,


11   then I withdraw my objections to the plan.  That's all.


12                  CHAIRMAN MURPHY:  Thank you.


13                  COMMISSIONER NIEDZIELSKI-EICHNER:  Mr.


14   Chairman, I just have a question.


15                  CHAIRMAN MURPHY:  Yes, Mr, Niedzielski-


16   Eichner.


17                  COMMISSIONER NIEDZIELSKI-EICHNER:  Yeah,


18   please, if I could.


19                  Thanks for those insights.  But I'm struck


20   by the comparison to Houston.  You made the point that


21   even though the Applicant here is looking to add soil, so


22   to take the housing above the floodplain, that's not what


23   happened in Houston.
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 1                  MR. WEBB:  It was -- in some respects, it


 2   was what happened.  In some places, that is what they did


 3   in Houston.


 4                  COMMISSIONER NIEDZIELSKI-EICHNER:  On a


 5   rare circumstance; right?  It's just not a fair analogy


 6   and I don't want you to get away with it.


 7                  MR. WEBB:  Well, I have heard that that


 8   was one of the issues in Houston.


 9                  COMMISSIONER HART:  Mr. Chairman, I'd just


10   like to go on the record that --


11                  CHAIRMAN MURPHY:  Yes.


12                  COMMISSIONER HART:  -- I'm also very


13   surprised by the comparison of Richmond Highway to


14   Houston.  I think there's a very distinct difference


15   there, so appreciate that, Mr. Webb.


16                  CHAIRMAN MURPHY:  Thank you for coming.


17   Ellen Young, Robert Brent -- Brant.


18                  MS. YOUNG:  Okay.  Mr. Chairman and


19   Commissioners, I don't have written comments for you.


20   I've been taking notes as I go.  If you would like, I can


21   type them up and send them in tomorrow if that is


22   something that you would like me to do.


23                  So my name is Ellen Young.  I live on
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 1   Belle View Boulevard and I am president of the Belle View


 2   Condominium Association in Mt. Vernon where I've lived


 3   for over 35 years.  We have a total of 979 units.


 4                  You have our letter of support in your


 5   packets; however, this is so important to the Mt. Vernon


 6   area that I wanted to come tonight and share some other


 7   things with you.


 8                  I am also a long-standing member of the


 9   Southeast Fairfax Development Corporation and you also


10   have our letter of support from the board.


11                  And I have been a member of the Mt. Vernon


12   Council for a long time, currently a board member and a


13   member of both the environmental and recreation and the


14   planning and zoning committees.  We've had many, many


15   meetings on this topic and the committees and the


16   council, as you know, supported this.


17                  So the site currently does not provide the


18   intended environmental expectations due to, you know, the


19   prior industrial and commercial uses that have been going


20   on over the last years.  If not improved now, it's going


21   to continue to decline.


22                  The proposed Stanley Martin project will


23   provide environmental improvements and an expected
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 1   economic boost that would stimulate revitalization in the


 2   area consistent with the redevelopment goals of Embark


 3   which Belle View also supported.


 4                  This project will provide many positive


 5   environmental aspects including best management practices


 6   and stormwater management where currently there are none.


 7   And some of you may be familiar, you know, with Belle


 8   View and our issues with stormwater management from a few


 9   years ago.  We are very familiar with that.  I have been


10   on this property and I will tell you that they do not


11   have the problems that we have.


12                  So I won't go into -- it's already been


13   mentioned about reducing the impervious surfaces here and


14   the water quality improvements, so I won't bore you by


15   repeating that.


16                  I would like to say that over 46 percent


17   of the entire property will remain as passive recreation


18   space as currently in this application.


19                  So -- now, we understand and it has been


20   mentioned about the water flowing in the culvert, you


21   know, where it -- it forms an eddy right now.  I've seen


22   it.  It comes down and then it just comes back because


23   the current culvert will not support it.
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 1                  So we understand that VDOT will build a


 2   new bridge.  The design, of course, has not been


 3   finalized, but it will create a greater opening for the


 4   movement of the water flow therefor reducing the RPA and


 5   the potential for flooding in the areas on and near the


 6   property's boundaries.


 7                  So I don't -- I only have three minutes?


 8                  CHAIRMAN MURPHY:  Yes.


 9                  MS. YOUNG:  I'm speaking for the


10   association.


11                  CHAIRMAN MURPHY:  But you're not a listed


12   speaker.


13                  MS. YOUNG:  Oh, okay, all right.  So I


14   would like to say -- sorry about that --


15                  CHAIRMAN MURPHY:  That's okay.


16                  MS. YOUNG:  -- the Staff had originally


17   suggested -- you know, they talk about environmental.


18   They had originally suggested putting a road right


19   through the wetlands, so I don't know how that would be


20   considered environmental.  We strongly oppose that and


21   our worry is that if this should become some sort of


22   parkland, I don't know how that would happen, that that


23   proposal will come back.
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 1                  So we desperately need this revitalization


 2   along the Richmond Highway, and my entire association


 3   strongly encourages you to support this plan amendment.


 4                  CHAIRMAN MURPHY:   Thank you very much.


 5   Robert Brant.


 6                  MR. BRANT:  Thank you.  And good evening,


 7   again, Mr. Chairman and Members of the Planning


 8   Commission.  Robert Brant with the law firm of Walsh


 9   Colucci.


10                  I'm here this evening on behalf of the


11   owner of the adjacent Sacramento Center Shopping Center


12   to request the Commission's favorable consideration of


13   this proposed plan amendment.


14                  You should have received a little bit


15   earlier this week a letter from Steve Bannister, who is


16   the managing partner of the ownership entity, CIA


17   Sacramento, LLC.


18                  Mr. Bannister was unable to be here this


19   evening, but asked that I speak on his behalf and read


20   into the record the written testimony that he gave in


21   support of this plan amendment:


22                  Dear Chairman Murphy and Members of the


23   Planning Commission, I am the managing partner of Capital
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 1   Investment Advisors, owner of the Sacramento Shopping


 2   Center.


 3                  The Sacramento Shopping Center is located


 4   immediately to the north of the property that is the


 5   subject of this proposed plan amendment.


 6                  I'm writing to ask the Planning Commission


 7   to support this proposed amendment so that the community


 8   may consider a proposal to redevelop this site with an


 9   attractive upscale residential project that will also


10   fund environmental remediation of this property.


11                  Recently, Fairfax County adopted a new


12   vision for the face of Richmond Highway through the


13   Embark replanning process.  The Sacramento Shopping


14   Center was fortunate to be included in the new vision for


15   the Woodlawn CBC.  Unfortunately, the neighboring


16   property subject to this plan amendment was not so


17   fortunate.


18                  This property reflects the past uses


19   common to this area of Richmond Highway, continues to


20   degrade the environment and has a negative impact on


21   local businesses and frustrates the community's vision


22   for the future of Richmond Highway.


23                  The proposed Comprehensive Plan Amendment
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 1   would permit the consideration of privately funded


 2   cleanup and redevelopment of this property with an


 3   attractive community that is compatible with the future


 4   of the Richmond Highway, including the Woodlawn CBC,


 5   supportive of area businesses and significant improvement


 6   on existing environmental conditions.


 7                  With that, Mr. Chairman and Members of the


 8   Planning Commission, on behalf of the owner of the


 9   Sacramento Center, I'd request your favorable


10   consideration of the plan amendment.  Thank you very


11   much.


12                  CHAIRMAN MURPHY:  Okay.  You have a


13   question?


14                  ATTENDEE:  Yes, I have a question.


15                  CHAIRMAN MURPHY:  Hold on.


16                  ATTENDEE:  I'm not sure if you'll be able


17   to answer it.


18                  MR. BRANT:  Certainly.


19                  ATTENDEE:  The Applicant's attorney


20   suggested that the shopping center has several extremely


21   long-term leases.  Do you know what timeframe we're


22   talking about?


23                  MR. BRANT:  That is correct.  That's my
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 1   understanding, as well.  I, unfortunately, don't have the


 2   details of those leases, but I do understand that several


 3   of those tenants do have significant terms on their


 4   lease.


 5                  ATTENDEE:  So those terms would have to be


 6   negotiated if they were to redevelop.  So you're not in a


 7   position to redevelop at this point?


 8                  MR. BRANT:  Not at this time.


 9                  ATTENDEE:  Okay, thanks.


10                  MR. BRANT:  Thank you.


11                  CHAIRMAN MURPHY:  Okay, thank you very


12   much.


13                  Closing comments from Staff?  Final


14   questions, comments from the Commission?


15                  MR. MIGLIACCIO:  Mr. Chairman.


16                  CHAIRMAN MURPHY:  Mr. Migliaccio.


17                  MR. MIGLIACCIO:  Thank you, Mr. Chairman.


18                  I just want to get this on the record


19   before we go on verbatim and, hopefully, for the


20   deferral.


21                  Since I've been on the Planning


22   Commission, we've been told from Chairman Murphy and


23   others that we're the keeper of the comprehensive plan
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 1   and it's the people's plan.


 2                  And what I've seen tonight, despite some


 3   of the environmental groups coming here, that the people


 4   in the Mt. Vernon area want something done here and they


 5   want it to change their plan in their area.


 6                  And I want to support something.  I just


 7   don't know what we can get to as a Planning Commission


 8   that could be a compromise, if there is a compromise, and


 9   I don't know if one week will be enough or into the


10   August break.  I don't know.  I'll leave that up to


11   Commissioner Clarke because we'll see how it goes.


12                  But I'm hoping that we can find something,


13   a path that is a compromise that doesn't go against our


14   county or is a detriment to our county's environmental


15   policies, but allows this property owner to redevelop his


16   site in some form or fashion.


17                  And I don't know what that will be.  I


18   don't know if we can find that path, but that's what I'm


19   hoping.  Thank you.


20                  CHAIRMAN MURPHY:  Anyone else?  Yes, Mr.


21   Ulfelder.


22                  COMMISSIONER ULFELDER:  Thank you, Mr.


23   Chairman.
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 1                  There's been a lot of talk about the


 2   proposed plan amendment.  There is no proposed plan


 3   amendment and that is what's troubling and difficult and


 4   is making this very difficult for me.


 5                  I think Staff spoke to the fact that if


 6   they were to draft language that included the residential


 7   development option, they would have to include a number


 8   of conditions or statements involving -- that would try


 9   to address the potential environmental impacts of such


10   development and what kind of -- and how it could be done


11   or if it could be done.


12                  And, frankly, in the absence of language,


13   it's very, very difficult where all we're being asked to


14   do, in essence, is either yea or nay to the Staff's


15   conclusion that there should be no residential


16   development at all on this site of any kind or, I'm not


17   sure, maybe they're just saying that based on the Board


18   Matter that said up to eight dwelling units per acre,


19   that that is not acceptable.  But we don't know if


20   something less than that is acceptable and under what


21   conditions.


22                  So I think this is -- it's very difficult


23   to get -- to wrap our hands around it in this kind of
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 1   position.


 2                  And in addition, we've had some


 3   suggestions as to steps that could be taken other than


 4   regular commercial or residential development that might


 5   address the environmental policy issues and provide


 6   something worthwhile and something positive for this


 7   property and, perhaps, for the property owner and that --


 8   and as it was pointed out, that would take some time.


 9   And I think that's something also that may be worth


10   exploring assuming we're not -- during the deferral


11   period.  That's all.


12                  CHAIRMAN MURPHY:  Mr. Hart.


13                  COMMISSIONER HART:  Thank you.


14                  I concur with Commissioner Ulfelder's


15   observations.  I want to take it a step further.


16                  I'm not prepared to vote on a nonexistent


17   plan amendment.  I mean, there's been a suggestion and


18   there's a lot of clapping and cheering, but we've never


19   seen before tonight, really, a strawman or anything that


20   could be vetted line by line, word by word and critiqued


21   for what's missing.


22                  And I think if this is going forward, I


23   would like to understand, if nothing else, Staff's
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 1   response to the paragraph that we were handed out


 2   tonight, including an analysis of the kinds of elements


 3   that are missing.


 4                  And I think some of that is, perhaps, the


 5   kinds of things that are suggested in that resolution


 6   from Mt. Vernon Council, which I thought was somewhat


 7   more critical of the rezoning proposal or the geometry of


 8   it, but those types of attributes.


 9                  And the caution that I would put on that


10   exercise, Mr. Kaplan referred to the environment


11   committee's year-plus review of whatever it was we did to


12   come up with extraordinary or exceptional or unique


13   reasons why we might put a road through or access through


14   a sensitive area.


15                  That process, that vetting took quite a


16   long time and I think we -- it wasn't particularly


17   lengthy, but I think we -- I mean, the text itself wasn't


18   lengthy, but we agonized over almost every word and we


19   thought about a lot of permutations of that.


20                  I don't think this is a one-week kind of


21   thing at all.  I think to the extent we're going to -- if


22   we're really going to do something, we've got to see the


23   specifics.  I think we need to know Staff's version.
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 1   Maybe there's competing versions of this.  I mean, maybe


 2   were just -- I mean, it's hopeless and we just can't do


 3   residential in a floodplain.  But if we were going to,


 4   what would we do?


 5                  Anyway, maybe that means we get a memo


 6   from Staff.  Maybe that means there's an addendum.  But,


 7   right now, we're in a vacuum.  We don't have a specific


 8   proposal.  We have a lot of support for something that we


 9   don't really have and I think there's issues unresolved.


10   We're not close to that.


11                  So I don't mean to be dumping on Staff's


12   plate, but when this is coming back, I think we need to


13   see -- we need some analysis and some comments and food


14   for thought about what we might add and under what


15   exceptional circumstances really and why we do it this


16   way to make sure that we're not opening Pandora's box and


17   we're opening floodplains everywhere to all kinds of, you


18   know, townhouses and fill in the floodplain and things we


19   really don't want to do.


20                  I'm going on and on and it's midnight, but


21   we need to interact on that.  If we're going to make a


22   recommendation to the Board about whatever this is -- and


23   I think we're sympathetic to the community.  The
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 1   community wants to get rid of an eyesore, yes.  But if


 2   we're going to do it, we need to do it in a responsible


 3   way that's consistent with our policies in protecting the


 4   environment and we need Staff's help for that even at


 5   this late hour.


 6                  That may take more than a week, but I hope


 7   we can get that interaction.


 8                  CHAIRMAN MURPHY:  Yes, Mr. Hart -- Carter,


 9   sorry.  I got it.


10                  COMMISSIONER CARTER:  It's late for all of


11   us.


12                  Well, we're pretty far downstream, aren't


13   we, on this.  I wonder if we're starting at the right


14   place.  I think the Staff has done a pretty good job as


15   far as they've gone.


16                  If you started with the environmental side


17   -- before we get to the development, whether it's


18   commercial or residential or a lot of residential or a


19   little residential, what would we really do with that


20   stream?


21                  Fairfax is getting very noted for stream


22   restoration projects and if you put in a stream


23   restoration project, if you put in the bridge and all the
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 1   permutations of that, what would you be left with?  And I


 2   think I'd want to start there before I go, all right,


 3   well, let's do residential and figure out how we can make


 4   it work.


 5                  Let's figure out what we would do with the


 6   environment and how we would make that work and then not


 7   just what's left, but we would have in the back of our


 8   minds the amount of development.


 9                  I do think eight units per acres is too


10   high.  I do think that.  I think it takes up a lot of


11   space.  I think it's too close to the stream, so I think


12   that's probably going too far.


13                  But I suspect there's something you could


14   do with the environmental side just to -- we'll, go to


15   parks.  I don't know, is it an active park, is it a


16   passive park?  I'd like to know some of those questions.


17                  What would you really do with it to make


18   it work and would there be anything left before we go,


19   okay, it's going to be housing and we'll figure out how


20   to make it work.


21                  So I'm not sure what else I can add.  I


22   guess I've taken it downstream a little further, too, so,


23   hopefully --
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 1                  COMMISSIONER HART:  That's fine.


 2                  CHAIRMAN MURPHY:  Mr. Clarke.  Now, I've


 3   got it right.


 4                  COMMISSIONER HART:  Are we ready?  Are we


 5   getting to the witching hour here?


 6                  CHAIRMAN MURPHY:  Hold on.  Are there any


 7   other questions?


 8                  (No response.)


 9                  CHAIRMAN MURPHY:  Okay, the public hearing


10   is closed.  Recognize Mr. Clarke.


11                  COMMISSIONER CLARKE:  Thank you, Mr.


12   Chairman and my fellow Commissioners.  And I want to


13   thank the community and everyone that has come out and


14   spoken tonight.


15                  We've heard some great testimony.  And in


16   hearing my fellow Commissioners, you know, we're missing


17   the proposed text language that we would like to see and


18   have time to review it a little bit more.


19                  And with the coordination of Staff, I'd


20   like to work with them more to come up with a plan and a


21   way to move forward on this.


22                  So my motion, Mr. Chairman, would be to


23   move that the Planning Commission close the public
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 1   hearing for Plan Amendment 2018-IV-MV2 with the record


 2   remaining open until a decision date of September the


 3   13th.


 4                  CHAIRMAN MURPHY:  So you're deferring


 5   decision only?


 6                  COMMISSIONER CLARKE:  Yes, sir.


 7                  CHAIRMAN MURPHY:  Okay.  Is there a


 8   second?


 9                  COMMISSIONER HART:  Second.


10                  CHAIRMAN MURPHY:  Mr. Hart seconds the


11   motion.  Is there a discussion?


12                  (No response.)


13                  CHAIRMAN MURPHY:  All those in favor of


14   the motion to defer the decision only on PA 2018-IV-MV2


15   with the record remaining open for any comment to a date


16   of --


17                  COMMISSIONER CLARKE:  September 13th.


18                  CHAIRMAN MURPHY:  -- September 13th with


19   the record remaining open for comments say, "Aye."


20                  (Whereupon, the Ayes were stated.)


21                  CHAIRMAN MURPHY:  Opposed?


22                  (No response.)


23                  CHAIRMAN MURPHY:  Motion carries.
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 1                  I will echo Mr. Clarke's statements.


 2   You've been a wonderful group tonight.  The testimony, no


 3   matter what side of the issue you fall on, has been


 4   professional, well thought out and we appreciate your


 5   decorum and we appreciate your tenacity.


 6                  Please drive safely.  If there is no other


 7   business -- and thank the Staff for showing up.  A lot of


 8   folks came out.  Your presence has alone been


 9   inspirational.


10                  If there is no other business before the


11   Planning Commission, we are adjourned as of twelve


12   o'clock.


13                  (Whereupon, the Planning Commission


14   hearing concluded at 11:57 p.m.)


15                            * * * * *


16


17


18


19


20


21


22


23
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 1                  CERTIFICATE OF NOTARY PUBLIC
 2
 3                  I, WANDA L. ZAPATA, a Master Certified
 4   Verbatim Reporter and the officer before whom the
 5   foregoing deposition was taken, do hereby certify that
 6   the witness whose testimony appears in the foregoing
 7   deposition was duly sworn by me, that the testimony of
 8   said witness was taken by me stenographically and that I
 9   thereafter reduced the same to typewriting; that said
10   deposition is a true record of the testimony given by
11   said witness; that I am neither counsel for, related to,
12   nor employed by any of the parties to the action in which
13   this deposition was taken; and further, that I am not a
14   relative or employee of any attorney or counsel employed
15   by the parties thereto; nor financially or otherwise
16   interested in the outcome of the action.
17
18
19                            _______________________________
                              WANDA L. ZAPATA, CVR-M
20                            Notary Public in and for the
                              State of Maryland
21
22   My commission expires:
     January 20, 2021
23
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